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ICSEA 2016

Forward

The Eleventh International Conference on Software Engineering Advances (ICSEA 2016), held on
August 21 - 25, 2016 in Rome, Italy, continued a series of events covering a broad spectrum of software-
related topics.

The conference covered fundamentals on designing, implementing, testing, validating and
maintaining various kinds of software. The tracks treated the topics from theory to practice, in terms of
methodologies, design, implementation, testing, use cases, tools, and lessons learnt. The conference
topics covered classical and advanced methodologies, open source, agile software, as well as software
deployment and software economics and education.

The conference had the following tracks:

 Advances in fundamentals for software development

 Advanced mechanisms for software development

 Advanced design tools for developing software

 Software engineering for service computing (SOA and Cloud)

 Advanced facilities for accessing software

 Software performance

 Software security, privacy, safeness

 Advances in software testing

 Specialized software advanced applications

 Web Accessibility

 Open source software

 Agile and Lean approaches in software engineering

 Software deployment and maintenance

 Software engineering techniques, metrics, and formalisms

 Software economics, adoption, and education

 Business technology

 Improving productivity in research on software engineering

Similar to the previous edition, this event continued to be very competitive in its selection process
and very well perceived by the international software engineering community. As such, it is attracting
excellent contributions and active participation from all over the world. We were very pleased to receive
a large amount of top quality contributions.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICSEA 2016 technical program
committee as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors
that dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to the ICSEA 2016. We truly believe that
thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consists of top quality contributions.
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This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations
and sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the ICSEA 2016 organizing committee for their
help in handling the logistics and for their work that is making this professional meeting a success.

We hope the ICSEA 2016 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results
between academia and industry and to promote further progress in software engineering research. We
also hope Rome provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some time
for exploring this beautiful historic city.
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Abstract— Software metrics perform a crucial role in the 

software industry because they provide measures needed to 

control software process and product, such as software quality, 

complexity, maintainability, and size. Measuring software allows 

one to diagnose whether the project is within expected norms or 

there is a deviation. However, many publications present metrics 

but omit thresholds or reference values that would give guidance 

about their ideal limits and range. Metrics might be used more 

frequently and effectively if they were accompanied by reliable 

reference values. We therefore present a Systematic Literature 

Review to find research that presents such reference values and 

thresholds. The keyword search phase of the systematic review 

generated 6.654 articles from IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital 

Library, Ei Compendex, SCOPUS, and Elsevier Science Direct. 

Further filtering narrowed this to only 19 articles actually 

disucssing thresholds and reference values. We present an 

analysis of these papers, including a comparison highlighting 

discrepancies in the reference values and thresholds. The results 

serve as a starting point to guide further research. 

Keywords- software metrics; software measures; thresholds; 

reference values; systematic literature review. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In medicine, when a blood test is done, the values obtained 
are compared with their respective reference intervals printed 
beside the results. If there is any abnormality in the results then 
the doctor makes a diagnosis, defines the disease, and 
determines the type and dose of medicine the patient should 
take.  There are reference values for most tests, allowing the 
diagnosis of patients. However, in software engineering, there 
is still a long journey to obtain these values and achieve 
maturity based on measures. 

Software metrics perform an important role in the software 
industry because they provide measures for software features, 
such as maintainability, reusability, portability, readability, 
correctness, complexity and so on. These measures provide the 
software engineer, software architects and project managers the 
current state of the software. The measures allow diagnosing of 
projects, products and processes, and check whether the values 
of measures are within the expected norm or there is 
unexpected deviation. 

Over the years, a variety of software metrics [1]-[11] and 
automated tools for measuring [12][13][14] have been 
proposed. However, despite the importance of software 
metrics, most have not been widely applied in industry 

[15][16]. It is believed that one reason is the lack of reference 
values and thresholds for most metrics [17].  

A threshold defines a point that should (or not) be exceeded 
due to (un)desirable effects involved. A reference value or 
range gives objectives for what should be achieved or defines 
value sets classified qualitatively; for instance the classification 
could be bad, regular and good. In this paper, the term 
‘reference value’ will be used for both in most of what follows, 
unless context requires otherwise. 

 In some cases, the reference values are known, but not 
widely accepted. This causes an uncertainty which, according 
to [16], inhibits the popularization of software metrics. 

Reference values for metrics enable interpretation of the 
results of measurement. It is through comparing measures to 
reference values that software engineers can verify that the 
project, product and process meets a desired standard or, that 
the project is improving, worsening or stable. 

Various authors [18]-[22] have proposed reference values 
for software metrics and techniques for deriving them. There 
are articles, such as [19][21][23], which provide benchmarks 
based on "experience" (tacit knowledge) without any statistical 
or technical analysis that supports the claim. However, since 
they were obtained in a specific context, published reference 
values tend not to be generalizable beyond the context of their 
inception. 

In this work, the results of a systematic literature review 
(SLR) of software metrics are presented, focusing on reference 
values. The SLR selection process resulted in selection of 19 
articles, out of 6.654 considered. In subsequent sections we 
summarize these articles and present the reference values cited 
or calculated in the articles . We discuss certain differences in 
metric interpretations. We also comment on the amount and 
type of software used to calculate and validate the reference 
values. We then present a comparison of the discrepancies 
among reference values proposed in those articles. Finally, we 
suggest future work that would promote improvements in 
software metrics and measurements.  

The SLR methodology has proven very useful software 
engineering researchers. It provides a documented and 
repeatable process to identify the state of the art about some 
issues of researchers’ interest.  

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II 
describes SLRs in general, the SLR construction process, the 
protocol used and the results obtained from this SLR. Section 
V presents the comparison analysis and discussion of the 
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articles as a group. Section VI presents the main conclusions 
obtained in this work, as well as contributions and future work. 

II. SYSTEMATIC REVIEW PROCESS 

A systematic literature review is an evidence-based 
technique originating in medicine and medical sciences [24]. 
This technique has been employed in several areas including 
software engineering. 

An SLR involves several distinct activities [25]. In the 
literature, it is possible to find different suggestions for the 
number and order of activities undertaken in a systematic 
review. In [24][25][26] the authors present an SLR process 
consisting of three main phases: planning, execution and 
analysis of results. This section presents the application of the 
SLR, following the three-phase approach. 

1. Planning 

This section presents the planning phase. 

 Objectives: To perform a survey of scientific papers 
that discusses software metrics that have ranges or 
specific reference values associated with them. 

 Research questions: What software metrics have 
values or ranges of reference assigned to them? What 
values or ranges have been identified in the literature? 

 Keywords: The following keywords were adopted: 
Software metric, measure, measuring, threshold, 
reference value, value, range, limit. 

Search string: the search string was compiled from the 
keywords, linking them logically: (software) AND 
(metric OR metrics OR measure OR measures OR 
measuring) AND ("reference value" OR "reference 
values" OR ranges OR thresholds OR limits OR range 
OR threshold OR limit). 

 Search method sources: Web sites of virtual scientific 
libraries. 

 List of research sources: IEEE Xplore 
(http://ieeexplore.ieee.org), Elsevier Science Direct 
(www.sciencedirect.com), Scopus (www.scopus.com), 
ACM Digital Library (http://dl.acm.org), and 
EiCompendex (www.engineeringvillage2.org).  

 Types of articles: Papers considered are those relating 
to software metrics, including comparisons and 
analyzes. 

 Language of articles: The articles must be in English. 

 Criteria for inclusion or exclusion of articles: Articles 
should: i) Be available for download as full papers; ii) 
Provide reference values for software metrics; and iii) 
Have been published between the years 1990 and 
2015. 

 
It is known that the search string used can return a lot of 

articles or limit the results as well. So, in this investigation, the 
results expected are papers that contain the words present in 
search string. A string search containing the name of a specific 

metrics was not used. For instance, Depth Inheritance Tree, 
Response for Classes, Coupling Between Objects, Number of 
Children, Weighted Methods per Class, LCOM and others 
could be inserted in the search string. Considering the amount 
of metrics, the length of the search string, the volume of 
articles that need to be retrieved and the data need to be 
processed, the work must be separated for each metric. 

2. Execution 

The execution was divided into four steps, as suggested in 
[27] called initial selection, primary selection, secondary 
selection, and obtaining and evaluation of scientific papers.  

 Initial selection (obtaining of articles): Searches are 
conducted in databases defined in the protocol; then 
the results are summarized according to previously 
established criteria. This process is iterative, i.e. the 
search can be readjusted and run again, if the results 
are not reasonable. 

 Primary selection: This is the first filtering of the 
results. Usually the Title and Keywords of articles are 
read to verify compliance with the criteria for inclusion 
and exclusion. 

 Secondary selection: This is the second filtering of the 
results. This step aims to eliminate irrelevant results by 
reading the abstracts and conclusions of the articles, 
and checking compliance with the criteria for inclusion 
and exclusion. 

 Results organization: The results are tabulated in a 
way that favors a quick visual analysis. 

Step 1 – Initial selection 

The initial selection was conducted by searching in the 
databases mentioned above. Filters were carried out during 
searching activity to restrict the results according to year (the 
period between 1990 and 2015), language (English), and 
discipline (computer science and/or software engineering). 
Scientific articles were searched for using our search strings 
applied to titles, abstracts and keywords.  

Because of the characteristics of the search engines for 
some databases, the search strings defined in the protocol 
required slight change, but their semantics were retained. In 
some situations, it was necessary to include the query string 
parameters. For instance, in the ACM Digital Library it was 
necessary to divide the search string into three, to obtain a 
plausible result for analysis. The searches were performed on 
November 10 and 26, 2014.  

Table I presents the exact search strings used in the SLR for 
each database. 

As a result of that search, 6.654 scientific articles were 
found, as shown in the second column of Table II. The tool 
JabRef version 2.7.2 [28] was used to manage the list of 
articles. 
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TABLE I. SEARCH STRINGS USED IN PRIMARY SELECTION 

Databases Search strings 

IEEE 

Xplore 

((software) AND (metric OR metrics OR measure OR measures OR 

measuring) AND ("reference value" OR "reference values" OR 

ranges OR thresholds OR limits OR range OR threshold OR limit)) 

Elsevier 

Science 

Direct 

pub-date > 1989 and TITLE-ABS-KEY((software) AND (metric OR 

metrics OR measure OR measures OR measuring) AND ("reference 

value" OR "reference values" OR ranges OR thresholds OR limits 

OR range OR threshold OR limit))[All Sources(Computer Science)] 

Ei 

Compendex 

(((((software) AND (metric OR metrics OR measure OR measures 

OR measuring) AND ("reference value" OR "reference values" OR 

ranges OR thresholds OR limits OR range OR threshold OR limit)) 

WN KY) AND (({computer software} OR {software engineering}) 

WN CV)) AND (((english) WN LA) AND (1990-2015) WN YR  )) 

Scopus 

TITLE-ABS-KEY((software) AND (metric OR metrics OR measure 

OR measures OR measuring) AND ("reference value" OR 

"reference values" OR ranges OR thresholds OR limits OR range 

OR threshold OR limit)) AND PUBYEAR > 1989 AND (LIMIT-

TO(LANGUAGE, "English")) AND (LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA, 

"COMP")) 

ACM 

Library 

String 1 
(“software measure*”) AND (“reference value*” OR 

range* OR threshold* OR limit*) 

String 2 
(“software measuring”) AND (“reference value*” OR 

range* OR threshold* OR limit*) 

String 3 
(“software metric*”) AND (“reference value*” OR 

range* OR threshold* OR limit*) 

 

TABLE II-  RESULTS AFTER APPLYING SELECTIONS 

Data Bases 
Initial 

Selection 

Primary 

Selection 

Secondary Selection 
Selected 

Irlvt Rpt Incompl 

IEEE  3.266 91 80 0 0 11 

Elsevier 180 27 24 0 0 3 

Compendex 1.254 33 19 11 0 3 

Scopus 1.687 54 37 16 0 1 

ACM  267 37 33 3 0 1 

Total 6.654 242 193 30 0 19 

Step 2 – Primary selection  

After the initial selection was performed (step 1), the 
scientific articles were submitted to primary selection, where 
titles, keywords and abstracts were filtered and analyzed 
manually. 

During filtering, it was found that a large proportion of the 
articles belonged to other areas of computer science and did 
not meet the purposes of this SLR. Hence, the number of 
scientific articles decreased from 6654 (obtained in the initial 
selection) to 242. This is shown in column 3 of Table II. 

In an SLR, it is usual for the initial search to return a large 
number of irrelevant articles that neither respond to the 
research questions nor are unrelated to the theme in question 
[26]. 

Step 3 – Secondary selection 

In secondary selection, the 242 scientific articles selected in 
the primary selection (Step 2) passed an inspection in which 
both introductions and conclusions were read. At this stage, 
relevance, repetitiveness and completeness were checked. 

Out of 242 articles selected earlier, 193 papers were 
considered irrelevant, because they did not correspond to the 
objectives of this SLR; 30 articles were considered repeated, 
because they were found in more than one database; no article 
was considered incomplete, and all items surveyed were 
available. Finally, 19 scientific articles passed the selection 

criteria. In other words, 19 papers were found that had clearly 
stated an intent to define or analyze thresholds or reference 
values in their title, abstract or introduction. Table II presents a 
summary of the results in its rightmost four columns. 

Step 4 - Obtaining and evaluation of scientific papers 

Those 19 papers were read and discussed one by one, and 
data were gathered in order to show the state of the art around 
the research theme. Table III presents the relevant scientific 
articles that answer the research questions set out in the 
protocol. Section 3 presents the analysis and discussion of 
papers identified. 

3. Results analysis 

This SLR indicates that the number of papers discussing 
reference values for software metrics has increased in recent 
years. One of the factors contributed to that increase is likely 
the market demand for quality products. The SLR shows that 
57.8% of scientific papers were published since 2009.  

TABLE IV - RELEVANT INFORMATION OF ARTICLES IDENTIFIED IN SLR. 

ID Classification 

Articles or 

tools 

referenced 

Values 

empirically 

validated 

Technique Context 

A Type I [13] no experience specific 

B Type II [10] no 
distribution 

analysis 
generic 

C Type I [18] no 
statistical 

analysis 
specific 

D Type I [9][21] negative experience specific 

E Type II [31] negative 
statistical 

analysis 
specific 

F Type I ISM no 
logistic 

regression 
specific 

G Type II - yes 
distribution 

analysis 
specific 

H Type I [44] no experience generic 

I Type II - yes 
statistical 

analysis 
specific 

J Type II [21] yes 
statistical 

analysis 
specific 

K Type II - no 
statistical 

analysis 
specific 

L Type II - yes 
statistical 

analysis 
specific 

M Type II - no 
ROC 

courves 
specific 

N Type II - no experience generic 

O Type II [45] no 
ROC 

courves 
specific 

P Type II  no experience specific 

Q Type II [45] no 
statistical 

analysis 
generic 

R Type I 
[31][46] 

[23][9] 
no 

learning 

machine 
specific 

S Type II [13] no experience specific 

A total of 66 metrics having thresholds were identified 
from the 19 papers. Among the metrics identified, there are 
metrics specific to the OO paradigm as well as traditional 
metrics adapted to the OO paradigm, such as LOC and 
cyclomatic complexity. In total, 57.4% of the papers refer to 
OO metrics specifically and 82.5% of them come from the CK 
metrics suite [4]. 

The IEEE Xplore database presented the most relevant 
articles for this research, with 58% of studies. The databases 
with the lowest number of relevant studies were Scopus and 
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the ACM Library, with 5% of scientific articles each. Table IV 
summarizes the articles analyzed. The first column gives the 
reference number (see Table III).  

TABLE III. RELEVANT ARTICLES THAT ANSWER THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

SET OUT IN THE PROTOCOL. 

ID Year Title Ref. Base 

A 2009 
An outlier detection algorithm based on 

object-oriented metrics thresholds 
[29] IEEE 

B 2010 
Deriving metric thresholds from 

benchmark data 
[18] IEEE 

C 2011 
Benchmark-Based Aggregation of 

Metrics to Ratings 
[30] IEEE 

D 2000 Thresholds for object-oriented measures [31] IEEE 

E 2002 
The optimal class size for object-oriented 

software 
[32] IEEE 

F 2009 

Clustering and Metrics Thresholds Based 

Software Fault Prediction of Unlabeled 

Program Modules 

[33] IEEE 

G 2003 
A metrics suite for measuring reusability 

of software components 
[34] IEEE 

H 2007 

Observing Distributions in Size Metrics: 

Experience from Analyzing Large 

Software Systems 

[35] IEEE 

I 1997 
Software metrics model for quality 

control 
[36] IEEE 

J 2010 

A Quantitative Investigation of the 

Acceptable Risk Levels of Object-

Oriented Metrics in Open-Source 

Systems 

[37] IEEE 

K 2014 
Extracting relative thresholds for source 

code metrics  
[38] IEEE 

L 2011 
Identifying thresholds for object-oriented 

software metrics 
[20] Elsevier 

M 2011 
Class noise detection based on software 

metrics and ROC curves 
[39] Elsevier 

N 2011 
Improving the applicability of object-

oriented class cohesion metrics 
[40] Elsevier 

O 2010 
Finding software metrics threshold 

values using ROC curves 
[22] Compendex 

P 1992 
Software metrics for object-oriented 

systems 
[19] Compendex 

Q 2005 

An empirical exploration of the 

distributions of the Chidamber and 

Kemerer object-oriented metrics suite 

[41] Compendex 

R 2011 
Calculation and optimization of 

thresholds for sets of software metrics 
[42] Scopus 

S 2010 
Estimation of Software Reusability: An 

Engineering Approach 
[43] ACM 

The second column categorizes the papers into: i) Type I - 
studies that use existing reference values to achieve a goal, 
such as outlier detection and predicting failures, and ii) Type-
II studies that aim to establish or optimize reference values. 
Among the identified articles, 31.6% use existing thresholds 
and 68.4% aim to identify or optimize thresholds as shown in 
Table IV. 

The thresholds classified as Type I and presented by 
selected papers were gathered from tool documentation or 
from other studies that they had referenced. The thresholds 
obtained from tools such as: McCabe IQ, or ISM are hard to 
reproduce because the tools are not readily available and some 
thresholds were determined “by authors experience”. 

The labels "no", "yes" and "negative" shown in Table IV 
mean respectively that "there was no validation", "there was 
validation", or "there was validation, but the result states that 
the reference values are bad values". Articles D and E [31][32] 
had negative validation, representing 10.5% of the articles. A 
total of 21.1% of articles validated the thresholds and 

reference values, and 68.4% did not validate them. These 
results are undesirable, because only 21.1% validated values 
and only article L [20] out of 21.1% were classified as general 
context. The other articles were considered neither validated 
nor general. Software engineering should have well validated 
thresholds in order to support software engineers during the 
development process. 

Other articles had used the thresholds to validate only the 
method used to discover thresholds, but they did not validate 
their own thresholds as presented. This was the case for 
articles R and S [42][43].  

Regarding the techniques used to obtain the thresholds, as 
Lanza and Marinescu indicated in [16], there are two main 
approaches: professional experience and statistical analysis. 
Of the articles analyzed, 31.6% obtained thresholds through 
experience, i.e., the authors determined arbitrarily and 
subjectively the thresholds, and 68.4% obtained them through 
statistical analysis. Methods like machine learning and error 
models were classified as statistical analysis approaches. 

The context was classified as generic and specific. The 
'generic' label indicates the reference values fulfill all of the 
following criteria: a) Three or more systems; b) more than 
50% of systems are developed by people different from the 
authors, c) more than one domain, and d) more than one 
programming language. Otherwise the label 'specific' is used. 
A total of 79% of selected papers were classified as specific, 
and 21% were classified as general. 

During the analysis process, several methods were found 
to calculate thresholds. These include experience, statistical 
analysis, error models, clustering, distribution analysis, and 
machine learning. 

Most of the papers would not be amenable to replication 
due to incomplete details such as missing versions of systems, 
names of systems, details about applied metric interpretation 
to measure software and so on. Those details should be 
included in articles. In fact, it is necessary to establish a 
protocol to guide authors to supply that information, allowing 
replication and validation of research of this kind. 

Several articles did not define precise instructions for how 
metrics were counted in papers. For instance, what is the 
difference between ‘comments’ and ‘lines of comments’? 
How were lines of comment blocks counted? And how were 
lines counted that had both code and comment? 

Another difficulty faced was determining whether a value 
refers to a minimum or maximum, for instance in 
Schneidewind’s article (1997) [36]. 

In [37], the authors used three versions of Eclipse to 
determine values. However, using different versions of the 
same software will not result in the same level of generality as 
if completely different systems had been used. The same 
argument can be made when multiple systems in the same 
domain are analyzed. 

In next section, some metrics are analyzed considering the 
values found in the articles. The reference values presented by 
article E [32] are results from a negative validation meaning 
that values are invalid to use.  

III. COMPARING REFERENCE VALUES PRESENTED BY PAPERS 

After reading all selected papers, the gathered reference 
values are presented in tables below with columns labelled 
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metric, reference, value, and nature of measure. Respectively, 
each table contains the name of the metric evaluated, the 
reference to the paper that presented the reference value, the 
reference value presented or proposed to the metric mentioned, 
and the nature of measure that represents the meaning of the 
value presented like maximum, minimum, desirable, good, 
bad, typical, etc.  

In this section, the reader will note the existence of 
different reference values for the same metric. 

1. Weighted Methods per Class (WMC) 

Two interpretations for the WMC metric were found. The 
first interpretation, called here WMC1, is calculated by 
summing the complexity of each method in a class and 
assuming the complexity of each method is 1. That means the 
WMC is a simply counting the number of methods (each 
method has complexity 1). The second interpretation, called 
here WMC2, is calculated by summing the McCabe 
Cyclomatic Complexity of the methods. 

Table V presents just one reference value that was found 
for WMC1 and several different values for WMC2. For the 
same interpretation, the WMC2 threshold could be 20 or 100 as 
cited and calculated, respectively, in [22]. This situation makes 
the work of software engineers difficult, since they will not 
know what value should be used as a threshold in their 
projects. 

TABLE V - VALUES OF WMC METRIC 

Metric Ref. Value Nature of Measure 

WMC1 - Counting methods A 14 Max 

WMC2 - Sum complexities 

D 100 Max 

K 100 Max 

K 20 Max 

N 24 Max 

N 100 Max 

R 100 Max 

S 20 and 100 Desirable and Max 

WMC - not defined K 32 
80% quantiles 

(relative threshold) 

2. Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT) 

The papers presented moderate differences among 
suggested DIT thresholds. This metric measures the maximum 
depth of the inheritance hierarchy in a system. In Table VI, it is 
observed that values from 6 to 10 are most commonly found to 
be the maximum suggested value or upper threshold. This is 
still a large range, so further research is needed to determine 
how much worse a system would be if it had a DIT of 10 vs. 6. 

TABLE VI - VALUES OF DIT METRIC. 

Ref. Value Nature of Measure 

A 7 Max 

D 6 Max 

L 2 Typical 

Q 10 Max 

Q 6 (in Java or C++) Max 

S 3 and 6 Desirable and Max 

3. Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) 

The Cyclomatic Complexity metric is the number of 
linearly independent paths in program flow and has 
significantly different reference values in the papers studied, as 
shown in Table XII. 

TABLE XII - VALUES OF CICLOMATIC COMPLEXITY METRICS. 

Metrics Ref. Value Nature of Measure 

Cyclomatic Complexity Per 

Method 

B 

<=6 

]6;8] 

]8;14] 

>14 

low risk 

moderate risk 

high risk 

very-high risk 

F 10 

It was impossible check it, 

because original reference 

on web is not available 

M 

P1 - 3 

P2 - 5 

P3 - 5 

P4 - 3 

P5 - 4 

Best value for each dataset 

P1, P2,…, P5 

P 10 Max 

R 

C - 24 

C++ - 10 

C# - 10 

Max 

Cyclomatic Complexity per 

Module 
P 100 

Max Value, considering 

10 methods and each one 

supporting max 

complexity equal 10. 

Design Complexity Per Module 

- Number of paths including 

calls to other modules 

M 

P1 - 3 

P2 - 3 

P3 - 3 

P4 - 3 

P5 - 3 

Best value for each dataset 

P1, P2,…, P5 

4. Number of Children (NOC) 

NOC represents the number of children that any given class 
has. In Table VIII, it is observed once again that there are 
different values for the maximum value or upper threshold 
ranging from 3 to 10. 

TABLE VIII - VALUES OF NOC METRICS. 

Ref. Value Nature of Measure 

A 3 Max 

Q 10 Max 

Q ]4, 6[ Java and <6 C++ Desirable and Max 

5. Lack Of Cohesion Methods (LCOM) 

LCOM measures lack of cohesion and has several 
interpretations and different names as shown in Table IX. As 
different cohesion views appeared over time, new metrics were 
developed. Article [40] explains the subtle difference among 
the various LCOM metrics. 

TABLE IX - VALUES OF LCOM 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 AND LOCM  METRICS. 

Metric Ref. Value Nature of Measure 

LCOM1 N 42 and 21 Mean and 75th percentile 

LCOM2 
L 0,  [10;20] and  >20 

Intervals mean: 

Good, Regular and Bad 

N 27 and 8 Mean and 75th percentile 

LCOM3 N 1.67 and 2 Mean and 75th percentile 

LCOM4 N 1.62 and 2 Mean and 75th percentile 

LCOM5 N 0.76 and 1 Mean and 75th percentile 

LOCM 

 (McCabe Tools) 
A 75 Max 

LCOM  

(not defined) 
K 36 

80% quantiles 

(relative threshold) 

6. Operator and Operand Countings 

Halstead`s metrics count Unique Operators, Unique 
Operands, Total Operators and Total Operands as shown in 
Table X. There are different reference values for each dataset 
from NASA in [39] called P1,…, P5 in this paper. Halstead 
used these direct measures to calculate indirect measures, for 
instance, volume of software can be used to indicate 
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complexity. The higher the volume of software, the higher its 
complexity. 

TABLE X - VALUES OF COMPLEXITY OPERATOR AND OPERAND METRICS. 

Ref 

Value to UNIQUE Value to TOTAL 

Operator 

Count 

Operand 

Count 

Operator 

Count 

Operand 

Count 

F 25 0 125 70 

I 10 33 26 21 

M 

P1 – 7 

P2 – 12  

P3 – 15 

P4 - 18 

P5 - 15 

P1 – 7 

P2 – 17 

P3 – 19 

P4 - 21 

P5 - 20 

P1 - 13 

P2 - 42 

P3 - 54 

P4 - 53 

P5 - 50 

P1 - 8 

P2 - 27 

P3 - 36 

P4 - 57 

P5 - 34 

7 Response For a Class (RFC), Coupling Between Object 

Classes (CBO), Fan-in, Afferent Coupling (AC) and 

Number of Function Calls (NFC) 
Metrics shown in Table XI to Table XIII are related to 

method calling. Fan-in is known as afferent coupling and Fan-
out is known as efferent coupling.  

There are different values for the same metric in this case 
too. For instance, Table XI shows in its first line the maximum 
value is 2 and in line 6 the maximum value is 13. 

TABLE XI - VALUES OF CBO AND METRICS. 

Ref. Value Nature of Measure 

A 2 Max 

D 5 Max 

J 5 Max 

J 9 Max 

O 5 Max 

O 13 Max 

R 5 Max 

 

In Table XII, there are discrepancies among values. For 

instance, the RFC maximum value starts with 0 and ends with 

222. 

TABLE XII - VALUES OF RESPONSE FOR CLASS (RFC). 

Ref. Value Nature of Measure 

A 100 Max 

D 100 Max 

J 100 Max 

J 40 Max 

K 49 80% quantiles - relative threshold 

O 100 Max 

O 44 Max 

R 100 Max 

S [50;100] and 222 Desirable and Max 

TABLE XIII - VALUES OF FAN-IN, AFFERENT COUPLING (AC) AND 

NUMBER OF FUNCTION CALLS (NFC) METRICS. 

Metric Ref. Value Nature of Measure 

FAN-IN B 10, 22 and 56 
70%, 80%, 90% 

percentiles 

AC L 1,  [2;20]  and   >20 
Intervals mean: 

Good, Regular and Bad 

NFC- Number of 

Function Calls 
R 5 Max 

8. Number of Attributes, Methods and Parameters 

Metrics shown in Table XV measure characteristic related 
to classes and methods like number of attributes and methods 
per class and the number of parameters in a method signature. 
Some variations are considered, such as whether modifiers are 
public or private . The maximum value of 0 for the public 

attributes measure was presented in paper H, due to suggested 
good practices for OO modeling. Values originating from good 
practices could be called theoretical recommendations. 
However, paper H considers 0 as good, but accepts up to 10 as 
the regular situation, when considering the distribution analysis 
of dozens of open source systems. Those values could be called 
practical recommendations. 

TABLE XV - VALUES OF NUMBER OF ATTRIBUTES, NUMBER OF METHODS 

AND NUMBER OF PARAMETERS. 

Metric Ref. Value Nature of Measure 

Number of 

Attributes 

E 39 
Invalid Threshold. Do not 

use. 

K 0.1 
75th percentile 

(relative threshold) 

Number of Public 

Attributes 

L 0, [1;10],  >10 
Intervals mean: 

Good, Regular and Bad 

H 0 Max 

K 0.1 
75th percentile 

(relative threshold) 

Number of 

Methods (NM) 

B 29, 42 and 73 70%, 80% 90% quantiles 

E 1 
Invalid Threshold. Do not 

use 

R 20 Max 

K 16 
80% quantiles 

(relative threshold) 

Number of Public 

Methods 

H [5;10] Min and Max Interval 

L [0;10], [11;40], >40 
Intervals mean: 

Good, Regular and Bad 

Number of 

Parameters (NP) 
B 10, 22, 56 70%, 80% 90% percentiles 

 
These reference values have not been widely accepted for 

the following main reasons: a) The thresholds that have been 
found cannot distinguish ‘good’ from ‘bad’ values, they just 
present statistical results; b) the thresholds originate from 
studies of only one (or a few) application domains, 
geographical regions, or groups of companies, reducing the 
generalizability of results; c) There are important discrepancies 
among thresholds proposed in different scientific papers; d) 
The papers do not explain why a new threshold proposed is 
better (or worse) than older ones. They just show numbers and 
assert their new numbers as new suggested thresholds. 

Article [20] seems to have reference values that are more 
reliable, considering the number of systems and domains, but it 
considers only Java systems. 

Some reference values that were proposed omit 
explanations of how they were calculated or the reason for 
those values. Sometimes, it was stated that the values were 
established based on author’s experience [13][19], suggesting 
for us to   close our eyes and just trust. Therefore, there is a 
long distance to be walked in this journey to improve metrics 
and their use.  

During this analysis, no evidence was found regarding 
whether different kinds of software (e.g., CPU bound vs. I/O 
bound) should have the same thresholds or reference values. A 
similar question arises regarding whether software employing 
particular frameworks, or generated by code-generation tools 
should be expected to have reference values consistent with 
software that does not employ such technologies. For example, 
such software might contain attributes and methods that are 
empty or not used. 

In [33] the authors showed different values for five projects 
(Table X). There were significant differences among the values 
for certain metrics in different articles. So, the question arises 
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of whether it is even possible calculate a single threshold or 
reference value in many cases. 

Furthermore, in articles [31] and [32] the authors show 
negative results for those validations. The first one [31] 
demonstrates that there was no threshold effect (sudden effect 
change at some threshold) in some metrics. The second one 
[32] demonstrates there is no empirical evidence for the 
“Goldilocks Conjecture” that there is a ‘sweet spot’ for a given 
metric. Even if these are valid conclusions, surely there must 
be negative effects at some extreme values. In other words, 
even if Goldilocks found that all the beds were comfortable, 
she likely still would not have wanted to sleep on a board or on 
quicksand.  

This context, without reference values that are generic, 
brings to mind learning processes like machine learning, neural 
networks, fuzzy systems, and so on. Those methods, without 
generic values for training, have to be trained in each context 
and must have their application limited to that context only.  

Considering the current scenario without generic thresholds 
and reference values, more effort needs to be applied to find 
reasonable values. 

We found no articles presenting values of metrics that 
simultaneously take into consideration dimensions such as 
domain, architecture, language, size of system, size of 
developer teams, modeling approach, code generation 
technology, build system, or delivery system. We believe that 
reference values may be quite different depending on where 
systems are situated in the space defined by the above 
dimensions. Additionally, there were no papers comparing 
metrics in several independent systems or different versions of 
the same system. By independent systems, we are referring to 
systems produced by others than those that are collecting, 
calculating or validating thresholds or reference values. In 
some cases, it was not clear whether the systems studied were 
independent of the evaluators. 

Many reference values found should be used only with 
caution, because, for instance, either they do not have 
validation, or their measurement cannot be repeated, or they 
might be specific to a certain type of system, and hence not 
generic. 

As mentioned earlier, it is also important to consider how a 
metric is interpreted or implemented and what impact this has 
on reference values. For instance, when the metric LOC is 
applied, it is necessary to define how blank lines, comments, 
and statements in more than one line will be counted. 

There are also likely to be inherent differences in reference 
values for different programming languages. For example, 
some object-oriented languages might intrinsically need 
different numbers of classes, or different depths of inheritance 
due to such features as inner classes and multiple inheritance.  
Other feature differences could lead to different numbers of 
attributes, methods, and so on. 

Thus, we recommend that a Metrics Research Protocol 
should be developed. This would promote consistent research 
and enable the exchange of ‘big data’ in this field among many 
researchers. It would be similar to what has happened in 
biology (e.g., genomics), particle physics, and so on. 

There are some metrics for which there likely should be no 
natural limit and for which a more complex system would 
always have higher values. For instance, this would apply to 

LOC, number of classes, number of methods, and number of 
attributes in a system. For such metrics, the reference values 
should suggest averages or medians per unit, where the unit 
might be the class. 

The situation described in this paper indicates that the 
software engineering community must conduct considerable 
additional research if it wants to be considered a true branch of 
engineering. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The main objective of this study was to conduct a survey of 
software metrics that have reference values or thresholds 
associated with them. For this, a systematic literature review 
was performed to identify, interpret, and evaluate the relevant 
scientific articles available. 

During the conduct of the SLR, 6654 scientific articles 
were identified after searching of IEEE Xplore, EiCompendex, 
Elsevier Science Direct, Scopus and the ACM Library. The 
primary selection obtained 242 papers, based on scanning titles 
and keywords. With further refinement, 193 papers were 
classified irrelevant, 30 were classified repeated, and none 
were classified incomplete. Finally, the SLR resulted in 19 
articles read and analyzed completely. 

The original questions that motivated this SRL were: a) 
What software metrics have reference values or ranges 
assigned to them? b) What values or ranges were identified in 
the literature? Both of these questions were answered, and 
details were discussed throughout this paper. However, our 
analysis showed that the values are not yet generic enough or 
sufficiently validated to be useful. 

The major contributions of this work are: i) the 
identification of a set of measures that have reference values ii) 
the summary of measures, values, systems evaluated, domains 
and languages involved, and technical validation, of these iii) 
critical evaluation of 19 articles. 

The main conclusions of this paper are: i) There are 
conflicts among the most reference values; ii) There are several 
non-reproducible research papers in the field; iii) There are 
reference values based on weak or absent validation; iv) The 
selected reference values are for the most part not 
generalizable; v) There is little comparison between reference 
values and discussion of how one value is better than another; 
vi) The thresholds found cannot be used to distinguish ‘good’ 
from ‘bad’ values, they mainly represent statistical results; and 
vii) The scientific community should establish a protocol to 
determine what authors should consider minimum information 
and procedures that a paper must have when they study and 
purpose thresholds and reference values for software metrics. 

Thus, the values presented in papers should not be trusted. 
The lack of reference values for software metrics persists. 
Additional investigation involving other articles not covered in 
this SLR and new statistical analysis involving multiple 
software systems must be conducted. Considering the 
discrepancies among values presented in this paper, we assert 
that the issue involving metrics and their thresholds and 
reference values is completely open and deserves more effort. 

The possible threats to validity of this study include the 
limitations of search engines of the digital libraries, and lack of 
retrieval due to insufficient detail in the title, abstract or 
keywords of the papers. Other valid articles without keywords 
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in the titles or provided keywords might not have been found. 
The authors will conduct a new SLR involving the name of 
each metric and also conduct a statistical analysis of more than 
100 open source software projects. 

Software metrics have played a key role in organizations. 
Even though there has been a growth of research related to 
software metrics and thresholds in the last few years, this issue 
still needs further research and publications that provide 
support to software engineers. 

Various actions should be taken as future work: 

i)  Perform a backward and foward SLR considering the 

set of articles discussed in this paper as the starting point. This 

might uncover important information that may have been 

abandoned over time, as well as complementary data about 

thresholds and methods. 

ii) Perform a comparative analysis in order to identify 

discrepancies among thresholds selected in the literature, 

considering software both within various domains and across 

domains. 

iii) Study and conduct research to establish thresholds for 

metrics of interest, creating quality protocols useful as for 

reference. 

iv) Evaluate evolution of measures between different 

versions of the same software, of the same domain and 

different domains in order to get average values and uncover 

discrepancies. 

v) Compare different metrics tools in order to look for 

discrepancies in the same metrics applied in the same projects, 

to understand why they produce different values, and to enable 

creation of warnings and advice about their use. 

vi) Develop and propose a protocol to facilitate research 

into reference values for various metrics and software types, 

and for specific software instances to assure sharing of data 

and replicability. 

vii) Model thresholds as an n-dimensional problem 

considering different domains, sizes, languages, paradigms, 

kinds of system and so on. 

viii) Develop a comparative analysis about correlation 

among similar metrics in order to identify distinct behaviors 

even though those metrics assess the same software attribute 

(characteristic). 
The software engineering research groups from UFLA and 

UOttawa continue their work in advancing all these proposals. 
In particular, we are extending the Umple technology [47, 48] 
to compute metrics for state machines and networks of 
associations embedded in code, and will develop systematic 
reference values for these metrics. 

Finally, the results obtained in this SLR served to 
understand the state of the art and serve to guide subsequent 
studies related software metrics and thresholds. 
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Abstract—This paper proposes a harmonization between a 
product quality model and a software process model used in 
the industry, CERTICS (a national Brazilian model) and 
CMMI-DEV (an international model). The focus of this 
harmonization is on the Competence Area of Technology 
Management of CERTICS, which addresses the key question 
of whether “the software is kept autonomous and 
technologically competitive”. The results of the harmonization 
are examined step by step, as well as including a review of the 
harmonization, and were assisted by an expert on the 
CERTICS and CMMI-DEV models. Thus, this paper aims to 
correlate the structures of the two models to reduce the 
implementation time and costs, and to stimulate the execution 
of multi-model implementations in software development. 

Keywords-software engineering; software quality; technology 
management; CERTICS; CMMI-DEV; harmonization. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The growing use of software in companies means that 

most manual work is now automated, as well as most 
business routines [1]. This can be regarded as a benefit 
since the adoption of software products generates a greater 
demand for goods and services. The increase in demand 
leads to a proportional increase in customer requirements. 
Thus, the requirement for greater quality in software 
products is increasing, since these customers are becoming 
more selective with regard to the software products they 
find acceptable [2]. 

There are several certified models on the market to 
ensure the quality of the software products, such as the 
Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) [3], the 
International Organization of Standardization / International 
Electrotechnical Commission (ISO / IEC) 15504 [4] and Six 
Sigma [5]. In Brazil, there are two models that are gaining 
prominence, which are Brazilian Software Process 
Improvement (MPS.BR) [6], and the Certification of 
National Technology Software and Related Services 
(CERTICS) [7]. 

Brazil is a country, which has one of the world’s largest 
range of software products, and every day the requirements 
of customers regarding the quality and complexity of 
products is increasing. From this standpoint, it can be 
observed that companies are increasingly seeking maturity 
in their software processes so that they can reach   
international standards of quality and productivity, which 

are essential for survival in the IT market. However, the 
cost of certification for a company can be up to US$ 
400,000, which is not feasible for micro, small and 
medium-sized firms, and is a characteristic of Brazilian IT 
Enterprises. Because of this, the Department of Information 
Technology of the Ministry of Science, Technology and 
Innovation launched a number of Government and 
marketing initiatives, which led to a more aggressive stance 
to export-oriented software. These involved the creation of 
models to comply with the features required by national 
companies, and the recent investment policies for the 
training and expertise of professionals [6][7]. 

Despite the wide range of certification models, many 
companies seek to make improvements in their processes 
and products by using more than one of these models. The 
reason for this is that the practices included in a single one 
cannot fully comply with their requirements for 
improvement. The great difficulty in the implementation of 
more than one model is that each has a different kind of 
structure, which causes conflicts and problems about how to 
understand the models, which will be implemented in the 
company. These implementation problems that are found in 
more than one model can only be reduced by achieving a 
harmonization between them. This task will help to identify 
the similarities and differences between the models [8]. This 
harmonization is fully accepted by the regulatory bodies as 
a means of obtaining quality in the products and services 
related to software. 

The research question of this paper is about how 
CERTICS (product quality model) and CMMI-DEV 
(process quality model) can help to bring about an 
organizational improvement in an integrated way by using 
the assets (practices, processes and others) that these models 
possess. Thus, this research is driven by the need for 
materials that guide the implementation process of the 
multi-models (CERTICS and CMMI-DEV) in companies, 
by providing assets to identify their strengths and 
weaknesses. Furthermore, this research aims to show the 
relationship between the CERTICS and CMMI-DEV 
quality models, by harmonizing their features to show the 
level of adhesion between their structures and support 
organizations that want to implement them together. The 
description of the main objective concerns the application 
of the practices defined in the quality models for the 
software process and product. 

The extent of the business / scientific problem and its 
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challenges is revealed by the number of existing models that 
focus on improving the quality of software development. 
The harmonization can help to identify the common features 
of these models, by providing the software company with 
an instrument to guide the joint implementation of its 
practices, and thus reduce time and costs. Thus, the means 
of tackling this problem is to determine how many assets 
(practices, processes and others), which are needed to 
support the implementation of different models, can be 
applied together in the software company. 

In this paper, there are discussions related to the details 
of the harmonization of the CERTICS model of technology 
management competence area with the CMMI-DEV model.  
In describing the similarities between the structures of the 
models, the coverage criteria and evaluation are performed 
to validate the correctness of the harmonization between the 
models. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to design an 
instrument that can guide the joint implementation of the 
practices contained in the two models (CMMI and 
CERTICS). 

Several questions need to be addressed in this research: 
these include the way the nature and scope of the 
investigated problem are related to the software quality and 
the improvement of the process and product. They also 
involve an attempt to ensure that, within the scope of the 
process improvement in practice, the improvement of the 
software products can be achieved. 

According to CTI Renato Archer [7], the model of 
CERTICS provides benefits to Brazilian software 
development companies that seek to gain preference in 
government procurement and market differentiation, and 
thus create a positive image of the company as an innovator 
of software development and technological progress in the 
country. Until April 2016 this model had 29 products 
certified and registered on the site [7].  

CERTICS is composed of four competence areas. The 
choice of the Technology Management area for this work 
was based on the fact that it involves establishing action-
driven strategies for research and development (R&D). This 
includes the absorption and / or acquisition of existing 
software to be embedded in technologies, based on 
autonomous and technological innovation. This area makes 
use of the results of R&D in domain ownership software, 
together with the relevant technologies used in software. 
This means that the technological innovations and decision-
making capacity in the key software technologies must be 
introduced to ensure that the software remains 
technologically competitive [7]. 

Thus, it is expected that the results of this research will:  
a) reduce the burden of companies with joint 
implementation models, b) reduce inconsistencies and 
conflicts between models, and c) reduce costs through this 
kind of implementation. The difficulty is how to harmonize 
two models that are defined by different organizations and 
decide which practices should be integrated. Finally, this 
research is constrained by being concentrated in one 
CERTICS competence area and, for this reason, an expert 
has been invited to evaluate the harmonization. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section II examines 

some related works, which carry out the harmonization of 
two or more models, and the two models of this research are 
discussed in detail. Section III outlines the harmonization of 
the Technology Management Competence Area of 
CERTICS with regard to CMMI-DEV practices. Finally, 
Section IV concludes with some final considerations. These 
include the results obtained and the limitations of this 
research, followed by some suggestions for possible future 
work. 

II. RELATED WORKS AND BACKGROUND 
This section provides an overview of the concepts of the 

CMMI-DEV and CERTICS models and some related 
works. 

A. Related Works 
The work of Baldassarre et al. [9] proposes a 

harmonization model that aims to support and guide 
companies in the integration, management and alignment of 
software development and quality management practices, or 
those that are concerned with improving existing ones. This 
is possible by mapping the ISO 9001 and Capability 
Maturity Model Integration for Development (CMMI-DEV) 
model, using the Goal Question Metrics (GQM) for the 
definition of operational goals. In this work, the statements 
of ISO 9001 can be reused in the CMMI assessments. 

In [10], Pelszius and Ragaisis put forward a scheme for 
mapping and matching the maturity levels of the CMMI-
DEV model and ISO / IEC 15504. The authors investigated 
which maturity level of a model was ensured by each level 
of another one. Thus, the mapping was divided into the 
following stages: (i) the elements of the CMMI-DEV 
Process Areas were mapped with the ISO / IEC 15504 
process indicators, (ii) a summary of each level mapped by 
the models, i.e. the CMMI practices were mapped in 
relation to the ISO / IEC 15504 outputs, (iii) calculating the 
percentage of the ISO / IEC 15504 process attributes, (iv) 
defining the indicators that express the capability of each 
process, such as N for Non-Performed, P for Partially 
Performed, L for Largely Performed and F for Fully 
Performed, (v) establishing the capabilities of the ISO / IEC 
15504 processes, and (vi) determining the organizational 
maturity of the ISO / IEC 15504, by ensuring a CMMI-
DEV maturity level. 

In [11], Garcia-Mireles et al. show the results of 
harmonizing the processes and product quality models. A 
different approach is adopted in this work, where guidance 
is given by the improvement goals of the software product 
quality control. Four stages were defined for the mapping 
between the process models, which are: (i) analysis models, 
(ii) definition of mapping, (iii) implementation of mapping, 
and (iv) evaluation of mapping results. 

 Finally, in Araújo’s work [8] there are two mappings: 
the first is between the MPS Reference Model for Software 
(MR-MPS-SW) [6] and the Brazilian Test Process 
Improvement (MPT.Br) [12] models, and the second is 
made with the MR-MPS-SW and CERTICS models. On the 
basis of the results of this research, it was found that the 
first mapping showed a great adherence to the models used, 
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while the second mapping showed that the MR-MPS-SW is 
only slightly adherent to the CERTICS model. 

The existence of many frameworks and works dealing 
with the harmonization of practices included in different 
quality models, led to the joint implementation and 
evaluation of these models. It also helped the regulatory 
bodies to accept the existence of practices that are not yet 
present in the versions of their models. This brings about 
improvements in the the organizational process without the 
need for individual interventions by the large number of 
models. 

B. The CERTICS Model 
CERTICS is a Brazilian evaluation methodology that 

seeks to determine whether or not software is the result of 
technological development and innovation in the national 
sphere. In this way, it seeks to assess whether the product 
developed “creates or expands technological skills that are 
related to the country, or contributes to the creation of 
business based on knowledge. This leads to an increase in 
technological autonomy and innovative capacity.” [7]. 

The CERTICS methodology was designed on the basis 
of the ISO / IEC 15504-2 standard [4] and aims to define a 
minimum set of requirements related to technological 
development and innovation in the country [7]. 

The CERTICS model is composed of four Competence 
Areas and sixteen Outcomes. The Competence Areas 
include the details about the concepts of the resulting 
software that is used for technological innovation and the 
development of the country. Each Competence Area has a 
key feature that describes characteristics that must be 
reached in order to fulfil the requirements of the model. The 
competence areas are as follows:  

• Technological Development (DES), key question - 
“Is the software the result of technological 
development in Brazil?”, 

• Technology Management (TEC), key question - 
“Does the software remain technologically 
autonomous and competitive?”, 

• Business Management (GNE), key question - 
“Does the software leverage knowledge-based 
business and is it driven by these business?”, and  

• Continuous Improvement (MEC), key question - 
“Is the software the result of continuous 
improvement originating in the management of 
personnel, processes and knowledge to support and 
enhance their development and technological 
innovation?”. 

The Competence Areas have a set of outcomes, which, 
when implemented, must satisfy the goals of the model. The 
model also provides guidance about how to implement each 
outcome, as well as a list of examples of work products that 
illustrate what is desirable to fulfill each outcome [7]. In the 
domain of this work area, the Outcomes of the Technology 
Management Competence Area are: 

• TEC.1. Use of Results from Technological R&D - 
the software development uses results from 
Technological Research and Development, 

• TEC.2. Appropriation of Relevant Technologies, 

the relevant technologies used in software are 
appropriated by the Organizational Unit, 

• TEC.3. Introduction of Technological 
Innovations, - the introduction of technological 
innovations in software are stimulated and kept at 
the Organizational Unit, and 

• TEC.4. Decision-Making Capacity - the 
Organizational Unit has a decision-making capacity 
for the key technologies in the software. 

C. The CMMI-DEV Model 
CMMI is a maturity model for process improvement 

that is created by Software Engineering Institute (SEI) to 
integrate knowledge areas in a single model, such as 
Systems Engineering (SE), Software Engineering (SW), 
Integrated Products and Process Development (IPPD) and 
Supplier Sourcing (SS) [3]. 

Currently the CMMI is in version 1.3 and is composed 
of three models, which are: CMMI for Development 
(CMMI-DEV), which is concerned with development 
processes, CMMI for Acquisition (CMMI-ACQ), whose 
focus is on acquisition processes, as well as product and / or 
services sourcing, and CMMI for Services (CMMI-SVC), 
which deals with service processes such as maintenance and 
evolution. 

The CMMI structure consists of several elements that 
are grouped into three categories, which are: a) required 
components (Specific and Generic Goals), b) expected 
components (Specific and Generic Practices) and c) 
informative components (Subpractices, Examples of Work 
Products, and others). These components assist in the 
interpretation of the model requirements. Thus, the CMMI-
DEV is composed of twenty-two process areas, which 
consist of its purpose and specific goals for each area 
supplemented by generic goals, since they are related to all 
the process areas. The specific goals define unique 
characteristics for each process area, while the generic goals 
define characteristics that are common to all the process 
areas. Each specific goal has a set of specific practices, 
which are activities that must be taken into account to 
ensure that the goal is satisfied. Similarly, the generic goals 
have generic practices. 

III. THE HARMONIZATION BETWEEN CERTICS AND CMMI-
DEV MODELS 

The CERTICS and CMMI-DEV models have different 
structures, each of which has a set of specific requirements, 
however, despite the particular features of each model, it 
can be inferred that the models have elements that can 
influence the fulfillment of some of the requirements that 
can be found in both models, according to Table I. 

The CERTICS model is formed of Competence Areas, 
which have a set of practices (outcomes) that must be 
implemented so that it can fulfill the requirements of the 
model. Similarly, the CMMI-DEV model has an element 
called Process Area, which is also composed of many 
practices that must be implemented to fulfill their goals; 
these practices are called Specific and Generic Practices. 
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TABLE I.  ELEMENTS THAT CAN INFLUENCE THE FULFILLMENT OF 
THE CERTICS AND CMMI-DEV REQUIREMENTS. 

CERTICS Elements CMMI-DEV Elements 
Competence Area Process Area 
Key Questions Specific Goals 

(SG) 
Generic Goals 
(GG) 

Outcomes Specific Practices 
(SP) 

Generic Practices 
(GP) 

Guidelines Subpractices Generic Practice 
Elaborations 

Evidences from Processes 
related with Software 

Example of Work Products (WP) 

The Key Questions of the CERTICS model are similar 
in some respects to the Specific Goals and Generic Goals of 
CMMI-DEV, because these three elements have a set of 
characteristics that must be identified in a company to 
ensure that it fulfills the requirements of the model. Thus, 
the Outcomes of the CERTICS model have goals that can 
be equated with the Specific Practices and Generic Practices 
of CMMI-DEV, since these features represent the details of 
the requirements with regard to what should be performed 
as a practice to ensure the goals of these models are 
achieved. 

It should be noted that when guiding the implementation 
process of these models, both have some elements that help 
to bring about a correct implementation of the requirements 
of the models. In the CERTICS model there are Guidelines 
and in CMMI-DEVthere are Subpractices and Generic 
Practice Elaborations, which offer guidance about how to 
implement each kind of model item. 

Similarly, it was found that the Evidence of the 
CERTICS model also had goals that can be equated with 
the Example Work Products of CMMI-DEV, because these 
elements can act during the implementation of the models 
as a reference-point for what can be used so that it can 
provide evidence that the requirements of each model have 
been fulfilled. 

The set of supporting concepts adopted in this paper 
defines a set of technologies that can be integrated to assist 
in the software process appraisal and improvement. In this 
domain, there are tools, techniques, procedures, processes, 
roles, methodologies, frameworks, languages, standards, 
patterns, and so on. 

A. The Conformance Analysis of the Competence Area of 
Technology Management  
The competence area of Technology Management has 

four outcomes, which are designed to ensure that the 
software remains autonomous and technologically 
competitive [7]. 

1) TEC.1: Use of Results from Technological R&D 

The TEC.1 outcome seeks to analyze the technologies 
used in the software development to find out whether the 
results of the research and technological development 
(R&D) were applied to the development of the software 
product. 

For this reason, when the CMMI-DEV model was 
analyzed, it was noted that the CMMI-DEV does not cover 

this outcome because the model does not require the results 
of the research and development (R&D) results in its 
implementation. To obtain this outcome, it would be 
necessary for the CMMI-DEV practices to provide the use 
of technological resources, such as those of any project that 
seeks to define the technical solutions based on R&D, 
partnerships or investment indicators in R&D related to the 
software product. 

2) TEC.2: Appropriation of Relevant Technologies 

The TEC.2 outcome seeks to determine whether the 
relevant technologies in software development that have 
been used, are appropriate for the organizational unit. In 
assessing whether this outcome has been achieved, the 
organizational unit must demonstrate that action taken for 
the appropriation of technological knowledge is present in 
the software, (such as the training of its professionals). 
Thus, this outcome needs a set of CMMI-DEV Process 
Areas and Practices to achieve its goals. 

In the Project Planning (PP), the SP.2.3 focuses on   
data management planning, and the SP.2.5 and SP.2.6 
ensure that the planning of the professionals involved in the 
project is based on their professional profiles and skills as 
well as the involvement of the stakeholders. 

In the Project Monitoring and Control (PMC), the 
Specific Practice SP.1.1 allows the monitoring of the 
practices that were planned in PP.SP.2.5 and PP.SP.2.6, 
while the SP.1.4 allows the monitoring of data management 
based on the project plan. 

In the Organizational Training (OT), the SP.1.1 seeks 
to maintain the training on the basis of organizational 
strategies and needs. The SP.1.2 determines what the 
training needs are in the business and what the projects are, 
while the SP.1.3 seeks to establish and maintain the tactical 
training plans, as well as the quality of this training to meet 
the needs that are fulfilled by the SP.1.4. Moreover, with 
the SP.2.1 it can ensure that the training takes place in 
accordance with the tactical training plan. The records of 
these training sessions can be kept by the SP.2.2, while the 
SP.2.3 makes it possible to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
training in the company. 

The Generic Practice GP.2.5 seeks to ensure that the 
professionals are able to handle the technology used in the 
company, by providing training that is suited to the needs of 
the company. 

The coverage in TEC.2 was complete, because the 
CMMI-DEV had met the requirements of this outcome. 

3) TEC.3: Introduction of Technological Innovations 

The focus of this outcome is on technological 
innovation, because it seeks to find out whether the 
organizational unit has taken steps to introduce and 
encourage the use of technological innovation in software 
development. To this extent, this outcome needs a CMMI-
DEV Process Area and Practice to achieve its goals. 

In the Organizational Performance Management 
(OPM), with the SP.2.1 it can initiate and categorize the 
suggested improvements. 

The coverage in TEC.3 was not complete because the 
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CMMI-DEV does not have practices for conducting the 
professional activities for members of the project that set up 
the schemes for technological innovation. Another 
requirement is the incorporation of innovative ideas that 
arise from joint ventures with R&D teams, as well as the 
software made available for technological innovation. 

4) TEC.4: Decision-Making Capacity 

The TEC.4 outcome seeks to determine whether the 
organizational unit has decision-making powers with regard 
to the relevant technologies that are presented in the 
software product. Hence, to ensure that this outcome is 
fulfilled, it is necessary for the organizational unit to prove 
that it has the authority to make changesin the relevant 
technologies that are present in the software. Thus, this 
outcome needs a set of Process Areas and Practices of 
CMMI-DEV to achieve its goals. 

In the Organizational Performance Management 
(OPM), the Specific Practice SP.2.2 allows the 
improvements to be analyzed with regard to the possible 
effects of achieving the quality goals of the organizational 
process performance. The SP.2.3 is concerned with   
validating the improvements selected. In the case of the 
SP.2.4, it can select and prepare the improvements for 
implementation in the company, on the basis of an 
evaluation about costs, benefits and other factors. 

The coverage of this outcome was partial because the 
CMMI-DEV has practices that allow the suggested 
improvements to be analyzed by selecting, implementing 
and validating these improvements, but the CMMI-
DEVprovides no evidence to support the updates of the 
relevant technologies that can be found in the software and 
that can allow a decision to be made in the organizational 
unit. 

B. The Evaluation of the Harmonization of Technology 
Management  
The peer review technique was employed to evaluate the 

harmonization between the requirements of the CERTICS 
and CMMI-DEV models outlined in the last section, This 
was overseen by an expert, who has over five years of 
experience with the implementation of quality models in 
software development companies, and has recognized 
certification in CERTICS and CMMI-DEV models. The 
expert received the document that contains the 
harmonization of CERTICS and CMMI-DEV models, and 
carried out the review in accordance with a set of criteria, 
which were defined on the basis of Araújos’s work [8], as 
shown in Table II. 

When reviewing the harmonization of Technology 
Management (TEC) Competence Area, the expert detected a 
problem, which was classified as General (G). It was 
suggested that an analysis should be conducted of all the 
CMMI-DEV specific and generic practices that have been 
mapped in the TEC area with the aim of determining 
whether they are listed and described at the end of the 
document. If any mapped practice had not been listed, the 
expert suggested that it should be included in the document, 
as a means of enabling the goal of these practices to be 

understood. 

TABLE II.  CRITERIA DEFINED FOR THE HARMONIZATION 
EVALUATION. 

Criteria Definition 
TH (Technical 
High) 

Indicates that a problem in a harmonization item 
was found and, if not changed, would impair the 
system. 

TL (Technical 
Low) 

Indicating that a problem in a harmonization item 
was found and a change would be appropriate. 

E (Editorial) Indicating that a Portuguese language error was 
found or the text can be improved. 

Q (Questioning) Indicating that there were doubts about the content. 

G (General) Indicates that in general a commentary is needed. 

In TEC 2, the expert found a problem that was classified 
as TL. Since in this outcome a Generic Practice was 
unnamed, the expert suggested that its name should be 
included in the harmonization document. 

The expert did not find any problem classified as TH, E 
or Q. 

C. How should the Harmonization be used? 
The purpose of the harmonization of CERTICS and 

CMMI-DEV models is to help businesses that wishing to 
obtain certifications through multi-model implementations 
or even by making evaluations of the two models. The use 
of harmonization can optimize costs, time and effort 
because the models now have their structures harmonized 
and interrelated. 

It was possible to find and highlight the differences and 
similarities included in the requirements of CERTICS and 
CMMI-DEV models. In this way, it can be seen that 
although some requirements of the models are similar or 
even complementary, it is not always possible for them to 
fulfil their goals in the same way. According to Association 
for Promoting Excellence in Brazilian Software (SOFTEX) 
[6], this may occur because of the different level of 
requirements found in some of the practices, outcomes and 
expected results of the models. 

The harmonization spreadsheets have become an 
important support tool in the joint evaluation or 
implementation of the models, because they provide inputs 
that allow adaptation / harmonization in the frameworks of 
the models and in their expected results, practices and 
outcomes. This can enable the multi-models to be 
implemented in companies. 

As a result, the company saves time from the 
implementation of joint models, because it will not have to 
spend time on separately analyzing the frameworks of the 
models. This means that it has to determine in what way a 
model can suit another one. This is because all the 
structures and requirements, which are the same for all the 
models, have been identified, harmonized and documented 
in the harmonization spreadsheet of the models. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This research study has examined the harmonization of 

Technology Management Competence Area included in 
CERTICS with CMMI-DEV practices. To achieve its goals, 
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this research sought to identify the similarities and 
differences between the CERTICS and CMMI-DEV 
frameworks by investigating their harmonization. To avoid 
problems of understanding and inconsistencies, an expert in 
the models evaluated the harmonization by the peer review 
technique. The results of this review were analyzed and 
suggested changes should be implemented to eliminate 
inconsistencies and problems of understanding problems, 
which were detected by the expert. The document with the 
complete harmonization generated after the peer review, 
including all the CERTICS Competence Areas is available 
in [13]. 

The usability of the harmonization of the two models 
can be corroborated by numerous certifications registered in 
the CERTICS website [7] about products developed by 
Brazilian software companies that have also made 
appraisals of their processes that are outlined in the CMMI 
website [3]. This shows that there is national interest in the 
two models. 

The lessons learned from this research stem from the 
fact that there is an analytical and comparison domain 
between the models. Thus, it is recommended that more 
than one person perform it, so that any conflicts or 
uncertainties can be discussed and solved by a peer review.  

One drawback of this study is that the harmonization has 
not been evaluated in a software development company; it 
has only been evaluated by peer review. An evaluation of 
the harmonization in a company is being completed in 
Brazil, and its processes are in accordance with the practices 
of CMMI-DEV Maturity Level 3. As a result, it is possible 
to determine whether the harmonization contributed 
positively or negative to a multi-model implementation. 
Another drawback is the fact that the peer review has only 
been performed by a single expert, which means that it can 
only be a limited view of the results obtained from the 
research. However, this expert is a part of a team that 
specifies the CERTICS model, and he has extensive 
experience with the implementation of the CMMI-DEV 
model, and reduces the bias of the results obtained from the 
review. 

In the future, we intend to continue expanding this 
research, and apply it to other enterprises, and thus allow 
the positive and negative aspects of the use of 
harmonization in a CERTICS multi-model implementation 
with the CMMI-DEV to be quantified. Another future study 
concerns the definition of the complete cycle of a 
harmonization based on the research results of Araújo’s 
work [8] and the SOFTEX guide [14].  

So far now that the case study has not been completed, it 
is possible to perceive that the benefits of joint 
implementation are as follows: a reduction in costs and time 
to fulfill the expected results and practices in CERTICS and 
CMMI-DEV models, creation of unified and standardized 
evidences to achieve the two models, and the 
standardization of technical language, which is employed in 
these models, to define the software development process. 
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Abstract— Function Point Analysis (FPA) is widely used, 

especially to quantify the size of applications in the early stages 

of development, when effort estimates are needed. However, 

the measurement process is often too long or too expensive, or 

it requires more knowledge than available when development 

effort estimates are due. To overcome these problems, early 

size estimation methods have been proposed, to get 

approximate estimates of Function Point (FP) measures. In 

general, early estimation methods (EEM's) adopt measurement 

processes that are simplified with respect to the standard 

process, in that one or more phases are skipped. EEM's are 

considered effective; however there is little evidence of the 

actual savings that they can guarantee. To this end, it is 

necessary to know the relative cost of each phase of the 

standard FP measurement process. This paper presents the 

results of a survey concerning the relative cost of the phases of 

the standard FP measurement process. It will be possible to use 

data provided in the paper to assess the expected savings that 

can be achieved by performing an early estimation of FP size, 

instead of properly measuring it. 

Keywords- functional size measurement; Function Point 

Analysis; IFPUG Function Points; measurement process; cost of 

measurement. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

FPA [1][2][3][4] is widely used. Among the reasons for 
the success of FPA is that it can provide measures of size in 
the early stages of software development, when they are 
most needed for cost estimation. 

However, FPA performed by a certified FP consultant 
proceeds at a relatively slow pace: between 400 and 600 FP 
per day, according to Capers Jones [5], between 200 and 300 
FP per day according to experts from Total Metrics [6]. 
Consequently, measuring the size of a moderately large 
application can take too long, if cost estimation is needed 
urgently. Also, the cost of measurement can be often 
considered excessive by software developers. In addition, 
cost estimates may be needed when requirements have not 
yet been specified in detail and completely. 

To overcome the aforementioned problems, EEM's that 
provide approximate values of FP measures have been 
proposed. A quite comprehensive list of such methods is 
given in [7]. 

The goal of the work presented here is to assess the cost 
of the measurement activities (detailed in Section II.B). 
However, as mentioned in the introduction, there is little 

agreement on the cost of FP measurement: for instance, 
Capers Jones [5] and Total Metrics [6] provide quite 
different evaluations. Therefore, it appeared more viable to 
pursue an evaluation of the relative cost of the measurement 
phases. In this way, we will be able to assess how much we 
save ˗in terms of measurement effort, hence ultimately of 
money˗ by skipping a measurement phase, i.e., by not 
performing one of the activities of the standard measurement 
process. In fact, if a manger knows that applying the standard 
measurement process in her organization takes X 
PersonHours per FP, and a simplified measurement process 
allows for saving 70% of the effort, she can easily conclude 
that in her organization the application of the simplified 
process will take 0.7X PersonHours. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section II reports a 
few basic concepts of FPA. Section III describes how the 
surveys was carried out, illustrates the results of the survey 
and discusses the threats to the validity of the study. Section 
IV accounts for related work. Finally, Section V draws 
conclusions and briefly sketches future work. 

II. FUNCTION POINT ANALYSIS CONCEPTS 

FPA aims at providing a measure of the size of the 
functional specifications of a given software application. 

A. The model of the software being measured according to 

FPA 

FPA addresses functional specifications that are 
represented according to a specific model. The model of 
functional specifications used by FPA is given in Fig. 1. 
Briefly, Logical files are the data processed by the 
application, and transactions are the operations available to 
users. The size measure in FP is computed as a weighted 
sum of the number of Logical files and Transactions. The 
weight of logical data files is computed based on the Record 
Elements Types (RET), i.e., subgroups of data belonging to a 
data file, and Data Element Types (DET), i.e., the elementary 
pieces of data; besides, the weight depends on whether the 
data file is within the boundaries of the application, i.e., it is 
an Internal Logic File (ILF) or it is outside such boundaries, 
i.e., it is an External Interface File (EIF). The weight of 
transactions is computed based on the Logical files involved 
–see the FTR (File Type Referenced) association in Fig. 1– 
and the DET used for I/O; besides, the weight depends on 
the "main intent" of the transaction. In fact, depending on the 
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main intent, transactions are classified as External Inputs 
(EI), External Outputs (EO) or External Queries (EQ). 

 

SW application functional specifications

Logical file Transaction

Data Element Type

Record Element Type

FTR

0..*

I/O

1..*

 
Figure 1.  The model of software used in FPA. 

B. The FPA measurement process 

According to the International Function Point User 
Group (IFPUG) measurement manual [3][4], the 
measurement process includes the following phases: 
1. Gathering the available documentation concerning 

functional user requirements; 
2. Identifying application boundaries; 
3. Determining the measurement goal and scope; 
4. Identifying Elementary Processes (Transactions) and 

Logical Data Files; 
5. Classifying transactions as EI, EO or EQ; classifying 

files as ILF or EIF; identifying RET, DET, FTR and 
determining complexity; 

6. Calculating the functional size; 
7. Documenting and presenting the measurement. 

 
The EEM's tend to skip as many as possible of the steps 

listed above. The idea is straightforward: the less phases 
have to be performed, the faster and cheaper is the process. 
However, some activities –namely, those involved in phases 
1, 2 and 4– are preparatory of the real measurement and 
cannot be skipped. Similarly, phase 7 can hardly be avoided. 
In any case, it should be noted that the simplification of the 
measurement process can affect phases 1 and 7 as well: on 
the one hand, a simplified process requires less 
documentation concerning Functional User Requirements 
(FUR); on the other hand, documenting and presenting a 
simplified measurement is easier and faster than 
documenting the full-fledged measurement. 

As a final observation, the extent of phase 7 depends on 
the context and the goal of measurement: for instance, if an 
organization is measuring the size of the application to be 
developed for "internal" purposes, the documentation can be 
kept to a minimum; on the contrary, if the functional size 
measures have to be used in a bid or in establishing the price 
of a contract, the documentation to be produced has usually 

to be quite detailed, and the presentation of the measures and 
measurement has also to be accurate. In practice, the cost of 
phase 7 depends more on the context and goal of the 
measurement than on the fact that the standard process or a 
simplified process were used.  

In conclusion, EEM's address mainly phases 4, 5 and 6. 
However, there is hardly any evidence of how much you 
save if you skip any of these phases. On the contrary, some 
evidence exists that by simplifying the measurement process, 
some measurement error is introduced [19]. 

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

A. The survey 

The investigation described here was performed via a 
questionnaire, which was filled by people that are 
experienced in IFPUG Function Point measurement. 

The questionnaire was published on the kwiksurveys site 
[20]. The questionnaire was publicized via several channels: 

• An invitation to fill out the questionnaire was sent to the 
Italian Function Point User Association (www.gufpi-
isma.org); 

• A similar invitation was sent to the Nesma association 
[21]; 

• Finally, a question was published on ResearchGate [22], 
and experts were redirected to the questionnaire URL. 

The questionnaire is reported in the appendix. It can be 
noticed that the questionnaire targets both the IFPUG [3][4] 
and the Nesma [9] measurement processes. In fact, according 
to Nesma, "[Since 1994,] owing to [...] the intensive 
cooperation between the Nesma and the IFPUG, the 
counting guidelines of the NESMA and the IFPUG 
continuously came closer and closer. [...] With the 
publication of IFPUG CPM 4.2 (2004) the last major 
differences between IFPUG and NESMA disappeared." 
Therefore, mixing data concerning the current IFPUG and 
Nesma measurement processes is perfectly safe, and the 
results found apply equally well to both measurement 
methods. 

The questionnaire was published in November 2014, and 
answers were collected until April 2015. 

B. The Results of the survey 

31 answers were collected. Even if the number is not 
very large, it is nonetheless sufficient to get a reasonably 
reliable assessment of the relative cost of FP measurement 
activities. 

Of the respondents, 21 are certified Function Point 
Specialist (CFPS), and 4 are certified Function Point 
Practitioner (CFPP). Only 6 have no certification; however, 
of these, 2 use NESMA Function Points, therefore it is 
reasonable that they do not need an IFPUG certification. 

The experience of the respondents is also quite 
reassuring: 20 respondents have been using FP measurement 
for over 10 years; only two for less than 5 years. 

It should be noted that the questionnaire does not ask for 
a specific percentage for each phase; instead, it asks to 
specify in what range the actual percentage of effort belongs. 
This choice was due to two reasons: 1) the free version of the 
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questionnaire provided by kwiksurveys does not support the 
collection of numeric values, and 2) it is unlikely that a 
respondent knows the exact fraction of effort that is spent in 

each phase, while it is much more probable that he/she can 
indicate the correct range. 

 

TABLE I.  ANSWERS CONCERNING RELATIVE PHASE COSTS 

Respondent Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6 Phase 7 

1 11-15% 0-5% 0-5% 26-30% 36-40% 0-5% 16-20% 

2 16-20% 6-10% 0-5% 36-40% 6-10% 0-5% 16-20% 

3 6-10% 0-5% 0-5% 6-10% 46-50% 0-5% 11-15% 

4 0-5% 0-5% 0-5% 66-70% 0-5% 0-5% 0-5% 

5 0-5% 6-10% 6-10% 36-40% 16-20% 0-5% 0-5% 

6 0-5% 0-5% 46-50% 31-35% 0-5% 0-5% 0-5% 

7 6-10% 6-10% 0-5% 21-25% 26-30% 0-5% 11-15% 

8 26-30% 11-15% 6-10% 11-15% 11-15% 0-5% 11-15% 

9 16-20% 0-5% 0-5% 21-25% 21-25% 0-5% 11-15% 

10 0-5% 0-5% 0-5% 46-50% 31-35% 0-5% 0-5% 

11 31-35% 0-5% 0-5% 21-25% 16-20% 11-15% 0-5% 

12 0-5% 0-5% 0-5% 16-20% 0-5% 0-5% 11-15% 

13 0-5% 0-5% 0-5% 21-25% 46-50% 0-5% 0-5% 

14 0-5% 0-5% 0-5% 41-45% 26-30% 0-5% 0-5% 

15 11-15% 6-10% 0-5% 36-40% 11-15% 0-5% 0-5% 

16 6-10% 0-5% 0-5% 51-55% 16-20% 0-5% 0-5% 

17 6-10% 6-10% 0-5% 26-30% 6-10% 36-40% 6-10% 

18 0-5% 0-5% 0-5% 36-40% 36-40% 0-5% 0-5% 

19 6-10% 6-10% 0-5% 11-15% 11-15% 0-5% 41-45% 

20 31-35% 16-20% 6-10% 26-30% 11-15% 0-5% 0-5% 

21 16-20% 6-10% 6-10% 16-20% 11-15% 6-10% 16-20% 

22 16-20% 0-5% 0-5% 61-65% 0-5% 0-5% 0-5% 

23 0-5% 56-60% 16-20% 66-70% 51-55% 0-5% 11-15% 

24 6-10% 6-10% 11-15% 26-30% 11-15% 11-15% 0-5% 

25 11-15% 6-10% 0-5% 21-25% 21-25% 11-15% 6-10% 

26 6-10% 0-5% 0-5% 41-45% 21-25% 0-5% 6-10% 

27 41-45% 6-10% 0-5% 6-10% 6-10% 6-10% 11-15% 

28 6-10% 16-20% 6-10% 31-35% 11-15% 0-5% 16-20% 

29 11-15% 0-5% 0-5% 66-70% 11-15% 0-5% 0-5% 

30 21-25% 0-5% 0-5% 21-25% 21-25% 6-10% 0-5% 

31 0-5% 0-5% 0-5% 6-10% 6-10% 0-5% 0-5% 

  
          
The collected data concerning the relative effort required 

by each measurement phase are given in Table I. 
When information is collected via questionnaires, it is 

always possible that some respondents do not provide correct 
data. Therefore, before proceeding to the analysis of the 
collected data, it is necessary to remove unreliable answers 
from the dataset. In our case, the following problems were 
considered: 
1) The sum of the efforts spent in each phase must be 

100%. Having asked for ranges, we expect that the sum 
of the lower bounds of the ranges is ≤ 100% (but close 
to 100%) and that the sum of the upper bounds is ≥ 
100% (but close to 100%). Respondents 12, 23 and 31 
do not satisfy these conditions: total effort is in [27%, 
60%] range for respondent 12, in [200%, 230%] range 
for respondent 23 and in [12%, 45%] range for 
respondent 31. These are clearly meaningless 

indications, therefore they have been excluded from the 
dataset. 

2) Among the remaining respondents, it is easy to spot a 
few outliers. Respondent 19 declared a fraction of effort 
for phase 7 (Documenting and presenting the 
measurement) that is almost half the total effort and 
more than double than the other respondents'. 
Respondent 27 declared an abnormally large amount of 
effort dedicated to phase 1 (Gathering the available 
documentation concerning FUR): such a large effort 
may be required in specific contexts, but is not 
representative of the general case (as other respondents 
clearly show). To preserve the representativeness of the 
data, the answers provided by the mentioned 
respondents have been excluded from the dataset. 

3) Respondents 4 and 5 declared that they use (EEM's). 
Their answers were removed from the dataset, since we 
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are interested in the relative cost of the standard 
measurement process. 

To analyze the data in Table I, the following procedure 
was adopted: 
1) For every phase, the mean values of the lower bound 

and upper bound of the given ranges were computed. 
Let MLBi and MUBi be the means of the upper and 
lower bound, respectively, for phase i. 

2) For every phase, Mi = (MLBi + MUBi)/2 was computed. 
Being the midpoint between MLBi and MUBi, Mi 
indicates the more likely value for the fraction of effort 
spent in the ith phase, according to respondents. 

3) It was then found that Σi=1,7 Mi = 91.4%. This is not 
acceptable, since the sum of the efforts dedicated to the 
measurement phases must equal the total measurement 
effort. Therefore, we computed a weighted version of 

Mi: WMi = 100 Mi/91.4, so that Σi=1,7 WMi = 100%. 
WMi is assumed to indicate the most likely value for the 
fraction of effort spent in the ith phase. 

The values of MLBi, MUBi Mi and WMi are given in 
Table II. 

TABLE II.  MEAN VALUES OF PHASE RELATIVE COSTS 

Phase MLBi MUBi Mi WMi 

1 10.8% 15.0% 12.9% 14.1% 

2 3.5% 8.1% 5.8% 6.4% 

3 3.4% 8.1% 5.8% 6.3% 

4 30.8% 34.8% 32.8% 35.9% 

5 18.8% 22.9% 20.9% 22.8% 

6 3.4% 8.1% 5.8% 6.3% 

7 5.3% 9.8% 7.5% 8.2% 

 
Since in general the mean is affected by the smallest and 

largest values in the observed population, we repeated the 
procedure described above using the medians of upper and 
lower bounds. The results obtained are given in Table III.  

TABLE III.  MEDIAN VALUES OF PHASE RELATIVE COSTS 

Phase MLBi MUBi Mi WMi 

1 8.5% 12.5% 10.5% 15.8% 

2 0.0% 5.0% 2.5% 3.8% 

3 0.0% 5.0% 2.5% 3.8% 

4 26.0% 30.0% 28.0% 42.1% 

5 16.0% 20.0% 18.0% 27.1% 

6 0.0% 5.0% 2.5% 3.8% 

7 0.0% 5.0% 2.5% 3.8% 

 
The results of the analyses provide some useful 

indications concerning the relative cost of the phases of FP 
measurement, performed according to the IFPUG or Nesma 
process. 

The results concerning the relative efforts derived using 
the means and the medians are fairly close: this fact supports 
the hypothesis that values reported in Tables II and III are 
actually representative of the real relative effort per phase. 

The fact that more than half the effort is concentrated in 
phases 4 and 5 also appears to confirm the reliability of 
results. In fact, it is popular wisdom that most measurement 
effort is required by the analysis of data and processes, 
which is concentrated in phases 4 and 5. 

C. Threats to validity 

A first threat to the validity of the study is due to the 
number of datapoints that were collected. Although it was 
possible to collect only 31 datapoints, we strived to 
guarantee the representativeness of the collected data by 
eliminating outliers, as well as data that appear incorrect. In 
any case, the size of the dataset that was finally analyzed 
(containing 24 datapoints) is not smaller than many datasets 
used for empirical software engineering studies. 

Concerning the statistical analyses that were performed 
in this study, they are so simple that it is unlikely that any 
serious threat to statistically validity actually applies. One 
could observe that confidence intervals for the mean values 
could have been computed, but having already asked for 
ranges rather than specific values, computing confidence 
intervals would have been sort of overkilling. 

Most respondents (23) are from Italy, four are form the 
Netherlands and the remaining ones are from Brazil, 
Switzerland and Belgium. The lack of geographic dispersion 
could be a limit for the generalizability of results. However, 
most respondents are certified Function Point Specialists or 
certified Function Point Practitioners, thus we can assume 
that they all follow the process specified in the official 
manuals [3][4][8][9]. If so, our results should be applicable 
to all the measurements performed according to the standard 
counting practices. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

There is not much literature concerning the cost of 
functional size measurement. A couple of documents report 
about the total cost of FP measurement [5][6], but none 
provides information concerning how the total effort is 
spread among the various measurement phases. 

Some indications are provided by the proposers of 
EEM's. For instance, it was reported that "the E&Q size 
estimation technique has been proved in practice to be quite 
effective, providing a response within ± 10% of the real size 
in most real cases, while the savings in time (and costs) can 
be between 50% and 90% (depending on the comprised 
aggregation level) with respect to corresponding standard 
measurement procedures." [18]  

It was also reported that "the results found with NESMA 
estimated fall within a reach  of  -6%  to  +15%  of  the  
corresponding  result  found  with  a  NESMA  detailed 
approach, and NESMA  estimated  FSM  is  performed  1,5  
times  as  fast  as  a  NESMA  detailed FSM." [12] 

These evaluations are probably optimistic to some extent. 
However, they are not precise enough to be used for decision 
making: for instance, it is not clear if the reported savings are 
evaluated with respect to the whole measurement process or 
only with respect to the core part (phases 4-6). 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The measurement process of IFPUG (and Nesma) FP is 
often considered too expensive and time consuming. To 
overcome this problem, EEM's have been proposed, to 
obtain faster and cheaper approximate measure estimates. 

However, it is quite difficult to estimate how much 
measurement effort can be actually saved by using an EEM 
instead of the standard measurement process. This 
knowledge would be clearly quite important for managers 
who have to choose whether to perform a full-fledged 
measurement or an approximate estimation. 

Since EEM's indicate what phases of the measurement 
process they allow to skip, to be able to evaluate the saving 
yielded by EEM's we need to know the relative cost of the 
measurement phases that compose the standard IFPUG 
measurement process. To this end, a questionnaire was 
proposed to professional measurers, and the collected 
answers were analyzed. 

The results of the analysis are reported in this paper (see 
Section B). 

Most EEM's allow for skipping phases 5 and 6. Among 
such methods are the NESMA estimated [8][11][12], 
Early&Quick Function Point [10], simplified Function Point 
[14] (not to be confused with the Simple Function Point 
method, which is a proper functional size measurement 
method, not an EEM method[17][15][16]), ISBSG average 
weights (which assigns to each basic functional component 
the average weight that type of component has in the ISBSG 
dataset [13]). 

According to the values given in Tables II and III, we can 
see that EEM's that allow to skip phases 5 and 6 are expected 
to save 28–30% of the measurement effort. Actually, as 
previously mentioned, also phases 1 and 7 are expected to 
become faster and simpler when EEM's are used. However, 
the analysis reported here does not support the evaluation of 
savings in phases 1 and 7, which are largely dependent on 
the context. 

Future work includes: 

• Extending the dataset, especially with answers from 
non-European countries, to make the dataset 
representative of a larger community of IFPUG users. 

• If possible, collecting real effort data from the field, 
instead of subjective indications provided by 
measurers. This would make it possible to analyze not 
only the relative cost of measurement phases, but also 
the actual cost of measurement. 

• Characterizing the contexts in which measurement is 
performed, to support the empirical evaluation of the 
dependency of the relative cost of measurement phases 
on the context.  
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APPENDIX - THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

A survey about the relative effort required by the phases 
of Functional Size Measurement 

A. About you... 

Question Possible answers 

Are you a certified Function 
Point Specialist (CFPS)? 

Yes/No 

Are you a certified Function 
Point Practitioner (CFPP)? 

Yes/No 

How many years of 
experience do have in FP 
counting? 

Less than 5 
Between 5 and 10 
More than 10 

How many FP per year do you 
count on average? 

No more than 200 
Between 200 and 1000 
Between 1000 and 5000 
More than 5000 

 

B. Relative effort required by the phases of functional size 

measurement 

According to your experience, what is the relative effort 
required by the phases of functional size measurement? 
Please, specify how big is the percentage effort for each 
phase, according to your experience. Please note that here we 
consider the measurement performed at the beginning of the 
project, based on functional user requirements. 

Thanks a lot for your answers! If you have any additional 
comment or remark, or if you want to be informed on the 
results of the survey, please send an email to: 
luigi.lavazza@uninsubria.it 

 
 

 
 

Question Possible answers 

Phase 1: gathering the available documentation concerning 
functional user requirements 

0-5%, 6-10%, 11-15%, 16-20%, 21-25%, 26-30%, 31-35%, 
36-40%, 41-45%, 46-50%, 51-55%, 56-60%, 61-65%, 66-
70%, 71-75%, 76-80%, 81-85%, 86-90%, 91-95%, 96-100% 

Phase 2: Identifying application boundaries 0-5%, 6-10%, 11-15%, 16-20%, 21-25%, 26-30%, 31-35%, 
36-40%, 41-45%, 46-50%, 51-55%, 56-60%, 61-65%, 66-
70%, 71-75%, 76-80%, 81-85%, 86-90%, 91-95%, 96-100% 

Phase 3: Determining the measurement goal and scope 0-5%, 6-10%, 11-15%, 16-20%, 21-25%, 26-30%, 31-35%, 
36-40%, 41-45%, 46-50%, 51-55%, 56-60%, 61-65%, 66-
70%, 71-75%, 76-80%, 81-85%, 86-90%, 91-95%, 96-100% 

Phase 4: Identifying Elementary Processes (Transactions) 
and Logical Data Files 

0-5%, 6-10%, 11-15%, 16-20%, 21-25%, 26-30%, 31-35%, 
36-40%, 41-45%, 46-50%, 51-55%, 56-60%, 61-65%, 66-
70%, 71-75%, 76-80%, 81-85%, 86-90%, 91-95%, 96-100% 

Phase 5: Classifying transactions as EI, EO or EQ; 
classifying files as ILF or EIF; identifying RET, DET, FTR 
and determining complexity 

0-5%, 6-10%, 11-15%, 16-20%, 21-25%, 26-30%, 31-35%, 
36-40%, 41-45%, 46-50%, 51-55%, 56-60%, 61-65%, 66-
70%, 71-75%, 76-80%, 81-85%, 86-90%, 91-95%, 96-100% 

Phase 6: Calculating the functional size 0-5%, 6-10%, 11-15%, 16-20%, 21-25%, 26-30%, 31-35%, 
36-40%, 41-45%, 46-50%, 51-55%, 56-60%, 61-65%, 66-
70%, 71-75%, 76-80%, 81-85%, 86-90%, 91-95%, 96-100% 

Phase 7: Documenting and presenting the measurement 0-5%, 6-10%, 11-15%, 16-20%, 21-25%, 26-30%, 31-35%, 
36-40%, 41-45%, 46-50%, 51-55%, 56-60%, 61-65%, 66-
70%, 71-75%, 76-80%, 81-85%, 86-90%, 91-95%, 96-100% 

Please, specify what measurement method the given data 
you gave apply to 

IFPUG 
NESMA 
Other 

Please, specify if the given data take into account some type 
of simplification 

No simplification 
Nesma estimated 
Nesma indicative 
Early & Quick FP 
Other 
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Abstract—Distributed applications depend on application-layer 
communication protocols to exchange data among processes and 
coordinate distributed operations, independent of underlying 
communication subsystems and lower level protocols. Since such 
protocols are application-specific, developers often must invent 
or re-invent solutions to reoccurring problems involving sending 
and receiving messages to meet specific functionality, efficiency, 
distribution, reliability, and security requirements. This paper 
introduces a pattern language, called CommDP, consisting of 
nine design patterns that can help developers understand 
existing reusable solutions and how those solutions might apply 
to their situations. Consistent with other pattern languages, the 
CommDP patterns are described in terms of the problems they 
address, their contexts, and solutions. The problems and 
consequences of the solutions are evaluated against four 
desirable qualities: reliability, synchronicity, longevity, and 
adaptability for scalable distribution. 

 
Keywords-design patterns; pattern languages; communication 

protocols. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

At the application level, a distributed system is two or 
more processes sharing resources and working together via 
network communications to accomplish a common goal 
[1][2]. Such systems are ubiquitous in today’s Internet-
connected world and are found in virtually every application 
domain, such as personal productivity tools, social media, 
entertainment, research, and business. Even single-user 
software systems that appear to be non-distributed may in fact 
communicate with other processes in the background to 
download updates, track usage statistics, or capture error logs, 
and are therefore actually distributed systems. 

In general, the developers of a distributed system try to 
increase its overall throughput, reliability, and scalability by 
hosting data and/or operations on multiple machines, while 
minimizing network traffic, congestion, and turn-around 
times. Exactly how they do this depends heavily on the nature 
and requirements of the application. In some cases, developers 
may choose to distribute instances of one type of resource, 
e.g., image files in a peer-to-peer shared photo library. In other 
situations, developers may group resources such that all 
instances of a single type are on one server. Still in other cases, 
developers can take hybrid approaches, distributing certain 
types of resources among peers and hosting other types on 
dedicated servers. A closely related design issue deals with the 
granularity of the distributed resources, i.e., data and 
operations. From a data perspective, the possible choices 
range from whole databases to individual records or even 
individual fields within records. From an operations 

perspective, the choices range from entire subsystems to 
atomic operations. With today’s programming languages, 
many developers follow the object-oriented paradigm, 
encapsulating operations with data and making choices for 
granularity that range from entire sets of objects to object 
fragments [3]. 

Besides deciding on the granularity and distribution of 
resources (data, operations, or objects), developers often have 
to consider requirements for security, fault tolerance, 
maintainability, openness, extensibility, scalability, and 
dynamic quality of service [2]. The degree to which an 
application possesses these desirable characteristics is 
primarily a consequence of architectural design choices, 
which, in turn, place new requirements on inter-process 
communications. 

The problem is not that existing application-level 
communications protocols are poorly designed and 
implemented; rather, the problem is that application developer 
has to re-invent or re-design them for every new application. 

In this paper, we will refer to an exchange among two or 
more processes for a particular purpose as a conversation. A 
single conversation may be short and simple, like querying a 
stock’s price, or it could be long and complex, like the 
streaming of a video. The rules that govern a particular type 
of conversation are a communication protocol and a collection 
of protocols is called a protocol suite [4][5]. 

Application-layer communication protocols (ACPs) are 
often defined on top of other protocols. For example, the 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which is an ACP, is 
defined on top of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
[1]. Many higher level ACPs, like webservice-based ACPs, 
are in turn defined on top of HTTP [1]. Section II provides 
additional background on protocols and protocol suites, as 
well as a brief discussion on layered communication 
subsystems. 

Because requirements for ACPs can come from an 
application’s (a) functional requirements, (b) architectural 
design, and (c) use of lower layer protocols, coming up with 
effective designs can be challenging. Fortunately, the 
problems that developers are likely to encounter are not 
uncommon and have known solutions. The key is to capture 
this knowledge in a way that developers can easily find it and 
adapt it to a new application. This is precisely what design 
patterns can do [6]. 

Unfortunately, design patterns for communication 
protocols at application layer have yet not been gathered, 
correlated, and formally organized into a cohesive and 
thorough collection. To this end, this paper introduces a 
system of design patterns, i.e., a pattern language, for ACPs, 
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called CommDP. The patterns in CommDP come from a 
variety of sources and are by themselves not new ideas, as is 
the case for all newly documented design patterns [7]. Section 
III provides more background information on design patterns 
and pattern languages, as well as information about related 
work. 

Since designing ACPs is different from designing 
executable software, it is necessary to discuss desirable 
qualities for protocols. Section IV introduces four, namely 
reliability, synchronicity, longevity, and adaptability for 
scalable distribution. Section V presents a design pattern 
template that incorporates these characteristics into the 
definition of communication problems and the consequences 
of pattern solutions. 

Section VI-A introduces three communication idioms that 
act as conceptual building blocks for all the ACP patterns in 
CommDP. We then provide an overview of the ACP patterns 
in Section VI-B. Additional details for the CommDP patterns 
are available on-line1. 

Patterns are rarely used in isolation; instead, developers 
typically weave multiple pattern instantiations together to 
create complete solutions [8]. A system of patterns, i.e., a 
pattern language, not only includes a collection of patterns, 
but relationships among them that help developers know how 
they might be effectively combined [9]. Section VI-C 
provides a digest of these relationships for CommDP. Finally, 
in Section VII, we summarize the value of CommDP and 
outline our future research direction. 

II. PROTOCOLS AND PROTOCOL SUITES 

Software and electrical engineers model, design, and 
implement inter-process communications in layers. Fig. 1 
shows a simple 5-layer model commonly favored by those 

who work with IP-based protocols [1][10]. There are several 
other common models, such as the 7-layer OSI model [11]. A 
conversation between Process 1 and Process 2 can be 
discussed at any layer and, for each layer, it must adhere to 
agree upon protocol(s) for that layer. For example, if Process 
1 were a web browser, Process 2 were a web server, and the 
conversation a simple web-page request, then the application-

 
1 http://commdp.serv.usu.edu/ 

layer protocol would be HTTP, the Transport-layer protocol 
would be TCP, and the Network-layer protocol would be IP. 

Besides providing a convenient way for discussing 
protocols, layered models establish a basis for creating 
substitutable software communication subsystems. Since we 
are addressing ACPs in this paper, we do not deal directly with 
design and implementation of these software components. 
Nevertheless, we assume that appropriate communication 
subsystems exist at the transport layer for streaming of 
unstructured data and transmitting datagrams (semi-structured 
data). Section V relies on this reasonable assumption to define 
four communication idioms. 

At the application layer, a protocol governs why, when, 
and how processes interact with each other to accomplish a 
common goal. Specifically, an ACP should define the 
following: 

1. the processes involved in the interaction in terms of 

the roles they play during a conversation; 

2. the possible sequences of messages for valid 

conversations; 

3. the structure of the messages; 

4. the meaning of the messages; and 

5. relevant behaviors of the participating processes. 
 
Because processes in a distributed system typically have 

to communicate with each other for many different tasks, e.g., 
authentication, resource sharing, and coordination, it is 
common for a distributed system to require multiple ACPs, 
i.e., an ACP suite. 

III. DESIGN PATTERNS AND PATTERN LANGUAGES  

Christopher Alexander et al. defined a pattern as a reusable 
solution to a reoccurring problem [9]. Kent Beck and Ward 
Cthe detailsunningham started to apply the concept of pattern 
languages to software engineering in 1987 [12], and the idea 
was later popularized by Eric Gamma et al. with their 
landmark language of 23 patterns [6]. Since then, pattern 
languages have been documented for many areas of software 
engineering, including architectural design [13][14], user-
interface design [15], event handling [16][17][18], and 
concurrency [19]-[25]. There are even patterns specifically for 
distributed computing [8], distributed objects [26][27][28], 
communication software [29][30], RESTful and SOAP web 
services [31], cloud computing [32], and distributed real-time 
and embedded systems [33]. However, to date, no pattern 
language has been published specifically for ACPs. 

There are two hoped-for benefits of pattern languages that 
are important to ACP design. First, they create a vocabulary 
that enables developers to discuss complex ideas in a few 
words [28]. Second, they allow developers of all experience 
levels to benefit from expert reusable solutions [34]. 

IV. QUALITIES OF COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS 

Like software, ACP suites, as whole, should possess 
certain desirable qualities that contribute to the overall success 
of a system. Some of these desirable qualities come directly 

 

Figure 1. 5-Layer Model for IP-based Communications 
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from the software arena. For example, cohesion is the degree 
to which the elements of a software component align with a 
single purpose [35]. Cohesion and its definition can apply 
almost directly to ACPs, but this is a subject for future 
research (see Section VII). Another desirable software quality 
directly applicable to ACPs is modularization. Modularization 
is the degree to which a system is divided up into independent 
components [36]. When a system has good modularization, 
developers do not have to look very far beyond a component 
to understand it or reason about it. We believe the same to be 
true for ACPs, but the details of modularization applied to 
ACPs are also a subject for another paper (see Section VII). 

Although we believe cohesion and modularization are 
important qualities for ACPs, they do not directly help in 
describing reoccurring communication problems nor are they 
good discriminators for reusable solutions, because all pattern 
solutions should, by definition, have good cohesion and 
modularization. So, we turn our attention to four other 
qualities with discriminating definitions for ACPs, namely: 
reliability, synchronicity, longevity, and adaptability for 
scalable distribution. 

A. Reliability 

For an ACP, reliability is the degree to which a process 
that sends a message as part of a conversation obtains an 
assurance that the intended recipient(s) received it, entirety 
and uncorrupted, and reacted as prescribed in the ACP. At the 
application level, reliability is typically achieved by the 
recipients returning messages that provide the sender with 
confirmation that the message was received and/or processed. 
When such return messages fail to arrive in a timely fashion, 
reliable ACPs will require the sender to retransmit the original 
message. 

In Section VI, where we present an overview of the ACP 
patterns in CommDP, we rank each of the patterns in terms of 
reliability using the following 3-point rubric: 

Rank/Criteria 
3 The problem (P) addressed by the pattern is primarily 

concerned with reliability and the solution (S) can 
make the following guarantees under normal and 
extreme conditions: 
a. The sender can distinguish between successful 

and failed conversations. 
b. The receiver can distinguish between successful 

and failed conversations. 
c. In successful conversations, any process X that 

sends a message M to process Y, gives a timely 
assurance to X (in some subsequent message) 
that Y received M. 

d. In successful conversations, for any process X 
that sends a message M to process Y, if M is 
supposed to trigger a non-trivial behavior in Y, 
then X receives a timely assurance that Y 
successfully handled M. 

2 P is concerned with reliability and S can guarantee at 
least (a) and (c) from above in normal situations. 

1 P is not concerned with reliability and S doesn’t limit 
reliability. 

Clearly, there are other conceivable problem/solution 
criteria for reliability not listed above, such as a reoccurring 
problem where reliability is a major concern and a solution 
that doesn’t address it. However, we don’t include such 
meaningless classifications because they wouldn’t help 
classify patterns with expert, reusable solutions. 

B. Synchronicity 

In the most general sense, synchronization deals with the 
coordinated execution of actions in a distributed system and 
what the state information is necessary for that coordination. 
This broad definition encompasses, but is not limited to, the 
common view among programmers that synchronous 
communications occur when the sender of a message stops 
and waits for a response from the message receiver [37]. 
However, this is not the only way to achieve synchronization. 
Some other common mechanisms are logical clocks [38][39], 
vector clocks [40][41], vector timestamps [42], optimistic 
concurrency controls [43], and timing signals. 

To evaluate the synchronization requirements for ACPs, 
we consider: (a) what are the actions that need to be 
coordinated, (b) where will those actions be executed, and (c) 
what kind of state information is needed to achieve the desired 
coordination. A distributed system may perform many 
different tasks comprised of numerous operations, but rarely 
all of them have to be fully coordinated. In fact, the more 
independent the individual operations are, the more a system 
can maximize concurrency and increase throughput. From a 
coordination perspective, where the operations take place is 
actually more important than what the operations do. For 
example, if all of the actions occur in just one process, then 
that process may not need to know anything about the state of 
the other process. Once developers know what operations 
have to be coordinated and where they will execute, they can 
consider what local or global state information the 
coordination logic will need. 

To rank synchronicity for ACP patterns, we will use the 
following definitions: 

 C is a conversation involving a closed set of processes, 
𝐶. 𝑃 = {𝑝1 , … , 𝑝𝑛} , and a set of messages, 𝐶. 𝑀 =
{𝑚1, … , 𝑚𝑛} , such that 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟(𝑚𝑖) ∈ 𝐶. 𝑃 ∧
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝑚𝑖) ⊆ 𝐶. 𝑃  for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  where 
𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟(𝑚𝑖)  is the process that sent message 𝑚𝑖  and 
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝑚𝑖) is the set of processes that received 𝑚𝑖. 

 A is a set of operations, {𝑎1, … , 𝑎𝑛} that run on 𝐶. 𝑃 and 
whose execution requires coordination, e.g., ordering, 
simultaneous execution, etc. 

 h(a) is the host process for operation, 𝑎, where 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 
and ℎ(𝑎) ∈ 𝐶. 𝑃 

 s(a) is the state information that h(a) needs to coordinate 
a’s execution with the rest of the operations in A. 

 H(A) is the set of host processes for all operations in A 
Below is an informal 3-point rubric for ranking 

synchronicity for CommDP patterns using these definitions. 
We believe that a more rigorous ranking system would have 
value beyond the categorization of ACP patterns, and its full 
definition is beyond the scope and purpose of this paper. 
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Rank/Criteria 
3 The problem (P) addressed by the pattern deals with 

situations where |H(A)| > 1 and the solution (S) can 
guarantee that for all a ∈ A, h(a) receives s(a) via 
messages, mi ∈ C. M, in time to do the prescribed 
coordination. 

2 P deals with situations where |H(A)| =  1 and S can 
guarantee that for all a ∈ A, h(a) receives s(a) via 
messages, mi ∈ C. M, in time to do the prescribed 
coordination. 

1 P is not concerned with synchronicity, e.g., |A| = 0, 
and S does not limit synchronicity. 

C. Longevity 

Longevity is the degree to which an ACP can support 
long-running conversations caused by long-running 
operations. The primary problem for conversation with long-
running operations is that there could be huge span of times 
when processes are uncertain of each other’s states. Consider 
a simple request/reply conversation where some process A 
sends a request to B, but B takes a long time to execute the 
requested operation and sends back a reply. While waiting for 
the reply, process A doesn’t know if B received the request, 
has failed, or is just taking a long time. ACPs that support 
long-running operations include mechanisms for exchanging 
state information independent of results. 

We rank the longevity for ACP patterns according to the 
following 3-point rubric: 

Rank/Criteria 
3 The problem (P) addressed by the pattern is primarily 

concerned with long-running conversations and the 
solution (S) can guarantee the following in 
successful conversations: 
a. Participants made aware of each other’s states in 

periodically. 
b. Each participant in the conversation can detect 

when other participants are no longer available or 
accessible. 

2 P is concerned with long-running conversations and 
S provides for (a). 

1 P is not concerned with long-running conversations 
and S doesn’t limit longevity. 

D. Adaptability for Scalable Distribution 

ACPs can support scalability by providing location 
transparency and/or replication transparency [42], and by 
allowing resources (data, operations, or objects) to be 
distributed across multiple hosts. To understand location and 
replication transparency, consider a website with a large 
number of resources. It can support scalability by placing the 
various resources on an expandable collection of backend 
servers and use a front-end server to distribute requests from 
browsers. If the browser doesn’t need to know where a 
resource is actually located, then the system supports location 
transparency. Similarly, as traffic increases, the system could 
replicate resources across multiple backend servers. If the 
client doesn’t have to know that replicas exist, then the system 
supports replication transparency. Both location and 
replication transparency simplify scalability. 

Another technique for supporting scalability is allowing 
complex resources to be broken up into smaller resources and 
distributed across multiple servers. One approach for doing 
this is to untangle cross-cutting concerns, like security or 
logging, from complex operations and host these pieces of 
functionality on proxies [44][42]. 

Here is a simple rubric for the adaptability for scalable 
distribution. 

Rank/Criteria 
3 The problem (P) addressed by the pattern is primarily 

concerned about scalability or the distribution of 
action or resources and the solution (S) can provide 
two or more of following:  
a. Location transparency for shared resources 

distributed across multiple hosts 
b. Load balancing with shared resources replicated 

across multiple hosts 
c. Untangling of cross-cutting concerns into 

separate actions 
2 P is concerned with scalability or distribution of 

resources and S provides at least one (a), (b), or (c). 
1 P is not concerned with scalability or distribution and 

S doesn’t limit them. 

V. TEMPLATE FOR COMMUNICATION-PROTOCOL 

PATTERNS 

To document the patterns in CommDP, we have 
developed a template, loosely based on the way Gamma, 
Helm, Johnson and Vlissides documented their patterns [34], 
referred to here as the GoF template. The main goal is to keep 
the documentation as simple as possible, while still capturing 
the details of the pattern. Following are the elements of 
CommDP pattern template. 

A. Name 

As with the GoF template, the name uniquely identifies the 
pattern. Since the name will become part of the vocabulary for 
the pattern language, it is important that it captures the essence 
of the pattern, distinguishes it from other patterns, and is as 
concise as possible. 

B. Intent 

The intent is an abstract for the pattern. It summarizes the 
problem, the context, and the solutions, particularly in terms 
of reliability, synchronicity, longevity, and adaptability for 
scalable distributes. 

C. Description 

The description consists of three subsections that explain 
the problem, context, and solution. The problem subsection 
relates closely to the Motivation part in the GoF template, in 
that it explains the nature of the reoccurring communication-
protocol design problem. This subsection should highlight the 
problem’s need for reliable communications, synchronization, 
long-running conversations, or scalable distribution. The 
context subsection is like the Applicability in the GoF 
template, capturing information when the pattern may or may 
not be applicable and assumptions about distributed systems 
in which the communications will take place. The solution is 
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analogous to the Structure in the GoF template. It focuses on 
the describing protocol design ideas and how they can be 
adapted. 

D. Consequences 

As with the GoF template, the consequences are important 
part of CommDP pattern definitions because developers will 
use them to determine if the pattern is a good fit for a particular 
situation. The consequences of CommDP patterns are 
described in terms of the qualities discussed in Section 4. The 
rankings provide a general classification, and pros explain the 
consequences in more detail. 

E. Known Uses 

Like the GoF template, this part references known 
instances of the pattern in production systems 

F. Aliases and Related Work 

The section combines two elements of the GoF template 
by the similar names. 

G. References 

This section contains a bibliography for the citations made 
elsewhere in the pattern definition. 

VI. COMMDP 

A design pattern is composed of a set of patterns and 
idioms that are used together to solve a design engineering 
problem. 

A. ACP Idioms 

Before launching into a description of CommDP’s 
patterns, it is important to first introduce three fundamental 
building blocks for all ACPs: point-to-point send, multicast, 
and broadcast. These are idioms instead of patterns because 
their usage depends on the lower layer communication 
protocols and because, by themselves, they do not address the 
qualities discussed in Section 4. 

A point-to-point send is the transmission of a single 
message from one process to another, such as a message sent 
over a TCP connection or via a UDP datagram. An underlying 
communication subsystem may provide some reliability 
relative to the transmission but, at the application-level, a 
single message does not allow the sender to know if the 
receiver processed the message or anything about the 
receiver’s state, nor does it help with longevity or adaptability 
for scalable distribution. 

A multicast send is the transmission of a single message to 
a set of receiving processes [45]. It can be implemented at 
virtually any layer in communication hierarchy, including the 
physical layer. Mechanisms for identifying the group of 
receiving processes vary from sender determined to receiver 
subscriptions. By themselves, multicast are idioms for ACPs. 
The same is true for broadcasts, which also transmit messages 
to multiple receivers [45]. 

B. ACP Patterns 

Table I. COMMDP PATTERNS lists the nine patterns 
currently in CommDP, along with their rankings from their 

consequences relative to the characteristics discussed in 
Section 4 (R=Reliability, S=Synchronicity, L=Longevity, and 
A=Adaptability for Scalable Distribution). Their full 
definitions are available on [http://commdp.serv.usu.edu]. 

The Request-Reply pattern is undoubtedly the most 
common. It addresses the problem where a process, A, needs 
to access or use shared resources in another process, B, with a 
reasonable degree of reliability and synchronicity. The 
solution consists of A sending B a message (i.e., a request) 
and B sending back a message (i.e., a reply) after processing 
the request, as you can see in Fig. 2. For A, this simple 
mechanism provides a modest level of reliability and 
synchronization, because the reply proves that B received the 
request and can provide relevant information about B’s state. 
Furthermore, if A does not receive a reply within a specific 
amount of time (i.e., a timeout), it can resend the request. It 
can continue to timeout and retry until it eventually receives a 
reply or it exceeds some maximum number of retries. This 
“timeout/retry” behavior is the essence of the request-reply 
pattern. 

TABLE I. COMMDP PATTERNS 

 
 
 
 

The Request-Reply-Acknowledge pattern extends this 
solution with a third message (an acknowledgement) that A 
sends to B after receiving the reply, and gives B a 
timeout/retry behavior with respect to its sending of the reply 
and waiting for an acknowledgement, see Fig. 3. This pattern 
is useful in situations were significant processing may occur 
on A after receiving the reply or when it is problematic for B 
to reprocess duplicated requests caused by A’s timeout/retry 
behavior. With this pattern, instead of reprocessing a duplicate 
request, B can simply cache its replies and resends them to A 
when necessary. The acknowledgement tells B that A has 
received the reply and, thus, can remove it from its cache. This 
pattern offers more reliability and synchronization than 
request-reply, but at the cost of an additional message. 

Name Consequences 

R S L A 

Request-Reply 2 2 1 1 

Request-Reply-Acknowledge 3 3 1 1 

Idempotent Retry 3 1 1 1 

Intermediate State Messages 3 3 3 1 

Second Channel 1 3 3 1 

Front End 1 1 1 3 

Proxy 1 1 1 3 

Reliable Multicast 3 3 1 2 

Publish-Subscribe 2 1 1 3 

 

Figure 2. Request-Reply Message Sequence 
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The Idempotent Retry pattern [46] captures a different 
solution to the problem of processing duplicate requests. Like 
Request-Reply, its solution consists of A sending a request to 
B with a timeout/retry behavior and B sending a reply back to 
A. But, unlike Request-Reply, the semantics of the protocol 
dedicate the processing of the request must be idempotent. 
This pattern applies to situations where the requested 
processing is relatively light, i.e., less expensive than caching 
replies. 

The next pattern, Intermediate State Message, is also 
similar to Request-Reply, but addresses the problem of long-
running conversations due to request actions taking 
substantial amounts of time to complete. To solve this 
problem, it has B send A one or more intermediate messages 
that reflect its current state. For example, B may send a 
message immediately after receiving the request to let A know 
that it got the request, another message when the processing is 
10%, another at 20% complete, and so on. Each intermediate 
message provides state information about B, which improves 
synchronization in the presence of time-consuming actions, 
see Fig. 4. 

The Second Channel pattern is also for situations 
involving long-running conversations, but ones dominated by 
significant amounts of data transfers instead of time-

consuming actions. Because the large data transfers can delay 
intermediate state messages, this pattern’s solution suggests 
opening a second communication channel between A and B 
that is dedicated to data transfer, leaving the original 
communication channel available for intermediate state or 
control messages, as it is shown in Fig. 5. The File Transfer 
Protocol (FTP) and its variations are classical examples of this 
pattern[10][45]. 

The Front End pattern addresses the problems of making 
the location of shared resource transparent to the client, 
allowing the number of resources to change dynamically. It 
has a resource client send requests to a front-end process that 
automatically redistributes them to appropriate resource 
managers, B processes. After processing the request, a 
resource manager replies back to the client directly, for a 
graphic description of this pattern, you can see Fig. 6. The 
front-end process can use a variety of criteria to decide how to 
redistribute requests, including request type, resource type or 
identity, and resource manager load. By itself, this pattern’s 

 

Figure 3. Request-Reply-Acknowledge Message Sequence 

 

Figure 4. Intermediate State Message Sequence 

 

Figure 5. Second Channel Message Sequence 

 

Figure 6. Front End Message Sequence 
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primary focus is on the distribution and scalability of 
resources. 

Like the Front End, the Proxy pattern, presented in Fig. 7, 
introduces a process between a resource client and a resource 
manager. However, the intermediate process, called a proxy, 
serves other functional purposes besides re-distribution of the 
requests, for example it may provide authentication, access 
control, audit logging, and data transformation functionality. 
Also, the resource manager returns replies through the proxy 
to client, completely isolating the client from the resource 
manager. 

The Reliable Multicast pattern builds on the multicast 
idiom to provide reliability and synchronization among a 
group of processes. Its solution is a protocol that starts with a 
process A sending a request message to a group of process, 
B={b1, .., bn}. Each process bi sends a reply back to A when it 
receives the request and is ready to process it. After A receives 
reply from all B processes, then A will multicast a go-ahead 
message back out to all B message indicating that they can 
proceed with the processing of the request, shown in Fig. 8. In 
this way, the execution of the request is synchronized among 
all of the B processes. If A fails to receive a reply from every 
B process, it can resend the request to some or all of them until 
it gets a reply from all of them or terminates the conversation 

as failed. This pattern focuses on providing strong reliability 
and synchronization, but can also help with scalable 
distribution of resources. 

Finally, the Publish-Subscribe [8] pattern is a powerful 
mechanism for decoupling message senders (publisher) from 
message receivers (subscribers). With this pattern, an 
intermediate process acts as a store-and-forward buffer for 
message transmission with the capabilities for managing 
subscribers and delivering individual message to multiple 
subscribers. 

C. CommDP: Pattern Relationships and Composition 

Patterns are rarely used in isolation; instead, developers 
combine their solutions to solve complex problems. Virtually 
any of the CommDP patterns could be combined with any 
other pattern, but the more useful combinations are ones that 
have complimentary characteristics, like Request-Reply with 
Second Data Channel or Request-Reply Acknowledge with 
Front End. 

To ensure that the CommDP pattern set was as minimal as 
possible, we did not include in any pattern in CommDP that 
was simply an aggregation of two or more patterns. For 
example, there is a common type of distributed system that 
deals with information flow and processing. In such systems, 
a process A might send a request to B through a series of 
intermediate proxy-like processes that transform or augment 
data in request on its way to B. At each intermediate step, a 
reply is sent back to A, informing it of the message’s process. 
Eventually, when the transformed message arrives at B and 
processes it, then B sends a final reply message back to A. 
This particular solution offers good reliability, 
synchronization, longevity, and adaptability to scalable 
distribution, but it is actually just a composition of the Proxy 
pattern (applied perhaps multiple times) and the Intermediate 
State Message pattern. 

VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

CommDP pulls together reusable solutions to reoccurring 
design problems with ACPs, filling a much needed gap in the 
knowledge base for developers of distributed systems. We 
have characterized the nature of the problems that the 
CommDP patterns address and the consequences of their 
solution in terms of four desirable qualities, namely: 
reliability, synchronicity, longevity, and adaptability for 
scalable distribution. These qualities are both instructive and 
discriminating, in that they can help a developer understand 
the solutions and choose the most appropriate solution for a 
given situation. However, more work needs to be done to 
formalize these qualities and to solidify their sufficiently and 
completeness relative communication-protocol design. So this 
is one of our research group’s immediate goals. 

We also hope to investigate other qualities, like cohesion 
and modularization that might be valuable for protocol design 
even if they are not good discriminators for design patterns. 
Being able to reason about assess, and teach these qualities 
more formally will help developers create better distributed 
systems. 

Finally, over time, we hope the expand the patterns in 
CommDP, without adding any that are just compositions of 

 

Figure 7. Proxy Message Sequence 

 

Figure 8. Reliable Multicast Message Sequence 
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existing patterns, to encompasses a boarder range of reusable 
solutions for ACPs. 
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Abstract—Reverse engineering in product lines means identification
of feature locations in the source code or formation of the non-redundant
feature model from descriptive documents. The feature identification can
be represented by feature to code trace, graphical notations or tools based
view. For adopting a specific approach, it is very important to know how
it works, the kind of expertise needed to use it, the kind of tool support
that is there, the format of the required input for using that approach, the
output notation that it can provide, the related shortcomings that cannot
be avoided and the kind of pre-requisite work each approach demands.
Based on these parameters, this paper provides a classification of the
reverse engineering approaches related to software product lines. Such
classification can help the product line engineers or relevant researchers
to narrow down the practical options for their implementation and to
obtain the better understanding of reverse engineering in product lines.
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I. INTRODUCTION

”The output of a reverse engineering activity is synthesized,
higher-level information that enables the reverse engineer to better
reason about the system and to evolve it in an effective manner”
[1]. Usually, the result of reverse engineering is in higher notation of
abstraction in order to understand the system. Output can be a model,
graphical chart, re-structured code or some notation that can express
the system in a feasible way.

The idea behind a software product line is to make different cus-
tomized software products by using same platform that can support
different variations in all the products. The process of constructing
and managing such common platform (product line) is known as
product line engineering [2].

A product line is usually composed of features ranging from
few dozens to several hundreds [2]. These features are related to
each other by well-defined constraints [3]. Without very extensive
documentation and trace, it is almost impossible for product line
engineers to understand the composition of code in terms of features.
The process of reverse engineering in product lines is used for finding
the feature locations in the code or for constructing a non-redundant
feature model from descriptive documentation. With the evolution of
the product line, the major purpose of reverse engineering is to keep
code and variability modelling synchronised and understandable.

One of the concerns for product line practitioners and pro-
grammers is to know the difference in applicability of different
reverse engineering approaches according to domain, available in-
house expertise, tool support and required notation of extraction after
reverse engineering. This short survey provides a basic classification
for software product line engineers and programmers to know the
difference between reverse engineering approaches for product lines,
the tools that come with some approaches, kind of output provided
by each approach, kind of input needed by each approach, associated
shortcomings to each approach, prerequisites for implementing an
approach and kind of expertise needed in order to implement an
approach. Such comparison between these approaches will help in
the selection of an approach over others on the basis of compatibility

with all such parameters. This classification can also help novices
to understand what it takes to do reverse engineering for software
product lines.

The term technique and approach should not be confused in this
survey. One approach can use various well-defined techniques for its
implementation where as an approach is the way in which a process
uses many techniques in order to get the results, e.g., Language
Independent Approach [4] is an approach of reverse engineering
that is based on techniques of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)
and Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI). Similarly, Static Analysis is a
kind of analysis technique in reverse engineering and this technique
can be used by multiple software product line reverse engineering
approaches. The presented classification in this paper can help the
product line engineers and relevant researchers to narrow down the
practical options for their implementation instead of wasting time on
comparing all such options.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section
2 explains the related work. Section 3 includes the framework of
classification. Section 4 includes the classified approaches based on
the framework. Section 5 provides available tool support for each
approach and major shortcomings of approaches. Section 6 is the
final section that includes conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

There are hundreds of approaches in the reverse engineering but
most of them are not applicable in the domain of product lines. In this
paper only the approaches that meet the following criteria have been
selected: they are for product lines in particular, related to product
variants, relevant to feature identification/formation in the complex
system families and tackle the variability of the product variants.
Therefore, many well-known general reverse engineering techniques
like LSI [5], Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PBLSI) [6] and
NL-Queries [7] are not part of this paper. These techniques can be
part of complex reverse engineering approaches related to software
product lines but as standalone techniques they are not relevant. This
is because a product line is constructed in terms of features and
their variations, and general techniques cannot produce results in
terms of features and variants. It is not the intention of this paper
to include the approaches that use (reuse) artefacts to construct a
product line. Approaches with the sole purpose of reverse engineering
are considered only, therefore approaches like clone and own are not
part of this classification because they are mainly used to reuse not
to reverse engineer.

This paper covers more than thirty approaches of reverse
engineering in the field of software product lines. Each approach
uses many techniques of reverse engineering. Techniques like LSI,
FCA, etc., do not belong to a specific domain. The way an approach
uses these techniques determines whether the approach is suitable for
product lines or not. Few surveys have classified reverse engineering
techniques but none have done it solely for software product lines
and their angle of interest is quite different, e.g., Bogdan Dit’s
survey [8] is the closest one because it covers the identification of
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feature locations. Work of Michael L. Nelson [9] covers automation
of reverse engineering in legacy system. Purpose of M. Spiros and
K. Moshe’s survey [10] is to classify the tool support for specific
operating systems. Such classifications and surveys cannot help in
the domain of software product lines. They cannot help in deciding
the applicability of reverse engineering because they do not discuss
the classification parameters with respect to software product lines.
A classified tool of reverse engineering may be great from operating
system’s point of view but can be useless for software product lines
at the same time. Overall, no such survey exists at the moment that
has discussed the reverse engineering from software product line’s
point of view.

III. FRAMEWORK OF CLASSIFICATION

Table I. shows the framework of classification in terms of
different parameters. The parameters used for classification are;

• Analysis Technique
• Required input notation
• Generated output notation
• Phase Compatibility
• Required Expertise
• Pre-Requisite Implementation

These parameters are selected by considering their importance for
applicability of practical implementation. Analysis techniques define
the type of analysis used by an approach for reverse engineering.
Required input notation classifies the approaches based on the input
they require for execution. Generated output notation classifies the
approach based on the type of output produced by each approach.
Phase compatibility means whether an approach is suitable for con-
struction or maintenance of a product line. Required expertise groups
the approaches based on the kind of techniques they use and pre-
requisite implementation classifies the approaches based on the kind
of work they require before implementation. Further classification of
these parameters is presented in Table I.

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF REVERSE ENGINEERING APPROACHES

FOR SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINES

This section will classify the reverse engineering approaches for
software product lines based on analysis technique, input notation
required by each approach, output notation, phase compatibility, pre-
requisite implementation required by each approach and expertise
required by each approach. All these classification parameters are
presented in the following sections.

A. Classification based on Analysis Technique

Analysis techniques in reverse engineering are classified as
follows: [8]

• Static Analysis Techniques
• Textual Analysis Techniques
• Dynamic Analysis Techniques
• Hybrid Analysis Techniques

1) Static Analysis Techniques: Static feature location tech-
niques are based on structural information of the code. They consider
control flow, data flow and dependencies in the code to identify
features. These techniques work by building a model of states of
the program and then determine all possible routes of the program
at each step. To design such approach one has to keep the balance
between preciseness and granularity and some abstraction is used to
consider which steps should be added in the static analysis model
[11].

These techniques are based on the control structure of the

TABLE I. REVERSE ENGINEERING: FRAMEWORK OF
CLASSIFICATION

Parameter of Classifi-
cation

Classification

Analysis Technique

Static
Textual
Dynamic
Hybrid

Req. Input Notation
Source Code
Feature Set
Description

Output Notation

Feature Model
Code

View Based
Concept
Lattices and
Graphs
Feature to
Code Trace

Phase Compatibility Construction
Maintenance

Required Expertise

Profiling
FCA
LSI
Vector Space
Modelling
(VSM)
Domain
Knowledge
Natural
Language
Processing
(NLP)

Pre-Requisites

Profiling (Code
Instrumenta-
tion)
Approach Cen-
tric

source code, hence their result has very good recall but the major
drawback is lack of precision. False positive results are very common
in static techniques as these techniques work on user-defined model of
control flow rather than the actual trace of the program. The biggest
advantage is the future re-usability.

The output of such techniques can be a configuration matrix, a
dependency graph or re-formation of the actual source code. Usually,
these techniques are used to extract a dependency matrix between the
source code and features in order to understand the relation between
code and the variability model composed by features. RecoVar [12],
Language Independent Approach [4], Dependency Graph [13], Con-
cern Graph [14], Automatic Generation [15], Concern Identification
[16] and Semi-Automatic Approach [17] are some of the approaches
related to the product line engineering based on static analysis.

2) Textual Analysis Techniques: Few researchers [18] referred
textual as a static technique but it is quite different from a standard
static technique. Textual analysis does not need any abstraction model
and uses the query-based input to match the words with identifiers
and comments in the code.

Most textual analysis reverse engineering techniques produce
feature locations as an output. These code locations are displayed
either by concept lattices (if Formal Concept Analysis is used) or
by dependency graphs. Examples of such approaches are Combining
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FCA with IR [18] and Source Code Retrieval [19]. Few approaches
produce feature models from the provided description or the feature-
set as description. Examples of these approaches include Evolutionary
Algorithms [20], Reverse Engineering Feature Models [40] and
Feature Models from Software Configurations [21]. Few textual based
approaches also extract and show the code in terms of variability,
e.g., Product Variants [22] and few represent domain concepts after
extracting them from the code in order to provide understanding of
the code in simple domain terms, e.g., Natural Language Parsing [23].

The biggest problem is the user designed queries that are
responsible for almost the whole analysis and quality or accuracy of
the output. Another problem is polysemy and implicit implementation
of the feature across many locations.

3) Dynamic Analysis Techniques: Dynamic analysis uses exe-
cution trace of the program to follow and identify the feature locations
by following running code. Test scenarios or profiling is needed in
order to design an execution trace with respect to some feature.
Profiling is instrumentation of the code and it is a difficult task.
Usually one scenario can only involve one feature, hence in case
of hundreds of features, dynamic analysis becomes more complex.
For every new profiling, old results are useless whereas in static we
can reuse the rules of abstraction as many times as we want with
continuous refinement.

Dynamic analysis output is always a trace that shows feature
locations in the code. This relation is represented either as concept
lattices or view-based tools. The abstraction level of code in the
trace varies from approach to approach. Dynamic Feature Traces
[24], Feature to code trace [25], Focused views on Execution Traces
[26], Software evolution Analysis [27], Trace Dependency Analysis
[28], Featureous [29], Embedded Call-Graphs [30], Scenario-Driven
Dynamic Analysis [31] and Concept Analysis [32] are examples of
product line approaches based on dynamic analysis.

4) Hybrid Analysis Techniques: A hybrid analysis in reverse
engineering can be a combination of Dynamic-Static, Dynamic-
Textual, Textual-static or Dynamic-Textual-static analysis. Hybrid
analysis can join recall of static and precision of dynamic analysis.
Recall is required in order to make dynamic analysis reusable in
the future. So a static analysis can obviate the collection of certain
information and dynamic can run over that collection in order to
get better results. Also, many approaches like [33] use one analysis
technique just to rank the elements of the code so this ranking of
feature relevancy will be considered in the final results in order to
increase accuracy.

Hybrid techniques provide feature locations either by using
concept lattices or graphs. Static and Dynamic Analysis [34], Cer-
berus [33], Sniafl [35], Locating Features in Source Code [36], Using
Landmarks and Barriers [37] and A Heuristic-Based Approach [38]
are examples of reverse engineering approaches based on hybrid
analysis.

Few approaches that cannot be fit in the classification are
the ones that are dependent on pure data mining in order to cor-
relate product variants to dependency graphs in order to predict
the influence of one feature on others, e.g., [39]. The selection of
analysis technique is based on many parameters like availability of
the abstraction model, trade-off between false positive and accuracy,
availability of profiling to run every feature and most importantly the
kind of reverse engineering needed. The whole classification of this
section is summarised in Table II.

B. Classification based on Input and Output

After selecting an appropriate analysis technique on grounds
of compatibility and associated shortcomings, it is very important to

TABLE II. REVERSE ENGINEERING:CLASSIFICATION OF REVERSE
ENGINEERING APPROACHES BASED ON ANALYSIS

Reverse Engineering
Approaches

Analysis Classifica-
tion

RECoVar [12], Language Indepen-
dent Approach [4], Dependence
Graph [13], Concern Graphs [14],
Concern Identification [16], Au-
tomatic Generation [15], Semi-
Automatic Approach for Extraction
[17]

Static

Product Variants [22], Natural lan-
guage Parsing [23], Evolutionary Al-
gorithms [20], Software Configurations
using FCA [21], Source Code Retrieval
[19], Combining FCA with IR [18],
Reverse Engineering Feature Models
[40]

Textual

Dynamic Feature Traces [24],
STRADA [25], Call-Graphs [30],
Focused views on Execution Traces
[26], Concept Analysis [32], Trace
Dependency Analysis [28], Scenario
Driven Dynamic Analysis [31],
Featureous [29], Software Evolution
Analysis [27]

Dynamic

Static and Dynamic Analysis [34], Cer-
berus [33], Heuristic-Based Approach
[38], Landmarks and Barriers [37], Lo-
cating Features in Source Code [36],
SNIAFL [35]

Hybrid

know about required input notation and generated output notation
of each approach. Some input notations are not compatible with
some product lines implemented form and a lot of work is needed
in order to transform code into specific input notation. To avoid
extra work, one can select an approach that is most appropriate
for the environment. The required input notation can be classified
as Source Code, Feature Set and Description Based Input. Feature
Set means configuration matrix or product-feature mapping in some
notation where Description includes user Queries, Document-Corpus
and Textual Input like natural language text etc.,

Similarly, output can also be classified into Feature Model,
Generated Code and View Based Output. View Based Output can
further be classified into concept Lattices or graphical notations and
ranked Based Mapping or Feature to Code Trace.

Few approaches produce feature models as output [20] [21]
[40]. Few transform code into core and variability parts [4] [22]. Few
approaches generate feature-code trace [15] [17] [19] [23]- [25] [28]
[31]- [36] [38]. Few generate output in the form of concept lattices
or graphs [12]- [14] [16] [18] [27] [30] [37]. Concept lattices are
different from general graphs because they are generated by defining
the FCA and can be manipulated by changing the formal contexts
whereas general graphs usually show variability models extracted
from the code.
Hybrid approaches in this category use one analysis technique to
reinforce the results and then use another technique on the generated
output of the first one. Such hybrid approaches show results in the
form of ranked based mapping where each mapping has a value based
on its validity. Ranked based mapping is also a trace but it includes
the ranking of the traces. Few approaches like [26] [29] generate both
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TABLE III. REVERSE ENGINEERING: CLASSIFICATION BASED
ON REQUIRED INPUT

Required Input Reverse Engineering Tech-
niques

Source Code

RECoVar [12], Call-Graphs
[30], Concern Identification [16],
Scenario Driven Dynamic Analysis
[31], Featureous [29], Language
Independent Approach [4], Semi-
Automatic Approach for Extraction
[17], SNIAFL [35], Static and
Dynamic Analysis [34], Cerberus [33],
Bug Localization [19], Focused views
on Execution Traces [26], Heuristic-
Based Approach [38], Dependence
Graph [13], Software Evolution
Analysis [27], Concern Graphs [14],
Concept Analysis [32]

Feature Set

Product Variants [22], Natural lan-
guage Parsing [23], Dynamic Feature
Traces [24], Evolutionary Algorithms
[20], Software Configurations using
FCA [21], Static and Dynamic Anal-
ysis [34], STRADA [25]

Description
(Queries,
Document-
Corpus,
Textual input)

Cerberus [33], Landmarks and Barriers
[37], Locating Features in Source Code
[36], Source Code Retrieval [19], Trace
Dependency Analysis [28], SNIAFL
[35] Combining FCA with IR [18], Au-
tomatic Generation [15], Reverse Engi-
neering Feature Models [40]

trace and graphical views. Table III. and IV. show the classification
based on these parameters.

C. Classification based on Phase Compatibility, Pre-requisite Imple-
mentation and Required Expertise

Table V. shows the pre-requisites for implementing an approach.
Pre-requisites have classified into approach centric process, i.e.,
macro constant’s selection, landmarks method selection, domain con-
cepts, corpus extraction and profiling. Profiling is the most common
pre-requisite. RECoVar [12] is an approach that requires selection of
the macro constants before it can be applied. It shows code based
variability by extracting a model from the code. Users have to define
the macro constants in the code to use them in conditional compiling
while generating the model. Such macro constants can be if-def
blocks or anything that can define a variation in pre-compilation and
they are called variation points. Another approach Landmarks and
Barriers [37] demands selection of landmark methods. Landmark
methods are those that have a key role in execution of a feature.
Hence, in order to select landmark features one must have to know
that feature composition in terms of code. Barrier methods are those
methods that do not have major importance from a feature point of
view and they have to be selected in order to decrease the size of
generated variability graph. Combining FCA with IR [18] demands
generation of the document corpus by LSI. Document corpus is the
generation of the part of the code that matches the user queries and
it should be in vector space form which is a well known form in
LSI. FCA uses this notation to start matching and producing the
output in the form of concept lattices. Dependence Graph [13] needs
identification and selection of the nodes that should be included

TABLE IV. REVERSE ENGINEERING: CLASSIFICATION BASED ON
GENERATED OUTPUT

Generated Output Reverse Engineering
Techniques

Feature Model Evolutionary Algorithms
[20], Software
Configurations using FCA
[21], Reverse Engineering
Feature Models [40]

Code Product Variants [22],
Language Independent
Approach [4]

View-Based
Concept
Lattices or
Graphical
notations

Combining FCA with
IR [18], Landmarks
and Barriers [37], Call-
Graphs [30], Concern
Identification [16],
Dependence Graph
[13], Concern Graphs
[14], Software Evolution
Analysis [27], RECoVar
[12], Focused views on
Execution Traces [26],
Featureous [29]

Ranked Based
Mapping or
Feature to
Code Trace

Cerberus [33], SNIAFL
[35], Source Code
Retrieval [19], Scenario
Driven Dynamic Analysis
[31], STRADA [25],
Natural language Parsing
[23], Trace Dependency
Analysis [28], Concept
Analysis [32], Dynamic
Feature Traces [24], Static
and Dynamic Analysis
[34], Locating Features
in Source Code [36],
Heuristic-Based Approach
[38], Semi-Automatic
Approach for Extraction
[17], Focused views
on Execution Traces [26],
Featureous [29], Automatic
Generation [15]

in the search graph in order to search the implementation of a
feature. The relevant code parts cannot be selected unless one has
the knowledge and some familiarity with the domain and composition
of the features in terms of code. So some code understanding and
domain knowledge is must before executing this approach. In case
of Reverse Engineering Feature Models [40], domain knowledge is
needed because domain expert have to select the parent of each
feature at each step and correct decisions require code and domain
knowledge.

Table VI. shows the phase compatibility classification. Phase
Compatibility shows whether an approach is suitable to use in the
construction of a product line or in the maintenance of a product
line. There are several approaches that are not designed for the
maintenance or evolution but for the construction of a product line
and hence they should be used for this purpose, e.g., approaches
that can produce Feature Models are more appropriate to use in
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TABLE V. REVERSE ENGINEERING: PRE-REQUISITE
REQUIREMENTS

Pre-Requisite Implemen-
tation

Reverse Engineering Techniques

Profiling

Dynamic Feature Traces [24], Sce-
nario Driven Dynamic Analysis
[31] Trace Dependency Analy-
sis [28], Featureous [29], Lo-
cating Features in Source Code
[36], Static and Dynamic Analy-
sis [34], Cerberus [33], STRADA
[25], Call-Graphs [30], Focused
views on Execution Traces [26],
Concept Analysis [32], Heuristic-
Based Approach [38], Software
Evolution Analysis [27]

Macro Constants Selection RECoVar [12]
Selection of Landmark
Methods

Landmarks and Barriers [37]

Document corpus extrac-
tion for LSI

Combining FCA with IR [18]

Understanding of Domain
Concepts

Dependence Graph [13], Reverse
Engineering Feature Models [40]

constructing a product line rather than maintaining one because a
non-redundant Feature Model can be achieved from requirement text
or product lines initial product-feature documentation. Evolutionary
Algorithm [20], Software Configuration using FCA [21] and Reverse
Engineering Feature Models [40] are examples of such approaches.

Table VII. shows required expertise that are grouped as FCA,
LSI, NLP, Profiling, VSM and Domain Knowledge. Product Variants
[22], Concept Analysis [32], Combining FCA with IR [18] and Lo-
cating Features in Source Code [36] require the knowledge of FCA.
FCA demands the designing of a formal context in which objects
are defined in order to generate the model. Product Variants [22],
Cerberus [33], Combining FCA with IR [18] and Heuristic-Based
Approach [38] require the knowledge of LSI. LSI is a well known
textual technique, mostly used in search engines. Natural language
Parsing [23] requires Natural Language Processing which is a well
established research domain on its own. Dynamic Feature Traces
[24], Scenario Driven Dynamic Analysis [31], Trace Dependency
Analysis [28], Featureous [29], Locating Features in Source Code
[36], Static and Dynamic Analysis [34], Cerberus [33], STRADA
[25], Call-Graphs [30], Focused views on Execution Traces [26],
Concept Analysis [32], Heuristic-Based Approach [38] and Software
Evolution Analysis [27] require profiling. SNIAFL [35] requires
the knowledge of VSM. VSM is a special kind of LSI. Finally,
Dependence Graph [13] and Reverse Engineering Feature Models
[40] need the domain knowledge and the reasons are as stated in the
previous section.

V. AVAILABLE TOOL SUPPORT, LANGUAGE CONSTRAINT AND

SHORTCOMINGS

This section explains Primary Tool, Secondary Tool, Evaluation
Language and Major Shortcoming related to each approach. Primary
Tool attribute means tools that are specifically made for the approach
where secondary Tool means third party tools that are not designed
for the specific approach but help in implementing one. Most of the
tools are academic where Reverse Engineering Feature Models [40],
Focused views on Execution Traces [26] and Featureous [29] have
professional tools. Table VIII. and Table X. show the primary tools

TABLE VI. REVERSE ENGINEERING: PHASE COMPATIBILITY WITH
SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINES

Approaches Phase Compatibil-
ity

RECoVar [12], Dependence Graph
[13], Concern Graphs [14], Concern
Identification [16], Automatic Gener-
ation [15], Natural language Parsing
[23], Bug Localization [19], Combin-
ing FCA with IR [18], Dynamic Fea-
ture Traces [24], STRADA [25], Call-
Graphs [30], Focused views on Ex-
ecution Traces [26], Concept Analy-
sis [32], Trace Dependency Analysis
[28], Scenario Driven Dynamic Anal-
ysis [31], Featureous [29], Software
Evolution Analysis [27], Static and Dy-
namic Analysis [34], Cerberus [33],
Heuristic-Based Approach [38], Land-
marks and Barriers [37], Locating Fea-
tures in Source Code [36], SNIAFL
[35]

Maintenance

Product Variants [22], Semi-Automatic
Approach for Extraction [17], Evo-
lutionary Algorithms [20], Software
Configurations using FCA [21], Lan-
guage Independent Approach [4], Re-
verse Engineering Feature Models [40]

Construction

TABLE VII. REVERSE ENGINEERING: REQUIRED EXPERTISE

Approaches Required Exper-
tise

Product Variants [22], Concept Analy-
sis [32], Combining FCA with IR [18],
Locating Features in Source Code [36]

FCA

Product Variants [22], Cerberus
[33], Combining FCA with IR [18],
Heuristic-Based Approach [38]

LSI

Natural language Parsing [23] NLP
Dynamic Feature Traces [24], Scenario
Driven Dynamic Analysis [31], Trace
Dependency Analysis [28], Feature-
ous [29], Locating Features in Source
Code [36], Static and Dynamic Analy-
sis [34], Cerberus [33], STRADA [25],
Call-Graphs [30], Focused views on
Execution Traces [26], Concept Anal-
ysis [32], Heuristic-Based Approach
[38], Software Evolution Analysis [27]

Profiling

SNIAFL [35] Vector Space Mod-
elling

Dependence Graph [13], Reverse En-
gineering Feature Models [40]

Domain
Knowledge

and secondary tools availability for each approach.
Evaluation language shows the language in which an approach

has been experimented and validated. Approaches that generate
feature models and require description based documents as input are
language independent, e.g., Evolutionary Algorithms [20] and Soft-
ware Configurations using FCA [21]. Few approaches like RECoVar
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TABLE VIII. REVERSE ENGINEERING: PRIMARY TOOL SUPPORT

Approach Primary
Tool

RECoVar [12], Evolutionary Algo-
rithm [20], Feature Models from Soft-
ware Configurations [21], CERBERUS
[33], Source Code Retrieval [19], Com-
bining FCA with IR [18], Heuristic-
Based Approach [38], Dependence
Graph [13], SNIAFL [35], Trace De-
pendency Analysis [28], Locating Fea-
tures in Source Code [36], Scenario-
Driven Dynamic Analysis [31]

NA

Product Variants [22] Progmodel
Natural Language [23] Patch Tool
Language Independent [4] ExtractorPL
Semi Automatic Approach [17] CIDE
Dynamic Feature Traces [24] DFT
Static and Dynamic Analysis [34] Customised

BIT
STRADA [25] STRADA
Focused Views on Execution Traces [26] CGA-LDX
Concept Analysis [32] Customised

GCC
Software Evolution Analysis [27] Trace Scrapper
Concern Graphs [14] FEAT
Automatic Generation [15] EclipsePlug-

in
Concern Identification [16] CoDEx
Featureous [29] Featureous
Using Landmarks and Barriers [37] Prototype Tool
Embedded Call Graphs [30] Call Graph

Prototype
Reverse Engineering Feature Models [40] CDT

TOOLS
(LVAT)

[12] are methodologies and hence they can be applied in any language
but the approaches like Focused views on Execution Traces [26],
Featureous [29] and Call Graph [30] are language dependent as their
tools are dependent on the programming language they have designed
for. Table IX. shows the evaluation language of each approach.

One major shortcoming is the inability of an approach to con-
sider cross cutting constraints (CTC), e.g., Semi-Automatic Approach
for Extraction [17] and Language Independent Approach [4]. Few
approaches like Software Configurations using FCA [21] consider
CTC but they cannot produce feature model beyond two levels of
hierarchy. Results of Dynamic Feature Traces [24], STRADA [25],
Source Code Retrieval [19], Concept Analysis [32], Combining FCA
with IR [18], Heuristic-Based Approach [38] and Trace Dependency
Analysis [28] are highly dependent on the user defined input. This
input is approach centric and can be code knowledge, profiling, test
scenarios or setting the formal context. More detail is expressed
in Table XI. Language constraint, availability of tool and relevant
shortcomings are the primary factors to consider one approach over
the others.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a concise classification of reverse
engineering approaches in software product lines. Individual reverse

TABLE IX. REVERSE ENGINEERING: EVALUATION LANGUAGE OF
APPROACHES

Approach Evaluation
Language

Product Variants [22], RECoVar [12], Evolu-
tionary Algorithm [20], Feature Models from
Software Configurations [21]

Language Inde-
pendent

Natural Language [23], Language Independent
[4], Semi Automatic Approach [17], Dynamic
Feature Traces [24], Static and Dynamic Anal-
ysis [34], CERBERUS [33], STRADA [25],
Source Code Retrieval [19], Combining FCA
with IR [18], Heuristic-Based Approach [38],
Software Evolution Analysis [27], Concern
Graph [14], Automatic Generation [15], Con-
cern Identification [16], Featureous [29], Using
Landmarks and Barriers [37]

JAVA

Concept Analysis [32], Embedded Call-Graphs
[30], Locating Features in Source Code [36],
SNIAFL [35], Dependence Graph [13]

C

Source Code Retrieval [19], Focused Views
on Execution Traces [26], Reverse Engineer-
ing Feature Models [40], Scenario-Driven Dy-
namic Analysis [31], Embedded Call-Graphs
[30], Trace Dependency Analysis [28]

C++

TABLE X. REVERSE ENGINEERING: SECONDARY TOOL SUPPORT

Approach Secondary
Tool

Product Variants [22], Natural Language [23],
Language Independent [4], Semi Automatic
Approach [17], Dynamic Feature Traces [24],
STRADA [25], CERBERUS [33], Focused
Views on Execution Traces [26], Dependence
Graph [13], Software Evolution Analysis [27],
Concern Graphs [14], Automatic Generation
[15], Locating Features in Source Code [36],
Featureous [29], Concern Identification [16],
Embedded Call Graphs [30], Using Landmarks
and Barriers [37], Reverse Engineering Feature
Models [40]

NA

RECoVar [12] Treeviz,
Orange

Feature Models from Software Configurations [21] FAMA,
SPLOT

Source Code Retrieval [19] Gibbs,
LDA++

Combining FCA with IR [18] SrcML,
Columbus

Trace Dependency Analysis [28] Rational
Coverage

Scenario-Driven Dynamic Analysis [31] JGraph
Evolutionary Algorithm [20] BETTY
Static and Dynamic Analysis [34] SA4J
Concept Analysis [32] Graphlet
Heuristic-Based Approach [38] MoDeC
SNIAFL [35] SMART
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TABLE XI. REVERSE ENGINEERING: MAJOR SHORTCOMING OF
APPROACHES

Approach Major Shortcoming
Language Independent Ap-
proach [4], Semi Auto-
matic Approach [17]

CTC not considered

Dynamic Feature Traces
[24], STRADA [25],
Source code Retrieval
[19], Concept Analysis
[32], Trace Dependency
Analysis [28], Heuristic-
Based Approach [38],
Combining FCA with IR
[18]

Result dependency on user
defined input

RECoVar [12], Reverse
Engineering Feature
Models using Landmarks
and Barriers [37],
Dependence Graph [13]

Require code understand-
ing

Natural Language [23],
Evolutionary Algorithm
[20]

High computation cost

Product Variants [22] Non-re-usability if feature
set changes

Feature Models from Soft-
ware Configurations [21]

Extract Feature Model for
two levels of hierarchy

Static and Dynamic Analy-
sis [34]

Work for only one feature
at a time

CERBERUS [33], Locating
Features in Source Code
[36]

No tool support

Focused Views on Execu-
tion Traces [26]

Only work for C/C++ code

Software Evolution Anal-
ysis [27], SNIAFL [35],
Scenario-Driven Dynamic
Analysis [31]

Method implementation
neglected

Concern Graphs [14], Con-
cern Identification [16]

Intra-method flow of calls
neglected

Automatic Generation [15] Implicit features neglected
Featureous [29] JAVA tool dependency
Embedded Call-Graphs
[30]

C/C++ tool dependency

engineering techniques that cannot produce results in terms of fea-
tures and variants of a product line were not considered. The primary
aim of this short guide is to present such information that can narrow
down the practical options of implementation for the product line
engineers so they can discard the non-feasible options of reverse
engineering. The reverse engineering in product lines is considered
as extraction of artefacts from the code of a product line. However,
current approaches do not propose to extract something architectural
or in a component notation. Reverse engineering is focused on
variability management and features locations at the moment. Future
work in this domain can include the approaches that can extract
executable architecture from a product line code in order to reuse
it across many systems. Hence, the concept of reverse engineering in
software product lines should consider the architectural extraction in
future.
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Abstract—Function Point Analysis (FPA) is used to measure
the size of functional user requirements of software applications.
However, the measurement process of FPA is slow, expensive and
complex. The Simple Function Point (SiFP) method has been
proposed as a replacement of FPA that is much faster and
cheaper to apply. However, no tools supporting Simple Function
Point measurement have yet been proposed. In this paper, we
aim at building a tool to facilitate SiFP measurement.
Specifically, we propose a measurement based on UML models of
requirements, including use case diagrams and domain model
(class diagrams). The proposed methodology –including a set of
guidelines for domain modeling and the mapping between SiFP
measure components and UML elements – makes SiFP
measurement much easier to perform. In fact, the proposed
methodology is usable in the early requirements definition stage,
when only use case diagram and the primary class diagram
illustrating the domain model (including classes' names and
relationship among classes) are available. We used 17 academic
sample applications to validate our proposal. The result shows
that our method and tool can be used to replace manual Simple
Function Point measurement in the early phases of the software
development cycle to measure the functional size of software
project.

Keywords— Functional Size Measures; Simple Function Point;
SiFP; UML; Object-oriented measures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Function Point Analysis (FPA) [1][2][3] aims at measuring
the size of Functional User Requirements (FUR) of software
applications. Being based on FUR, which are available in the
early phases of development, these measures are widely used
to estimate the effort required to develop software applications.
FPA was originally introduced by Albrecht to measure data-
processing systems by quantifying the functionality the
software provides to the user, from the information view, by
quantifying the volume of data flow and the storage [4].

The basic idea of FPA is that the "amount of functionality"
released to the user can be evaluated by taking into account the
data used by the application to provide the required functions,
and the transactions (i.e., operations that involve data crossing
the boundaries of the application) through which the
functionality is delivered to the user. Data are user identifiable
groups of logically related data, and are classified as Internal
Logical Files (ILF) or External Interface Files (EIF). A
transaction is a set of actions seen as one cohesive unit of work.
FPA differentiates three types of transactions: External Input
(EI), External Output (EO), and External Inquiry (EQ). The
size of each data function depends on the type of contents; the
size of each transaction depends on the number of data files
used and the amount of data exchanged with the external. The

sum of the sizes of data and transactions is the size of the
application in Unadjusted Function Points (UFP).

Organizations that develop software are interested in
Function Point measurement process that is reliable, rapid and
cheap, and that fits well in their development processes.
However, performing FPA requires a thorough exploration of
FUR, to identify and possibly weigh basic functional
components. Therefore, the measurement process can be quite
long and expensive. In fact, FPA performed by a certified
function point consultant proceeds at a relatively slow pace:
between 400 and 600 function points (FP) per day, according
to Capers Jones [5], between 200 and 300 FPs per day
according to experts from Total Metrics [6]. Consequently,
measuring the size of a moderately large application can take
too long, if cost estimation is needed urgently. Also, the cost of
measurement can be often considered excessive by software
developers.

In addition, at the beginning of a project, size estimation
would be necessary for bidding and planning. But, FURs have
not yet been specified in detail and completely, namely the
available information is often incomplete and insufficient. So
the customer is only able to do approximate measurements.
The accuracy of a FP measure grows with the completeness
and precision of FUR specifications. When we can measure
with the highest accuracy, we no longer need that measure. The
situation is described by the paradox illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Paradox of estimation and informations about estimation

Given the above situation, many simplified methods, such
as Early & Quick Function Points（E&QFP) [7], Estimated
NESMA [8], Simplified FP[9], ISBSG [10], ILF model [11],
and Early FP [12], have been proposed. The SiFP method
[13][14][27] is different from the other methods mentioned
above, as it does not aim at providing approximate estimation
of FP measures; rather, it defines a brand new functional size
measure, to be used in place of traditional FP.

In this paper, we propose some rules for building UML
models in a SiFP-oriented way. Since SiFP counting is based
on the identification of Unspecified Generic Elementary
Process (UGEP) and Unspecified Generic Data Group
(UGDG), which basically correspond to system data and
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process, we exploit the ability of UML to represent such
information by establishing an explicit relation between SiFP
elements and UML language constructs. We also define some
rules to measure the SiFP size of an application from use case
diagrams and the domain model, and develop a tool to
automatically measure SiFP on the base of XMI/XML files
abstracted from UML model. Throughout the paper we take for
granted that the reader knows at least the basics of FPA
measurement and is familiar with basic UML concepts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
explains the background knowledge about SiFP. Section III
describes the empirical study. The validity of the study is
discussed in Section IV. Related work is presented in Section
V. Finally, Section VI draws some conclusions and outlines
future work.

II. BACK GROUND KNOWLEDGE-SIFP

This section presents a brief summary of the SiFP method.
For full details and explanations of the method, see the
reference manual [13].

SiFP method was proposed by the Simple Function Point
Association, Italy. Its basic idea is that a notion of complexity
based on the number of logical data file or cross reference
among transaction and file or subgroup of data in a file is not
significant to the goal of representing functional size and of
estimation effort or cost. In order to measure the functional size
of an application, it is not necessary to identify several types of
transactions and files.

The SiFP method defines the generic software model as
shown in Fig.2, which highlights the components related to the
functional requirements of "moving" data, "processing" data
and data "storage".

Fig. 2. Theory of SiFP [13]

The SiFP method defines and uses only two basic
functional components (BFCs): UGEP and UGDG, see Fig.3.
An UGEP is defined as: "An atomic set of functional user
requirements conceived for processing purposes. It refers to an
informational or operational goal considered significant and
unitary by the user and includes all automated, mandatory and
optional activities needed to meet the goal. After an UGEP is
concluded, the measurable software application (MSA) to
which it belongs must be in a logically consistent state." [13]
An UGDG is defined as: "An atomic set of user requirements
having a storage purpose. It refers to a single logical data set
of interest to the user, for which information must be kept
persistently."[13]

Fig. 3. BFC Types [14]

In the case of the UGEP, the term "unspecified" highlights
that it is not necessary to distinguish whether a process is
mainly for input, or output, or what is its primary intent of data
processing. Similarly, in the case of the UGDG, it means that it
is not necessary to distinguish between internal and external
logical storage with respect to the boundary of the MSA.

On the other hand, the term "Generic" indicates that for any
BFC there is no need to identify subcomponents in order to
determine BFC's complexity: all the BFCs weight equally
within the same type of BFC. Future developments of the
methodology may lead to define different functional weights
for each specific BFC depending on elements related to the
processing component of transactional BFCs that, at present, is
not quantitatively taken into account.

Fig. 4. SiFP measurement process [13]

The SiFP measurement process is represented in Fig.4. It is
a 6-step process:

− Gather the available documentation; 
−  Identify application boundary; 
− Determine the measurement goal and scope; 
− Locate elementary processes (UGEP) and logical data 

files (UGDG);
− Calculate the function size using function SiFP = 4.6 

UGEP + 7 UGDG;
− Document and present the measurement. 

III. THE EMPIRICAL STUDY

In this section, we introduce UML-based SiFP estimation
method through a case study and present briefly the Tool
SiFPOOTool developed by us.
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A. The case introduction

We use as the case a reduced version of a real Information
System by Lavazza [15], since it is concise and its size is
appropriate. Its functional size in FP is already measured, so
we do not need to do it again. In our case, a system class
diagram that involves composition and
specification/generalization meets our needs. The only
drawback of this system for our study is that the use case
diagram is relatively simple; the relationships among the use
cases just involve the general association. But, overall, it is
suitable for our objectives.

This GymIS is an information system for Gym
management. The application offers annual and monthly
subscriptions. The client who subscripts the annual service
only needs to pay 12 times the cost of a month but have the
right of receiving 13 months service. The client and
subscription data are stored in the system database. The former
is characterized by name, age, profession, address, and SSN.
Clients can also be updated, but, once inserted, they are never
removed from the system. A subscription is characterized by
the duration, the subscription date, the subscribing client, the
set of optional services to which the client subscribed (their
cost adds up to the cost of the basic subscription). Among the
optional services there is the possibility to get a monthly
medical check.

The functions that the application must provide are the
following: record a new client, update the client data, record a
new subscription, record the payment by a given client for a
given month, compute and print how much is due by every
client for the previous months, compute the number of
subscriptions that include the given service in a given period,
and record the results of a health check. The detailed
requirements for the transactions are not presented here. The
complete FURs of the GymIS can be found in [15]; they were
measured according to FPA rules on the basis of a traditional
description. The result was that the application is 67 FP.

B. SiFP-oriented modeling
UML-based SiFP estimation method works well only if the

given models incorporate all the required information at the
proper detail level and the modeling and measure rules are
defined according to the SiFP theory. In this sub-section we
define the SiFP-Oriented modeling methodology as a set of
guidelines. For the purpose of modeling, we use UML as
defined in [16]. We do not define extensions or force the
semantics of the language. This choice contributes to
minimizing the impact of the measurement-oriented modeling
on the development process, and to make the adoption of the
method as seamless as possible.

Usually, the activity of creating OO models is not
sequential; rather, it is often iterative, with several refinements,
deletions, extensions, and modifications of the model. In order
to keep the presentation clear, we present the modeling
methodology as a sequence of conceptual steps.

Step 1: Present application boundary
The first objective of the model is to represent the

application boundaries and the external elements that interact
with the system to be measured.

A use case diagram is a graphic depiction of the
interactions among the elements of a system. A use case

diagram contains four components. The boundary defines the
system of interest in relation to the world around it. The actors
are usually individuals involved with the system defined
according to their roles. The use cases are the specific roles
played by the actors within and around the system. The last
component is the relationships between and among the actors
and the use cases. UML provides use case diagrams, which are
well suited for our purposes. The boundary of the use case
diagrams can be directly taken as the boundary of the MSA.

The correspondence between the SiFP concepts and the
elements of UML use case diagrams is schematically described
in Table I.

TABLE I. MAPPING OF THE ELEMENTS BETWEEN SIFP AND UML

SiFP UML

Application boundary
Boundary of the object that

owns the use cases

UGEP Use case

User Actor

UGDG locating out of the
system boundary

Actor

Step 2: Present UGEP using use case
Use Case Diagrams indicate –as actors– the elements

outside the boundary with which the application interacts; most
important, use case diagrams show the transactions. We
represent each UGEP as a use case.

Rule 1: Each use case must represent the smallest unit of
activity that is meaningful to the user(s), and must be self-
contained and leave the business of the application being
counted in a consistent state.

Rule 2: Relationship among the use case, extension, include,
generalization, must be correctly presented.

Rule 3：A use case that cannot be instanced must be noted
as "abstract" stereotype. The base use case of a cluster of use
case formatted by generalization must be noted as "abstract"
stereotype.

By applying the rules above to the GymIS the use case
diagram reported in Fig. 5 is obtained.

Fig. 5. Use case diagram of the GymIS

Step 3: Present UGDG using domain class
Usually, the methods proposed in the literature for

measuring the functional size of UML models map the concept
of data functions onto (sets of) classes. The difficulties in
matching classes and logic files are exemplified very well in
[18], where four different manners of identifying logical files
are defined, according to the different possible ways to deal
with aggregations and generalization/specializations
relationships.
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Although in several cases it is possible to identify a class as
a logic file, it is also quite common that a single logic file
corresponds to a set of classes.

In object-oriented development process, such as ICONIX
processes [17], the modeling process of static model can be
split into three stages: 1) requirements definition, 2) analysis,
conceptual design and technical architecture, 3) design and
coding. The obtained models are domain model, updated
domain model and Class model -as shown in Fig. 6- which
separately correspond to three types of diagram: domain class
diagram, updated domain class diagram and class diagrams.

Fig. 6. Static domain model of OO development using ICONIX process

Information presented by domain diagram contains names
of the entity objects, and the relationships among these entity
objects; updated domain class diagram is added boundary
objects and controllers. Also the attributes of each entity class
abstracted from use case specification are equipped; Class
diagram contains all the information mentioned above, and
some controllers are changed into one or more operations and
those operations are assigned to corresponding class. Analysis
and comparison about different types of objects at different
stages is shown in Table II. Through the above analysis we can
see the domain class diagram already fully meets the demand
for measuring the data "storage" part of SiFP except that it
doesn't have the ability to present the UGDG located outside
the system boundary.

TABLE II. ANALYSIS ADN COMPARISON ABOUT DIFFERENT TYPES OF

OBJECTS

Domain
Model

Update
Domain
Model

Class
Model

Stereotype
of Class

Entity Yes Yes Yes

Controller / Yes Yes

Boundary / Yes Yes

Information
about entity

class

Class Name Yes Yes Yes

Relationship Yes Yes Yes

Attributes / Yes Yes

Methods / / Yes

Suitable for SiFP measure Yes Yes Yes

Since for any BFC there is no need to identify
subcomponents in order to determine BFC complexity. We
define some rules as following:

Rule 4：SiFP does not distinguish between internal and
external UGDG, but in order to facilitate the later statements,
we divided UGDG into two types: external UGDG and internal
UGDG. Internal UGDG is the UGDG that locates inside of the
system boundary, external UGDG locates outside of the system
boundary.

Rule 5: Entity classes that appear in the domain model
diagram are the candidates for UGDG. Entity classes appear in
domain model must be complete, namely, no entity class be
missed. Each entity class should have its name, and the
relationships among the entity classes should be complete.

Rule 6: Each entity class must be noted as stereotype
<<Entity>>.

Rule 7: In general, a UGDG corresponds to an entity class
(see the class User and Payments in Fig.7). A relevant
exception is given by clusters of classes that are connected by
composition relations (see the set classes consist of
HealthRecord and Result in Fig.7), or generalization relations
(see the classes Subscription, MonthScription and
AnnualScription in Fig.7). A cluster of classes that are
connected by composition or generalization relations is defined
as one UGDG.

TABLE III. MAPPING OF THE ELEMENTS

SiFP UML Class(es) #UGDG

UGDG association 1 1

UGDG aggregation 1 1

UGDG composition a cluster of 1

UGDG generalization a cluster of 1

UGDG locating out of
the system boundary

logic data
component

1 1

Rule 8: When necessary, add to the domain model one or
more special class(es) to present the external system logical
data: these class(es) are named as external UGDG(s) and are
stereotyped <<XUGDG>> (see class otherSystem in Fig.7). A
class diagram with added special classes is called an extended
class diagram.

By applying the rules above to the Gym IS, the extended
class diagram reported in Fig. 7 was obtained.

Fig. 7. Extended Class diagram of the Gym IS

C. Counting and summing
Here our SiFP counting procedure is redefined with respect

to the UML model with the following goals: it must be
coherent with the principles reported in SiFP reference manual
[13]; it must be precise, without ambiguities, thus leaving no
space to the measurer for interpretation; it must require little
effort; it must be executable by people without big skill in FP
counting and with little knowledge of the requirements.

As mentioned earlier, a UGEP is represented as a use case,
but not every use case should be counted as a UGEP. By
analyzing the role and the characteristics of each use case
belonging to a set of use cases connected by include, extension
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or generalization relations (see Table IV), and according to
SiFP rules, we define rule 9.

TABLE IV. COMMON ELEMENTS FROM GENERAL MODEL AND FPA
ORIENTED UML MODEL

Type of UC Role of UC Complete Abstract
for

measure
unit

Include
Base UC Yes No Yes

Inclusion Yes No Yes

Extension
Base UC Yes No Yes

Extension Yes No Yes

Generalization
general UC No Yes No

Specialized
UC

Yes No Yes

Rule 9：In general, a use case is counted as a UGEP. A
relevant exception is that the use case noted as abstract is not
counted as a UGEP.

Rule 10: As defined by the rules 4-8, whether it is a single
class or a group of classes, as long as it is defined as a UGDG,
it is counted as a UGDG.

Rule 11：A class stereotyped <<XUGDG>> is counted as
a UGDG.

Once the UGEP and UGDG lists are complete, the scores
are assigned to the individual BFCs and added together as
shown below. The scores to assign to each individual BFC are:
UGDG = 7.0 SiFP and UGEP = 4.6 SiFP.

So the size of a whole application is:
SiFP=M(UGEP)+M(UGDG)= #UGEP*4.6 + # UGDG*7.0.
Here #X means the number of X.
According to the conversion between SiFP and UFP

defined in the SiFP reference manual, we can draw the
following equation to calculate the FPA functional size from
the SiFP value:

UFP = #SiFP /0.998

D. Measure Tool for SiFP
There are several UML modeling tools which support OO

modeling, such as Visio, Rational Rose, Power Designs, EA
and StarUML. These tools not only provide a graphical
modeling function, but also export the model as XMI and/or
XML file. Measurement tools can be designed by parsing
XMI/XML document and using measurement rules. We
designed a measure tool SiFPOOTool to automatically
measure the SiFP size of an application by its UML model,
precisely use case diagram and class diagram. The high-level
structure of the tool is shown in Fig.8.

Fig. 8. Theory of SiFPOOTool

The tool provides some functions, such as, reading and
parsing XML file derived from UML model, recording and
reporting the measure result. Moreover, the related
information about the application being measured, the

company which holds the application (see Fig. 9), the measurer
that carries out the measurement are all recorded by the tool to
meet the needs for analysis and inquiries.

Fig. 9. Information input interface of the tool

We measure the GymIS software application using our tool
SiFPOOTool: 5 UGDG and 7 UGEP were identified, thus the
total size is 67.2 SiFP.

IV. EMPIRICAL VALIDATION

We aimed to validate the two issues: the first one is
whether the tool can be used to replace the manual SiFP
measurement, when a UML requirement model is available.
The second is to validate whether our SiFP-oriented UML
modeling rules are correct. The validation overview is shown
in the Fig.10.

Fig. 10. Validation overview

We used 17 projects' models mainly prepared during
previous work [19]. The FURs, UML models (use case
diagram, class diagram, components diagram, and sequence
diagram) and size measures (in UFP) of those projects are
available.

The experimental validation procedure was organized as
follows:

−Firstly, for each project, the use case diagrams are 
reviewed and modified according to the rules 1, 2 and 3
defined in Section III.B.

−Second step: the class diagrams are reviewed and 
modified according to the rules 4-8 in Section III.B.

−Third step: The activities involved in steps 1 and 2 are 
repeated until all the projects' use cases and class diagrams
comply with the rules 1-8 in Section III.B. Using StarUML, the
XMI/XML files are exported from UML model.

− The fourth step: those 17 projects are manually measured 
using the SiFP method: the results are given in columns 2-4 of
Table V. The correspond SiFP and UFP are also calculated
automatically and inserted in the 4th and 5th columns of the
Table V. The UFP values are computed according to the
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function SiFP = #UFP*0.998 described in the reference manual
[13].

− Then we use our tool SiFPOOTool to measure each 
model XMI/XML file obtained at step 4. The results and their
corresponding UFPs are inserted in columns 6-8 of Table V.
To automatically obtain the UFP values, the previous function
SiFP=#UFP*0.998 was used in our tool.

− Finally, we copied into Column 10 the functional size 
measures in UFP manually measured in the previous work.

When all the preparatory work was finished, we performed
three paired sample t-Tests on the datasets of manual
measurement (Column 5), of the measurement based on
SiFPOOTool (Column 9) and of UFP values (Column 10)
obtained in the previous work. As usually the level of
significance is set as 5%. Test results are as follows: on the
datasets of manual measurement (Column 5) and of the
measurement based on SiFPOOTool (Column 9), the two-
tailed test p-value is approximately 0.104. For the datasets of

the manual measurement(Column 5) and the UFP(Column 10),
the datasets of measurement based on the tool(Column 9) and
UFP(Column 10), both the two-tailed test p-values are
approximately 0.001. Then we analyzed the average of
absolute value of the ratio of UFP based on the tool(Column 9)
and the UFP(Column 10), it is approximately 9.95%, which is
less than 10%, so the results obtained based on the tool is
acceptable. Our approach (based on UML model) belongs to
the third level, detailed measurement level, of the six accuracy
levels for software sizing defined in [20][21].

In conclusion, our estimation tool SiFPOOTool can be used
to replace manual SiFP measurement in the early phases of the
software development cycle, namely domain modeling phase,
to measure the functional size of software project. As it turns
out, our modeling and measure rules (Rules 1-11 presented in
Section III. B, C and D) lead to good experiment results.

TABLE V. DATASETS OF MEASUREMENTS BY HAND, USING SIFPOOTOOL

P.ID
Manual Measurement Measurement Using SiFPOOTool

UFP
Ratio of
5th/9th
column

Ratio of
5th/10th
column

Ratio of
9th/10th
column#UGEP #UGDG SiFP UFP #UGEP #UGDG SiFP UFP

1 15 13 160 160.3 15 13 160 160.3 160 0.00% 0.20% 0.20%

2 15 15 174 174.3 15 14 167 167.3 140 4.19% 24.53% 19.52%

3 12 6 97.2 97.4 12 3 76.2 76.4 84 27.56% 15.95% -9.10%

4 22 10 171.2 171.5 22 11 178 178.6 163 -3.93% 5.24% 9.54%

5 20 6 134 134.3 20 6 134 134.3 128 0.00% 4.90% 4.90%

6 18 8 138.8 139.1 18 9 146 146.1 130 -4.80% 6.98% 12.38%

7 16 3 94.6 94.8 16 3 94.6 94.8 78 0.00% 21.53% 21.53%

8 15 8 125 125.3 15 6 111 111.2 107 12.61% 17.06% 3.95%

9 17 7 127.2 127.5 17 5 113 113.4 102 12.37% 24.96% 11.20%

10 7 8 88.2 88.4 7 8 88.2 88.4 79 0.00% 11.87% 11.87%

11 18 7 131.8 132.1 18 5 118 118.0 105 11.88% 25.78% 12.42%

12 28 4 156.8 157.1 28 4 157 157.1 138 0.00% 13.85% 13.85%

13 22 5 136.2 136.5 22 5 136 136.5 124 0.00% 10.06% 10.06%

14 13 2 73.8 73.9 13 2 73.8 73.9 73 0.00% 1.30% 1.30%

15 20 3 113 113.2 20 3 113 113.2 106 0.00% 6.82% 6.82%

16 27 6 166.2 166.5 27 6 166 166.5 159 0.00% 4.74% 4.74%

17 14 5 99.4 99.6 14 5 99.4 99.6 86 0.00% 15.81% 15.81%

V. RELATED WORK

The generic concepts of FPA were published in the late
1970s. Later, more detailed measurement rules were developed
to improve consistency of measurement. Due to lack of good
software documentation, it is not always possible to apply all
the detailed rules, and measurers must fall back on
approximation techniques [22].

In [22] M. Lelli and R. Meli announced this as a paradox:
Size estimation is necessary when we do not have enough
information (thus, early estimation methods must be used to
obtain it). When we can measure with the greatest accuracy,
we no longer need that information any more.

In order to figure out whether FPA in the early phases is a
realistic option, the committee "FPA" in the early phases” was

established in September 1989. The committee investigated
whether FPA can be used to perform an indicative size
estimate before a complete logical (detailed) design is available
[23].

Many techniques for early size estimation have been
proposed for FP, such as component sizing technique by
Putnam and Myers [24] and the Early and Quick Function
Point size estimation techniques by Conte et al. [25]. These
methods – such as Estimated NESMA method [8], ISBSG
average weights, simplified FP [13], prognosis of CNV AG [11]
and so on - do not require the weighting of functions; instead
each function is weighted with average values.

Some methods extrapolated the FP counts from the
countable components (usually the ILFs) using statistical
methods (mostly regression analysis). Some simplified
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methods – Mark II, NESMA’s Indicative FP, Tichenor ILF
Model, Prognosis by CNV AG, and ISBSG Benchmark – were
constructed according to such technique.

In [15] Lavazza et al. proposed a FPA-oriented UML
modeling technique that can make FPA performed in a
seamless way, while yielding reliable results. In [26] del
Bianco et al. introduced the model-based technique into
COSMIC method and suggested a simplified model-based cost
estimation models. By using the data from a large popular
public dataset Lavazza and Meli confirmed that SiFP can be
effectively used in place of IFPUG [14]. However, there has
been no measure tool for SiFP so far.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Performing Function Point measurement according to the
traditional process is expensive and time consuming. The SiFP
was proposed as a replacement of FPA. Functional size is
mainly used for estimating development costs and project
planning. Many software developers use UML, hence they are
interested in basing functional size measurement on UML
models. In principle, UML-based estimation can be used
effectively at the earliest stage of software: our proposal makes
this possibility practical and viable. Additional researches
(concerning both measurement technology and measurement
tools) are necessary to support functional size measurement in
different stages of software development.
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Abstract—TransJ is an extension to AspectJ for encapsulating 

transaction-related cross-cutting concerns in modular aspects. 

This paper presents an empirical study to evaluate the 

reusability and performance cross-cutting concerns 

implemented with TransJ compare to AspectJ alone. As part 

this study, we define a reuse and performance quality model as 

an extension to an existing quality model. We then formalize 

eight hypotheses that can be tested using metrics from the 

quality model. Finally, to assess the hypotheses, we compare 

implementations of different sample applications across two 

study groups: one for TransJ and another for AspectJ. Results 

from the study show improvement in reusability when using 

TransJ, while preserving the performance. 

Keywords-Transaction-related Aspects; Aspect-Oriented 

Programming (AOPL); Abstractions; Transaction Joinpoint; 

Dynamic Weaving; Pointcuts; Transaction-related Contexts 

(TCC's); software reuse; and performance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The implementation of complex applications using Aspect-Ori-
ented Software Development (AOSD) ـــas a modern modularization 
techniqueـــ results in a better implementation structure relative to es-
sential application qualities, such as maintainability, reusability, 
modularity, and reduce complexity [1]. One of the recognized 
strengths of Aspect-Oriented Programming Languages is the separa-
tion of concerns (SoC’s) through the definition of modular abstrac-
tions, called Aspects, that reduce scattering and tangling of crosscut-
ting concerns (CC’s) in the application code. By definition, CC’s im-
pact multiple components of an application’s core code.  Common 
examples include logging, enforcement of real-time constraints, con-
currency controls, transaction management, access controls, and so 
on. Implementing these such concerns directly into a Distributed 
Transaction Processing System (DTPS) can cause the scattering and 
tangling of code and, thus, make the code unnecessarily complex and 
difficult to understand, reuse, maintain, and evolve.  

AspectJ is considered the de facto standard and the most widely 
used Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) framework for modeling 
CC’s. It extends Java with mechanisms for supporting logic related 
to CC’s, starting with aspect, which are first-class programming con-
structs for CC’s [2][3]. Aspects encapsulate advice, pointcuts, and 
type-introduction declarations. An advice is a method that embodies 
some piece of CC functionality, but it is not called explicitly like class 
or object methods.  Instead the execution of an advice method is wo-
ven into the core application according to specifications, called 
pointcuts. A pointcut is a predicate that defines where to weave ad-
vice at compile time and when to execute at runtime. More specifi-
cally, it is a pattern that identifies a set of joinpoints, which are best 
characterized as intervals within the program’s execution flow. A 
joinpoint represents places (intervals or times) in execution on pro-
gram and advice run before, after, or around these intervals [2].  

AspectJ supports many different kinds of joinpoints, such as 
fields, methods, constructors, and catch blocks in exception handling, 
but they only related to program-language abstractions and their con-
texts are limited to single-threaded execution flows. The problem is 
that AspectJ does not inherently handle higher level abstractions or 
application-level contexts, like transactions, which may be tied to 
runtime objects and used by multiple execution threads or processes. 
Hence, AspectJ cannot directly support the dynamic weaving of ad-
vice into transaction abstractions or directly leverage transaction con-
text information.  

TransJ is an extension to AspectJ that introduces transaction-
aware aspects, independent of any specific transaction-processing 
framework. With TransJ, developers can weave Transaction-Related 
Crosscutting Concerns (TCC’s) into a DTPS in a modular and reus-
able way, while preserving core functionality, and obliviousness to 
those TCC’s. (See Section II).  

In this paper, we report on a study that investigated the impact of 
TransJ on the reuse of DTPS code while preserving performance. It 
does so by evaluating certain desirable characteristics and attributes 
defined in an extended quality model (see Section III) using a set of 
computable metrics. Based on an initial theoretically investigation, 
we hypothesized that developers would see improvement reuse im-
provements while preserving the software performance when using 
TransJ. We formalize this notion into eight specific hypotheses (see 
Section IV). Section V explains our experiment methodology; selec-
tion of the sample software application; and identification of interest-
ing TCCs that would provide good coverage. The methodology also 
included supporting activities such as recruitment and training of the 
developers as test subjects. After the experiment, we collected and 
analyzed data from the code, journals, questionnaires, and surveys. 
From the results (see Section VI) of the study, we conclude that ap-
plication using TransJ have less coupling (less scattered), less com-
plex, and required less effort and time to enhance. Also, they are more 
cohesive (less tangling) and oblivious without sacrificing the perfor-
mance. These preliminary results lead us to believe that further ex-
perimentation with TransJ and refinement of its framework could 
prove to be very beneficial to a wide range of software applications. 

II. HIGH-LEVEL OVERVIEW OF TRANSJ 

Fig. 1 provides a high-level overview the TransJ’s layered design 
[6], in which each layer embodies reusable functionality and provides 
services to the layer above it and uses the services of the layer below 
it. 

One component at the lowest layer is the Unified Model for Join-
points in Distributed Transactions (UMJDT), first introduced in a 
2014 ICSEA paper [5]. The UMJDT is a conceptual model for weav-
ing advice into distributed transactions that captures key events and 
context information, and use that ideas to define interesting join-
points relative to transaction execution and context data for woven 
advice. 

AspectJ and some transaction-processing framework, like JTA, 
are two components at the lowest level. 
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The Core TransJ Infrastructure Layer (CTIL) is a library that im-
plements a transaction joinpoint model on top of an AspectJ joinpoint 
model. It defines transaction abstractions, transaction-events join-
points, a collection of pointcuts for gathering context information that 
can be used in the advice code, and mechanisms to track transaction 
contexts and joinpoints. This library allows developers to treat trans-
actions as first-class concepts into which aspects can be woven, pro-
moting greater enhancements, obliviousness, and localization, along 
with code reusability.  

The Reusable Aspect Layer (RAL) is a toolkit-like collection of 
transaction-related aspects that application programmers should find 
useful in many different kinds of applications with significant trans-
action requirements. These reusable aspects can decrease the devel-
opment time; make CC’s more understandable, reusable, and predict-
able; and ensure that the core application is oblivious to the CC’s. 

Application-level Aspect Layer is where application developers 
implement transaction-related aspects using the abstractions pro-
vided by TransJ directly or by specializing the aspects from the RAL. 
These aspects can encapsulate complex TCC behaviors in under-
standable, predictable and reusable software components, without 
sacrificing obliviousness or efficiency [6].   

III. EXTENDED-QUALITY MODEL FOR TRANSACTIONAL 

APPLICATION (EQMTA) 

 Many empirical studies have found that different soft-ware fac-
tors influence the quality of a software system [7][8][9]. Of these, we 
picked reusability and performance as important qualities to consider 
initially because of potential for cost savings that they both represent. 
To formalize the reuse and performance qualities, we adapt and ex-
tend the Extended-Quality Model [9], which was based on the Com-
parison Quality Metrics (Sant’Anna quality model) [1][7] to include 
quality factors and internal attributes specific for DTPS’s, forming 
EQMTA.  

EQMTA consists of four elements: Qualities, Factors, Quality 
Attributes, and Metrics. The qualities, i.e., reusability and perfor-
mance, are the most abstract concepts in the model and represent the 
ultimate goals of “good” software. Each quality is affected by one or 
more factors, which are in turn determined by quality attributes (in-
ternal attributes). The quality attributes describe the internal view of 
the system attributes with a set of quality metrics that are de-fined 
and used to provide a scale and method for measurement.  

Fig. 2 shows the specific qualities, quality factors, and quality 
attributes of the EQMTA’s suite, and Fig. 3 shows the metrics. A 
single star (*) next to an element in either of these figures tags a con-
cept that not exist in the original EQM [8] or Comparison Quality 
Model [1]. Double stars (**) mark elements that are in the previous 

models, but have been modified to be a measure quality in transaction 
systems.  

The quality factors are the secondary quality attributes that influ-
ence the defining primary qualities and associated with well-estab-
lished internal quality attributes of the soft-ware systems as shown in 
Fig. 2. Raza [8] proposes three important characteristics of modular 
code, namely understandable, obliviousness and localization of de-
sign decisions. Hence, reasoning reusability in terms of understanda-
bility, localization of design decisions, and obliviousness are not 
complete. Introduction of efficiency, predictability, and scalability 
are also equally important. At the time Parnas [11] and Coady [12] 
proposed that the definition of reusable modular code, obliviousness 
and extensibility has not been documented as fundamental design 
principles. How-ever, in the context of our research experiment, they 
are critical to understanding the impact of TransJ.   

A. EQMTA Metrics 

The EQMTA contains 29 design and code metrics for the 9 inter-
nal attributes shown in Fig. 3. In some cases, we had to adapt the 
metrics to better evaluate the attributes in DTPS. Twelve of the met-
rics can be computed automatically from the code written by the sub-
jects. The others have to be computed by hand. Below are brief de-
scriptions of these metrics, so the reader can better understand the 

 
Figure 1.  TransJ Architectural Block Diagram. 

 

 

Figure 3. Measurement Metrics in EQMTA 
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results presented in Section VI. For space considerations, the full 
definitions of all metrics are not shown.  
1) Separation of Transaction Concern (SoTC)/ Scattering 

Metrics 
SoTC defines the ability to capture, encapsulate and manipulate 

unnecessary complexities of transaction system that are relevant to 
a particular concern [13]. The Concern Diffusion in Transaction Ap-
plication (CDTA), Concern Diffusion over Transaction Operations 
(CDTO) and Concern Diffusion over Line of Code (CDLOC) are 
SoTC metrics. CDTA number of primary transaction components 
(class or aspect) whose main purpose is to contribute to the imple-
mentation of a concern. CDTO counts the number of methods and 
advices that access any primary transaction component to pull all 
relevant operation context information by calling their methods or 
using them in formal parameters, local variables, return types, and 
throws declarations. Constructors also are counted as operations. 
CDLOC counts the total lines of primary transaction components 
whose main purpose is to contribute to the implementation of a sin-
gle transaction-related concern.  
2) Transaction-related Coupling Metrics 

It is an indication of the strength of interconnections between 
the transaction components in a DTPS [10][14]. Coupling between 
Components (CBC), Depth Inheritance Tree (DIT), and Coupling 
on Intercepted Modules (CIM) are coupling metrics. CIM counts the 
number of classes, aspects or interfaces explicitly named in 
pointcuts of a given aspect. High values of these metrics indicate 
tight coupling, due to high crosscutting. 
3) Transaction-related Cohesion and Tangling Metrics 

The cohesion of a transaction is a measure of the degree fitness 
between its internal pieces [7]. Lack of Cohesion in Transaction Op-
erations (LCTO) measures the lack of cohesion of a class or aspect 
in terms of the occurrences of the method and advice pairs that do 
not access the same context variable and hence should be reasonably 
separated [15]. High cohesion often correlates with loose coupling, 
and vice versa [10]. Low coupling is often an indicator of a well-
structured DTPS and a good design, and when combined with high 
cohesion, supports the general goals of high reusability. 
4) Complexity Metrics 

The EQMTA defines metrics that are concerned with the differ-
ent aspects of the DTPS complexity. It measures how transaction 
components are structurally interrelated to one another and 
measures the size of a software system’s design and code [1]. In 
EQMTA, the Vocabulary Size (VS), Line of Code (LOC), Method 
Lines of Code (MLOC), Transaction Lines of Code (TLOC), Num-
ber of Transaction Operations (NTO), and Weighted Operations per 
Transaction Component (WOTC), McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complex-
ity (CC), and Response for Module (RFM) are complexity and size 
metrics in EQMTA. VS counts the number of classes and aspects 
into the DTPS. Sant’ Anna mentioned that if the number of compo-
nents increases, it is a clue of more cohesive and less tangled set of 
abstract datatype concepts [1]. NTO counts the number of transac-
tion-related operations. A transaction contains with more operations 
are less likely to be reused and assumed to have more complex col-
laboration with other components. Sometimes LOC is less, but NTO 
is more, which indicates that the transaction component is more 
complex. The number of advices and methods and complexity is an 
indication of how much time and effort is required to develop and 
maintain the transaction-related components. The larger the value of 
WOTC, the more complex the program would be [15][16]. CC is 
intended to measure system complexity by examining the software 
program’s flow graph [17]. In practice, CC amounts to a count of 
the decision points present in the software system. The high value 
of CC affects transaction components reuse. RFM counts the num-
ber of methods and advices that are executed by a given transaction 

in response to the request received by another transaction or system. 
Transactions with a higher RFM value are more complex and com-
plicated. 
5) Aspects/Obliviousness Metrics 

The EQMTA involves metrics on concerns that evolve into con-
crete pieces of code, i.e., Aspects, and contribute directly to the core 
functionality of the transaction software system [8]. This model de-
fines the following aspect metrics: Number of Inter-type Declara-
tions (NITD), Crosscutting Degree of an Aspect (CDA), Aspect 
Scattering over Transaction Components (ASTC), and Aspect Scat-
tering over Transaction Operations (ASTO). 
6) Transaction Throughput Metrics 

Transaction throughput is the rate at which transactions are pro-
cessed by the system. The EQMTA defines the rate of the Mean Re-
sponse Time (MRT) to measure the performance of an individual 
transaction, in milliseconds. MRT represents the amount of time re-
quired for transaction completion, i.e., commit or abort. The re-
sponse time for a transaction tends to decrease as you increase over-
all throughput. 
7) Transaction Volume Metrics 

Transaction volume is an indication of the efficiency of transac-
tion system to handle huge data volume, which determine the 
amount of transactions processed by the system over the defined pe-
riod of time, i.e., second. The EQMTA defines the following trans-
action volume metrics: Number of the Committed Transactions 
(NCT), Number of the uncommitted (aborted) Transactions 
(NUCT), and Timed-out Transaction (ToT). 
8) Transaction Velocity Metrics 

Transaction Velocity gives an indication of the performance of 
the transaction system. Rate of the Transaction Per Minute (RTPM) 
is the only velocity metric in EQMTA that measures velocity of a 
transaction in our model. RTPM is the average number of transac-
tions that are begin completed, either committed, aborted, or timed-
out, per minute on the transaction system. 
9) Productivity Metrics 

Productivity is a measure of the amount of effort needed to un-
derstand, implement and debug the transaction system components. 
It considers the amount of bugs, and total development time into ac-
tive and passive times. Active Time (AT), Passive Times (PT), 
Number of Bugs (NoB), Number of Changes in Concern at the ap-
plication level (NoC), and Number of Changes in Concern and its 
Application (NoCA) are productivity metrics. NoC and NoCA count 
the number of changes required to reuse the concern for another ap-
plication, and to maintain the concern, respectively. The difference 
among them is that the NoC only considers changes in the concern; 
however, the NoCA considers changes both in the concern and ap-
plication. A lower value of PT, AT, NoB, NoC and NoCA is more 
desired to increase the efficiency of the development transaction-
related components. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESES 

The theoretical ideas underpinning TransJ lead to the following 
eight hypotheses. All of these hypotheses have the same premise and 
are tested using the EQTMA metrics.  Let 𝑆 represent a software 
system that has TCC’s and is implemented in AspectJ.  Also, let 𝑆′ 
be an implementation of same system using TransJ. The premise is 
implementation of the TCC in 𝑆′ make reasonably effective use of 
TransJ.   
A. 𝑆′ has better encapsulation and Separation of Concerns (SoCs) 

and less scattering than 𝑆. 
B. 𝑆′ has a lower coupling than 𝑆. 
C. 𝑆′ has higher cohesion and less tangling than 𝑆. 
D. 𝑆′ not significantly larger or complex 𝑆. 
E. 𝑆′ is significantly more oblivious to TCC’s than 𝑆. 
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F. The runtime of  𝑆′is no worse than 𝑆  
G. The implementation TCC’s in 𝑆′ requires a smaller number of 

changes to reuse compared to 𝑆. 
H. The total programming hours for 𝑆′ is less than 𝑆, indicating 

that 𝑆′ is less complex and more readable than 𝑆. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The research experiment consisted of the following steps: 
1. Experiment Approval: We submitted an application for con-

ducting this Human Research Experiment to the USU IRB and 
got its approval [4]. Before submitting this application, all the 
researchers passed the online human research experiment-
training course offered through the Collaborative Institutional 
Training Initiative (CITI) [18]. 

2. Selection of Applications: we developed three non-trivial soft-
ware applications that were diverse in the way they imple-
mented transactions; used JTA API, X/Open standards, Jboss 
Application Server; multithreaded; and therefore provide a 
good coverage of different types of distributed transactions as 
shown in Table 1. We used Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) to 
build these non-trivial applications. They include classes for 
distributed resources and make used Enterprise Java Bean 
(EJB), Java Persistence (JPA), Maven, Hibernate, Jboss, JTA, 
Arjuna, and MySql database drivers. The current EJB architec-
ture supports flat transactions only, but the Arjuna supports 
nested transactions in the application. Most of the implementa-
tion details are not relevant to the contributions of this paper, 
and are there omitted for space considerations. 

3. Selection of TCC's: we picked three common TCC's for the ex-
perience such that they were applied to all the sample applica-
tions and the various concepts of transactions, as shown in Ta-
ble 2. To reduce chaos in our data, we wanted to make sure that 
these CC's were adequately simple to a novice developer could 
understand and integrate them into the selected sample appli-
cations in less than 15 hours, regardless of whether TransJ or 
AspectJ is used.  

4. Recruitment of Developers: To transparently recruit the devel-
opers, we sent invitation letters and then recruited four devel-
opers who were experienced OO and AOP software develop-
ment, Java, transaction, and software-engineering design prin-
ciples such as reusability and performance. We randomly orga-
nized them into two study groups: 1 and 2. Group 1 imple-

mented using an AOP approach and Group 2 used TransJ fash-
ion. Next, the participants completed a survey that assessed 
their background and skill levels. We also provided JTA, Ar-
juna library, Jboss, AOP training to developers in Groups, and 
had them worked through some practice applications. Simi-
larly, we trained Group 2 developers with TransJ, and had them 
worked through some practice applications. Next, each devel-
oper filled a pre-implementation questionnaire, developed the 
application using initial requirements, recorded hourly journals 
and completed a post implementation questionnaire. 

5. We analyzed the understanding of the requirements, familiarity 
with the language and tools, and debugging the most prominent 
challenges. They also recorded hourly journals of productivity. 
At the end of implementation, each developer filled the post-
implementation questionnaire. Observation of this question-
naire indicated that all developers correctly understood the re-
quirements, familiarized with the language, tools, and de-
bugged the challenges.   

We measured EQMTA code metrics using both manual-
based and automated tool-based methods [19][20]. Total meas-
urements include following: experiment input variables in-
cluded a total of four developers and three applications with 
each; experiment generated a total of 12 software systems 
against which the metrics need to be applied; the 29 code met-
rics of EQMTA, which will have a total of 348 measurements. 
Of these, 144 measurements from 12 metrics were generated 
using tools, and 204 measurements from 17 metrics were cal-
culated manually. 

VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

This section presents empirical results relevant to the eight hy-
potheses. We analyzed and evaluated the reusability and perfor-
mance using the code developed by the student participants, ques-
tionnaires, hourly journals, and maintenance history. In the follow-
ing graphs, the vertical axes represent the measurements, and the 
horizontal axes represent the three activities of the experiment. For 
each activity, there are two bars: a blue bar for the results of AspectJ 
group and an orange bar for the results of TransJ group. For space 
limitation, we did not show all results. 

A. 𝑆' has better encapsulation and Separation of Concerns 

(SoCs) and less scattering than 𝑆 

From the graphs in Fig. 4, we found that the interest average of 
CDTA, CDTO and CDLOC values for TransJ went to zero in all 
three activities of the experiment, and the result was significantly 
different from AspectJ in the all activities. The reason for this phe-
nomenon is that TransJ pointcuts provide total obliviousness be-
tween the transaction application and TCC's. AspectJ, transaction 

TABLE 1. CATEGORIES OF SELECTED APPLICATIONS 

Applications Gadget 

Manufac-

turing 

System 

Conference 

Registra-

tion System 

Local 

Bank 

System 

1 Distributed * *  
Local   * 

2 Flat  * * 
Nested *   

3 Few Resources  * * 
Many Resources *   

4 Low Concur-

rency 

  * 

High Concur-

rency 

* *  

5 Low Potential for 

Conflict 

 * * 

High Potential 

for Conflict 

* 
 

  

 

TABLE 2. SELECTED TRANSACTION-RELATED  CROSSCUTTING 

CONCERNS (TCC) 

# Aspect Name  Description 

1 Measuring 

Performance 

It measures some performance-related 

statistics for transaction-based applica-
tions between a client and server, such 

as turn-around time (i.e., response 

time). 

2 Data-Sharing 
Optimization 

It shares context information across 
hosts only when necessary. 

3 Audit Trail It records a history of actions executed 

by transactions and users in order to 
monitor transaction activities and pro-

vide assurance that meet the predefined 

minimum requirements. 
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components and their operations for CC's were significantly more 
diffused in the transaction application because the pointcuts had to 
be tied to programming constructs instead of transaction abstrac-
tions. From these results, we can conclude that the first hypothesis 
holds true for better separation of concerns in TransJ than in As-
pectJ.  

B. 𝑆' has a lower coupling than 𝑆 

Fig. 5 shows that TransJ implementation decreased the values of 
CBC, DIT, and CIM in all the three activities of the experiment. 
TransJ removed dependencies and did not maintain any direct rela-
tionship between TCC's and the core transaction application compo-
nents. In AspectJ, unnecessary coupling of TCC's with the core ap-
plication components increased CBC, which hindered reuse and 
code understandability.   

On the one hand, wide variations were found in DIT and CIM 
metrics from TransJ group and AspectJ group. The most significant 
indicator of the decrease in coupling between aspects and the core 
code is the impact of TransJ’s joinpoints on the CIM metric. This 
metric counts the number of modules explicitly named in pointcuts. 
Compared to the AspectJ activities, the TransJ activities have a re-
duction of 100%, 100% and 100% in CIM (i.e., all of the three ac-
tivities have an average value of zero for CIM metric). This was 
caused by providing a comprehensive set of pointcuts, which fully 
encapsulates the distributed transaction abstractions. This allows 
participant programmers to reuse the pointcuts directly, so they did 
not need to override or inherit the aspect components to name in the 
pointcuts of a given class. In contrast, the AspectJ programmers suf-
fered from a lack of clarity of relationship among TCC's and appli-
cation components, wherein aspects acquire context information 
from one of more classes. Thus, they preferred to inherit all of the 
attributes and operations from parent (superclass) methods in CC's 
to share context data across aspects and distributed transaction ap-
plication components.  

In consonance with these results, we can confidently conclude 
that the second hypothesis holds true for reduced coupling in TransJ 
compared with AspectJ.  

C. 𝑆' has higher cohesion and less tangling than 𝑆 

 In Fig. 6, the result reveals that TransJ maintains a lower value 
for LCTO than AspectJ in all the three activities of the experiment. 
Thus, TransJ promoted encapsulation with implementing a more in-
dependent component that implements a single logical function 
(more cohesive) than implemented with AspectJ. Compared to the 
AspectJ group, the TransJ group improved cohesion in all activities, 
sometimes significantly (from 8% to 75%). The decrease in the co-
hesion of the AspectJ activities is caused by the need to extract new 
methods to expose advisable joinpoints i.e., multiple transaction 
joinpoints cannot be advised as an atomic unit (e.g., begin – commit, 
begin – abort, or lock – release). From these results, we conclude 
that the third hypothesis holds true for increased cohesion in TransJ 
than in AspectJ.  

D. 𝑆′ not significantly larger or complex 𝑆 

Figures 7 (a) through 7 (e) show that TransJ implementations de-
creased the metric values for LOC, MLOC, TLOC, NOT, WOTC, 
CC and RFM and increased VS value in all the three activities of the 
experiment. In comparison with TransJ, AspectJ programmers 
found the aspects and application code tends to contain very terse 
pointcuts, advices and extra code, especially, when combined with 
transaction constructs, such as transaction demarcations, to pull all 
relevant context information. In TransJ, two induced factors affect 
these metrics: the UMJDT model captures various general distrib-
uted transaction abstractions in meaningful, reusable joinpoints and 
a set of base aspects, which help developers implement the TCC's in 
simpler and logical method bodies, i.e., advice, with no extra lines 
of codes and less number of operations and advices, thus this re-
duced the RFM value. Second, TransJ’s joinpoints referenced by 
broad contexts and stable pointcut definitions, therefore, applica-
tions did not need additional context information, such as an identi-
fier or lock snapshot. This allowed the reusable and application-
level aspects to inherit or reuse pointcuts to apply the logic of TCC' 
in appropriate transaction places. Hence, TransJ reduced the values 
of MLOC, TLOC, NTO, WOTC, and RFM. Fig. 7 (d) shows that 
the value of CC is smaller for TransJ than AspectJ, because TransJ 
hides complex transaction abstractions, as mentioned, which result 
in simple conditional statements and less tangled code. As predicted 
by the above hypothesis, results shown in Fig. 7 (e) give sufficient 
evidence that the average VS value of all programs was more for 
TransJ than AspectJ, due to inlined code in transaction scopes being 
extracted and gathered to inner classes, i.e., contexts and base as-
pects (caused improvements of 12% to 23%). Although the number 
of components were more in TransJ implementations, but they were 
more cohesive. From these results, we can confidently conclude that 

 
Figure 4.    CDTA, CDTO, and CDLOC Coverage over Applications 

 

 
Figure 5. CBC, DIT and CIM Coverage over Applications 

 

 
Figure 6. LCTO Coverage over Applications 
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the fourth hypothesis hold true for less complex and a small code 
size software in TransJ compared with AspectJ.  

E. 𝑆' is significantly more oblivious to TCC’s than 𝑆 

 Fig. 8 shows that TransJ implementations significantly reduced 
the values of NITD, CDA, ASTC and ASTO metrics. Compared to 

the AspectJ, NITD and CDA for all TransJ activities differed by 
100%. The reason for having this result, i.e., zero value, TransJ pro-
grammers directly used transaction abstractions and did not need to 
use Inter-Type Declarations (ITDs) for sharing of context infor-
mation between application and aspect components. Significant re-
duction in ASTC and ASTO was due to the layers of indirections 
among the transaction application and aspect components, which 
TransJ provides but are missing in AspectJ. In a nutshell, the im-
provement of the TransJ activities verse the AspectJ activities was 
caused by (a) the higher level of reuse of base aspects, and (b) 
scoped joinpoints, i.e., contexts, eliminating the need to create oper-
ations to expose new joinpoints. From these results, we can confi-
dently conclude that the fifth hypothesis hold true for less oblivious 
software CC's in TransJ compared with AspectJ.  

F. The runtime of 𝑆′is no worse than 𝑆 

Figures 9 (a) through 9 (c) show that TransJ implementation 
slightly decreased the metric values for MRT, NUCT, ToT, and 
slightly increased NCT with maintaining the RTPM in all three ac-
tivities of the experiment. TransJ allows dynamic weaving of as-
pects at run-time by looking up to the contexts instead of needing to 
programing by hand as done in AspectJ. Figures 9 (a) and 9 (b) in-
dicate that the TransJ group performed very slightly better than the 
AspectJ group for Act.1 and Act.2 with almost 0% improvement for 
Act.3. This lack of improvement for Act.3 was caused by the over-
head of creating a transaction and transaction operation thread in-
stances, synchronization and the high concurrent potential for con-
flicts over the shared resource. In other words, there are no major 
differences between the efficiency of TransJ activities and AspectJ 
activities.  

Fig. 9 (c) shows that the results for the NUCT and ToT metrics 
remained the same for the Act.1 and Act.2. However, in Act.3 
TransJ decreased very slightly the potential of having better ToT and 
NUCT values. The decrease in NUCT and ToT values in TransJ at 
Act.3 was caused by exposing advisable joinpoints, i.e., lockingJP 
and resourceLockedJP and dynamic weaving of aspects on them. 

 
Figure 7 (a) Average LOC, MLOC, TLOC and WOTC over 
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Figure 7 (b) Average RFM over Applications 
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Figure 7 (e) Average VS over Applications 
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Figure 8. Average NITD, CDA, ASTC and ASTO over Applications 
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These joinpoints represented an indication of the benefits that can 
come when concurrent operations access the shared resource. How-
ever, there are no major differences between the throughput of 
TransJ activities and AspectJ activities. In a nutshell, the results of 
figures do not give sufficient evidence to claim that the benefits of 
improving software performance. But from these results, we can 
confidently conclude that the sixth hypothesis holds true: preserving 
runtime performance in TransJ compared to AspectJ.  

G. The implementation TCC’s in 𝑆′ requires a smaller number of 

changes to reuse compared to 𝑆 

From the results shown in Fig. 10 (a), we can see that TransJ 
implementation significantly reduced the changes required to reuse 
the performance measurement concern implementations in Act.1 
and Act.2. This means that the application is more amenable to ex-
tension.  

Compared with AspectJ, the presence of joinpoints in the base 
aspect of TransJ allows the implementation of the CC' logic in reus-
able and application-level aspects, which allow contexts and CC's to 
be explicitly communicated. Fig. 10 (a) presents the percentage of 
CC's that were implemented by abstract aspects (in base aspect). The 
data confirm that significant increases in reusability can be gained 
by applying TransJ's joinpoints where appropriate.  

Fig. 10 (b) provides another graphical representation of the anal-
ysis of reuse for AspectJ and TransJ. The orange-colored graphs rep-
resent scattering in TransJ (aspects only) and the blue-colored 
graphs represent scattering in AspectJ implementations. The scat-
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Figure 10 (a)  Average Number of Changes of Performance 

Measurement Concern over Conference Registration System and Bank 

System Applications 

 

 

 
Figure 10 (b) ASTC, ASTO, CDA, NITD, CDTA, CDTO and CDLOC over Applications of AspectJ and TransJ 
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tered points in the graph indicate that the number of changes re-
quired for reusing a concern with TransJ and AspectJ in different 
activities, respectively. The scattered points represent ASTC, 
ASTO, CDA, NITD, CDTA, CDTO, and CDLOC metrics results. 
Overall, activities of TransJ (highly reusable and more extensible), 
but were highly scattered for AspectJ. The reason for less scattering 
is discussed above. From these results, we can conclude that the sev-
enth hypothesis holds true: more reusability and extensibility in 
TransJ compared to AspectJ.  

H. The total programming hours for 𝑆′ is less than 𝑆, indicating 

that 𝑆′ is less complex and more readable than 𝑆 

From the results shown in Fig. 11, we can see that TransJ signif-
icantly reduced the period that required to read, understand, imple-
ment, and debug the implementations of TCC's in all activities of 
the experiment compared to AspectJ. These results confirm that the 
applications were more flexible to implement with TransJ and were 
robust with respect to bugs and error compared to the AspectJ im-
plementation. In addition, this figure indicates that TransJ partici-
pants performed significantly better than the AspectJ participants for 
all activities.  

PT represents the amount of time they spent on reading the 
source code, understanding secondary requirements and looking for 
bugs. The increases in the PT in the AspectJ activities are caused by 
the need to study the whole code to find new pointcuts to expose 
advisable joinpoints and to gather the relevant information to a spe-
cific context that is required to weave the CC's of appropriate join-
points. In contrast, TransJ provides pointcuts that help developers 
code the CC's obliviously. In addition, they do not need to create 
shared data structures, i.e., contexts, to have an explicit cooperation 
between base application code and aspects. This one simple benefit 
in the mindset of programmers can drastically reduce the number 
and seriousness of bugs, i.e., NoBs.  From these results, we can con-
fidently conclude that the eighth hypothesis hold true: less software 
development time is required for TransJ than for AspectJ.  

VII. SUMMARY  

In ICSEA 2014, we presented the new conceptual model, i.e., 
UMJDT, to define interesting joinpoints relative to transaction exe-
cution and context data for woven advice. TransJ is a new abstract 
framework, which allows developers to encapsulate TCC's in reus-
able and cohesive modules [6]. This paper presents a preliminary 
research experiment on hoped-for benefits of TransJ in comparison 
with AspectJ. It defines an extended-quality model for transactional 
application, then setup an experiment methodology, involving 8 hy-
potheses and data collection from 12 applications. Initial findings 
provide sufficient evidence to conclude that TransJ is capable of en-
capsulating a wide range of TCC's and that it can provide more mod-
ular, reusable distributed transaction software without sacrificing 
the performance. We hope to gather more empirical evidences of the 

TransJ’s value by increasing the number of aspects in the reusable 
aspect library and by continuing to expand the number and types of 
applications that use TransJ. Our future research will include more 
formal software-engineering productivity experiments to verify the 
performance belief. TransJ can be extended for distributed remote 
pointcuts that would simplify the implementation of even more com-
plex crosscutting concerns, such as recovery, or multithreaded in a 
distributed system. 
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Abstract—Modeling correct complex systems architecture is a
challenging research direction that can be mastered by providing
modeling abstractions. For this purpose, we provide an iterative
modeling solution for a multi-scale description of software archi-
tectures. We define a step-wise iterative process starting from a
coarse-grained description, and leading to a fine-grained descrip-
tion. The refinement process involves both system-independent
structural features ensuring the model correctness, and specific
features related to the expected behavior of the modeled domain.
We provide a visual notation extending the graphical UML
(Uniform Modeling Language) notations to represent structural
as well as behavioral features of software architectures. The
proposed approach mainly consists of two steps. In the first step,
the architecture is modeled graphically according to the UML
notations. In the second step, the obtained graphical models are
formally specified using the Event-B method. We implement the
resulting models describing structural and behavioral properties
using the Rodin platform and prove their correctness. We apply
our approach for a methodological design of a smart home
scenario for the homecare monitoring of disabled and elderly
persons.

Keywords–Software; Architecture; multi-scale; iterative; model-
ing; UML; formal; specification; structural; behavioral; refinement;
Event-B.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software architecture design has become the key factor
for the success of the development of large and complex
software systems, for mastering the costs and the quality of
their development. The design of a software architecture is a
complex task. On the one hand, we have to describe the system
with enough details for understanding without ambiguity and
implementing in conformance with architects requirements and
users expectations. On the other hand, we have to master
the complexity induced by the increasing model details both
at the human and automated processing levels. Some high
level properties can be expressed on informal descriptions
with a high level of abstractions and checked on simple
formal descriptions. Some other properties need more detailed
descriptions to be expressed and deep specifications to be
elaborated. Description details may be application-independent
and mainly structural such as component decomposition, or
system-specific and mainly behavioral, such as message or-
dering in interaction protocols. An iterative modeling process
that helps architects to elaborate complex but yet tractable
and appropriate architectural models and specifications can be
implemented by successive refinements. Different properties
of correctness and traceability have to be maintained between
the models and the specifications at the different levels of
iterations. Providing Rules for formalizing and conducting
such a process is our objective, which we implemented in

visual modeling notations and formally specified in a formal
description technique. For this purpose, we propose to con-
sider different architecture descriptions with different levels
of modeling details called “the scales”. We define a step-wise
iterative process starting from a coarse-grained description and
leading to a fine-grained description. The proposed approach
mainly consists of two steps. In the first step, multi-scale
architectures are modeled graphically using UML notations.
In the second step, the obtained models are formalized with
the Event-B method, and validated by its supporting Rodin
platform [11]. In order to illustrate our solution, we experiment
our approach with a case study dedicated to the smart home
system for the homecare monitoring of elderly and disabled
persons. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
We describe the UML modeling approach in Section II. In
Section III, we present the generated Event-b specifications.
Section IV presents the case study. In Section V, we present
a survey of related work. We conclude and outline some
perspectives in Section VI.

II. ITERATIVE MODELING

At the level of abstraction, a software architecture is repre-
sented as a collection of interconnected components, and it is
at this level that the structural and behavioral properties of soft-
ware systems are addressed. We define multi-scale modeling
as an incremental process where we constantly refine software
systems descriptions. We propose to illustrate UML notations
for describing software architectures at different description
levels. In the first iteration, an abstract model is defined.
At each iteration, design modifications are made and new
details are added. We consider both structural and behavioral
descriptions. In model-driven engineering, traceability links are
established from the application requirements. The traceability
links specify which parts of the design contribute to the
satisfaction of each requirement [9].

A. Structural modeling
We propose structural modeling for describing software

architectures using a visual notation based on UML. To de-
scribe the structure of a multi-scale architecture, we model the
first scale by a given coarse-grained description using a UML
component diagram. This model is refined until reaching a
fine-grained description representing the necessary modeling
details. We define a vertical description scale “Sv+1.h” as
a model that provides additional details of the design, that
pertain to “Sv.h” and more abstraction related to “Sv+2.h”.
A vertical scale can be further refined into several horizontal
description scales (“Sv.h”, “Sv.h+1”,...) thus providing more
details. We consider that v, resp. h, represents the vertical and
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Figure 1. Structural modeling

horizontal iterations (v,h ≥ 0). We, first, elaborate an initial
abstract architecture description from the user requirements.
At the first scale S0.0, application requirements are specified
(a unique component C0 is identified). This is the beginning
of the traceability. A first vertical iteration from S0.0 to S1.1

is required in order to provide details on the application, and
refine it with several components. In Figure 1, two components
named C1 and C2 are added. At the same scale, an hori-
zontal iteration is needed to specify the interactions between
components. We represent a link between C1 and C2 in the
scale S1.2. A second vertical iteration is helpful for refining
components with new sub-components, and checking that at
the scale S2.1, the components identification is preserved, as
we keep traceability of a component from one scale to another.
This notation is used for identifying a component: Cm where
m represents a cursor on the current component (m ≥ 0). It can
be decomposed in the next scale. The component C1, is refined
with two sub-components identified as C1.1, C1.2, etc. The
component C2 is refined with two sub-components (C2.1 and
C2.2). Several horizontal iterations are needed in the second
vertical scale to show more specific details (related to the UML
description). An horizontal iteration called S2.2 adds details
on data relating to the components: roles are associated with
components such as “Event-Dispatcher”, “Producer”, “Con-
sumer”, “Producer-Consumer”, “Client”, “Service”, etc. The
scale S2.2 is inserting communication ports and more details;
the scale S2.3 allows the addition of component interfaces.
Finally, we obtain the model S2.4 where connections are
established between components to define the architectural
style of the application. In the illustrated example, we are
limited on three vertical iterations to show the necessary
details. However, the iterative process continues while there are
still components to refine. The number of iterations depends on
the application requirements. Each new iteration does not only
include new sub-components but also adds necessary design
details on the information flow between components. In the
scale S2.4, we propose to refine the interaction (link) between
the two components C1 and C2 illustrated at the scale S1.2

with respect to the following traceability constraints: if the
component C1 performs the role of an “Event-Dispatcher” and
the component C2 is a “Producer-Consumer”, the link between
C1 and C2 in S2.1 will be decomposed into a double assembly
connection in the scale S2.4 connecting (C1.1 and C2.1). We

preserve the model traceability from one scale to another by
decomposing links, at the abstract scale, and refining them,
at the next scale, to show possible connections established
between components. Traceability is a desired characteristic
for software management. However, it is not always possible
to trace every design (or architectural) component back to
requirements. To ensure this property, we check during the
iterative process that the interface compatibility is preserved
in the multi-scale architecture: First, we verify through added
details on component roles that each required interface is asso-
ciated with a producer component and each provided interface
is associated with a consumer component. The main issue
is to ensure the well-typed and the well-connected in UML
component diagram. For this purpose, we have implemented
a tool supporting our approach in visual modeling notation
as an Eclipse plug-in to providethe designerwith an editor for
UML modeling architecture. Using this editor, we make sure
that refined models are correct by design. Second, we check
the interface compatibility through constraints on different
scales using the OCL (Object Constraint Language) interactive
console associated with the Eclipse.

B. Behavioral modeling
To specify behavioral features, we use UML sequence

diagram that provides a graphical notation to describe dynamic
aspects of software architectures [7]. The application is ini-
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Figure 2. Behavioral modeling

tialized (at the first scale), and after successive iterations, the
sets of components and interactions among them are identified
in a way that supports the required behavior of the abstract
application level. We describe the specified behavior of an
application using the UML sequence diagram in Figure 2.
The sequence diagram is helpful for describing the message
ordering in interaction protocols during the iterative modeling.
In the first scale, the whole application is presented as a
black box to illustrate the System Sequence Diagram (SSD)
named “C0”. The main issue here is to secure the message
transmission and how elements cooperate to ensure correct
information propagation. Several events may refine an abstract
event: The single message (M1) between actors in the scale
(S1) is refined with a set of messages (M1.1, M1.2, M2.1, and
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M2.2) in the scale (S2), or the content of translated messages
depends on earlier received message. The sequence diagram,
represented in Figure 2, specifies the behavioral features of the
publish-subscribe architecture. When the Producer-Consumer
component C1 sends a message (M1) to the Event dispatcher
component C2 at the scale S1, the Event-dispatcher tracks this
message and, it replies to the Event-dispatcher by sending an
acknowledgement message (M2). At the next scale S2, the two
messages will be refined into a parallel sequence of messages
while keeping track of the type of message sent or received in
the abstract scale.

Our approach is based on a multi-scale modeling that helps
to automate the construction of correct design architectures.
So, we need to specify the software architecture model that
describes the software components and their composition. In
fact, each model is represented as a set of scales, and each
scale denotes a set of architectures. Following our approach,
the designer starts by modeling the first scale architecture
which is refined to give one or many architectures for the next
scale. Then, these architectures are refined in turn to give the
following scale architectures and so on until reaching the last
scale. The transition between scales is ensured by applying
specific rules defined using the Event-B specifications. After
constructing the architectures of software architecture model,
we apply the relation between the two models in order to obtain
model-based architectures with different description levels.

III. EVENT-B FORMAL SPECIFICATION

The aim of formal modeling is to achieve a precise specifica-
tion of the intended structures and behaviors in the design [1].
The advantage of such specifications is to determine whether
a modeled structure can successfully satisfy a set of given
properties derived from the user requirements. We consider
here specifying a multi-scale architecture using the refinement-
based formal method: the Event-B [11]. We use the Event-
B method and its event based definition to formalize UML
models. Our approach facilitates layering and mapping the
informal requirements to traceable formal models. An Event-
B model is made of two types of components: contexts and
machines [2]. The obtained UML models are mapped to Event-
B specifications: the component diagram constitutes the static
part of the architecture, it is specified with the Event-B method
in the Context part. The sequence diagram constitutes the
dynamic part of the architecture, it is specified with the Event-
B method in the Machine part. A context describes the static
part of a model, and a machine describes the dynamic behavior
of a model. Each context has a name and other clauses like
“Extends”, “Constants”, “Sets” to declare a new data type
and “Axioms” that denotes the type of the constants and the
various predicates which the constants obey. Machines and
contexts can be inter-related: a machine can be refined by
another, can see one or several contexts, while a context can be
extended by another [8]. A multi-scale software architecture
is described with structural features and behavioral features.
Structural features are specified with one or several contexts
and behavioral features are specified with one or several
machines.

A. Structural specifications
In the component diagram we specify components that con-

stitute the architecture, their types and their connections. This

diagram constitutes the static part of the defined architecture. It
is specified in the Context part. In the first scale S0, the graph-
ical model is transformed into an Event-B specification called
Context0. In the Context0, we specify the whole application
with a Component as constants. The component, that composes
the architecture at scale S0.0, is named C0. This is specified
by using a partition in the AXIOMS clause (C0 partition).

CONTEXT
Context0

SETS
Component

CONSTANTS
C0

AXIOMS
C0 partition : partition(Component, {C0})

END

In the next scales, we use the refinement techniques to gradu-
ally add details until obtaining the final scale specification.
A new context named Context1 extends the Context0 and
specifies new components in the application. We define two
components C1 and C2 as constants and the established link
between them. Formally, links are specified with an Event-B
relation between two components (Link partition).

CONTEXT
Context1

EXTENDS
Context0

CONSTANTS
C1, C2, Link

AXIOMS
C1 partition : partition(Component, C0, {C1}, {C2})
Link partition : Link ∈ C1 ↔ C2

END

A Context2 is extending the previous Context1, and is adding
sub-components of each component. We specify the role of
each component (producers, consumers and event-dispatcher)
as constants. Connectors are specified with an Event-B relation
between two components. The set of Connectors is specified
formally with two partitions (Ct1 part, Ct2 part).

CONTEXT
Context2

EXTENDS
Context1

SETS
Role

CONSTANTS
C1.1, C1.2, C2.1, C2.2, Prod,
Cons,EventDis, Prod1, Prodn,
Cons1, Consn,ED1, EDn,Connector1, Connector2

AXIOMS
C2 partition :
partition(Component, {C1.1}, {C1.2}, {C2.1}, {C2.2})
Ct1 part : Connector1 ∈ C1.1 ↔ C2.1
Ct2 part : Connector2 ∈ C1.2 ↔ C2.2
Role part :
partition(Role, {Prod}, {Cons}, {EventDis})
Cons = {C1, .., Cn} ∧ C1 6= C2 ∧ ..∧ 6= Cn
EventDis = {ED1, .., EDn} ∧ ED1 6= ED2 ∧ ..∧ 6= EDn
Prod = {P1, .., Pn} ∧ P1 6= P2 ∧ ..∧ 6= Pn

END

B. Behavioral specifications
The Event B machine is used formally, to find structural

errors and to verify the semantic of the UML model. To specify
behavioral features, we specify the abstract description scale
with a machine at a high level of abstraction. Then, we add all
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necessary details to the first machine by using the refinement
process. In the first machine, we only specify the modeled
application by extending Context0.

MACHINE
Machine0

SEES
Context0

VARIABLES
C0

INVARIANTS
inv : C0 ∈ BOOL

EVENTS
INITIALISATION

BeginAct
act : C0 := TRUE
EndAct

END

Machine1 is a refinement of the Machine0, using the context
Context1 and adding communication between the components
C1 and C2. The behavior is described as follows: the compo-
nent C1 sends a Message to the component C2. When the
component C2 becomes available, it receives the Message,
processes it and sends the Acknowledgement Message. When
the component C1 becomes available, it receives the ACK-
Message. The invariants (Send Message, Receive Ack) spec-
ifies what is the sent message, who is the sender and the
receiver. The Machine1 has a state defined by means of a
number of variables and invariants. Some of variables can be
general as the variable Send, which denotes the sent message
and the variable Receive, which denotes the received message.
The variable Send is defined with the invariant (Send Msg)
which specify that Send is a relation between two components
so that the sender, the receiver and the message are known.

MACHINE
Machine1

REFINES
Machine0

SEES
Context1

VARIABLES
Send,Receive

INVARIANTS
Send Message : Send ∈ BOOL
Receive ACK : Receive ∈ BOOL

EVENTS
INITIALISATION

BeginAct
act1 : Send := FALSE
act2 : Receive := FALSE
EndAct
EVT
init1 : Send ∈ C1 → C2
init2 : Receive ∈ C1 → C2
init3 : Transmit := C1 → True, C2 → False

END

We follow the same method to specify a second ma-
chine named Machine2 which refines Machine1, using the
context Context2 and adding communication between the
sub-components C1.1, C1.2, C2.1 and C2.2. The invariants
(SendMsg1.1 , SendMsg1.2 , ReceiveAck2.1 , ReceiveAck2.2)
are specified in the INVARIANTS clause to check that each
sub-component can’t send a message or receive an acknowl-
edgment only if it is authorised.

MACHINE
Machine2

REFINES
Machine1

SEES
Context2

VARIABLES
SendMsg1.1, SendMsg1.2, ReceiveAck2.1, ReceiveAck2.2

INVARIANTS
Send Message : SendMsg1.1, SendMsg1.2 ∈ BOOL
Receive ACK : ReceiveAck2.1, ReceiveAck2.2 ∈ BOOL

EVENTS
INITIALISATION

BeginAct
a1 : SendMsg1.1 := FALSE
a2 : SendMsg1.2 := FALSE
a3 : ReceiveAck2.1 := FALSE
a4 : ReceiveAck2.2 := FALSE
EndAct
EVT
init1 : SendMsg1.1 ∈ C1.1 → C2.1
init2 : SendMsg1.2 ∈ C1.2 → C2.2
init3 : ReceiveACK2.1 ∈ C1.1 → C2.1
init4 : ReceiveACK2.2 ∈ C1.2 → C2.2
init5 : transmit1 := C1.1 → True, C2.1 → False
init6 : transmit2 := C1.2 → True, C2.2 → False

END

The Event-B machine is used formally, to find structural errors
and to verify the semantic of the UML model. Besides, behav-
ioral properties are checked like liveness and reachability. The
reachability means that the components are able to capture all
exchanged messages. We formulate those properties as predi-
cates (INVARIANTS, AXIOMS). We check that each compo-
nent only sends a message if it is authorised. This is controlled
by the invariants (Send-Msg, Receive-ACK). Reaching the last
scale description by using refinement techniques, we guarantee
that refined models are not contradictory and we ensure that
they are correct by design. The multi-scale modeling helps to
automate the construction of correct design architectures. The
aim is to derive those UML models by applying correctness
preserving transformations, i.e. refinements, that conform to
the constraints defined by the application and by the adopted
architecture styles. The refinement techniques proposed by this
method allow to represent architectures at different abstraction
levels and are implemented using the Rodin platform.

IV. APPLICATION TO THE SMART HOME

This section focuses on modeling the smart home system
for the homecare monitoring of elderly and disabled persons.
The main issue is to ensure efficient management of the
optimized comfort, and the safety of the elderly and disabled
person at home [5]. We illustrate, in Figure 3, the constituent
elements of the smart home application. The monitoring center
is composed of three systems: the Environment Control and
Comfort Management, the Emergency Surveillance Center,
and the Medical Surveillance Center. The Home Care Actor
interacts with the monitoring center, by setting medical or
emergency conditions; the Equipment includes sensors and
house devices; the emergency surveillance center controls
critical situations using the activity sensors. Activity sensors
include fall sensors, presence sensors, video camera and micro-
phone. The medical surveillance center monitors physiological
sensors. While there are problems, the center requires the med-
ical assistant intervention (the doctor, the nurse). The comfort
management and the environment control system guarantees a
comfort life for the users. This center enables communications
between users, control the environment sensors (Humidity
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and Temperature Sensors), and commands the house devices
(Convectors, Air conditioners).

A. Smart Home Model
We experiment our approach by applying successive iter-

ations to the smart home application. We obtained then the
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following results: In S0.0, we define the application named
“SmartHome”. The constituent systems of the smart home
are described (in S1.1): HomeCare-Actor, Equipment, and
MonitoringCenter). Those systems communicate with each
other via the monitoring center. Those relationships are rep-
resented (in S1.2) as links. In Figure 4, We illustrate the
iterative process applied to the smart home system. In the
next scale, the three components are refined and specified
with an associated role as shown in Figure 4. The Mon-
itoringCenter plays the role of an “EventDispatcher”. The
HomeCare-Actor and Equipment play the role of “Producer-
Consumer” in the application. We briefly describe the list of
required/provided services of the HomeCare-Actor component.
The MedicalAssistant receives information about the patient’s
situation from the MedicalSurveillanceCenter, he manages the
patient’s medical care (provides) and returns a report after the
care. The EmergencyService receives information about a crit-
ical situation EmergencySurveillanceCenter, reacts to save the
patient (provides), and returns a report after the intervention.
The User receives not only emergency and medical services
but also comfort services like online communication or house
device command provided by the EnvironementControl And
ComfortManagement component. During the iteration process,
we apply the link decomposing rule with respect to the
component role: if C1 plays the role of an “Event-dispatcher”
and C2 acts as a “Producer-Consumer”, the link in the scale
S1.2 between C2 which is related to “HomeCareActor” or
“Equipment” and C1 in the scale S1.2 will be decomposed
into a double assembly connection in the scale S2.4 between
C1.1 which is related to “MonitoringCenter” and C2.1 which
is related to ‘HomeCareActor” or “Equipment”. While there
are still components to refine in the smart home, we move
to the third scale to add more design details. We focused on
mastering the system complexity description details through
including the third scale. This scale has not only included
new sub-components but also detailed the information flow
between them. Each added sub-component (e.g. the doctor) is
important for the design process. It influences the abstract level
where smart home requirements are specified. We illustrate the
last horizontal scale S3.4 adding new sub-components (Doctor,
Emergency Service, Video Camera, etc), and their connections.

B. Smart Home system-specific properties

In Figure 5, we present one of three fragments of the
UML sequence diagram to demonstrate the behavior of con-
stituent elements. The sequence diagram shows the instances
participating in the interaction having two dimensions: the
vertical dimension represents time; the horizontal dimension
represents different objects which is related to the behavior
of the smart home components. We illustrate the first scale
S0.0 using the SSD named “Smart Home” to show the whole
system (as a black box). A vertical refinement called S1.2

allows to describe the objects HomeCare-Actor, Equipment,
and MonitoringCenter) and the exchanged messages in the
diagram “Sd Monitoring”. An object of class Equipment starts
the behavior by sending an alert message to an object of class
MonitoringCenter). This object responds by an acknowledg-
ment message to the equipment and sets the Sleep mode.
The monitoring center sends the information to the object
HomeCare-Actor that will respond immediately and send re-
turn message describing the situation after the care.
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C. Event-B specifications

We apply the Event-B refinement techniques to check the
correctness of the multi-scale architecture applied to the Smart
Home. We illustrate the Context2 that is extending the previous
Context1, and is adding all sub-components in the smart home.
They are specified with three partitions: equipment-partition,
Monitoring-partition and Actor-partition. We specify in the
Context2 the components type role (producer-consumers and
event-dispatcher) as constants. There are many connections
between components. The Connectors are specified with con-
stants in the CONSTANTS clause. The set of Connectors is
composed of all Connectors. This is specified formally with a
partition (Connector-partition).

CONTEXT
Context2

EXTENDS
Context1

CONSTANTS
ActSensor,Device, EnvSensor, PhysSensor,
EmerSurvCenter, EnvControl,MedSurvCenter,
User,MedAssistant, EmerService, Connector1, ..

AXIOMS
Eq partition :
partition(Component, {ActSensor}, {Device},

{EnvSensor}, {PhysSensor})
Eq partition :
partition(Component, {EmerSurvCenter

{EnvControl}, {MedSurCenter})
Connector = Connector1, .., Connector15>

END

To specify behavioral features, we have two steps. First,
we specify the first machine at a high level of abstraction.
Second, we add all necessary details by using the refinement
technique. We illustrate an example of machines called Ma-
chine1 that is refining the Machine0, adding communication
between the Smart Home components. The behavior is de-

scribed as follows: the Monitoring-Center sends a Message to
Equipment and then remains released from resources. When
the component Equipment becomes available, it receives the
Message, process it and sends the Acknowledgement Message.
When Monitoring-Center becomes available, it receives the
ACK-Message, process it and then becomes deactivated. The
invariants (Send Message, Receive Ack) specifies what is the
sent message, who is the sender and the receiver (The same
description for the message from the Monitoring-Center to the
HomeCare-Actor Component).

MACHINE
Machine1

REFINES
Machine0

SEES
Context1

VARIABLES
Send,Receive

INVARIANTS
Send Message : Send ∈ BOOL
Receive ACK : Receive ∈ BOOL

EVENTS
INITIALISATION
EVT
i1 : Send ∈ MonitoringCenter → Equipment
i2 : Receive ∈ MonitoringCenter → Equipment
i3 : transmit := MonitoringCenter → True,

Equipment → False
i4 : transmit := MonitoringCenter → True,

HomeCareActor → False
END

During the refinement process, we check the correct transmis-
sion of messages between actors and we prove the correctness
property using the Event-B specifications. We demonstrate
that there is no conflict problem between messages sent and
received in parallel sequence which is not possible and correct
with UML notations. Dispatchers cooperate together to route
information from the producer-consumers to the subscribed
event-dispatcher (Monitoring-Center). This interaction is gov-
erned by a principle of information dissemination requiring
that produced information have to reach all subscribed con-
sumers. This is to check the correct message transmission
between dispatchers and producer-consumers.

The Event-b specifications allow to guarantee a correct
by construction architectures. This formal method provides
three steps. At the first step, the designer describes the nec-
essary information for the software architecture model and
the relation between them. Then, the second step consists in
generating automatically all the correct design architectures
following a multi-scale modeling approach. In fact, for each
model, a scale is defined by the designer. Then, it is refined
by successively adding smaller scale details. This refinement
process is performed by applying specific rules. Finally, the
third step is the selection of the efficient architecture according
to resource constraints.

V. RELATED WORK

Considerable research studies have been proposed on the
description of software architectures. Multi-level modeling
approaches [10] have been proposed to represent the different
abstraction levels. Baresi et al. [3] presented a UML based
approach and proposed formal verification and validation of
embedded systems. The approach is implemented using the
“CorrettoUML”: a formal verification tool for UML models.
Other research studies have been proposed for the specification
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of software systems using formal methods. Model verification
activity [12] is performed to ensure the correctness of model.
Formal verification means that any errors found in the design
of the system should be corrected. Ben Younes et al. [4]
proposed a meta-model transformation between UML Activity
Diagram and Event B models. A formal framework is defined
to ensure the correctness of the proposed transformations,
and the event B method is used for the formal verification
of applications. Bryans et al. [6] presented a model-based
approach to assist in the integration of new or modified con-
stituent systems into a System of Systems. The authors defined
two levels for system composition, the high-level structural
view that considers the connections within the system, and
the low-level behavioral view that deals with the behavior of
contractual specifications. They treated an industrial case study
for modeling Audio/Video system.

We can note that the research activities [3], [4], [6] deal
only with structural features during the design of the architec-
ture. They do not take into account the respect of behavioral
featuress to validate the architecture. Whereas, in our work,
we deal with both structural and behavioral features.

We analyze that several studies have been performed on
the modeling of multi-level architectures based on UML.
These semi-formal approaches did not, however, include the
concept of refinement. Although formal techniques and, more
specifically, works based on graph transformations allow the
architecture refinement, they require certain expertise in mathe-
matics for architects. Moreover, only few studies have provided
a clearly defined process that takes the compatibility between
different description levels into account, a challenging condi-
tion for the multi-level description of software architectures.
Model-based methods have addressed significant challenges
in software Engineering. Semi-formal models are used in
the architectural description of complex software systems.
This representation has advantages, mainly with regard to
comprehension, and can help to clarify areas of incompleteness
and ambiguity in specifications.

In this study, we have considered that a given modeling
level can be described by both vertical and horizontal scales.
Our work will help the architect to design a correct and
elaborated solutions for modeling multiple different levels of
description of the same modeling level through the scales.
Thus, we applied our model-based approach for describing
multi-scale architecture , defining both the structure and the
behaviour of the complex system and interactions between
them. Event-B as a formal method support an interactive and
an automatic theorem proving so that the resulted specification
after the transformation process can be proved automatically.
With the notion of refinement, we can to perform successive
refinement to the Event-B model in order to specify different
description scales.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a multi-scale modeling
and specification approach for software architectures. We have
proposed UML notations to represent the structure and the
behavior for modeling different description scales, and second
formally specified the models with the Event-B method. The
formalisation phase allows to formally specify both structural
and behavioural features of these architectures at a high level
of abstraction using Event-B method. We implemented the

elaborated specifications under the Rodin platform. We have
also presented the application of our approach to the smart
home scenario. Finally, we have presented some research
studies discussing multi-level modeling for software architec-
tures using semi-formal and formal methods. Currently, we
are working on the improvement of the formal verification
of architectural properties, and the model transformation from
UML to Event-B. In our future work, we expect to apply the
multi-scale approach to other use-cases for modeling complex
systems architectures (e.g. System of Systems (SoS)) and
implement a tool supporting the approach.
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Abstract—Accessibility testing in software development is test-
ing the software to ensure that it is usable by as many people as
possible, independent of their capabilities. Few guidelines exist
on how to include accessibility testing in an agile process, and
how to select testing methods from a cost-benefit point of view.
The end result is that many development teams do not include
accessibility testing, since they do not know how to prioritize the
different testing methods within a tight budget. In this paper, we
present an evaluation of four accessibility testing methods that
fits in an agile software development process. We discuss the
cost of each method with regards to resources and knowledge
requirements, and based on a cost-benefit analysis, we present
the optimal combinations of these methods in terms of cost and
issues discovered. Finally, we describe how accessibility testing
methods can be incorporated into an agile process by using the
agile accessibility spiral.

Keywords—Accessibility testing; Agile software development;
Cost-benefit analysis; Usability.

I. INTRODUCTION

The past decades have seen an increased interest in integrat-
ing usability in the software development process. However,
far to little attention has been paid to the field of accessibility.
Accessibility focuses on letting people with the widest range
of capabilities be able to use a product or service [1]. There
is an increased focus on accessibility from governments and
the United Nations with ”Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities” [2].

Studies show that doing usability testing is costly and can
take around 8-13% of the project’s total budget [3]. Much
of the cost goes to recruiting participants and evaluators
in addition to the man-hours required for conducting and
evaluating the results [4]. For accessibility testing, the cost can
be even higher than usability testing, since recruitment and ac-
commodation of participants usually have more requirements.

However, by not doing accessibility testing at all or by
postponing testing until the end of the project, the cost can
be extremely high, and it might not even be possible to do
accessibility adjustments at a late stage [5] [6]. Many studies
show that software that is hard to use, or have features that
are hard to understand, make users find better alternatives [7].
There might also be legal requirements to provide accessibility.

We argue that developers and testers in software teams
can take more responsibility for accessibility testing, and thus
lower the total testing cost of the project and at the same time
deliver a better product that is both more usable and accessible.
Our approach is targeted towards agile software development,
since it has become the mainstream development methodology
[8] [9].

During our evaluations, we have investigated different ac-
cessibility testing techniques, and we discuss the cost-benefit
aspect of these in an agile development process. We argue
that accessibility testing does not necessarily require a high
cost. We describe where in the process the methods can
be used and how they can be combined in optimal ways.
Consequently, the impact from accessibility testing towards
the end of the project will be minimized, and thus reduce
the cost of retrofitting [5]. Our suggested approach is not a
substitute for doing user testing, but an addition, incorporated
into the agile development process, to reduce the overall cost
and increase the usability and accessibility of the software.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II summarizes related work, and section III gives an overview
of accessibility testing methods. Section IV describes the
evaluation approach and the issues that were found during
the evaluations. Section V reports our cost-benefit analysis of
the accessibility testing methods and Section VI discusses the
results. Finally, we summarize and conclude in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Zimmermann and Vanderheiden [10] have proposed a
method for integrating accessible design and testing in the
development of software applications, both iterative and non-
iterative processes. However, the proposed method’s main
focus is on how to gather accessibility requirements and does
not contain much details on how to actual perform testing in
an iterative process. There has been some focus on integrating
an agile development process with usability testing [11], and
in recent years, there has been an increasing interest in Agile
UX (User Experience) [12]. Bonacin et al. [13] propose how
to incorporate accessibility and usability testing into an agile
process, but do not discuss which accessibility testing methods
that are optimal to use or how to combine them in an efficient
setup.

A recent systematic review of usability testing methods for
software development processes [7] request more research into
evaluating the different testing methods and how they affect
the testing outcome. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
evaluations of accessibility testing methods in an agile process,
and there are no studies of which accessibility testing methods
that are most effective compared to resources and knowledge
available in a agile team. We address the latter issue in this
paper by showing a cost-benefit approach on how to select
accessibility testing methods in an agile process.
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III. BACKGROUND

There are several methods for testing usability [7] and
accessibility [10] in software development: automated tools,
guidelines, expert walkthrough, interviews and user testing to
name a few. There are different alternatives of grouping these
methods [14], and we have chosen to divide them into five
groups based on the resources and knowledge required when
using the methods in software development, as shown in Table
TableI.

The amount of resources and knowledge required is cate-
gorized as either low, medium or high. In terms of resources,
low means that none or little prerequisites (tools, setup,
administration) are required to conduct the method; medium
means that some prerequisites are required, and they are
relatively cheap (under $1000); high means that the method
requires considerably investments in terms of setup, purchase,
administration or maintenance. In terms of knowledge, low
means that no or very little prior knowledge is required;
medium require some prior knowledge, either technical (usage,
commands) or domain (knowledge or experience with the
impairment); high means that extensive or expert training is
required to conduct the evaluation.

TABLE I. ACCESSIBILITY TESTING GROUPS.

# Group Resource Knowledge
requirements requirements

1 Automated tools Low Low
2 Checklist and guidelines Low Low
3 Simulation using wearables Medium Low
4 Expert walkthrough Low High
5 User testing High Medium

Automated testing tools require fewer resources in terms
of time, knowledge and resources, compared to other testing
methods. It is quite feasible for a developer or tester to install
a tool and run an evaluation, and most of the tools are also
free to use. There are numerous alternatives out there, like the
NetBeans accessibility module [15] that integrate directly into
the developer’s tools, but most automated tools only support
simulation of visual impairments or a limited variant of other
impairments. Overall, the automated testing tools are low in
resources required to acquire and use them. The automated
tools usually explain the evaluation results in great details to
the operator, and give suggestions on how to fix or improve the
problems that have been found. This means very little prior
knowledge is required from the operator, and explains why
we have also labeled the automated tools methods with low
knowledge requirements in Table I.

Checklists and guidelines provide the evaluator with a
set of instructions and criteria to evaluate, and the WCAG
(Web Content Accessibility Guidelines) 2.0 standard [16] is
a common choice. It is easy to find both checklists and
guidelines on the Internet, and they have good and detailed
documentation on how to perform the evaluation and how
to assess the results from the evaluation. This is why we
have labeled checklists and guidelines methods with low for
resource and knowledge requirements. Even though these

methods require little resources and knowledge, studies have
shown that guidelines are hard to understand and follow, and
have not increased accessibility as much as anticipated [17].

There are many different tools or wearables that an able-
bodied person can use in a simulation. The motivation is to let
a person experience an impairment so the person might be able
to gain some insight into the issues that an impairment might
have with a certain design or solution [18]. It is important to
note that the intention of a simulation kit is not to simulate the
disability in itself, which is highly criticized [19]. Simulation
kits are fairly cheap to purchase and setup, but it requires some
planning; the simulation kits must be evaluated to discover
which is most suitable, and the simulation kits must also
be purchased. The planning and cost aspect is the reason
for labeling the simulation methods as medium. However,
simulation kits come with good instructions on how to operator
them and normally requires no prior knowledge, which is
reflected by low knowledge requirements in Table I.

Expert walkthrough, also called persona walkthrough or
persona testing approach [20], is where an expert simulates
or play-acts a persona while carrying out tasks. The more
knowledge the expert has about the disability that a particular
persona has, the easier it is to do a realistic and credible
acting while testing the solution. The approach is informal and
relatively quick to do, but is heavily dependent on the selected
personas and the experience that the expert has with the
particular type of disability. All expert walkthrough methods
requires expert knowledge (as the name indicates) and is
thus marked with high knowledge requirements. However,
there are few resource requirements for expert walkthrough
methods, and this is why they are labeled with low for resource
requirements.

The best approach for accessibility testing is user testing,
since the actual users are involved and the testers does not
have to do any approximation of impairments or mental states
[21] [22]. However, it is also an expensive method because
it requires much planning, recruitment and management [4].
Examples of user testing involves inquiry, interview, focus
group and questionnaire. This means that resource require-
ments are high as indicated in Table I. User testing methods
requires some prior knowledge on how to recruit, organize and
conduct user testing, and we have indicated this with medium
knowledge requirements.

IV. ACCESSIBILITY EVALUATIONS

We conducted eight evaluations. The goal of the evaluations
was to investigate what kind of issues the different test
methods can discover, and how the test methods differ from
each other. The findings of the evaluations were then used in a
cost-benefit analysis, to suggest where in an agile development
process the methods might be most valuable.

The system used for evaluation was a pilot for electronic
identification, developed during the EU project FutureID. The
pilot uses a software certificate or an ID card with a card
reader for the authentication process. The pilot uses both a
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Java client and a web front end, and consists of around ten
different user interfaces with varying complexity.

A. Selected Methods

We selected methods from the groups in Table I suitable
to be performed by a person working in an agile team, i.e.,
from all groups except user testing and testing with automated
tools. Table II shows the selected method types; Simulation kit
(group 3), VATlab (group 2), Persona (group 4) and Manual
WCAG (group 2).

The four types of methods were selected based on a
combination of resources and knowledge required to perform
a method. Ideally, in a development cycle, one wants to use
as little resources as possible on accessibility testing, but at
the same time discover the most critical accessibility issues
that exists in the software. Therefore, we focused on testing
methods that are relatively inexpensive to conduct in terms of
time and resources. This is why user testing was omitted, since
it is an expensive method to conduct. Automated tools were
also omitted, since they are limited in what they can actually
test.

Almost all methods are labelled as low with regards to
resources. The only method with prerequisites is the simulation
kit because some hardware must be purchased ahead of testing.
This is usually a one-time purchase, but it must also be stored
and assembled before usage, so we think it qualifies as medium
resource demanding compared to the others.

Most of the methods require very little prior knowledge.
Method 3 involves using a screen reader that requires knowl-
edge on how to operate it, but almost everyone can learn how
to use a screen reader in a short amount of time, and therefore
we labelled it medium. However, our level of using screen
readers cannot compare with the expert level of people that use
screen readers daily and are dependent of them. The persona
testing methods requires much more prior knowledge, both in
terms of the method itself, but also on the impairments that is
being play-acted. Thus, the persona testing methods are high
in knowledge demands.

TABLE II. OVERVIEW OF THE EIGHT EVALUATIONS

# Method Impairments Resources Knowledge
1 Simulation kit Reduced vision Medium Low
2 Simulation kit Reduced dexterity Medium Low
3 VATLab Blindess Low Medium
4 VATLab Light sensitivity Low Low
5 VATLab Multiple Low Low
6 Persona Dyslexia Low High
7 Persona Being old Low High
8 Manual WCAG Multiple Low Low

For the simulation kit approach, two impairments were
selected that cover both visual and physical dimensions. We
used Cambridge inclusive design glasses [23] for simulating
reduced vision, and the Cambridge inclusive design gloves
[23] to simulate dexterity reduction. These gloves are typically
used for testing a physical products, but they were included
in our evaluation since there was a card reader involved.

We used a Virtual Assistive Technology Lab (VATLab) to
test various assistive technologies [24]. The VATLab contains

two different screen readers; NVDA and SuperNova. These
tools are used by blind people, and give a good indication of
how accessible the solution is for this type of impairment. We
also used the built-in high contrast mode in Windows. The
VATLab project also includes a checklist for evaluating web
pages for screen readers, and we used this checklist in the
evaluation [24].

For the persona walkthrough we defined two personas
that we had experience with, one being old and one with
dyslexia. For each persona there was an expert play-acting
the particular persona while performing the predefined test-
scenarios. To make it more realistic, the persona testing of
being old was also conducted with two layers of Cambridge
glasses to simulate reduced vision that often comes with age.

Finally, we conducted a manual testing of the WCAG
checklist. The testing was performed with supportive use of
available browser plugins to check for instance color contrast.

B. Participants

Six different participants performed the evaluations, where
the participants’ knowledge on accessibility testing ranged
from beginner to expert. All the participants had technological
background, their age ranged from 35 to 61, and there were
both males and females in the group. Two of the participants
where recruited based on their experience with persona testing
and their knowledge on dyslexia and aging.

C. Procedures

Before we started the evaluation, we defined whether an
issue was critical or cognitive. We defined a critical issue
as an issue that prevents the participant from continuing or
completing a task; e.g. difficult to read images or text because
of poor contrast or resolution. A cognitive issue was an issue
caused by confusing or missing information for the given
context; e.g. not understanding the purpose of a screen or not
understanding how to operate a controller. A problem can thus
belong to both the critical and cognitive category, as it was
often the case.

All the evaluations were conducted on the same machine
with the same setup to ensure an equal test environment.
Each evaluation also had a coordinator who wrote down the
issues reported by the tester, and the coordinator also made
notes when difficulties, that were not verbally expressed, were
observed. All the evaluations were conducted by at least two
different participants, and the results were aggregated.

A short initial test was conducted before the evaluations
started, in order to verify that the overall setup, the scenarios
and the ordering of them were best possible. The goal of
all the scenarios was to successfully log into the system.
Each participant performed five different scenarios in the same
order: 1) Invalid digital certificate 2) Valid digital certificate
3) Invalid smart card 4) Valid smart card, but incorrect PIN
code 5) Valid smart card and correct PIN code

The participants were unaware that they were given invalid
certificate, invalid smart card and invalid PIN (Personal Iden-
tification Number) code. The scenarios were also executed in
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the listed order to avoid biasing the participants as they should
gradually progress a little further in the logging process.
Each method took under two hours to complete for a single
participant for all the scenarios.

D. Evaluation results
As can be seen from Table III, a high number of critical

issues were discovered with most of the methods. It should be
noted that a critical issue might only be critical in the context
of a given disability. For instance, incorrect HTML tags can be
critical for blindness, but may not be relevant for impairments
like reduced dexterity. However, for the solution as a whole, all
critical issues are equally relevant since an issue might exclude
some users if nothing is done to improve the problem.

TABLE III. ISSUES FOUND.

Method Issues Critical Cognitive
1 54 14 9
2 4 0 0
3 33 26 0
4 10 4 0
5 19 17 0
6 34 15 15
7 27 13 9
8 32 7 5

213 96 38

The simulation kit methods found fewer critical issues than
VATLab and persona testing, and this is mostly because most
of the issues reported were visual problems that were annoying
at best and in most cases problematic, but not marked as
critical since it did not hindered further progress. Of the
critical issues discovered with simulation kit, almost all were
also marked as cognitive. Note that a relative few number of
issues were found when simulating reduced dexterity, and we
believe this is mainly because the application did not require
much motoric precision. This is of course highly related to the
software that is evaluated.

WCAG also reported few critical issues, however this was
mostly because the WCAG evaluations criteria are high level.
For instance did a single criteria in WCAG cause over 17
critical issues to be reported in the VATLab methods since
it has a much finer granularity. WCAG also reported few
cognitive issues for the same reason.

VATLab methods reported on average the most critical is-
sues, and many of the issues were related to poor compatibility
for screen readers. We suspect that more issues could be found
if there had not been so many critical problems which made
further investigate in many screens impossible.

Persona testing methods found the most cognitive issues,
and this is not unexpected since the persona used in the
evaluations had focus on usability and understanding the
context. Most of the issues reported by persona testing were
directly related to the participant not understanding the context
of a screen and what was expected from the participant. A high
number of the cognitive issues were also marked as critical
since it is impossible for the participant to complete his task,
and this explains the high number of critical issues discovered
by persona testing.

V. RESULTS

Based on the evaluation results in Section IV, we performed
an cost-benefit analysis (CBA) of what combinations of ac-
cessibility testing methods that discovered most issues with
regards to resources and knowledge. The motivation for doing
a CBA is to get a more objective evaluation of the different
testing methods, so it is easier to evaluate when to include a
testing method in the process. CBA is a systematic approach
for comparing strengths and weaknesses for different options
[25]. It has not been used for comparing accessibility testing
methods to our knowledge, but it is a well known technique
that is used in many fields [26].

In order to do a CBA, we first defined the cost to be the
combination of resources and knowledge where resources
and knowledge ∈ { 1, 2, 3 } where low corresponds to 1,
medium to 2 and high to 3. This makes sense since both
variables contributes equally to the cost of executing a testing
method. We argue that the most beneficial accessibility testing
methods are those that find a high number of issues, but also
many critical and cognitive issues. We can then define the
benefit as the sum of found, critical and cognitive issues. Based
on the the definition of cost and benefit we can then define
the cost-benefit relationship accordingly:

CB =
1√
n

total2 + critical2 + cognitive2

resources× knowledge
(1)

Where total is the total number of issues for n methods,
cognitive is the total number of cognitive issues for n method,
critical is the total number of critical issues for n method
and n is the number of methods. We have included squared
weighting of both cognitive and critical issues since we argue
that these issues are more important to discover than minor
issues. We used

√
n instead of n as a penalty for the number

of evaluations, since using only n gave a too big penalty when
using multiple methods.

We calculated CB for all permutations of the different
accessibility testing methods to identify the combinations that
gives most benefit compared to cost. The top results in addition
to some selected results are shown in Table IV ordered by CB.

Combining all methods (except method 2) gives a very
high coverage (almost 100%), but comes at a high cost, as
shown with #20. The CB found 19 better alternatives when
considering the costs. The optimal combination of methods
that maximize benefit compared to cost is using methods 5,
8, 3 and 1 (#1). This combination has a relatively low cost,
and discovered almost 65% of all issues in addition to a
high number of both critical and cognitive issues (66.7% and
36.8%).

It is not surprising that if more methods are combined then
the results are better, but at a higher cost, as for instance
shown with combination #5 and #8 in Table IV. However,
a combination of two methods (#3) gives reasonable good
results of discovering around 40% of the known issues, and a
large number of both critical and cognitive issues (21.9% and
36.8%).
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TABLE IV. COST BENEFIT RESULTS.

# Methods Cost Issues Critical Cognitive
1 5, 8, 3, 1 6 64.8% 66.7% 36.8%
2 8, 3, 1 5 55.9% 49.0% 36.8%
3 8, 1 3 40.4% 21.9% 36.8%
4 5, 8, 1 4 49.3% 39.6% 36.8%
5 5, 8, 6, 3, 1 9 80.8% 82.3% 76.3%
6 8, 6, 3, 1 8 71.8% 64.6% 76.3%
7 5, 8, 4, 3, 1 7 69.4% 70.8% 36.8%
8 5, 8, 7, 6, 3, 1 12 93.4% 95.8% 100%
9 5, 3, 1 5 49.8% 59.4% 23.7%

10 5, 8, 7, 3, 1 9 77.5% 80.0% 60.5%
...
20 5, 8, 7, 6, 4, 3, 1 13 98.1% 100.0% 100.0%
...
53 5, 8, 7, 6, 4, 2, 3, 1 15 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
...

With a small increase in cost using three testing methods,
around 50% of all issues were discovered, as shown with
combination #2 and #4. Combination #2 finds 55.9% of
all issues, and almost half the known critical issues. It is
also worth noting that this testing method combination use
three different accessibility testing method types (simulation
kit, VATLab and Manual WCAG testing) to discovery many
different issues.

VI. DISCUSSION

Based on the results in Table IV we found that the combi-
nation of several methods provides good results compared to
the investment. Our CBA shows that combining the testing
methods 5, 8, 3 and 1 is the most profitable combination
of methods. The cost is moderate, and yet, the combination
of methods discover a large number of the issues with the
software we evaluated. However, the results does not say
anything about when to apply the different methods during
a development process.

Testing accessibility using simulation kit with reduced vi-
sion (method 1) is the only method which is always part
of top ten results. Manual WCAG (method 8) is part of the
combinations a total of 9 times, while testing blindness using
VATLab (method 3) is part of top ten a total of 8 times.
VATLab with checklist (method 5) is part of the top 10 results
7 times, while dyslexia persona testing (method 6) is part of
the top results three times. Based on these results we can make
some general recommendations on which methods to include
in accessibility testing during an agile process, and the order
in which they should be included.

In Figure 1 we have illustrated how to prioritize the different
accessibility testing methods in an agile development process,
and we call this the agile accessibility spiral. The circular
layers represents the testing methods, and start from the
center with automated tests and expands outwards to show
the priority of the testing methods. The red arrow illustrates
an agile process that spirals outwards and cover the same
activities in different iterations, and the motivation behind the
agile accessibility spiral is that the different testing methods
can be included in all the activities. The total cost increase as
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FIGURE 1. AGILE ACCESSIBILITY SPIRAL.

more testing methods are included in testing, but the number
of issues discovered also increases.

The different process activities are shown at the edge of the
circle with blue separations between the different activities.
The activities are gradual and not necessarily clearly sepa-
rated as shown in the illustration, and they often happen in
parallel. We have illustrated four common activities (design,
development, test, review) that usually occur in agile software
development.

Automated tests are always a vital part of any development
process and are thus in the center of the spiral, but we argue
that the first accessibility testing method that should be added
to automated tests is the simulation kit for reduced vision. This
is supported by our results in Table IV, and by the knowledge
required as shown in Table I. It is a method that can be
performed many times without affecting the bias of the tester
too much, since it is a wearable gadget that is used by the
tester and not so much a mental testing approach.

Other testing methods like persona testing should be per-
formed less often since the cost is quite high, but also because
it is a mental process which might be biased if performed too
often by the same person. After the simulation kit method
with reduced vision the methods follow successive with man-
ual WCAG, VATLab and blindness, VHL checklist, persona
dyslexia. We have not illustrated more methods in Figure 1,
since these 5 methods cover over 80% of known issues as
shown in Table IV. As a minimum at least two different testing
method should be included during testing [27].

During the first iterations in an agile development process, a
prototype is often developed, and since the motivation behind
a prototype is to show a concept and not necessarily think
about all possible outcomes or users, it is still beneficial to do
some accessibility testing to avoid costly adjustment at a later
stage [5]. However, not all accessibility testing methods are
suitable for testing against prototypes or even design sketches.
The agile accessibility spiral in Figure 1 also incorporate this
in the ordering.

Simulating reduced vision with simulation kit can be done
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against both prototype and design sketches, and parts of
WCAG can also be tested at an early stage. Further out in the
agile accessibility spiral layers, when testing blindness with
VATLab and screen readers, a more stable software version
should be tested instead of design sketches or prototypes. This
is because screen readers requires elements to be marked so
the screen readers can find the required information.

VII. CONCLUSION

Based on our results, we recommend to use the agile
accessibility spiral, as a reference for accessibility testing in
agile development. We recommend to start from the center
and gradually apply more testing methods as the project pro-
gresses. The cost and knowledge of testing methods increase
from the center and outwards, but the discovery of issues also
increases when moving outwards from the center. Ideally, if
the team has access to staff that can perform persona testing,
or are willing to invest the resources to train one or more
in persona testing, then we strongly recommend to include
persona testing as part of the development cycle.

The different testing methods should be adjusted to the
software and the expertise of the development, so they fit
into the agile process. The more knowledge and experience
an agile team gains, the smaller the circles in the agile
accessibility spiral will become. And as stated before, we
strongly recommend to do testing with actual users at some
point in the software development. No amount of automated
tools, checklist and guidelines, simulation using wearables
or expert walkthrough can replace feedback from real users.
However, we argue that developers and testers can contribute
more with accessibility testing to deliver a better end product.

Our study of accessibility testing methods was limited in
number of participants and the size of the evaluated applica-
tion, hence, future work should explore the different accessibil-
ity testing methods for other software solutions. More research
on cost benefit evaluation in accessibility testing should be
done, and it would be interesting to evaluate more testing
methods and place these in the agile accessibility spiral.
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Abstract—Nowadays, more and more web applications are devel-
oped to provide their services over the Internet. In addition to
functionalities, performance characteristics, including response
time, throughput, latency, stability etc., are key factors when
selecting appropriate web applications. However, complex archi-
tectures, fast changing requirements, strict quality criteria and
time to market pressure all impose difficulties and complexities
on testing activities. Therefore, for software testers, how to
evaluate and ensure performance characteristics systematically
and efficiently becomes a critical challenge. In this paper, an
approach for automatic performance testing for Representational
State Transfer (REST)-based web applications is introduced.
Based on Application Programming Interface (API) document
and test cases, the proposed approach employs natural language
processing (NLP) to parse, match and generate test scripts for
performance testing tool automatically. It not only eases the
burden of test scripts design, implementation and maintenance
efforts on software testers, but also facilitates the execution of
performance testing tasks.

Keywords–Performance testing; web application; software test-
ing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software companies and service providers develop more
and more web applications to provide their services over the
Internet. In addition to functionalities, potential users will
consider performance characteristics, including response time,
throughput, latency, stability, etc. when selecting appropriate
web applications for their tasks [1]. Nowadays, in order to
fulfill various functional and quality requirements from users,
the complexity of web applications is increasing dramatically.
Multi-tier considerations, the composition of different soft-
ware components, architecture concerns, distributed or cluster
designs, and data processing mechanisms, all impose design
and implementation complexities on web applications. Thus,
the difficulties of testing activities arise correspondingly [2].
Furthermore, fast changing requirements and time to market
pressure could worsen the situation. In such circumstances,
software testers need to frequently create or refine test cases,
redesign and implement corresponding test scripts, and execute
test scripts to acquire results for further actions. Therefore, how
to evaluate and ensure the performance characteristics of web
applications systematically and efficiently is a critical issue for
software testers [3].

In this paper, an approach for automatic performance
testing for REST-based web applications is introduced. It
aims to provide software testers with an integrated process
from test cases design, automatic test scripts generation, to

test execution. Two major software artifacts, including APIs
document and test cases, generated from the software de-
velopment process are used in the proposed approach. APIs
document describes information about functionalities provided
by specific web application. On the other hand, test cases
depict the test scenarios designed by software testers. Through
the composition of necessary APIs, the test scenario can be
achieved for testing tasks. Based on APIs document and test
cases, the proposed approach uses NLP [4] to parse and match
corresponding test cases and API, and then generate test scripts
for performance testing tool automatically. On the one hand,
it eases the burden of test scripts design, implementation
and maintenance efforts on software testers. On the other
hand, software testers can focus more on the design of test
cases and the analysis of test results. Finally, it facilitates the
execution of performance testing tasks through automation.
Thus, the performance characteristics of web applications can
be identified efficiently for further actions on development,
operation and maintenance tasks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews related studies. Section III describes the design of
the proposed architecture and Section IV presents the usage
of the architecture. Finally, Section V presents conclusion and
future works.

II. RELATED WORK

In this Section, related studies about automatic test
cases generation are introduced. Nébut, Fleurey, Traon, and
Jézéquel [5] proposed an approach for automating the gener-
ation of test scenarios from use cases. Through the developed
transition system, the approach synthesized and generated
test cases based on use cases extended with contracts. Jiang
and Ding [6] also designed a framework for automatically
generating test cases from textual use cases. By using use cases
in specific format, the framework built an activity table for
constructing EFSM (Extended Finite State Machine), which is
the base for test cases generation. Lipka et al. [7] presented a
method for semi-automated generation of test scenarios based
on textual use cases. The method derived the scenarios from
use cases with annotations and then generated the sequence of
method invocations for testing. Landhäußer and Genaid [8]
proposed the usage of ontology to present the relationship
among source code, natural language elements of user stories
and test scripts. Through the ontology, the test steps and
related artifacts (e.g., APIs and test scripts) can be identified
and reused for testing new user stories. Wang et al. [9]
proposed an approach that automatically generates executable
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Figure 1. Overview of the automatic performance testing architecture.

system test cases from use case specifications and a domain
model. NLP is also used in the approach to extract behavioral
information from use cases for test automation. Chen and
Miao [10] presented an automatic approach to generate test
scripts automatically against JavaScript. The study parsed test
cases in XML format and generated Java code for Selenium
to execute testing tasks.

To sum up, several studies discussed about the automatic
generation of test cases for testing tasks. Based on previous
studies, the gap between test scenarios and test scripts is
considered in this study through the matching of test cases
and APIs document to achieve more automatic testing. In
addition, the integrated environment and process for facilitating
automatic testing is designed and introduced in this paper.

III. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

Fig. 1 depicts the design of the automatic performance test-
ing architecture. Major actors and components are described
as follows.

• Software Testers: Software testers are responsible
for all the testing activities throughout the software
development process. Generally, the testing activities
include (1) identify test environment, (2) identify per-
formance acceptance criteria, (3) plan and design tests,
(4) configure the test environment, (5) implement the
test design, (6) execute the test, and (7) analyze results,
report and retest [11]. In the proposed approach,
software testers can focus on the planning and the
design of test cases based on requirements or quality
criteria. The implementation and the execution of tests
can be achieved automatically.

• Software Developers: Based on specific software
development process, software developers perform re-
quirement analysis, design, implementation and main-
tenance tasks to web applications. The implementation
will be committed to code repository for version
control and continuous delivery. Besides, software
developers should update modifications to the API
Catalog in the proposed architecture correspondingly.

• Test Case: Software testers are responsible for the
design, implementation and maintenance of test cases
based on requirements and specifications. Generally,
test cases include preconditions, test steps, postcondi-
tions, and expected results. Test cases can be preserved
and managed by test case management systems. In
addition, several test case management systems (e.g.,
Testopia [12]) provide APIs for external access of
specific contents within test cases. In the architecture,
the test case will be retrieved and analyzed by a test
case parser.

• Test Case Parser: The test case parser is responsible
for analyzing the test steps written in test case. By
using NLP, major components can be analyzed and
identified, including cardinal number (CD), singular
noun (NN), plural noun (NNS), verb (VB), determiner
(DT), to (TO), etc. Basically, CD can be considered
as the configurations (e.g., number of users and work-
load) in the performance test case. NN and NNS could
be actors, specific objects and the system, respectively.
Finally, VB may indicate specific operations of the
system. The analysis result can be used to match
corresponding APIs and determine configurations in
test scripts.

• API Catalog: The API catalog helps software de-
velopers to create, update, query and maintain API
documents for software systems. Famous API cata-
logs [13] or API management services [14] include
Swagger, WSO2 API Management, Apigee, 3Scale,
etc. It is anticipated that software developers update
API documents to the API catalog once changes
happen. Thus, the API information will be kept up to
date with the committed code and the deployed test
target.

• API Parser: The API parser is responsible for ana-
lyzing components in an API document. In recent web
applications, REST has emerged as the foundation and
development principle of the web architecture [15]. A
RESTful web service contains three major aspects: the
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Figure 2. API catalog for web application Smart Tourism Taiwan.

URL of the service, the communication data, and the
operations supported by HTTP methods. Through the
parsed result, the information about how to invoke the
service can be identified.

• Test Script Generator: The test script generator is
used to generate corresponding test scripts based on
test case and API documents. Three major compo-
nents, the API Mapper, the Test Parameter Configu-
rator and the Test Script Builder, are included in the
test script generator. Firstly, the API mapper analyzes
the parsed result of test case, searches and maps cor-
responding APIs based on the information extracted
from API catalog. If a specific API is matched, the
information described in the API document is parsed
and obtained. Secondly, test parameter configurator
helps to identify configurations (e.g., number of users
and workload) described in test case. Finally, based
on the information extracted from test case and API
document, the performance test script conformed to
specific format of test tool is generated by the test
script builder.

• Test Tool After the generation of performance test
script, the test tool loads and executes the test script
to test the target system. In current design, Apache
JMeter [16] is selected as the test tool in the perfor-
mance testing architecture.

IV. CASE DEMONSTRATION

A web application “Smart Tourism Taiwan” [17] is used
to describe the usage of the automatic performance testing
architecture. The information of all the APIs are managed
by Swagger, and Fig. 2 depicts the screenshot of partial
API information. The test case is “1000 users find top ten
attractions.” Through NLP, “1000” can be identified and
used as the input of “ThreadGroup.num threads” for thread
configuration (number of users) in jmx for JMeter. On the
other hand, based on the information (API classification,
URL and description) from Swagger and NLP result, the
API ’/attraction/findTopTen’ can be identified. Then, the in-
formation of “Request URL” can be parsed and used as
the input of “HTTPSampler.domain,” “HTTPSampler.path,”
“Argument.name,” and “Argument.value” in jmx for JMeter.
Based on the content parsed and retrieved from test case and
API document, the test script can be built for JMeter for
performance testing tasks.

V. CONCLUSION

Performance characteristics are important factors when
users select and use web applications. Due to growing com-
plexity of web applications and the fast changing requirements,
efficient and systematic performance evaluation will be the
key for further development, operation and maintenance tasks.
In this paper, an approach for automatic performance testing
for REST-based web applications was introduced. It used
NLP to parse and match test cases and API document, and
then generate test scripts for the performance testing tool
automatically. Through the approach, the burden of software
testers can be eased and the performance testing tasks can
be facilitated efficiently. A demo case was also introduced to
describe the feasibility of the design. Future works include
the identification and modeling of test cases to better analyze
and realize the purpose of testing tasks. In addition, the API
document can be indexed (e.g., by Apache Solr [18]) for
better identification, setting and deployment for more flexible
and complex test scenarios. Furthermore, the precision of API
matching will be analyzed quantitatively and the false positive
should be handled. Finally, the overall design will be deployed
and evaluated in the development process of various REST-
based web applications.
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Abstract—The construction of reports in software engineering,
although considered a simple task, is sometimes extremely
difficult for the developer, especially if the report has a rich
amount of detail and web software as a backdrop. This article
will show how you can reduce the stress of developers using
agile methodologies, such as Test Driven Development (TDD)
associated with Mock Objects. Software testing is gaining the
attention of software scholars because of the huge impact on the
quality they produce and of the reduced delivery time. This study
was driven by a shortage of literature and comes, as appropriate,
to demonstrate how it is possible to reduce the drudgery of
creating reports using open source tools like Jaspersoft and
their implementers, such as IReport, along with the Eclipse
IDE. The study was based on experiments carried out in the
Brazilian Army’s Performance Management Project, with a team
of professionals who used mock objects to save time and improve
performance gain speed and which also used performance in
conducting their work and also the TDD Methodology as the
main reference. From the results, empirical observation showed
us the best and worst aspects encountered by participants during
their work.

Keywords–TDD, Test Driven Development; Mock Objects;
Reports.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Brazilian Army’s Performance Management project,
materialized in a corporate system of the same name, the
“SGD”, or “PMS” - Performance Management System, came
into the world in order to carry out and follow the evaluations
of its internal public, whose final destination is the subsidy
decision-making of subsidies for several finalistic programs.
The project has become a priority in the high command of
the Brazilian Army, and there were several factors that led to
such a distinction. However, what most drew attention was how
quickly it got off the ground and won the web pages in the form
of robust and efficient software. The system was completed in
six months of development. In the seventh month, the system
went into production as planned. The project’s success was
due to the fact that the project manager had decided to use
agile methodologies, such as Test Driven Development (TDD),
throughout the project development phase.

This case study will permeate some definitions, guiding
and reinforcing the experiences developed along the Brazilian
Army’s Performance Management project, and showing why
the TDD process has been tenaciously important in the
software development process.

What caught the eye with the production of reports using
mock objects was the increased pace of implementation,
as well as the reduced fatigue of programmers. Such
improvements led to an increase in the satisfaction of business
owners due to the high demand for increasingly rich reports.

The results were obtained by performing an experiment
conducted in the General Headquarters of the Brazilian Army,
Such experiment followed empirical methodologies, allowing
us to observe the best and worst aspects encountered by
members of the participating teams.

For a better understanding, this paper is structured as
follows: Section 2 presents several concepts on the subject at
hand, as well as some major works reported in the community.
This is very important because we found basis in the research
literature that supports the experiments that were conducted.
The Section 3 describes how the experiment was conducted,
the subject of this study, the methodologies used and the
composition of the teams that performed in it. The Section
4 presents the results, collected in the light of the experiment,
using previously selected indicators.

II. RELATED WORKS

The utilization of Mock Object simulates the behavior of
complex real objects and are therefore very useful when used
in conjunction with TDD practices. This section explores some
of the literature on the subject.

A. The Problem of Errors

A study published by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology[1] and also by the United States Department
of Commerce reveals that software errors cost around $60
billion to the US economy each year. Much has been said
about techniques to minimize the catastrophic effect caused
by software errors, as we see in Borges [1]. Such techniques
include reusing code that has been widely tested and is trusted,
as well as exhaustive verification techniques and validation
tests performed by a team of testers.

As reported in Leon and Kochs [2], agile methodologies
create ever-growing controversy, having their true effectiveness
auestioned and putting their advocates in a heated battle
of claims. However, the practice has shown that processes
arising from the agile methodology bring many benefits for
development, culminating in the satisfaction of clients.
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Fig. 1 shows that the use of agile methodologies can
systematically reduce the cost of making code changes.
Regarding this, Beck [3] believes that the following are key
aspects of agile methodologies:

• Effective (fast and adaptive) response to
change;

• Effective communication among all
stakeholders;

• Drawing the customer onto the team;
• Organizing a team so that it is in control

of the work performed; Quick, incremental
delivery of software.

According Baumeister and Wirsing [4], there are benefits
to an evolutionary approach in which the developer writes the
test before they write the functional code needed to satisfy that
test.

Below, we can see a graphical representation of this study.

Figure 1. Agility and the Cost of Change [3]

B. The TDD as Tonic

TDD is defined as a set of techniques of Extreme
Programming (XP) associated with agile methodologies.

According to Beck [5], an agile method could be compared
to driving a car, where the driver has the task of driving the
vehicle to his destination safely, without committing traffic
offenses.

According Baumeister and Wirsing [6], there are benefits
to an evolutionary approach in which the developer writes the
test before he writes the functional code needed to satisfy that
test.

According to Marrero and Settle [7], TDD is a way
to reflect on modeling before writing the code itself. But
as reported by Baumeister and Wirsing [6], the testdriven
development is a programming technique where the main goal
is to write clean functional code from a test that has failed.

According to a manifesto published in 2001 [3], we see
that:

We are uncovering better ways of developing
software by doing it and helping others do it.
Through this work we have come to value:

• Individuals and interactions over processes
and tools;

• Working software over comprehensive
documentation;

• Customer collaboration over contract
negotiation;

• Responding to change over following a plan
That is, while there is value in the items on
the right, we value the items on the left more.

As Fowler has shown in [8] developers should worry about
performing a refactoring of the code in order to optimize it
more and more, and TDD processes are perfectly consonant
with this approach.

Fig. 2 illustrates the TDD methodology. Note that, while
the traditional approach first encodes the main business rule
for later testing, the general idea of the TDD is to mitigate
the code through unit testing until it passes the test [9], where
frameworks like JUnit (Java) are often used by more savvy
developers.

Figure 2. Concept of the TDD, in general lines [10]

C. Mock Objects par Excellence

The main ground of TDD is to use intensive testing, even
before coding the main object. Therefore, the concept of Mock
Objects fits like a glove, from which false objects could be
created and tested with the main code, to obtain the desired
result.

A mock object, according Mackinnon et al [11], is a
substitute implementation to emulate another domain code.
It has to be simpler than the actual code, not a duplicate
implementation, and allow you to set your status to help the
test.

As seen in Stroustrup and Lenkov [12], it can be difficult to
conceive detailed unit testing in scoped languages such as Java,
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without breaking the scope. To remedy that, the unit testing
technique for field packs was created.

Fowler is emphatic when he says [13]:

“The term Mock Objects has become a popular
one to describe special case objects that mimic real
objects for testing. Most language environments now
have frameworks that make it easy to create mock
objects. What’s often not realized, however, is that
mock objects are but one form of special case test
object, one that enables a different style of testing”.

From what we can presume, and as we pointed out in
the text above, the use of Mock Objects is not limited to
performing unit testing using JUnit or similar frameworks.
Rather, Mock Objects are flexible enough to perform tests for
various purposes. In the case of our experiment, it was used
to build reports. The results were measured and scientifically
proven, and have brought many benefits to our team of
developers, allowing greater flexibility in the process.

Testing with Mock Objects has been the key to solving
problems, as it transfers the actual behavior of the object to
a close-to-real fictional situation, being in perfect conformity
with the principle of Demeter Law [14]:

“Code with the encapsulation of ideas and
modularity, easily following the object-oriented
technique to the programmer... while minimizing
code duplication, the number of method arguments,
and the number of methods per class.”

Nevertheless, Freeman et al. [15] state the following:

“Mock Objects is an extension to Test-Driven
Development that supports good Object-Oriented
design by guiding the discovery of a coherent system
of types within a code base. It turns out to be less
interesting as a technique for isolating tests from
third-party libraries than is widely thought.”

According to Brown and Tapolcsanyi [16], Mock Objects
are divided into patterns, as we can see in Table 1:

TABLE I. PATTERNS CATALOG FOR MOCK OBJECTS [16].

Pattern Name Synopsis
MockObject Basic mock object pattern

that allows for testing
a unit in isolation by
faking communication with
collaborating objects.

Test Stubs
MockObject via Factory A way of generating mock

objects, utilizing existing
factory methods.

Self Shunt Unit Test code serves as the
mock object by passing an
instance of itself.

Pass in Mock Collaborator Pass in a mock object in place
of the actual collaborating
object.

Mock Object via Delegator Creates a mock
implementation of a
collaborating interface in
the Test class or mock object.

The following patterns will be added next year for
2004 PLOP:
-Mock Objects via CrossPoints;

-Write Testable Code; and
-Mock Object with Guard.

During the experiments conducted in this study, as seen in
the table, we used the Mock Object described below.

III. THE EXPERIENCE

1) The Mock Object used: According to Brown and
Tapolcsanyi [16] and Fowler [13] Mock Objects can be used
to build repeatable, automated, and highly leveraged Unit
Tests. In many cases, setting up Mock Object frameworks that
“emulate” the real world objects is necessary. Thus, the pattern
used in the experiment was the Self Shunt. This pattern fit like
a glove, as the Java report-creation operations are extremely
repetitive, bringing some fatigue obstacles and construction
time.

Fig. 3 shows the report to be created in the experiment,
just to get an idea of the complexity of development. From
there, a mock object containing all the data would be used to
create form this report using fictitious data.

Figure 3. Report template that served as “guide” to build the report.

Professionals in JasperReports know the difficulty in
formatting a report as complex as this, so much so that some
prefer not to venture. However, reports provide a lot of function
points as a measure to estimate the system size, ensuring larger,
more rewarding results from a financial point of view [17].
Therefore, no software factory will ignore this practice.
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To aid in the experiment, the stakeholders have provided
a psychologist, whose main function would be to analyze the
developers over of the more cognitive aspects, such as fatigue,
while also monitoring of the interviews.

2) Description of Experiment: The team of the Brazilian
Armys Performance Management Project performed the
experiment. It was conducted in an isolated room, and carried
out by three pairs of certified developers, all of which were
timed, in accordance to the following:

TABLE II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIENCE.

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT Create a complex report of one of the
system’s activities, SGD, containing a
relatively heavy image and 45 attributes.

USED TOOLS Programming language: Java other
tools: IDE Eclipse, JUnit and IReport.

METHODOLOGY Alpha team: Development using TDD
only.
Beta team: Development using TDD
with Mock Object;

TIMING The stopwatches were linked at
the beginning of implementation
experiment, but had no finishing time
preset.

A. Sequence of Activities
First, we conceived the construction of a report, where the

sequence of the activities of developers should rotate around
through the steps shown in Fig. 4:

Figure 4. Report construction with TDD

Performing that activity to build reports with the
aforementioned tools is extremely strenuous, since the
developer uses a lot of manual effort to draw pictures, frames,
lines and put texts in places previously defined by the template
that serves as a guide, see Fig. 3. The time spent on the activity
could harm the progress of timelines, creating frustrations and
stress. Because of this, the developer should focus their tasks
exactly in this manual effort, not worrying about the collection
and processing of data, and thus gaining additional time.

When using Eclipse IDE, developer reports required the
execution of a “refresh” in preparation for the report, after
refactoring and recompiling the report. Only after that could
they call the run-time report. Such process is tiresome and
time-consuming. When running a report he needed to go to

the database and bring the data to fill the report. This does not
seem very productive.

Before connecting the chronometers, each team received
the complete description for making the Mock Object and the
corresponding business rules, consisting of:

1) Alpha Team: The report should present the data from
a database, consisting basically of an object with 45
attributes and one more consisting of type byte array
- an image. It was delivered to staff together with the
business rules for the connection and information, as
well as a report template as a guide, Fig. 3.

2) Beta Team: The report should present the data from a
Mock Object, consisting basically of an object with
45 attributes and one more consisting of type byte
array - an image. It was explained also that this object
should be an identical copy of the original object. The
names of the attributes for making the Mock Object
were delivered along with the business rules as well
as the report template as a guide, Fig. 3.

IV. RESULTS

For a better understanding, we have grouped the results
into two subsections, with the metrics in the first subsection
and the analysis in the second.

A. Presentation
Prior to the experiment, we created an index to measure

the work of developers around seven items we deem relevant
for the study. This index was scaled from 2 to 10 points. To
understand it better, Table 3 shows this index in more detail.
Fig. 5, along with Table 4, present the final result of the
experiment.

TABLE III. DESCRIPTION AND CONTENT OF THE INDEXES.

Index Orientation index
10 Higher than expected.
8 Sometimes higher than expected.
6 Expected.
4 Sometimes lower than expected.
2 Below expected.

Figure 5. Results with seven variables.
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Where:

1) Time: Average Results of chronometers after delivery
of work, marked to the accuracy of seconds;

2) Fatigue: The developer reported extreme tiredness,
often interpreted as a painful sensation, result of
physical and mental effort;

3) Difficulty: The developer reported feeling some
difficulty performing the work required;

4) Hits: By examining the code, the developer has
submitted correct answers;

5) Visual quality: On visual inspection, the work
presented refinements;

6) Implementation: correct implementation of the
business rules and alignment with the template which
was the implementation guide;

7) Interruptions: The developer interrupted the
proceedings to ask questions.

Table 4 shows the final result of the experiment, the time
spent per each participant to carry out the work, and the
number of interruptions of each to the removal of doubts.

TABLE IV. TIMEKEEPING TEAMS.

Team Developer Time Interruptions
A 1 3h 35m 37s 6

2 3h 15m 08s 5
3 3h 25m 15s 7

B 4 1h 35m 47s 4
5 1h 15m 22s 6
6 1h 40m 57s 4

The Time column displays the time, we measurements for
all developers and the Interruptions column shows the stops
made to clear doubts from developers in relation to business
rules considered by them as confusing. Each participant
possessed their corresponding timer, in order not to invalidate
the experiment.

B. Analysis

Analyzing the results, we confirmed our suspicions and
were not surprised that the Beta Team presented the best
performance, both from a qualitative point of view, as well as
quantitative. The disparities are more relevant in the following
items: Fatigue, Time and Difficulty. Notably, the Fatigue
presented by Alpha Team was most notorious.

TIME

In relation to the measured time, we see that no individual
participant fulfilled the expectations. However, the Beta Team,
which used Mock Objects, spent nearly half the time of the
Alpha Team to solve the problem. Fig. 6 shows the data of
Table 4 in a chart showing the real-time taken from their
stopwatches on the y-axis, where we can see more clearly the
disparity. The developer 6 from Beta Team has most experience
among the other.

Figure 6. Analysis of time developers.

FATIGUE

Fig. 7 shows the measurement of fatigue. Such
measurement was done empirically, by conducting interviews
with developers. The score was measured based on reports
and on a psychological evaluation. To this regard, a second
interview was necessary, this time with a psychologist, to
evaluate the general conditions of the participants and greater
accuracy of the calculation. The graph below is materializing
these indexes.

Figure 7. Analysis of fatigue developers.

TIME x FATIGUE

Analyzing fatigue and time, side by side, we can see a
huge disparity between the teams. It can be seen quite clearly
that the Beta Team, represented by the participants 4, 5 and
6, showed less wear than the Alfa team. It was a result we
expected, since the Beta team was the one who was using
Mock Object in the experiment. This analysis can be seen in
detail in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8. Relationship between time and fatigue.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the use of Mock Objects with
TDD, a few quotes on the subject and an experiment in the
laboratory which demonstrates the practice of this activity. The
experiment had two multidisciplinary teams that conducted a
study, consisting of the preparation of a report considered quite
complex, using the IReport and Eclipse IDE tools, the use of
timing and direct observation of the leader.

For the experiment, seven items were submitted for
evaluation: elaboration time, fatigue presented by the
developers, perception of difficulty reported by the
participants, number of hits, visual quality of the work,
correct implementation of business rules and the number of
interruptions per participant. Each of the items were measured
empirically by using a scale of 2 to 10. For the analysis
of results, we infer that the adoption of Mock Objects
can be a good strategy when work requires great effort
from developers. However, one more refined analysis of the
situation may provide better subsidies for decision-making.

There is strong evidence for the growth of TDD practice
in future. In recent years, the academic community has been
conducting various experiments to show empirically that TDD
helps the software development process. Some of these studies
are done by professors well known in the community, such
as prof. Laurie Williams (North Carolina State University)
[18] and Prof. David Janzen (California Polytechnic State
University) [19].

The Brazilian Army collaborated with researchers 
providing the means to carry out this work, bringing an 
important contribution to the science of Software Engineering. 
Based on the studies in this field, we believe that the TDD 
process will continue to be of interest to researchers.
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Abstract—— The automation of software testing has played an 

important role in assessing the quality of software prior to 

delivering the product to the market. Several practices to 

introduce test automation are found both in the literature and 

in practice. However, most of these are not directly related to 

how automation practices could be systematically introduced 

into a software development context. Therefore, this paper 

describes a study which is still in progress on the best practices 

of test automation and how they can be systematically 

introduced into the software development process. It is in this 

context that this article presents and describes FAST – 

Framework for Automating Software Testing and does so by 

defining automation levels, areas and practice areas. The 

methodology used for this research is based on a systematic 

review of the literature, empirical research, a focus group and a 

case study. The initial general approach of the framework has 

been defined and will undergo this method of evaluation in 

order to collect feedback and identify improvements that need 

to be made in order to produce the complete version of the 

framework. 

Keywords - software testing automation; software testing; 

process improvement; software quality. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Test automation is the use of software to support test 
activities. It is considered an important topic of research and 
has been intensively studied in the literature [25]. However, 
despite its wide use, there are still gaps between existing 
approaches to test automation and its use in the software 
industry. The process of test automation needs time to mature: 
the creation of an infrastructure for tests for automation 
requires time and for automation-related processes to mature 
[25]. If the strategy for introducing automation in a project 
were to be inappropriate, this would not allow the company to 
reap the benefits related to test automation. Moreover, a large 
amount of time and resources is needed to support testing 
activities in the software development process [21]. For 
example, based on the model developed by Kit [17], it is 
estimated that software testing uses up to 80% of the total cost 
of software development, while the use of test automation 
could reduce the software development effort by up to 50%. 
Fewster [8] states that automating the running of tests is 
becoming more popular due to the need to improve the quality 
of software, whilst the complexity of software systems is 
becoming greater.  

Despite the need to provide test automation techniques, 
there is still a lack of approaches and guidelines to assist with 
the design, implementation, and maintenance of test 
automation approaches [33]. Based on the gaps derived from 
observations in the software industry and on academic 
research, the problem related to this study can be stated as: 
How should software test automation be introduced in the 
software development process? 

The main goal of this research is to produce a framework 
for software testing that could be used by the software industry 
to support the systematic introduction of test automation in the 
software development process. More specifically, we propose 
a test automation framework to reduce costs and improve 
product quality during the life-cycle of software development. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
gives a review of the literature followed, in Section 3, by a 
description of the research methodology. Section 4 introduces 
the technical approach and how it has been assessed so far. 
Finally, Section 5 contains some concluding remarks and 
offers suggestions for future studies. 

II. LITERATURE BACKGROUND 

This study is based on the concepts and theory associated 
with testing in the software engineering domain, more 
precisely in the area of test automation. Many of the tasks and 
activities of tests can be automated, as can aspects of testing 
techniques. Many additional test tasks and activities can be 
supported by software-based tools, such as test case 
management; test monitoring and control; test data 
generation; static analysis; test case generation; test case 
execution; test environment implementation and 
maintenance; and session-based testing [14]. 

With a view to improving software quality, some studies 
present technical approaches to introduce testing within the 
software development context, by defining maturity models. 
Over the years, some maturity models and approaches have 
been developed, including models specifically related to the 
software testing area (those related to this study), as well as 
generic ones. 

The first model to appear was the Software Capability 
Maturity Model – CMM-SW [23]. From that point on, some 
models appeared in order to present maturity models in the  
test process, such as MMAST [20], TAP [29], TMM [30], 
TCMM [2], TIM [7], TPI [19], TOM [32], TSM [11], TMMI 
[31], MPT.Br [10], and TAIM [6]. Besides these, some 
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maturity models mention best practices for software 
development processes, without specifically focusing on 
testing discipline, such as CMM-SW [23], CMMI [28] and 
MPS.Br [27]. However, most of the test automation-related 
studies are defined as maturity models. These require levels of 
implementation and maturity assessment and this is one of the 
differences between these models and the one set out in this 
article.  

In addition, except for Test Automation Improvement 
Model (TAIM), these models do not directly address 
techniques to introduce test automation into software 
development and therefore they do not answer the research 
question that this paper poses. On the other hand, TAIM 
presents a model based on measurement to support 
automation and the steps for improvement to be followed in 
10 key areas and 1 general area. This approach is defined as a 
maturity model but it does not show what steps towards 
maturity must be taken in order to introduce automation. 

Another approach related to this is the Maturity Model for 
Automated Software Testing (MMAST). This is a model that 
was developed for manufacturers of computerized medical 
equipment and its purpose is to define the appropriate level of 
automation into which an equipment manufacturer fits. It has 
four maturity levels: Level 1 - accidental automation, level 2 
- beginning automation, level 3 - intentional automation and 
Level 4 - advanced automation. Despite being a maturity 
model, it has neither key areas nor process areas and its 
description is very broad and does not include matters as to 
how test automation can, in fact, be performed. 

The Testing Assessment Program (TAP) is a maturity 
model which consists of 5 maturity levels, namely: initial and 
ad hoc (chaotic); repeatable and intuitive; defined qualitative; 
quantitative managed; and optimizing continuous 
improvement. Maturity is evaluated based on four key areas, 
namely: goals, people, management and techniques. however, 
the literature has only superficial descriptions of the model 
that impede it from making a more detailed analysis. 

Test Maturity Model (TMM) is a model with 5 maturity 
levels: Level 1 - initial, Level 2 - phase definition, Level 3 - 
integration, Level 4 - management and measurement and 
Level 5 - optimization/ defect prevention and quality control. 
However, TMM does not discuss any issue directly related to 
test automation. 

Testing Capability Maturity Model (TCMM) consists of 5 
maturity levels: initial, repeatable, defined, managed and 
optimizing. The model includes key areas for each maturity 
level. However, the little information available does not 
describe TCCM appropriately so that what automation issues 
are present in the model can be analyzed. 

Testability Support Model (TSM) was developed with a 
view to identifying actions that can improve the ability that a 
system has to be testable. This has three levels of maturity and 
6 Key Support Areas, namely: Software Engineering 
Infrastructure, Project plans, Product information, Software 
design, Testware and Test environments. However, there is 
little information available on the model that enables it to be 
analyzed in greater depth.  

Test Improvement Model (TIM) is a model intended to 
guide testing functions in their improvement work which has 

a four-step improvement ladder. The initial level has been 
given the number zero, as it is a non-compliance level and the 
other levels are numbered from 1 to 4, namely: Level 1 – 
optimizing, Level 2 – risk-lowering, Level 3 – cost-
effectiveness and Level 4 – baseline. It has 5 key areas, 
namely: organization; planning and tracking; test case, 
testware and reviews. In its scope, testware deals with the 
actual testing procedures that are run, the support software, the 
data sets that are used to run the tests, and the supporting 
documentation. It includes managing the configuration of 
testware and the use of testware and tools. The model also 
mentions that tools can assist in performing non-creative and 
repetitive tasks, such as running the same test cases several 
times and automating testing activities. However, no 
guidelines are presented to support them 

The Test Process Improvement Model (TPI) has 3 levels 
and 14 scales. Each level consists of a number of scales and 
these indicate which key areas need to be improved. The 
levels are: controlled, efficient and optimizing. The model 
also has 20 key areas, 1 of which is testware management. The 
model states that testing products (testware) should be 
maintainable and reusable and so they must be managed. Yet, 
test automation itself is absent in the model. 

The objective of the Organization Testing Maturity Model 
(TOM) is to identify and prioritize organizational bottlenecks 
and generate solutions to these problems. A questionnaire is 
used to identify and prioritize both the symptoms and 
suggestions for improvement. Despite its name, it is not 
characterized as maturity model, as its focus is to solve 
problems and not improve testing in the organization, and 
there is no information on test automation. 

The Test Maturity Model Integration (TMMi) is a model 
for improving the testing process developed as a guide and 
reference framework. It follows the staged version of CMMI, 
and also uses the concepts of maturity levels for evaluating 
and improving the testing process. TMMi consists of 5 
maturity levels, namely: Level 1 - initial; Level 2 - managed; 
Level 3 - defined; Level 4 - measured; and Level 5 - 
optimization. Each level of maturity presents a set of process 
areas that must maturity at that level, in which each level of 
maturity is the starting point for the next level. 

Despite being a maturity model specifically for the test 
area and its having systematic ways to enter the practice of 
software testing in the context of projects under development, 
it does not have a process area specifically dedicated to tools 
and/or test automation, nor does it include systematic 
suggestions for improving testing automation. 

The Brazilian Maturity Model for Testing (MPT.BR) is a 
reference model that defines, implements and improves 
testing processes based on its being continuously improved. It 
also tackles the same approach to improving the testing 
process by using process areas that include the best practices 
of testing activities throughout the testing life cycle of the 
product. The model has 5 maturity levels, namely: Level 1 - 
partially managed; Level 2 - managed; Level 3 - defined; 
Level 4 - prevention of defects and Level 5 - automation and 
optimization. 

Within the ambit of test automation, the model shows the 
process area of Automation of Executing the Test (AET), the 
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purpose of which is to develop and maintain a strategy to 
automate the running of the test. This process area comprises 
the following list of specific practices:  

 Defining the objectives of the automation regime; 

 Defining criteria for selecting test cases for 
automation; 

 Defining a framework for automating testing;  

 Managing automated testing incidents; 

 Ensuring adherence to the objectives of automation; 
and  

 Analyzing the return on investment in automation. 
Although the specific practices have a systematic way for 

introducing testing, they are still vague as to identifying the 
moment at which automation is to be performed. There is no 
specific information on introducing automation into the 
software development process, besides its not saying which 
testing levels can be automated. The written format is generic 
and comprehensive, into which every type of automation can 
fit. However, it does not help choosing where automation 
should start and what benefits can be achieved. 

Therefore, this article puts forward a framework that can 
fill this gap in current research and aids taking a more flexible 
approach, for which there are no strict steps for introducing 
practices as this is in a maturity model. In this context, the next 
section will detail the research methodology associated with 
this study. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The research methodology planned for this study has three 
phases. The first is a Bibliographical Review, which 
comprises an exploratory review and a systematic review and 
the second is that of defining the Proposal. The latter is 
developed, underpinned by an empirical research including 
conducting interviews in the industry. The third phase is 
Evaluation, which will be conducted by using a focus group 
and a case study. Fig. 1 illustrates this approach. 

Figure 1.  The design of the research activities | Source: author. 

A. Exploratory Review 

An exploratory review, or a bibliographical review, is a 
critical, meticulous and comprehensive analysis of current 
publications in a given field of knowledge. It is an important 

step in the research, since it supports understanding the subject 
of research and assessment, if this is worth studying, and 
provides insights into how a researcher can define the scope 
for a particular area of interest [4]. The literature review 
correlates the research to the ongoing dialogue in the 
extensive literature, thereby filling in gaps and extending prior 
studies [22]. 

The main objective of this research instrument is to 
identify and explore publications related to the area being 
studied in order to learn how this problem has been 
approached and analyzed in previous studies with a view to 
reaching a better understanding of the research problem being 
investigated. 

An ad-hoc bibliographical review has been undertaken by 
conducting searches of the scientific libraries available, such 
as IEEE Explorer, Engineering Village (including Inspec and 
Compendex), Scopus, ACM, Google Scholar and Springer. 

B. Systematic Review 

According to Kitchenham [18], a systematic review of the 
literature is a way to identify, assess and interpret all relevant 
research available on a specific research question, or related 
phenomena of interest. 

In order to achieve these benefits, a systematic review is 
under development which will be used to help assess the 
benefits and limitations of software testing automation and to 
analyze how the cost and quality of software is affected as a 
result of introducing automation practices.  

In this research, an analysis is made of material published 
between 2005 and 2015, based on the main libraries such as 
IEEE Explorer, Engineering Village (including Inspec and 
Compendex), Scopus, ACM, Google Scholar and Springer. In 
addition, several relevant journals and conference proceedings 
are examined under the manual method. This is work-in-
progress, during which data are being extracted by automatic 
searches. These data will be used to synthesize this study and 
report the results. 

This systematic review is very important because it will 
ensure that all relevant studies in the literature are mapped. 
This will underpin how best to define the strategy needed to 
introduce test automation and guarantee that all related work 
is known and assessed in this research. 

C. Empirical Research with Interview 

The empirical research with interview, based on experts’ 
opinion, was one of the methods chosen to support this study. 
This consists of a comprehensive system for collecting 
information to describe, compare or explain knowledge, 
attitudes and behavior [24]. 

A group of experts in software testing automation was 
selected in order to collect their opinions, attitudes and 
expectations about the research questions for this study.  

The survey was organized in three parts. The objective of 
Part 1 was to gather personal information and information on 
the professional background. The goal of Part 2 was to 
validate the problems of test automation, and this included 
analyzing the challenges, problems, benefits of the testing 
automation area and determining what gaps there are. Part 3 
focused on analyzing the automation strategy used in the 
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companies, and included questions about the test strategy, 
levels of automation and technologies used. Finally, the aim 
of Part 4 was to evaluate what opinions experts have as to the 
hypothesis of this study.  

This survey was applied to 4 experts on testing, 2 of whom 
work in England and the other 2 in Brazil. They work directly 
on test activities in their companies and each of them has had 
more than ten years’ experience in testing. 

The results from Part 2 mainly showed that there is a 
shortage of qualified professional who can engage on test 
automation and this makes it harder to introduce automation 
practices into a project. Moreover, the lack of senior 
management support also makes it more difficult to include 
automation practices in a project. Moreover, the difficulties 
faced in setting up an automation environment is also an 
impediment, as is the need for rework on tests assets due to 
changes made in requirements.   

In Part 2, the benefits gained from test automation were: 
an increase in the team’s velocity; more frequent delivery of 
working software; code continuous integration; fast execution 
of a group of test cases; parallel work can be done while tests 
are running; better visibility of code test coverage; and 
increasing the likelihood of finding new errors before 
delivering software to the market. 

In Part 3, the intention was to collect experiences on how 
test automation was first introduced into a project. No results 
could be reached from this question, which re-emphasized the 
hypothesis of this study that there are no systematic ways to 
introduce test automation in a project that has not 
implemented this practice when that project was under 
development. 

D. Focus Group 

Using a focus group is an approach in which a group of 
people gather to evaluate concepts and/or problems [3], and 
consists of a survey to obtain qualitative insights and feedback 
from experts in certain subjects. A focus group meeting 
involves semi-structured group interviews, in which the 
interactions in the group are explicitly used to generate data. 
Participants offer personal opinions but can also interact based 
on the response of other participants while the interviewer acts 
as moderator so that the interview remains focused on its 
objectives [9]. 

The objective of the focus group in the context of this 
paper is to evaluate the proposal of this thesis with a view to 
collecting suggestions for improving and developing the 
proposal prior to conducting the case study. 

E. Case Study 

A case study can be defined as a research strategy on 
understanding the dynamics present in a given environment, 
in accordance with the view of Eisenhardt [5]. A case study is 
an empirical method that targets analyzing a phenomenon in 
a given context. The purpose of the case study is to seek pieces 
of formal evidence by using variables that can be measured 
and to draw inferences coming from the example for a given 
population. 

Case studies are appropriate when the boundaries between 
the phenomenon and the context are not clearly defined, and 

the type of evidence is considered to be very rich and 
contextualized [9]. 

In this context, a case study should be used as a tool to 
validate the solution proposed, and will be conducted as 
proposed by Runeson and Höst [26], based on the following 
steps: 

 Designing the case study; 

 Preparing for data collection; 

 Collecting evidence; 

 Analyzing the data collected; and 

 Writing a Report. 
The case to be applied will be in a software development 

company that has an academic management product that 
integrates all areas of the educational institution. The data 
collection method will start from the principle that the 
researcher will have direct contact with the data and collect 
them in real-time (first degree data), by using interviews and 
focus groups. 

Data analysis shall be conducted quantitatively, using 
correlation analysis, which describes how a given 
measurement of a process activity is related to the same 
measurement in a previous process, and thus compare them. 
The measurement being compared is the cost of testing, by 
assessing whether it decreases when automated testing is 
introduced into the software development process. In addition, 
the quality of the software shall also be analyzed from when 
automated testing was introduced in the software development 
process. 

Based on all observations so far gathered, in line with the 
steps defined in the research methodology, the technical 
approach has been developed and will be detailed in the 
following Section.  

IV. TECHNICAL APPROACH  

The approach developed to support the objective of this 
study and to answer the research questions is the Framework 
for Automating Software Testing (FAST). 

According to ISO/IEC/IEEE [16], a framework can be 
defined as “a reusable design (models and/or code) that can be 
refined (specialized) and extended to provide some portion of 
the overall functionality of many applications”. 

Although conceptually, the term ‘framework’ is more 
related to the technical component of a software, this study 
uses this term in order to make it clearer how a group of best 
practices can be adapted to a project in accordance with its 
specific needs so as to reap the best benefits of software testing 
automation. FAST differs from a maturity model in that the 
practice areas are not mandatory and there is no need to certify 
a company in the framework; and in accordance with the 
needs of a specific environment, each process area can be 
applied to a project.  

Therefore, FAST is defined in accordance with the 
components shown in Fig. 2 and described as follows: 

 Automation level. Determining this is a separate test 
effort that has its own documentation and resources 
[15]. This represents the scope within which 
automation activities will be welcomed in a project; 
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 Area is a general range of interest in which FAST is 
divided into two parts, Technical and Support, as 
shown in Fig. 3. It includes what is needed to 
introduce testing automation techniques into a 
project and consists of process areas; 

 Process Area This is a group of related practices in 
an area that, when implemented collectively, satisfies 
a set of goals considered important for enhancing that 
area [28]. Each process area is assigned a specific 
purpose, has guidelines that must be implemented, 
and suggested work products that must be produced 
by engaging on such practices. 

 

Figure 2.  FAST components | Source: author. 

The relationship between the areas were defined in 
accordance with CMMI-DEV [28], where the support process 
areas address processes that are used in the context of 
performing other processes. In this case, the Support Area 
comprises a fundamental support function and relies on the 
processes of the Technical Area for input. For example, the 
process area for Project Planning will plan the test strategy for 
the Process Area of Unit Testing.  

 

 

Figure 3.  FAST areas | Source: author. 

Fig. 3 presents the overall structure of FAST, together with 
the process areas for each area. The framework can be applied 
by instantiating it in a project context, where the process areas 
can be adapted to best fit the environment where it will be 
applied. The objectives and process areas will be described in 
the following section. 

A. FAST Support Area 

The objective of the FAST Support area is to cover 
essential mechanisms to support establishing and maintaining 
the automation environment. It was developed based on the 

reference model of both CMMI-DEV, which covers a generic 
view of best practices for software development projects, and 
TMMI, which has a group of guidelines specific to test 
projects. The objective of process is to undertake practices that 
are fundamental to systematically introducing automation 
practices but are not specifically directed towards automation 
practices. The objective and guidelines of the process areas 
from the support area are given below. 

Project Planning 

The purpose of Project Planning is to define a plan to 
support setting up an automated test project for which the 
guidelines are as follows:   

 Plan test project; 

 Define test strategy; 

 Make estimates; 

 Analyze project and product risks; and 

 Obtain commitment to the plan. 
The work products related to this process area can be a 

test plan which has the information required by the guidelines. 

Project monitoring 

The purpose of Project Monitoring is to provide an 
understanding of the project’s progress so that appropriate 
corrective actions can be taken when the project’s 
performance significantly diverges from the plan [28].  

It has the following guidelines: 

 Monitor progress against the plan; 

 Monitor product quality;  

 Conduct corrective actions as per the demand; and  

 Manage corrective actions to closure. 
The work products related to this process area can be 

defined as project monitoring sheets, together with systems to 
track adherence to the project schedule and issues from start 
to closure. 

Configuration management 

One reason maintainability is so important is that without 
it tests cannot be accumulated. Therefore, the purpose of 
Configuration Management is to establish and maintain the 
integrity of testware by defining the management system for 
the configuration, for which there are the following 
guidelines: 

Establish project baselines; 

 Control and track changes; and 

 Establish the integrity of the project. 
The main work products related to this process area are 

the configuration management system together with its plan. 

Measurement and analysis 

The purpose of this process area is to define, collect, 
analyze and apply measurements to support an organization in 
objectively evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
test process [31]. In this case, all indicators defined are 
specifically aligned to the automation strategy, in order to best 
achieve its desired objectives. The guidelines for this are as 
follows:  

 Define test indicators for the project; 

 Specify test measures in terms of data collection and 
storage procedures; 
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 Specify analysis procedures; 

 Collect test measurement data; 

 Analyze test measurement data; 

 Communicate results; and 

 Store data and results. 
The main work product here is the measurement and 

analysis plan, together with the data collected and formally 
analyzed. 

Requirement 

The purpose of this process area is to clearly define the test 
automation requirements and the following guidelines area 
associated with this process area: 

 Define what products need to be automated; 

 Prioritize requirements; and 

 Maintain the traceability of requirements. 
The work products in this case are those on the list of 

requirements, for which tests will be automated in the 

software development process. 

Incident management 

The purpose of this is process area is to objectively define 
the mechanism and procedures to formally monitor all product 
incidents derived from test automation activities. It supports 
testers in the investigation and documentation of test incident 
reports and the retesting of defects when required [10]. 

In order to achieve this, the following guidelines are 
suggested: 

 Establish incident management system; 

 Register, classify and prioritize incidents; 

 Solve and track incident upon its closure; and 

 Escalate non-solved incidents. 
The main work product related to this process area is the 

incident management system. 

B. FAST Technical Area 

The objective of the FAST Technical area is to establish 
and maintain automated mechanisms for testing software 
applications throughout test levels in order to produce test 
environments that can be developed, managed and maintained 
efficiently. The technical area consists of four process areas, 
in accordance with the automation levels that a software can 
undergo, and its objective is to describe practices to support 
automation activity. The details of the processes areas of the 
technical area re given below. 

Unit Testing 

The objective of this process area is to provide 
mechanisms so that unit tests are implemented in a systematic 
and documented way in order to maximize the benefits of 
automation in the test project. This area has the following 
guidelines: 

 Design the test suite; 

 Implement the refined plan and test design; 

 Measure the test unit; 

 Run the test procedures; 

 Evaluate test completion; and 

 Evaluate the effort and test unit. 

The work products related to this process area are the test 
items, the design of the test specification [15], test summary 
report [15], and reporting the failures found. 

Integration Testing 

The purpose of the Integration Testing process area is to 
evaluate the integration between software components, to 
ensure that the architectural design of the system is 
implemented correctly [13][13]. It tests the interface between 
components and interactions in different parts of the system, 
such as operating system, the file system and the interface 
between the systems [1] 

This process area has the following guidelines: 

 Design the integration approach (bottom-up or top-
down), in accordance with the system’s 
requirements; 

 Design the set of integration tests; 

 Implement the design of the integration tests: 

 Run the test procedures; 

 Assess whether the tests have been completed and 
whether they have achieved the required coverage of 
the requirements; and 

 Formally record and direct the non-conformities and 
restrictions arising from the integration actions. 

The work products related to this process area are the set 
of integration tests and formally reported results. 

System Testing 

The purpose of the System Testing process is to test the 
integrated and complete systems so as to assess its ability to 
communicate with each other and validate whether the 
systems are in accordance with the specifications of the 
requirements [15]. 

The objective of this process area is to test the finalized 
system and analyze the behavior of the system as a whole in 
order to analyze compatibility with the specified 
requirements, and can be performed in line with the testing 
approach selected, such as risk-based products, business 
processes or other description of the behavior of a high-level 
system [1]. 

This process area has the following guidelines: 

 Establish the testing approach of the system; 

 Select the testing techniques of the system; 

 Design the set of system tests; 

 Implement the system tests; 

 Run the system tests; 

 Assess whether the test was completed; and 

 Register, formally, and direct non-conformities. 
This process area needs to address questions about the 

selection of requirements so as to generate a group of test 
cases to be automated and run in the context of a project. The 
related work products are the set of test cases, and the formal 
record in a specific tool of the results. 

Acceptance Testing 

The objective of the Acceptance Testing process area is to 
ensure that the product is working and that it can be presented 
for acceptance, in which the customer and/or user is expected 
to be involved [12]. At this level of automation, the object to 
be tested is the complete system and this must address 
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activities in order to demonstrate the customer’s acceptance 
regarding the final system. 

The objective of this process area is to ensure that the suite 
of acceptance tests, planned in accordance with the strategy 
and needs of the end user, is implemented so that it can run 
automatically. To this end, this process area has the following 
guidelines: 

 Define acceptance criteria; 

 Define the acceptance plan; 

 Prepare the testing acceptance environment; 

 Assess the conditions of acceptance; and 

 Conduct the closure of acceptance. 
The work products related to this process area are the 

acceptance plan, the acceptance environment, the suite of 
acceptance tests, the due register of the test results and 
incidents recorded and followed upon until closure on the 
appropriate tool. 

In this context, this section presented the FAST way to 
include the theoretical structure and its process areas. The 
following section presents the conclusions and future studies 
planned for this research. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes a framework to support the systematic 
introduction of test automation in the context of software 
development. The approach was defined by describing 
automation levels, technical and support areas, and practice 
areas. 

In order to evaluate this general approach, a plan was 
drawn to conduct a focus group and a case study, in 
accordance with the descriptions given in the methodology 
Section, in order to gather feedback on the value of FAST 
being feasible, complete and adequate. After this phase, it was 
expected that the description of the framework would be 
enhanced in order to finalize how to define the framework. 

Some threats to this study were identified and are being 
dealt with in order to minimize side effects to the expected 
results. The first threat is the possibility of bias while 
analyzing data from the case studies, since the results of 
introducing FAST may vary according to the domain of 
application. In order to minimize this threat, three different 
scenarios and domains were planned to be part of the scope of 
the case study, in which the absence of information in a 
specific context can be complemented by having it in another. 

Another threat would be to focus the definition of the 
framework upon the perspective of the very few authors found 
in the literature review. Hence, to diminish this possible 
problem, a systematic review of the literature is being 
developed to guarantee that all research studies are taken into 
consideration when developing this project.  

Therefore, this work-in-progress offers contributions to 
research on test automation and its practice, whereby a 
framework is compiled from a combination of experience, 
practice and a systematic review of the literature in the form 
of best practices, which can be applied when running tests in 
software development. 
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Abstract—Artifact traceability during software development
allows reusability and increases quality and productivity.
Software requirements should be traceable because they
represent the needs of a certain product. In several processes
during software development cycle, requirements are related
to other artifacts such as test suites and automation scripts.
Configuration management assures the usage of an input file
version corresponding to a software requirements version
during automated tests. This research proposes an integrated
process for software development, using configuration
management from requirements up to test suites for automated
tests. This article describes the effect of absence of
configuration management on the control over software
artifacts versions.

Keywords-configuration management; reuse; tests
automations; traceability; sotware requirements;

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing demand for high quality products, made
in shorter time, and at lower cost, requires from both
academic world and industry innovative strategies and
actions. Because software production is an industry of
intangible goods, it has strong challenges in its production
line as compared to conventional industry, which has fixed
process input, tools, techniques and defined output [1].
Software production is tailor-made work, to fit client needs,
with demands on functional and non- functional
requirements. These requirements form input artifacts to
several processes in a software factory.

During software development, the requirements might
change due to variable market needs or legal regulation.
Therefore artifacts traceability is necessary during the
software building process [1].Configuration management
assures artifacts traceability and keeps it in storage to control
artifacts versions.

This article describes the impact of lack of configuration
management on tools for test automation, and therefore
legitimating the research on integrated process applied to
software production.

This article has 5 sections, wherein the first section is an
introduction. The motivation and problem definition are
described in the second section. The third section addresses

the methodology and its phases, and the proposed integrated
process is discussed in the fourth section. Finally, in the fifth
section, we have conclusion and future works.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Rework, low-quality products, demotivated teams, high
software production and delays are symptoms caused by the
absence of configuration management during software
development, which directly affect users and development
team [2]. This absence of configuration management creates
the possibility for a software product does not meet the
requirements.

The lack of version control of test suits and/or automatic
test script to for the software requirements automation tests
tools [1], reduces the reliability of such tools. In this way,
software products can present nonconformities affecting
directly the product acceptance by the client.

Configuration management (CM) should be active during
whole software development, from infrastructure definition
to information generation and maintenance. CM will support
requirements changes during the development process
resulting in flexibility during development. In addition to
information and content of software requirements [3], the
development process in software factories should perform
requirements validations in all process sub-phases in order to
guarantee continuous information and its understanding.
Isolation of requirements after initiation phase can lead to
wrong validation of content and its changes, consequently
affecting the product that will be create.

The reusability of artifacts originated from software
requirements, as well as source codes, tests suits and/or
automatized scripts [4], is impaired by lack of relationship
dependence between artifacts. This generates uncertainty
concerning completeness of available artifacts, versions, and
compatibility to project characteristics [5]. In this way, at
each new automated test cycle, a new tests suite and/or
automated scripts should be create to validate the most actual
software requirements

Configurations management has only as unit control the
configuration items [6] that are identified, controlled and
kept, according the configurations management plan. The
control realized in order to manage configurations does not
include dependences and relationships between artifacts, in
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other words, are isolated unit controls, without dependence
relationship with other software artifacts. This configurations
management approach has only a data and code reposition
function.

The software tests that have as input software
requirements to created test plans and tests projects are
impaired by the lack of requirements traceability if requested
changes are accepted included in requirements during
development phase and the information is discontinued [2].
In this case, we might have scenarios where we will obtain
software products having old versions of requirements. This
affects products certification, as it does not meet their
specifications. The tests automation tests when used in
software process development [7], has as main function the
coverage of regression tests and test suit. At one side, this
will open the opportunity for the tests analysts to follow and
test new features or to perform exploratory tests. On the
other side, the use of automation test tools becomes a risk
when tests suites and/or automatized scripts do not
correspond to the actual version of software requirements.
This will lead to loss of computation and human resources,
which should be used to repair the missing update due to
lack on artifacts traceability. The losses of computational and
human resources reflect on delays in the product delivery
and quality.

Based on these scenarios, we formulated the following
research question: How to introduce a product-guided
configuration management for automation tests in the
development process of software factories?

Software requirements traceability was subject of study
for Gotel [5] and Antoniol [3]. They realized interviews and
surveys to identify support to requirements traceability. In
addition, they identified problems related to providers or
users of the software requirements. However, the research
focus was limited to the requirement creation phase. Our
research has the objective show how use configuration
management [3] of software requirements and test suites for
tests automatization tools will be able to solve several
problems found in software factories.

III. RESEARCH METODOLOGY

The research approach was divided in four phases, as
shown in Figure 2. The first phase corresponds to a literature
review, that comprising bibliographical review and
systematic review. In the second phase, we will postulate a
proposal. Afterwards, we will evaluate the proposal with a
case study and survey research. Finally, phase four should
lead to suggestions for improvement.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REVIEW SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

2. PROPOSAL

3. EVALUATION

CASE STUDY

4. IMPROVEMENTS

Figure 1. Schematic flow research activities.

A. Bibliographical Review

The review has as main objective the identification and
exploration of scientific publications related to this study
area. It will give an analysis of the previous studies in the
field.

This review will be based on articles in the period of
2010 and 2015 available at IEEE digital libraries, ACM,
Scopus, and Science Direct.

B. Systematic Review

The systematic review provides interpretation of relevant
research in the field [8], followed by structure analysis [9]
leading to gaps identification which might guide future new
investigations in the field [10].

C. Case study

The case study has as main objective the analysis of a
phenomenon within its context. The experimentations is an
attempt to replication the phenomenon, taking into account
factors, which affect software engineering results [11].

Software engineering involves development, operation,
and maintenance of software and related artifacts [12]. The
case study applies the research proposal and experimentation
to determine the applicability of proposed solution, and to
solve issues that prior application to process were not
possible to predict.

D. Improvements

The activities performed in this phase are evaluation of
current process in the software factory, development of a
configuration management plan, implementation and
validation. This will be followed by a process of continuous
improvements. In short:

• Process implementation, identification of deviations
and followed by continuous improvement

• Finally, analysis of proposed process impact.

This process has a requirements information update flow
directly affecting the test suits and automated scripts as its
differential. In other words, changes realized in software
requirements will be able available during the whole
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software development cycle, and consequently having an
efficient management of automation tests.

The research approach presented here will result in a
structured research process, which allows more control over
activities and as scientific research process, will be
applicable to new researches.

In the next session, we will present a proposal of
integrated process to insert configuration management in
automation tests, including phases, input and output artifacts,
roles and responsibilities.

IV. PROPOSAL

The proposal presented here is partially a process of
configuration management that might be implemented in a
software development company in such way that it includes
configurations items updates related to automatic tests. The
proposed process objective is to maintain integrity,
traceability of artifacts that affects automatic tests, and reuse
of software components.

The process presented here was divided in two steps: The
first step consists in evaluating the actual process of
configuration management of a software factory; this will be
used as study case resulting in the identification and analysis
of gaps in the process. In the second step, we have a creation
of integrated process of configuration management with the
purpose to maintain integrity of artifacts during the whole
software development cycle, developing the capacity to
incorporate project scope changes. Bellow, we have a more
detailed description of these two steps.

A. Actual configurations management process evaluation
in a software factory

An analysis is performed to identify gaps related to items
configuration control, and their impact in the utilization of
automation tests tools; this step has two phases:

• Actual configuration management evaluation in a
software factory chosen as study case. During this
phase, we will use quality assurance such as process
analysis and quality audits.

• Software development process evaluation. During
this phase, we will use quality controls such as root
cause diagrams, Pareto diagram, management of
change revision and evaluation

B. Preparation of an integrated configuration
management process

After the first step, we will create an integrated
configuration management process to maintain integrity of
the software requirements and automatic tests employed
during the software development process. As part of the
proposed process, we will define activities, roles, artifacts
and tools, according description in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Integrated process flow chart. Source: Autor.

The integrated process is explained bellow
• The process is divided in between the two phases in

a software development cycle, known as Planning
and Execution Phase.

• During planning phase, we have as start point the
changes request. The changes request might be
initiated due to market reasons or regulation. The
business analyst is responsible for the translation of
the changes request into artifacts requirements. The
change control is recorded in a bug tacker tool,
making it possible to follow its evolution.

• Impact evaluation activities are performed by the
project management that uses techniques such as
learned lesson and expert opinion, as a technical
evaluation of the changes request impact is needed.
The changes request will be updated in a bug tracker
tool.
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• The options creation activity has as goal to generate
many scenarios to fulfill the changes request, taking
into consideration risk mitigation and impact into the
product and finally project objectives. This activity
is realized with the whole project team.

• Options validation has as purpose to simulate the
implementation results obtained by the different
proposed scenarios. After that, an unbiased selection
process is possible, discarding the options that do not
fit to the boundaries of project. The whole project
team will realize this activity.

• After options validation, the next step is the internal
acceptance, where consensus and finally approval
and consensus of team on the solution to be applied
to the changes request is obtained. The project
management looks for consensus within project
team.

• External acceptance is the final control activity in the
integrated process; this activity has the purpose to
obtain approval of project sponsor. The Project
management is responsible to present and get
approval from project sponsor.

• After the external acceptance of the integrated
process for changes control is obtained, the software
requirements will be updated. The System Analyst
will be responsible for modification in software
requirements. The approved change request is used
as input for this activity, and as output, the software
requirements updated should be available for the
team in a repository. To finalize this activity, an
automatic communication will be send to quality
administration, reporting the requirements that were
updated, and the modifications applied.

• The execution phase of project will be start when the
communication on the software requirements update
arrives.

• The software quality administration should analyze
the changes, in order to guarantee the quality of the
software development process. As responsible for
this activity, we have a Quality Analyst. This activity
has the updated software requirements as input. The
analyst uses inspection and validation techniques.
The updated software requirements keep a pendent
status, as it reference sessions will have to wait for
the new product version and new version to scripts
designation to perform automatic tests.

• After Quality analysis, Systems Analysts modify the
applications source code conform the updated
software requirements. For this activity, we have the
updated and QA verified software requirements as
input. As output for this activity, we have a new
software component for a new product baseline
generation to be performed by the configuration
management.

• In parallel to the changes implementation activity,
the tests analysts will build the test suits and scripts
for automatic tests. This activity has as input the

updated software requirements, and previous
versions test suits and scripts for automatic tests.

• The baseline generation activity, which has a
configuration management as responsible, should
update in the software requirements documents the
product version that fulfills the requirements. , In
addition, he should make the new package available
as repository. In case of Release, it is necessary to
send a package to distribution.

• The Tag creation activity for test suites and scripts
used for automatic tests will be realized by
Configuration Management, who should updated in
software requirements document the artefacts
version used for tests suites and scripts for automatic
tests that attend this software requirements, in
addition to verify, this item configuration in the
repository.

• The Release notes creation activity, has as input the
updated software requirements, test suites and scripts
for automatic tests, product version, as well as
components necessary to demonstrate it. The
responsible to build this note is configuration
management this activity finalizes the proposed
process.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This article presented a process proposal to support
configuration management in automated software tests
environments. The main objective was to provide better
specific items configuration management between software
requirements and automatic tests. Besides that, we aimed to
improve artifacts traceability artifacts throughout software
development cycle. The literature review has been finalized
and we are working on the proposal implementation.

As this is a work in progress, we planned the proposal
validation through a case study and survey, in order to
evaluate the adherence and applicability this process. This
will be combined with the identification of possible
adjustment points in in view of its application to software
development process.

The main obstacle in this proposal is the resistance
against changes to the current software development process,
and the absence of tools that support infrastructure of the
proposed process. We used as constraints the minimization
of the changes that impact the software development cycle
inside the software factory used for case study. Other phases
in the software development cycles are out of the scope of
this research, e.g. project closure, business and software
implementation processes.

The next step in this research is the implementation and
evaluation of the proposed process in a software factory that
builds payment applications and has a safe software
development cycle.
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Abstract—Software-intensive companies constantly try to improve
their software development process for better software quality
and a faster time to market. The DevOps phenomenon emerged
with the promise of easing the process of putting new software
changes to production at a fast rate whilst also increasing the
learning and innovation cycles of their products. However, the
DevOps phenomenon lacks clear definition and practices, and
this makes it difficult for both researchers and practitioners
to understand the phenomenon. In this paper, we focus on
consolidating the understanding of DevOps and its practices
as described by practitioners using multivocal literature and
interviews. The study contributes to a scientific definition of
DevOps and patterns of DevOps practices to help identify and
adopt the phenomenon.

Keywords–DevOps; Continuous Deployment; Agile.

I. INTRODUCTION

Innovative online companies, such as Amazon, Google
and Facebook, have fuelled customers expectations for great
services at fast speed due to their quick response times to
customer demands. Consequently, more companies from most
fields are learning and emulating their capabilities in order to
cope with competition and technological changes in the field
of IT [1]. Today’s technology landscape and advances, such
as cloud computing, have changed the ways in which soft-
ware products are developed and delivered to customers. For
instance, in the cloud environment, providers of Software-as-a
Service (SaaS) applications are expected to update software
frequently and in much faster release cycles to customers.

The recent paradigm shift towards fast and frequent de-
livery of software updates to customers is referred to as
continuous deployment (CD) [2]. CD has been described as an
evolutionary step after Agile and continuous integration (CI)
practices [2] [3]. CD is a practice whereby software features
and updates are rapidly rolled out to production as soon as
they are developed, whilst also rapidly learn from real-time
customer usage of software [2] [3]. The advantage is that
companies can proactively identify and validate assumptions
of customer needs by applying practices, such as feature
experimentation, that tightly integrate runtime-monitored data
fromEmphsi production into the software development activi-
ties [4].

Responsiveness to customer needs achieved through CD
can put a strain on functional teams within an organisation
[2]. Consequently, the DevOps phenomenon emerged with the
aim of breaking down organisational silos and encouraging
cross-functional collaboration among stakeholders involved
in software development and delivery processes–especially

development and IT operations. The DevOps phenomenon,
despite its growing interest in software industry, faces several
challenges such as the lack of a clear definition [5]. This lack
of clear a definition has resulted to a number of problems and
criticisms, including tensions as to whether DevOps is about
culture, technical solution or, alternatively, an entirely new role
within a software development organisation [6].

The goal of this research is to consolidate the understanding
of DevOps phenomenon as described by practitioners. We use
an exploratory case study technique that involves a review of
multivocal ’grey’ literature and interviews. Our work extends
other previous studies that have tried to characterise the De-
vOps phenomenon. Multivocal literature review and interviews
were selected as appropriate approaches for this study because
DevOps is very much driven by practitioners, and as such,
contribution from non-scientific community are worthwhile.
The contribution of this paper is twofolds. First, to validate
and improve the scientific definition of DevOps proposed by
Penners and Dyck [7]. Second, to extend our work on the
dimensions of DevOps [8] with a set of examplary practices
and patterns of DevOps. The following research questions are
addressed in this study:

• RQ1: How do practitioners describe DevOps as a
phenomenon?

• RQ2: What are the DevOps practices according to
software practitioners?

This paper is organized as follows: Background and related
work, including a scientific definition of DevOps, are presented
in the next section. Section 3 presents our research methodol-
ogy. The results of the study are presented in Section 4, which
is followed by a discussion and conclusions in Section 5 and
7, respectively. Section 6 presents validity threats including
limitations of the study.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

According to Humble and Molesky [9], DevOps– a blend
of two words Development and Operations– is about align-
ing incentives of everybody involved in delivering software,
with particular emphasis on developers, testers and operations
personnel. The problems resulting from misalignment between
development and operations are not new, though their appear-
ance in the literature is scarce [10]. Prior studies investigating
cooperation between developers and operations personnel in
real contexts have revealed that very often development and
operational activities are not tightly integrated [10] [11]. The
latter, according to Iden, Tessem and Päivärinta [11], results
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to a number of problems, including IT operations not being
involved in requirements specification, poor communication
and information flow between the two groups, unsatisfactory
test environments, lack of knowledge transfer between the two
groups, systems put into production before they are complete
and operational routines not established prior to deployment.
These problems were identified from a delphi study consisting
of 42 experts grouped in three panels representing the roles of
developers, operations personnel and systems owners. In the
latter study, the authors [11] concluded that operations person-
nel are to be regarded as important stakeholders throughout
system development activities, especially in systems require-
ment, testing and deployment.

The closest similar work, though different in terms of
the studied phenomenon, is by Tom, Aurum and Vidgen
[12]. Using a multivocal literature review (MLR) approach
supplemented by interviews, the authors of the latter study [12]
examined and consolidated the understanding on an unclear
phenomenon i.e., technical debt. The approach was used by
the authors to develop a theoretical framework that gives a
holistic view of the phenomenon comprising of dimensions,
attributes, precedents and outcomes. In this study we apply
similar approach used by Tom, Aurum and Vidgen [12] to
consolidate the understanding of DevOps phenomenon whilst
also compare and complement other related works of DevOps
particularly those done by Kerzazi and Adams [6] and Penners
and Dyck [7].

A. DevOps Definition and Practices
DevOps is a phenomenon that has often been said to a

lack clear and precise definition [5] [7] [8] [13]. Its ambiguity
and lack of clarity often hinders its adoption [5]. To address
this problem, a scientific definition of DevOps is proposed
by Penners and Dyck [7]. The definition was derived from
comparing and contrasting various descriptions of DevOps
and release engineering as the two terms seemed to have
a big overlap [7]. According to the authors, DevOps and
release engineering share the same goal of providing high-
quality software as fast as possible. However, DevOps tries
to achieve the goal by improving the collaboration aspect,
whereas release engineering addresses the goal in a holistic
way i.e., covers all aspects that impact or influence the delivery
process of software product to customer [7]. The authors [7]
define DevOps as:

”a mindset, encouraging cross-functional collabora-
tion between teams - especially development and IT
operations - within a software development orga-
nization, in order to operate resilient systems and
accelerate delivery of changes ”.

This definition of DevOps was developed through discus-
sion with some experts, but the feedback of its description
from practitioners was not as consistent as that of release en-
gineering. Based on this, the authors recommended additional
inquiry from more practitioners for a more precise definition of
DevOps. This study explores how different practitioners have
described DevOps and in addition compare our findings of
such descriptions with the definition provided by Penners and
Dyck [7] [13].

In addition to the definition of DevOps, different aspects
and dimensions characterising the DevOps phenomenon such

as culture, sharing, automation, collaboration and measurement
have been presented in other works [8] [9] [14]. However,
the various aspects or dimensions of DevOps seem to lack
a consolidated overview to a set of practices and patterns
attributed to DevOps [15] [16] [17]. The latter is largely due to
the limited number of scientific studies reporting the DevOps
phenomenon in practice, although this is changing as there
is presently an increasing number of studies of DevOps e.g.,
studies from IEEE Software special issue on DevOps [18] [19]
[20].

III. METHODOLOGY

We report an exploratory case study [21] on the DevOps
phenomenon conducted between September 2015 and April
2016. Exploratory case studies are useful in finding out what
is happening on a phenomenon whilst also seek new insights
and generate ideas for new research.

A. Data Collection
This study uses qualitative data–both primary and sec-

ondary data– collected from practitioners in two phases. Phase
1 involved collecting primary data using semi-structured in-
terviews with software practitioners from one case company.
Secondary data, consisting of readily accessible writings from
the Internet, such as blogs, white papers, trade journals and
articles, were collected in phase 2 of the study using Google
search. The documents gathered during Phase 2 are collectively
referred to as multivocal literature (ML) [22]. The multivocal
literature review provides a method for exploring a common,
often a contemporary topic of interest [22]. ML embodies
views and voices of diverse set of authors expressed in variety
of forms [12] [22].

1) Phase-1 Interviews: Three interviews with software
practitioners were conducted in one company (Company A),
that provides consultancy and product engineering services to
its customers. In the latter company, we focused our study
on one project, that involved the development of cloud-based
road maintenance reporting tool. The company was devel-
oping the tool for a customer in the public sector. Conve-
nience sampling was used to select suitable companies based
on their participation in the Need for Speed (N4S) project
(http://www.n4s.fi/en/), which the present study is part of. A
contact person from company A was asked to select a project
team that was applying DevOps practices. All interviews were
recorded and later transcribed for analysis. The roles of the
interviewed practitioners are summarized in Table I .

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWEES.

Company A

Number of Employees < 350

Studied Project Road maintenance tool.

Team Size 7 (co-located).

Number of Interviews (role) 2 (senior developers) 1 (project manager)

A semi-structured interview guide was used during the
interviews and had questions that inquired about the (1) current
way of working in software development and deployment,
(2) strengths and weaknesses in ways of working and (3)
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definitions, practices, benefits and challenges of DevOps and
CD. DevOps questions were guided by the results of our
previous work that analysed and synthesized the DevOps
phenomenon as described in academic literature [7].

2) Phase-2 review of multivocal literature: In phase 2,
we conducted MLR in the beginning of March 2016. In
this study, we selected the MLR as an appropriate method
because DevOps is a phenomenon that is largely driven and
discussed by practitioners in non-academic circles, and as such
it requests the review of the largely available information in
non-scietific forums, as seen also in a study done by Kerzazi
and Adams [5]. Despite the apparent issues of rigor associated
with MLR approach [22], the contemporary nature of DevOps
phenomenon suggests some value in reviewing ML that cannot
be overlooked. As noted by Ogawa [22], the information
presented in ML cannot be assessed in the same way as
that of academic literature. We therefore considered various
recommended procedures by Ogawa [22] in order to minimize
bias and error that can be transferred to, and incorporated in
the review of ML. The latter included focusing our study on
presenting a thicker picture of the DevOps phenomenon that
would serve as input for more sophisticated examination in
future research. We carried out the MLR in the following three
stages:

a) Data sources and search strategy: Google web
search engine (http://www.google.com) was used to source ML
from the World Wide Web. The query used to retrieve results
from the search engine was what is DevOps. From the retrieved
results, we went through the links provided, page by page,
saving the outputs of each link as a PDF file until the page
where job adverts started and at this point, the review was
stopped. A total of 230 records were collected as data sources
and included in subsequent steps.

b) Inclusion and exclusion: A total of 230 documents
were imported to NVivo (www.qsrinternational.com/product)
for analysis. The inclusion and exclusion of the records were
done simultaneously with the initial coding of these records.
The process also involved classifying the sources with different
attributes, such as author information, e.g. name, role and place
of work; and source information, e.g. publication year, forum
and link. After reviewing all 230 documents, 201 sources were
included as relevant documents and excluded 29 documents as
they were either duplicates, video links, pointers to catalogues,
course adverts, certification adverts or presentation slides.

c) Quality assessment: Quality assessment was mostly
done when classifying the sources with metadata, e.g. author
name, role, place of work/affiliation, year of publication, view
point. This process offered minimal assessment of position,
certainty and clarity of source or alignment with research goal
i.e., to consolidate the understanding of DevOps phenomenon
as determined by the research questions.

B. Data Analysis
Interview transcripts and results from the MLR (list of ML

at http://tinyurl.com/z3jpu5v) were coded in NVivo. At first,
codes were assigned inductively to the following categories:
(1) Definition (with referred as and description as subcate-
gories) and (2) Practices. Other emerging themes found within
and across the sources were also coded (e.g., Motivations
for DevOps, DevOps in relation to Agile and CD, Problems
addressed by DevOps). Following the inductive coding of raw

data into the main categories, i.e., Definition and Practices,
a second iteration of inductive coding was performed to form
other subcategories. The latter proceeded in multiple iterations
until similar patterns in the practices and definition were
identified and saturation reached. Interestingly, the practices
could be grouped into the dimensions of DevOps identified in
previous work [8]; however, a new dimension was also added.

IV. FINDINGS

In this section, we present the findings with respect to the
two research questions. Fig. 1 gives a summary of the findings
from MLR. For MLR, Internet blogs made up the largest
source with 53.2% (107) of all sources. Compared to personal
blogs, most of the blogs were affiliated with companies. The
MLR showed a growing number of sources writing about
DevOps over the past 5 years since its conception in 2009.

From the case company, the project team in company
A uses Scrum– agile software development method, with a
3-week sprint cycle. The development team has three en-
vironments to which software changes are deployed, i.e.,
development, test and staging. The production environment
was not in use at the time of the interviews because the project
was phased and the deliverables as well as the schedule of
each phase was determined by the customer. The development
team automatically deployed software changes from the test to
staging environment using Ansible playbooks. The infrastruc-
ture team located in another city supported the development
team by provisioning the virtual servers used to create the
environments.

A. How do practitioners describe DevOps as a phenomenon?
(RQ1)

Most practitioners acknowledge that DevOps is a concept
that is difficult to define with accuracy. However, many of
them still used different terms and descriptions to describe
the DevOps phenomenon as elaborated below:

1) DevOps referred to as: A large number of MLR
sources have referred to DevOps as a cultural and professional
movement (52). Other terms used to describe the DevOps
phenomenon in MLR sources include practices (41), culture
(38), approach (38), philosophy, mindset, ideology (37), tool
(36), a set of values and principles (30), software methodology
(24), role, team or engineer (19) and strategy (8). Fig. 2
summarizes the prevalence of the terms in MLR sources. It
should be noted that a single source of MLR can use more
than one term to describe the DevOps phenomenon.

2) DevOps descriptions: There is an agreement that the
term is a combination of development and operations, that
encourages collaboration between software development and
operations activities. However, when describing the concept
further, practitioners often diverge their descriptions depending
on whether they place the emphasis more on the goal or more
on the means of achieving collaboration. The most common
goals that were described include the following: to reduce
response time and fast deployment of high quality and reliable
software products and services, to allow instant interactions,
to unify workflows for transparency and collaboration. On
the other hand, those that emphasise means include: through
advanced automation and, by evolving traditional roles of
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development and operations. In company A, two out of three
interviewed practitioners had an understanding of DevOps.
One person, the project manager, had no prior understanding
of the concept and had learned about it through our study. The
following descriptions are extracts from interviewed practition-
ers in company A when asked how they understood DevOps.
The first developer described DevOps as

a set of practices to govern everything that is related
to installing the software, maintaining it, making
sure that all these connections work, i.e. firewalls,
version management, etc. It is kind of a little bit of
what happens, right after the actual development.

Another description given by the second developer was:

DevOps is mostly about the organisation of work,
tearing down the walls that separate typical devel-

opment organisation from the operational organisa-
tion...like instead of provisioning new systems with a
ticket, automation projects are modifying the servers
and developer can make or commit changes to them
by themselves when needed. If you have a separate
ops team, then you need to have a very good practice
in place for documenting changes and transferring
knowledge about the system. A DevOps person will
know how to run their own system .

B. What are the DevOps practices according to software
practitioners? (RQ2)

DevOps practices can be crystalized into five dimensions
that characterize DevOps. The five dimensions are further
elaborated with examplary DevOps practices and patterns to
the practices below. Table 2 summarizes some of the DevOps
practices in each of the dimensions.

1) Collaboration: rethinking and reorientation of roles and
teams in development and operations activities: The issue of
role is one of the most widely discussed topics by practitioners
in ML. On the otherhand, DevOps phenomenon offers no blue
print of how companies can reorganize those roles. A common
pattern that was observed is that, companies are forced to
rethink and reorient roles, whether new or existing, around the
performance of the entire system or service, as opposed to the
performance of a specific silo of department or an individual
module. Practices in collaboration are often seen as empow-
erment to team members, especially for the developer since
in some cases they gain more control over system operability.
This in turn helps to broaden their skillset and knowledge.
According to some practitioners, such control allows a single
team to be responsible for all aspects, i.e. development and
operations of the entire software product or service. Some
criticism to this was also observed, including coding time for
developers is reduced and the fact that developers need to find
ways to effectively balance the support and operations tasks
alongside development tasks. Others agree that, companies will
need to pick right technology and methodologies to be able to
empower developers, as advocated by DevOps. We identified
the following two common practices in the collaborative aspect
of DevOps.
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TABLE II. DEVOPS DIMENSIONS, PATTERNS AND PRACTICES

DevOps
Dimension

Patterns of DevOps prac-
tices

Examples of practices found in ML

Collaboration Rethinking and reorientation
of roles and teams in develop-
ment and operations activities

Increasing the scope of responsibilities
• Developers paying closer attention to deployment scripts, configuration files, load and performance testing

and other activities usually associated with operations groups
• Developers learning from operations about resilience, monitoring and diagnosing distributed systems
• Developers leverage the support enabled through virtualization, microservice architecture and automation

in deployment pipeline to do less operations work, e.g., Docker to remove the need for specifying
environments specifications

• Development has access and can make changes to critical environments, e.g. production
Intensifying cooperation and involvement in each others daily work

• Development rotates roles with operations teams, operations attend developer stand-ups and showcases
• Operations involved earlier in development to understand what project environments are required to support

the application. Also, regular meetings, e.g. weekly to discuss cross-team priorities
• In circumstances in which production incidents occur, development and operations come together to

troubleshoot and resolve problems as one team
• Setting-up shared (virtual and physical) workspace

Automation Infrastructure and deployment
process automation

Infrastructure-as-code
• Automate and maintain infrastructure configurations and files using tools such as Chef, Puppet
• Developers are shielded from infrastructure issues and are able to create virtual development, test and

production environments as well as deploy application using tools like Vagrant and Docker
• Scripts used to handle infrastructure are versioned, testable and repeatable
• Immutable infrastructure, i.e. artifacts, in their production environments are not updated, rather the

infrastructure is always replaced
Deployment process automation

• Production-like environments are used by development teams for development and testing
• Developers self-service environments and deployments
• Consistent, reliable and repeatable deployment mechanism across different environments
• Configuration changes across environments are automated

Culture Empathy, support and good
working environment between
development and operations

• Both developers and operations wear pagers as responsible persons to handle incidents
• Integrating development into blameless production post-mortems
• Making communication between development and operations non-adversarial and less formal
• Mutual respect, support and willingness to work together and share responsibilities

Monitoring Instrumenting application and
aggregating monitored data
into insights

• Developers and operations are both involved in determining and implementing monitoring parameters of
a system

• Set-up monitoring on the production environment for development teams visible through radiators
• Development team, including QA, use small subset of high-priority test cases to be executed in production

to actively monitor the environment
• Effective instrumentation of software by development in collaboration with operations to give information

about its health and performance. Also, developers are able to quickly recover code failures in production
using aids, such as feature flags

Measurement Useful Metrics
• Both operations team and development team are incentivized and rewarded by the same metrics
• Both development and operations focus on business value as the essential unit of measurement
• Progress in development is measured in terms of a working system in production environment
• Developers use production feedback to drive decisions, improvements, and changes to the system

a) Increasing the scope of responsibilities: This prac-
tice is particularly prominent in the developer role and is
the most common implementation of DevOps phenomenon.
According to practitioners, developers are responsible for other
tasks in addition to designing, coding and testing. Increasing
the scope of responsibilities involves pro-activeness of team
members in learning the new tasks or alternatively leverage
on the automation done to the technical infrastructure of the
project. This was also evident from the interviewed practition-
ers as expressed by the developer from company A: Shared
access to change things, so not just that there’s collaboration

within the ops teamand ask should you even have an ops
team and a development team. If something is broken on the
production machine, why do you need an ops team to fix it?
It should be possible for anyone in the dev team or any other
team to just fix things that are broken.

b) Intensifying cooperation and involvement in each
others daily work: DevOps requires both groups to recognise
their key skills in order to share and learn from each other. This
aspect may not necessarily mean retraining or crossskilling but
encourages providing feedback and visibility across the teams
in order to improve. Involving members from each others
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teams, development and operations teams can provide valuable
information outside individuals areas of expertise. As such,
practices such as early involvement of operations in devel-
opment are emphasized. The following interview extract is a
response given by an interviewed practitioner from company
A when asked to elaborate how the development team interacts
with the infrastructure team:

We interact with them through HipChat, which is
like an IRC channel. We have a project channel and
a member of infrastructure team; [name] has been
allocated to support our project. We are basically
just sending a message to [name]if we need some
help, e.g., we want two more servers to run Java
virtual machine and Jenkins, and then he waves some
magic and we get what we want. It’s pretty instant
even if we are technically in a different team i.e.,
virtual team element, in it.

2) Automation: infrastructure and deployment process au-
tomation: Automation underlies most of the practices that
constitute DevOps. Two common practices include automation
of deployment process and infrastructure-as-code (IaC). The
two practices help to eliminate error-prone manual processes
associated with deployments and configuration settings for
improved traceability and repeatable workflows. For instance,
the use of IaC practice to standardize development, test and
production environments.

a) Deployment process automation: as evident in de-
ployment pipeline that views the entire development to opera-
tions lifecycle as one coherent end-to-end process rather than
numerous multiple and diverse steps. The deployment pipeline
is an integrated flow that puts great emphasis on the automation
of build, test and deployment processes. It involves continuous
development whereby code written and committed to version
control is built, tested and installed (deployed) in the produc-
tion environment. An automated deployment process takes into
account and ensures the management of dependencies, versions
and configurations of application and infrastructure, which is
often challenging. The following interview extract is a response
given by an interviewed practitioner from company A when
asked to give an example of a DevOps practice they have had
in their team:

The actual building of the CI pipeline has been
done collaborative with ops team, who basically just
provisions machines for us. They have a library of
useful profiles that can be helpful, e.g., our servers
have Java 8, database servers have PostgreSQL
installed, etc. So, we’ve been pretty active in building
and modifying our own CI pipeline, and we have had
within ourselves actual tangible tasks to deploy our
stuff to production.

In addition to the development team interacting with the
operations team to implement the deployment pipeline, the
teams collaboratively work together to improve the pipeline
in order to improve their processes. This is described by an
interviewed practitioner when asked to give an example of a
problem that the development team encountered and needed
help from the infrastructure team:

We are using Jenkins in CI, and whenever we want
to update software, we push the newest version to

Jenkins and it runs unit tests. If everything goes
fine, it automatically installs the new version to the
test environment. At some point, we started using
Selenium for automated end-to-end functional tests.
We have had quite a lot of random failures with
Selenium tests, for example, we did not know if the
software or just the test tool was broken. Quite often,
either of these were true, and sometimes I think we
also run out of space in CI machines and the Jenkins
build would fail because there is no space left. So
we have used [name of the assigned person from
Infrastructure team] to debug and have a look at
what’s going on when we have encountered failure
that we shouldn’t have.

b) Infrastructure-as-code: This practice is central to au-
tomation dimension and entails treating infrastructure the same
way developers treat code. This includes making the process
of infrastructure provisioning, orchestration and application
deployment reproducible and programmatic. Application code
has a defined format and syntax that follows the rules of the
programming language in order to be created. Typically, the
code is stored in a version-management system that logs a
history of code development, changes and fixes. When code
is compiled (built) into an application, the expectation is that
a consistent application is created. When the latter occurs, the
build process is said to be repeatable and reliable. Practic-
ing IaC means applying the same rigor of application code
development to infrastructure provisioning, orchestration and
deployment. All configurations should be defined in a declara-
tive way and stored in a version management system, just like
application code. With IaC, it becomes possible to quickly
provision application environments and deploy application
automatically and at scale as needed. The following interview
extract is a response given by an interviewed practitioner from
company A about how the team handles their infrastructure:

We use Ansible for all server automation, so we
have Ansible tasks and playbooks for the infras-
tructure, i.e. we use Ansible projects for setting up
the machines and installing. When a new machine
comes, we just automatically run that and it sets
up everything. Then we have other playbooks for
deploying our software on top of the page.

3) Culture: empathy, support and good working evironment
for teams especially development and operations: Many of
DevOps practices also involve changing culture and mindset to
the one that encourages empathy, support and a good working
environment for those involved in software development and
delivery processes.

a) Empathy: According to majority of ML authors,
development and operations need to empathize with each other
and more importantly also with users of software product
or service. For operations engineers, empathy helps them to
understand the needs as well as to appreciate the importance
of being able to push code quickly and frequently, without
problems. To developers, it also allows them to recognise
the problems resulting from writing code that is erroneous,
unstable or insecure. Generally, empathy in DevOps culture
allows software developers and operators to help each other
deliver the best software possible. Information exchanges
require (and can contribute to) mutual understanding. As an
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example to this pattern includes having both developers and
operations, personnel wear pagers as responsible persons to
handle incidents.

b) support and a good working environment for
teams: The need for mindset change and cross-discipline
learning associated with DevOps necessitates the support
from members within and across development and operations
teams, as well as of those outside the two functions or roles.
A good working environment that welcomes innovation,
experimenting and stops finger pointing when mistakes
are done as long as they constantly improve learning, helps
to facilitate and embrace DevOps phenomenon amongst others.

4) Monitoring: Instrumenting application and aggregating
monitored data into insights: This pattern involves having
a continuous feedback loop that runs from the production
environment to the start of the development cycle, including
a complete timeline of development and operations events.
It involves proactive detection and awareness of events in
critical environments, such as test and production, in order
to expose (know the state of) issues before they cause failures.
According to practitioners, the latter is important especially for
SaaS application because development teams are increasingly
placing more reliance on detection and recovery than standard
QA testing practices. Since the cost and time of fixing defects
in production for SaaS are less than packaged software, teams
tend to reduce reliance of extensive testing and instead rely
more on production monitoring to detect defects as long as
they can be quickly fixed. On the other hand, monitoring of
advanced architectures with highly distributed systems and
nodes that appear and disappear pose challenging tasks that
should not only involve operations engineers. Two common
patterns in monitoring include emphasis on instrumentation of
application and increased use of modern tools for monitoring
purposes.

a) Instrumenting application: A well-instrumented
software system can provide rich data and insights about its
health and performance that can be used in bug reporting,
troubleshooting, feature suggestion or general finetuning of
the system. Effective instrumentation of an application tries
to minimize problems associated with the aggregation of
large amounts of data from a variety of sources by capturing
feedback as part of the application. Reliance on monitoring, de-
velopers can quickly recovery from code failures by the use of
feature flags that enable or disable code functionality through
configuration settings. Additionally, instrumentation can help
to extend features of monitoring tools with domain knowledge.
To implement this, a broad set of skills are required amongst
developers that involve mainly scripting and knowledge of
performance-monitoring practices, often a responsibility of
operations. The following interview extract is a response given
by an interviewed practitioner from company A when asked
to give an example of a DevOps practice experienced by their
team:

When we do not know how to do something, the
ops team, i.e. the infrastructure team, has shared
services that I use, like log aggregation services and
monitoring services. We have asked them to set these
up for us.

b) Aggregation of monitoring data into insights: For
comprehensive system monitoring, several tools at different

system levels are used, and different tools are used to monitor
application and infrastructure. Although modern tools try to
provide insight into almost every aspect of system behaviour,
the biggest challenge facing the tools is developing data
analytics that predict problems before they become outages.
Some practitioners also argue that it is impossible to catch all
the issues using the out-of-the box features of such tools.

5) Measurement: different metrics are used to monitor
and assess the performance of processes in development and
operations activities, e.g., developers on system quality and
operations on system stability. As such, instead of using proxy
metrics, DevOps, according to practitioners, emphasizes the
use of common metrics that are often business focused to
assess and give incentive to both development and opera-
tions teams. Additionally, developers, operations and other
stakeholders can use production feedback to drive decisions,
improvements and changes to the systemnot just problem
reports and user suggestions, but measurable data collected on
how the system is working according to the conversion rate or
whatever metric that the business uses to determine success.

V. DISCUSSION

Our findings show that often practitioners vary their de-
scription of DevOps depending on whether they put their
emphasis on either the goal or the means for achieving collabo-
ration between development and operations. The most common
goal according to practitioners was to reduce response time and
provide fast deployment of high-quality and reliable software
products and services. This finding supports the second part
of the definition proposed by Penners and Dyck [7]. Evidence
from how practitioners referred to the DevOps phenomenon
also supports that DevOps is a mindset as stated in the pro-
posed definition. However, the results showed that, in addition
to being a mindset, DevOps constitutes practices attributed
to it. We therefore argue that both mindset and practices be
included in the definition and that the first part of the definition
should not exclude the results. By doing this, we improve the
definition to be DevOps is a mind-set substantiated with a
set of practices to encourage cross-functional collaboration
between teams - especially development and IT operations
- within a software development organization, in order to
operate resilient systems and accelerate delivery of change.

On the other hand, the DevOps phenomenon has no explicit
one-size-fits-all set of practices that guide its adoption and
implementation, but that common patterns can be identified
from its diverse set of practices. For each pattern of DevOps,
practitioners can choose different ways to implement it even
though it was possible to identify similar implementation.
Patterns to the DevOps practices are more useful than one-
fits-all set of practices that will not suffice due to contextual
limitations in organisations, e.g., team members skill and
scenarios vary among companies. As an example, we can
observe the reorientation of roles and teams in development
and operations activities pattern in studies reported by Balalaie,
Heydarnoori, and Jamshidi [19]. In the latter study, the authors
depict the formation of small and autonomous teams consisting
of multi-skilled persons of both development and operations
activities as a DevOps practice. According to the authors,
the practice helps to minimize development and operations
inter-team coordination, which is important for Microservices.
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Callanan and Spillane give empirical evidence to infrastructure
and deployment automation pattern [18]. Continuous monitor-
ing of both infrastructure and application, as a DevOps practice
helping to bridge development including quality assurance and
operations are described as lesson learned and experiences by
authors of these studies [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20].

Generally, the results of our study signify the importance
of considering context when describing DevOps practices. In
our case study, even though most practitioners elaborated the
practices in the context of cloud and web development, other
contextual information, such as size and maturity, influenced
the ways in which some practices are implemented. This is an
important consideration that needs to be taken into account
when discussing DevOps practices, i.e., to understand the
context in which the practices are described.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

This study has a number of validity threats that need to be
taken into account. We considered three categories of validity
threats– construct validity, reliability, and external validity
[21]– and used different countermeasures to minimize the
threats. The countermeasures included: (a) consulting multiple
sources in MLR (b) maintaining chain of evidence, and (c)
incorporating practitioners reviews. In addition, particulary to
MLR approach, three minimal standards for enhancing rigor
in ML suggested by Ogawa [22] were considered.

To ensure construct validity, we only included one out of
three contacted and interviewed case companies. The latter is
due to not having the two other companies implement DevOps
as well as the lack of DevOps understanding thereof. As a
result of the selection process, our study faced some limitation
with regards to the few number of interviews included in
this study. This limitation serves as an opportunity for further
inquiry in future works. On the otherhand, the interviews were
conducted with at least two researchers to minimize researcher
bias. A document describing the background and objective of
the study was sent to practitioners prior to the interviews. With
regards to the MLR, a threat to construct validity comes from
different constraints, e.g., the selected search term as well as
the inclusion and exclusion criteria of ML. To ensure construct
validity and minimal rigor, prior to MLR, the objective of the
study was clearly defined which served as the primary criterion
for seeking and selecting ML.

To ensure the reliability of results, initial results were made
available for discussion to practitioners and other researchers
prior to the writing of this report. One meeting (with company
representatives of the interviewed company) and a workshop
with practitioners of the N4S research program were also
conducted to solicit feedback from practitioners. Both events
were useful for collecting feedback. We also ensured an audit
trail, i.e., maintain all records and analysis in NVivo. With
regards to ML, the reliability of the study would have improved
further with contact and additional discussion with the authors
of the ML. However, due to the large number of ML sources
and diverse set of authors, at the time of writing the report,
this was not feasible due to limited time.

External validity and the generalization of the findings is
threatened by the small number of interviewees as described
earlier as well as our reliance on ML sources as data sources
for analysis. For this reason we acknowlede this limitation and
, the results serve as a basis for empirical evaluations.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The analysis of multivocal literature and interviews with
software practitioners showed software practitioners use dif-
ferent terms and variety of practices when describing the
DevOps phenomenon. We used findings from our analysis
to provide more evidence that supports and builds upon the
scientific definition of DevOps proposed by Penners and Dyck
[6]. Our findings showed that DevOps as a phenomenon
is not just a mind-set but rather some patterns of DevOps
practices described by the practitioners can be identified. This
study presents the identified patterns in relation to the five
dimensions of DevOps, i.e. collaboration, automation, culture,
monitoring and measurement. Our findings show that DevOps
phenomenon is more prominent in organisations providing
services over the Internet. It would be beneficial for future
research to focus on further empirical evidence of DevOps
practices and patterns in companies that claim to have imple-
mented it. More important will be a research that not only
identifies the practices but also for which kinds of system,
organisations and domains are DevOps practices applicable.
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Abstract—Software architects base their design tasks on ex-
perience mostly, when developing new architectures. The re-
quirements that are placed on these architectures, such as
high-availability and minimum performance requirements, are
becoming more demanding continuously. In this paper, we reflect
on a method for continuous performance testing, to provide
architects with feedback on their design/implementation and
prevent problems before they affect the users or other systems.
If architects employ the method, they are no longer flying blind,
and can continuously evaluate and improve their application. We
illustrate the use of the method at a large software company
and report on the outcomes of using continuous performance
testing in the development of their upcoming enterprise resource
planning application release that is going to be used by over a
million users.

Keywords–Workload Generation; Performance Testing; Soft-
ware Architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Performance demands placed upon modern software sys-
tems are constantly increasing. Systems ranging from simple
websites to large business solutions need to support concurrent
access by large numbers of users [1][2]. Both conventional
wisdom and several studies [3][4] indicate that many soft-
ware projects have performance problems. Catching these
performance problems before they affect users of a system
in production is becoming a focal point in the development of
software systems.

To gain insight into performance variations of a software
system, it has to be monitored before and after changes are
made to the system. This can be done through testing the
system with a test workload. Workload generation is a process
of simulating usage load that the software system is expected
to handle in a production environment. Performance testing of
a software application involves measuring the resource usage
or throughput, by giving a set of inputs to the system by means
of generated workload. In performance testing, a realistic
workload is simulated/generated and thrown at the working
system, while different monitoring mechanisms are being
used to evaluate system behavior. One of the most common
problems in performance testing is that an unrepresentative
workload is used, which gives misleading results [5]. The
selected workload used for testing has a major influence on
the eventual performance results [6]. Hence, an outline of
workload generation techniques and tests is a helpful tool in
testing software performance.

Also as most software producing organizations continu-
ously upgrade software products, either with new features
or bug fixes, these systems must be continuously tested for
their performance. Continuous Performance Testing (CPT) is
a methodology of testing the performance of a software system

every time a change is made to it. This term stems from the
continuous software improvement movement, which prefers
guided incremental improvement over discontinuous burst of
unreliable major software releases and updates [7].

The contributions of this paper are: (1) an outline of
available workload generation techniques is provided, and
(2) a reflection on a method of CPT in practice at a large
software organization. We structure the work as follows. First,
the research method is described in Section II. Secondly, an
overview is provided of the topic of workload generation with
a structured literature review in Section III. Thirdly, a literature
review on continuous performance testing is described in
Section IV. In Section V, the CPT method is presented, based
on the literature study. In Section VI, a case study is presented
at a software company describing a practical implementation
and results of the method. The case is evaluated with practi-
tioners, who share their experience using CPT and insights it
has given to their development process. We describe analysis
and discussions in Section VII. Conclusions are described
in Section VIII, where we illustrate that CPT, when based
on realistic workloads, is an essential tool for any software
architect.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

The research was conducted in two phases. First, a liter-
ature study was performed to establish the available methods
for CPT. Secondly, through design research, a new method for
CPT has been created. Thirdly, a case study is conducted to
evaluate the practical aspects of CPT.

A. Literature Study
This section details the literature study protocol created

to find papers discussing workload generation methods and
performance testing. We used the following keywords to find
publications on workload generation and continuous perfor-
mance testing:

“Testing workload generation” OR “Workload generator”
OR “Deriving workload” OR “Test user generation” OR
“Performance profiling” OR “software performance testing”
OR “Workload characterization” OR “Continuous integration
testing”

A literature protocol is established based on the recom-
mendations of Webster and Watson [8], and Kitchenham and
Charters [9]. Our data collection strategy consisted of using
three scientific search engines: Google Scholar, CiteSeerX,
and ieeexplore. Besides the mentioned keywords, references
to papers were also looked at, a technique Webster and Wat-
son [8] calls ”going backward”. This method was also taken
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in the opposite direction (“going forward”) as the references
of important papers were also considered.

B. The Case-study Method
The case-study was conducted at AFAS Software. AFAS

is a Dutch vendor of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
software. The privately held company currently employs over
350 people and annually generates e100 million in revenue.
AFAS currently delivers a fully integrated ERP suite, which
is used daily by more than 1.000.000 professional users from
more than 10.000 customers. The NEXT version of AFAS’
ERP software is completely generated, cloud-based, and tai-
lored for a particular enterprise, based on an ontological model
of that enterprise. The ontological enterprise model will be
expressive enough to fully describe the real-world enterprise of
virtually any customer, and as well form the main foundation
for generating an entire software suite on a cloud infrastructure
platform of choice: AFAS NEXT is entirely platform and
database-independent. AFAS NEXT will enable rapid model-
driven application development and will drastically increase
customization flexibility for AFAS’ partners and customers,
based on a software generation platform that is future proof
for any upcoming technologies. AFAS is continuously evalu-
ating NEXT for its performance, hence they are an attractive
choice for the case-study. The case company was also chosen
pragmatically, as a long term relationship exists between the
company and Utrecht University.

The case study comprised of interviewing four experts from
AFAS Software, including software architects and project man-
agers with years of experience in software architecture design.
The interviews conducted as part of the case-study were semi-
structured. An interview protocol was defined with questions
pertaining to: benefits of CPT that AFAS are seeing, tools
and frameworks used for testing, workload generation, alert
mechanisms, and organizational aspects of decision making.
The interviews were recorded and then later transcribed to
extract findings regarding the CPT process at AFAS. One of the
co-authors of this paper is also the person who implemented
some of the basic principles of CPT. He is now working at
AFAS and his previous work is being continued and worked
on by his colleagues.

Threats to validity can be internal or external. To counter
internal validity threats, one of the co-authors, who has in-
depth knowledge of the process of CPT at the company, was
asked to validate the findings. Also, a company representative
was asked to review the findings. External threats we foresee is
how the findings can be applicable to other organizations. Fur-
ther validation can be done by involving more organizations,
which we see as future work.

III. WORKLOAD GENERATION

Workload generators have been around since the early 90s,
both as academic and commercial tooling. In order to generate
for specific scenarios, the generators generally allow for a
number of input parameters to be set. Workload generation
techniques can have a number of different characteristics
associated with them, and can generally can be classified into
two types: static (do not depend on earlier of future actions)
and dynamic (based on temporal correlations or other outside
sources). Early tools were designed for specific circumstances,
mostly generating HTTP requests for static environments, such

as Webjamma [10] and S-clients [11]. Other tools generate
dynamic behavior, such as TPCW [12], SPEC WEB99 [13],
Webload [14], and JMeter [15].

Some workload generation methods target non-existent
systems and in these cases the generated load is tested against
a performance model of the system. In those cases, both the
workload and the system are simulated. This does require de-
tailed performance measurements from the original workload.
This helps to know the effects of a task on the system (or
similar measurements), so the basis of the model has corre-
sponding link to a performance measurement. Burstiness is a
commonly overlooked factor when generating workload [16].
The usage of a software system is not evenly distributed across
time, but has bursts and lulls. Applying a smaller degree of
burstiness to a workload can give the workload more realistic
behavior.

Finally, workload generators vary in the workload they
output. In the empirical approach, sampling is done of existing
data (data recorded from live sessions). In contrast, analytic
approaches use mathematical modeling to generate synthetic
workload. The empirical approach is easiest to implement,
however it lacks the flexibility as the recorded traces are
only representative of one specific configuration and software
version. A workable analytic model has the shortcoming that it
does not accurately exhibit the large number of unique possible
characteristics.

A. Workload Characterization and Generation Techniques
In this section, we describe some of the commonly used

workload generation and characterization techniques available
in literature.

Descriptive Generation [6][17][18][19] is a technique fre-
quently associated with simple statistical methods: averaging,
variances, standard deviation, correlations, distributions, and
their corresponding visualization such as histograms or scatter
plots. These statistic generation methods are meant to generate
workload characteristics such as active users, user think time,
actions per sec, etc.

Clustering [19][20] is a workload generation technique
that groups similar actions as a unit, making generalizations
possible. The selected clusters can be made based on other
workload generation methods such as correlations, or by
making a selection manually based on functionality within the
chosen system. Antonatos [21] describes a method, in which
the available network traffic is clustered based on protocol
and message type, dividing the traffic into 5 clusters: HTTP
request, HTTP Images, HTTP Text, HTTPapp data, and so on.

Markov chains [18][22][23][24] use the temporal charac-
teristics of a workload. A Markov chain consists of series of
different states a target system can exist in and the transitions
between those states. Transitions are given probabilities of
occurrence with several states being active at once, for e.g.,
many users can use a system at once and their actions are not
affected by each-other but only by their own previous actions.

Stochastic form charts [19][20][25] are similar to Markov
chains, in that, in addition to states and transitions between
those states, actions can also be present. A state can only have
transitions towards actions with a corresponding probability,
while an action can have one transition towards a state. An
example could be a series of web-pages as states and user
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actions such as logging in or saving as the actions to transition
to different or same web pages.

Reactivity [26] is a technique of workload generation
which takes output of the target system into account, such
as response time of the system to earlier tasks. Response time
is a critical factor to the user in an interactive system. Also
findings from [27] show that, user think time i.e., the time
between subsequent user tasks, is affected by the time it takes
for the system to respond. Short response times (0.1 sec) keep
the user in the flow improving think time, while longer (10
secs) response times disrupt the user’s attention and results in
longer think times and different tasks.

Layering is a technique used to model workload from
multiple layers instead of only a single layer responsible for
the actual workload. This follows the reasoning that, not only
the current and preceding task but also the complete state of
its parent service/applications affects the total workload.

Regression based modeling [28] is an analytical approach
of predicting performance of a target system. By collecting
performance test results at different workloads and performing
a regression analysis on the results, predictions can be made
about the performance for any workload. Hence, only a subset
can be used to predict their performance data by extrapolation.

It is important to note that these techniques can be
combined to have required characteristics in the generated
workloads. With all these techniques, it is important that one
should already have the most important characteristics of the
workload in mind to generate an appropriate workload. For
e.g., if the ideal workload contains a large variability over
time, then considering burstiness is necessary. Also the target
system and its limitations are important. For instance, should
the user only perform certain actions from a given state, then
using state diagrams is necessary.

B. Workload Generation Techniques in Practice

There have been many research works to improve real-
ism of the generated workload as well as variability. Many
approaches from code analysis to Domain-specific Languages
(DSLs) have been adopted. In this section, we describe some of
the recent works on workload generation that use combinations
of the techniques described above.

Ittershagen et al. [29], proposes a simulation based ap-
proach to estimate application’s observable shared resource
usage. It uses a combined approach of extracting embedded
software’s processor usage and memory access patterns to get
an abstract workload model. This model can then be used in
host-based simulation or on a target specific architecture. A
compiler infrastructure based system is used, through which
the application is processed, which gives the CPU usage and
memory access patterns that are used to create an abstracted
workload model.

Busch et al. [30] describes an automated workload char-
acterization approach to estimate the performance behavior
of I/O intensive software applications in cloud a platform.
The proposed algorithm extracts workload characterization
models by a non-invasive and lightweight monitoring to get
performance metrics such as, request size, read/write ratio,
etc. The approach works by dividing high-level operations into
several low-level ones corresponding to a workload metric.

In Casaliccio et al. [31], a workload characterization for
Desktop-as-a-service (DaaS) is presented. The study was con-
ducted over three months on actual user traffic by measuring
resource usage on a DaaS provider’s servers. The aim was to
study the resource usage and develop a statistical performance
model. Several observations were reported from this study:
the session length could be modeled with an exponential
distribution, and the CPU Load as well as the Disk load (r/w
rate) had a long-tail distribution. It was also observed that the
peaks in CPU Load or disk read/write rate exceeds the average
value by two (or more) orders of magnitude.

Zakay et al. [32] proposes a workload generation method
by combining realism of workload tracing (through sampling)
and flexibility of workload modeling. The workload traces
were divided into sub-traces, which represent activity of real
users. New workloads with varying characteristics can then
be created by combining the sub-traces in various ways. In
order to keep the reconstructed workload close to a real one,
re-sampling is done at the user level also taking into account
daily and weekly user activity for added realism.

In Van Hoorn et al. [33], a framework for performance
testing of session-based applications is proposed using ana-
lytical modeling and automatic workload generation. A DSL
based approach is used to generate workload specifications,
which are then used by workload generation tools to generate
workloads. The proposed DSL, WESSBAS-DSL, uses the
Markov4JMeter workload modeling formalism for behavior
modeling of user session (session duration and ‘think’ times).
The generated WESSBAS-DSL instances are then transformed
into corresponding JMeter test plans.

Vogele et al. [34] extend the WESSBAS-DSL approach
of [33] by transforming of WESSBAS instances into workload
specifications of Palladio Component Model [35], representing
architecture-level performance models. The approach enables
layered modeling and automatic extraction of workloads. Us-
ing WESSBAS-DSL several aspects of session-based system’s
workload can be modeled such as, Workload Intensity, Appli-
cation Model, Behavior Models, and Behavior Mix.

Table I shows the workload generation techniques de-
scribed in III-A used in the literature described above. From
Table I, it can be seen that several workload generation
techniques can be used depending on the requirement of the
test and workload specification.

IV. PERFORMANCE TESTING METHODS

In Brunnert et al. [36], a continuous performance eval-
uation scheme is proposed for new releases or updates for
enterprise applications. The main contribution is that archi-
tectural information is considered, while defining a resource
profile for an application. A model is defined for content and
structure to describe performance modeling for an application.
A continuous delivery mechanism is also described with steps:
create resource usage profile for current version and put it
into a repository, predict performance for current version
and compare with previous, and if change is detected send
notification to development team.

Bezemer et al. [37] describes performance maintenance
and improvement of software application in cloud platform
after their deployment. The authors argue that continuously de-
tecting Performance Improvement Opportunities (PIOs), which
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF WORKLOAD GENERATION METHODS.

Literature Proposed Method Description Workload Generation Techniques Used
Ittershagen et al. [29] Code analysis Generate abstract workload model by analysis code and observing

resource usage pattern
Simulation of system and workload

Busch at al. [30] Usage tracing I/O Workload characterization by using lightweight monitoring cloud
usage

Descriptive (statistics means for file size,
workload intensity etc.)

Casaliccio et al. [31] Usage tracing Mathematical performance model generation for workload characteriza-
tion by tracing usage of Daas server

Layering, Descriptive (statistical properties
of CPU, read/write loads), Burstiness

Zakay et al. [32] Usage tracing and
modeling

Generating workload by tracing real usage load and resampling parts of
it to generate workloads with variability and realism

clustering (users), Burstiness, Regression
modeling (resampling workload trace parts)

van Hoorn et al. [33] Domain-specific
Language

Generation of performance test plan with workload by using DSL to
model workload specifications

Layering (session and protocol), Clustering
(behavior mix), Markov chains

Vogele et al. [34] Domain-specific
Language

Using DSL model and transforming it into a PCM model to include
architecture-level performance metrics

Markov chains and Layering (similar to
[33])

are defined as situations during which performance can be
improved, can assist in performing perfective maintenance (the
goal of which is improving performance and therefore perfect-
ing a software system after delivery) of deployed software. An
algorithm is proposed to detect PIOs based on response times.
From analyzing the PIOs an association rule set can be defined
which can be used for detecting bottlenecks.

Rasal et al. [38] proposed a reactive-based framework for
performance testing of web applications. In the work, reactivity
is described as the way users behave for a provided quality of
service. In the proposed scheme web log data is captured from
the server-side (from a website set up by the experimenters for
a company). A usage pattern is derived in terms of execution
time (time taken to process a request) and think time (time
user takes to send the next request) from both the server-side
and the client-side. A usage pattern model is derived and then
it is used to generate automated test cases.

Arcelli et al. [39] proposes a framework for automated gen-
eration of software models subject to continuous performance
analysis and refactoring. The aim is to detect potential perfor-
mance anti-patterns (PA), which are mistakes induced during
design phase, using the principles of model-driven engineering.
The algorithm consists of identifying specific metrics which
could degrade performance and associate threshold to them. PA
are evaluated by comparing metrics to their threshold. Then,
the PA and its solution are identified and refactoring is applied
to get the new software model. With the PA knowledge base
built, framework can process software models automatically.

In Horkỳ et al. [40], performance unit tests are used
to generate performance documentation to help developers
make informed decisions (i.e. keeping performance in mind)
during software development. In the setup phase, workload
for the system is determined, the system is subjected to the
workload, and performance is measured. The observed results
are evaluated against test criteria using statistical hypothesis
testing. Performance documentation is presented for methods
in the software framework which would help make choices
between different software libraries.

Lou et al. [41] proposes an approach (FOREPOST -
Feedback-ORiEnted PerfOrmance Software Testing) to auto-
matically identify input combinations or specific workload to
find performance bottlenecks. It uses an adaptive feedback-
directed learning system using application execution traces.
If-then rules are used to automatically select input values
for testing. Initially, a small number of random input values
are selected, and then using clustering, execution profiles are
grouped into performance categories. The categorized data are

then classified using machine learning to obtain rules. The
learned rules are used to generate test-cases.

Danciu et al. [42] proposes an approach of analyzing per-
formance of Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition applications
and providing feedback related to performance in the Inte-
grated Development Environment (IDE) itself. The source code
is parsed and converted into a Palladio component model. This
is then used to predict the response time of the application.
The predicted performance results is presented within the IDE,
making developers performance aware during development.

The literature study presented above, encompasses different
phases of performance testing of software applications; from
testing performance during development/modeling applica-
tion [39], application upgrading [36], to maintaining deployed
software [37]. It also shows reactive approaches [38], and
proactive approaches where application development choices
are influenced by performance [40][42]. The literature de-
scribed takes focus on resource usage, throughput, response
time, or a combination of them. Various workload generation
method were used: real production loads for approaches that
use reactive mechanism or deployed application [37][38],
predicted workloads [41][42], workloads generated from the
software model [36][39], or just stress test specific parts (as
only limited functionality is available) of the application by
iteratively calling them [40].

In the next section, we extract steps and process phases
from the methods and frameworks above, to create an abstract
method that can be deployed by practitioners.

V. THE CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE TESTING METHOD

In Table II, an overview of the steps of CPT that are found
in literature is described. It is important to choose the purpose
of performance tests and hence the criteria being measured.
Table II shows that each work has a specific criterion, such as
resource usage [36][37][41] or response time [37][38].

The processes and frameworks found in the literature, all
have a workload generation phase as part of the test. For
example, Brunnert et al. [36] use usage models that help in
predicting resource usage while Lou et al. [41] and Danciu
et al. [42] use predicted workloads. Furthermore, Bezemer et
al. [37] and Rasal et al. [38] use real production workload,
and Horky et al. [40] iteratively call parts of an application
to stress test the system. Monitoring points are defined in the
test setup, be it logs or the software model itself. Following
up, there is a test that involves either performance prediction
for analytical approaches or measuring parameters, such as
response time. The obtained results are compared either to
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TABLE II. COMPARISON OF (CONTINUOUS) PERFORMANCE TESTING METHODS.

Paper Perf. criteria Workload Monitoring Testing Alert mechanism
Brunnert et al. [36] Resource usage Synthetic workload

(usage modeling,
think times)

Resource prediction
from performance model

Performance prediction Comparison b/w current and previous ver-
sion

Bezemer et al. [37] Throughput, response
time and resource us-
age

Live production
workload

Logs Build ruleset and com-
pare

Provides performance improvement oppor-
tunities through bottleneck identification

Rasal et al. [38] Execution time Live production
workload

Logs Build usage pattern Implicit, not stated

Arcelli et al. [39] Over-used S/W com-
ponents and resource
usage

None, deduced from
software model

S/W model annotated
with performace indices

Model transformation
and threshold
comparison

Automated model refactorisation

Horky et al. [40] Resource usage Iteratively call a piece
of code

Measure resource usage
on local system

Run the piece of code
and measure response

Performance documentation

Lou et al. [41] Resource usage Workload predicted Measure resource usage
on local system

Tracing execution of
methods

Identified bottlenecks as methods

Danciu et al. [42] Response time Synthetic Workload
using modeling

Resource Prediction us-
ing performance model

Tracing execution of
methods

Identified bottlenecks as methods presented
in IDE

previous values or to a threshold. At the last stage, an alert
mechanism is used to notify the results to the stakeholders
of performance tests. Several ways of alert mechanisms can
be observed in the literature, such as, through PIOs [37],
performance documentation, or presenting results on the IDE
during development.

Based on these observations, an abstract method for CPT
is presented with the following steps:

1) Assess critical performance criteria - In this step
performance metrics to be measured are selected.
This is important as this determines the type of test
to be performed and the workload parameters.

2) Decide on workload generation technique to use
- This step is very important as a representative
workload is necessary to get reasonable results for
the purpose of the test. As stated earlier, this step
depends on the type of performance to be performed.
Section III gives more information on selecting an
appropriate technique.

3) Identify monitoring points and build in monitor-
ing - In this step, the points where the application
performance in relation to identified metrics is to be
located.

4) Decide on performance testing method and tools
to use - This depends on the performance criteria
and stage of development cycle of application. It
can be simulation based approach for software under
development to monitoring application under use.
Section IV describes some of the methods.

5) Set up alert mechanisms and describe actions -
Setup system to send performance results to con-
cerned personnel for the next course of action.

Using the steps described above, the proposed method for
CPT is shown in Fig. 1. By introducing a feedback loop from
the testing phase, comprising of alert mechanism and decision
making step back to testing, performance evaluation can be
done on a continuous basis. In the next section, we validate
this method by means of a case-study at AFAS, where a
similar CPT method is used. We compare the proposed method
with the tools and mechanism used at AFAS, and present the
usefulness of CPT being performed in development of NEXT.
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FIGURE 1. CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE TESTING WORKFLOW.

VI. CASE STUDY AND EXPERT EVALUATION

Currently, AFAS Software is using CPT to evaluate perfor-
mance changes for NEXT on a regular basis. One of the key
design drivers of this redesign is the focus on Command Query
Responsibility Segregation (CQRS) [43][44] distributed archi-
tecture. CQRS is an architectural pattern developed to support
scalability, and provides a practical solution to Brewer’s the-
orem [45] in a distributed system architecture. This pattern
prescribes separation in client-server communication between
commands and queries, commands being actions which can
modify the data while queries are the request to access the
said data. This strict separation allows architects to make
different architectural choices on command and query side of
the system. CPT has become a major tool in the design and
validation of architectural choices on both the command and
the query side of the CQRS architecture for NEXT.

A. Implementation at the Case Company
The case study was performed with an intention to find out

how, in an organization and in real software production setup,
performing CPT has lead to improvement in software quality
and development process. To this end, the case-study included
interviewing experts from AFAS on the process of performance
testing of NEXT. The interview protocol was designed with
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several sections each discussing different aspects of CPT as
described in Section V. The questions were designed to extract
the process and tools used at AFAS in each aspect of the CPT.
In the Table III, we describe the AFAS context at each aspect of
CPT and the tools used by AFAS in their CPT implementation.

B. Case Findings
From transcribing the interviews of the case-study and

comparing it with the CPT method described, the following
observations were made:

First, the performance criteria that are important for the
selected performance test and the purpose of the test are
identified. At AFAS, the performance testing is more stress
testing the system. The metrics that are measured are: the num-
ber of user operations which correspond to commands/queries
and events projected per second on their designed CQRS
architecture choices. The aim of the tests is to see the trends
on the selected data stores and eventually make a choice of
selection for stores on command and query side.

A workload generation mechanism is used to suit the
test, for instance to do stress tests, concurrent commands
and queries are generated, as the tests are mainly focused
on measuring throughput of the data stores. The workload is
generated by a custom-built application which uses a template
for commands and queries to generate workload. The workload
generator generates the required number of commands or
queries. It is known beforehand the number of events which are
to be projected. This helps comprehensively test the designed
architecture for its performance.

Monitoring points are identified in the architecture for the
selected test. At AFAS the monitoring points are introduced at
the command, query and event projection. Plugins are intro-
duced at monitoring points which have performance counters
that measure the number of operations (commands, queries,
and events) per second. This selection of monitoring points
helps to measure the number of commands/queries handled
per second as well as the time it takes for the whole process
chain to execute.

Currently performance testing is done mainly for the selec-
tion of data stores. Testing is done on many different database
options (MongoDB, MySQL, MSSQL and PostgreSQL) and
are repeated for every database choice. The application is
hosted on a server and input with the generated workload.
The tests are run with different stores and the said performance
metrics are registered at the monitoring points. Since CQRS
architecture allows separate choices to be made on command
and query side, parts of the system can be optimized inde-
pendently. one software architect stated :”It (CPT) helps with
the way we want to choose stores or changes we made were
right or wrong in terms of performance”. Another software
architect stated: ”From the testing it is noted that PostgreSQL
performs better on the query side for transactions”.

Alert mechanism works by sending emails to the stake-
holders after the tests each day. Also, the recorded results
are published on the company’s intranet and can be accessed
by anyone within the organization. The plotted results show
metrics from last few weeks, and can be useful to see trends
in performance of the application as it evolves. The concerned
team monitors the results and makes decisions when it is
necessary to investigate the cause. A software architect stated:

”The performance test results become very important when
changes are implemented and some variation in performance
is expected”. If the results obtained after changes differ very
much than expected, then it is inspected as one of the architects
mentioned: ”If the change can be explained, after some new
feature was implemented and some drop was expected then it
might be fine. But if the change cannot be explained then it
will be investigated”.

In the case-study, a performance testing scenario was
created with the goals of comparing database options and
operating systems for NEXT. The configurations consisted
of MSSQL and MongoDB on Windows and Linux operating
systems. As described earlier, the critical performance criteria
were defined to be measured, i.e., throughput, response time,
CPU, and disk I/O. The workload characterization was done
with the metrics in mind to test individual components of
CQRS architecture. Hence, the workload consisted of database
operations (in large numbers) on a work item, such as Insert
(create commands), InsertQMB (create events), Update (update
commands), UpdateQMB (update events), Query, Query40 (40
simultaneous queries at a time). Several interesting observa-
tions were noted: SQL offered most throughput in inserts,
MongoDB showed higher average throughput but gaps were
observed (as it processes writes in large batches), MongoDB
on Linux showed lower throughput for inserts and queries, etc.
This testing configuration gave a basis for performance testing
NEXT on a daily basis as new options (in database, event bus,
etc.) are tested and the new features are added to the software
model NEXT.

The NEXT platform currently exists in a pre-release phase,
but parts of it are already being used within the company.
The platform is evolving rigorously (“We make massive ar-
chitecture changes almost daily (as model-driven development
is used and model evolves everyday and thus leads to many
changes in implementation)”) and CPT is helping to evaluate
changes from a performance point of view. The company ben-
efits from continuous insight into the platform’s performance
evolution, especially because the platform is in such an early
phase of development. That said, employees in the company
states that CPT is useful in any maturity phase of the platform,
because at a later stage they expect that CPT can help them
identify small changes with large impact on the performance.

C. Expert Evaluation
In the case study, the interviewees indicate that CPT has

been essential in the development process of NEXT in the
areas of architecture, implementation, and software quality.

With regards to architecture, one senior software architect
at AFAS, when asked about how CPT has influenced archi-
tectural choices for NEXT, stated: “Performance testing has
given cause to rethink [...] things, what you think helps to
improve performance but doesn’t actually”. This flexibility is
seen by others as well: “Doing performance testing during
design/implementation phase is important because the impact
of changes can be seen can and work on it rather than
during production”. He also stated that the selection of test
is important based on state of the application: “But it is
important to select the type of test as it is not known about
production load during development”. One instance was cited
where performance test had helped to identify a bottleneck
and prompted a change in architecture - “A bottleneck was
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TABLE III. PERFORMANCE TESTING TOOLS.

Process Case-study Method Tools
Assess critical performance
criteria

Requests handled per second and time taken to process each request, it
can be just the commands or queries or the whole process measuring
commands and no. of events it generates or queries and execution of all
the projected evens, future: resource usage CPU, memory, IO

This is a choice made based on current state of the product

Workload generation Commands and/or queries are generated containing user information and
in order to stress the system either on command side or query side or
both and measure how many requests can be handled

Workload generator which uses a CSV file containing random
user information and a template specifying no. of commands
and/or queries

Identify monitoring points monitoring points are inserted on command, query side, and event handler
to measure no. of commands

Custom-built plugins at command, query, and event bus side

Performance testing
method

Stress test system with concurrent user load (commands or queries or
both) and on different data stores and compare the identified performance
criteria

RabbitMQ, Event Tracing for Windows, ELK stack, and datas-
tores such as MongoDB, MySQL, MSSQL, and PostgreSQL

Setup alert mechanism and
describe action

Email, intranet, and coffee room dashboard, the results can be monitored
for trends

Custom tools for transforming events into graphs and publishing
it through email and web

detected in initial testing of ServiceFabric [46] in event
dispatching. One component of the ServiceFabric was detected
as producing the bottleneck. As a result a new component was
planned to replace the existing one to alleviate the problem”.
Also, in selections of stores, one of the trend that was reported
was that PostGreSQL was seen to perform better on query side.

CPT has helped in making design decisions as well as
validating the designed changes. Project manager at AFAS
gave an example: “it (CPT) has helped us make decision
whether to use of dynamic commands vs typed commands
in the backend architecture. We expected some performance
issues, but through performance testing we observed that
no significant degradation in performance occured. Hence it
(CPT) helped us validate changes”.

CPT has furthermore helped in making decisions about
where to deploy the application and what kinds of resources
will be used. Currently, the most important reason to use CPT
at AFAS is to create an overview of resource usage on each
database platform and find the most performant database for
the development of NEXT.

The representatives at the company indicate that quality
problems that would normally be caught in production are now
caught earlier. “CPT has helped in finding bugs we don’t find
in normal usage. It also help with deciding whether changes
were right or wrong in terms of performance. It has helped now
and will help in future if the application monitored properly
(after changes) and we get more informative results”.

VII. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Continuous performance testing is the best way to provide
architects with continuous insight into the implementation of
their designs. There are other ways of reporting on architecture
patterns, such as empirical qualitative evaluations, but these
report on a particular implementation of a pattern, and are
thus less usable by other architects. One of the most powerful
features of CPT is that it requires architects to provide an
upfront expectation of what the performance will be, providing
them benchmarks and targets to constantly adjust their design
by. The case study is but one observation, but its results can
be generalized to other large and long-lived systems.

Frequent exchange of knowledge is required by architects
in different working sessions. Their design decisions have long
lasting effects on developer productivity, flexibility, variability,
and performance of a system. Architects need experience and
frequent interactions with other architects in cross-organization

expert groups. In the future, we suggest that other authors too
report case studies, such that synthesis becomes possible and
the CPT framework can be perfected. In particular, academia
still need to develop and evaluate tools for CPT.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper functions as a call to action for practitioners
and researchers to employ CPT in practice and report on their
results. The case study illustrates how an organization has
benefited from CPT in an early-stage development project.
The main advantages are found in software architecture, design
decisions, resource usage, and software quality.

We present directions for future research. Firstly, workload
generation techniques can be combined, to create more realistic
workloads. In the case-study, random data was used to gen-
erate template-driven workload, that was based on the model
underlying the application. Secondly, it would be interesting
to create realistic workloads based on the devices that are used
to access the application. Once a change in end-user behavior
is detected, switching from mainly web application to mainly
mobile, for instance, could change the workloads that are used
for testing accordingly. Thirdly, in case of an ERP application,
the user category can dictate the kind of functionality used
more often in each category and time of day the application is
used most often. This, however, we leave to future research.
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Abstract—During the last three decades, different 

methodologies and tools were developed for the design and the 

evaluation of Human-Computer Interaction. However, 

ergonomic knowledge is often informal and lacks - for the 

utmost part any structure to be directly exploited by designers. 

Ergonomists still find it hard to use the ergonomic 

requirements in practice. This paper presents an ergonomic 

approach for designing Human-Computer Interfaces 

considering context information. We are particularly 

interested in formalizing the ergonomic knowledge. To validate 

our approach, we propose the application of a Computerized 

Maintenance Management System, dedicated to the 

management of intervention requests and dashboard 

monitoring. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, interactive systems are continuously 
evolving. They are pervasive in all areas and fields [1]. 
Additional functionalities further increase the complexity of 
these systems making them less suitable to use [2]. Thus, the 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community is facing a 
growing challenge to obtain high quality User Interfaces (UI) 
[3][4]. To this aim, several novel methodologies and 
techniques were presented and explored during the last three 
decades [5][6][7]. However, as stated in Scapin, Reynard and 
Pollier [8], ergonomic knowledge is usually rather informal 
and lacks - for the utmost part - structuration to be directly 
applied by designers. It still remains a difficult task to 
ergonomists for the ergonomic recommendation practice.   

Many directions were explored. They differ by means of 
interactive system life cycle phase (specification, design, 
development, testing, validating, etc.). Different quality 
factors were used, over which the evaluation process can be 
established. The most frequently used one for interactive 
system evaluation are essentially the utility and the usability 
[9][10]. As reported by Charfi et al. [11], “the utility 
determines if the system allows the user to perform his task 
and if he is able to achieve what is necessary to meet his 
expectations from the system. It corresponds to the 
functional capabilities, system performance, and the 
technical assistance quality given to the user by the system”. 

According to ISO 9241-18, the term usability has been 
defined as “the extent to which a product can be used by 
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, 
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [12]. 
The utility and usability are important issues to validate 
ergonomic UI and assure optimal functioning of Human-
Computer systems. 

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [13] has been 
revealed to be an appropriate approach for the design and the 
development of software system and their user interfaces. 
Following this trend, the HCI community has highlighted the 
benefits of its technology and used MDA approaches.  

In this paper, we propose an ergonomic approach for 
designing context-aware UI based on MDA. We are 
interested in ergonomic evaluation process since early design 
stages. This work aims to formalize ergonomic knowledge 
for the specification of context-aware Human-Computer 
interfaces. 

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following 
way: Section II surveys the related work. Section III 
introduces our contribution for ergonomic knowledge 
formalization and integration in the design process. Section 
IV presents an overview of our current implementation 
prototype as well as a case study. Finally, we conclude and 
discuss our research perspectives in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK  

Ergonomic approaches motivated many publications.  
Tarby et al. [14] based their approach on traces to 

conduct design phase evaluation, which include Aspect 
Oriented Programming (with aspects that are devoted to 
evaluation).  

Trabelsi et al. [15] present the evaluation of agent-based 
interactive systems. They propose an evaluation approach 
based on three complementary techniques: assistance 
evaluation tool, questionnaire, and verbalization. 

User Interface evaluation framework (RITA) [16] is an 
evaluation tool. It is composed by software applications 
structured in a modular architecture way. This framework 
uses three different evaluation techniques: the electronic 
informer, the ergonomic quality inspection and the 
questionnaire. It has a modular architecture that can be 
configured to evaluate different kinds of user interfaces.  
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Destine [17][18] is a tool, which allows the UI evaluation 
using a language of ergonomic rules definition. It permits to 
integrate or change intended rules for the evaluation without 
altering the source code of the evaluation tool. 

EISEval [19] is an environment dedicated to the 
evaluation of interactive systems having agent-based 
architecture. The authors presented an electronic informer 
using Petri Nets. 

These approaches vary in several ways. Their 
applications differ with the system lifecycle. Some tools and 
approaches are proposed to be used during design phases 
[14][16]. Others are designed to evaluate UI during the last 
phase of the development life-cycle [15][17][18][19], 
without considering the design and implementation process 
of the UI. In fact, we noticed that the UI evaluation phase is 
skipped in most cases of the development. It may be 
neglected for different reasons such as time and budget 
constraints. In addition, the evaluation can be expensive 
when applying it to the final stage of the lifecycle of a 
system. According to Nielsen [10], it is a hundred times 
cheaper to evaluate the UI during the early stages than in the 
final ones. Thus, it is more appropriate to consider the UI 
evaluation early in the development cycle. Some existing 
techniques propose to incorporate ergonomic guidelines in 
UI design process. Unfortunately, they do not take into 
consideration context changes. Thus, interactive systems face 
mostly the challenge of their ergonomic inconsistencies due 
to context requirements. 

The novelty of this work is how to consider the 
ergonomic guidelines properly with eventually possible 
changes in the context of interactive systems for obtaining 
successful UI. We present in the next section our 
methodology for designing context-aware UI. 

III. HUMAN-COMUTER INTERFACE DESIGN 

METHODOLOGY : OVERVIEW 

Since our focus is to provide ergonomic knowledge, we 
include some ideas to consider ergonomic specifications 
since early design stage. In this way, it is necessary to first 
conduct a formalization of ergonomic knowledge, then to 
provide the appropriate ergonomic guidelines considering 
context information, and finally to integrate these guidelines 
in context-aware specifications.  

Our approach is summarized in Fig. 1. The system is 
developed by performing two main steps. We consider that 
we are given regularly context information. In this sense, a 
specific system is held, at runtime, updating continuously 
context changes. During the design phase of the system, we 
consider this information when designing the UI. The main 
steps of our approach are explained in the sequel.  

A. Expert System for Reasoning Ergonomic Knowledge  

Ergonomic knowledge is generally informal. For this 
purpose, we aim to formalize ergonomic knowledge for 
integrating them in the context-aware specifications. To be 
used in such approach, an ergonomic knowledge base is 
supplied. Our methodology is based on Artificial Intelligence 
techniques. In fact, our solution can be thought of as an 

expert system. As Fig. 1 shows, we have followed three sub-
stages: 

1) Structuring of ergonomic knowledge: The ergonomic 

knowledge that we used is mainly derived from 

[11][12][20][21].  
It addresses more particularly the ergonomist to provide 

specific structural definition. This organization is important 
to ease the management of rules database. In this phase, we 
use the structuration of User Interface Markup Language 
(UIML) [22], since it allows the description of user 
interfaces in an abstract way. UIML, as defined in [22], 
separates the elements of the interface. It contains two main 
components: interface and peers. The interface component 
represents the description of the user interface according to 
four parts: structure, which describes the organization and 
the hierarchies of all the parts constituting the UI; content, 
which represents the application's information to be shown; 
behavior, which defines the behavior of the application 
during the interaction with the user, and style, which 
describes all the particular properties for each element of the 
UI. The peers‟ component contains two parts: presentation, 
which links the generic elements of the UI to a particular 
platform and logic, which defines the calling conventions for 
external methods in application logic that the UI raises. 

Building on the organization of UIML elements, this 
stage promotes the semantic description of ergonomic 
knowledge. At the end of this phase, the knowledge base is 
shared in "knowledge sub-bases" (KD Sub-Base), each sub-
base is related to a semantics of the ergonomics: Structure, 
Style, Contents, Behavior, Logic and Presentation.  

2) Formalization of ergonomic knowledge: After the 

structuring phase, the ergonomic knowledge is formalized in 

form of productions rules. The set of production rules is 

related to particular context information. The production 

rules‟ formalism is of the following type:      

IF (C1 * C2 * ---* Ci) THEN E. 
The contextual conditions of a rule are a logic 

arrangement of premises Ci. The operator "*" may be the 
one of the logical operator "AND" or "OR". The ergonomic 
guidelines E represent the set of appropriate conclusions of 
a rule. 

3) Rule-based Inference System: We are based on a 

Rule-based system, which is designed to resolve problems by 

reasoning knowledge, represented initially as if-then rules. 

The rule-based system uses a working memory that initially 

comprises the input data for a particular run, and 

an inference engine.  
The set of context instance Ci is stored in facts. It is 

exploited by the inference engine. The context information is 
defined, initially, in a Context Model (detailed in Section B) 
and is then explored. The rules deduction is accomplished by 
the inference of a set of rules contained in the knowledge 
sub-bases. The ergonomic rules are fulfilled by a first order 
inference engine that is based on forward chaining inference.  

Forward chaining inference engine is an automated 
reasoning system, working from a current state by evaluating 
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the premises of the inference rules (IF-part), performing 
pertinent rules, and then asserting new knowledge.   

 

 
Figure 1.  Our Approach overview.

The inference engine draws knowledge based on given 
facts Ci and production rules. This knowledge presents the 
set of appropriate ergonomic guidelines for a given context 
information. The Rule-based system is implemented with 
DROOLS rule engine [23] using an enhanced 
implementation of the Rete algorithm [24] for pattern 
matching, adapted for object oriented languages, and for Java 
in particular.  Rules are stored  in  the  production memory,  
whereas  facts  are  preserved  in  the  working memory.  The 
Rete algorithm generates a network from rule conditions. 
Each single rule condition is a node in the Rete network. We 
use a conflict resolution strategy, if there are multiple 
selected rules, by managing execution order via the Agenda.  

In order to be included on the next step, we have 
modeled the set of appropriate ergonomic guidelines in an 
ergonomic model instance (detailed in Section B) using a 
specific algorithm (i.e., algorithm for converting from a set 

of appropriate guidelines to a corresponding ergonomic 
model instance in the Ergonomic Model). 

B. Integration of Ergonomic Guidelines in Model-Driven 

Development  

MDA [13] is an approach that allows specifying the 
system independently of any platform that supports it by 
transforming the specification into a software system, for a 
specific platform.  A set of guidelines is provided by its 
approach for the structuring of specifications. It uses three 
types of models: computation independent model (CIM) that 
allows describing the context of the system and the 
requirements without consideration for its structure or 
treatment; platform independent model (PIM) that allows 
describing only those parts of a complete specification that 
can be abstracted without any specific platforms; and, 
platform specific model (PSM) that associates PIM 
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specification with specific information for a specific 
platform. 

Following the MDA structure, we distinguish four main 
models (Fig. 2): The Business Process Model (as CIM), 
Platform Independent Model 1 (as PIM), Platform 
Independent Model 2 (as PIM), and Platform Specific Model 
(as PSM).  

 
Figure 2.  Model-Driven Development . 

As described in Fig. 2, this step is composed of six 
models: 

 Business Process Model (BPM): To describe the CIM 
model, we used Business Process Modeling Notation 
(BPMN) [25], which is able to define tasks. for the 
specification of the business goal (interactive tasks, non-
interactive tasks and manual tasks) and the information 
flow among tasks, since we are interested in providing 
ergonomic guidelines into user interaction. Each BPMN 
element has been defined in the BPMN model with a 

specific type (i.e., interaction element type) in order to 
describe the nature of the interaction with the user, such 
as: types of input information (e.g., 
UIFieldInMultipleChoice), output information (e.g., 
UIFieldInAction) or grouping information (e.g., 
UIUnit). (Table I); 

 Context Model: We have used a defined Context Model 
all along the MDA model definition and 
transformations. It is composed of a description about 
user, environment and platform;  

TABLE I.  SOME INTERACTION ELEMENTS  

BPMN Element Associated Interaction Element 

Pool UIGroup 

Lane UIUnit 

UserTask UIFieldAction 

UserTask UIFieldInManual 

 Ergonomic Model: Fig. 3, below, defines the Ergonomic 
Model. It is composed of two major parts: Antecedent, 
which is the first half of the hypothetical proposition and 
contains context information; and Consequent, which 
describes the ergonomic guidelines; 

  Platform Independent Model 1 (PIM1): To specify the 
user interaction by introducing the user requirements 
and ergonomic guidelines according to the user 
independently of any platform. It is specified using the 
User Interface Markup Language UIML [22], specially 
the structure and style parts; 

 Platform Independent Model 2 (PIM2): To specify the 
user interaction by taking into account environment 
constraints and appropriate ergonomic guidelines 
according to the environment and independently of any 
specific platform. It is also defined by UIML language 
[22], which specifies the style parts;  

 
Figure 3.  Ergonomic Model
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 Platform Specific Model (PSM): To specify the user 
interaction for a particular platform, integrating 
ergonomic guidelines related to platform dimensions 
(e.g., displays information). Moreover, it is described by 
the use of User Interface Markup Language UIML [22], 
and allows specifying the presentation, logic and style 
parts. 

By applying Model-To-Model transformations, we 
generate the first transformation, PIM1 model, based on two 
UIML parts (structure and style), which are independent of 
the platform and integrate the specific information of the user 
context and its ergonomic guidelines. The second 
transformation from PIM1 to PIM2 includes environment 
information and its ergonomic guidelines and generates the 
style part. The third transformation from PIM2 to PSM is 
generated based on three UIML parts (presentation, logic 
and style) by including the platform‟s specific characteristics 
and its ergonomic guidelines (i.e., according to the platform 
context). Finally, the last transformation from PSM to the 
source code is performed, to generate the final UI, supported 
by existing tools supporting the code generation from UIML 
(e.g., Acceleo [26]). 

IV. CASE STUDY 

We have developed our methodology for a simplified 
case study that implements a Computerized Maintenance 
Management System (CMMS) application dedicated to the 
management of intervention requests and dashboard 
monitoring. In such system, production agent, technician and 
administrator must be taken into consideration to represent 
the context of the application. After signing up, a user having 
technical problem needs to send a request for a new 
intervention. Therefore, the system shows a detailed form 

with the required information: Intervention N°, Sender, 
Receiver, Desired Date, Intervention Type, Priority, State, 
Equipment and Observations. Fig. 4 presents a part of 
Business Process Model related to this scenario of the 
process.  

Ergonomic knowledge are, initially, stored in a database. 
We formalized these knowledge considering user, 
environment and platform dimensions. Since 
CMMS applications focus on industrial sectors, the user may 
be localized in a factory. We consider that an industrial 
environment is typically too noisy. The noise of running 
machinery is prevalent. In consequence, the system should 
increase the volume for the notification sound. In the 
contrary, we want a low sound volume, when a user is 
having a meeting. Moreover, in order to ensure more 
visibility for users who have visual problems, the system 
provides the background with white color theme (i.e., by 
default, the background is a dark color theme), font size 18 
(i.e., the default size is „medium' or size 12), bold font and 
activates the zooming options. A beep is emitted when a user 
has simultaneously a visual problem and is in a meeting. In 
addition, we consider different platforms with either wide or 
restricted screens (e.g., in the case of a small screen space, 
we only display the relevant information, such as 
Intervention N°, Sender, Receiver, Desired Date, Equipment 
and Observation).   

We consider a sample scenario that describes a user using 
the CMMS application. As an administrator profile, we 
chose one that is visually impaired, using the application 
through a smartphone during a meeting.  Using an inference 
engine (i.e., DROOLS Engine), we inferred a set of 
appropriate ergonomic guidelines. Fig. 5 presents the 
appropriate ergonomic guidelines resulted. 

 
Figure 4.  A Part of Business Process Model related to the Intervention request
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Figure 5.  Example of the generated ergonomic guidelines. 

After generating appropriate ergonomic guidelines with 
the consideration of specified context information, the 
designer should integrate these guidelines within the 
transformation models. We have implemented model 
transformation with ATLAS Transformation Language 
(ATL) [27]. Fig. 6 describes the structure part of PIM1, 
generated by the ATL transformation rule. Fig. 7 shows the 
style part of PIM2, generated for both user and environment 
context.  The style contains a list of properties and values. 
The properties are associated with parts within the UIML 
document through part-name elements. For example, for the 
“Intervention_Request_Form” form defined in the <part> 
element (G:Area class part in Fig. 6), we have defined the 
background of the form with “WhiteColorTheme” attribute 
in the property element of Style part. We also specified the 
“Intervention_N°”, “Sender”, “Receiver” labels, with font 
size 18 and bold font style. 

The generated ergonomic context-aware UI for 
dashboard monitoring is illustrated in Fig. 8. The UI 
provides the current user with a rich set of indicators and 
charts. In Fig. 8, one chart per line is displayed, for 
enhancing the visibility. Moreover, the zooming option is 
activated, when selecting the chart for more information. 

 
Figure 6.  Generated PIM1: Structure Part 

 
Figure 7.  Generated PIM2: Style Part 

 

Figure 8.  The generated Human-Computer interface 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper, we presented a new ergonomic approach 
for designing context-aware Human-Computer interfaces. To 
model its ergonomic methodology, we used Artificial 
Intelligence techniques to design such systems. Finally, 
through the transformation rules, we have specified UI and 
produced UIML code that could be rendered in order to 
generate final interfaces for specific platforms. Ongoing and 
future works include the development of our approach with 
more case studies for ergonomic context-aware pervasive 
systems. 
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Abstract— More and more organizations customize 
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) standard systems instead 
of developing the bespoke ones. Despite this, there are still few 
methods that support adaptations of COTS standard systems. 
The ones that exist are either outdated or they only focus on 
some specific steps. None of the currently defined methods 
cover standard system adaptation from the lifecycle 
perspective and none of them provide concrete guidance for 
how to adapt COTS systems to the customers’ needs. As a 
result, many organizations have to develop their own 
adaptation methods in a trial and error manner. This paper 
suggests COTS Adaptation Method (COTSAM) including 
steps and guidelines providing advice for how to develop and 
evolve COTS-based systems during their lifecycle. The method 
has been explored and evaluated within one company that has 
used COTS for supporting the company’s business processes 
for more than a decade.  

Keywords-standard systems; reuse; lifecycle; business process. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Standard systems have become very popular in the 

software industry. More and more organizations go over 
from developing bespoke systems to re-using complete 
standard systems instead [2][11]. This is because standard 
systems are considered to be more cost and resource 
effective than the bespoke ones. They have been reused 
many times in many different contexts by many different 
customer groups. For this reason, they are regarded to be of 
higher quality, reliability and maintainability. [7] [9] 

Standard systems cannot always be used in their original 
form. Since they are created for a larger client base, they are 
very complex in their structure and can include elements that 
are not always needed by some clients. Therefore, they must 
be adapted to specific customers and their businesses. Some 
of their components must be removed, some may be retained 
in their current form and some other need undergo various 
types of adaptations. [3] 

Adaption work can be very complex [1]. It does not only 
require knowledge of the standard system and of the 
customer's business but also knowledge of how to adapt 
standard systems to the needs of particular customers [7]. 
Methods supporting adaptation work are often called COTS 
(Commercial-Off-The-Shelf) adaptation methods or simply 
standard adaptation or customization methods.  

COTS adaptation methods are extremely important for 
succeeding with the creation of standard-based software 
systems [10]. Lack of them may cost companies many 

failures in form of malfunctioning software, missed 
deliveries, failed projects, or at its worst, failed businesses. 
Despite this, there are still very few methods that support 
adaptations of COTS systems. The ones that exist are either 
too general, or they focus on a limited part of COTS 
adaptation process, often dealing only with COTS selection 
step. Most of them are also old. Their average age is more 
than ten years [4][6][12][13]. To the knowledge of the 
authors of this paper, no published standard adaptation 
method focuses on the lifecycle of the standard-based 
systems. 

To succeed with the adaptation efforts, many 
organizations are forced to use their own adaptation 
methods, which they have developed in a trial and error 
manner. Kliento is one of such organizations. They have 
customized one standard system for building their software 
applications for supporting their business operation. They 
used commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) component package, 
which they then adapted to their own needs by mainly 
reconfiguring its components, writing glue code, by making 
various settings and by writing new own components. In the 
absence of such a method, Kliento was forced to develop 
their own COTS adaptation method. It has taken them more 
than one decade to develop it and it has cost Kliento both 
time and money in form of initial project problems and 
obstacles. Recently, the method has been successfully 
applied within ten sub-projects. Still however, it has not been 
formalized and documented within the company.  

This paper suggests a COTS Adaptation Method 
(COTSAM) including steps and guidelines providing advice 
for how to manage COTS-based systems during their 
lifecycle. The method has been explored and evaluated 
within Kliento that has used COTS for more than a decade. 
So far, no research proposal has covered a complete 
adaptation method that manages the entire software lifecycle. 
Therefore, we regard COTSAM a unique and innovative 
method suggestion.  

Our work was commissioned by Kliento. It included 
exploring the structure of their adaptation method, 
identifying problems with the method and providing 
suggestions for improving it. The company’s name, Kliento, 
is a fictitious name. The company wishes to remain 
anonymous. We are not allowed to mention any information 
that can be used for identifying the company, project, or even 
the standard system used. The only thing we are allowed to 
reveal is that the application managed information about the 
organization’s business and its very complex equipment.  
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Figure 1. Our research strategy 

 
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section II 

describes the research method taken in this study and the 
criteria for exploring and evaluating the adaptation method. 
Section III presents the explored method at the company 
studied whereas Section IV describes COTSAM method. 
Finally, Sections V and VI evaluate COTSAM and make 
suggestions for future work. 

II. RESEARCH METHOD 
This study focused on an area that was relatively 

unexplored. The literature proved to be very limited and 
there were few methods dealing with the lifecycle 
perspective of COTS-based systems. Apart from literature 
limitations, it turned out that the method was not well 
established within Kliento. In Swedish parlance, the method 
sat in the walls, everybody knew it, however, understood it 
from his/her individual perspectives. The method was simply 
not well established within the company studied.  

The status within Kliento has strongly impacted the 
design of our research strategy. As shown in Fig. 1, we 
conducted explorative case study to extract the design of 
standard adaptation method and elicit experiences related to 
the adaptation effort. The research was of a design science 
paradigm where the theory was extracted using the 
hermeneutic method [8].  

A. Research Phases 
Our study was divided into four research steps. As shown 

on the top right handside of Fig. 1, these were (1) Study of 
Published COTS Adaptation Systems, (2) Exploration of 
Company’s Adaptation Method, (3) Creation of the 
Preliminary Version of COTSAM, and (4) Evaluation and 
Improvement of COTSAM. The first two steps were 
conducted in parallel. Here, we studied publications about 
standard adaptation methods and problems related to them. 
To our surprise, there were very few publications dealing 
with the subject. Although we found thousands of articles in 
various scientific databases, only five publications were of 
interest. Their focus was however restricted to only selection 
of standard systems.  

In the next parallel step, we first studied Kliento’s 
organization, products, adaptation method and problems 
related to the method. The step was conducted in form of 
explorative interviews with four different interviewees. Here 
we made four interviews with four different interviewees 
possessing the roles of project manager, business architect, 
vice project manager and data coordinator. We used 
Questionnaire 1 to be discussed in Section II.B. Explorative 
interview with Interviewee 1 was made for the purpose of 
understanding the company and its contexts. The explorative 
interviews with Interviewees 2-4 were made for the purpose 
of exploring the standard adaptation method.  

In the third step, we created a preliminary version of 
COTSAM. Here, we studied all the interview answers using 
a hermeneutic method [5]. The interview results were 
interpreted in the context of the organization studied and its 
background and compared to published scientific results as 
achieved in the first research phase. The COTSAM 
preliminary version was then evaluated during our fourth 
step. Here, we had an evaluative interview together with 
Interviewee 4. We used Questionnaire 2 to be discussed in 
Section II.B. The purpose was to determine the soundness 
and applicability of COTSAM method within Kliento.  

B. Research Instruments 
The research instruments used in this study were two 

interview questionnaires based on explorative and evaluative 
research criteria. Using the explorative interviews, we 
examined Kliento’s organization, its structure, adaptation 
method and its problems and consequences. Using the 
evaluative interviews, we established the soundness and 
applicability of COTSAM at Kliento. 

Explorative interviews were conducted using the 
explorative questionnaire. Its purpose was to get acquainted 
with the activities within the organization, its standard 
adaptation method and problems. Questionnaire 1 was based 
on the following explorative criteria: 
• Context standing for the development context in which 

Kliento’s standard adaptation method was used. This 
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Figure 2. Variants of standard system adaptation methods and problems as explored at Kliento 

 
criterion was used for acquiring basic knowledge of 
Kliento and for understanding its main activities.  

• Method standing for a set of activities, rules and criteria 
aiding in adapting standard systems to a functioning 
information system.  

• Problems standing for difficulties and consequences that 
Klinto has experienced within standard adaptation work. 
Identification of problems is an important prerequisite 
for drawing lessons learned, for relating them to lack of 
or insufficient process steps, and for designing method 
solutions that may avoid them.  

• Method ownership standing for the role possessing end-
to-end responsibility for developing, establishing and 
improving the standard adaptation method and for 
assuring its quality across the whole organization. The 
role’s ultimate responsibility is to ensure that the method 
is consistent throughout the whole organization and that 
it is understood in a uniform manner.  

Questionnaire 2 was of evaluative nature focusing on 
evaluating the applicability and soundness of the preliminary 
version of COTSAM. It was designed according to the 
following evaluation criteria: 
• COTSAM structure evaluating the choice of standard 

method steps and the order among them.  
• Applicability of COTSAM guidelines finding out 

whether the guidelines were realistic, whether they 
were robust in preventing the problems as identified at 
Kliento and whether they were applicable at Kliento.  

C. Sampling 
The choice of the interviewees was not done through 

randomization but through judgmental sampling [5][11]. The 

interviewees were chosen according to their ability to 
contribute to our research results. They had to fulfill the 
three following criteria: (1) they should have extensive 
experience of the company studied, (2) they should have 
experience in adaptation work, and (3) they should both 
represent user and development sites.  

III. EXPLORATION RESULTS 
The exploration step (Step 2 in Fig. 1) has resulted in three 
different method variants. This implies that three different 
interviewees has three different opinions of the standard 
adaptation method. The variants are all presented in Fig. 2 
and briefly describe below. To facilitate the follow up of 
Fig. 2, we mark each activity with a numeric identifier both 
in the figure and the text describing it. 

Variant I has been explored by interviewing Interviewee 
2. In its first step (1), Kliento makes business analysis and 
analyzes a specific business operation by studying its 
documentation and by identifying its needs. The step results 
in a summary of the business operation and a list of 
requirements for the improvements of business operation 
under consideration. This provides input to the next step (2), 
during which the standard system gets adapted according to 
the business requirements. Here, one compares the current 
business process and the data used by the process to the 
business requirements. In parallel, one educates in the new 
improved business operation. In Step 3, Kliento performs a 
serious business game focusing on making initial tests of the 
adapted system. During the game, Kliento reviews the 
overall  business  workflow and  makes sure that it works as  
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Figure 3. COTSAM steps and guidelines 

 
requested. Finally, Kliento conducts system and acceptance 
tests (4) before deploying the system for operation (5).  

Variant II has been explored by interviewing Interviewee 
3. As shown in the middle part of Fig. 5.3, the adaptation 
process starts with recruiting a team (1). The step ensures 
that Kliento has enough staff with the right skills who can 
conduct  the work. The team is then educated and trained 
(2). Afterwards, the team members conduct business 
analysis with the aim of laying out the status  of  the  part of  
business  under consideration (3). This provides input to 
Step 4, that is, input  for   developing  
business processes, adapting the standard system to the 
newly defined business processes and for educating the end 
users in the new business process and the system supporting 
the process. The three parallel adaptation steps converge in 
the business game step (5) testing the changes made. 
Finally, Kliento deploys the system in two consecutive 
steps: for trial operation (6) and for final operation (7).  

Variant 3 has been explored with Interviewee 4. The 
process consists of two stages: initial adaptation and actual 
adaptation. The initial adaptation includes activities 
required for starting the adaptation project. These imply 
definition of business requirements (I1), choice of a 
standard system (I2) and setup of the adaptation project (I3). 
As soon as those activities are finalized, the actual 
adaptation of the standard system starts.  

The actual adaptation is realized in a number of sub-
projects, each dedicated to a particular business operation. 
Here, Kliento makes a detailed analysis of the business 
process under study (2), develops or improves the business 
process (3) and then adapts the standard system (3). The 
system process is then tested with the serious business game 
(4), to be then system and acceptance tested (5), and finally, 
to be deployed for operation (6). 

Our reader does not need to be very astute to see the 
differences of the perceptions of the standard system 
adaptation method at Kliento. The reason is that the process 
was not standardized and established within the whole 
organizations. As shown on the righthand side of Fig. 2, this 
has led to many problems which we classify as follows: 
• Business operation problems dealing with insufficient 

knowledge of business operation, lack of standard 
business operation process and too much focus on 
adapting the business process to the standard system 
instead of adapting the system to the process.  

• Adapted system problems dealing with insufficient 
system knowledge due to problems, such as insufficient 
system education and system documentation.  

• Adaptation method problems dealing with putting too 
few resources into the adaptation projects, inadequate 
tests and improper prioritization of business processes to 
be implemented.  

• Customer-related problems implying lack of customer 
engagement and unwillingness to change the business 
processes. 

• Supplier problems implying lack of understanding of 
customer needs when developing and evolving standard 
systems which is the result of supplier’s absence in 
assisting the client companies in their adaptation efforts.  

IV. COTSAM 
COTSAM is a method that has been explored within the 
adaptation projects at Kliento. It is been extended with 
issues elicited within the literature and evaluated though the 
interview with Interviewee 4. As shown in Fig. 6.1 
COTSAM consists of two parts. These are Method Steps 
and Guidelines. The method steps list the main steps in the 
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adaptation work and guidelines provide guidance for how to 
optimally implement the steps. 

A. COTSAM Method Steps 
COTSAM method steps are presented on two levels (1) 

on the lifecycle level and (2) on the adaptation project level. 
The overall lifecycle steps range from making initial general 
business analysis, to defining business requirements, to 
choosing a standard system, starting adaptation projects, to 
finally, retiring the system. The steps on adaptation project 
level focus on selecting a particular business process and 
adapting the system to the requirements of the selected 
business process. Below, we describe the two levels in 
detail. To facilitate the follow up of Fig. 3, we mark each 
activity with a numeric identifier both in the figure and the 
text below.  

On the lifecycle level, the following takes place. First a 
general business analysis is made (1) and general business 
requirements are specified (2). Here, one does not need to 
go into all the details of the business and requirements. 
What is important is to create an overview of the business 
operation on such a level of detail that it enables informed 
standard system selection (3).  

 After having selected the standard system and before 
starting the adaptation projects, key people must be 
educated in the standard system (4). Education is then 
followed by an initial adaptation of the standard system (5). 
Here, one makes general adjustments of the standard system 
to the overall business needs. This step is then followed by a 
series of adaptation projects (6). Adaptation projects are 
carried out iteratively where focus is put on a particular 
business operation. Finally, the system gets retired if it no 
longer is able to support business operation.  

Each adaptation project includes a number of sub-steps 
(5). Projects start with the selection of a specific business 
operation (5.1), creation of the team dealing with the 
adaptation of the standard system to the business operation 
under consideration and education of its members. The team 
then analyzes the business operation (5.2) and creates 
adaptation requirements specification describing what parts 
of the standard system need to be adjusted to fit the business 
operation.  

As a next step, the standard system gets adapted (5.4). 
The adaptation step is not simple. It consists of several steps 
and the order among the steps may vary from case to case. 
Overall, the steps are conducted almost simultaneously. 
While developing the business process, one adapts the 
standard system to the business needs and educates people 
both in the business process and the adapted standard 
system. All this provides feedback to testing. The newly 
defined business process is being tested at the same time as 
the standard system gets adapted and as the people are 
educated in business processes and in the adapted standard 
systems. The same applies to the adapted standard system. 
As soon as its fully or partially workable solution has been 

implemented, it is tested by playing a serious business game 
simulating the newly defined business operation.  

If the outcome of the business game is satisfying, the 
adapted standard system undergoes system and acceptance 
tests (6.5) to be then forwarded for trial operation (6.6). 
During the trial operation, the new system part is operated 
on together with the old system part. Only after one is 
certain that the new system correctly supports the business 
operation, it gets deployed for operation (6.7). The old 
system part gets retired.  

Our reader may probably react that COTSAM presents 
and suggests the order among its activities. The order 
however is not compulsory. Users of COTSAM may 
conduct activities in any order that they feel comfortable 
with. However, some order is natural and if it is not 
followed, then the adaptation endeavor may encounter 
problems, and thereby, endanger the adaption work. For 
example, you have to define the entire business first, at least 
on a coarse level, before setting up a system to support it.  

B. COTSAM Guidelines 
COTSAM guidelines provide guidance for how to optimally 
carry out the method steps and avoid problems that may be 
encountered within standard method adaptation efforts. 
COTSAM suggest six groups of guidelines. As listed on 
the righthand side of Fig. 3, these are (1) Business 
Operation Guidelines, (2) System Guidelines (3) Method 
Adaptation Guidelines, (4) Customer-Related Guidelines 
and (5) Supplier Guidelines. Their choice depends on the 
problems that have been encountered within Klento. Their 
purpose is to remedy these problems.  

Business Operation Guidelines deal with business 
process understanding, ownership and decision making with 
regard to business processes. Guidelines BG 2-4 deal with 
acquiring understanding of the business process on both 
general and detailed levels. Organizations should put 
enough resources into assuring that the business process is 
correctly understood. One should also have a good 
understanding of all the variants of business operation so 
that they get considered when adapting the standard system. 
All this constitutes a basis for defining the system support 
for the business process.  

To assure uniform understanding of business operation, 
one should define a role responsible for it. For this reason, 
we suggest Guideline BG 1. Here, we suggest establish the 
role of business process manager who should define 
business operation and establish it within the organization. 
Lack of such a role implies a risk that the business process 
will be implemented in different ways by different 
individuals and that the adapted system supporting the 
process will not reflect it properly.  

The last two business operation guidelines, BG 5-6, deal 
with decision making. Organizations should accept the fact 
that business processes change as late as during the 
adaptation process. While adjusting the standard system to 
the business process, one may acquire a better 
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understanding of the business process and its defects. This 
should not prevent organizations from changing their 
business processes even that late in the adaptation project 
work. To enable this, organizations should practice dynamic 
decision making allowing them to change or improve their 
decisions based on what is known now and based on the 
new expected or unexpected events that motivate decision 
changes.  

Adapted System Guidelines focus on assuring that the 
system correctly reflects business operation (SG 2). For this, 
organizations should define the role of system manager (SG 
1) who makes sure that while adapting the standard system, 
focus is put on assuring that the system gets adapted to the 
business process and not vice versa (SG3). Finally, system 
manager should make sure that people are educated in the 
adapted system and its use (SG 4).  

Method Adaptation Guidelines focus on assuring that 
companies establish an organization-wide standard system 
adaptation method (MG 3). Companies should make sure 
that they have an appropriate prioritization scheme of 
business operations that should be chosen for 
implementation (MG 4). Before starting any adaptation 
project, they should find out what standard system 
adaptation work implies (MG 2). Is it better to use a 
standard system or is it better to develop a customized 
system? All this should be managed by a method adaptation 
manager (MG 1), the role ensuring that everyone in the 
organization is using the adaptation method in a uniform 
manner.  

The last two guidelines deal with customers and 
suppliers. Customer-Related Guideline (CG 1) remedies the 
problem of lack of customer engagement in the adaptation 
work whereas the Supplier Guideline (SuG 1) aids in 
assuring that the supplier gets insight into the status of the 
adaptation work of their customers, and thereby, become 
better in adapting their standard systems to the needs of 
their customers.  

V. DISCUSSION 
The preliminary version of COTSAM was evaluated during 
the fourth interview using two evaluation criteria (1) the 
structure of COTSAM and (2) the applicability of its 
guidelines. Here, Interviewee 4 was presented the COTSAM 
draft, three variants of the adaptation method as perceived 
by our three interviewees and the COTSAM guidelines. 
Below, we briefly describe the evaluation results.  

A. COTSAM Structure 
Interviewee 4 was of the opinion that COTSAM was sound 
and out of the four variants (three initial variants plus the 
COTSAM draft), the COTSAM draft was the best reflection 
of the standard adaptation work at Kliento. Since Kliento 
did not have time to formalize and generalize their method, 
COTSAM would serve as a basis for improving the 
company’s method.  

According to Interviewee 4, the method was satisfactory 
and all its steps were relevant. The method was complete 
from a lifecycle perspective, and none of its steps were 
superfluous. However, after a closer analysis of the three 
method variants, Interviewee 4 pointed out that COTSAM 
missed a very important step, Step I3 in Variant 3 dealing 
with a setup of an adaptation project. According to him, this 
step constitutes a basis for all further adaptation projects and 
it should be clearly distinguished in the model. This step is 
important for achieving a stable foundation for continuing 
with the adaptation efforts. To remedy this, we extended 
COTSAM with Step 5 which we call Initially adapt the 
standard system.  

The interviewee pointed out that even if the overall 
design of COTSAM looked simple, its steps were very 
complex. For example Step 3 dealing with standard 
selection is very complex, difficult and costly. Also Step 4 
and the newly added Step 5 dealing with the education in 
the standard system and its initial adaptation are very heavy 
and extensive. Here, one must understand the system's 
processes, understand business processes, customize 
business processes and system processes, find out how the 
data from the system to be replaced can be transferred to the 
new customized system and how to build interfaces between 
the two systems. All this cannot be done on first attempt. A 
number of retakes is normally required before everything 
falls on place. 

The contents of Step 5 almost corresponds to Step 6 
(Conduct Adaptation Project). The difference lies in the fact 
that the initial project is the first adaptation project (5) in a 
series of adaptation projects (6). It should however be 
distinguished as a separate step due to the fact that its 
success is crucial for the next-coming projects. On purpose, 
the initial project should neither be too large nor too small. 
It should be of such a size so that the organization may 
begin to find its own feet in the adaptation work. 

With the addition of Step 5, the interviewee was of the 
opinion that the choice and the order of COTSAM steps 
were relevant. The sequence of steps assured that the 
method could be conducted in a systematic and controlled 
manner. An incorrect sequence has already led to some 
large efficiency problems at Kliento. For instance, Kliento 
neglected Step 4 dealing with the education in the selected 
standard system. This created problems in Step 5.The initial 
adaptation project took extra long time. This is because the 
adaptation team had to learn the standard system while 
doing the actual adaptation work.  

Although our interviewee agreed that the order was 
relevant and important, he pointed out that the performance 
of COTSAM steps could differ from case to case. For 
example, one could perform the first two steps (Step 1 and 
Step 2) in a number of iterations before one went over to 
Step 3.  

Interviewee 4 was of the opinion that the order of the 
COTSAM steps constituted an excellent roadmap of what 
main steps are to be carried out and where they belong to in 
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the standard system adaptation lifecycle. There should be a 
general business analysis before creating a general 
specification which should be done before choosing a 
standard system. You should not choose a standard system 
first and do a business analysis and create specifications 
then. Nor should you create requirements before you have 
made a business analysis.  

The order between the substeps in Step 6 dealing with 
the actual performance of the adaptation projects was found 
relevant as well. According to our interviewee, these 
activities could be performed either sequentially or in 
parallel. The grade of parallelism could vary from case to 
case and it often depended on the complexity of and 
understanding of the business process to be implemented. 
The simplest case was when business process users 
mastered the business process well. Here, the adaptation 
steps could be conducted sequentially implying that a 
complete solution got produced for a particular business 
operation which was then tested and deployed. Only minor 
training was required. 

More complex cases take place when one defines a new 
business operation and implements it in the standard system. 
Here, each business process step gets implemented in an 
iterative manner. One develops business functionality for 
only the first step, tests it, educates in it while implementing 
and testing the next step and so forth. Next iterations may 
not always imply implementations of the next business 
operation steps. They may imply adjustments of the 
implemented business process steps before going over to the 
next step.  

B. COTSAM Guidelines 
The applicability of the COTSAM guidelines was evaluated 
against the problems as experienced by Kliento. Our 
interviewee agreed that the guidelines were appropriate and 
that most of them have already been implemented at 
Kliento. Only four guidelines have not yet been 
implemented. These are going to be discussed below.  

Our interviewee was of the opinion that all the business 
guidelines were relevant. Kliento has implemented them all 
except for BG 1 dealing with the definition of a business 
process manager role. Although Kliento was aware of its 
importance, they have not managed to fully implement it. 
They have defined the role of business process manager. 
This role however did not conduct his/her responsibilities in 
a satisfactory manner.  

Regarding Business Guidelines 5 and 6 (BG 5 and BG 
6), our interviewee found them especially important and 
crucial for the successful implementation of business 
processes. The guidelines suggest that companies should 
accept the fact that business operation requirements change, 
and therefore, companies should practice dynamic decision 
making. It took Kliento several years to understand that they 
could not practice the traditional decision-making pattern. 
This resulted in substantial project delays, enormous costs 
and other serious productivity problems.  

Guidelines BG2-4 are extremely important according to 
our interviewee. They deal with acquiring understanding of 
business operation on both coarse-grained and detailed 
levels and identifying all their variances. Without them, it is 
practically impossible to run standard system adaptations. 
Because of their negligence, Kliento has experienced most 
of the problems as listed in this paper.  

Kliento has implemented all the system guidelines. 
Despite this, they had problems in understanding the 
system. The system was very complex and as our interview 
expressed it, it was too big for one person to grasp it. More 
people need to have the role of the system manager where 
each system manager is responsible for a specific part of the 
system.  

Out of four method guidelines, Kliento has not 
implemented three of them. These are MG1 suggesting the 
establishment of the role of the method adaptation manager, 
MG 2 dealing with finding out what standard system 
adaptation work implies before starting adaptation projects 
and MG 4 dealing with establishing a prioritization scheme 
for business operations. Kliento is now in the process of 
implementing them. All of them are important for 
succeeding with the adaptation projects and they should be 
implemented from the very beginning. For instance, by not 
finding out what standard adaptation method implied, 
Kliento failed in balancing the allocation of resources to the 
different adaptation method steps. The organization had a 
wrong understanding of what a standard adaptation meant 
with regard to time resource consumption in different 
process steps. Insufficient resources were allocated to 
planning and testing.  

Last but not least, all the customer and supplier 
guidelines (CG1 and SuG1) have been implemented, 
however, too late. Kliento has not been successful in 
continuously engaging the end user in the business process 
development. Neither have they been successful in 
communicating their needs to the standard system supplier. 
Unfortunately, it took several years for Kliento to realize 
that these guidelines were very crucial for the success of 
current and future adaptation efforts. Especially the supplier 
guideline (SuG 1) is crucial for the organization's survival. 
If the supplier lacks understanding of the needs of its clients, 
the clients may become supplier-less, and thereby, system-
less in the future. 

VI. FINAL REMARKS 
Despite the fact that more and more organizations procure 
standard systems, there are still few methods that support 
their adaptation and implementation. The ones that are 
available are either out of date or they focus on only the 
initial adaptation stages. This paper suggests a method for 
customizing standard systems. The method is called 
COTSAM (COTS Adaptation Method) and it was 
developed at Kliento. The work was carried out in form of a 
qualitative and explorative study [8]. The study was based 
on five interviews. Overall, one interviewee was involved in  
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Figure 4. Comparing COTSAM to CBA Framework 

 
providing a context for our study, three interviewees were 
involved in the exploration of standard adaptation method as 
defined at Kliento. One of these three interviewees was also 
involved in the evaluation of COTSAM.  

The exploration showed that Kliento’s employees had a 
slightly varying picture of the company’s adaptation 
method. Therefore, our work resulted in three variant 
method descriptions. The reason was the fact that Kliento’s 
method had not been defined and properly established 
within the company. The exploration also resulted in a list 
of problems that were the actual consequences of lack of a 
defined and established standard adaptation method.  

The three variants and the explored problems constituted 
a good basis for defining COTSAM consisting of a number 
of steps and guidelines that will guide the implementation of 
the COTSAM steps. COTSAM method covers the entire 
lifecycle, and therefore, it may be considered to be unique 
and innovative in its design. It provides a new and original 
perspective on a standard adaptation method which has no 
counterpart in the existing methods today. The only method 
that was reasonably related to this study was the Framework 
for Value-based CBA process decisions suggested by [13].  

To evaluate the innovative contribution of this study, we 
compare the COTSAM constituents to the constituents of  

the Framework Value-based CBA decision process. As 
shown in Fig. 4, CBA framework does not take into account 
the important steps, such as training in the standard system, 
the initial adaptation of standard systems, creation of 
adaptation team, training team and training in the system. 
Finally, the main difference is that COTSAM covers the 
entire life cycle whereas CBA is not explicit about it.  

VII. CONCLUSION 
COTSAM is defined on a general level and has only 

been evaluated within one organization. Its structure and 
guidelines need be further evaluated in other organizations. 
COTSAM needs be further expanded with more detailed 
activities and more guidelines. Last but not least, it should 
be expanded with more roles and responsibilities. 
Hopefully, the results of this study will contribute to, and 
accelerate, development of adaptation methods for standard 
systems. 
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Abstract—Design patterns help in managing complexity of soft-
ware systems, but in many cases their implementation may entail
even greater complexity. We argue that this complexity is caused,
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present, design patterns are widely used in development
of software systems. Erich Gamma et al. defined the role of
patterns as follows: ‘A pattern gives a solution to a recurring
problem and allows developers not to invent a design from
scratch. [1]’ As Frank Buschmann et al. pointed out, ‘[a]ny
significant design will inevitably draw on many patterns,
whether consciously or otherwise. [2]’

At the same time, introducing design patterns into a soft-
ware system may increase the level of its complexity. This
danger was anticipated yet by Erich Gamma et al.: ‘Design
patterns should not be applied indiscriminately. Often they
achieve flexibility and variability by introducing additional
levels of indirection and that can complicate a design and/or
cost you some performance. [1]’ Frank Buschmann et al. in the
first book of the series ‘Pattern-oriented Software Architecture’
saw one of the goals of the patterns in helping developers
to manage software complexity [3], but in the fifth one
admitted: ‘There are also many tales of failure to relate: stories
about systems in which patterns were used intentionally and
explicitly in design, but whose architectures were penalized by
unnecessary and accidental complexity. [2]’ Peter Sommerlad,
an author of many design patterns and a co-author of the
same series, went even further and bluntly argued that design
patterns are bad for software design because of unnecessary
complexity [4].

We argue that the excessive complexity introduced by the
design patterns stems, at least partially, not from the patterns,
but from insufficient expressiveness of the existing program-
ming languages. The languages have trouble expressing the
ideas, on which the patterns are built, and that is a reason
why the implementation of the patterns is too complex. To
support this hypothesis, we propose an approach to coping with
the mentioned complexity by means of including necessary
constructs into the programming languages.

The goal of the study is to identify a set of language-level
features that could facilitate implementation of the common

design patterns. This result, as well as our approach in general,
could be used by the designers of programming languages to
identify new features that might be useful for reducing systems
complexity.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section
II briefly describes the background of the study related to the
common design patterns and their implementation. Section
III presents our approach and illustrates it with a detailed
example. Section IV contains the proposed set of language-
level features, their motivation and drawbacks. Related work
is covered in Section V, and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

There exist a lot of design patterns appearing again and
again in different systems. They are described in a huge num-
ber of books and papers. The seminal work by Erich Gamma et
al. [1] popularised the idea of a pattern in software design and
gave an impetus to studying, discovering and applying new and
new design patterns. Among other work, we should mention
the series ‘Pattern-oriented software architecture’, which gives
not only a catalog of patterns, but also many useful insights
into purposes of design patterns and relationships between
them.

These books are by no means the comprehensive descrip-
tion of the field. In 2007, Grady Booch mentioned that he had
catalogued almost 2,000 design patterns found in the literature
[5]. By now, this number is obviously much greater since the
process of detection of new patterns has not been standing
still. Nevertheless, the mentioned works describe perhaps the
most commonly used and verified patterns, so it is logical to
refer to them in the first place. In this paper, we work with the
design patterns described by Erich Gamma et al. in ‘Design
patterns’ [1] and by Frank Buschmann et al. in the first volume
of ‘Pattern-oriented software architecture’ [3].

The books describing implementation of design patterns
in the existing programming languages are numerous too. In
general, they are less relevant to our study, but we can get some
helpful insight from them. In particular, it is quite clear from
such descriptions that the process of extending programming
languages for the needs of the design patterns users is already
going on. For example, enumerators and for-each loop in C#
facilitate implementation of the Iterator pattern, and query
expressions provide the interface of this pattern to the results
of database queries [6]. These features were not supported in
the first version of the language. Our study is to support this
direction of programming languages development by providing
some ideas on what features could be included.
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III. APPROACH TO IDENTIFICATION OF NECESSARY
LANGUAGE-LEVEL FEATURES

The simplest way to support design patterns that comes to
mind is direct inclusion of the known design patterns into a
programming language. In a sense, that is what happened with
the Iterator pattern in the example given above. Joseph Gil and
David H. Lorenz described the general characteristics and the
typical steps of this process in 1998 [7]. In our opinion, this
approach is fruitful, but not universal. In the late 1990s, just
a few dozens of patterns were documented well enough, but
there are thousands of them at present. The enormous number
of the patterns and the pace of their emergence clearly do
not allow to make them all language constructs. However, the
fact that patterns are so numerous suggests that there should
be recurring themes in them. So, we can try to find common
elements of different design patterns and discuss whether they
are able to become language-level features.

Another reason not to include a design pattern into a
language directly is that many patterns are rather instructive
than formal constructs and allow too high variation. Frank
Buschmann et al. give the example of the Observer pattern,
whose particular implementation may depend on the model
of interaction between the subject and the observer (push or
pull), on the presence of a middleware for the exchange of
messages, on the chosen data structures, etc. They conclude
that design patterns are not generic, but generative [2]. In our
opinion, decomposition of patterns may allow to implement
variation in patterns semantics by means of combining primi-
tive elements having strictly defined semantics. These elements
are better candidates for becoming language-level features than
the patterns themselves.

According to the goal of our study, we are interested in
the elements that are logically similar to the existing language-
level constructs, but are not supported currently. The motiva-
tion here is that introduction of design patterns into a software
system or getting rid of them may require substitution of such
elements in place of standard language-level constructs or vice
versa. If the required syntactical constructs are significantly
different, these operations may require complex co-ordinated
changes in different parts of the system, which is undesirable.
Examples of such differences may be seen below.

Eliminating design patterns from a working system as a
source of complexity was mentioned by Peter Sommerlad, who
stated that it is (somewhat counter-intuitively) more difficult
than their introduction [4]. On the basis of this observation,
he argued against using design patterns too frequently, but, in
our opinion, facilitating of such transitions is a more fruitful
approach.

So, we can try to use the following approach to identifica-
tion of potential language constructs:

• dissect a design pattern and decompose it into logical
elements at level with language constructs (in the
sense of the level of abstraction): elementary oper-
ations, simple relationships, etc.,

• find elements that are similar to the existing language
constructs and/or recur in different patterns,

• analyse the extent to which the discovered elements
are supported in the existing languages (they may
be partially supported) and similarities between the
elements and the existing language constructs,

• describe semantics of the discovered elements,
• analyse consequences of introduction of the potential

language features.

As an example, we try to dissect the Abstract Factory
pattern, described by Erich Gamma et al. [1], and identify
the language-level features that would make its usage easier.

According to the original description, Abstract Factory is
intended to provide an interface for creating families of related
or dependent objects without specifying their concrete classes.
Its application includes the following steps:

1) Declare an interface for creation of abstract objects
(AbstractFactory creating AbstractProduct).

2) Implement the operations for creation of concrete ob-
jects (ConcreteFactory creating ConcreteProduct).

3) Choose a concrete implementation of the family of
objects, depending on either compile-time or run-time
conditions (i.e., choose a ConcreteFactory that will
be used).

4) Instantiate required objects by means of methods
declared in the AbstractFactory and implemented in
the ConcreteFactory (usually implemented using the
Factory Method or Prototype pattern) [1].

A point in this description that can attract our attention
is that the last step is performed by auxiliary methods in-
stead of the standard instantiation operator (new or whatever
a particular programming language uses). That means that
introduction of the pattern or getting rid of it requires changes
in every client that instantiates the objects. It does not cause
problems in the languages where factory methods are the
primary means of objects instantiation (e.g., Perl), but in the
languages with a separate instantiation operator it might be
difficult. The problem is that such languages do not allow
to use the instantiation operator with an abstract class since
its concrete implementation that should be instantiated is not
known in advance. The cause of this ‘ignorance’, in turn, is
that the third step (choosing a concrete implementation) is not
supported at the level of the programming language and needs
to be implemented in the application itself. We may suppose
that turning this step into a language-level operation can make
implementation simpler.

We can turn to other patterns as well and see that the same
idea of choosing an implementation is utilised, for example,
in Builder, Bridge, Command and Strategy. So, this operation
is a recurring theme in design patterns and probably deserves
support at the language level.

The idea is to introduce an operator that would set a default
implementation for an abstract class. It could be used either
at the compile time or at the run time. If the choice has been
made by the compile time, the compiler should substitute the
constructor of the concrete class for the one of the abstract
class. If the choice is delayed until the run time, the compiler
should create an internal (hidden from the developer) Abstract
Factory and redirect all requests for instantiation of an object
of the abstract class to this factory.

We can foresee at least two problems related to this
approach. First, the choice of an implementation is a form
of binding, and its scope should be clearly defined. On the
one hand, the scope should not be restricted to a single class
(otherwise, we still need to change each and every client class
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to change the used implementation). On the other hand, a
change of the binding from a class that would affect all other
classes in the program may lead to unpredictable results. The
second problem is that this binding is a shared state, so it
should be carefully treated in a concurrent environment.

The mentioned problems can make one conclude that this
feature should not be introduced, and such an argument would
be reasoned. Nevertheless, we believe that what we see here
is not a weakness, but a strength of the proposed approach.
The problems of the scope and the global state belong to
the pattern itself, not to its language-level support. An ad-
hoc implementation of the pattern still needs to deal with
the same issues. A native language-level support may provide
a developer with a ready solution of the potential problems
(inevitably limited, but suitable for most cases).

In a similar manner, we can see that responsibility del-
egation appears really often in various design patterns and
clearly deserves its place in a programming language. The
Builder, Command and Command Processor patterns gener-
alise common ideas of object initialisation, function and execu-
tor respectively. A number of patterns (Blackboard, Pipes and
Filters, etc.) provide alternatives to standard synchronous calls
between objects. The State pattern abandons the assumption
that a binding between an object and its class should remain
the same throughout the whole life time of the object. The
Template Method pattern involves switching between portions
of code implemented in a class and its superclass (in both
directions), which causes problems described below. We are
not going to describe analysis of these patterns at the same
level of detail as with the Abstract Factory pattern since the
argument is very similar. Instead, the next section presents
concrete language features that might be based on these
observations.

IV. PROPOSED FEATURES

This section contains the results of the analysis of the
patterns described in [1][3]. For each feature, we give a
context, in which it might be needed, and briefly describe the
current situation, our proposal, and the negative consequences
or issues that should be considered if the proposal is accepted.

The current state differs between programming languages,
but we do not have a goal to observe all existing languages
in this paper. Therefore, the description of the current situa-
tion is generally limited to a few mainstream object-oriented
languages (C++, Java, C#). Occasionally, other languages are
mentioned when it can give useful insight.

Limiting the scope of observed languages means that
some proposed features may be already supported in other
languages. Nevertheless, we believe that even in this case
motivation from the design patterns angle might be useful.
It may be illustrated by the example of for-each loop, iterating
through collection-like data. It has been in use in Unix shell
since the late 1970s, later it was added to some other languages
(e.g., Pascal, Perl), but the mainstream languages ignored this
feature for a long time, and incorporated it only after the rise
of the patterns (the Iterator pattern in particular).

Table I lists all proposed features and the patterns, im-
plementation of which they might facilitate. The table also
includes a classification, inspired by the classification of design
patterns according to their purpose by Erich Gamma et al. [1].
The features are classified according to whether they relate to
the object lifecycle (creation, initialisation, association to the
class), object behaviour (object’s actions between its creation
and destruction), or structural aspects (class hierarchy). It does
not mean that if a particular feature is described as related to,
for example, the lifecycle, then it is associated with creational
patterns only. Behavioural patterns may also include elements
related to the lifecycle or structure, etc.

A. Default Implementation
Context: An object may be declared to have an abstract

class and instantiated with a concrete subclass.
Current situation: The concrete subclass is defined by the

instantiation statement. If we need to change the used imple-
mentation, we have to change every instantiation statement.
The concrete implementation is fixed at the compile time and
cannot be changed at the run time.

Proposal: Introduce an operator that would choose the
default implementation of an abstract class. If the default
implementation has been defined (either at the compile time
or at the run time), an instantiation statement may refer to the
abstract class.

Known drawbacks: It is not clear what scope the binding of
a class to its default implementation should have. If the scope
is not local, the binding will be a shared state and require extra
care in concurrent environments.

B. Extended Initialisation
Context: Some languages make difference between phases

of the object lifecycle. For example, an object may be declared
constant, so that it is initialised once only and cannot change
its state later.

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED FEATURES

Related patterns
Feature Type

GoF [1] POSA1 [3]

Default implementation Lifecycle Abstract Factory, Builder, Bridge, Command, Strategy

Extended initialisation Lifecycle Builder, Factory Method

Chameleon objects Lifecycle State, Factory Method

Generalised functions and executors Behaviour Command, Strategy Command Processor

Object interaction styles Behaviour Façade, Proxy, Observer Blackboard, Broker, Forwarder-Receiver,
Master-Slave, Pipes and Filters, Proxy,

Publisher-Subscriber

Responsibility delegation Behaviour Adapter, Bridge, Chain of Responsibility, Composite,
Decorator, Façade, Flyweight, Mediator, Proxy

Broker, Layers, Master-Slave, Microkernel, Proxy,
Whole-Part

Subclassing members in a subclass Structure Template Method, Visitor
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Current situation: An object declared as constant must be
fully initialised with a single instantiation statement. At the
same time, the Builder pattern constructs a complex object in
a few operations. This prohibits using constant declaration for
such objects even if they are never changed later.

Proposal: Treat single-line and multi-line initialisation
uniformly. Allow the initialisation phase to consist of a few
operations, requiring it to have a definite boundary neverthe-
less. After the boundary has passed, a constant object cannot
be changed anymore.

Known drawbacks: Separation of initialisation phase will
require careful definition for work in concurrent environments.

C. Chameleon Objects
Context: The State pattern is used when an object needs to

change its behaviour at the run time (according to the original
definition, the object appears to change its class [1]).

Current situation: Usually the class of an object is fixed
at its creation. Some languages (e.g., Perl) allow to change
objects’ classes later, but it is uncommon.

Proposal: Allow to change an object’s class at the run
time.

This feature is also related to the Factory Method pattern.
A factory method may decide on the concrete class of an object
depending on its parameters. Being able to change class, we
could implement the same logic in a class constructor.

Known drawbacks: It is not obvious how to ensure at least
two natural requirements. First, the change should not involve
data conversion (i.e., the classes should differ in behaviour
only, not in their data structure). Second, in order to avoid
unexpected behaviour, both the client and the object itself
should ‘know’ the limits within which the class may be
changed. For example, the client might expect that all possible
classes of the object are descendants of one abstract class. If
the state is changed by the state object itself (which is allowed
by the original description [1]), it should declare that the class
will never be changed to something else. Then the client may
rely on the interface defined in the base class.

D. Generalised Functions and Executors
Context: The Command pattern describes a generalisation

of conventional functions, which has the following features: is
a first-class object, uses inheritance, may store internal state,
supports undo, redo and logging. Some of this functionality
may be implemented in a Command Processor instead.

Current situation: The existing languages have different
forms of generalised functions (lambda-expression, functors,
generators, etc.) that have some of these features, but not all.
These forms are summarised in Table II.

Proposal: Replace conventional functions with a general-
isation having the power of the Command pattern. Implement
classes responsible for functions execution (threads, executors,
debugging environments) according to the Command Proces-
sor pattern.

Known drawbacks: Such generalisation may be too com-
plicated for simple functions. On the other hand, the proposal
does not require implementing all mentioned operations for
each and every function. The essence of the proposal is
the opportunity to add them as smoothly as possible when

they are needed. Moreover, these operations may be needed
even for simple functions. For example, Online Python Tutor
supports undoing and redoing of every executed statement for
the purposes of studying and debugging [8] (in terms of the
design patterns, it means implementing undo and redo in the
Command Processor).

Another problem is that it may be hard to find a design
that is simple enough and suitable for the general case. The
proper distribution of responsibilities between functions and
executors is not obvious as well.

TABLE II. GENERALISED FUNCTIONS

First-
class

objects

May
inherit

May
store
state

Undo,
redo,

logging

Conventional functions Yes/Noa No No No
Lambda-expressions
(Java, Python, etc.)
Delegates (C#)

Yes No No No

Functors (C++) Yes Yes Yes Yes/Nob

Generators (Python)
Enumerators (C#) Yes No Yes No

a Depending on the language.
b May be implemented, but syntactically differ from conventional function

calls.

E. Object Interaction Styles

Context: Using the Façade or Proxy patterns, a single class
may represent a whole component, a subsystem or an external
system. With the Broker pattern, such a system may be even
distributed.

Current situation: There are different ways how com-
ponents may interact: synchronous request-response, asyn-
chronous request-response, pipe&filter, broadcast, blackboard,
publish-subscribe [9]. Nevertheless, synchronous call is the
predominant interaction style between objects in the existing
languages. Other styles are usually implemented with a com-
plex sequence of synchronous calls.

The need for a simpler approach may be illustrated by
the existence of interface definition languages for concurrent
and distributed systems. These languages describe interaction
between systems using richer sets of interaction mechanisms
(at least, including asynchronous requests and responses).

Proposal: Introduce constructs that would represent differ-
ent interaction styles at the language level. They may better
represent the way how developers think about components.
Interface definition languages would not be needed any more
since we would be able to define the required interactions
directly.

Known drawbacks: The resulting syntax may be difficult
to learn.

F. Responsibility Delegation

Context: A class may delegate its responsibility to another
class. Usually, this delegation involves some changes in the
call, but sometimes a request is simply forwarded.
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Current situation: Delegation adds an extra level of indi-
rection, even if it is unnecessary. Long chains of delegation
may be resource-consuming. Peter Sommerland mentioned
delegation as one of the main sources of excessive complexity
introduced if we use design patterns carelessly [4].

Another problem is that once the request is forwarded, the
reference to the object originally receiving the request is no
longer available (self problem) [10].

Proposal: Allow a method to be explicitly marked as
delegated. There may be different types of delegation, for
example, keeping the original reference or not. A starting point
in identifying which types of delegation should be supported
may be the types identified by Jan Bosch in [10].

Provided that the delegate is known in advance and the
method signatures are the same, the compiler or the run-time
environment may get rid of the extra level of indirection. Even
if this optimisation is impossible, delegation may be supported
in integrated development environments. It would facilitate
grasping code that uses delegation extensively.

Known drawbacks: Conditions of when the optimisation
is possible may happen to be very restrictive. Probably, most
delegations will not allow it. Furthermore, in our opinion, the
self problem often should not be solved, since keeping the
original reference may easily lead to violation of Demetra’s
law. Nevertheless, sometimes the original receiver of the call
is really needed.

G. Subclassing Members in a Subclass

Context: A class may use a member declared in its
superclass, but restrict the set of possible values (for example,
choose a concrete implementation of an abstract class). The
behaviour of the subclass may rely on this restriction since
the subclass never assigns an illegal value to this member.

Current situation: A member defined in the superclass
keeps its declaration in all subclasses. A subclass that have
decided to use a particular subclass for this member must
perform run-time casts, which is error-prone. It is especially
important when the behaviour is distributed between the class
and its superclass (e.g., using the Template Method or Visitor
patterns).

For example, programming a user interface for Android
requires to subclass standard classes, such as Activity,
Fragment, etc. The application may know that a fragment of
class MyFragment can be attached only to an activity of class
MyActivity. Methods of class MyFragment may need to
refer to methods and data defined in class MyActivity.
Nevertheless, method MyFragment.getActivity() re-
turns an object of class Activity, since it is defined in the
superclass Fragment. The result of every such call should
be dynamically casted to class MyActivity.

Proposal: Allow to redeclare a member in a subclass,
restricting the member’s class. It is known as depth subtyping
in the type theory [11] and may be generalised to predicate
subclassing, proposed earlier by Ruslan Batdalov [12].

Known drawbacks: To be useful, the change of class
should be propagated to getters and setters, which is difficult in
languages without a language-level association between fields
and getters/setters (C++, Java).

Another problem to solve is the issue of variance. Although
the proposal itself does not violate variance rules, its propaga-
tion to a setter would mean covariance of a method argument,
which is considered unsafe [13].

V. RELATED WORK

A number of approaches to incorporation of design patterns
into programming languages were proposed. The number of
attempts itself shows the desire to have a better support of
design patterns at the language level (even though the work in
this area is mostly rather old).

Joseph Gil and David H. Lorenz described gradual percola-
tion of design patterns into languages [7]. Unfortunately, they
did not provide a systematic approach to how to perform this
process and make related decisions.

Jan Bosch described design patterns in terms of layers and
delegations and proposed an implementation using so called
Layered Object Model [10]. Effectively, the approach involves
using a completely new language to solve their tasks. Some
ideas of this work are used in ours, but in general, the approach
does not solve the problem of identifying separate language-
level features.

Perhaps, the most notable are implementations of the
design patterns in aspect-oriented languages. Jan Hannemann
and Gregor Kiczales described an implementation of the de-
sign patterns described by Erich Gamma et al. [1] in Java
and AspectJ [14]. Miguel P. Monteiro and João Gomes did
the same in Object Teams [15]. Pavol Bača and Valentino
Vranić developed the idea further and proposed to replace the
commonly known object-oriented design patterns with aspect-
oriented ones [16].

Frank Buschmann et al. proposed the hypothesis that it is
possible to provide configurable generic implementations for
patterns that cover their whole design space, but refuted it in
just ten pages [2].

Our approach differs from the mentioned ones in that it
provides an insight on how we could find new language-
level features for easier implementation of design patterns.
The proposed features are also supposed to be suitable for
object-oriented languages and not require a less common pro-
gramming paradigm. At the same time, they may in principle
be used in aspect-oriented or other extensions as well. So,
these approaches can be considered rather complementary than
competing.

Another field of study related to our approach is decompo-
sition of design patterns. Uwe Zdun and Paris Avgeriou tried
to identify primitives of which architectural patterns consist
[17]. These primitives are of the architectural nature and not
directly related to programming languages features. Francesca
Arcelli Fontana et al. performed a detailed analysis of micro-
structures comprising common design patterns [18][19]. Their
primary goal was to facilitate design patterns detection, so
the found micro-structures are not necessarily at level with
language features either. In our opinion, the observation by
Frank Buschmann et al. that design patterns are not generic,
but generative [2] refers to many of these micro-structures as
well.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our study addressed the problem of excessive complexity,
often introduced by application of design patterns. The de-
veloped approach allowed to identify a set of language-level
features supporting the patterns described in [1][3]. We can
conclude that the problem of implementation complexity may,
at least in principle, be tackled by extending programming
languages, so that the design patterns would be easier to apply.
A sample set of such features is the main contribution of this
study. At the same time, these features have their drawbacks,
and their introduction requires to solve a number of problems.

The work may be continued in order to cover more patterns
from different sources. At the same time, we do not expect
finding a big number of new features in the course of this
work. Although some new discoverings are inevitable, the
viability of the system will be best justified if Table I grows
more rightwards than downwards. A language should not grow
infinitely with the number of expressions in this language.

Another direction of the future research is looking for
the ways how the proposed features can be implemented
in real programming languages and whether they can be
implemented at all. If they can, it will raise, perhaps, the most
important question of further study – the practical testing of our
hypothesis that introduction of the proposed features allows
to reduce complexity of the patterns usage in real software
systems.
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Abstract—This paper presents a software tool called Spider-
DAR, which is a desktop solution that operates in a client-
server system and seeks to help the implementation of decision 
analysis and resolution process in adherence to CMMI-DEV 
(Capability Maturity Model Integration for Development) 
model. This involves the following: laying down the guidelines 
for decision analysis and the evaluation criteria, identifying 
alternative solutions, selecting evaluation methods, evaluating 
alternatives and selecting solutions. The software conforms to 
all the specific practices of the DAR (Decision Analysis and 
Resolution) process area included in CMMI-DEV. We expect 
that this tool will be readily adopted by software organizations 
because it is based on models and standards that are generally 
accepted. Furthermore, this tool adopts free (non-proprietary) 
technologies as a means of reducing costs. This tool was used in 
a software company that implemented its processes on the 
basis of CMMI-DEV Maturity Level 3, and the employees of 
this company evaluated its efficiency and effectiveness. 

 
Keywords-software engineering; software quality; decision 

analysis and resolution; process improvement; software tool. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Within the domain of the knowledge and information 

society and the administrative scope of Information Systems 
(IS), there have been a number of significant changes in the 
social, technical and business domains. According to Evans 
et al. [1], the competition and cooperation that accompany 
the different stages of production have led to a growing 
trend: a desire to enhance it by automating the manual 
process and to make future improvements in a general way. 
Thus, in software engineering, as in several areas of 
knowledge, special skills are required to analyze different 
decisions made throughout the IS development and 
evolution process. 

It is essential to analyze key issues, such as types of 
technology, the selection of personnel, and the acquisition 
of resources or tools, the value of which can be 
substantiated by means of a systematic process, so that 
rational choices can be made about what should be required 
from products or services. As defined in the Capability 
Maturity Model Integration for Development (CMMI-DEV) 
[2] the decision analysis establishes guidelines to determine 
which issues should be the objects of a formal evaluation 
process on the basis of defined criteria. This process 
involves adopting a structured approach to evaluate 

alternative solutions. Thus, the most appropriate choice 
about the real circumstances of a project or organization, 
significantly affects all the stages of its lifecycle. The 
decision-making processes and systems are of crucial 
importance to improve the efficiency, quality and cost / 
benefit ratio of the organizations. 

Moreover, it is also worth underlining that the decision-
making support is a new paradigm for organizations that 
seek to introduce continuous learning in all the processes 
carried out by its various sectors, because, according to 
Association for Promotion of Brazilian Software Excellence 
(SOFTEX) [3]: 

• It facilitates the structuring of problems within a 
specific research study, 

• It leads to an understanding of the information 
required to make effective decisions, 

• It provides access to data, which would not 
otherwise be available or would be difficult to 
obtain, 

• It generates and assesses alternative solutions, 
• It prioritizes alternatives through explicit models, 
• It prioritizes alternatives through a method that is 

supported by a formal and objective process and 
thus avoids making poor choices that are entirely 
based on subjective factors. 

In this way, the Decision Management (GDE) process is 
included in the Brazilian Reference Model of Process 
Improvement for Software (MR-MPS-SW) [4] and the 
Decision Analysis and Resolution (DAR) process area is 
included in the CMMI-DEV [2] model. According to 
Pizzoleto [5], this makes it possible to generate indicators 
and form perspectives that can supplement and facilitate a 
better way of undertaking an activity; this involves setting 
these components within these improvement programs. 
Thus, this paper is driven by a desire to assist in defining 
and deploying a decision management strategy in 
organizations involved in software development. Moreover, 
it is guided by the essential activities and tasks, which are 
the expected results and specific practices included in the 
processes of these quality models that support the decision-
making. 

The area of decision-making for software development 
companies is very important, because today, most of these 
companies create spreadsheets to implement the practices 
included in the quality models. However, this does not 
allow the history of the company’s decision-making to be 
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maintained and does not assist any formal evaluation of the 
problem that needs to be analyzed. For this reason, the 
development of a systematic tool, which centralizes the 
information obtained during the formal evaluation process, 
might benefit the future decision-making that is based on an   
analysis of the historical background; it might also guide the 
implementation of the decision management process in a 
systemic way. 

Hence, the aim of this paper is to adopt an approach 
(workflow and tool) for the Decision Analysis and 
Resolution process area that is aligned with CMMI-DEV 
and MR-MPS-SW quality models. This approach is based 
on the specification and implementation of tools, which 
consist of: (1) a process workflow that takes account of the 
constant assets in quality models, and (2) a systemic 
support, with a free tool, to carry out activities defined in 
the workflow. On the basis of this approach, it is expected 
that it will be possible to simplify the implementation of the 
decision analysis and resolution process in organizations 
seeking the improvement, standardization and 
institutionalization of their development process, with an 
emphasis on the application of resources in software 
projects. This tool is based on free standards and 
technologies and is the outcome of research on the Software 
Process Improvement: Development and Research 
(SPIDER) project [6], carried out at the Federal University 
of Pará. 

Following this introduction, Section II discusses the 
stages of the decision analysis and resolution stages in 
software process, and also reviews some related works in 
the literature. Section III outlines the approach adopted for 
the decision analysis and resolution, and the tool that 
supports its implementation. Section IV conducts an 
analysis of the application tool in industry and its adherence 
to the CMMI-DEV and MR-MPS-SW models. Section V 
examines the results obtained in this research study in both 
the academic world and industry. Finally, Section VI 
summarizes the conclusions. 

II.   BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 
This section provides an overview of the concepts of 

decision-making in the CMMI-DEV model and some 
related works. 

A. Concepts and Definitions 
A decision-making system is not just a sequence of 

instructions, but rather an organized team of people and set 
of procedures, software, information databases and devices 
used to support specific decisions that are made to tackle a 
problem. In a review of decision-making, Keeney [7] 
defines it in technical terms as reflecting different levels of 
a philosophy or methodology, that are articulated by a set of 
auxiliary axioms, that can be employed to address the 
complexity of the problems during the decision-making. 

Decisions can be classified in terms of the time it takes 
to make them. They can be divided into two basic types: 
scheduled and unscheduled. Scheduled decisions are routine 
and repetitive, and the organization usually finds specific 
ways to deal with them. Unscheduled decisions are usually 

made once, which means they are generally less structured 
than the scheduled ones. 

A model of the decision-making process that is 
recommended for management use includes the following: 
(1) identifying an existing problem, (2) listing possible 
alternative ways to solve the problem, (3) selecting the most 
promising alternatives and implementing the one that is 
chosen, (4) obtaining feedback to find out if the 
implemented alternative is able to solve the identified 
problem. However, this means that it is impossible for 
people who make decisions to know exactly what the future 
implications of implementing an alternative might be. This 
is because the dynamics of organizations and their 
environments are constantly changing and the future 
implications of the decisions that are implemented are not 
entirely predictable. 

The quality models that guide this paper have equivalent 
processes that are the driving-force behind the review and 
support the decision management. Both models (CMMI-
DEV and MR-MPS-SW) include specific practices and 
show the results of decision analysis and resolution. In a 
similar way, they employ objective criteria to explore, the 
resolutions of problems related to the decision-making, and 
these can be employed for the evaluation of alternative 
solutions, by means of a formal process. Table I shows the 
correspondence between the assets of both models (CMMI-
DEV and MR-MPS-SW) with regard to their specific 
practices or expected results [4]. 

TABLE I.  THE CORRESPONDENCE OF PRACTICES AND EXPECTED 
RESULTS IN THE  CMMI-DEV AND MR-MPS-SW MODELS 

Specific Practices of DAR 
process area - CMMI-DEV 

Expected Results of GDE 
process - MR-MPS.BR 

SP 1.1 Establish Guidelines for 
Decision Analysis 

GDE1 - Organizational Guidelines 
to decisions management are 
established and maintained 

- 
GDE2 - The problem or issue is 
defined as the object of a formal 
process of decision-making 

SP 1.2 Establish Evaluation 
Criteria 

GDE3 - Criteria for the assessment 
of the alternative solutions are 
established and maintained in 
order of importance, so that the 
most important criteria exert more 
influence on the assessment 

SP 1.3 Identifiy Alternative 
Solutions 

GDE4 - Acceptable alternative 
solutions to the problem or issue 
are identified 

SP 1.4 Select Evaluation 
Methods 

GDE5 - The evaluation methods 
of the alternatives solutions are 
selected in accordance with their 
application viability 

SP 1.5 Evaluate Alternative 
Solutions 

GDE6 - Alternative solutions are 
evaluated by means of the criteria 
and established methods 

SP 1.6 Select Solutions 

GDE7 - Decisions are made on the 
basis of an evaluation of the 
alternatives based on the 
evaluation criteria that are laid 
down 
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B. Related Works  
Assistance in defining a strategy and implementing a 

decision management in software development 
organizations is provided by the CMMI-DEV and MR-
MPS-SW Implementation Guides where activities and key 
tasks are described, together with the expected results and 
specific practices that are included in the process to support 
decision-making. However, despite the availability of these 
guides, most organizations that attempt to deploy an 
analytical decision-making process experience obstacles, 
which prevent or delay their implementation. Among the 
main difficulties that have been encountered periodically, is 
the problem of defining a non-intrusive strategy, i.e. 
ensuring that it does not have an impact on people’s daily 
activities in the organizational unit and can easily be 
integrated with other processes. As well as this, there is the 
question of choosing appropriate tools to support and 
facilitate the use of the practices required by a Decision 
Management process. Thus, the choice of tools to be 
adopted can be regarded as a crucial factor in employing a 
defined strategy that can implement the decision support in 
organizations. 

Thus, the choice of free software tools is justified by the 
economic self-sufficiency and freedom that a certain 
product in this category can give. According to Campos [8] 
one of the freedoms provided is that it improves the 
software so that it can be used in either a personal or public 
way in organizations. However, on the basis of research 
carried out in the specialized literature, no free and 
completed tools were found that support and facilitate the 
decision management, and have an adherence to the MR-
MPS-SW and the CMMI-DEV models. The tools and 
models researched do not have the characteristics 
mentioned, although they were of significance in the area of 
decision management, (whether academic or marketing). 
These tools are discussed below. 

The DPMTool [9] supports decision management in 
software projects, in the domain of global development. 
Thus, the description of this tool states that it allows the 
creation, storage, recovery and transmission of decisions 
made by a software design, and performed in a distributed 
way. In addition, the tool allows the project managers to 
control the information about software projects, since the 
value and importance of project development is that it also 
provides techniques that can allow the decision-making 
carried out in previous projects to be re-used for new 
projects, which have similar features. 

The main purpose of this tool is that it allows 
information from previous decisions to be used again; to 
support the decision-making in future projects. However, 
there is no evidence that this information is, in fact, useful. 
In addition, the management of roles or the way criteria is 
laid down is not clear in the DPMTool, or even if there is a 
systematic process involved. Hence, the reuse of knowledge 
for project management is something that is not trivial, and 
it is being used by distributed teams in an even more 
challenging way. However, understanding and carrying out 
project management, in an efficient way, has become the 

greatest challenge for distributed teams. 
It is known that the information sharing is restricted to 

certain professionals (e.g. managers). Likewise, in this kind 
of work, i.e. in a single project that is undertaken by many 
professionals (managers) spread around the globe, only a 
few of them will obtain crucial information for the correct 
decision-making, and most of those who take part in 
projects, will not necessarily know all the solutions adopted 
by the other participants in the same project. In addition, 
from the standpoint of decision-making, this kind of work 
does not seems to be as productive, as a continuous process 
in which the team reaches an agreement, about what criteria 
should be employed and the alternative solutions that can be 
found. 

Another study on simulation models [10] describes the 
results of a project, which aimed at investigating specific 
aspects of decision-making in personnel management, 
which involved software projects and development teams 
and took account of dynamic variables, such as stress, 
conflicts, motivation and performance. The simulation was 
adopted that employs system dynamics models as a 
powerful technique to deal with the problem. In this study, 
decision-making is regarded as a means of giving support to 
personnel management through an evaluation model applied 
to other useful projects. However, it includes features that 
allow a high degree of subjectivity in personnel 
management. Moreover, the project can even be influenced 
by other variables that are not taken into account - for 
instance, the variable about motivation is not included in the 
survey. In the decision management processes governed by 
the CMMI-DEV and MR-MPS-SW models, it seeks to 
reduce subjectivity to a minimum in the process so that the 
decision-making is not biased. 

From the works reviewed, it is clear that the authors 
were not concerned about implementing decision 
management in a systematic way. They did not adopt the 
traditional practices set out in the quality models that guide 
the implementation of a decision-making process. 
Moreover, they have failed to design support tools that 
could adopt all the concepts and fundamental principles of a 
formal evaluation. It was also noted that the works did not 
apply the evaluations obtained from their approaches to the 
academic world or industry; nor did they provide an 
analysis of the efficiency and effectiveness of the solutions 
that support decision-making. 

III. A  TOOL THAT SUPPORTS DECISION ANALYSIS AND 
RESOLUTION 

The support concept adopted in this paper defines a set 
of technologies that can be integrated to assist in the 
decision analysis and resolution process. This domain 
includes the following: tools, techniques, procedures, 
processes, roles, methodologies, frameworks, languages, 
standards, patterns, and so on. 

A. The Spider-DAR Workflow 
The aim of this section is to describe the Spider-DAR 

workflow for the Decision Analysis and Resolution process. 
The workflow can be split into seven tasks that cover all the 
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requirements and expected results from MR-MPS-SW [4] 
and specific practices from CMMI-DEV [2]. Fig. 1 
illustrates the process workflow. 

 
Figure 1.    A Flowchart for Decision Analysis and Resolution 

The first task consists of defining the guidelines for the 
decision analysis process, and basically involves setting out 
institutional guidelines for formally selecting the problem to 
be solved. According to Table I, this task involves DAR SP 
1.1 in CMMI-DEV and GDE1 in MR-MPS-SW. 

Following this, the second task of the main process is 
the formal definition of the problem or issue to be solved, 
which can enable an objective analysis of the problem to be 
conducted. This task is required for the GDE2 in MR-MPS-
SW. 

After the two tasks have been carried out, the next one 
takes place after the problem definition. It consists of the 
definition and prioritization of all the listed criteria for the 
problem, so that they can be evaluated later. The SP 1.2 in 
CMMI-DEV and the GDE3 in MR-MPS-SW are attained 
on completion of the third task. 

The fourth task is carried out after all the possible 
criteria needed to evaluate the problem have been defined 
and involves examining all the possible alternative means of 
solving it. Furthermore, this task requires discussing all the 
possible alternatives and, additionally, it is necessary to 
assess the risks associated with the alternative solutions for 
future evaluations. Thus, this task covers the SP 1.3 in 
CMMI-DEV and the GDE4 in MR-MPS-SW. 

With the aid of both the criteria and alternative 
solutions, the next task is to define the methods for 
evaluating the alternative solutions, and select which 
method is more appropriate for evaluating each alternative. 
This task covers the SP 1.4 in CMMI-DEV and the GDE5 
in MR-MPS-SW. 

The alternative evaluation process is the core of the 
DAR process. The aim of this task is to make an evaluation 
of all the alternative solutions by using all the defined 
criteria in the process; the selected method is then employed 
to rank the best solutions to the problem. This phase 
involves analysis, discussion and a review. Thus, the SP 1.5 
in CMMI-DEV and the GDE6 in MR-MPS-SW are covered 
in this process. 

The final task involves choosing the most appropriate 
solution for the problem or issue being analysed, and hence, 
registering and documenting all the experiences for future 
usage. This task covers the SP.1.6 in CMMI-DEV and the 
GDE7 in MR-MPS-SW. 

B. The Spider-DAR Tool 
The Spider-DAR is a General Public License (GPL) tool 

that is specifically concerned with Decision Management, 
and adhering to the good practices recommended by the 
CMMI-DEV and the MR-MPS-SW models. The 
requirements that guided the development of the tool were 
extracted from the workflow presented in this paper. 

This tool was developed as a desktop environment using 
Java and was based on the use of free technologies, such as 
Netbeans 8.0.2 IDE, MySQL 6.3 DBMS and the iText, a 
library for creating and manipulating PDF files. 

The architecture of Spider-DAR was based in the three-
layer model called Model-View-Controller (MVC). Thus, 
the actions that occurred are managed by controllers, which 
make the intermediation between the interface with the user 
and the entities modeled in the database. The main benefit 
of its use is its ease of maintenance and the fact that any 
new components that might arise can be added, like a 
change of interfaces or the native database. 

The development team had a standardized method to 
facilitate the encoding system, as well as to optimize 
computing resources. The FACADE and SINGLETON [11] 
design patterns were also used for uncoupling the business 
layer from the persistence layer and thus, providing a better 
management of the instantiated objects. The architecture is 
visualized in Fig. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 2.    The Architectural Components of Spider-DAR 

The Spider-DAR tool was designed for use in 
organizations and academic environments, to support 
multiusers. Each unit of the organization has an area in the 
tool to register and evaluate problems. The tool allows the 
storage of a Decision Management Guide in a text format, 
and also attaches an existing document, for future searches. 
The Decision Management Guide is used to define how a 
process should be implemented within the organization. The 
centralization of information streamlines the planning and 
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monitoring, and reduces the effort required for the 
execution of the project. 

The tool allows the registering of problems that will be 
objects of the decision-making process, and also the 
allocation of participants for its execution. Each participant 
has a profile that determines which modules of the tool the 
participant has access to. Fig. 3 shows the details of the 
problems to be registered. 

 
Figure 3.    Motivation and objectives of a problem registered in spider-

DAR 

After the problem has been defined, it is permissible to 
define alternative solutions and the features that will be 
applied to evaluate the viability of these alternatives. The 
tool also allows the evaluation criteria in each problem, to 
be defined; these are variables that will influence the choice 
of alternative solutions. 

The Spider-DAR has a module to evaluate the 
alternatives, as shown in the Fig. 4. The rate of satisfaction 
is calculated in accordance with the established criteria and, 
a ranking is generated in a visual way to determine which 
alternative is the best for the resolution of the problem. The 
tool just indicates which alternative is more viable, 
however, and because of the peculiarities of each problem, 
the decision-making is the responsibility of the user. 

 
Figure 4.    Evaluation of alternatives solutions in Spider-DAR tool 

 During the management process or after it has been 
completed, the tool can at any moment allow, the user to 
generate a report in a PDF file with all the entries of the 
data tools. Thus, after the end of the decision management 

process, a generated report will contain the data of the 
Problem, Alternatives Solutions, Evaluation Criteria, 
Evaluation and Decision, and this will facilitate the analysis 
of the whole process until the result has been obtained. 

IV.    SOFTWARE TOOL EVALUATION  
This section describes the tool evaluation in the software 

industry and their adherence to CMMI-DEV. 

A. Application in the Software Industry 
The tool was used during the implementation of CMMI-

DEV Maturity Level 3 in a software development 
organization in Brazil, called EMPREL, in 2015 and 2016, 
and supports constant practices in the Decision Analysis 
and Resolution (DAR) process area. The organization was 
assessed at this level and obtained a certificate issued by the 
CMMI Institute. 

The tool’s users reported that its use made it possible for 
the organization to carry out a historic decision-making in 
all the software development projects. It also undertook a 
mapping of the problems and decision-making to facilitate 
the knowledge management, and thus provide a more 
efficient and effective means of managing the 
implementation of the DAR process area. 

The EMPREL employees evaluated the Spider-DAR 
tool as efficient and effective to support for decision 
management. The main obtained results were:  

• The use of the tool allows a decentralization of 
employees responsibilities during the execution of 
tool features, because all employees can perform 
together the formal evaluation process, 

• Because the workflow implemented in the tool 
presents sequenced activities and tasks, this tool 
allows a systematic implementation of the Decision 
Analysis and Resolution process, 

• The continuous maintenance of the historical basis 
in the tool allows the analysis of information 
generated from a problem or issue resolution during 
the decision-making of another problem or issue; 

• By execution of features the tool facilitates the 
structuring of problems or issues, leads to an 
understanding of the information required to make 
effective decisions, generates and assesses solutions 
and prioritizes alternatives through a method that is 
supported by a formal and objective process. 

The official CMMI assessment confirmed that the use of 
the tool had been successful. It should be emphasized that 
this company was chosen because it meant that the authors 
of this paper were able to conduct the implementation of the 
organizational process improvement program in its 
organizational units. 

B. Adherence to CMMI-DEV 
The Adherence concept analysis of the proposed tool is 

conducted through the mapping of the features outlined in 
Section III with the specific practices (SP) contained in the 
DAR process area in CMMI-DEV and the expected results 
(ER) in the GDE process included in MR-MPS-SW. 
Specific practice can be defined as “the description of an 
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activity that is considered important in achieving the 
associated specific goal, i.e. it describes the activities that 
are expected to result in the achievement of the specific 
goals of the CMMI process area” [2] and expected results is 
“an observable result anticipated from the successful 
performance of the process” [12]. The description of the 
specific practices and the expected results were shown in 
Table I. This analysis can be observed in Table II. 

TABLE II. ADHERENCE BETWEEN THE SPIDER-DAR FEATURES 
TO CMMI-DEV AND MR-MPS-SW  

SP ER RequiredTasks Tool Features 

SP1.1 GDE1 

• Set out a formal decision 
guide, 

• Evaluate the questions of 
high to medium impact risk 
for the organization. 

Definition of 
Guidelines for 
Decision 
Analysis 

- GDE2 

• Definition of the problem or 
issue which will be the object 
of a formal decision-making 
process, 

• Definition of the scope of the 
problem or issue. 

Problem 
Definition 

 
SP1.2  
 

GDE3 

• Define the criteria for the 
evaluation of alternative 
solutions, 

• Define the range and scale for 
ranking the evaluation 
criteria, 

• Rank the evaluation criteria. 

Establish the 
Criteria for 
Evaluation 

 
SP1.3 
 

GDE4 • Identify alternative solutions. 
Identification of 
Alternative 
Solutions 

SP1.4 GDE5 

• Select evaluation methods 
based on their ability to focus 
on the issues and problems 
that are not being influenced 
by them, 

• Determine the measures 
needed to support the 
evaluation method. 

Selection of 
Evaluation 
Methods 

SP1.5 GDE6 

• Evaluate alternative solutions 
proposed using the evaluation 
criteria established and the 
methods selected, 

• Obtain and record the results 
of the evaluation. 

Evaluation of 
Alternatives 

SP1.6 GDE7 

• Recommended solutions to 
address significant issues, 

• Register and communicate 
the results and rationale for 
the recommended solution to 
the appropriate stakeholders. 

Decision-
making 

To view the details of each of the recommendations of 
the specific practices and expected results listed in the first 
and second columns of Table II, it is necessary to consult 
the official guides of the CMMI-DEV [2] and MR-MPS-
SW [4]. 

V.   OBTAINED RESULTS 
This section describes the results of this work that were 

obtained for the academic world and industry. 

A. The Academic World  
This research study included two graduate students and 

two undergraduates who are studying this subject and 
monitoring process improvement in a software development 
organization as research assistants. The research can be 
characterized as a subproject of the SPIDER Project, and 
was accepted for the 2011/2012 cycle of the PBQP-SW 
(Brazilian Program of Software Quality and Productivity). 
The Workflow and the Tool were the subject of a master’s 
dissertation that was defended at the Federal University of 
Pará (Graduate Program in Computer Science). Thus, a 
workflow process and a tool to support the decision 
management were obtained, and an investigation was 
conducted to verify how these results (described in Section 
IV) could be implemented in a software company. 

In academic world, the tool presented in this paper can 
help with the teaching of decision analysis and resolution 
because it has a systematic step by step of the activities that 
compose this knowledge area. This tool can also be used to 
simulate the learning of implementation of process 
improvement program through the use of concepts of 
decision analysis and resolution. Students involved in this 
work have been trained in the area of decision analysis and 
resolution through this tool and today they help the software 
companies in the implementation of good practices included 
in this area and in the quality models. 

B. In Industry 
The authors used the technology described in this paper 

for consultation projects related to process improvement. 
First, the tool was used by software development 
organizations that are partners of the SPIDER project, such 
as the EMPREL, which is located in Recife city. Basically, 
the tool assisted in the different stages of the decision 
analysis and resolution by defining and monitoring the 
projects. On the other hand, the activities of the Workflow 
are widely adopted in the implementation of Maturity Level 
3 of CMMI-DEV in organizations in which the authors act 
as consultants, located at Porto Digital (Recife city) and 
Farol Digital (João Pessoa city). 

The tool helped efficiently and effectively the Emprel 
reach the CMMI-DEV Maturity Level 3 because it has a 
workflow that meets all specific practices included in the 
decision analysis and resolution process area. Thus, the 
strenghts for the Emprel employees were: 

• The employees perform a formal evaluation of the 
problems or issues through the tool’s features, 
performing together this evaluation because they do 
not work with spreadsheets that were under the 
control of a single person. Thus, the employees feel 
part of decision-making, 

• Through the information maintained in the tool 
database and used to obtain the results in previous 
decisions, the employees can identify insights that 
can help in current decisions. It can help in the 
knowledge management, 

• The employees know which information should be 
filled to the implementation of a formal evaluation 
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because the tool displays all the fields required for 
this one. Thus, the decision process becomes less 
complex, 

• The final decisions of the employees are founded on 
a formal method that prioritizes the alternatives 
according to the evaluation criteria. Thus, it makes 
the evaluation more formal and objective. 

VI.    CONCLUSION 
The development of the decision analysis and resolution 

tool is intended to support the activities about decision 
analysis and resolution in software process which are based 
on the good practices defined by the quality models and 
standards. Hence, the Spider-DAR systemic approach is 
designed to facilitate the adoption of these models and 
standards by the software development organizations that 
use this tool.  

In the face of many possible systemic and business 
solutions, our approach addresses the challenge of 
becoming a solution that can be employed in multiple 
scenaries. It is not linked to commercial interests, and is a 
viable candidate for consideration when compared with the   
private solutions that are marketed. 

Of the lessons learned from this project, we would like 
to list the following: the importance of systematic processes 
for the implementation of a decision-making process, and 
the development of a support tool for this process. The main 
challenge of this work was to implement the results in a 
software company that is keen to adopt good practices 
within a quality model. 

It should be noted, as a strong point of this research 
project, that the tool is opensource, and can thus enable the 
academic community and / or industry to contribute to the 
development and evolution of this solution. The use of the 
tool is also of value since it helps the software organization 
to achieve more satisfactory levels of discipline through the 
combination of techniques and methods that assist in the 
decision analysis and resolution of its processes. 

As a future study, that is already in development, we are 
seeking to integrate this tool with other tools available in 
the SPIDER project by focusing on a joint venture which 
involves the implementation of the other process areas 
included in CMMI-DEV and MR-MPS-SW, such as risk 
management, project planning, configuration management, 
and product and process quality assurance. 
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Abstract—Digital transformation describes the changes that the 

increased digitization within society causes or influences in all 

aspects of human life. The digital business transformation can 

be understood as the impact of the increased digitization on the 

business domain. Companies are challenged to transform, i.e., 

to create new business models that consider and leverage the 

increased digitization. As a result, from a software engineering 

perspective, the digital transformation changes the way how 

software is developed. Current trends are the development of 

applications for mobile devices and Internet of Things (IoT) 

applications. However, with these new application fields, new 

challenges for software engineering arise that have to be met to 

successfully conduct software projects in a digitized world. It is 

necessary for software companies to solve these challenges if 

they want to be successful on the market. In this article, these 

challenges are worked out. Furthermore, solution approaches, 

such as Application Programming Interface (API) strategy and 

an appropriate team culture, are derived to help software 

developers and companies to prepare for future software 

projects and to remain competitive.  

Keywords-digital transformation; digitization; software 

engineering; challenge 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Digital transformation can be understood as the changes 
that the digital technology causes or influences in all aspects 
of human life [1]. From a business perspective, companies are 
required to react on the increased digitization and to adapt 
accordingly. The resulting digital business transformation 
represents the idea of creating new or adapting existing 
business models based on the increased digitization within 
society, such as the usage of mobile devices, social media, and 
Internet of Things (IoT) [2]. 

As software systems are meant for supporting human life, 
the digitization influences the way how software should be 
developed. For example, more and more software projects are 
conducted that focus on the development of applications for 
mobile devices, such as smart phones and tablets, or the IoT. 
According to current studies, such as the one conducted by EC 
SPRIDE in collaboration with the University of Darmstadt 
and Fraunhofer Institute for Secure Information Technology 
(SIT) [3], this trend will continue and apps and rather small 
special purpose software predominantly in use on smart 
phones and tablets will further propagate. 

These new application fields of software systems bear new 
challenges for the software engineering discipline. For 

example, in the last years, several new technologies and 
frameworks have evolved that are especially meant for the 
upcoming new devices and technologies. Instead of 
developing the entire functionality from scratch, more and 
more web services are available that are integrated into the 
developed solution [3]. Furthermore, software systems 
become increasingly omnipresent [1], which requires software 
developers to consider the consumer of software. The 
attractiveness of the software for the consumer, i.e., its user 
experience, has become one of the most important success 
factors for software systems. 

To be successful on the market, software companies have 
to solve these challenges. However, in most cases, companies 
try to respond on the digitization with changes of the 
development methodology. For example, agile development 
is wide-spread today. But, the increased digitization requires 
more than focusing on the development methodology. It is 
more about the attitude when developing software and the 
necessary mindset and environment. It is about the roles and 
their responsibilities during the development. The digitization 
requires to deal with the upcoming changes, such as the 
increasing technology heterogeneity, instead of trying to 
avoid them. 

This article examines the challenges caused by the 
digitization in society. The challenges are systematically 
worked out and described. Purpose of this article is to support 
software developers and companies to prepare for these 
challenges the digitization and the resulting digital 
transformation bring with them. For that reason, in addition, 
after introducing the challenges, possible solution approaches 
are presented in this article. The challenges and solutions are 
not limited to technological aspects. Instead, they focus both 
technological and organizational respectively human-oriented 
aspects. For that reason, this paper is meant for software 
developers and business managers who want to prepare 
themselves or their company for the future.  

The article is organized as follows: Section II examines 
existing work in the context of digital transformation and its 
impact on software engineering. The resulting challenges of 
the digital transformation on software engineering are 
summarized in Section III. Section IV introduces solution 
approaches to overcome the challenges managed in Section 
III. Section V concludes this article and introduces future 
research work. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

This section analyzes existing work in the context of 
digital transformation and possible impacts on software 
engineering. Based on this work, in the following section, the 
future challenges for software engineering and solution 
approaches are derived and summarized.  

 
In [1], Stolterman and Fors introduce the term digital 

transformation as the changes that the digital technology 
causes or influences in all aspects of human life. They state 
that the most crucial challenge for Information System 
Research is the study of the overall effects of the ongoing 
digital transformation of society. This is, why we focus on the 
effects of digital transformation on software engineering from 
a holistic view. We do not focus on software development 
methodologies like Scrum. Instead, we describe challenges on 
software engineering as a whole with the involved people in 
mind. 

Opportunities to create new business models based on the 
results of the increased digitization in society are described by 
Berman in [2]. Even though Berman focuses on the business 
perspective and does not describe concrete recommendations 
for the software engineering, the work gives some important 
hints about how the business will evolve. This allows to derive 
the impact on software engineering. For example, according 
to Berman, the focus should be on digital products and 
services with better customer experience. This shows the 
importance of considering the customer experience as 
developer as part of the software engineering.  

In [3], Ochs presents a study about emerging trends in 
software development. The study is conducted by EC 
SPRIDE in collaboration with the University of Darmstadt 
and Fraunhofer Institute for Secure Information Technology 
(SIT) sponsored by the German Federal Ministry of Education 
and Research. The study shows essential characteristics for 
future software systems. We reuse these software 
characteristics, adapt them to software engineering with focus 
on digital business transformation and combine them with 
challenges mentioned in other work.  

A list of challenges and methodologies to master the 
digital transformation is introduced by Hanna in [4]. The 
aspects described by Hanna are business-driven and consider 
companies as a whole. For example, Hanna describes how to 
develop the human resources, leadership and institutions, 
policies and regulations. Even though it is not focusing 
Information Technology (IT), we use this work to derive 
challenges that relate to software engineering. 

The importance of solutions being consumer-oriented is 
emphasized by Leimeister et al. [5]. They describe that “in 
digital societies, companies must understand that the digital 
customers and their preferences are key and at the center stage 
for developing innovative solutions”. This work shows that it 
is necessary to rethink about the way solutions are developed 
today.  

The analysis of existing work shows that the digitization 
within society influences the software engineering. With the 
digital transformation, new challenges arise that have to be 
considered by software companies. Some work also describes 

certain challenges and trends for software engineering that 
have to be solved. However, a list of challenges of the digital 
transformation in software engineering with concrete advices 
how to solve these challenges is missing. This is the 
motivation to investigate this aspect in more detail. 

III. CHALLENGES OF THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 

In this section, the challenges of the digital transformation 
in software engineering described. The challenges are derived 
from existing work and experiences. The challenges consider 
both technical and organizational, i.e., human-oriented 
aspects as both are important for successful software projects. 
They constitute the basis for the solution approaches 
introduced in Section IV. 

A. Reduced Time-To-Market 

More than ever, new innovations are expected by the 
customers to be available as soon as possible [4]. Especially 
due to the increasing digitization in society and thus, due to 
the focus on private customers, the time to market has to be 
further reduced. This applies to completely new products and 
new features for existing products.  

As a result, software developers and companies have to 
prepare their development process in way that allows to 
deploy new functionality continuously.  

B. Flexibility and Agility 

The reduced time to market requires software systems to be 
flexible enough to consider new requirements afterwards. 
Furthermore, the high competitive pressure requires to replace 
originally planned features by other ones. Thus, if not already 
done, the development process has to be agile to react on 
changing requirements.  

Wherever useful, software developers and companies 
have to avoid waterfall development models and work in an 
agile way to be flexible enough to consider new and just 
needed functionality.  

C. New Disciplines  

In the last few years, a high number of new business words 
have been established with partially new concepts. Terms like 
Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT), Industry 4.0, and Machine 
Learning comprise complex topics that might be understood 
to create competitive products.  

Thus, software developers and companies have to 
understand these new terms and concepts. As described by 
Hanna in [4], technological change creates new demand for 
learning. This requires enough time and freedom and efficient 
trainings for developers.  

D. New Devices and Technologies 

With the increased digitization, new devices are used by the 
customers [4]: mobile devices, virtual reality glasses, smart 
watches, intelligent in-ear headphones, and all the intelligent 
devices in a smart home [3]. They all create a completely new 
device environment with partially completely new 
technologies. The number of programming languages, 
partially device-specific frameworks increases.  
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Thus, software developers and companies have to prepare 
for completely new devices and technologies. This means that 
companies have to establish trainings and give developers the 
necessary freedom that allows them to learn new concepts. 
The training of developers is an important success factor as 
the new devices and technologies bring new possibilities with 
them that are necessary to stay competitive in the market. 

E. High Degree of Technology Heterogeneity 

The high number of devices and technologies results in 
another challenge: The rapid time to market does not allow to 
wait for a homogenization of the technology portfolio. As a 
result, software developers and companies are challenged to 
deal with a high number of devices and technologies in 
parallel. Within one project, several different technologies 
might be used with all their specifics.  

For that reason, developers and companies have to find a 
solution to deal with this high degree of heterogeneity. 
Possible solutions are on the one side to standardize the 
interfaces between these technologies and on the other side to 
enable a continuous integration that considers different 
technologies. 

F. Stronger Networking 

Software systems developed today are mostly connected 
to other already existing software systems. This kind of 
networking can be the classical usage of programming 
interfaces to exchange data (e.g., by means of web services 
[6]) or the integration with social networks for authentication. 
In every case, software systems are less often isolated 
components. Instead, customers want them to interact with a 
bunch of existing components [2][3].  

For that reason, for developers, it is necessary to know the 
requirements customers have on the networking aspect of 
software. 

G. Extended Service Market 

Today, we find more and more services providers that offer 
infrastructure, platform, and software as a service [2]. 
Compared to traditional software development, the trend is to 
reuse existing functionality instead of developing it from 
scratch [3]. Even though, using software from within the cloud 
includes operational costs, the development speed and the 
quality of the results can be much higher when reusing 
provided services.  

Thus, the way how to develop software systems changes 
from coding the required functionality to assembling existing 
solutions. Software developers and companies have to 
understand the opportunities this way brings with it. As a 
result, the new service market has to be overseen. Software 
developers and companies have to inform about services that 
are currently available on the market. 

H. Consumer-/ Customer-Orientation 

Today, more and more software systems are used by 
ordinary people. Especially with the advent of smart phones 
and tablets, there is a new understanding about how software 
systems are expected to be used. The opportunity to enhance 
products and services for a better customer experience is 

mentioned by Berman in [2]. Also, Leimeister et al. 
emphasize the necessity to create solutions that are consumer-
oriented [5].  

This means that software developers and companies have 
to focus more than ever on the user of the system. An 
appealing user interface with a clear user experience has 
become one central success factor for consumer applications. 
Thus, developers and companies have to consider this aspect 
in their development process and to increase their competence 
in this area if not already done.  

I. Business-Awareness 

One central idea of the digital business transformation is 
to consider and leverage the increased digitization within 
society to create new business models. According to Hanna 
[4], product innovation has become crucial for sustained 
growth, competitiveness, and moving up the value ladder. As 
innovations require technological knowledge, the creation of 
business models is not a pure business task any longer. More 
than ever, developers themselves are invited to communicate 
new business ideas and models to the management.  

For that reason, the developers within a company are 
required to think more business-oriented and to think outside 
the box. On the other side, the management is required to 
support developers in this task. This requires on the one hand 
freedom to give new ideas a trial and on the other side to open 
up to new ideas from developers.  

J. Combination with Legacy IT 

The increased speed with which new devices and 
technologies arise results in a faster aging of existing IT [3]. 
Especially in grown landscapes as they exist in bigger 
companies, the existing IT cannot be replaced rapidly. For that 
reason, developers and companies will be more often 
challenged to combine their new and modern software 
systems with IT that can be considered as legacy in the 
meanwhile. In [4], Hanna states that “adjusting the social and 
institutional environment to take advantage of a technological 
revolution and its associated techno-economic paradigm 
involves painful adjustments, often disruptions to, and even 
destruction of, legacy systems, institutions, practices, and 
processes”. For example, in some cases, the new intelligent 
solutions have to exchange data with existing systems. In 
other cases, the new solution has to be deployable in an 
infrastructure that is not as modern as the new software 
system.  

Thus, software developers and companies have to keep in 
mind where the software system is expected to be executed. 
Possibly, it is necessary to work out a more complex 
integration and deployment process to combine the new and 
modern software system with existing legacy IT. 

IV. SOLUTION APPROACHES 

In Section III, challenges of the digital transformation in 
software engineering were introduced. To overcome these 
challenges, next, solution approaches are described. These 
approaches are meant to help software developers and 
companies to prepare for future software projects and to 
remain competitive. 
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A. Microservices 

Microservices can be seen as “small and autonomous 
services that work together” [8] via well-defined web 
interfaces. The size of a microservice is usually given by 
bounded contexts derived from business boundaries [8][9]. 
Therefore, the business has direct influence on the resulting 
system design which is also known as Conway’s Law. But, 
there is also an influencing factor towards the opposite 
direction especially when evolving the service landscape [8]. 

The concept behind microservices results in a large 
number of benefits that address the mentioned challenges in 
Section III: First, reduced time to market when developing 
new functionalities through service autonomy. Each service 
can be developed and deployed separately without a central 
release coordination between different development teams. If 
this is not possible, the bounded context of the microservice 
should be usually revised and adapted to fit current needs. 

Second, the support of technology heterogeneity when 
designing service landscapes especially microservice 
landscapes. We can decide to use different technologies inside 
each microservice based on our needs instead of using a 
company-wide standardized one [8]. For example, one service 
can be written in Java, another one in C#. It is not necessary 
to have company-wide unification. The communication 
between microservices with different technological setup is 
ensured by the service interface. This service interface must 
follow a technology-independent approach, such as the 
architectural style Representational State Transfer (REST) 
introduced by Fielding [7]. 

Third, the reuse aspect that is the core idea behind service 
landscapes [10]. Each service can expose different 
functionality via a well-defined service interface so that other 
services can benefit from that offer. For discovering existing 
services in a service landscape, a service discovery solution, 
such as Consul or Eureka, is usually set up. 

B. API Design and Strategy 

An Application Programming Interface (API) can be seen 
as a contract prescribing how to interact with the underlying 
system. In the context of a service landscape, the system can 
be an operable service that exposes business functionality via 
an API.  

Today, APIs are a big deal and the growth of public APIs 
regarding their activity measured in requests is still unbroken 
[11]. Popular examples for public APIs are Facebook with the 
Graph API or Google with several APIs, such as YouTube 
Data API or Cloud Vision for image recognition. 

There are several reasons for serving an API, such as 
offering business functionality for a mobile application, more 
flexibility in providing content, and allowing external 
developers or partners to transform new use cases in reality 
[11].  

When designing an API, it is very important to have clear 
vision and business objective. In addition to the business view, 
it also crucial to comply with some design principles and best 
practices to simplify the usage of the API. For instance, in 
[13], several best practices for RESTful Web APIs are 
identified, collected, and explained.  

C. Automation 

Automation can be a key factor in the success of a 
company since it can drastically reduce the time and effort 
incurred by recurring tasks. This in turn increases the team 
productivity because the team does not have to deal with these 
tasks anymore. 

For instance, deploying new applications or services 
should be as easy and fast as possible to reduce the time-to-
market. At best, there is only one command for the 
deployment. That is why, Platform as a Services (PaaS) 
solutions, such as Heroku, DigitalOcean, or Amazon Web 
Services (AWS), are particularly popular among companies 
since it simplifies and reduces the necessary effort for 
deployment or infrastructure configuration.  

But, deployment is just one of many examples, such as 
application monitoring or log analysis. It should be clear that 
an initial invest has to be taken, but it will pay off. 

D. Technical Governance 

The technical governance provides corporate-wide 
guidelines that have to be respected by all development teams 
to keep the heterogeneity within limits. Although, it is 
desirable when development teams take individual design or 
technological decisions, it makes, for example, no sense to 
choose a different coding style or to use a distinct deployment 
workflow. Sometimes, some technological decisions taken by 
team are not appropriate within the company due to bad 
experience in the past or other business related reasons.  

Particularly important are corporate-wide guidelines when 
composing software components or services since the 
guidelines lay the foundation of the API that forms a contract 
for communication (see Section IV.B). For instance, the usage 
of different naming styles of exposed functionality can 
impede the reusability. Or in the worst case, when choosing a 
technology-dependent API, it can even prevent the reuse 
entirely. 

In our opinion, any decision that affects the whole system 
should be covered by one or more guidelines and governed by 
a technical committee. 

E. Accepting and Dealing with Heterogeneity 

As mentioned, the technical governance tries to limit the 
heterogeneity in case of, for example, API design, but it does 
not want to avoid it when it comes to technological decisions. 
The company has to get used to the fact that several different 
technologies are applied. This is not a weakness but a strength 
because the new technologies offer new possibilities. 
Furthermore, a heterogeneous technology landscape avoids 
that too many people get used to a technology that becomes 
outdated one day. Developers are challenged to learn new 
technologies. As a result, developers remain attractive for the 
labor market. Finally, also, the company remains attractive for 
developers and young applicants that prefer to work and learn 
new and modern technologies.  
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Thus, heterogeneity is nothing that should be avoided. 
Instead, the company should learn to deal with and get used to 
it. The attempt to homogenize the IT at any price will result in 
a reduced adoption of new technologies, thus less innovative 
software projects and business models. It is more important to 
accept the coming changes and to make it part of the company 
philosophy. 

F. Critical Analysis of new Trends 

Every day, new technical solutions in form of libraries, 
frameworks, and tools appear on the internet. Some of them 
offer a comparable solution to a recurring problem or use case. 
Then again, others offer a completely new approach to solve 
the same problem.  

The rapid growth of new technologies, the necessary 
learning and training effort as well as the lack of detailed and 
objective comparison between technologies in the same 
domain make it difficult to choose one technology over the 
other. In many cases, the taken decision has also to be 
reasoned especially when some people or the whole company 
must be convinced to rely on this technology for upcoming 
projects. There is no silver-bullet on how to choose the right 
technology since there are several factors that have to be 
considered. Furthermore, it is often an illusion to choose one 
technology for the next ten or more years since at some point 
a new technology or new approach will arise and form a 
community around it. Then, the cycle starts from the 
beginning.  

We recommend to be open for new technologies or 
approaches and not hang on prior decisions based on the motto 
“It still works and will also be a suitable solution for the next 
years. We do not need a new technology”. In our opinion, new 
technology should be analyzed as soon as possible to get a 
clear picture if it makes sense to follow the further 
development and how this approach can improve the already 
used technology in a specific application field. Thereby, it is 
important to look behind the scenes and get an idea of how the 
technology works and how it is build up since this is crucial 
for a proper and reasoned decision.  

G.  Design  

A lot of great services and (digital) products pop up every 
day on the market. The design is the first impression that a 
potential customer will get from a product. It is often a 
misunderstanding that the design is only the user interface of 
an application. Instead, we should see the design as a method 
for problem solving that can be applied on different contexts, 
such as the user interface of an application but also on an API 
of a service. For instance, if the API design is not easy to 
understand or easy to try and use, it can have a negative impact 
on the adoption rate. Similar to this, if the frontend of an 
application looks confusing, customers could look after the 
opponent’s solution. The design is therefore an essential 
ingredient of a product that decides if a potential customer is 
interested or not. 

When developing new products, the whole development 
team should concentrate on a good design for the target user 
group instead of only focusing on the functionality aspect of 
the product. 

H. Team Culture 

The team culture of the development team can have a 
positive impact on the productivity and the self-awareness of 
each member. It can be difficult to form a good team culture 
since there are several factors that have to be considered, such 
as the identification of each member with the company or how 
proud someone is about shipped or developed products. 
Nevertheless, there are some key points that should be 
achieved within a company.  

First, you should give each member of the development 
team the feeling that (s)he is unreplaceable and essential for 
the success for the product.  

Second, each manager should be open for discussions and 
ideas since innovation comes from ideas. Each developer 
should be encouraged to be more business-oriented and think 
outside the box.  

This leads to the third important key point: The employees 
are the most important asset of a company and should be 
treated accordingly. For development teams, you should give 
them the opportunity to learn and teach as much as possible to 
keep up with the industry leaders since no developer wants to 
work with “old” technologies for the rest of his working life. 
If this is not possible in current projects, then the company 
should find a compensation for the developers, perhaps by 
starting an open source project that allows to study new 
technologies. Thus, the management is responsible to give the 
necessary freedom and to provide trainings wherever possible.  

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

Digital business transformation can be understood as the 
idea of creating new or adapting existing business models 
based on the increasing digitization within society. As these 
new business models influence the way software systems have 
to be developed, software developers and companies have to 
adapt to these changes. For that reason, in this article, we 
derived and described challenges for software engineering the 
digital business transformation brings with it. Furthermore, 
we listed solution approaches for software developers and 
companies for overcoming these challenges.  

Our list of challenges and solution approaches is expected 
to help software developers and business managers of 
software companies to remain competitive in times of digital 
transformation. Furthermore, more than ever, it is important 
to remain attractive for the labor market. Competitiveness 
requires companies to be attractive for talents. For that reason, 
the challenges and solution approaches are not limited to 
technological aspects. Instead, we considered aspects that are 
both technological and organizational, i.e., human-oriented.  

For the future, we plan to refine the solution approaches. 
In the past we started with methodologies for designing 
services in service-oriented architectures [12]. We extended 
this work for API design and strategy including best practices 
for RESTful web services [13] and approaches to measure the 
compliance regarding these best practices [14]. We will 
continue this technological work to provide guidelines for 
designing a clear and maintainable API. In addition, we will 
focus on the non-technological, the human-oriented aspects. 
We will investigate solution approaches for being attractive 
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for talents as this is significant for remaining competitive on 
the market. Furthermore, we will investigate how to adjust the 
mindset within companies so that new innovative and 
competitive business models can be created. This will help 
companies to benefit from the increased digitization and to 
prepare for the future.  
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Abstract – Modelling for model-based development of 

software concerns the representation of both system 

structure and behavior. To this end, in order to satisfy this 

requirement Unified Modelling Language (UML) provides 

a range of static and dynamic diagram types; of these class 

and sequence diagrams are most frequently used. In 

contrast to the UML class diagrams, which are well 

researched and discussed in the literature, sequence 

diagrams are a ‘dark horse’ especially in regard layout and 

transformation. This paper proposes an approach to the 

generation of UML sequence from two-hemisphere model 

with the main attention to a dynamic aspect of the system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the trends for software developments, namely 

Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) [1], is 

being widely introduced in order to support both the 

business analysis of the system being built as well as its 

implementation. According to MDSD, the development 

process is started with the modelling of the problem 

domain in order to produce the software domain model 

and to achieve once developed system model reuse [2]. 

The primary benefit of MDSD is an ability to provide 

a big-picture view of the architecture of the entire 

system. Usage of MDSD requires a common modelling 

notation and a system that can be used on all the stages 

of the development. Object Management Group (OMG) 

proposes its standard – Unified Modelling Language 

(UML) [3] that nowadays is being widely adopted. UML 

defines a notation for a set of the diagrams used for 

modelling the different aspects of the system – both 

static and dynamic. According to the research provided 

by Scott Ambler [4], the most popular UML diagrams in 

software development projects are the UML class and 

sequence diagrams. Static modelling is mainly done 

using UML class diagram that defines the general 

structure of the system and can be used as a basis for the 

implementation. The UML sequence diagram serves to 

define dynamic aspect presenting object interactions in 

the system. The UML sequence diagram includes both 

classes inside of the system as well as its environments 

represented as a set of the actors. These elements are 

exchanging the messages that are being placed on the 

lifelines that allow defining both the interaction patterns 

as well as the sequence of the interactions. 

The UML class diagrams have been quite well studied 

in the MDSD-related researches and several methods 

exist for producing the UML class diagrams from the 

different types of the notations representing the problem 

domain. However, situation with the methodological 

modelling of the system dynamic is worse – only a few 

MDSD approaches focus on this question. As a result, 

issues associated with the transformations of the system 

dynamics are one of the main reasons why MDSD 

adoption is quite slow nowadays.  

Since 2004, the research group lead by Oksana 

Nikiforova has been working on the applications of two-

hemisphere model for the generation of different sets of 

the UML elements. This paper focuses on the UML 

sequence diagram, especially, its timing aspect. In this 

paper authors propose an approach that allows a way of 

transforming a two-hemisphere model into the UML 

sequence diagram based on the sequence diagram 

topology and using finite state machine (FSM) [5][6] as 

an auxiliary model within the series of model 

transformations. In addition, authors are going to analyze 

current limitations of the notational conventions 

proposed for the two-hemisphere model and argue the 

ideas of improving it in order to be able to receive results 

that are more precise. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 

2 contains a short description of the two-hemisphere 

model. Section 3 describes related researches in the 

MDSD context providing an insight to similar existing 

methods and techniques. Section 4 provides a short 

description of the UML sequence diagram that is 

selected as a target model for the proposed 

transformation. The transformation method itself is 

described in the section 5 and a simple example is being 

analyzed in the section 6. In Section 7, method 

application results, as well as current limitations, are 

being analyzed and the possible solutions, in order to lift 

these limitations are being offered. Finally, the section 8 

contains authors’ conclusions and plans for the future 

work in this area. 

II. TWO-HEMISPHERE MODEL AT A GLANCE 

The two-hemisphere model-driven approach first 

published in 2004 [8] introduces an idea of joining 

elements both from the static and dynamic presentation 

of problem domain in the source model that consists of 

two diagram types (see Figure 1): 
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Figure 1.  Two-hemisphere model for document processing created by BrainTool [7] 
 

1) Concept model describes objects (or data types) 

used in the analyzed system presenting those in a form 

of concepts. Each concept has its attributes that are 

describing its inner structure. An attribute may be of the 

primitive type – such as an integer or string as a well as 

refer to another concept in the concept model.  

2) Process model describes interactions performed 

inside the system. It consists of the processes connected 

with the data flows. Processes describe activities in the 

system and are divided into internal and external – 

external processes are defining system’s interaction 

points with its environment and should only produce or 

consume the data flows whilst internal processes are 

defining activities inside the system and should both 

consume and produce the data. Data flows are used for 

the process interconnection and are describing the data 

migration inside the system. Each data flow is assigned 

to a concept of a given type thus linking both models.  

A valid two-hemisphere model contains a single 

concept diagram as well as several process diagrams 

each of which might be describing a single activity 

inside the system, for example, it is possible to construct 

the process diagram for each of the use cases (or user 

stories) defined in the system requirements. 

Currently, there exist several methods (and tools) for 

converting the two-hemisphere model into the UML 

class and sequence diagrams that are described in the 

papers [8]-[12]. Similarly to the situation in the MDSD 

area, transformations targeting the UML class diagram 

are a well-studied area.  

III. RELATED WORK 

A two-hemisphere model-driven approach can be 

described as one of the branches in the UML-DFD 

method family tree. UML-DFD methods are based on 

the usage of the dataflow diagram (that is being called 

process diagram in the two-hemisphere model-driven 

approach). Original transformation method that allows 

dataflow diagram (DFD) conversion into the UML class 

diagram is described in 2004 in the paper [13]. It 

involved composite transformation from the system 

requirements into the UML class diagram that consists 

of the 9 steps: 

1. System requirement identification. 

2. Use case diagram creation. 

3. Composition of the textual scenario for the 

each of the use cases. 

4. A transformation of the use case diagram into 

the initial object diagram. 

5. Reducing of the initial object diagram by 

analyzing object functional features and 
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grouping, dividing and removing some of the 

initial objects. 

6. Constructing the data flow diagram using 

reduced initial object set. 

7. Identification of the data flows and data 

vocabulary creation. 

8. Modelling of the system behavior using the 

activity diagram. 

9. Data flow transformation into the resulting 

UML class diagram. 

After the initial publication of the UML-DFD 

approach, several ways of improving it have been 

offering by the different authors in 2004-2012 [14]-[17]. 

The main difference between the UML-DFD approach 

and the two-hemisphere mode-driven approach is an 

initial presentation of the system and a resulting data 

model type that has been produced. UML-DFD based 

methods create so-called anaemic data model [18][19]. 

The main principle covered in the anaemic data model 

design can be stated with a single phrase: “data are 

data”, which means that domain classes should contain 

no business logic, which in turn should be contained in 

the appropriate services processing the data. Two-

hemisphere model-driven approach in turn, produces so-

called rich data model in which domain classes share the 

part of the system functional features. While it may seem 

that the anaemic data model breaks the idea of the 

Object-Oriented Programming (OOP), in practice it is 

widely used [20] due to the fact it well suits the 

commonly used Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern 

[21]. 

UML-DFD family methods are producing an activity 

diagram that can be later translated into the UML 

sequence diagram. In turn, in 2013, a method for 

transforming the two-hemisphere model into the UML 

sequence diagram was offered by O. Nikiforova, L. 

Kozacenko and D. Ahilcenoka [12][22]. The 

transformation used in the proposed approach was 

similar to the transformation used for generating the 

UML class diagram from the two-hemisphere model 

[22]. 

 
 

Figure 2.  An example of the UML sequence diagram 

 

The main idea behind the two-hemisphere model-

driven approach was always a responsibility sharing, 

which in turn means, that the approach tends to find the 

most appropriate class for hosting one of the processes in 

process model as a method. As a result, both UML class 

and UML sequence diagrams generated from the two-

hemisphere model will utilize the rich data model. 

IV. UML SEQUENCE DIAGRAM AT A GLANCE 

The UML sequence diagram is one of the well-known 

UML artefacts used for the representation of a modeled 

system’s dynamical features. It focuses on the definition 

of the object interaction in the correct sequence. The 

diagram’s vertical axis is used to display the time. It is 

being directed downwards with the beginning of the 

interaction in the model’s top. It is possible to define the 

following components of the UML sequence diagram: 

 Object – is an instance of a class that reflects real 

system’s object. 

 Lifeline – represents the time of object existence and 

the participation in the interactions with the other 

diagram elements.  

 Actor – is a specific type of object. It is not the part of 

the analyzed system; however, it interacts with it and 

represents the part of the system’s environment. 

 Message – represents a single communication fact 

between actors/objects. Message connects its sender and 

its receiver and can have additional arguments. 

 Fragment – is used to combine several messages into 

the block. Fragments can represent different multi-

message interaction patterns: parallel interaction, 

alternate interaction as well as loop (repeated) 

interaction etc. 

An example of the simple UML sequence diagram is 

given in Figure 2. It consists of “user” actor, objects A, 

B and C and their appropriate lifelines, messages 1, 2 

and 3 and a loop fragment that contains the third 

message. 

V. PROPOSED TRANSFORMATION METHOD 

The two-hemisphere model uses the process diagram 

that should contain performers for the external processes 

(ones that determine system’s integration with its 

environment). These performers are then transformed 

into the actors of the UML sequence diagram. Another 

diagram that is a part of the two-hemisphere model is a 

concept diagram holding the concepts that are 

transformed into objects of the UML sequence diagram. 

As a result, all of the actors and the objects of a target 

UML sequence diagram are created. Next part of the 

transformation method involves the creation of the 

messages and the identification of the fragments in order 

to finalize the UML sequence diagram creation. This can 

be achieved by representing the process diagram in a 

different way and applying a transformation to a 

changed process diagram. 
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It is possible to transform the process model into a 

FSM [5][6] by transforming both the processes and the 

data flows into the transitions and inserting the state 

nodes between them. During this transformation, an 

additional change applies to the diagram’s topology. 

The first change involves the creation of an initial node 

that is connected to all the external processes that only 

produce data flows and do not consume them. The 

second topology change is the creation of the final node 

that is connected to all the external processes that only 

consume and do not produce any of the data flows. In 

this case, the connection is made via special empty 

transition that is not in any way connected to the 

original model and is only used for the processing of an 

intermediate model. Former transformation can be 

described using the following pseudocode: 

 
let de = Process Diagram Element 

let parents = {de → [de]} 

let children = {de → [de]} 

let fsm = new Finite-State Machine 

 

for each data flow d in data flows: 

    let t = d.target 

    let s = d.source 

 

    children += {d → t} 

    children += {s → d} 

 

    parents += {t → d} 

    parents += {d → s} 

 

let initialProcesses = [] 

for each process p in processes: 

    if not parents contains p: 

      initialProcesses += p 

let stateId = 1 

let is = new State with stateId 

let ts = new State with maximal  

allowed id 

let nodeMap = {de → State} 

 

fsm.addState(initialState) 

fsm.addState(terminalState) 

 

for each process p in initialProcesses: 

    let n = new State with stateId 

    nodeMap += {p → n}     

    fsm.addState(n) 

    let e = new Transition with p 

    fsm.addTransition(e, is → n)     

    stateId += 1 

 

let open = [initialProcesses] 

let closed = [] 

 

while open is not empty: 

    let next = first entry from open 

    let childs = children[next] 

    let node = nodeMap[next] 

 

    if childs is empty: 

        let edge = fsm.findTransition( 

            node → ts) 

 

        if edge == null: 

            let e = new Empty Transition 

            fsm.addTransition(e, node → ts) 

 

    for each child in children: 

        let n = nodeMap[child] 

        if n == null: 

            n = new State with stateId 

            stateId += 1 

 

        nodeMap += {child → n} 

        fsm.addState(n) 

 

        let e = new Transition with child 

        fsm.addTransition(e, node → n) 

 

        if not closed contains child: 

            open += child 

 

        closed += next 

 

In order to demonstrate the process model to the FSM 

transformation, a simple example is provided in Figure 3 

and Figure 4. In this example, a process model 

containing two external and one internal processes 

interconnected with two data flows is transformed into 

the FSM . 

After the initial FSM has been created from the 

process diagram, it is possible to minimize it and convert 

into the regular expression. In order to perform those 

operations, authors define the following formulas for the 

transition manipulation: 

 conj – combines two transitions a and b, if  

transition b follows transition a (Formula 1): 

 

 
 

 disj – combines two transitions a and b, if 

transition a is an alternative for transition b 

(Formula 2): 

 

 
 

 star – marks a repeating transition a 

(Formula 3): 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3.  A source process diagram 

 

(2) 

 

(3) 

 

(1) 
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Figure 4.  A finite state machine for the source process 

diagram 

 

Using these formulas, it is possible to perform the 

FSM  minimization using the following rules (where ie 

is incoming transition, oe is outgoing transition and 

c1…cn are circles in a FSM graph): 

 If a state has only one incoming and only one 

outgoing transition, it is possible to eliminate 

this state and merge those transitions into the 

single one (Formula 4): 

 

 
 

 If there are several transitions between two 

states, it is possible to merge these transitions 

into a single one (Formula 5): 

 

 
 

 If a state has only one incoming and only one 

outgoing transition and also has circles from 

itself to itself, it is possible to remove this state 

and create a new transition (Formula 6): 

 

 
 

After the minimization of the initial FSM is done, 

resulting the minimized FSM can be converted into the 

regular expression using the transitive closure method 

[23]: 

 
let m = Finite-State Machine state count 

 

for i = 0 to m - 1: 

    for j = 0 to m - 1: 

        if i == j: 

            R[i, j, 0] = ε 

        else: 

            R[i, j, 0] = ∅ 
 

        for a in transitions: 

            if a is transition from i to j: 

                R[i, j, 0] = disj(R[i, j, 0],  

a) 

 

for k = 1 to m - 1: 

    for i = 0 to m - 1: 

        for j = 0 to m: 

            let s = star(R[k][k][k - 1]) 

            let c1 = conj(s, R[k, j, k - 1]) 

            let c2 = conj(R[i, k, k - 1], c1) 

 

            R[i, j, k] = disj(R[i, j, k - 1],  

c2) 

let regex = ∅ 
for i = 0 to m - 1: 

    if i is final state: 

        regex = disj(regex, R[0, i, m - 1]) 

 

After the FSM has been transformed into the regular 

expression, all the empty transitions (ε) are being 

removed from it. Resulting regular expression in turn 

can be transformed into the UML sequence diagram by 

performing its tokenization and tokens one by one using 

the following algorithm: 

 
let ci = null 

let sequenceModel = new Sequence Model 

let lastConcept = null 

 

function checkCurrentInteraction(token): 

    if token == null: 

        return 

 

    if token is not data flow: 

        return 

 

    if ci != null: 

        let df = token.dataFlow 

        ci += Receiver(df.concept) 

        sequenceModel += ci 

        ci = null 

 

while there are tokens to process: 

    let token = next token to process 

     let nextToken = token after token 

     

    match token: 

        case '(': 

            checkCurrentInteraction( 

nextToken) 

            ci = null 

            open new interaction fragment 

 

        case ')': 

            checkCurrentInteraction( 

lastConcept) 

            ci = null 

            close last opened  

interaction fragment 

 

        case '*': 

            mark last closed interaction  

            fragment as 'repeat' 

 

        case 'Θ': 

            mark last closed interaction  

            fragment as 'alternate' 

            and attach next opened  

            interaction fragment to it 

            as a part of alternate execution 

 

        case DataFlow df: 

            checkCurrentInteraction( 

df.concept) 

            ci = Sender(df.concept) 

            lastConcept = df.concept 

 

        case ExternalProcess with only  

outgoing data flows p: 

            ci = Sender(p.performer) +  

Message(p) 

 

        case ExternalProcess with only  

incoming data flows p: 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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            ci += Message(p) + 

Receiver(p.performer) 

            sequenceModel += ci 

            ci = null 

 

        case InternalProcess p: 

            ci += Message(p) 

 

As a result, the UML sequence diagram, which 

corresponds to the appropriate process model, is 

generated. The resulting diagram contains actors, objects 

and messages as well as parallel and loop interaction 

fragments. 

VI. AN EXAMPLE FOR A TRANSFORMATION 

In order to demonstrate the proposed transformation 

execution, authors have created a simple two-hemisphere 

model for an abstract use case describing document 

processing (shown in Figure 1). The user inputs a list of 

documents to be processed, the system in turn splits the 

document into the accepted and the rejected thus 

forming a processed document list that later is being 

outputted on the screen. The model itself consists of a 

three concepts: Document, Document List, and 

Processed Document List as well as two external 

processes that are responsible for the document input 

and the processing result output, four internal processes: 

Check Document, Add to Accepted List, Add to 

Rejected List and Save Document. Former processes are 

interconnected with data flows carrying the necessary 

information. 

In order to be able to present both the FSM and the 

regular expression for the given two-hemisphere model, 

its elements are being marked with numbers that are 

presented in Table 1 and will be used in later 

descriptions. 

TABLE I.  EXAMPLE MODEL ELEMENT IDENTIFIERS 

Identifier Element 

1 Input Documents (External Process) 

2 Documents To Process (Data Flow) 

3 Check Document (Internal Process) 

4 Rejected Document (Data Flow) 

5 Add to Rejected List (Internal Process) 

6 Processing Result (Data Flow) 

7 Save Document (Internal Process) 

8 Accepted Document (Data Flow) 

9 Add to Accepted List (Internal Process) 

10 Processing Result (Data Flow) 

11 Documents Left To Process (Data Flow) 

12 Processing Result (Data Flow) 

13 Print Document Processing Report 

(External Process) 

 

The first constructed FSM for the given model is not 

shown here due to its size; however, Figure 5 presents its 

minimized form before applying the transitive closure 

algorithm. 

 
 Figure 5.  A minimized finite-state machine 

 

The resulting regular expression that is obtained from 

this finite state machine is: 

 

1 2 3 (4 5 6 7)Θ(8 9 10 7)(11 3 (4 5 

6 7)Θ(8 9 10 7 ))* 12 13 

 

This regular expression in turn can be transformed 

into the UML sequence diagram presented in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6.  Resulting UML sequence diagram 

VII. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSAL 

The proposed transformation method allows the 

generation of the UML sequence diagram from the two-

hemisphere model by using finite-state machines that in 

turn are being converted into the regular expressions. 

However, authors would like to note some limitations of 

this approach that will become the main targets for the 

further improvements: 

1. While resulting regular expression is correctly 

representing the source process model, it could be 

redundant. In the example shown in the previous section, 

it is not necessary to have the part marked with the red 

rectangle – since it will be repeated within the following 

loop frame. The post processing of the regular 

expression after applying the transitive closure is one of 

the further research directions that authors are planning 

to work on. 

2. Currently, only the alternate interaction fragments 

are being generated. In the example above, it is fine 
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since the document processing in the source model has 

the alternative meaning – the document can only be 

added to the accepted or to the rejected list. However, 

there could be models where the several outgoing data 

flows are actually being sent in the parallel. It is 

necessary to improve the two-hemisphere model’s 

process diagram notation in order to be able to 

distinguish between those cases. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, a method of generating the UML 

sequence diagram from the two-hemisphere model is 

described. Authors have studied the related work and 

have proposed the transformation algorithm that uses the 

finite-state machines and regular expressions in order to 

achieve the result. 

The proposed transformation is able to generate the 

UML sequence diagram that is correctly representing the 

source process model in terms of interaction. However 

there are still some issues that require additional work 

and are described in the previous section. These 

improvements mark the first direction of the future work 

to be done by the paper authors. 

Another direction of future research is the 

development of a produced regular expression 

interpretation algorithm that will allow to generate the 

UML sequence diagram for the anaemic data model 

based system. As it was mentioned before, the anaemic 

data model approach is currently being widely used in 

the industry and its adoption in terms of the two-

hemisphere model could help in introducing the two-

hemisphere model-driven approach to the target 

audience, i.e., enterprise system developers. 

Finally, the last direction of future research is a study 

of different applications of the generated regular 

expression, e.g., using it directly for the code generation 

or producing UML diagrams. 
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Abstract— In agile software development, user stories contain 
feature descriptions that are used as the entry points of 
discussions about the design, specification, requirements, and 
estimation of the software features. The first step in 
implementing a user story is to find proper files in the code base 
to make changes. To help the developers, in this paper, we 
describe a new approach that automatically recommends the files 
where a feature will most likely be implemented based on a given 
user story that describes the feature.  

Keywords—Recommendation System; Text Mining; Program 
Comprehension; Information Retrieval; Agile Software 
Development 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Since 2010 more than 200 big software companies have 

adopted Agile software development methodology [1]. 
Important motivations behind the widespeard adoption of Agile 
software development are fast delivery to the market, efficient 
handling of new requirements, and increased overall 
productivity of development teams. 

The development team in an Agile setting typically 
receives the new requirements in the form of a user story 
(hereinafter interchangeably referred to as story). A user story 
is a very high-level definition of a requirement, which contains 
enough information so that the developers can produce a 
reasonable estimate of the effort to implement it. Given a story, 
developers go through three basic steps of 1) identification of 
code locations as starting points, 2) finding and applying a 
solution, and 3) testing and validating the implemented change.  

Any delay in one of the above-mentioned steps will result 
in a delayed implementation of the story and undermines the 
important goal of fast delivery. In fact, it has been shown that 
developers could get stuck in the first step of finding the right 
location to start making their changes to implement the request 
[2], [3]. While experienced developers are usually faster in 
identifying and understanding the subset of the code relevant to 
the intended change, studies have shown that developers spend 
up to 50 percent of their time searching for information [4], [5] 
to answer their questions about the system under development.  

The reason that experienced developers are faster in their 
identification step is because of their higher familiarity with the 
system and with the previously implemented similar 
requirements. Their knowledge and experience makes them a 
valuable source for answering others’ questions during their 
program comprehension [6]. If an experienced developer 
leaves the team, usually, part of that knowledge will also go 
with him. We think that externalizing this knowledge and how 
it is gained could enable everybody in the team to speed up and 
improve their deliveries and, in turn, make the team less prone 
to personnel changes. A recommendation system that could 

provide team members with suggestions to help with 
identification of changes locations seems like a perfect fit for 
this scenario. 

Once implemented, a user story could be usually mapped to 
the creation or modification of one or more classes in the code 
base. Many companies use ticket management (e.g., JIRA [12]) 
and code management (e.g., Bitbucket [13]) ecosystems to 
respectively maintain and store the stories, the code and the 
mapping between them. For example, each story in JIRA has a 
ticket number. When committing the code that implements a 
story to Bitbucket, the developer could include the story’s 
ticket number in the commit message so that JIRA creates a 
link between the story and the committed code. The 
information accumulated in ticket/code management systems 
could be leveraged by the recommendation system in creating 
insightful recommendations that could help developers in faster 
and more reliable deliveries. 

In this paper, we propose ReUse a recommendation system 
that employs techniques from information retrieval, text 
mining, and the field of recommender systems to automatically 
suggest a list of files where a story will most likely be 
implemented. We evaluated the effectiveness of our 
recommendation system in an industrial setting on the Order 
Management System (OMS) product at SAP Hybris. The 
results show that our recommendations are of 71% precision.  

We start by reviewing a few related works in Section II. In 
Section III, we describe the proposed approach. Section IV 
discusses the results of our case study on OMS. In Section V, 
we discuss the threats to validity. We conclude the paper and 
describe future avenues in Section VI.  

II. RELATED WORK 
To the best of our knowledge, no other work has been 

reported on a recommendation system for user stories in Agile 
software development. However, a few works have been done 
on recommendation systems for bug localization during 
software maintenance. Kim et al. [11] propose a prediction 
model to recommend files to be fixed. In their model, the 
features are created from textual information of already 
existing bug reports, then Naive Bayes algorithm is applied to 
train the model using previously fixed files as classification 
labels, and then use the trained model to assign multiple source 
files to a given new bug report. Our evaluation of the 
effectiveness of a recommendation is also quite different. They 
“consider the prediction results to be correct if at least one of 
the recommended files matches one of the actual patch files for 
a given bug report”. We think for a developer to go through the 
recommended files he needs to be assured about the precision 
of the list.  Zhou et al. [3] proposed a revised Vector Space 
Model approach for improving the performance for bug 
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localization. They measure the lexical similarity between a new 
bug report and every source file and also give more weight to 
larger size files and files that have been fixed before for similar 
bug reports.  Their approach relies on good programming 
practices in naming variables, methods and classes. In 
comparison, our approach is independent of file names or the 
content of the files. 

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 
The idea behind our approach is based on the assumption 

that there are naturally occurring groups of user stories in any 
project that can be identified by looking at their description. By 
using such information, our system could provide 
recommendations for a new user story by first finding the 
group of user stories it belongs to by computing its similarity to 
existing user stories. Thus, a user story could have a set of 
nearest neighbors that can be used to make recommendations 
about the files needed to implement that user story based on the 
files that were modified during the implementation of similar 
user stories.  

As shown in Fig. 1, our recommendation system performs 
its task through three main steps:  

§ Analyzing the textual content of the new story to 
prepare it for next steps by tagging the content with 
meta information,  

§ Creating a weighted vector of the new story and use it 
in finding other stories that are closely similar to it, and  

§ Preparing a recommendation for the new story by 
providing a precise set of recommended files to be used 
by developers. 

A. Text Analysis and Preparation 
A common pre-processing step in many information 

retrieval approaches is one that removes stop-words - The 
words that add little value to the process of finding relevant 
information. Stop-word identification, which is the process of 
identifying these words, makes use of domain and global 
information. For example, in the domain of English literature, 
stop-words include auxiliary verbs (e.g., have, be), pronouns 
(he, it), or prepositions (to, for).  

In our text analysis and preparation, our stop-word remover 
component uses Lucene’s StandardAnalyzer to remove the 
terms in a user story that are listed in a set of common English 
stop-words dictionary. Another pre-processing step in our 
approach is Stemming. A stemmer maps different forms of a 
term to a single form. A stemmer, for example, could strip the 
“s” from plural nouns, the “ing” from verbs, and so on to 
extract the stem of the term. That way, a stem could act as a 
natural group of terms with a similar meaning. Our stemmer 
component uses Lucene’s EnglishStemming to find the stems; 
the English stemmer is an updated version of the famous Porter 
Stemmer [9].  

Whether it is in a query or in a document some terms can 
represent different meaning depending on the role that they 
take. The role is even more important when there are processes 
like Stemming that changes a term to an alternative (usually 
simpler) that could result in an unjustifiable similarity while 
the original form of the term had a different meaning because 
of the role it had. For example, the term “dogs” has a different 
meaning in the sentence “The sailor walked the dogs” in 
comparison to the meaning that it has in “The sailor dogs the 
hatch” because of its roles that are correspondingly noun in the 
first sentence and verb in the second one. This role is also 
referred to as the part-of-speech (POS) for that term. The 
similarity between two similar looking terms should increase 
only if their roles are the same in the places that the word has 
appeared in. That is why we perform a POS tagging on a user 
story before we pass it to our stemming component. Our 
current POS tagger component is implemented using Maxent 
part-of-speech tagger from the Stanford NLP group.  

B. Weighting and Similarity Calculation 
We use a weighting process for finding representative 

terms in each user story and add them to a corresponding terms 
vector that is weighted based on the representativeness of each 
term for that user story. Our weighting function is implemented 
as a Term Frequency, Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) 
[10] schema. The goal of TF-IDF term weighting is to obtain 
high weights for terms that are representative of a document’s 
content and lower weights for terms that are less 
representative.  

In our case, the weight of a term depends both on how 
often it appears in the given story (term frequency, or tf) and on 
how often it appears in all the stories (document frequency, or 
df) of the ticket management system. In general, a high 
frequency of a term (high tf) in one story shows the importance 
of that term while if a term is scattered between different 
stories (high df), then it is considered less important. Therefore, 
if a term has high tf and low df (or high idf -inverse document 
frequency) it will have a higher weight. Since the importance 
of a term does not increase proportionally with the term’s 
frequency, the weight of term i in story k is calculated as 
shown in (1): 

𝑤",$ =
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑡𝑓",$ + 1 ∗ log 𝑁 𝑛"

log 𝑡𝑓3,$ + 1 ∗ log 𝑁
𝑛3

4
5
367

														(1) 

where term frequency 𝑡𝑓",$ of term i in story k is the number of 
times that i occurs in k, N is the total number of stories, 𝑛" is 
the number of stories where the term i has appeared in and e is 
the total number of terms. The factor log	(𝑁 𝑛") is the “idf” 
factor that decreases as the terms are used widely in all user 
stories. The denominator in the equation is used for weight 
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Figure 1. Overview of the ReUse recommendation system 
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normalization. This factor is used to adjust the terms vector of 
the story to its norm, so all the stories have the same modulus 
and can be compared no matter the size of the story. 

Once we have the terms vector of each story ready, we 
need to measure the similarity between stories. The similarity 
between two objects is in general regarded as how much they 
share in common. In the domain of text mining, the most 
commonly used measure for evaluating the similarity between 
two documents is the cosine of the angle between term vectors 
representing the documents. In the same way, as shown in (2), 
we calculate the similarity between two stories x and y by 
measuring the cosine similarity between their terms vectors 𝑉< 
and  𝑉=:  

𝑆 𝑉<, 𝑉= =
𝑤",< ∗ 𝑤",=?

"67

(𝑤",<)4?
"67 ∗ (𝑤",=)4?

"67
														(2) 

where 𝑤",<  and 𝑤",=  are respectively the weight of term i in 
vectors 𝑉<  and 𝑉=, and the denominator of the fraction is for 
normalization. The weights cannot be negative and, thus, the 
similarity between two vectors ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 
indicates independence, 1 means exactly the same, and in-
between values indicate intermediate similarity. 

C. Building Recommendations 
Recommendation systems are now part of many 

applications in our daily life. These systems provide the user 
with a list of recommended items and help them to find the 
preferred items in the bigger list of available items [7], [8]. Our 
recommendation system is based on collaborative filtering. In 
collaborative filtering, the items are recommended to the users 
based on the previously rated items by the other users. 
Mapping the idea back to our case, our recommendation 
system should recommend files for a new user story based on 
the previously modified files by other user stories. More 
formally, as shown in (3), the usefulness of file 𝑓  for 
implementing story 𝑠 noted as the utility 𝑢(𝑠, 𝑓) of file 𝑓  for 
story 𝑠 has the following form 

𝑢 𝑠, 𝑓 :	Func 𝑢 𝑠", 𝑓 												∀𝑠" ∈ 𝐶K																(3) 

where 𝑢(𝑠", 𝑓) is the utility assigned to the file 𝑓 for story  𝑠" in 
𝐶K	the set of stories that are similar to story 𝑠. Different utility 
functions could be plugged into our recommendation system to 
be used in creating recommendations. When building the 
recommendation, our goal is to provide the user with a highly 
precise list of recommended files that our recommendation 
system deems necessary to implement the user story.  

The recommendation can help developers in building their 
mental model in a quicker and more accurate way. If the 
developer is already familiar with the code base, she could use 
the recommendation as a potential checklist to increase her 
confidence in the changes that are planned. The basic idea in 
creating a precise recommendation is to find the files that are 
associated with similar stories and are frequently changed to 
implement those stories. More formally, as presented in (4), to 
build the recommendation, we calculate the utility 𝑢M	of file 𝑓 
for a given story 𝑠 as follows  

𝑢M 𝑠, 𝑓 = 𝑢 𝑠", 𝑓 ∗
?

"67

𝑆 𝑉K, 𝑉KN 						if		𝑆 𝑉K, 𝑉KN > 𝑡

	0																																																				otherwise

				(4) 

where 𝑆 𝑉K, 𝑉KN  is the calculated similarity between the given 
story 𝑠 and a similar story 𝑠", 𝑡 is a certain cut-off threshold, 𝑛 
is the maximum number of similar stories to be considered, and 
𝑢 𝑠", 𝑓  is the utility of file 𝑓 for story 𝑠" which is defined as 
𝑢 𝑠", 𝑓 = 𝑐",[  where 𝑐",[  is the number of commits in which 
the file 𝑓 has appeared for implementing story  𝑠". 

IV. EVALUATION 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the ReUse  

recommendation system, we use it in an industrial setting on 
the OMS project at SAP Hybris. The OMS enables customers 
to flexibly pick and choose from a set of omni-channel order 
management and fulfillment functionalities. We use release 5.7 
of OMS in 2015. This version of OMS contains 3018 files in 
928 packages. The total number of tickets (excluding bugs) for 
this release was 176. All 176 tickets were already implanted at 
the time of evaluation and each ticket was linked to the 
modified files in the Git repository management system 
Bitbucket. The tickets were extracted from JIRA as a CSV file. 
Although the exported file contained many attributes for each 
ticket we only kept Summary (the name of the ticket), 
Description, Issue Type, Ticket ID, Sub-task ID, Parent ID for 
the experiment. 

Technically, the goal in our evaluation is to find out how 
effectively our recommendation system can predict the set of 
files that need to be changed for each story and compare the 
recommended set with the actual set of files that were modified 
for that story. This way, our recommendation problem could be 
seen as a classification problem where our recommendation 
algorithm tries to classify the source code files into two class of 
relevant and irrelevant for each story.  The effectiveness of 
classification in this case would be the rate of true and false 
predictions that the algorithm makes. These rates can be 
arranged in a contingency table that is called the confusion 
matrix (see Table I).  

TABLE I.  CONFUSION MATRIX 

	 Relevant	 Irrelevant	 	
Recommended TP FP TP + FP 
Not recommended FN TN FN +TN 
 TP + FN FP + TN  

 

As seen in Table II, True Positive (TP) is the number of 
correctly predicted the relevant files. False Positive (FP) is the 
number of incorrectly predicted relevant files. False Negative 
(FN) is the number of incorrectly predicted irrelevant files. 
True Negative (TN) is the number of correctly predicted 
irrelevant files. 

As shown in (5), Precision or true positive accuracy is 
calculated as the ratio of recommended files that are relevant to 
the total number of recommended files: 

 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
																														(5) 

Recall or true positive rate, as presented in (6), is calculated 
as the ratio of recommended files that are relevant to the total 
number of relevant files: 

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
																																	(6) 
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Comment under OMSE-28 
Developer X added a comment - 10/Jul/15 3:13 PM GMT-0400 

“We have split this story in 2 (other ticket: OMSE-540). This ticket 
should now represent the actions that happen after the consignment 
is confirmed […]” 

 
Comment under OMSE-540 
Developer X added a comment - 10/Jul/15 3:14 PM GMT-0400 

“[… We] will write the service for marking items as shipped […]” 
 

Figure 2. OMSE-28 and its comment (top), OMSE-540 and its comment 
(bottom) 

 

Specificity or true negative accuracy is calculated as the 
ratio of not recommended files that are irrelevant to the total 
number of irrelevant files as shown in  (7): 

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
																												(7) 

Then as presented in (8) Accuracy is calculated as the ratio 
of correct predictions: 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
																	(8) 

 
In our evaluation, we needed to have a portion of our 

tickets as a training set for the recommendation system to use 
them to build recommendation and a second portion as our test 
set (set of stories that we want to feed to the recommendation 
system and evaluate the suggestions that the system provides 
for each of those stories). To avoid any bias in the selection of 
the training and the test set we use k-Folds Cross Validation. In 
k-Folds cross validation, sometimes called rotation estimation, 
the data set 𝐷  is randomly spilt into  𝑘  mutually exclusive 
subsets (the folds) 𝐷7	, 𝐷4	, … , 𝐷$ of approximately equal size. 
The algorithm is trained and tested  𝑘 times; each time  𝑡	 ∈ {1, 
2, …,	𝑘}, it is trained on 𝐷\𝐷m (i.e., 𝐷 minus	𝐷m) and tested on 
𝐷m.  
 The result presented in this section uses the following 
configuration: we fold the data by splitting our set of 176 
stories randomly into 18 sets (roughly 10 stories per set). On 
each iteration, we use 17 sets as our training set and 1 set as the 
test set. That is, a cross validation (k = 18). In our experiment 
we only consider the most similar story (n = 1) and the cutoff 
threshold is (t = 0.5). The number of files that will be 
recommended in this case is equal to the number of files 
modified files for the most similar story. The following table 
shows the result of our evaluation as the average of 18 
iterations. 

TABLE II.  EVALUATION RESULTS 

Metric	 Value	
Precision	 0.7125751	
Recall	 0.4658216	
Accuracy	 0.9178191	
Specificity	 0.9363258	

 

Execution of the experiment on a typical developer 
machine (Intel Core i7 2.5 GHz processor of 4 cores and 16 
GB of Ram) took less than 30 seconds. This time includes the 
time for training and the time to run the test of each iteration. 
As shown in the Table I, the files that our recommendation 
system suggests to the developers in the recommendation are 
71% of the time the files that they certainly needed to make a 
change to implement the user story. At the same time, our 
recommendation system scores a very high specificity and 
accuracy. Our system, is successful in avoiding the 
recommendation of irrelevant files 93% of the time while in 
general makes a correct prediction 91% of the time in its 
recommendation.  

We also performed a case by case analysis for the stories 
for which our recommendation system scored lower than 50% 
precision.  One of such stories was OMSE-31, for which the 
precision of the recommended files was only 4%.  

Our investigation showed that, the story description was 
updated during a sprint but the previous content was not 
deleted (the content was rather formatted with strikethrough). 
The csv parser in our system ignores all text formatting and 
could not detect such situations and as a result recommended 
files associated to a story that was similar to OMSE-31 
considering the content that should have not been considered.  

Another case was for story OMSE-540 with only 8% of 
precision. The recommendation system detected OMSE-28 as 
highly similar story and recommended the modified files 
accordingly. However, the list of files that was actually 
modified was significantly different than the predicted one. 
Further investigation showed that OMSE-28 was describing a 
feature from the end user perspective. While, as shown in 
Fig. 2, later on, the story was split into two smaller stories one 
to implement the user interface and the second one to 
implement the services in the backend that will be used by the 
user interface to implement the feature. For this, the developer 
cloned the original user story (OMSE-28) and created OMSE-
540 and made a minimal change to the description. However, 
he left two comments, one for each story. The current version 
of our recommendation system does not take comments into 
account.  

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY 
 There are potential threats to the validity of our work. The 
effectiveness of our recommendation system is highly 
dependent on the quality of the stories that the members of the 
Agile team maintain for their project. Although our 
recommendation system showed an impressive effectiveness 
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on the commercial project of OMS at SAP Hybris, not all 
teams or companies have similar level of standards when it 
comes to creating and maintaining their backlog of the stories. 
TF-IDF alone is prone to misspellings and multi-word verbs 
and expressions. To have a resilient approach we need to check 
the frequency of those cases and remove them.  

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we proposed an approach to help developers 

in during their implementation tasks by taking benefit from the 
suggestions that our recommendation system provides them on 
where to make code changes. Our recommendation system 
called ReUse, builds a precise recommendation list of files that 
are need to be changed with high probability. We evaluated our 
recommendation system on the OMS at SAP Hybris and the 
results show 71% precision in recommending the files that 
need to be changed. 

For our future work, we would like to look into automatic 
fine tuning of parameters in our recommendation builder along 
with plugging in new utility functions to increase the recall and 
take advantage of our recommendation system on other 
projects at SAP. Taking other sources of information such as 
comments or the links to other tickets (the hierarchy of tickets) 
into account could help us take advantage of relations other 
than the textual and conceptual relation between stories to 
improve the results.  

Handling the rich texts by the parser in our work, as shown 
in our case study, could potentially reduce the chances of 
inaccurate similarities and result in better recommendations. 
Also, adding components to our system to deal with misspelled 
words and expressions could also potentially be beneficial in 
detecting the similarities between stories. 
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Abstract—One of the keys in marketing is to recommend the right
products to the right customers. This paper proposes a solution to
this problem as a part of the development of a new data mining
tool PROPCA (Proximus Optimum Canistro). The aim is to use
logistic regression analysis and association rule mining together to
make recommendations in marketing. An innovative approach in
which combination of these two algorithms provides better results
than algorithms used stand-alone is presented. While association
rule mining searches all rules in the data set, logistic regression
predicts a purchase probability of a product for customers. The
combination of these two approaches are tested on a real-life
banking data set. The results of combination are shown and their
suitability in general is discussed.

Keywords–Logistic Regression; Logit; Association Rule Mining;
Apriori; Ensemble Learning; Stacking; MLR.

I. INTRODUCTION
People are facing the challenge of choosing the right

service or product due to wide range of choices. On the other
hand in marketing, it is important to know which customers
might be interested in a specific product or which customers
could be annoyed by receiving the campaign mails or messages
about uninteresting products.

This is a major problem in the finance and banking sector.
According to a survey conducted in 2014 by IBM Silverpop
[1], the unique open rate and click-through rates of e-mails
are %22.4 and %3.3 respectively for the finance sector in the
United States. Given these statistics, if the potential purchasers
of each product are determined properly, this may increase
the company profit as well as decrease unnecessary expense
concerning messages, calls, mails etc. Considering the growth
of wide range of products, for a marketing expert, it is
inevitable to turn into statistical models or machine learning
algorithms to understand and explain the customer behaviors.

In recent years, logistic regression models (logit) have been
used prevalently in several domains to make predictions [2].
To be more specific, Akinci et al. examined the application
domains of logistic regression models in marketing researches
such as consumer behavior modelling, international market-
ing, branding, societal marketing, promotion, retailing, health
services marketing [3].

Similarly, mining for association rules (AR) is one of the
well-studied issues in data mining for marketing [4]. AR aim
to discover patterns, such as two or more products that are
often purchased together.

The main purpose is to build a more reliable model to
predict a large number of customers who are likely to purchase
specific products. Considering how big marketing data can be,

it is not suitable to perform data mining algorithms in the
whole data set. Instead, a sample can be selected to apply data
mining algorithm and the results can be generalized for whole
set of customers. However, for a better predictive force, it is
inevitable to use multiple data mining algorithms together.

This research suggests and examines an approach by com-
bining two prediction models used widely in marketing in or-
der to obtain better results: logistic regression and association
rules. These two models are implemented as a part of a new
data mining tool PROPCA, the way they work is completely
different from each other. Logit uses customer and product
features to make predictions whereas association rule mining
uses only the ownership information of product families.
Combining these two complementary models by Ensemble
Learning and placing a new model will be an innovative
approach in consumer behavior modeling.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II briefly
explains general concepts and related works about Logis-
tic Regression Analysis, Association Rule Mining, Ensemble
Learning. Section III describes the proposed model. Results of
this research in addition to the implementations and tests are
given in Section IV. Finally, Section V gives conclusions and
recommendations for further researches.

II. RELATED WORK
As aforementioned, this research’s aim is to combine

logit and AR with Ensemble Learning methods in order to
obtain better prediction (classification) results. In this section,
firstly the researches about Association Rule Mining will be
introduced. Then, the works on Logistic Regression models
will be examined. Last but not least, the researches about
Ensemble Learning will be briefly presented.

A. Association Rule Mining
AR mining was first proposed by Agrawal et al in 1993 [5].

After the first AR algorithm, named AIS (Agrawal, Imielinski,
Swami), was discovered [5], a very known algorithm, Apriori,
was introduced [6]. Although Apriori is the most used algo-
rithm, there are many other algorithms in this field such as
Eclat [7] and FP-Growth [8].

AR mining is one of the most important fields of data
mining [9]. AR are generated by finding frequent patterns from
the data simply by using if/then conditions and identifying the
most significant relationships.

AR may be used for analyzing and predicting customer
behaviors [10]. They were initially adopted for ”Market Basket
Analysis” to find which items purchased with which items.
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Given a set of customers’ transactions (i.e., logs of products
purchased together by different customers), the aim of AR
is to find frequently purchased products or items in these
transactions. On the other hand, they are useful for product
clustering and catalog design.

An itemset is the subset of all products in the database and
transactions are product groups that a customer has purchased
together. X ⇒ Y is an example expression of an association
rule, where X and Y are sets of items. The meaning of such
a rule is that transactions which contain X tend to contain
Y . There are two important parameters of AR algorithms:
support and confidence. Support of any itemset is defined as
the number of transactions in which products appear together
in all transactions. Confidence is defined as the ratio of support
value of X ∪ Y to the support value of X itemset.

This research uses AR mining algorithm to identify the
mostly purchased product families in finance and banking
sectors and to generate rules according to these products.
Apriori is the best known algorithm to mine association rules
[11], and it is adopted in this research.

B. Logistic Regression
Usage of statistical models for explaining categorical

choices is a common approach [12]. These choices are gen-
erally denoted with qualitative values and logit models are
appropriate for such analysis [13]. Logit models are frequently
used in medical and social sciences researches because they
are easily applied and easily understood. In addition to these
areas, logit models have also been used in biology, psychology,
economics and transportation [14]. Since 1977, logit models
are being used effectively in marketing [15]. Several usages of
logit models for different marketing situations are studied in
[16–21].

The main aim of logit analysis is the same as other
techniques used for modeling in statistics such as Least Square
Regression, Curve Fitting or Generalized Linear Model. They
represent the relationship between dependent and independent
variables and find the best fit among them. The relationship can
be represented with a simple function, y = f(x), where y and
x are the dependent and the independent variables respectively.
Considering statistical relationships, if the value of x is known,
the value of y can be estimated with a specific error term.

The following formula is used to define the logistic cumu-
lative distribution function [12].

y = f(x) =
1

1 + e−z
(1)

z is called the ”utility function” and can be represented as

z = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . .+ βnxn + ε (2)

where β0 is the intercept and β1x1, β2x2, . . . , βnxn are the
regression coefficients multiplied by some values of the pre-
dictor, n is the number of independent variables in the data
set and ε is the error term.

Logit can be classified as binomial, ordinal or multinomial.
If the observed values for the dependent variable has only
two types such as ”yes” vs. ”no” or ”success” vs. ”failure”,
binomial (or binary) logistic regression can be used. If the
dependent variable has the number of types equal or more than
three and types are not ordered, multinomial logistic regression
can be used. If types are ordered ordinal logistic regression can
be used. Because of the configuration of products and existing

data in banking sector (Detailed in Section III), in this paper,
product choices of customers are modeled using binomial logit.

Generally, in binomial logit, ”0” or ”1” is used to represent
the types of dependent variable [22], e.g., 1 being purchased,
0 being not purchased. Based on one or more continuous
or categorical independent variables (such as demographic or
socioeconomic), binomial logit predicts the probability that an
observation falls into one of two types of a dependent variable
[23].

When logit is used to estimate the probability of a certain
event occurring (e.g., purchasing or not), Maximum Likeli-
hood (ML) approach provides a basis to find the smallest
possible deviance between the observed and predicted values
by trying different solutions through multiple iterations. ML
gives the values of regression coefficient which maximizes the
probability of obtaining the observed values [24]. According
to the established model and learned coefficients, it will be
determined whether to recommend or not a modeled product
to the bank customers who do not own this product yet.

C. Ensemble Learning
Ensemble Learning aims to create a better predictive model

based on the combination of multiple classification results
instead of single one. Early studies about this methodology
has been seen in late seventies [25]. Schapire mentioned the
Boosting algorithm in 1990 [26]. Boosting tries to create a
strong classifier from weak classifiers. Thus, it combines the
prediction of each weak classifier using weighted average.
Tumer and Ghosh studied on combining neural networks
in 1996 [27]. Schapire developed a new boosting algorithm
with Freund and Adaboost [28]. Bagging was introduced by
Breimann [29] and Random Subspace method was discovered
by Ho [30]. Skurichina compared the popular algorithms such
as Bagging, Boosting and Random Subspace and mentioned
optimal working conditions [31]. Zhang and Zhang proposed
resampling version of Adaboost [32].

Stacking was first introduced by Wolpert [33]. According
to the study of Dzeroski and Zenko, stacking is the best method
for combining heterogeneous classifiers [34].

Up until today, Ensemble Learning is used by researchers
from different disciplines, especially pattern recognition, statis-
tics and machine learning [35]. Based on this method, this
paper’s aim is to combine results of logit and AR.

In general, combining methods in Ensemble Learning are
examined in two categories [36]:
• Weighting Methods: If the classifiers are working for

the same tasks and the results are comparable, it is
convenient to use this approach [37].

• Meta-Learning Methods: In this approach, there are
several base classifiers and one meta classifier. Firstly,
base classifiers make predictions, then according to
these results learning is performed and meta-classifier
is created. Meta-classifier’s results are the system’s
results at the same time. Stacking is the most popular
technique used in this domain [34].

Results of classifiers cannot be evaluated directly because
logit and AR give numerical values in separate scales. Given
these conditions, this study was shifted to meta-learning
(Stacking). Stacking has two stages, base classifiers and meta
classifier, as shown in Figure 1 of Philip Chan’s study [38].
Even though there are many studies on how to combine
different classifier outputs, there is no specific study about the
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combination of logit and AR results. From the literature review
of stacking, it has been seen that StackingC algorithm, which
uses multi-response linear regression (MLR) method in meta
learning stage [39][40], is suitable for this study since it tries
to combine the probability values calculated by heterogeneous
classifiers.

Figure 1: Meta Learning System.

Logit and AR calculate the probabilities of purchasing
each product for each customer separately. MLR takes these
probabilities produced by different algorithms as input. It runs
linear regression and generates outputs for each product (1 if
this product is bought, 0 otherwise).

Consequently, the models are formed separately for each
product. Later on, when asked to predict for a new instance
(new customer), all product models (AR-logit) are executed for
this instance and the results of separated models are combined
by MLR coefficients that are determined during the learning
phase. In the end, one customer can be classified as purchaser
of zero or multiple products.

The result of binomial logit model does not require any
special regulation since it produces different probabilities for
each product. These results can be used directly in MLR.
However, determination of the probability value produced by
AR is problematic. As a first approximation, probability of
each product predicted by AR is identified by the confidence
value of the related association rule. If the product appears
in multiple rules and more than one rule is applicable for a
specific customer, the confidence value of association rule with
the highest confidence is selected as a probability value.

III. MODEL
As stated in Section II, logit and AR mining are widely

used approaches in the marketing literature for estimating the
probability of a customer purchasing an item. Considering
the real-life industrial data set from a medium sized bank in
Turkey, which includes features of customers and ownership
information for four different retail banking product families;
these approaches are applied. 1 presents owners and 0 shows
non-owners of the products.

As shown in Figure 2, the training data set was prepared
for the algorithms by feature selection (See Figure 2(a)) and
sampling (See Figure 2(b)) steps (Detailed in Section IV).
Sampling steps were taken into consideration due to decrease
memory consumption and increase performance. While mod-
eling with logit, ownership values are used as dependent and
demographic informations are used as independent variables.
Since the product families are not equivalent to each other
and do not represent alternatives to each other, the results are
calculated separately for each product family in the training
data set with a separate binomial logit model. The same
data set, except the demographic part, is used to mine the

association rules using the Apriori algorithm. According to the
ownership information of all product families for all customers,
frequent itemsets are created and association rules are mined
accordingly for each training data set.

While the logit model is performed separately for each
product family in the training data set, it is possible to apply
AR for each product family at once. Hence, the results of
the binomial logit model cannot be merged directly for any
customer because the results for each product are in different
scale and not directly comparable. Therefore, the results from
both the logit model and AR must be considered separately
for each product because of the output format. This is why it
is needed to combine logit and AR mining results with MLR.

Figure 2: Illustration of MLR Algorithm with Logit and AR

In Figure 2, illustration of MLR algorithm on a data set
with four classes (P1, P2, P3 and P4), n observations and
two (logit and AR) base classifiers are given. Propij k refers
to the probability given by base classifier i for product j
on observation number k. Figure 2(c) shows the predicted
probabilities of both logit and AR separetely and Figure 2(d)
shows the meta training set for MLR which will be used to
learn a linear regression function to predict the ownerships of
each product (class). Basically, MLR learns a linear regression
function for each classifier and the calculated coefficients are
used on the relevant test sets to predict the ownerships.

Coefficients for logit, association rules and coefficients for
MLR are obtained at the end of this learning step. Using this
learned parameters, the ownership (or purchasing) probability
for each product for each customer in the test data set is
calculated.

In general, MLR is used to combine two or more multiclass
classifiers that have equal number of classes. Therefore, the
sum of each observations’s probability for each classifier is
equal to one in the meta training set. In this research, there is
no such restriction as logit models generate probabilities for
each product independently because of the product families
being not equivalent to each other.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTS
Implementation and tests have been done via Java as part

of the development of a new data mining tool PROPCA.
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PROPCA includes every necessary data mining component
such as feature selection, sampling, etc. Moreover, PROPCA
contains two parallel offer production models: association rules
and the logistic regression. These two models have different
requirements in terms of data.

As aforementioned, logit models the relation between the
demographical properties of customers and the purchase ac-
tion. Banking data sets contain hundreds of demographical
attributes. The usage of all these attributes in modeling is
time consuming and it will be an error prone approach.
Therefore, the identification of relevant ones in the whole
set of attributes is commonly done before the modeling task.
Strong predictors are selected using the Information Value
(IV) algorithm implemented in PROPCA among frequently
referenced attributes in banking domain. These attributes have
both categorical and numerical values.

Final banking data set contains 19818 customers’ data
having 5 demographic features (3 numerical and 2 categorical)
chosen by IV and ownerships of 4 product families. The
names of the used features and products cannot be mentioned
in this work because of privacy of banking customers’ data.
In order to apply logistic regression, categorical attributes
are represented with dummy values and all of the selected
attributes are standardized.

TABLE I. OWNERSHIP RATIO (≈)

P1 P2 P3 P4
Ownership 32.2 % 25.3 % 62.2 % 63 %

In Table I, all product families and ratio of number of these
products’ owners to number of all customers are presented.
Some customers own more than one of these products at
the same time. Association algorithms examine the relation
between these products ownership and detect customers who
may purchase a new product. To perform this, AR algorithms
need minimum support and minimum confidence values. These
values are fixed as 0.01 and 0.20 respectivelly. While the
minimum support threshold is used to find frequent itemsets,
the minimum confidence threshold is used to generate rules
from frequent itemsets.

The data set has splitted into three equal parts by the
stratified sampling mechanism implemented in PROPCA and
each part is used as training set and the rest of the data is used
as test set iteratively. Therefore, effects of distinct training
set on general results was observed. Each data set contains
6606 different customers’ data and having slightly different
ownership ratio for each product (See Table II).

TABLE II. OWNERSHIP RATIO IN DISTINCT TRAINING SETS (≈)

P1 P2 P3 P4
Training Set 1 32.3 % 25.7 % 62.1 % 63.0 %
Training Set 2 32.1 % 24.8 % 61.6 % 63.2 %
Training Set 3 32.1 % 25.3 % 63.0 % 62.8 %

In each iteration, the model learns from one data set and it
is tested with the remaining two. The predicted probabilities of
algorithms are evaluated by a cut-off point (i.e., 0.5) to obtain
”1” or ”0” for the class value. The true positive rate (TPR),
true negative rate (TNR) and accuracy (Acc) are calculated for
each product family on distinct test sets. The aim of these tests

is to show the benefit of combining different algorithms with
MLR.

A. TPR and TNR
TPR and TNR are two complementary indicators. While

TPR measures the ratio of correctly identified positives (e.g.,
purchaser of a product), TNR measures the ratio of correctly
identified negatives (e.g., non-purchaser of a product). In
Figure 3, the TPRs and TNRs for each product (Product 1,
2, 3 and 4) obtained from each test (Test Data 1, 2 and 3) set
with different algorithms (Logit, Association and MLR) are
shown.

Figure 3: TPR and TNR

TPRs and TNRs of logit are respectively about 0 % and 100
% in all tests, for Product 1. Logit cannot distinguish purchaser
of Product 1 from non-purchaser and it tends to classify a
negligible part of customers as purchaser. One reason of these
unsuccessful results may be low ownership ratio of Product
1 (less than 50 %) in whole data set (see Table I and II).
In Test Data 1 and 2, association rules’ TPRs and TNRs are
respectively about 95 % and 50 %. However, in Test Data 3,
it tends to classify none of customers as purchaser. Therefore,
TPR is 0 % and TNR is 100 % in this last test. In first two
tests, MLR’s results are between logit’s and AR’s results. In
the last test, MLR’s TPR (≈ 14 %) is greater than and TNR
(≈ 94 %) is less than both of the base classifiers. Thus, with
a little loss in terms of TNR, MLR makes 14 % gain in terms
of TPR.

None or a very little number of customers are classified
correctly as purchaser of Product 2. Thus, poor TPRs for
this product are obtained from all test data. Neither logit nor
association algorithm can model the purchase action of Product
2. One reason of this fact can be the poor ownership rate of
this product in whole data set (25 %). Conversely, TNRs of
Product 2 equals approximately 100 % in each test. In this
case, MLR does not add any gain on these results.

In all of the tests, all of the customers are classified as pur-
chaser of Product 3 and 4 by association algorithm. Therefore,
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TPRs of association algorithm are always 100 % and TNRs
are 0 %. Association algorithms cannot distinguish purchaser
and non-purchaser. On the other hand, performance of logit is
not significantly different from association algorithms. TPRs
rate are greater than 90 % and TNRs are less than 10 %.
MLR algorithm equalizes TPRs and TNRs. With a loss about
between 10 % and 35 % on TPRs, it makes gain about between
60 % and 90 % on TNRS for Product 3 and Product 4 in
different test sets.

In a nutshell, MLR takes the output of two poor classifiers’
results as input and it increases the equilibrium between TNRs
and TPRs. In some case, like in Test Data 3 for Product 1,
MLR obtain a TPR more than both base classifiers’ results. In
the next section, accuracies and MLR’s impact on this indicator
will be examined.

B. Accuracy
Accuracy measures how well the classifiers predict positive

and negative class together. As shown in Figure 4, using
MLR algorithm increases the accuracy of both Logit and
Association Rules. To be more specific, except for Product
2, MLR provides an increase in accuracy by approximately 2
% for Product 1 and even more (≈ 8 %) for Product 3 and 4
for each test data set.

Figure 4: Accuracy

The reason that accuracy rates are around 60% for each
product family can be interpreted by simply saying user
behavior is complex. It is particularly more complex when the
issue is recommending something to a customer. The retrieval
of what is known before is not the same thing as suggesting
something to a customer that he has never seen or heard before.
Therefore, accuracy rates being not that high is something that
can be acceptable in social sciences.

In the light of Figure 4, it can be said that MLR separates
the purchaser customers from non-purchaser customers more
successfully than both of Logit and Association algorithms in
almost every test data set.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this research, it is aimed to obtain a model that combines

the outputs of two seperate algorithms, logit and AR mining
developed as a part of PROPCA, which have difficulties to
work effectively with large data sets and also have different
operation principles. The results are promising and show that
this model works more efficiently and has a higher accuracy
than logit or AR mining used standalone. It can be considered
as a model that develops and strengthens the power of predic-
tion of these two algorithms. However, the authors are aware of

the fact that the tests have to be extended with a data containing
more products and more customers and also other evaluation
metrics like precision and recall can be used in order to validate
the model and also camparison of the proposed approach with
other ensemble techniques could also be performed.

It is known that logit works better when learning data set is
balanced in terms of the number of positive and negative cases.
It is possible to improve accuracy of the model by carrying
attention to sampling models. If for each product, balanced
training set (approximately 50 % negative, 50 % positive
observations) is created, the performance of logit could be
increased comparing to current sampling. Hence, this increase
in performance will give better predictive probabilities as logit
output and this could also positively affect the overall model’s
success.

In addition to balanced traning set, selection of diffrent
strong attributes and various cut-off points for each product
separately could also result in increasing the success of both
logit and consequently the MLR model.

As a future work, to increase the efficiency of the proposed
model some primarily work can be performed. Before applying
association rule mining to the data set, some additional steps
might be taken into consideration such as clustering (e.g., k-
means or expectation maximization (EM) [41]) in order to
gather customers having similar demographic features together.
For each cluster of customers, AR algorithms could be exe-
cuted separately.

Similarly, Latent Class (LC) approach can be used with
logit. Choosing the correct number of classes in LC analysis
is an important issue. A likelihood criteria such as Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) [42] and Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) [43] could be used to compare models with
different numbers of classes. Customers in the sample could
be separated into segments based on customer characteristics
and product preferences. Then, characterized values for each
segment could be calculated using the attributes of customers
in them. Using the selected attributes of each customer in the
universe, the distance to each segment can be calculated and
customers can be assigned to the segment having the minimum
distance and the predicted probabilities can be calculated using
the related segments propeties.
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Abstract—The fundamental problem associated with software
development is a correct identification, specification and sub-
sequent implementation of the system requirements. To specify
requirement, designers often create use case diagrams from
Unified Modeling Language (UML). These models are then
developed by further UML models. To validate requirements,
its executable form has to be obtained or the prototype has tobe
developed. It can conclude in wrong requirement implementations
and incorrect validation process. The approach presented in this
work focuses on formal requirement modeling combining the
classic models for requirements specification (use case diagrams)
with models having a formal basis (Petri Nets). Created models
can be used in all development stages including requirements
specification, verification, and implementation. All design and
validation steps are carries on the same models, which avoids
mistakes caused by model implementation.

Keywords–Object Oriented Petri Nets; Use Cases; requirement
specification; requirement implementation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

This paper is part of theSystem in Simulation Development
(SiS) work [1] based on the formalism of Object Oriented Petri
Nets (OOPN) [2]. One of the fundamental problems associated
with software development is an identification, specification
and subsequent implementation of the system requirements [3].
The use case diagram from UML is often used for requirements
specification, which is then developed by further UML models
[4]. The disadvantage is the inability to validate a specification
modeled by that method and it is usually necessary to develop
a prototype, which is no longer used after fulfilling its purpose.

Utilization of OOPN enables the simulation (i.e., execute
the model), as well as direct integration into a real surround-
ings, which solves mentioned disadvantage. All changes in the
validation process are entered directly into the model, andit
is therefore not necessary to implement or transform models.
The approach presented in this paper is based on the use cases
that are specified by the OOPN formalism. This approach can
therefore be mapped to commonly used modeling techniques.

There are methods working with modified UML models
that can be executed and, therefore, validated by simulation.
An example is the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) method-
ology [5], language Executable UML (xUML) [6], or Founda-
tional Subset for xUML [7]. These methods are faced with a
problem of model transformations. It is complicated to validate
proposed requirements through models in real conditions. They
either have to implement a prototype or transform models into

executable form, which can then be tested and debugged. All
changes that result from validation process are hard to transfer
back into the models. It is a problem because the models
become useless over the development time.

Similar work based on ideas of model-driven develop-
ment deals with gaps between different development stages
and focuses on the usage of conceptual models during the
simulation model development process—these techniques are
called model continuity [8]. While it works with simulation
models during design stages, the approach proposed in this
paper focuses onlive models that can be used in the deployed
system.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes
concepts of modeling requirements using use cases from UML
and describes our extension to one special relationship. Section
III deals with use case specification using OOPN. Modeling
use case relationships is discussed in Section IV and the way
of actor modeling is described in Section V. The summary and
future work is described in Section VI.

II. U SE CASE DIAGRAMS

Use case diagrams (UCDs) are used in the process of
software system design for modeling functional requirements.
The system is considered as a black-box, where only external
features are taken into account. The objective of UCDs is
identify system users, user requirements, and how the user
interacts with the system. The model consists ofactors and
use cases.

A. Actor

Actor is an external entity working with the software
system, so that actor is not part of the system, but it is a
generator of input stimulus and data for the system. Actor
models a group of real users, whereas all members of the
group work with the system by the same way. Therefore, actor
representsa role of the user in the system. A real user can
play multiple roles. Let us consider the example of conference
system with actorsauthor and reviewer. These actors model
two roles, each of them defines a set of functions (use cases)
the user can initiate or can participate on. The real user can
either be author or reviewer, or can work with the system in
both roles.

Now, let us consider the example of a system of garage
gate handling. The system consists of actuators (garage gate),
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sensors (driving sensor, card scanner), and control software. It
is closed autonomous system with which two groups of real
users can work—driver andreception clerk. The driver comes
to the garage gate, applies a card to the scanner, and the system
opens the gate. If the user does not have a card, he can ask
reception clerk, who opens the gate. From system point of
view, actuators, sensors, and control software are internal parts
of the system. From the software engineering point of view,
actuators and sensors areexternal items the system can handle.

So, if actuators and sensors are not internal parts, could
we model them using actor concept? Actors represent human
users in many information systems (human actors), but they
can also be used to model other subsystems such as sensors
or devices (system actors). The system has to communicate to
such subsystems, nevertheless they need not to be parts of the
modeled software system.

B. Use Case

An important part of functional requirements analysis is to
identify sequences of interaction between actors and modeled
system. Each such a sequence covers different functional
requirement on the system. The sequence of interactions is
modeled by a use case. The use case describes a main
sequence of interactions and is invoked (its execution starts)
by input stimulus from theactor. The main sequence can be
supplemented by alternative sequences describing less com-
monly used interactions. Their invocation depends on specified
conditions, e.g., wrong information input or abnormal system
conditions. Each sequence (the main or alternative one) is
called scenario. Scenario is complete implementation of a
specific sequence of interactions within the use case.

Figure 1. First Use Case Diagram for the robotic system.

We will demonstrate basic principles and problems of use
case modeling on the simplified example of robotic system.
The example works with a robot, which is controlled by the
algorithm. Users can handle algorithms for controlling the
robot (he/she can start or stop an algorithm or choose one
of them for handling). The first use case diagram is shown in
Fig. 1. Model contains two actors, anUser (human actor) and
a Robot (system actor). We can also see the software system
boundary and basic use cases arising from specification,start,
stop, calibrate the basic settings, andchoose algorithm for
execution.Robot is viewed as another system with which
modeled system works.

C. Relationships Between Use Cases

Among the different use cases you can use two defined
relationships,include and extend. The aim of these relations
is to maximize extensibility and reusability of use cases if
the model becomes too complex. A secondary effect of using
of these relationships is to emphasize the dependence of the
individual use case scenarios, structuring too long scenarios to
more lower level use cases, or highlighting selected activities.

1) Relationship extend: Relationship extend reflects al-
ternative scenarios for basic use case. In cases where the
specification of a use case is too complicated and contains
many different scenarios, it is possible to model a chosen
alternative for new use case, which is calledextension use
case. This use case then extends the basic use case that
defines a location (point of extension) in the sequence of
interactions and conditions under which the extension use case
is invoked. The relationshipextend is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
use casecalibrate has to stop the running algorithm first, then
to calibrate the system and, finally, to start it. Use casesstart
and stop can thus expand the base case scenariocalibrate.

2) Relationship include: Relationshipinclude reflects the
scenarios that can be shared by more than one use case.
Common sequence can be extracted from the original use cases
and modeled by a new use case, which we will callinclusion
use case. Such use case can then be used in various basic use
cases that determine the location (point of insertion) in the
sequence of interactions for inclusion. The relationshipinclude
is illustrated in Fig. 1. Now, we adjust the original sequence of
interactions with the use casestart, which will need to select
the algorithm to be executed first. Use casestart thus includes
the use casechoose algorithm.

D. Generalization use cases

The activities related to interactions between the software
system and a robot were not highlighted yet. One possibility
is to defineinclusion use case describing these interactions,
i.e., the algorithm. However, this method supposes only one
algorithm, which contradicts the specified option to choose
algorithm. Second possibility is to defineextension use cases,
everyone for various algorithms. The disadvantage of this
solution is its ambiguity; there is no obvious the problem and
the appropriate solution.

Figure 2. Specialization of the use caseexecute and the relationship affect.

Use case diagram offers the possibility to generalize cases.
This feature is similar to the generalization (inheritance) in an
object-oriented environment. In the context of the use casedi-
agrams, generalization primarily reflects the interchangeability
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of the base-case for derived cases. Although there are methods
that consider generalization as abstruse [9] and recommend
replacing it with relationextend, generalization has a unique
importance in interpreting the use case diagram. Relation
extend allows to invoke more extension use cases, whereas
generalization clearly expresses the idea that casestart works
with one of casesexecute (the model is shown in Fig. 2). The
model can also be easily extended without having to modify
already existing cases.

E. Use Case Diagram Extension

The present example shows one situation that is not cap-
tured in the diagram and use case diagrams do not provide
resources for its proper modeling. This is the casestop, which
affects the use caseexecute (or possibly derived cases), but
does not form its basis (the caseexecute is neither part of
it nor its extension). Nevertheless, its execution affectsthe
sequence of interactions, which is modeled by use caseexecute
(it stops its activity). In the classical chart this situation would
only be described in the specification of individual cases,
however, we introduce a simple extensionaffect, as shown in
Fig. 2. Relationaffect represents a situation, where the base
use case execution has a direct impact on other, dependent use
case. This relation is useful to model synchronization between
cases in such a system, which suppose autonomous activities
modeled by use cases.

III. U SE CASE SPECIFICATION USING PETRI NETS

Use case specification format is not prescribed and can
have a variety of expressive and modeling means, e.g., plain
text, structured text, or any of the models. UML offers an
activity diagram, a state diagram, etc. These charts allow
precise description based on modeling elements with clear
semantics, but their validation can be problematic because
of impossibility to check models either by formal means or
by simulation. Of course, there are tools and methods [6][10]
that allow to simulate modified UML diagrams. Nevertheless,
there is still a strict border betweendesign andimplementation
phases. Another way is to use some of the formal models. In
this section, we introduce Object Oriented Petri Nets (OOPN)
for specifyinguse case, i.e., interactions between the system
and the actors. Let’s walk through the previous example of use
casealg1 shown in Fig. 3.

A. States and Transitions Declaration

The system state is represented by places in the OOPN
formalism. System is in a particular state if an appropriate
place contains atoken. Actions taken in a particular state is
modeled as part of the transition whose execution is condi-
tioned by a presence of tokens in that state. The transition is
modeled as an element that moves the tokens between places.
Except the input places, the transition firing is conditioned by
a guard. The guard contains conditions or synchronous ports.
The transition can be fired only if the guard is evaluated as
true. If the transition fires, it executes the guard, which can
have a side effect, e.g., the executed synchronous port can
change a state of the other case.

B. Common Net and Common Places

For modeling the workflow that includes multiple separate
synchronized nets may need to share a single network to other
networks. For this purpose, the synchronous ports are used.
Nevertheless, it can be difficult to read the basic model of
the flow of events, because of the need for explicit model-
ing synchronous ports for data manipulation. Therefore, we
introduce the concept ofcommon net andcommon place. It is
not a new concept, only the syntactic coating certain patterns
using synchronous ports. For each model, we introduce one
common net represented by the classCommonNet that for
each running model has exactly one instance identified by the
namecommon. The object net ofCommonNet may contain
common places, i.e., place whose content is available through
standard mechanisms (e.g., synchronous ports). Difference to
the ordinary usage lies in the fact that access mechanisms are
hidden and access to the common places from other nets is
modeled bymapping—the place marked as common in the
other net is mapped onto common place defined in the common
net.

C. Modeling of Interaction Sequences

The statestesting, walking, and turnRight are represented
by places. StateturnRight is only temporal and the activity
goes through these ones to the one of stable states (e.g.,
walking).

walking

r isCloseToObstacle.

t1

r stop.
r turnRight.

r

r
turnRight

r

r isClearRoad.

t11

r

r

r go.

testing
r isClearRoad.

t10

r go.

r

r

r

≥{Robot}

Figure 3. Petri net modeling the use caseAlgorithm1 (alg1).

Control flow is modeled by the sequence of transitions,
where each transition execution is conditioned by events rep-
resenting the state of the robot. Let us take one example for all,
the statetesting and linked transitionst10 andt1. The transition
t1 is fireable, if the condition (modeled by the synchronous
port) isCloseToObstacle is met. When firing this transition,
actions to stop the robot (stop) and to turn right (turnRight) are
performed and the system moves to the state ofturnRight. The
transition t10 is fireable, if the condition (synchronous port)
isClearRoad is met. When firing this transition, the action to
go straight (go) is performed and the system moves into the
statewalking.

Both testing condition and messaging represent the interac-
tion of the system with the robot. The robot moves the control
flow astoken, which allows interaction at the appropriate point
of control flow and at the same time defines the state of its
location in one of the places. To achieve correct behavior, it
is useful to define type constraints on tokens (see≥ {Robot};
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it means the token should be of a typeRobot). Even as, it
clearly showswhich actor (and derived actors) interacts in
those scenarios.

D. Alternative Scenarios Modeling

Alternative scenarios, i.e., scenarios that supplement the
basic scenario, is modeled by synchronous ports (perhaps even
methods) to handle a response to an external event. We show a
variant of the suspension of the algorithm, i.e., removal ofthe
token from the current state and restoring algorithm, i.e.,return
the token back to the correct place. We introduce a new state
(place)paused representing suspended algorithm. Because the
formalism of OOPN does not have a mechanism for working
with composite states, we should declare auxiliary transitions
or ports for each state we want to manipulate with.

walking
r

r

turnRight
r

r

pauseC

resumeC

pauseC

resumeC

paused

pauseV

resumeV
r

r

Figure 4. Composite state manipulation in OOPN.

This way of modeling is clear, however, confusing for
readability. Furthermore, to work with a larger set of states
is almost unusable. Nevertheless, there is the same patternfor
each state, so that the concept of collective work with the states
is introduced. It wraps the syntax of the original net. This
will improve the readability of the model, while preserving
the exactness of modeling by Petri nets including testing
models. The example is shown in Fig. 4. The synchronous
port is divided into two parts—thecommon part (C-part)
and thevariable-join part (V-part). The C-part represents all
synchronous ports, that should be called from the composite
port. TheV-part represents a way how to work with theC-
part—it is fireable, if at least one item of theC-part is fireable.

IV. RELATIONSHIPSMODELING

We turn now to a method of modeling the relationships
between use cases. As we have already defined, we distinguish
relationsinclude, extend, affect, andgeneralization.

A. Modeling of the relation include

We will continue our example and create models of use
casesstart and choose algorithm, which is inclusion case to
the casestart. Casestart is activated by actoruser, connected
by a mutual interaction. Actoruser is the primary actor, so it
generates stimulus to that the case has to respond. It implies a
method of modeling events in the sequence of interactions.
Responses to actor’s requirements have to be modeled as
an external event, i.e., using a synchronous port. Another
significant issue is a place of inclusion into the basic sequence
of interactions and invocation activities of the integrated case.

The model of use casestart is shown in Fig. 5. The inclu-
sion use case is stored in a placeinclusion and the insertion

<common>
   robot

(r, incl)

inclusion

incl_point

(incl, r)

select: incl

na := a new forRole: r.

incl selected: a

(incl, r)

incl canceled

(incl, r)

<common> running_alg

na

incl := Incl new.
(r,incl)

Incl

r
include

tSelected tFail

init: {chooseAlg}

Figure 5. Petri net specification of the use casestart.

point is modeled by internal event (transition)include with a
link to a placeincl point. Invoking the use case corresponds
to instantiate the appropriate net (see the callingnew in the
transitioninclude). The following external event (synchronous
port) select: initiates the interaction of the actoruser with
integrated activity. The event binds the inclusion case to the
free variableincl, and simultaneously stores it to an auxiliary
place. Conditional branching is modeled by internal activities
(transitions) tSelected and tFail. Their execution is subject
to a state of inclusion case, which is tested by synchronous
ports in guards. In case of success (transitiontSelected), the
synchronous portselected: binds the selected algorithm to the
free variablea and stores it to the common placerunning alg.

init

<L> lst
algorithms

waiting

list: lst

selected_alg

na

cancel select: a

a

selected: acanceled

canceled

aa

init: ≥{execute}

Figure 6. Petri net specification of the use casechoose algorithm.

The use casechoose algorithm specification is shown in
Fig. 6. The basic sequence (to obtain algorithm list and select
one of them) is supplemented with an alternative sequence (the
user does not select any algorithm) and a condition (empty list
corresponds to the situation when a user selects no algorithm).
Inclusion case is viewed from stimuli generation point of view
as secondary element; its activities are synchronized by basic
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case or actor, which works to the base case. Synchronization
points are therefore modeled as external events, i.e., using
synchronous ports. The case does not work with any secondary
actor, so that to define the status of the net is sufficient type-
free token (modeled as dot). The first external event is to obtain
a list of algorithms (synchronous portlist:); the variablelst
binds the entire content of the placealgorithms. This place
is initialized by a set of cases (nets) derived from the case
(net) execute. Now, the case waits for actor decision, which
may be two. A user selects either no algorithm (external event
cancel), or select a specific algorithm from the list, which has
to match the algorithm from the placealgorithms (external
eventselect:). Token location into one of the placescanceled
or selected alg represents possible states after a sequence of
interactions. These conditions can be tested by synchronous
portsunselected and selected:.

B. Modeling of the relation extend

Relation extend exists between casesstart and execute,
whereexecute is the extension use case. This relationship ex-
presses the possibility of execution of the algorithm, provided
that some algorithm was chosen. Since this is an alternative,
it is expressed by branches beginning transitiontSelected,
as we can see in Fig. 5. The transitiontSelected represents
the insertion point of the extension of the basic sequence of
interactions.

C. Modeling of the relation affect

Relationshipaffect exists between casesstop andexecute,
wherestop influences the sequence of interactions of the case
execute, respectively any inherited cases. Petri nets model for
this use case is shown in Fig. 7. The activity begins from
the common placerunning alg and branches in three variants
(transitions t1, t2, and t3). Branch t1 says no algorithm is
running; common placerunning alg is empty. Because OOPN
do not have inhibitors, the negative predicateempty is used to
test conditions, which is feasible, if it is impossible to bind
any object to the variablea.

a pauseFail.

<common>
running_alg

self empty. a pause.

a a a

a
empty

t1 t2 t3

Figure 7. Petri net specification of the use casestop.

Branch t2 says an algorithm is invocated and run; the
common placerunning alg contains an active algorithm.
Synchronous portpause (see Fig. 4) called on the running
algorithm is evaluated as true and when performed, it moves
the algorithm intostopped state. Brancht3 saysan algorithm
is invocated and not running; the common placerunning alg
contains an active algorithm. Synchronous portpauseFail
called on the running algorithm is evaluated as true and when
perform, it has no side effect.

This model is purely declarative. We declare three possible
variants that may arise, and simultaneously declare targetindi-
vidual options to be done. Only one variant can be performed
at a time. We can define other activities related to these
variants. We can see that it does not invoke the use case
execute, i.e., there is no instantiating a net, but this activity is
affected. It is therefore not appropriate to model this situation
with the relationsinclude or extend. After all, it is appropriate
to model that relationship.

D. Modeling of the relation generalization

This relationship demonstrates, that it is possible to use
any inherited case instead of the base case. If there is a point
defining the relationshipinclude or extend to a base casec, we
can work with any case inherited from the base casec. In our
example, this situation is shown on the use case modelchoose
algorithm (Fig. 6). The placealgorithm contains all possible
algorithms that can be provided, i.e., nets inherited from base
use caseexecute. Wherever the caseexecuted is used in the
model, it is possible to use any inherited case.

V. ACTOR SPECIFICATION

Until now we have neglected the essence of the token that
provides interaction with the actors and defines the system
state by its position. As mentioned, actor representsrole of
the user or device (i.e., a real actor), which can hold in the
system. One real actor may hold multiple roles, can thus be
modeled by various actors. Actor defines a subset of use cases
allowed for such a role. For instance, therobot is not allowed
to choose algorithm to execute, so its model does not contain
any interaction to that use case.

A. Modeling Roles

An actor is modeled as a use case, i.e., by Petri nets.
Interactions between use cases and actors are synchronized
through synchronous ports that test conditions, convey the
necessary data and can initiate an alternative scenario forboth
sides. Use case can then send instructions through messages
too.

<common> 
 distance

100
isCloseToObstacle

distanceToObstacle

d <= 10.
d

d

isClearRoad
d > 10.

d

d

oldD

<common>
  request

t2

Figure 8. Petri net specification of the actorRobot.

In our example, we will model the secondary actorRobot,
whose basic model is shown in Fig. 8. Scenarios of theexecute
use cases are synchronized using synchronous portsisClose-
ToObstacle and isClearRoad whose definition is simple—to
test the distance to the nearest obstacle, which is stored inthe
placedistanceToObstacle. Its content is periodically refreshed
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with a new value coming through the common placedistance.
The net can define methods for controlling a real actor too.

uc

(uc, ucsel)

select: a

init: {start}

start

uc select: ucsel

ucsel select: a
cancel

ucsel cancel

(uc, ucsel)

(uc, ucsel)
return

getList

ucsel list: lst.

lst
ucsel

Figure 9. Petri net specification of the use caseUser.

Model of the next actorUser is shown in Fig. 9. The
primary actor defines stimuli (modeled as synchronous ports
and methods) that can perform a real actor. Their execution is
always conditioned by an actor workflow and a net of currently
synchronized use case. Model shows the workflow of the use
casestart, which starts by calling a synchronous portstart. It
invocates the use casestart (the syntactically simpler notation
is used, it is semantically identical to invocation shown in
Fig. 5). Using the methodgetList is possible to obtain a list
of algorithms. Allowed actions can be executed by one of the
defined synchronous portsselect: andcancel.

B. Modeling Real Actors

Real actor can hold many roles that are modeled by actors
in the system. Each of these roles always has a common
base, that is a representation of the real actor, whether a user,
system, or device. The model has to capture this fact. For
terminological reasons, in order to remove potential confusion
of termsactor and real actor, we denote a real actor by the
termsubject. The subject is basically an interface to a real form
of the actor or to stored data. Therefore, it can be modeled in
different ways that can be synchronized with Petri nets. Dueto
the nature of the used nets, there can be used Petri nets, other
kind of formalism (e.g., DEVS), or programming language
(Smalltalk until now).

For instance, the subject of the actorRobot can be modeled
as an external component, which is linked with the actor
through thecomponent interface consisting of one input port
distance and one output portrequest (shown in Fig. 8). These
ports are modeled as common place, so that the common net
can serve for component interfacing [11]. The subject of the
actorUser can be modeled as a Smalltalk class, whose object
can access OOPN objects directly [12]. The following pseudo-
code shows a simple example of accessing model from the
subject implemented in programming language. First, it asks
a common net to get a role of user, then invokes synchronous
port start, a methodgetList, and finally select first algorithm
from the list.

usr ← common.newUser();
usr.asPort.start();
lst← usr.getList();
usr.asPort.select(lst.at(1));

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper presented the concept of modeling software
system requirements, which combines commonly used use
case diagrams with not so commonly used Petri nets. The
relationship between actors, use cases, and Petri nets has been
introduced. Use case diagram is used for the initial specifi-
cation of functional requirements while Petri nets serve for
use case scenario descriptions allowing to model and validate
requirement specifications in real surroundings. This approach
does not need to transform models or implement requirements
in a programming language and prevents the validation process
from mistakes caused by model transformations.

At present, we have developed the tool supporting pre-
sented approach. In the future, we will focus on the tool
completion, a possibility to interconnect model with other
formalisms and languages, and feasibility study for different
kinds of usage.
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Abstract—SPC (Statistical Process Control) was originally 
developed in the area of manufacturing, to support the 
implementation of continuous improvement programs in 
production lines. The use of SPC in process improvement is 
not new to the industry in general. In the context of software 
organizations, statistical control can be regarded as a 
relatively recent subject-area, although there are still many 
doubts about its application. Thus, this paper focuses on 
drawing up a curriculum for Statistical Process Control within 
a Computer Science course. The aim of this initiative is to 
provide software development organizations with computer 
science professionals who are fully able to perform this task. 

Keywords-software engineering; measurement and analysis; 
statistical process control; software process improvement; 
software quality; education. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
According to Lantzy [1], Statistical Process Control 

(SPC) was originally carried out in the area of 
manufacturing, to support the implementation of continuous 
improvement programs in production lines. The underlying 
principles of SPC are based on the works of Sherwar [2] in 
the Bell Telephone Laboratories. A process considered for 
statistical control must be stable and repeatable [3]. Thus, 
the SPC comprises a set of techniques that can achieve this 
goal. 

Despite the fact that the use of SPC in process 
improvement is not new to the industry, in the context of 
software organizations, statistical control can be regarded as 
something that is relatively recent [4], although there are 
still many doubts about its application [5][6][7]. However, 
the importance of SPC for the software industry has grown 
in recent years, mainly owing to its use of internationally 
recognized quality models [8]. The Capability Maturity 
Model Integration (CMMI) [9] maturity level 4 requires an 
organization to manage the execution of its processes 
quantitatively and seek its continuous optimization. 

In addition to this introductory section, which covers 
aspects of the justification and identification of the issue 
under study, this paper is structured as follows: Section II 
will formulate the problem statement of this PhD and 
examine the related work, together with its limitations, in 
Section III, a number of research questions and hypotheses 
will be raised. Section IV will outline the research methods 
employed to answer the research questions and test the 
hypothesis, and the contribution made by this paper and 
expected results are discussed in Section V. 

A. A Gap in the Area 
The reason why the use of SPC in software development 

organizations has proved to be complex is that these 
techniques exist in a context that does not take account of 
the particular features that currently exist in a software 
development process [8]. As a result, many software 
organizations tend to seek the assistance of outside 
professionals in the area of Computer Science to assist in 
the execution of statistical process control. It thus fails to 
draw on the expertise of Computer Science professionals 
who form a part of the hierarchy of an organization. Owing 
to their position in the software development organization, 
these professionals are real experts who have a full 
understanding of the processes and the reality of an 
organization, as well as being active agents in them. 

This difficulty in finding Computer Science 
professionals may be due to the type of training these 
professionals are given, and the approach that is adopted for 
teaching SPC during their graduation course. The studies by 
Soare [9], Castro et al. [10] and Hazzan and Dubinsky [11] 
have shown that there are situations where there is too much 
content to teach in a short time. This leads to low 
motivation among the students and makes it difficult for 
teachers to prepare students to engage in professional 
practices within the academic environment. 

B. Scope of the Research  
With regard to the quality of the development process 

and the CMMI reference model [12], in the early levels of 
these improvement programs, organizations employ the 
measurement techniques that simply consist of collecting 
data from the execution of the project and comparing them 
with the planned values. Although this may seem a 
reasonable approach, it is not suitable for organizations that 
seek high maturity, to evaluate and evolve their processes. 
In these organizations, it is necessary to perform statistical 
control of software processes to find out about their 
behavior, determine their performance in previous 
executions and predict their performance in current and 
future projects. At the same time, it is necessary to make 
sure that they are able to achieve their established goals and 
take corrective measures and make improvements when 
appropriate [13]. 

Thus, this quantitative management of the 
organizational process involves a process that should lead to 
a controlled and predictable performance [12]. In this 
context, this PhD research study will: 

• examine the Statistical Process Control practices 
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that are relevant to the software industry. This 
involves conducting an  analysis to determine what 
knowledge about SPC is required for professionals 
in this area to carry out their activities with 
maximum performance, 

• identify the existing SPC practices in computer 
courses. The results of this analysis will be used to 
define a new approach for the teaching of SPC in 
computer courses, which will be aligned with the 
recommendations of CMMI [12] and the needs of 
the software industry. 

C. Identification of the Issue 
The great difficulty of employing these professionals for 

statistical process control is the fact that most of them do 
not have the necessary knowledge and skills for such an 
undertaking. This leads to a paradoxical situation when 
assessing the performance of computer professionals, since 
their basic education often covers the discipline of 
Probability and Statistics. Moreover,  the many disciplines 
of Software Engineering (SE) / Software Quality should 
provide a solid basis that is enough to allow this 
professional to act with more confidence in the market 
when there is a need for statistical process control in an 
organization. The industry complains that undergraduate 
courses do not teach the necessary skills that can enable 
students to undertake their jobs efficiently [14]. In the case 
of most companies, up to 80% of their employment 
opportunities are taken up by incoming students (freshmen), 
and up to 80% of the training budget is spent on them [37]. 

In general, the software industry suffers from a lack of 
qualified professionals who are able to work in activities 
involving the software development process [15][38][39]. 
Thus, although this may not be a global problem, it is, at 
least, a problem in developing countries. In addition, both 
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) / Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Curricula [18] 
and Brazilian Computer Society (SBC) Reference Curricula 
[22] fail to address specific aspects of Statistical Software 
Process. This difficulty is particularly accentuated when 
dealing with the activities of an organization that have a 
high maturity level in their processes. 

D. Statement of the Position 
The Brazilian software industry has widely adopted the 

use of quality models, such as CMMI for Development 
(CMMI-DEV) [12] and the Brazilian Reference Model for 
Software Process Improvement (MR-MPS-SW) [16], which 
normally takes place through the Process Improvement 
Software (SPI) programs implemented by consultancy 
firms. 

The consultants adopt several training strategies for the 
transfer of the knowledge that is needed to the specific 
practices or expected results included in the process area, 
specifically in Statistical Process Control. The purpose of 
this is  to develop the skills and competencies needed in the 
technical team of the organization. 

The consultants noticed that so much time and resources 
were spent on training programs for effective teamwork, 

that many of these professionals do not have adequate 
knowledge in areas of Software Engineering [17]. 

On the basis of these observations and our professional 
experience as SPI consultants and SE lecturers, we believe 
that if the Software Engineering discipline adopted training 
approaches to Statistical Process Control, the students 
would be better prepared for the high maturity software 
industry and have more appropriate skills than those 
provided by the current teaching approaches. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORKS 
The research problems of this PhD thesis can be 

categorized into two groups, which are as follows: 
• The need to analyze the SPC practices used in the 

software industry, i.e. to determine which activities 
are really relevant to the training of a software 
engineering professional, 

• The need to analyze the reference curricula and 
teaching approaches used by teachers in the area, to 
identify which SPC activities are covered. 

A. The Background of Software Engineering Teaching 
According to the ACM / IEEE [18], SE is a discipline 

that is concerned with the application of theory, knowledge 
and practice to the effective and efficient development of 
software systems that meet user requirements. The SE 
professionals must have the ability to understand software 
development as a process and to ensure deadlines are met, 
costs are reduced, and the quality of the product is 
maintained [19]. 

A survey was conducted by Wangenheim and Silva [14]  
to gauge the opinion of professionals in the Software 
Engineering area about the relevance of the topics covered 
in the Computer Science courses. As a result, it was found 
that some SE topics are neglected. In certain topics, there 
was clearly a complete lack of attention paid by the 
lecturers and students. For example, there was limitied 
interest in “Software Configuration Management”, which in 
practice is considered to be an essential basis not only for 
software engineers, but also for any professional software 
[14]. 

On the other hand, despite the importance of this  
knowledge with regard to the activities of SE, in [20], it was 
found that professionals learn more about these activities 
during their work than from their university courses / 
education. This may be due to the simple question of the 
study schedule. Assuming that out of a total of at least 280 
hours for a Computer Science course [21], about 36 hours 
are allocated to SE, this does not correspond to the general 
recognition of the importance of these subject-areas and 
thus not enough time can be spent on areas of real 
importance. 

There are studies in the literature on project-based 
learning within computer courses as a means of learning 
soft skills and complex technical competencies. A teaching 
approach has been put forward as a means of integrating 
contextualized project experiences with the basic concepts 
of Software Engineering. This approach, called the 
Software Enterprise, tends to represent the most common 
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system that is employed to teach these skills and 
competencies during an undergraduate course and is a 
software development practice in SE disciplines. This 
approach makes it more possible to be aware of the fruits of 
one’s labor than when working within student teams as they 
attempt to “put it all together” and produce a real software 
product [22]. 

Gary et al. [22] propose a pedagogical model for the 
teaching of SE in undergraduate courses in computing. This 
involves the students attending lectures and practising the 
learned concepts in lab sessions performed in each week of 
the course. This proposal combines traditional classroom 
activities with Problem-Based Learning (PBL). In this 
approach, the professor plays the role of a coach and the 
“veteran” students perform the role of a mentor. We believe 
that Gary’s pedagogical model [22] provides the main 
supporting evidence for this research. 

B. Problems Area 
SE professionals working in the industry have expressed 

dissatisfaction with the level of preparedness of recently 
graduated students entering the job market [23][24]. 
Software companies find they have to complement the 
knowledge of recent graduates with training and have to 
provide technical and non-technical skills related to the 
software development process [25]. 

According to Lethbridge et al. [23], this failing in the 
training of graduates in the SE area is the result of an 
inadequate education. This finding is corroborated by the 
research carried out by Sargent [26], which reveals that: (i) 
only 40% of Information Technology (IT) professionals in 
the United States have training in this area, (ii) 40% of 
those are aware of the main fields of SE, such as 
requirements, architecture, testing, human factors, and 
project management. 

Although we did not find statistical data with regard to 
SPC, we believe that the reality of SE professionals in this 
specific area is no different, from the situation observed by 
the authors of this paper on numerous consulting 
assignments involving the implementation of CMMI high 
levels. 

C. Limitations of Related Works 
Studies such as [22][25][27] propose teaching 

approaches to software engineering. However, these 
approaches restrict the scope of the evaluation to the content 
of the course or the process and the resulting product of 
carrying out  a practical discipline of Software Engineering. 
This means that these approaches do not adequately prepare 
students for working in organizations of software 
development. 

In [25], a game is designed that simulates real-world 
environments in the software industry to support the 
learning of SE. Although the game really succeeds in 
empowering students, it restricts this learning to cover only 
certain curricular areas. The approach of [25] does not 
properly explore the topics of Software Engineering, and 
thus fails to cover the area of statistical process control. By 
adopting an overly complex approach, it misses the point of 

the game which is the teaching and learning process. 
A multidisciplinary approach is proposed in [27], which 

offers a set of guidelines that can be applied in the teaching 
of many disciplines of Computer Science. However, this 
approach is of limited value because its only concern is with 
the application and teaching of curriculum topics of 
Computer courses. It does not bother to find out what are 
the real professional skills that students must acquire to be 
able to perform their tasks efficiently in a real software 
project. 

We also evaluated the [28][29][30][31] courses with 
regard to their instructional strategies for teaching the SE 
topics. As a result, we were able to observe the effects of 
combining traditional lectures with indirect instruction 
through academic projects. We also found evidence of the 
use of other instruments that could be used for experimental 
learning by means of simulations and interactive instruction 
by peer group learning. However, the focus of all these 
studies is on their approaches to teaching Software Process 
Modeling (SPM), without offering proven instrumental 
alternatives that can be used in SPC teaching. 

Finally, Gary et al. [22] propose a pedagogical model 
for SE teaching in undergraduate courses in computing. 

III. QUESTIONS, HYPOTHESES AND DISCUSSION 
The main goal of our research is to propose a teaching 

approach to Statistical Process Control in computer courses, 
and this approach is based on quality standards and the 
recognized market practices. 

Although we did not find many references, apart from   
[8] that support our innitiative, it is based on our field 
observations as SPI consultants and lecturers on SE, (as 
described in section I.D), and we strongly believe that a 
better approach to training SPC will improve the 
preparation of students and enable them to work in high 
maturity software companies. 

To this end, the following research questions (RQ) 
should be addressed: 

• RQ1. What are the Statistical Process Control 
practices that are most widely used by the software 
industry? 

• RQ2. What are the Statistical Process Control 
topics covered in the curriculum guidelines of 
computer courses? 

• RQ3. What are the Statistical Process Control 
topics covered in the curricula of computer 
courses? 

• RQ4. What are the Statistical Process Control 
topics that are effectively learned by computer 
students? 

• RQ5. What are the Statistical Process Control 
skills required by the software industry and which 
of them were acquired in the computer courses? 

These research questions were defined in an attempt to 
refute the following null hypothesis: 

• H0. The current approach to teaching Statistical 
Process Control meets needs of the the software 
industry. 
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If the null hypothesis is refuted, we intend to test our 
alternative hypothesis:  

• H1. The current approach adopted to teach 
Statistical Process Control does not meet the needs 
of the software industry owing to the lack of an 
alignment between the Software Engineering 
curriculum and the real needs of industry. 

IV. RESEARCH METHOD AND PROGRESS 
The research methods employed to answer the research 

questions and to test the hypothesis will be outlined in this 
section. 

A. Identifying SPC Practices Relevant to the Software 
Industry 
To answer our RQ1 and help RQ5, there will be a 

systematic review with the aim of determining which SPC 
practices used by the software industry, can be regarded as 
following these guidelines [40][41]. This will allow us to 
create a catalog based on the main practices selected from 
this review. This catalog will form a part of the analysis that 
will either support or refute hypothesis H0, by providing the 
necessary information about the real needs of the software 
industry. We are currently working on this systematic 
review. 

B. Identifying SPC Practices Included in Computer 
Courses 
To answer RQ2, we will conduct a literature review of 

the the curriculum guidelines from ACM / IEEE [18] and 
SBC [21] with the aim of establishing which Software 
Process topics are covered by them. The results of this 
review will either support or refute hypothesis H0, by 
giving us evidence that the process activities suggested in 
the curriculum guidelines meet the requirements of the 
software industry. 

To answer RQ3, a survey will be conducted with the 
lecturers of undergraduate Computer courses. The purpose 
of this survey is to analyze which SPC activities found in 
the literature review are included in the SE syllabus. These 
results may validate the H0 hypothesis. 

With regard to RQ4, another survey will be conducted 
with students that completed their Software Engineering 
courses. This survey aims to assess whether the students are 
learning SPC activities, and if these are covered in SE 
syllabus. The results might validate H0 too, if they provide 
evidence that the problem may be in the teaching approach 
adopted in the classrooms. 

Both surveys will be applied to undergraduate Computer 
Science courses in both public and private universities in 
Brazil and will follow the guidelines of Kitchenham and 
Pfleeger [42]. 
C. Defining an Approach to SPC Teaching in Computer 

Courses 
After the five research questions had been answered, 

they yielded the following results: 
• The catalog of SPC practices used by the software 

industry, 

• The recommendations for the guidelines of the SPC 
curriculum, 

• The existing teaching approaches to SPC in 
computer courses, 

• Which topics are considered important by industry.  
These results will guide the development of our SPC 

teaching approach. The approach will adopt Problem Based 
Learning as a teaching method [25]. The application of PBL 
in engineering education is increasing [32], and has been 
recognized as one of the most effective ways for students to 
become active participants in design learning [33]. PBL is 
combined with lectures, and focuses on the application and 
integration of knowledge that has been acquired previously 
[34]. 

On the basis of the results obtained in [19], it is clear 
that the students are more interested in carrying out 
practical activities, such as development projects in 
laboratories that simulate situations close to those that will 
be found in the market. It is believed that this is due to the 
fact that software engineering has many topics (83 in total), 
which ultimately make it less attractive to students who do 
not have an affinity with the area. The practical approach 
allows these students to grasp the concepts more easily from 
their application. 

D. Performing Case Studies to Evaluate the Teaching 
Approach 
Our proposal of a teaching approach can be evaluated 

and validated  by conducting a controlled experiment in an 
area of software engineering in a Computer Science 
undergraduate course. Initially, we plan to carry out this 
experiment in two computer science classes in two Brazilian 
public universities. 

This experiment will follow the guidelines proposed by 
Wohlin [37]. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
This paper has shown the importance of statistical 

process control in software development, focusing on a PhD 
research project that aims to study on drawing up the 
curriculum for Statistical Process Control within the 
Computer Science course. This initiative is to provide 
development organizations software with computer science 
professionals who are fully able to perform this task. Thus, 
this paper showed the discussions about the gap in this area, 
the problems of statistic process control in computer 
science, some related works, the research questions and 
hypotheses, and the method used to conduct this research. 

The aim of this PhD research study is to identify 
practices of Statistical Process Control and their relevance 
to the current software industry, by taking note of possible 
problems in the teaching approach to software engineering, 
in particular in SPC. This can be achieved through the 
implementation of the curriculum guidelines and a new 
educational approach that ensures that undergraduate 
students of computer courses will be given a background 
training in SPC, as required by the market. 

The current educational scene shows that certain topics 
are regarded as less important by teachers and thus students 
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have a low learning levelin these areas. It turns out that 
these topics impose a heavy workload on software 
engineering, while some topics considered to be more 
important, have a low learning priority. Perhaps this is due 
to the fact that there is not enough time to teach all these 
units effectively. 

Finally, we intend to allow free access to the results that 
have been obtained in this research, so that the experiments 
and results obtained can be replicated. This should ensure 
that more gaps in our knowledge are filled and problems 
solved and clarified, since the teaching of Software 
Engineering is of the utmost importance in computer 
courses [36]. 
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Abstract— Evolvability is widely considered to be an important 

concern for the design and development of software 

architectures, particularly in the area of information systems 

(IS). Current IS continue to struggle to provide evolvability, 

especially Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software. 

Complexity in ERP packages leads to a limit on changeable 

software. Normalized Systems (NS) theory has been proposed 

with the purpose of incorporate evolvability of IS. In this 

paper, an existing ERP package was subjected to reverse 

engineering in order to analyze and explore in terms of 

combinatorial effects (CEs), of which NS theory prescribes that 

they are harmful for evolvability. The results indicate that it is 

possible to redesign a data model for an existing ERP, 

adhering to NS theory. We also identified some issues and 

limitations with the current version of the ERP package. 

Keywords- Normalized Systems theory; evolvability; software 

architecture. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

IS have played an increasingly visible role over the past 
few years in improving the competitiveness of businesses. 
Organizations realize that ERP software is a crucial tool for 
organizational perfection because it enables flawless 
transactions and production runs, and can improve business 
performances and profitability through implementation of 
Business Intelligence [1][2]. An ERP system is a 
departmental integration software system that allows a 
company to have a unified enterprise view of the business 
and to manage enterprise data in one database [2][3]. ERP 
systems offer significant benefits to an enterprise through 
improving strategic planning and operational efficiency.  

Notwithstanding the significant benefits, however, ERP 
systems have been criticized, since they are prone to extreme 
complexities and are often difficult to implement [4].  This 
complexity is mostly due to the fact that the system has to 
integrate all functions and data of a company. This 
contributes to development and maintenance costs, being 
important barriers to realize the potential gains which can be 
achieved through IS. Therefore, IS should exhibit a certain 
amount of simplicity to result in the anticipated gains. 

Moreover, IS should be evolvable as well. The business 
environment is dramatically changing and the ability to 

easily change software therefore becomes crucial [7]. In this 
context, we consider software evolvability as the capability 
of software to be easily changed (i.e., with a reasonable 
effort). Current IS continue to struggle to provide such 
evolvability, especially ERP software. The significant 
complexity in these packages leads to a serious limit being 
placed on their ability to change. 

In particular, evolvability can be considered as a criterion 
to evaluate and analyze the quality and usefulness of ERP 
packages for several reasons. First, the main objective of 
ERP is to support various organizations to achieve their 
business goals. Therefore, ERP should be adaptable to the 
specificities of organizations, for example, by means of 
configuration. Second, as stated before, business 
environments dramatically change.  The evolvability of ERP 
systems becomes an increasingly crucial condition to enable 
changes for an enterprise as a whole and their increasing 
complexity.  

The design of IS which are evolvable has been addressed 
in NS theory.  For this purpose, the theory uses the stability 
concept (i.e., requiring that a bounded set of functional 
changes to the system should have a bounded impact within 
the system).  The theory argues that CEs are the main 
obstruction to software evolvability. A CE occurs when the 
size of the impact of a change depends on the size of the 
information system [6].  In other words, NS states that the 
evolvability and flexibility is largely determined by (the 
absence of) CEs [8] and software without the CEs lead to 
evolvable software [5].  The theory proposes a set of 
theorems eliminating CEs.  

The aim of this research is to identify CEs within existing 
ERP packages and to rebuild them based on NS theory. To 
this end, existing ERP packages are subjected to reverse 
engineering in order to explore the existence of CEs and their 
potential for other improvements. We describe how part of 
the existing ERP package is designed and developed based 
on the NS theory. Therefore, this paper tackles the 
evolvability of existing ERP software by designing a set of 
ERP guidelines to design and to develop existing ERP 
software according to the aforementioned theory. The main 
research question addressed by this paper is: 
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How to improve the existing ERP package based on NS 

theory? 

 
Consequently, the proposed research mainly deals with 

the modularization of the data model of existing ERP 
packages. The modularity of an information system is 
important for the degree to which it exhibits evolvability 
[11]. The design science research approach, focusing on the 
creation and evaluation of IT artifacts and their surrounding 
organizational preconditions in order to solve organizational 
problems [7], is chosen as the methodology for the research. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes 
the essence of NS theory. Section III provides the design 
method of the paper. Afterwards, a partial analysis of the 
ERP application’s data models is discussed in Section IV. 
Finally, Section V presents some final conclusions, 
limitations and suggestions for future research.  

II. NORMALIZED SYSTEMS THEORY 

NS theory is developed from the concept of stability 
which implies that a bounded set of input changes (i.e., 
changes in requirements) should result in bounded amount of 
output changes or impacts to the software (i.e., changes in 
software).  In other words, stability demands that the impact 
of changes should only depend on the nature of the change 
itself. The size of the impact of changes should therefore not 
be related to the size of the system. If the size of the impact 
of a change is related to the overall size of the system, this is 
called a CE [9]. 

A CE is one of the biggest barriers to creating evolvable 
software according to NS. The theory states that the 
evolvability of software should be a characteristic embedded 
at the level of the software architecture. This implies that the 
software architecture should not only allow the realization of 
current requirements but also facilitate the incorporation of 
future ones. NS theory assumes an unlimited software 
evolution (i.e., ever growing software throughout time). This 
means that even the smallest change of which the impact is 
dependent on the size of the system (i.e., CE) will become 
troublesome over time and should therefore be removed. In 
fact, if the CEs occur mainly in software architectures, the 
software will become more difficult to cope with and the 
software’s evolvability tents to increase.  

A set of four theorems and five expandable elements has 
been suggested by NS theory to prevent CEs and to develop 
evolvable software.  

The four theorems are the following [10][11][12][13]:  

• Separation of Concerns: each change driver 

(concern) should be separated from other change 

drivers (concerns) in distinct modules;  

• Data Version Transparency: the modification 

(insert, update, delete) of data entities should not 

impact other entities. 

• Action Version Transparency: the modification 

(insert, update, delete) of data entities should not 

impact other entities.  

• Separation of States: each step in a workflow 

should be separated from other steps in time by 

keeping state after every action or step. 

Consequently, the systematic application of the theorems 

results in a very fine-grained modular structure in which 

each change driver has to become separated. Building 

software which systematically adheres to the NS theorems 

should result in software which is highly evolvable 

software.  Moreover, the theory emphasizing the CEs 

identification will help to build IS that contain the smallest 

in amount of the CEs. 

Furthermore, the NS theory provided evidence of the 

number of the CEs are the cause of a complex software and 

difficultness of software maintenance [10]. The NS theory is 

a modular structure that is free from the CEs. The CEs 

should not be present at compile time, deployment time, and 

run time in modular structures in order to constitute an 

achievement in this [10].    

Software architectures without the CEs can be 

constructed as a set of highly structured instantiations and 

loosely coupled design patterns that are called elements 

[10]. For this reason, five elements have been proposed to 

facilitate the achievement of these aims. There are the NS 

elements:  

• a data element, representing an encapsulated data 

entity with its set and get methods to access 

information in a version transparency way [14]. 

Then cross-cutting concerns should be added to the 

element in separate constructs; 

• an action element, executing a core action or 

algorithm. 

• a workflow element for the execution of the 

sequence of action elements; 

• a trigger element, controlling the states and 

checking (time or status based) whether an action 

element has to be triggered; 

• a connector element, providing the possibility for 

external systems to interact with the NS system 

without calling the elements in a stateless way. 

III. APPLYING DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH 

A. The Research Design 

The conceptual framework of this research adheres to the 
IS research framework [15] shown in Fig. 1. The technology 
problem has been defined in the problem space: the 
requirement for ERP systems to exhibit evolvability. The 
research addresses technology which needs to achieve a 
higher degree of evolvability.  The concepts of modularity 
and stability from NS theory will be applied as the 
foundation of the research. The NS theory will be used to 
create artifacts at the software level. The theory will also be 
used to develop a set of relevant measures or validation 
criteria in order to ensure that the proposed artifacts can be 
evaluated by appropriate evaluations. This should further 
support the rigor within the considered IS research. Finally, 
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as can be seem in the middle of the conceptual framework, 
we will explore and build an artifact which will be presented 
in the method term to construct increasingly evolvable in 
ERP systems. Also, we will create a working system 
(instantiation) and explore a suitable method to evaluate the 
artifact. 

Figure 1.  The research framework 

Table I illustrates the appropriate evaluation methods 
which assess the utility, quality, and reliability of our 
designed artifact. Therefore, the evaluation activity is a 
crucial process of the research process [15]. Five evaluation 
methods have been proposed by [15]. In this research, we 
will combine several types of evaluation to ensure that our 
designed artifact is rigorously demonstrated via suitable 
evaluation methods: 

TABLE I.  THE RESEARCH DESIGN EVALUATION METHOD 

The research design 

evaluation methods 

Description Application 

testing evaluation 

 

Executing coverage 
testing of some metric 
in the artifact 
implementation: 
Structural (White Box) 
Testing 

Number of Change 

Impacts 
 

B. Desing Science Research in the Research 

The behavioral sciences and design science are two 
paradigms that characterize much of the research in the IS 
discipline, having a different purpose.  Whereas behavioral 
science seeks to develop and verify theories that explain or 
predict human or organizational behavior, design science 
seeks to extend the human boundaries and organizational 
capabilities by creating new and innovative artifacts [15]. In 
the design science paradigm, artifacts are studied and created 
in order to solve a practical problem of general interest 
[15][16]. A practical problem is a gap between the current 
situation and a desirable situation that is observed in practice 
[16]. Therefore, this research was conducted using the design 
science methodology in order to address the research 
question. 

Design science research includes six main activities 
according to [17] identify problem and motivation, define 
objectives of a solution, design and development artifact, 
demonstration, evaluation, and communication.  The 
methodology allows the researcher to do the research in 
multiple research iterations to ensure and to improve the 

qualities of the artifact. The research design was aligned with 
this iterative process to end up with the research findings.    

 

Figure 2.  Design Science Process Model 

An ERP application is a large and complicated system 
which often contains customized functions to fit the 
requirements of organizations. This is why such systems 
should be designed for evolvability so that maintenance costs 
remain under control. The paper aims to explore this issue. 
The processes of the research are demonstrated in Fig. 2. 
First, a research problem has been sketched by studying the 
architecture of an existing open source ERP package. Then 
we have defined a specific objective for the research which is 
to achieve a higher degree of ERP evolvability. We have 
solved the problem by using the reverse-engineering 
technique and applying it to an open source EPR system 
apart to see how it works. Second, CEs have been identified 
in the data model of the open source ERP package, which is 
an output of the reverse-engineering process. Third, we have 
redesigned the data model and built a prototype using the NS 
theory to improve the evolvability of the ERP software. The 
final stage of the design science process is white-box testing 
was used to evaluate the CEs of the redesigned data model 
and prototype that measure the number of change impacts. 

IV. ANALYZING A PARTIAL OPEN SOURCE ERP MODULE: 

A SALES MODULE 

In this section, we discuss some implications of using NS 
theory for developing evolvable ERPs in practice. An open 
source ERP, Odoo, was analyzed.  This paper was due to 
several reasons.  First, being open source, we have access to 
the source code and can analyze the architecture of the 
software in depth.  Second, within the open source ERP 
market, Odoo is a very popular package. Furthermore, Odoo 
is an integrated suite of applications that includes modules 
for project management, billing, accounting, inventory 
management, manufacturing, and purchasing.  However, we 
only focus on a partial module of the ERP package in this 
paper. 

Fig. 3 illustrates a part of the data model of the sales 
module of the chosen ERP package which comprises three 
tables:  
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• res_partner for storing details of customer data  

• sale_order for storing sales orders of customers 

• sale_order_line for storing details of sales orders 

Figure 3.  A partial data model of Sale module 

Next, we analyzed the entity relationships of the data 
model. The res_partner table has a recursive relationship by 
using the parant_id field as a foreign key (FK). The 
parant_id filed save data to show partners is belonging to 
which a partner. For instance, Fig. 4 describes that id 46 is a 
parent of data of id 47, 48, 46. What’s more, all of them are 
the same person. 

The sales order table comprises the following foreign 
keys: partner_id, partner_shipping_id and partner_inovoic_id 
to join with the res_partner table as presented in Fig. 3. From 
sales order, employees can know where they have to send 
invoices and products to their customers. 

Figure 4.  The example of res_partner data 

A. Implementation of the Evolvable ERP Application with 

regard to NS Fundamentals  

Previously, we described the existing ERP data model 
from our case study. In this model, only one address is used 
and it is incorporated in the res_partner table.  However, the 
model can be redesigned in other ways as well.  For instance, 
the sales order data might not want to use only invoice 
address and shipping address but also other address types.  
For instance, the organization might want to use different 
addresses for invoicing and shipment.  Moreover, customers 
might want the company to send sales invoices to more than 
one address. Initially, we aim to examine how the high 
evolvable ERP software is designed.  Then we have 
proposed on alternative design explanation for evolvable 
ERP software development.  

Normally, practical requirement of Sale module should 
be able to serve multiple customer addresses. We developed 
new approach to meeting the requirements of the 
evolvability of ERP software. 

In order to attain the objective, the following data 
elements are defined. Address data have been separated from 
partner data in order to support the requirement.  According 
to the previous model, the tables have been split up into six 
tables as illustrated in Fig. 5. 

• Partner for storing only general data of customers 
such as name, birthday, status of partner (active, 
inactive), etc.  

• Address_type for storing types of address. Hence, 
the changing requirement for address type can be 
supported. 

• Address for saving all addresses’ details of partners. 

• Sale_order_address_line to save details of 
customers’ sale order addresses.  

• Sale_order to represent sale order data of customers. 

• Sale_order_line to keep sale order details.  
 

 
Figure 5.  A redesinged data model of Sale module 

In this model, address fields are divided into two tables: 
address and address type. Furthermore, the 
sale_order_address_line table is created to support the idea 
about multiple address in sales order data. Furthermore, the 
foreign keys partner_shipping_id and partner_invocie_id, in 
the sale_order table were removed. 

Consequently, it was made possible to incorporate the 
new requirement of having different addresses. For example, 
if organizations can have other types of addresses by adding 
a new address type into the address_type table. When they 
want to record more types of customer address in sale order, 
they can only add more address data details into 
sale_order_address_line.   

In NS theory, the objective of the theory is to design 
software in an evolvable way.  In case a new version of a 
data model is designed, a new skeleton of the application can 
be generated by applying the expanders on the defined model 
[13].  
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In this study, a prototype of the new designed data model 
has been created using these NS expanders. Accordingly, the 
prototype has been developed without the CEs to increase 
evolvability of software. 

Figure 6.  The prototype structure based on NS elements 

According to NS theory, an evolvable application could 
be implemented by using a set of five elements which are 
already free of many CEs. For the case study that we 
describe, six data element instances have been generated as 
illustrated in Fig. 6. For each of these data elements, a set of 
cross-cutting concerns (persistency, security, graphical user 
interface, etc.) are automatically generated as well. 

V. DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we discussed how an existing open source 
ERP package can be analyzed based on NS theory. The 
paper raises some significant points.  First, designing data 
models and developing a software application should be 
done in a modular way to enable the reusability of that 
software.  For example, by using address and address type 
entities in a sales module. Second, the software should have 
highly cohesive modules so that the impact of a user 
requirement change on the actual application, remains 
limited. In the case, we separated the address data of a 
partner into two parts: address and address type entities. This 
represents an attempt to decrease the amount of effect of 
changes and increase software maintainability. Lastly, this 
study confirms that NS software will have less ripple effects 
in its system. For example, adding an address type into the 
prototype. To record additional address data, a user should 
now only add the data of the new address type. The change 
does not affect the partner, sale order and address elements. 

This paper made a considerable contribution towards 
presenting the advantages of developing and maintaining 
software as stated by NS theory. These advantages can 
normally be commonly observed in amount of software 
development life cycle time. The new designed data model 
and prototype, which are designed using the NS theory, have 
the smaller number of change impacts. Furthermore, the 
software prototype can be created in a few days. 
Additionally, this paper contributes to the redesigning 
approach of building evolvable ERP software.  

The limitations of our exploratory study need to be 
acknowledged.  First, we only analyzed a partial data model 
of one ERP package. We could not perform reverse-

engineering and explore commercial ERP software packages 
such as SAP, Oracle, etc. As part of future research, 
analyzing and rebuilding all modules of an existing ERP 
software package based on NS theory can be considered.  
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Abstract—Software versioning is intrinsic to software evolution. It
keeps history of previous software states (versions) and traces all
the changes that updates a software to its latest stable version.
A lot of work has been dedicated to software versioning and
many version control mechanisms are proposed to store and track
software versions for different software artifacts (code, objects,
models, etc.). This paper addresses in particular component-based
software architecture versioning, considering three abstraction
levels: specification, implementation and deployment. In previous
work, we proposed an approach that generates evolution plans
for such software architecture models. The generated plans deal
with changes initiated on one of the three abstraction levels and
propagate them to the other levels in order to keep architecture
descriptions consistent and coherent. As an extension to these
mechanisms, a versioning model is proposed in this paper to
keep history of architecture definition versions. This versioning
model soundly handles the co-evolution of the three abstraction
levels by tracking both versions of each abstraction levels and
versions of global architecture definitions.

Keywords–architecture evolution; abstraction levels; versioning;
component reuse.

I. INTRODUCTION

Versioning is central to software evolution management [1].
In order to ensure the continuity of a software product, it is
necessary to keep track of its changes and previous versions
after each evolution. Versioning is both essential for users
and developers. For users, versioning helps to maintain their
installed software up-to-date or at least warn them if their
current software version becomes obsolete. For developers,
versioning helps select / use the adequate versions of reusable
software components, packages or libraries (considering, for
instance, compatibility issues) and contributes to collaborative
work by developing several versions in parallel or merging
them [2].

Many version control mechanisms are currently proposed
to store and track software versions for different software
forms (code, models, objects, etc.) [3].

While software architectures have become central to soft-
ware development [4], little work was dedicated to archi-
tectural versioning. Existing work on architectural versioning
[5][6][7] proposes basic versioning mechanisms that do not
take into account the whole software lifecycle. Evolving a
software architecture should not only focus on tracking the
different versions of software system as a whole. Indeed, the
different steps of the software development process generates
many artifacts (e.g., documentation, implementation model,
deployment models, etc.). It is valuable to keep separate
version histories for each artifact and to build a global version
history for the whole software from them. It fosters the
reuse of artifacts in forward engineering processes (e.g., the

implementation of a given specification on different technical
platforms or the deployment of a given implementation in
different execution contexts). It also enables to trace every
design decisions and their impacts (required co-evolution). For
instance, when evolving a software architecture, the architect
needs mechanisms to know the latest version of its specifi-
cation and also all the related implementations that will be
affected by this evolution.

In this work, we address such versioning issues by propos-
ing a version model that considers the three main steps
of component-based software lifecycle: specification, imple-
mentation and deployment. The remainder of this paper is
outlined as follows: Section II presents the background of
this work namely the Dedal three-level architectural model and
its evolution management process [8]. Section III presents the
contribution of this paper consisting in a three-level versioning
model for software architectures and its different versioning
strategies to support co-evolution on these three levels. Sec-
tion IV discusses related work and finally Section V concludes
the paper and presents future work directions.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This work addresses the versioning of component-based
software architectures at three abstraction levels. First, we
introduce the three-level architectural model Dedal and then
we briefly explain how architecture evolution is managed in
Dedal.

A. Dedal: the three-level architectural model
Reuse is central to Component-Based Software Develop-

ment (CBSD) [9]. In CBSD, software is constructed by as-
sembling pre-existing (developed) entities called components.
Dedal [8] proposes a novel approach to foster the reuse of
software components in CBSD and cover all the three main
steps of software development: specification, implementation
and deployment. The idea is to build a concrete software
architecture (called configuration) from suitable software com-
ponents stored in indexed repositories. Candidate components
are selected according to an intended architecture (called
architecture specification) that represents an abstract and ideal
view of the software. The implemented architecture can then be
instantiated (the instantiation is called architecture assembly)
and deployed in multiple execution contexts.

A Dedal architecture model is then constituted of three
descriptions that correspond to the three abstraction levels:

The architecture specification corresponds to the highest
abstraction level. It is composed of component roles and their
connections. Component roles define the required functionali-
ties of the future software.
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The architecture configuration corresponds to the sec-
ond abstraction level. It is composed of concrete component
classes, selected from repositories, that realize the identified
component roles in the architecture specification.

The architecture assembly corresponds to the third and
lowest abstraction level. It is composed of component instances
that instantiate the component classes of the architecture
configuration. An architecture assembly description represents
a deployment model of the software (customized component
instances fitting given execution contexts).

Fig. 1 illustrates the three architecture levels of Dedal
and represents the running example of this paper. It consists
of a Home Automation Software that controls the building’s
light during specific hours. Its architecture specification is
composed of an orchestrator (Orchestrator component role)
linked to device control functionalities – turning on / off the
light (Light component role), controlling its intensity (Lumi-
nosity component role) and getting information about the time
(Time component role). These component roles are respectively
implemented by the AndroidOrchestrator, AdjustableLamp and
Clock component classes. This architecture implementation
can then be instantiated to describe specific architecture de-
ployments. For instance, the architecture assembly in Fig. 1
is composed of two AdjustableLamp component instances that
control the lighting of a Sitting room (SittingLamp) and a Desk
(DeskLamp).

Figure 1. Running example

B. Evolution management in Dedal
Software architectures are subject to change at any abstrac-

tion level to meet new requirements, improve software quality,
or cope with component failure. In previous work [10][11],
we proposed an evolution management process that deals
with architectural change based on Dedal and the B formal
language [12]. Using a customized B solver, the evolution
manager captures change at any abstraction level, controls
its impact on the affected architecture and propagates it to
the other abstraction levels to keep architecture descriptions
coherent, both locally (each architecture description level
separately) and globally (the whole architecture definition).

This results in generating sequences of change operations that
evolve the affected architecture to a new consistent state. The
generated sequences (called evolution plans) represent the delta
between two software architecture versions in an operation-
based manner.

C. Motivation

Versioning component-based software architectures at mul-
tiple abstraction levels is an important issue. Indeed, evolving
an architecture description at one abstraction level may impact
its other descriptions at the other abstraction levels. For in-
stance, evolving a software specification may require evolving
all its implementations. The same way, evolving an imple-
mentation may entail evolving not only all its instantiations
but also its corresponding specification (to prevent inter-level
definition mismatches known as drift and erosion [13]). In the
remainder, we set up a version model for three-level software
architectures inspired by Conradi’s taxonomy [3] and propose
three strategies to manage multi-level versioning. The interest
of this version model is twofold: (1) To capture information
about evolution history by storing the change operation lists
that transform architecture definitions into new versions and
more importantly (2) to capture information about the co-
evolution history by maintaining links between corresponding
versions on the different abstraction levels to define versions
of the whole architecture definition.

III. VERSIONING COMPONENT-BASED SOFTWARE
ARCHITECTURES

The design of our version model is inspired from Conradi’s
taxonomy [3] that distinguishes between two graphs represent-
ing two dimensions of software: the product space, where each
node is a part of the product and edges represent composition
relationships, and the version space, where nodes represent
versions and edges derivations between them. Depending on
the versioning model, the version space can be a linear,
arborescent or direct acyclic graph. A version is called a
revision when it is intended to replace its predecessors and
is called a variant when it can coexist with other versions.
In our model, we distinguish the architectural space, which
represents software architecture descriptions at the three ab-
straction levels we consider (i.e., specification, configuration
and assembly), from the version space, which represents the
versions of an architecture at a given abstraction level. In the
remainder, we detail the representation of each space.

A. The architectural space

The architectural space consists in a set of trees that provide
software architecture definitions at three abstraction levels
(cf. Fig. 2). Nodes represent architecture definitions while
edges denote realization relations between nodes at different
abstraction levels. The root node of each tree corresponds thus
to the specification of an architecture (e.g., Home Automation
Software architecture specification). The second level nodes
represent all the variant implementations of that specification
(e.g., Android OS, Windows system architecture configura-
tions). Finally, the third level nodes represent the variant in-
stantiations that are used to deploy architectures configurations
in different execution contexts (e.g., HAS Office architecture
assembly, Sitting room architecture assembly, etc.).
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Figure 2. The three-level graph

The architectural space graph supports multiple granularity
levels. Indeed, each node points to another graph representing
the architecture structure in terms of components and their
connections (cf. Fig. 1). Composite components embed an
inner architecture as well.

The architectural space provides thus a comprehensive set
of architecture definitions, including all their existing variants.
It can be used to structure and then browse architecture model
repositories, as part of a Model-Based Software Engineering
environment. Its point of view is intentionally static (the
historic derivation relations between architecture definition
elements are omitted), in order to separate evolution concerns
in the version space.

B. The version space
The architecture version space is composed of a set of ver-

sion graphs. Each version graph (Fig. 3) is a representation of
the version set, called V , related to a given architecture. Each
node defines a unique version of the architecture (identified by
a unique version identifier) while edges represent derivation
relations between versions (the source version is obtained
by an evolution of the target version). Our version model
covers all the three architecture definition levels. Versioned
entities may thus be architecture specifications, architecture
configurations or architecture assemblies.

Figure 3. The version graph

The version model is change-based since the delta between
two versions is expressed in terms of change operations rather
than states. A derivation is the change sequence enabling to
construct a version v2 from its predecessor v1. Formally, a
derivation is a function of type d : V → V where V is
the version space and d = op1 ◦ op2 ◦ . . . ◦ opn where opi

is an elementary change operation. If v1 is a version of the
software architecture, then successors of v1 are the set of
all the versions resulting from the derivations applied on v1:
succ(v1) = {v|v = d(v1)}.

The architecture version identifier contains information
corresponding to the abstraction level and the operation list
that lead to the current version. At specification level, recorded
information consists of a version ID and the change operation
list. At configuration level, these information are a version ID,
the ID of the implemented specification and the change oper-
ation list. Finally, at assembly level, the recorded information
are accordingly a version identifier, the instantiated configu-
ration identifier and the change operations list. The change
operation list may be empty when the architecture description
is created from scratch (for instance the specification of a new
architecture or an implementation variant for a new platform).

C. Relations between the architectural and the version spaces
As aforementioned, the version space is intended to record

all the versions of all the architecture definitions that are
created by development and evolution processes. It provides a
comprehensive and historic vision of architecture definitions,
that is suitable to design architectures by the reuse and the
evolution of exiting ones. However, as it does not distinguish
revisions from variants, the version space does not provides
a synthetic vision of the actual architectures definitions, i.e.,
the up-to-date architecture definitions (based on the latest
revisions), with its possible variants. This is the purpose of the
architectural space, which can be extracted from the version
space to provide architects with a clear view of the usable
architecture definitions.

Every node in the architectural space corresponds thus to
a node in the version space. Given a three-level graph G and a
new derivation d of an architecture definition a in G, we aim
to find the resulting three-level graph G′ related to a′ = d(a).
To do so, we need to evaluate the impact of d on the whole
graph G. Indeed, d may trigger a change propagation to the
other nodes linked to a, what may in turn recursively imply
to derive other nodes.

In most cases, this task requires human assistance to
decide which derivations are really necessary (e.g., correcting
bugs, security enforcement, etc.) and which are optional (e.g.,
functional extensions, improvements, etc.). To automate this
process, we propose versioning strategies that can be selected
and activated as required by architects to manage architecture
model repositories.

D. Versioning strategies
We propose three versioning strategies:

a) Minimum derivation strategy: The minimum deriva-
tion strategy aims to minimize the number of derivations to
be applied on the architectural space graph. The principle
of this strategy is to version only the active impacted nodes
without considering the propagation to all the other nodes.
Active nodes consist in a tuple of three nodes (s, c, a) where
s, c and a respectively denote an architecture specification, an
architecture configuration and an architecture assembly.

For instance, let us consider the three-level graph shown in
Fig. 4-a. d(c1) triggers a change on the specification s1 and a
change on a12. The active nodes are then (s.v1, c1.v1, a12.v1).
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Figure 4. Example of minimum derivation

The minimum derivation strategy creates a new three-level
graph with the new versions (s.v2, c1.v2, a12.v2) (cf. Fig. 4-b).

The minimum derivation strategy is suitable when the
change purpose is not to correct some version of an archi-
tecture definition, resulting in the derivation of a revision, but
to create a variant that can coexist with previous versions.
Fig. 4 illustrates a special case where the derived architecture
definition shares finally no element with its source architecture
definition. These architectures definitions could be identified as
variants belonging to a software product line [14]. This is a
perspective of this work.

b) Full derivation strategy.: In contrast to the minimum
derivation strategy, the full derivation strategy aims to version
(directly and recursively) all the impacted architecture descrip-
tions. It should be applied when the rationale of evolution
(for instance a security fault detected in a component used
by all architecture implementations) implies the creation of
revisions that are intended to replace previous versions. Firstly,
derivation is applied to the active node and then change is
propagated recursively to the other nodes (cf. Fig. 5). For
instance, the revision of node c1.v1 (configuration level) is
propagated to the other nodes as follows:

• derivation of a new specification revision s.v2 from
s.v1,

• merging of c2.v1 and c3.v1 nodes into the new c3.v2
node (both evolution of c2.v1 and c3.v1 leads to
c3.v2) and,

• revisions of all nodes at assembly levels, notably
a21.v2 derived from a21.v1 becomes associated to
c3.v2 configuration revision.

c) Custom derivation strategy.: This strategy is guided
by the architect that has to specify which architecture defini-
tions are kept and which ones are replaced by new versions.
Custom derivation strategy is used after a default application
of the minimum derivation strategy so that minimum necessary
versions, that ensure coherent global architecture definitions,
are always created.

IV. RELATED WORK

Software versioning has been studied for many years with
the the objective to provide a Software Configuration Man-
agement (SCM) systems [3], handling various kinds of entities
and different granularities (source code lines, objects, libraries,
etc.). Early work targeted mainly source code versioning.
Several collaborative source code versioning systems were
more recently proposed and have become industrial standards
such as SVN [15], CVS [16] and Git [17].

To overcome the limitation of version management based
on source code, [18] propose to generate from meta-models
version control systems that are aware the corresponding
modeling language concepts, in order to trace the evolution
of significant logical units.

With the emergence of component-based software devel-
opment, more recent work addressed component versioning
rather than source code [2]. Examples include JAVA [19], and
COM .Net. More recent approaches treated as well the issue
of component substitutability like the work of Brada et al.
(SOFA) [20] and the issue of compatibility like the work of
Stuckenholz et al. [21].

Regarding architectural versioning, only little work was
dedicated. The SOFA 2.0 ADL [5] enables to version com-
posite components and therefore entire architectures (which
are used to define composite component implementations).
Other existing ADLs like MAE [6] and xADL 2.0 [7] also
enable architecture versioning. However, all these architectural
versioning models neither handle detailed information about
evolution (rationale, change operations list that result in new
architecture versions) nor maintain the trace of architecture
evolutions throughout the whole software lifecycle (what re-
quires to handle the co-evolution of multiple definitions for
every architecture).

Another closely related work addressed architectural ver-
sioning at multiple abstraction levels [22]. The proposed
approach is based on the SAEV model [23] that defines
three abstraction levels of software architectures: the meta
level, the architecture level and the application level. However,
this taxonomy is different from Dedal since the meta level
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Figure 5. Example of full derivation

encompasses the definition of architectural concepts to be used
at the lower level.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work proposes a version model for our software
architecture description language Dedal. It considers version
management at three abstraction levels in order to support the
co-evolution of architecture definitions throughout the whole
software lifecycle. It captures information about evolution
(change operation list) and enables to distinguish its rationale
(revisions and variants). Moreover, versioning strategies are
proposed to automate the version derivation propagation that
may or must result from the co-evolution of the different
definition levels of architectures.

Future work consists in studying component versioning and
its impact on architectural versioning considering compatibility
issues, to detect automatically revisions and variants. Another
perspective is to extend our version model in order to support
product line engineering. From a practical perspective, ongo-
ing work is to automate further versioning mechanisms and
integrate them into DedalStudio, our eclipse-based tool that
automatically manages the architecture evolution process [11].
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Abstract— One of the promises of Service-Orientation and 

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is the ability to revitalize 

legacy systems and gain a significant return of efforts and 

investments. SOA has gained significant attention from 

academic and industry as a promising architectural style 

enabling legacy applications to expose and reuse their 

functionalities. When a research area matures, there is a sharp 

increase in the number of searches and results available and it 

is important to summarize and provide a more comprehensive 

overview of this area. The goal of this work is to investigate the 

use of services in the modernization of legacy software, 

gathering information of rejuvenation techniques and 

technologies adopted. To achieve this goal, a systematic 

mapping study was performed covering papers recently 

published in journals, conferences, and workshops, available at 

relevant electronic databases. This study also presents the 

characteristics of the selected research divided into six 

research questions. As a result, 47 studies were selected 

presenting strategies and solutions for legacy rejuvenation. The 

results indicate that Java or Object-Oriented systems 

represent a significant number of legacy systems in operation 

today, which are adopted migration techniques to become 

more service oriented. The study also showed a growing 

number of validations with real use cases in enterprise 

environment. 

Keywords- Systematic Mapping; SOA; Legacy Systems. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, many companies have systems that have been 
implemented for some time. These systems must interact 
with those that are developed nowadays requiring constant 
adjustment and maintenance to meet new needs and remain 
aligned with business rules [1]. 

One of the challenges faced by information technology 
today is the continuous adaptation and migration of legacy 
systems to more flexible and modern platforms [2]. With the 
fast development of business logic and information 
technology, today´s best solutions are tomorrow´s legacy 
systems [3].  

The legacy systems or existing working systems of 
enterprise usually contain a mixture of different techniques 
and protocols which is hard to maintain and update. 
However,  Legacy systems carry out the enterprise’s most 
crucial business information together with business 
processes and many organizations have leveraged the value 
of their legacy systems by exposing parts of it as services [4]. 
Rapid changes in hardware and software technologies 
combined with the changing requirements require the use of 

new methods that enable the evolution of these systems 
efficiently [5]. 

Service-Orientations and Service-Oriented-Architecture 
(SOA) are presented as alternatives to the modernization of 
legacy systems, recovering investments applied in these 
systems over the years. Almonaies et al [6] list some of the 
features that ease modernization of these systems, including 
loose coupling, the implementation of logical abstraction, 
agility, flexibility and reusability. Migrating legacy systems 
to services enables the reuse of software components already 
established, as well as its integration with new services to 
support changing business needs [1]. Modernizing legacy 
systems using Services may be accomplished in several ways 
which vary from the creation of intermediate layers for 
insertion of new features to the development of a completely 
new system [7]–[9]. 

When a research area matures there is a sharp increase in 
the number of search results available and thus it is important 
to summarize and provide a more comprehensive overview 
of this area [10]. Secondary studies as the Systematic 
Reviews and Mappings have been proposed and defended as 
the main methods of conducting reviews at primary studies 
and have become pillars in the practice of evidence-based 
research [11]. Based on this premise, in order to better 
understand the area and to identify the shortcomings on it, 
this paper presents a systematic mapping study of the use of 
Services to modernize legacy software. 

The Mapping Study (MS) reported here follows the 
guidelines from Kitchenham [12], Petersen [10] and the 
process proposed by Biolchini et al. [13], in which the work 
was divided into three phases, namely, i) Planning, ii) 
Conducting, and iii) Reporting results. Its main focus is to 
identify and classify the techniques and legacy systems that 
are currently rejuvenated with SOA use. For that, it collects 
evidence on how research are structured according to 
modernization strategy, implementation technology, legacy 
system features, feasibility analysis and the main 
contribution of each study.   

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the 
systematic mapping process undertaken in this study; Section 
3 presents the main findings and analyzes them; Section 4 
presents related works relevant to this research; Section 5 
presents the conclusions as well as threats to validity of this 
research and directions for future works. 

II. SYSTEMATIC MAPPING STUDY PLANNING  

This section presents how the mapping study 
methodology has been planned, including the research 
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questions, search strategy, inclusion, exclusion and 
classification criteria used to provide a structure of the 
primary studies. Additional process details can be found at 
Silva Neto [14]. 

A. Research Questions 

The goal of this study is to identify and classify primary 
research addressing the use of Service-orientation in legacy 
modernization by the following main question:  “What are 
the approaches used in the adoption of Services to modernize 
legacy systems and how these approaches differ from each 
other?” 

In [15], they recommend that as a research question has 
different focuses, it must be divided into sub questions in 
order to facilitate the mapping process. The overall goal and 
question are divided into the following research questions 
(RQ): 

 RQ1 - What modernization strategy is 
adopted? The main purpose of this question is 
to identify the modernization strategies used to 
choose SOA for legacy modernization. 

 RQ2 - What Service-orientation 
implementation technology is used? The 
purpose of this question is to identify which 
Service implementation technologies are used 
for the modernization of legacy software. 

 RQ3 – What is the type of modernized legacy 
system? This question has as objective to 
identify the type of legacy system modernized 
through Services. 

 RQ4 – Were there feasibility analysis? This 
question has as main objective to identify how 
feasibility analysis was carried out when 
selecting the use of Services to modernize 
legacy software. We intended to map the 
methodologies and techniques used in the 
feasibility analysis or the complete lack of this 
kind of activity. 

 RQ5 - What was the proposed contribution? 
This question has as objective to identify the 
type of contribution left by primary research, 
through which possible gaps and research areas 
still open on the subject can be mapped out. 

 RQ6 - How was the proposal validated? This 
question is intended to identify how primary 
research is being validated, the topics of 
interest are the research populations where the 
experiments were applied qualitatively and 
quantitatively. 
 

B. Search Strategy 

Considering the search questions, therea set of  keywords 
was identified. The main keywords for search expression are 
legacy, modernization and SOA with the following related 
terms: 

 Service-Orientation and SOA: Service-
Oriented Architecture , Webservice, Web 
Service, RESTful. 

 Modernization: Migration, Reengineering, re-
engineering, evolution 

 Legacy System:  Legacy  Software,  Legacy 
Information 

Thus, the following search expression was obtained after 
refinements: 

((legacy AND (system OR software OR information)) 
AND (migration OR modernization OR evolution OR 
reegineering OR {re-engineering}) AND 
(SOA OR webservice OR {web service} OR {Service-

Oriented Architecture} OR RESTful) ) 
In addition to research questions and search strategy, we 

stablished the search sources to find primary studies. In [15]–
[20], relevant research bases in the areas of architecture and 
software engineering in general were found, so we used 
these works to choose the sources of research in this 
systematic mapping. Kitchenham[21] recommends including 
alternative sources of research manually to avoid biasing the 
research including, among others, a list of search results of 
the primary research and the Internet itself. Thus they added 
secondary research bases to perform manual search. Follow 
the databases chosen: 

 
TABLE I. SELECTED SOURCES 

Source Address 
IEEE Xplore 
Compendex 

Web of Science 
Scopus 

Public Domain 
References  

www.ieeexplore.ieee.org 
www.engineeringvillage.com 

www.isiknowledge.com 
www.scopus.com  

www.dominiopublico.gov.br 
Reference List of primary 

Studies 

 
The last two rows of Table 1, are secondary research 

bases to perform manual search. 

C. Inclusion/Exclusion criteria 

Criteria should be defined to exclude primary research 
that have no relevance to the research question, as well as 
ensuring that the relevant work is analyzed [10]. The search 
of primary studies was divided into three phases or stages, 
where only selection criteria for excluding non-relevant 
primary study to the research questions were adopted. The 
publications that do not fit in any of the exclusion criteria are 
automatically inserted in the next stages of evaluation.  

We named each step and applied the selection criteria as 
follows on Table II: 

 

 Step one (E1); 

 Step two (E2); 

 Step three (E3). 
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 TABLE II. INCLUSION/EXCLUSION CRITERIA 

Inclusion Criteria 
1 ) Articles published in English from January 2010 to February 
2014 for searches in primary research bases 
2 ) Articles in English and Portuguese published from January 
2006 to February 2014 for manual searches in the secondary 
research bases 
3 ) Articles that focus on legacy modernization with services or 
SOA. 

Exclusion Criteria 

CS1: repeated publications or already cataloged. 
CS2: Very short papers, less than 4 pages. 
CS3: Publications that have no direct relation to the main 
research question and at least one (1) of the sub questions. 
CS4: Secondary Studies 
CS5: Folders, Books and Catalogues 

 
It was also used the Kitchenham’s [21] recommendation 

that in case of the existence of the same publication in more 
than one event,the latest one is cataloged.  

Quality assessment criteria were defined for the selected 
studies after the application of exclusion and inclusion 
criteria. We followed the recommendations in [22], which 
the evaluation of quality was not used for purposes of 
exclusion or inclusion, quality assessment was carried out to 
enhance the quality of the assessed studies. 

III. SEARCH CONDUCTION AND CLASSIFICATION: 

OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS 

This section presents details of search conduction and 
classification of the studies. 

A. Procedure Selection 

As shown, the conduct of research was carried out in 
three steps :  

Step one (E1): Selection and preliminary registration of 
publications using primary research bases with the 
application of the search expression. 

Step two (E2):  Selection of relevant publications based 
on the title and summary and application of the first filtering 
based on exclusion criteria. 

Step three (E3): Selection of relevant publications based 
on their full text and application of the second filtering based 
on exclusion criteria. 

Figure 1. Conduction summary 

 
Initially the search was executed expression in primary 

search bases selected publications passed through filters as 
E1, E2 and E3, finally, the search was performed on the 
secondary databases following the possible exclusion criteria 
for each base. In [14] there is the complete list of 
publications. The Appendix A presents Table IX with items 
chosen after the selection steps.  

B. Overview of the results 

The completion of the search gives an overview of the 
subject importance, the publications were classified 
according to each research question, we also obtained 
relevant data on authors, events and temporal distribution of 
publications. 

The authors with highest number of selected publications 
are respectively: Khadka, Patricia Lago and Harry Sneed.  
We used the Scholar to survey the number of citations 
received by each publication selected. The most cited 
publication was the S38: SOMA:A method for developing 
service-oriented solutions. 

In order to answer the research questions, there was the 
classification of selected publications for each research 
question separately. 

RQ1:  This research question investigates what strategy 
or modernization approach was used and heavily mentioned 
in the selected research. They used the classifications in [9] 
to group publications in three (3) main types of strategies: 
Redevelopment (i), Wrapping (ii) and Migration (iii). 

The first category, Redevelopment, comprises a complete 
rewrite of the system in a new technology or language. The 
second category, encapsulation or Wrapping, also known as 
the integration is to maintain the legacy system with minimal 
changes to the source code where a new software layer is 
added to express the functionality through services. The third 
category, migration, operates in the restructuring and 
transformation of legacy systems to more flexible platforms 
keeping its data and key features, it resembles the first 
category but there is a less extreme character compared to 
the level of structural changes.  

Table III summarizes the publications according to Q1.1, 
it used the classifier N/A (No Answer) to identify 
publications that lacked connection with this research 
question. 

TABLE III. Q1.1 CLASSIFICATION 

APPROACH % SELECTED PUB 
REDEVELOPMENT 6,38% S17;S30;S40 

MIGRATION/ENCAPSULAT

ION 

2,12% S15 

MIGRATION ONLY 48,94% S2;S5;S6;S7;S8;S10;S19;S25;S2

6;S35;S47;S23;S12;S22;S42;S1;

S18;S29;S32;S34;S36;S39;S45 

ENCAPSULATION ONLY 23,41% S3;S14;S21;S31;S33;S37;S41;S1

1;S16;S20;S27 

N/A 19.15% S4;S9;S24;S44;S46;S43;S28;S13

;S38 

 
RQ2: This research question investigates which SOA 

implementation technology was used or heavily mentioned 
in research. Although SOA and the term "Services Oriented" 
are initially agnostic about the technology, they tried to sort 
through the analysis of primary studies the technology that 
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allowed the realization of SOA concepts and the 
modernization of legacy systems through service orientation.  

Table IV summarizes the publications according to Q1.2, 
it used the classifier "N/A" (No Answer) to identify 
publications that lacked connection with this research 
question. 

TABLE IV. Q1.2 CLASSIFICATION 

TECHNOLOGY % SELECTED PUB 

OSGi 2,12% S1 

SOAP 46,81

% 

S2;S3;S14;S5;S6;S7;S10;S15;

S24;S33;S37;S41;S47;S42;S1
1;S16;S18;S20;S27;S30;S32;

S45 

RESTFul 4,26% S19;S36 

N/A 46,81

% 

S4;S8;S9;S17;S21;S25;S26;S

31;S35;S44;S46;S23;S12;S22;

S43;S28;S13;S29;S34;S38;S3
9;S40 

 
Regarding publications not receiving classification from 

the point of view of this question of search, they had focused 
on general aspects of legacy modernization SOA ranging 
from indication to migration aid of processes (S4), by 
comparing the level of maintainability between two 
approaches (S17), these publications did not address any 
implementation techniques and received for this reason the 
classification N / a (no Answer) for this research question. 

RQ3: This research question investigates the main 
features of the legacy system that has undergone 
modernization, this information is relatively useful in 
decision making for new projects with similar characteristics 
to those presented here.  

The main features of the rejuvenated systems were 
grouped according to the programming language when the 
author stressed to this feature, regarding the type of system 
in which such languages are grouped, for example: Web 
Applications (WEBAPP). We also used the general 
characteristic of the system when the author took black-box 
methods and language used in the original system was not 
addressed. 

TABLE V. Q1.3 CLASSIFICATION 

LEGACY FEATURE % SELECTED PUB 

JAVA 23,41

% 

S14;S8;S9;S10;S33;S41;S23;

S1;S18;S29;S45 

ITERACTIVE/FORM 

BASED 

2,12% S27 

FORTRAN 2,12% S47 

COBOL 21,28
% 

S5;S15;S24;S25;S26;S42;S16
;S20;S30;S40 

C++ 4,26% S11;S13 

WEBAPP 17,02

% 

S2;S6;S19;S35;S37;S12;S22;

S32 

N/A 29,79

% 

S3;S4;S7;S17;S21;S46;S31;S

44;S43;S28;S34; 

S36;S38;S39 

 
Regarding publications classified as N/A (No Answer) in 

Table V, they addressed these processes or methodologies in 
general or the type of system have not made clear who would 
be modernized, receiving so this classification. 

RQ4: This research question investigates the feasibility 
analysis performed in the SOA option for legacy system 

modernization. The goal here was to determine whether the 
projects or research that addressed legacy modernization 
SOA presented some technical or business justification. 
Justifying a project that involves major changes to existing 
software is an important task that usually involves the 
analysis of the software, the maintenance process and the 
business value that the application adds [23]. 

In Table VI, the studies were classified and grouped 
according to the practice or approach used to justify the 
project or indicative of an absence in any case. This research 
question has the particularity to make explicit that the 
absence of criteria or feasibility reasons for this fact in itself 
is relevant to this issue. 

TABLE VI. Q1.4 CLASSIFICATION 

METHODOLOGY % SELECTED PUB 

SOMA 6,38% S21;S33;S38 

OWN METHOD 23,41

% 

S3;S14;S5;S8;S9;S10;S25;S3

5;S44;S1;S40 

SAAM 2,12% S17 

INTERNAL COMITE 2,12% S26 

SMART 2,12% S13 

CODE INSPECTION 2,12% S16 

NOT USED 61,70

% 

S2;S4;S6;S7;S15;S19;S24;S3

1;S37;S41;S46;S47;S23;S12;
S22;S43;S42;S28;S11;S18;S2

0;S27; 

S29;S30;S32;S34;S36;S39;S4
5 

 
Publications that have proposed some kind of process in 

which there were steps or activities responsible for 
determining the feasibility received the rating OWN. 
Publications that showed no indications of feasibility 
analysis, whether technical or business, were classified as 
NOT USED. Approximately 61.7% of the publications fit 
into this category. 

RQ5: This question is intended to identify and quantify 
the contributions provided by selected studies in order to 
provide information to those who wish to expand or 
contribute to them. For classification purposes, the works 
were grouped according to the characteristic that the authors 
have given greater emphasis to describe the contributions of 
their research. 

TABLE VII. Q1.5 CLASSIFICATION 

CONTRIBUITION % SELECTED PUB 

OVERVIEW 6,38% S15;S17;S43 

PROCESS 40,43

% 

S2;S3;S4;S5;S6;S8;S9;S10;S2

5;S26;S35;S37; 
S44;S22;S1;S13;S36;S38;S40 

ARCHITECTURE 6,38% S14;S31;S47 

METHODOLOGY 42,55

% 

S7;S19;S21;S24;S33;S41;S46

;S23;S12;S42;S28;S18;S20;S
27;S29;S30;S32;S34;S39;S45 

TOOL 4,26% S11;S16 

 
In the analysis of publications that contributed to some 

kind of methodology on table VIII, (S12 and S24) there are 
proposed methodologies for business rules extraction 
through legacy code (S41 and S42) they have proposed 
methodologies for generation or improvement of the 
extracted services. In (S7 and S39), the focus of the 
methodology was the extraction of information that would 
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help the process of modernization. In (S32, S34, S45, S29, 
S18, S28, S46 and S19) they have proposed methodologies 
to identify services from legacy systems, and (S28) 
emphasized the need to identify the "right" services that 
actually represent value for Business. Finally, still in relation 
to methodologies, in publications (S30, S27, S20, S23, S33 
and S21), methods or techniques that help the legacy 
modernization processes have been proposed. 

RQ6: This question is intended to identify how the 
publications were validated and where the study was applied. 
These ratings on Table VIII are useful to researchers who 
wish to extend the study area to new research. 

 
TABLE VIII. Q1.6 CLASSIFICATION 

VALIDATION % SELECTED PUB 

BUSINESS 

ENVIRONMENT 

51,06

% 

S1;S3;S14;S7;S9;S15;S17;S2

5;S26;S35;S37;S41;S44;S47;

S23;S12;S42;S13;S16;S20;S3
0;S34; 

S38;S40 

ACADEMIC 36,17
% 

S2;S4;S5;S6;S8;S10;S19;S24;
S33;S46;S22;S11;S18;S27;S2

9;S32;S45 

THEORETICAL 12,77

% 

S21;S31;S43;S28;S36;S39 

 
For classification purposes, the names "business 

environment" and "academic environment" where adopted 
for primary studies that used cases studies. The first term 
was used in studies that validated their experiments in 
companies or through business experiences. The second term 
joins studies that were validated in academic environments, 
through simulation or implementation in a highly controlled 
environment. Studies that confirmed its assumptions based 
on literature with no explicit use of cases of use were 
classified as theoretical. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

There are others researches addressing the modernization 
of legacy systems using SOA or services. In a domain where 
a number of systematic reviews exist already it may be 
possible to conduct a tertiary review, in order to answer 
wider research questions [21]. Although this is not the focus 
of this paper, this section briefly introduces some of these 
works. 

Laguna et al [18], conducted a systematic mapping 
addressing the evolution of software product lines ranging 
from legacy systems to reengineer product line. The work 
was conducted in three stages and conducted by two experts. 
The first step occurred in 2010, the second and third in 2011 
and 2012 respectively. At the end of the research they got 74 
selected primary studies which were classified regarding the 
following perspectives: Focus of research, type of 
contribution and type of validation. These classifications 
assisted in the formulation of research questions used in the 
systematic mapping subject of current research.  

Razavian and Lago [24], conducted a systematic review 
addressing the migration of legacy systems to service-
oriented systems. The main objective of the review was the 

classification of the main migration strategies existing in this 
area , which they called SOA Migration Families. 

Khadka et al [25], also conducted a systematic review 
addressing the evolution of legacy systems through SOA. 
They investigate primary studies produced from 2000 to 
2011 getting 121 selected primary studies for classification. 
The focus of the research took place in the identification and 
classification methodologies, techniques and approaches 
relevant to the evolution of legacy to SOA. A framework to 
guide the rejuvenation process was also developed and used 
as a guide in their review. 

Comparing the work proposed here with the ones already 
conducted, they were driven around the validation or 
proposal of a migration process or order to classify the 
approaches in general. The approach proposed in this 
systematic mapping aims to present an updated classification 
based on academic and technological aspects. To achieve 
this purpose the research questions were adapted to 
encompass both aspects. A more detailed comparison can be 
made in a tertiary study. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK   

The aim of this study was to classify and give an 
overview of SOA use in the rejuvenation of legacy software. 
919 primary studies obtained in search databases widely 
used in the field of Software Engineering were analyzed. 17 
other publications were obtained through manual searches on 
a reference list in conjunction with conducting searches on 
Brazilian Public Domain Portal. 

From 936 publications found, 47 were selected for 
analysis which were classified according to six research 
questions to establish technical and scientific overview 
updated of the use of SOA in legacy modernization. 

The results indicate that migration strategies are the most 
commonly used, followed by encapsulation techniques. The 
results also showed that in studies that addressed migration 
the predominant theme in the studies is to propose processes 
or methodologies that support or guide the migration 
projects.  

Regarding the type of system or language in which the 
modernized system was developed, most publications that 
presented this information were related to systems developed 
in the Java programming language, the second largest 
representation was developed in COBOL systems, followed 
by legacy web. This may indicate the difficulty in disposing 
of old COBOL systems, justifying the investment in its 
rejuvenation. 

On the feasibility analysis in research involving 
rejuvenating legacy systems using SOA, it was found that 
approximately 23.4% of publications used a process or 
method owned by the author to perform feasibility studies 
indicating a concern with these activities. However, a critical 
result is that approximately 61.70% of the total publications 
made no reference to analysis or feasibility study to choose 
SOA to modernize legacy software. 

On the analysis of each contribution, the results show 
that the publications that contributed to some kind of 
process, prioritized guides for modernization tasks, being 
followed by publications to assist in decision-making on 
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technical feasibility and the identification of services from 
legacy systems, while publications that contributed 
methodologies have mostly focused on identifying services. 

Regarding the validation of each study, the results 
showed that those who used the business environment to 
implement the use cases, chose majoritary banking and 
financial sectors while the experimental validations 
dominates the use cases on open source projects in general. 

The results showed that the applications in Java or 
object-oriented already represent a significant number of 
legacy systems in operation. Migration techniques are easily 
applied to make this systems service oriented.  

The following itens are the main threats to the validity of 
the results of  this study:  

(i) Although recommended, manual searches depend on 
too the opinion of mapping drivers and may lead to biased 
results. 

(ii) A decrement factor in the validity of the research lies 
in the limitations imposed by the search engines of digital 
research sources that limiting the replication for future work. 

The related studies have shown the presence of other 
secondary studies on similar topics. Thus, it is proposed for 
future work, to conduct a tertiary review to take a more 
global result of the use of services in the rejuvenation of 
legacy systems. 
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Abstract—There has been an increase in the importance of 
portfolio management process since its inclusion in quality 
models and standards. This is shown by the growing number 
of organizations that are attempting to implement this process 
effectively and efficiently. This research seeks to assist in the 
implementation of portfolio management in small and 
medium-sized companies, by reducing the difficulties and 
excessive documentation required in traditional processes. 
This involved carrying out a mapping between the framework 
for the portfolio management process and the agile practices 
that were carried out. The result was a set of guidelines that 
defined how to implement this process framework with agile 
practices that could be employed for interaction between 
people. 

Keywords-software quality; process improvement; portfolio 
management; agile practices. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Quality is defined by the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) 9000:2000 as “the degree to which a 
set of inherent characteristics fulfills the requirements” [1]. 
On the other hand, ISO 10006 adopts a slightly different 
approach from the previous standard. It states that the scope 
of quality is the responsibility of management and requires 
the commitment of everyone involved in the project. 
Finally, the Project Management Body of Knowledge 
(PMBOK) defines quality in a similar way to the ISO 
9000:2000. According to the Project Management Institute 
(PMI), “a project with quality is completed in accordance 
with the requirements, specifications and suitability for use” 
[2]. It is noteworthy that the aim of these and other concepts 
of quality is to meet customer requirements and 
expectations. However, it should be remembered that 
quality is not only linked to the product but also the process; 
metrics are defined to ensure the processes comply with 
applicable quality standards. 

In the area of process quality, there have been some 
improvements in the projects. With regard to software 
development in particular, there is the Brazilian Software 
Process Improvement Program (MPS.BR), which is based 
on the concepts of process maturity and capability. This was 
set up for the evaluation and improvement of quality and 
productivity in software and related services. The MPS.BR 
has maturity levels ranging from A (optimization) to G 
(partially managed). 

This project focuses on the project portfolio 
management process that is at the maturity level F 

(Managed) of the respective model. The aim of the process 
is to “initiate and maintain projects that are necessary, 
sufficient and sustainable in order to meet the strategic 
objectives of the organization” [3]. 

The portfolio management area has become increasingly 
important, and is included in several other models, such as: 
(i) Project Portfolio Management Maturity Model 
(PPMMM) [4], (ii) Portfolio, Programme and Project 
Management Maturity Model (P3M3) [5], (iii) Programme, 
and Portfolio Management Maturity Model (P2M3) [6], (iv) 
Standard for PMI Portfolio Management [7], (v) 
Organizational Project Management Maturity Model 
(OPM3) [8], (vi) ISO 12207:2008 [9], and (vii) MPS.BR 
[3]. As a result of this diversity, software organizations have 
struggled to implement an efficient portfolio management. 

Since 1996, the Association for Promotion of Brazilian 
Software Excellence (SOFTEX) has carried out initiatives 
to support the development, promotion and development of 
the Brazilian Software and IT Services, one of the largest in 
the world, and renowned for its creativity, competence and 
source of talent. SOFTEX has been designated by the 
Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (MCTI) to 
act as the program manager for the Brazilian Promotion of 
Software Excellence Program. This program benefits more 
than 2000 companies around the country through a network 
of 20 regional agents. It is a system ensures that assistance 
is provided to SOFTEX through the operational and 
financial training of associated companies by a broad and 
solid joint partner in the private, government and academic 
sectors. 

According to the website of SOFTEX [10], from 2013 
to 2015, there were 286 official assessments of MPS.BR 
nationwide. Of these, only 10 were held in the North of 
Brazil, and only 5 included the maturity level F, which is in 
the project portfolio management process. This shows a low 
adherence level to maturity models for software process in 
small and medium-sized companies located in the region. 

On the basis of these data, it is clear that of small and 
medium-sized companies have difficulty in implementing a 
portfolio management process by following the guidelines 
and practices described in the MPS.BR model. Thus, the 
goal of this work is to propose a flexible approach to 
portfolio management, which involves holding faster and 
more dynamic meetings that are mainly concerned with the 
interaction and commitment of those involved in the 
process. The project portfolio management process was 
chosen because according to Pinto et al. [11], its objectives 
are to optimize the portfolios of organizations and link 
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projects to strategies. In other words, it is an essential 
process for successful businesses, because it is aligned to 
the organizational strategy, business, mission and values. 

The Agile Manifesto is a set of practices that aims to 
guide the actions of agile teams, by keeping them focused 
on what really adds value to both the project and the client. 
Based on 12 principles, this manifesto is used as a guide for 
the agile activities of the projects teams, to maximize 
results. Its principles are as follows: value, flexibility, 
frequency, unity, motivation, communication, functionality, 
sustainability, review strategies, simplicity, organization 
and self-assessment. In general, the manifesto values are: its 
ability to allow people to interact with processes and tools, 
its working software for comprehensive documentation, 
customer collaboration in negotiating contracts, and its 
ability to respond to change by following a plan. On this 
basis, it was decided to work with agile methods, so that the 
project portfolio management process could be more 
interactive, and allow the staff to be more involved with the 
process. This was a means of ensuring faster and tangible 
results, and the team itself encouraged to execute the 
defined process. This required employing the process 
framework proposed in [12]. Thus, it was possible to carry 
out a mapping between this framework and the agile 
practices of the software project development and 
management. The agile methods used in the  mapping were: 
Scrum, eXtreme Programming (XP) and Adaptive Software 
Development (ASD). 

This paper is structured in the following way: Section 2 
examines the related work and outlines the background of 
this work. Section 3 describes the approach that is adopted 
to implement the project portfolio management with agile 
practices. Section 4 analyzes the expected results of this 
research, and Section 5 concludes the study with some final 
considerations. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
This section provides an overview of the project 

portfolio management in MR-MPS-SW and some related 
works. 

A. Project Portfolio Management in MR-MPS-SW 
 The importance of project portfolio management (GPP) 

for decision-making is underlined by the inclusion of this 
process in ISO / IEC 12207:2008 [9] and MPS.BR [10], 
which is particularly designed for the software lifecycle. 

Together with the reference model for software included 
in MPS.BR, which is called the Reference Model for the 
Software Process Improvement (MR-MPS-SW), the project 
portfolio management process has two goals: selecting the 
projects that will be carried out, and monitoring / evaluating 
these projects to ensure that they remain viable and adhere 
to the criteria for which they were approved. In addition, it 
is essential to “initiate and maintain projects that are 
necessary, sufficient and sustainable in order to meet the 
strategic objectives of the organization” [3]. 

This process has obtained investment and the 
appropriate organizational resources and has the authority to 
carry out the selected projects. It performs a continuous 

assessment of the projects to determine whether they justify 
continued investment, or should be redirected [10]. To 
achieve these goals, the process assumes there will be eight 
expected results: 

• GPP1 – The business opportunities, needs and 
investment are identified, qualified, prioritized and 
selected by objective criteria with regard to the 
strategic objectives of the organization, 

• GPP2 – The resources and budgets for each project 
are identified and allocated, 

• GPP3 - The responsibilities and authority for 
managing the projects are set out, 

• GPP4 - The portfolio is monitored with regard to 
the criteria, which were used for prioritization, 

• GPP5 - Actions to correct deviations in the portfolio 
and to prevent the detected problems from recurring 
are fully established, implemented and monitored, 

• GPP6 - Conflicts over resources between projects 
are handled and solved, in accordance with the 
criteria used for prioritization, 

• GPP7 – The projects that meet the requirements are 
kept together with the agreements that led to their 
approval and those that do not meet the 
requirements are redirected or canceled, 

• GPP8 - The situation with regard to the project 
portfolio is communicated to the stakeholders, at 
defined intervals or whenever the portfolio is 
changed. 

B. Related Work 
While carrying out this research a non-systematic 

literature review was conducted to find previous studies that 
have related themes to this work but none was found that 
discusses the question of whether practices by agile 
methods can be employed to implement portfolio 
management. However, these studies were analyzed to 
determine what support can be given by this research to the 
implementation of portfolio management. 

The main work, which was used as a reference-point for 
this research, was [12], which defined a process framework 
for software project portfolio management in accordance 
with the guidelines provided by the MPS.BR 
Implementation Guide, the ISO / IEC 12207 and the 
standard for PMI Portfolio Management. In addition, the 
author supplements this framework with recommendations 
drawn from the used models and technical literature 
regarding approaches to the implementation of their 
activities and tasks. 

Another work related to this area is the paper [13], 
which proposes RisAgi, an agile methodology that supports 
risk management in software development projects; in the 
context of the processes, PMBOK is included in the area of 
risk assessment. Some of the activities within the portfolio 
management include the identification and analysis of 
portfolio risks. Thus, this approach was adopted to support 
the implementation of these practices. 

Another work that was analyzed and that makes a 
contribution to the subject of this research is the work 
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presented in [14]. This paper based on the development of 
new products and in the case of software engineering 
literature, a case study that took place in three companies. 
This adopts an approach to the implementation of portfolio 
management in small product-oriented software companies, 
which involves analyzing their early experiences. 

The approach integrates the basic assets of portfolio 
management, such as strategic alignment, portfolio 
balancing and  “to go or not” decisions, in accordance with 
the pace of modern software development in small 
companies. This work was very useful because it showed 
the reality of that happens in small companies, which is the 
focus of this work. 

Finally we studied the work of Sbrocco and Macedo 
[15], which carries out a comparative study of features, 
applications and examples of the main paradigms, such as 
Scrum, XP, Feature Driven Development (FDD), ASD and 
Crystal methodologies, among other agile methods. This 
work provided a macro view of the most widely used 
current agile methods, to ensure that the best practices were 
chosen to assist in the implementation of agile portfolio 
management in small companies. 

One of the weaknesses of these studies is that they fail 
to deal with the project portfolio management in an 
integrated way or consider the benefits offered by agile 
methods. They do not demonstrate how agile principles can 
be applied within the portfolio management in a way that 
can facilitate the implementation of the process in 
organizations. 

On the positive side, the analysis of these works was 
used to support the construction of a solid knowledge base 
for this study. First, the portfolio management process was 
well understood, and then the agile methods were studied; a 
relationship was forged between them, resulting in the 
achievement of the goal of this research, which is to 
propose an agile portfolio management. 

III. AN APPROACH TO THE  IMPLEMENTATION OF PORTFOLIO 
MANAGEMENT BY MEANS OF AGILE PRACTICES 

In the context of agile methods, several models have 
been proposed, but the ones that will be used in this work 
are as follows: XP, ASD and Scrum [16]. These methods 
were chosen because their practices are compatible with the 
activities of project portfolio management. 

The XP is one of the best known and most widely used 
methods. It discusses iterative development and customer 
engagement at extreme levels. It advocates a number of 
good practices, such as the use of metaphors that have the 
power to convey complex ideas simply and clearly. In 
addition, it includes ideas of refactoring, release delivery, 
pair programming and the use of stories that are small cards 
where the customer writes the features that are required by 
the system. 

Another agile method used in this work was Scrum [16], 
which is also widely used in organizations that employ agile 
project management. In general, Scrum has three main parts 
in its model: roles, events and artifacts. It also has the 
following events: sprint, sprint planning meeting, daily 

meeting, sprint meeting and sprint retrospective and review 
meeting [17]. 

Each Sprint is divided into phases that use roles, events 
and artifacts to reach their ultimate goal, which was set for 
the customer. 

Finally, ASD practices were used, which are concerned 
with communication. Sprint also uses the code review to 
improve its quality and make more progress in learning. In 
addition, preliminary workshops are run to raise the high-
level requirements for the project; these requirements are 
outlined in detail along with the iterations. 

A. A Workflow for the Portfolio Management 
 A portfolio management framework was used for this 

project as proposed in [12]; the main phases of this are 
described in Fig. 1. 

Figure 1.    A Macro-workflow for the Portfolio Management 

The process framework includes activities, tasks and 
recommendations to define a process for software project 
portfolio management in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Project Portfolio Management 
process of ISO / IEC 12207 and the expected results of the 
Project Portfolio Management process included in the MR-
MPS-SW model. The framework is divided into phases, 
activities and tasks, which are defined as a set of good 
practices, and are arranged in a flowchart as proposed in 
Fig.1. The following phases are defined: 

• Planning: this is the stage for defining the 
guidelines of the project portfolio management 
process. It consists of the “Plan Portfolio 
Management” activity. Within this activity, the 
procedures and techniques used within the portfolio 
management process were defined, and range from 
using boards to defining the categories of the 
projects and the organization has resources, 

• Identification and Selection of Candidates 
Projects: the purpose of this phase is to attract new 
project opportunities for the “pre-selection” of 
projects with greater strategic potential for the 
organization. It consists of the “Identify New 
Proposals” and “Analyze Candidate Projects” 
activities. In this phase, projects are categorized, 
evaluated and selected. The projects are written on 
cards and placed in the CANVAS, 

• Portfolio Selection: this phase includes the project 
portfolio composition stage, which makes use of the 
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information from the “Identification and Selection 
of Candidates Projects” and “Monitoring the 
Portfolio Project” phases. It consists of the 
“Composing a Portfolio Project”. The activity of 
composing the portfolio project includes the 
following: prioritization and portfolio balancing, 
identification of expected results, identification and 
analysis of portfolio risks, approval of the portfolio 
and starting projects, 

• Monitoring the Portfolio: this phase is carried out 
constantly and involves monitoring the portfolio; in 
addition, it produces some information about the 
situation of the portfolio and its components for 
decision-making, balancing and the allocation of 
organizational resources. It involves the 
“Monitoring Portfolio” activity. In this activity, the 
burndown and burnup chart tools monitor the 
performance, by means of assessment indicators 
such as: risk probability, delivery, costs and 
development work. 

B. An Agile Approach 
The proposal of a framework for agile project portfolio 

management was based on the results obtained by mapping 
the 5 activities identified in the macro workflow and the 
agile practices that can be used in these activities. This 
required checking the compatibility of the agile practices for 
all the activities present in the macro workflow - a total of 
34 tasks for the project portfolio management. Some of the 
agile practices that can be used in each activity of the macro 
workflow are outlined in the subsection below. 

1) Activity 1: Planning and Portfolio Management 

In this activity, employed practices are that used in 
Scrum method; for example, the Planning Meeting used in 
Scrum. A preliminary workshop is run, which employs the 
ASD method to identify organizational goals and plan the 
portfolio management. 

2) Activity 2: Identifying New Proposals 

In this activity an example of agile practice that can be 
applied is derived from the Scrum and XP. The practice of 
writing “User Stories” is similar, because it was adopted in 
this approach to write projects on cards and to compose the 
portfolio. The stories and features are written with the aid of 
these methods. 

3) Activity 3: Analysis of Candidate Projects 

In this activity the Scrum practice of “Meeting the 
Product Owner” was used, as it will make it possible to 
evaluate the projects written on cards that will be carried out 
along with the portfolio management. 

4) Activity 4: Composing the Project Portfolio 

A technique was employed for carrying out this activity  
that involved writing “user stories” in Scrum. This practice 
was used to prioritize the projects and select the projects 
that make up the company’s portfolio. 

In addition to this practice, the “Review Meeting” will 
also be adopted. In Scrum, this meeting is held for the 
approval of each sprint (iteration) that is completed in the 
projects. In this research it can be adapted so that not only 
the modules can be approved but also the portfolio as a 
whole.  

Finally, the “Retrospective Meeting” practice in Scrum 
is used to record the lessons learned when developing the 
portfolio, and showing the strengths, weaknesses and 
improvements needed for the project portfolio. 

5) Activity5: Monitoring the Portfolio 

 The practice of using the Burndown chart is 
recommended for monitoring the portfolio and tracking the 
progress of the projects. The graph shows that there was a 
deviation from the plan and this deviation can be detected in 
the practice of the “Daily Meeting”. If any deviation from 
the plan is found, the “treatment actions” are turned into 
cards and are estimated like the others. The portfolio 
performance can be reported by images from the burndown 
chart or photos of periods in the project task board. 

C. The Evaluation of the Approach 
The evaluation of this work was initially carried out to 

check whether the activities that form the project portfolio 
management framework are compatible with the agile 
practices. This involved sending an expert in Software 
Quality and Process Improvement areas to obtain feedback 
about its evaluation and to give opinions or make 
suggestions about improvements. 

After the improvements have been made in the mapping 
on the basis of the appraiser’s experience, a set of 
guidelines was prepared on how to implement the 
improvements with agile practices was drawn up. The 
artifacts, events and roles were defined. As a result, the 
process of agile project portfolio management in an 
organization could be implemented and a case study will be 
conducted to determine its effectiveness and efficiency. 
This case study is underway in a Brazilian software 
development organization, and some metrics are being 
collected to assess how far these goals have been achieved. 
In the case study, we have already identified some factors 
such as the need to adjust the order of some of the 
framework activities to provide more mobility for the 
Process Portfolio Management. In addition, it is clear that 
there are benefits in using cards and putting a list of the 
activities carried out on the wall, to provide more 
transparency to the process. 

IV. EXPECTED RESULTS 
This paper sets out a model of project portfolio 

management to support small and medium-sized companies. 
By means of this model, we intend to offer a new 
alternative for organizations interested in process 
improvement or looking for an official evaluation of 
MPS.BR that can speed up and reduce the costs and time 
needed for process implementation. 

At the end of this work, we hope to make a contribution 
to this area of studies by means of the following: (1) a 
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mapping of project portfolio management practices 
underpinned by a framework based on models of quality 
standards and agile practices, (2) a proposal on how to 
implement the framework activities in an agile way, and (3) 
suggestions about the events, artifacts and roles involved in 
this process. 

The main distinguishing feature of this work is to 
propose a solution for the agile portfolio management based 
on the activities of a Brazilian region characterized by a 
limited adoption of quality models. Thus, the work provides 
knowledge and resources to help improve the local software 
process and also other small and medium-sized companies 
not located in this Brazilian region. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This study shows the importance of improving the 

process quality within organizations and how the portfolio 
management process has gained prominence in terms of 
quality models and standards. 

 A mapping of the portfolio management framework 
based on the expected results of the MR-MPS-SW and agile 
practices that are most widely used was carried out to assist 
organizations to implement this process. In addition to this 
mapping, a set of guidelines was recommended on how to 
implement all the agile portfolio management processes. 

Future work in this research area could involve carrying 
out an experiment through the use of an agile framework in 
a case study. This could be conducted in a software 
development organization to make comparisons about the 
situation of this organization before and after the 
implementation of the practices. This will be evaluate by us 
together with the members of the organization to ensure the 
necessary improvements are made in the framework so that 
it can be adapted to real situations faced by the 
organization. 
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Abstract—Software is usually going under many changes during
its life time cycle. Following up software changes and enhance-
ments is an essential process for many reasons: it increases the
complexity of software projects, and affects the software structure
and quality. Software visualization is considered as one of the
comprehensive techniques that developers make use of daily
in order to analyze and understand how the software evolves
and changes over time. To achieve this, developers use software
evolution visualization (SEV) tools, and face difficulties find-
ing/identifying the most suitable tool. The goal of this study is to
identify generic functional requirements for software visualization
tools, in order to help developers choose their tools based on the
supported features/requirements. The main focus is on tools that
target softwares’ evolution. The research methodology is based on
a systematic review that aims to summarize the current research
on software SEVs and to answer a question on “what are the main
functional requirements for software evolution visualization tools
that have been identified in the literature?” The most common
functional requirements and activities that have been identified in
this study are views, detailed-on-demand, filter, select, re-arrange,
and comparison.

Keywords–Evolution; Software Evolution Visualization; Tools.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software evolution is an essential topic in software engi-
neering and maintenance [1]. Software continually changes in
response to any changes in (1) the requirement, (2) environ-
ment to adapt new technology, and (3) to repair errors. With
increasing the size and complexity of the software systems,
following up the continual software changes is not an easy task.
Software engineers need to understand how software evolves
over time to keep the software operational with a high quality.
Also, this is necessary to present its state and to predict its
future development.

Software visualization is a powerful technique for software
comprehension by mapping different software aspects with
visual properties such as position, size, shape, and color [2][3].
It is shown that it can be effective to understand and analyze
software evolution. There are many SEV tools. Such tools
aim to visualize the version history of software systems by
visualizing history of the software artifact such as - source
code changes, test files, and documentation. No matter what
is the source of visualization or in what level (source code,
documentation, or other) it is implemented . These tools
have common requirements and functionalities, and have been

studied to extract a set of common functional requirements for
SEV tools.

Requirements identification is the base and the start point
for building any software project [4]. Also, it is important for
the construction of SEV tools. Each tool uses a different tech-
nique to represent different types of changes, have particular
advantages, and is facing different problems and challenges.

SEV tools usually deal with and process a huge amount
of data that is needed to visualize in order to follow software
changes and the impact of these changes [5]. A good user in-
terface design for SEV tools involves multiple user interaction
techniques which give users the ability to interact with and
represent data such as multiple views, select, filter and other
features, that can help to overcome challenges and increase
user’s satisfaction. Also, interaction techniques can affect the
quality of SEV tools by allowing higher flexibility and ex-
tensibility [6]. Studying such tools allows us to specify more
important features and functional requirements that increase
the users’ satisfaction, and humans’ understanding for software
evolution in specific.

The main goal of this study is to identify a list of generic
functional requirements for SEV tools. Defining requirements
for such tools can be used as an indicator to ensure if these
tools meet the quality attributes, enhance human perception,
and meet user’s expectations. Also, this study presents the
current state of such tools which represents the first step when
building a new SEV tool, and in defining the requirements for
the future.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follow.
Section II describes the research approach that have been
followed when conducting the review. Section III discusses
the functional requirements uncovered by this study. Section
IV provides a brief discussion. Finally, Section V presents the
future work and concludes the paper.

II. METHOD

To identify the functional requirements for the SEV tools,
we started our study by identifying a research question as
follows.

“What are the main functional requirements for the
software evolution visualization tools that have been identified
in the literature?”
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Then, we started to collect papers that have clear demon-
stration for the used features and interaction techniques. The
total of all surveyed papers is 39.

A list of all interaction techniques is introduced, then we
started to analyze the papers and summarize most common set
of techniques used.

Next, similar features are grouped (categorized) based on
what tasks they perform, and what are the goals from those
operations. Different interactions/features techniques are used
to perform similar tasks and similar goals.

During the analysis of the SEV tools, the focus was on what
important features that help developers to better understand
the software evolution process. For this reason, we focused on
what users achieve by using such operations rather than how.

III. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Following is a list of six functional requirements that have
been found common in most SEV tools (see Table I):

• Views: show different representation.
• Details-on demand: show more information/details.
• Filter and Search: show something conditionally.
• Select: marks something as point of interest.
• Re-arrangement: shows different arrangements of the

data sets (e.g. sort, cluster, and aggregate).
• Comparison: shows the differences between different

data sets.

TABLE I. MOST COMMON FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS.

Method/Functionality Ways to Visualize
Views

• Different Granularity Levels
• Increase Abstraction Level
• Dependencies & Relationships
• Others

Details-on-Demand
• Zoom
• Expand
• Mouse Cursor Hovers

Filter & Search
• Uses checkbox
• Change color, and change repre-

sentation

Select Select and highlight data sets.
Re-arrange Analyze changes in different ways such as

aggregate, cluster and sort.
Comparison Comparing changes that occur from time to

time, and between different software versions.

A. Views: to show different representation
SEV tools provide different visual representations of the

target software history (e.g. different colors, size, and shapes
with animation). Multiple views is an effective technique that
helps software engineers to understand how different parts of
the software evolved and changed in different perspectives. It
provides flexibility to analyst to directly find views that fit their
goals.

Multiple views are used in SEV tools to show how changes
occur in different ways as the following:

• In different granularity levels of the system: an
example of multiple views is provided by Xie et
al. who define multiple views of the data history
changes at different granularity levels (e.g. system
level, file(class) level, method level, and line level)
by supporting navigation within views [7].

• To increase abstraction level: the DEVis [8] tool uses
multiple windows/views to increase the abstraction
level. When a part or icon is selected a more detailed
window appears.

• Clear insight about dependencies and relation-
ships: using different representations which provide
the user with a clear insight about dependencies and
relationships between software artifacts, and to iden-
tify which parts of the project are changed together
(see ChronoTwigger [9]).

• Different types of visualization (chart with his-
togram): multiple views can be used to represent how
data changed (e.g. charts with histogram), in order to
give insight into evolutionary trends and phenomena
governing software growth (see SEANet tools [10],
AniMatrix [11]). They help to give users with the
ability to navigate/travel/fly within views by selecting
or clicking a specific node.

B. Details-on-Demand: Show More Information and Details.
Most SEV tools provide users with the ability to get more

details when needed about the presented data such as: number
of revisions in a specific date, type of changes occurred,
and number of nodes in a specific version. User interaction
techniques used to get more details are (1)Zooming (Zoom-
in, Zoom-out), (2)Expand, and (3)Mouse Cursor Hovers over
a data item. Using zoom-out users can change scale of data
overview for large data sets, or decrease it using zoom-in to
get detailed view for small data sets [12]. Examples such as
(AniMatri [11], SEANet [10], and DEVis [8]).

C. Filter and Search: Show Something Conditionally.
Filter used in SEV tools which allows users to control the

displayed data based on a specific condition (query), where
users specify conditions or ranges (e.g. based on type, range
of specific duration time, or another criteria). Only the data that
satisfy the condition is presented and the other data is hidden
from the view or shown in a different way or different color.
ClonEvol [13] uses checkbox to filter by node’s type (attribute,
class, and file), and by type of operation (add, delete, modi-
fied). ChronoTwigger [9] allows to show only the node(file)
that have co-change/changed within selected timespan, and
hides nodes that do not have any change event. Filter is used in
AniMatrix [11], that allows users to control data presented in
history navigator, is using filter by interface name or by type
of coupling in order to show classes that have been changed
over time, and to show different types of coupling. From the
above, it appears that user interaction techniques implemented
in most of the SEV tools are: checkbox, change color, and
change representation.

D. Select: Mark Something as Point of Interest.
SEV tools which provide users with the ability to select

data sets and highlight them, to facilitate, follow up, and track
how large data changed and evolved over time, and to identify
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locations of more important data that have co-change or most
impact change. ChronoTwigger [9] allows users to select a
node or set of nodes on the 2D visualization to highlight the
set of corresponding/related nodes in 3D view.

E. Re-arrangement: Show Different Arrangement of Data Sets.

SEV tools which provide users with the ability to change
the way of representation of software entities in new arrange-
ments, and group it in different perspectives. Re-arrangement
allow developers to analyze changes in different ways such
as aggregate, cluster, and sort. Storyline tool allows users
to aggregate developer in one large clusters, and connects
everyone to everyone else [14]. iVIS [15] allows to re-arrange
the entity layout of the visualizations by selecting software
entities and dragging them around. This allows the developers
to analyze co-changes between selected entities in different
groups, and can give more attentions for a specific entity by
the developer.

F. Comparison: Show the Differences Between Different Data
Sets.

Comparing changes that occur from time to time, and be-
tween different software versions is an essential requirement in
the SEV tools, that helps developers to analyze the differences
between software versions and to identify the state of the
system. Some tools provide comprehensive techniques in the
single view using color and animation.

Comparison mode used in eCITY tool [16] which allows
to compare between two different dates by using animation,
and sequentially insert the new components. This allows users
to compare the states of specific dates side by side. Salamanca
et al. [17] present a tools that provides a software structures
view, and allows a side-by-side comparison of the evolving
package or class hierarchy structures from the selected project
revisions in circular timeline. Other examples appear in [18]
and [19].

G. Other Requirements

Following is a list of requirements mentioned by re-
searchers but not commonly used.

• Source code presentation: which gives users the ability
to access the underling source code [11][17][21].

• Panning [11]22], Brushing, Collapse [22][23], manip-
ulate [9][22], move up and down [8][18][24].

The SEV tools can be divided into two categories. The
categorization is based on the (1)type of visualization that is
used (at which level such as Artifacts and Structure Evolution),
and (2)method to represent the techniques used to visualize
the software evolution (See Figure 1). Figure 1 shows that
the visualization tools are categorized either based on the
type of visualization they support (eg. visualizing software
artifacts and structure) or the methods of visualization (eg.
views, filters, comparison, etc.).

This study does not pay attention to what are the used types
of SEV tools. The main focus is on getting generic functional
requirement to guide all users either researchers, developers, or
maintainers to better understand software’s evolution process.

Figure 1. Classification of SEV Tools.

IV. DISCUSSION

It is difficult to find all interaction technique used in
the SEV tools. The proposed functional requirements for the
SEV tools are defined based on features supported in most
of the existing tools. The supported features can help users
to better understand software changes and evolution. This
section discusses more issues about the proposed functional
requirements.

Interactive facilities provided to the user are essential to the
quality of the SEV tools. They support higher flexibility and
extensibility [6], where users not only can see information but
also can interact with it to reduce the effort needed for better
understanding, and supports the ability to faster change context
of information as needed in powerful ways.

Different visual attributes such as color, animation and
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different shape “way of representation” are used by SEV
tools requirements to enrich user interface and increase user
satisfaction. Also, animation is used to enable to analyze large
information in a usable way. It allows to compare instances
sequentially, show dependencies between software artifacts.
Also, it illustrates dynamic behaviors for software evolution.

Some interaction techniques are used in the SEV tools
to fulfill the user’s multiple intents, and it is possible to fit
more than one requirement/feature in the tool. For example,
comparison features are intended to show differences between
specific data sets; filters feature helps users to compare their
data sets, the re-arrange feature allows to compare two groups,
and the multiple views feature allows users to compare be-
tween different views of the software. Also, multiple views
are used to increase the abstraction level in order to give users
the ability to get more details as needed.

We believe that the proposed generic functional
requirements for SEV tools is useful and has several
advantages. First, they can be used as a first step when
building new SEV tools, and in order to examine whether
they meet users’ needs. Second, they can be used to understand
what are the user’s needs, and help to find new techniques
that might help to better understand the software evolution
process.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This research project identifies generic functional
requirements for the software evolution visualization tool by
studying the existing literature. The main goal for identified
requirement for software evolution visualization tool is to find
more essential requirements that help all stockholder to better
understand the software evolution process. The six reported
functional requirements are: views, which provide multiple
representations for changes in different granularity level,
different version, for different type of artifact; detailed-on
demand requirements provide the user with more information
than needed such as number of revisions, number of nodes in
a specific version, and so on, by mouse hover and zoom-in,
zoom-out operation; filter and search which has the ability
to change data presented based on specific condition( e.g.
a developer that wants to analyze changes that occur in
a specific time stamp and hide the other changes). Select
requirements give the user the ability to mark specific things
as needed. Re-arrange feature is considered as a good way
to group presented data in different perspectives by sorting
or clustering. Finally, Comparison is the last suggested
requirement in this study. It gives the user the ability to make
comparisons, and allows them to notice differences between
software versions for different types of entities in different
level.

Further study can be performed in the future in order to
expand our list of functional requirements. Also, the study
can be extended to gather feedback from developers, and
domain experts which helps to identify a list of non-functional
requirements for the SEV tools. This can help developers and
designers to build a generic software quality model for such
tools.
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Abstract— The authors have developed a network system in a 
national university hospital based on Fiber-To-The-Desktop 
(FTTD), which is a network architecture that has a star 
network topology. This paper describes backgrounds from 
which the hospital required the FTTD-based network system 
and issues that the authors faced in development of the 
network system. Moreover, this paper evaluates effects of their 
FTTD-based system and discusses advantages and 
disadvantages of FTTD, based on the authors’ experiences of 
both development and administration of the network system. 

Keywords-FTTD; network system; national university 
hospital. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Recently, a lot of large hospitals including university 
hospitals introduce various information systems to assist 
medical care services ranging from administration of 
patients’ healthcare records to accounting service [1][2]. 
Consequently, network systems, which are base of the 
hospital information systems, have become large and 
complex. The reason why the network systems have grown 
is not only the growth of the server systems of hospital 
informations systems but also diversification of devices that 
medical staffs employ. Today medical staffs use multiple 
information terminal devices ranging from desktop 
computers to smart phone everywhere in hospitals to input 
and view information for medical services. Since this 
tendency continues for the foreseeable future, network 
systems of hospitals will grow increasingly large.  

The growth of scale and complexity of a network system 
increases in not only the cost of the system development, but 
also the burden of both operation and maintenance of the 
system. Therefore, it is important to keep performance of the 
network system without making the system complex. 

Fiber-To-The-Desktop (FTTD) is known as a network 
system architecture to reduce risks and costs of maintenance 
by simplifying the structure of the network system itself by 
eliminating intermediate network switches. However, it 
seems that FTTD has seldom been publicly evaluated its 
advantages and disadvantages from practical viewpoints, 
with real development of FTTD-based network systems. 
Therefore, this paper describes backgrounds from which a 
university hospital required a FTTD-based network system, 
issues that the authors faced in development of the network 
system, effects of the FTTD-based system, and advantages 
and disadvantages of FTTD from practical viewpoints, based 
on the authors' experiences of development and 
administration of the FTTD-based large scale network 
system in the university hospital. 

In order to develop the FTTD-based network system, the 
authors employed the standard development framework of 
information systems in software engineering. The framework 
consists of (i) requirements analysis for the FTTD-based 
system, (ii) specification of the system based on the 
requirements, (iii) implementation of the system based on the 
specification and (iv) evaluation of the system based on the 
original requirements. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. 
Section II briefly explains FTTD. Section III takes for 
example a university hospital, and describes backgrounds 
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from which the hospital required FTTD. Section IV takes the 
development of a FTTD-based large-scale network system in 
the university hospital, and describes issues that the authors 
faced in the development of the network system and how 
they addressed the issues. Section V evaluates effects of the 
FTTD-based network system and describes advantages and 
disadvantages of FTTD based on both development and 
administration of the system. The last section presents 
conclusions. 

II. BRIEF EXPLANATION OF FTTD 

Fiber-To-The-Desktop (FTTD) is a network system 
architecture that has a star network topology [3][4] (Fig. 1). 
A star network topology has the central part that controls 
data (packets or datagrams) and multiple terminals which 
are attached to servers, client computers and so forth. In this 
paper, the central part above is called “the central control 
part”, and the terminals above are called “terminal parts”. In 
FTTD, each terminal part is connected to the central control 
part by a fiber cable (in many cases, an optical fiber cable). 

 
Figure 1. Network topology of FTTD 

The main feature of FTTD is that an FTTD-based 
network system has no network switch that relays data 
between the central control part and a terminal part, and 
hence, the structure of FTTD is very simple. Typical 
advantages of FTTD by virtue of its simple structure are 
reliability and expandability. The feature that FTTD has no 
intermediate switches and simple structure reduces 
opportunities where failure risks occur in the network 
system. This enhances reliability of an FTTD-based network 
system. On the other hand, in many cases, the fiber cable 
between the central control part and each terminal part is 
made to have not lower than 1Gbps data rate, which makes 
it possible to connect computers or devices which require 
more traffic data to the network system. This indicates that 
FTTD has high expandability. 

As a typical disadvantage of FTTD, this network 
architecture requires higher development costs [4]. The 
issue will be again described in Section IV. 

III. BACKGROUND FROM WHICH A UNIVERSITY 

HOSPITAL REQUIRES FTTD 

One of the authors' missions is development and 
administration of the network system in a national university 

hospital at which the authors work. When the authors 
designed a network system of the hospital that became fully 
operational on September 2015, they chose FTTD as the 
network architecture of the main part of the network system. 
In this section, in order to clarify significance of FTTD, the 
objectives that should be accomplished by developing the 
network system are described, as follows. 

Integration of diversified network systems in the 
hospital: A university hospital consists of a lot of 
departments. Each department has a certain level of self-
government or process which the staff in the department 
perform tasks according to. Moreover, each department has 
its own budget by which its own information systems are 
independently introduced, and some of which require 
additional network systems. Therefore, some small network 
systems are independently developed for a particular 
department in the hospital. However, when such small 
network systems are connected to the main network system 
of the whole hospital remaining the small systems not 
controlled by the administrators of the main network, various 
problems including network failure and decline of network 
performance sometimes happen. Therefore, such small 
network systems should be developed and operated in 
accordance with the guideline or governance of the whole 
hospital. To this ends, the main network should provide 
unified network environment to each department, on which 
the staffs in the department can develop their information 
systems. 

Strengthening of fault tolerance: With increasing 
network devices to that client computers, instruments that 
need the network system, other network devices including 
small network hubs and so forth can be connected, the risk of 
network failure also increases by wrong connecting to the 
network devices. Moreover, as a network system becomes 
large, it becomes harder to specify the failure point and to 
address the point when a failure occurs. Therefore, it needs 
to develop the network system in that a failure seldom occurs 
and even if such a failure occurs one can specify the failure 
point and cope with it easily. 

Strengthening of usability: In recent years, there have 
been increased opportunities that medical staffs use various 
devices and computers to input and/or view patients' 
healthcare records including vital data and ordering data for 
patients everywhere in the hospital. Thus, there is a growing 
need to assist users to access network systems from wherever 
in the hospital they need for their tasks. 

In the following sections, the authors describe how the 
objectives are accomplished by FTTD. 

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF FTTD-BASED NETWORK SYSTEM 

IN A UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL 

In 2015, the authors developed a large-scale network 
system in our university hospital. The network system 
consists of three sub-network systems: the first sub-network 
system is the main part of the whole network system, which 
is based on FTTD-architecture; the second and third sub-
network systems are developed on traditional tree 
architecture. The three sub-network systems are connected 
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by a big L3-layer switch that we call the "core-switch" (Fig. 
2). 

This paper focuses on the first sub-network system, 
which the authors call "FTTD-system". In the following sub-
sections, this paper describes main issues that the authors 
faced when they developed the sub-network system and how 
they addressed the issues. 

A. Development of a Large-Scale FTTD-Based Network 
System 

The FTTD-system is required to have about 1200 
terminal parts and considerably large. Thus, from a financial 
viewpoint, it is not easy to develop the central control part of 
the FTTD-system by employing a single network switch 
directly. Therefore, the authors focused on a box-type 
network switch from Alaxala Networks Corporation, which 
is one of AX3800S series network switches. Here, the 
authors call it an "FTTD-switch".  

This switch has advantages that it has 40 ports to which 
optical fiber cable can be attached despite its height with 
only 1U size, and it has sufficient switching capacity. 
Moreover, these switches can be connected to each other by 
10Gbps cables that are called "directly attached cables" and 
that are relatively reasonable. The authors procured 35 
FTTD-switches, and grouped them into 5 groups. Each 
group of FTTD-switches, which consists of 7 FTTD-
switches, has a ring network topology in which each FTTD-
switch connected to each other by four or two 10Gbps 
directly attached cables (Fig. 2). Moreover, each group of 

FTTD-switches is connected to the core-switch by four SR-
cables that are 10Gbps optical fiber cables (Fig. 2). Thus, the 
authors constructed a large scale central control part that has 
1260 downlink ports. 

Moreover, the authors aggregated each pair of the 
10Gpbs cables above and duplicated all parts of the core-
switch. Thus, the central control part is constructed not to 
stop even if every part breaks down as far as the failure point 
is single. 

B. Reduction of Development Cost and Space 

It is a typical issue that the cost to develop a FTTD-based 
network system often becomes expensive. In the authors' 
case too, the issue to reduce the cost was not negligible. The 
cost issue of FTTD can be classified into the following three 
issues: (i) the cost of the central control part, (ii) the costs of 
parts and (iii) the cost of cable wiring. Here, a "part" above 
mainly denotes a media convertor, that is used to connect an 
optical fiber cable with a copper (metal) cable, or a small 
form-factor pluggable (SFP) transceiver, that is a module 
attached to a port in a network switch to connect fiber cable 
with the network switch. Moreover, the authors realized that 
it was also a considerable issue to reduce the size of the 
central control part. For example, if the authors chose media 
convertors to connect 1200 optical fiber cables with the 
central control part, they would need a space to set 1200 
media convertors and their electric power supplies.

 
Figure 2. Architecture of FTTD-system 
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To reduce the cost of network switches that compose the 

central control part and to reduce the size of it, the authors 
chose network switches of AX3800S series from Alaxala 
network Corporation as FTTD-switches. The FTTD-switches 
have 40 ports to which optical fiber cables can be attached 
via SFP transceivers per 1U. Moreover, they are relatively 
reasonable, compared with chassis-type network switches 
that have the same density of ports as the FTTD-switches. 

On the other hand, the authors could not reduce the costs 
of (ii) and (iii) in the first paragraph of this subsection. 
Especially, it took considerable cost to have optical fiber 
cables installed. However, it is partly legitimate that the cost 
of cable wiring is expensive, since optical fiber cables are 
longer-term resources than network equipments, and since 
sooner or later many hospitals will need fiber cables in the 
near future. 

C. Development of Authentication Infrastructure 

To realize integrated network systems, it is incomplete 
only to improve the network topology. That is, the network 
system also should have the capability to prevent users from 
adding their own network systems without permission or 
from attaching unexpected equipments to the network system. 
Therefore, the authors developed an authorization 
infrastructure in their FTTD-system. More specifically, they 
constructed a server that administers mac addresses of 
equipments that are admitted to be connected to the FTTD-
system and VLAN identification numbers (VLAN-IDs) 
corresponding to the mac addresses. This server prevents any 
equipment with mac address unregistered from being 
connected to the FTTD-system. Moreover, when an 
equipment with mac address registered in the server is 
connected to the FTTD-system, the server configures the 
setting for VLAN for the equipment in accordance with the 
VLAN-ID corresponding to the mac address. Thus, the user 
of the equipment above can use it wherever in the area that is 
indicated by the VLAN-ID. 

To ensure information security, it is quite insufficient to 
restrict equipments to connect to the network system only by 
their mac addresses. In fact, the way to collect mac addresses 
that are registered in the server and to fake them is well 
known (for example, see [5]). However, just for preventing 
staffs in the hospital from connecting non-admitted 
equipments with the network system, the restriction based on 
mac addresses is effective at least partly, since staffs should 
hesitate in explicitly violating information security guideline 
as well as faking mac addresses. 

V. EVALUATION OF FTTD 

This section describes effects of FTTD architecture from 
two viewpoints, and discusses advantages and disadvantages 
of FTTD based on the authors' experiences of development 
and administration of their FTTD-based network system. 

A. Evaluation of The FTTD-System Through Observing Its 
Structure 

Before developing the FTTD-system, several 
departments that have their own information systems 

constructed their own network systems independently and 
often connected them to the main network system. When the 
authors developed the new FTTD-based network system, 
they clarified and integrated the small network systems as 
many as possible. They broadened the unified network 
system and simplified the structure based on FTTD 
architecture. As a result, they obtained a network system that 
has considerably good visibility. 

Visibility of a network system is useful not only in 
learning the structure of the system, but also in determining 
the cause of the failure when a failure occurs in the network 
system. For example, the authors faced a network failure due 
to a malfunction of a control device of access points. Since 
any equipment did not present its malfunction explicitly, it 
was not easy to completely determine the cause of the failure 
though they predicted a malfunction of one of the control 
devises in an early stage. However, due to simplification of 
the network system, it did not take long time for the authors 
to eliminate the possibility of other equipments' malfunctions. 
As a result, they could focus on the control device and begin 
checking it in detail early on. 

B. Evaluation Through Observing Log Data 

One of the main objectives from which the authors 
developed the FTTD-system was to reduce the number of 
network failures due to connecting a non-admitted 
equipment to the network system. A typical problem of the 
failures above was a network loop problem, which is also 
called a switching loop problem. Thus, the authors looked at 
log data that FTTD-switches have output since the starting 
day of operating the FTTD-system. More specifically, they 
first inspected the number of records of network loop 
problems among log data of FTTD-switches for 242 days 
between the starting day of operating the FTTD-system and 
today. As a result, 4 loop problems were detected. 

The authors next inspected how the problems were 
resolved. By inspecting log data, it was confirmed that, in 
every case in the four problems, the terminal part that 
contained the failure point of the loop was cut off by the 
FTTD-switch immediately after detecting the loop problem. 
Each terminal part is attached by a media convertor that is 
attached by a computer or a small switch that is attached by 
several access points (cf. Fig. 2). Every terminal part 
attached by a media convertor is set at a location that is easy 
for network administrators to check, while every terminal 
part attached by access points is isolated from users. 
Moreover, network administrators can immediately identify 
the location of every terminal part. Therefore, even if a user 
raises a loop problem, network administrators can detect the 
problem point and remove it immediately by checking log 
data from FTTD-switches. In fact, in any case in the four 
loop problems, it did not take long time to resolve the 
problem. Thus, it can be concluded that it enhanced fault 
tolerance of the network system to introduce FTTD as the 
base architecture of the system. 
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C. Advantages and disadvantages of FTTD 

In this subsection, the authors discuss advantages and 
disadvantages of FTTD based on their experiences described 
in the previous sections. In Section II, they described 
reliability and expandability as typical advantages of FTTD. 
For reliability, the authors explained it as fault tolerance 
against network failures in Section IV. On the other hand, in 
the case of the authors' FTTD-system, every terminal part to 
which a user can attach his/her equipment is located at the 
place near the working place so that both of users and 
network administrators can easily check what is attached to 
the terminal part. Moreover, by administering mac addresses 
of equipments that are admitted to connect to the network 
system and VLAN-IDs corresponding to the mac addresses, 
the FTTD-system provides each admitted equipment an 
adequate network. Thus, while both of users and 
administrators recognizing conditions of the network system, 
they can connect their equipments to it. This implies that the 
FTTD-system enhances expandability as well as reliability. 

As a typical disadvantage of FTTD, one can consider the 
development cost of an FTTD-based network system. 
Actually, as described in Section III.B, the FTTD-system 
required considerable costs of FTTD-switches, parts (media 
convertors and SFP modules) and wiring cables. 

The authors learned another issue of FTTD from their 
experience of administration of the FTTD-switch. That is 
that SFP modules in FTTD-switches have malfunctions 
frequently. This is partly understandable because the central 
control part consists of a lot of FTTD-switches which have a 
lot of SFP modules in high density which are considerably 
accurate. Therefore, it will be required to develop a 
framework that includes a know-how or a guideline to 
effectively and promptly cope with a failure due to a 
malfunction of a parts in the FTTD-system. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

This paper described backgrounds from which a national 
university hospital required a large scale network system 
based on a network architecture called "Fiber-To-The-
Desktop (FTTD)", and issues that the authors faced in 
development of a FTTD-based network system. Moreover, to 

evaluate the FTTD-based system, this paper inspected 
records of network loop problems in log data in the FTTD-
system and how the authors resolved failures including the 
loop problems above, and discussed advantages and 
disadvantages of FTTD architecture based on the authors' 
experiences of both development and administration of the 
FTTD-based system. The evaluation shows that the FTTD-
system partly enhanced reliability and expandability of the 
network system. 

On the other hand, this paper described issues that the 
FTTD-system required high costs in development and 
maintenance of it. It will need to develop a framework to 
maintenance a lot of parts in the FTTD-system.  

All data in a FTTD-based network system go through the 
central control part. It is useful to analyze such log data for 
investigation into the causes of network failure and security 
problem and for preparation for addressing such problems. 
Thus, the authors' next objective will be to develop a 
mechanism for the maintenance all log data collectively at 
the central control part. 
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Abstract— Development of Health Information Systems (HIS) 

based on dual models allows modifications and extensions to be 

conducted in the layer of archetypes, reducing dependencies on 

software developers and on system development tools. 

However, the literature on HIS has paid little attention to 

modeling tools that build conceptual data schemes based on 

dual models and archetypes. This paper proposes a metamodel 

to represent healthcare concepts and their relationships whose 

instance is seen as a set of analysis patterns because they are 

useful to more than a single domain and is a dual conceptual 

schema based on reusable archetypes. The development of a 

novel Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) 

modeling tool is discussed, which is called ArcheERCASE, is 

based on the metamodel proposed, helps Database (DB) 

designers in the modeling of HIS applications and enables the 

reuse of archetypes and the reuse of ArcheERCASE 

conceptual data schemas. Finally, to illustrate the key features 

and advantages of the proposed model, an ArcheER 

conceptual schema built for a real legacy system is discussed. 

Keywords-Archetypes; Database related software; conceptual 

data modeling; E-health related software. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The software architecture for HIS proposed by the Open 
Electronic Health Record (openEHR) foundation aims at 
developing an open and interoperable computational 
platform for the health domain [1]. This architecture 
separates the demographic characteristics of patients and 
information from the Electronic Health Records (EHR) 
(called information level) from the constraints and standards 
associated with the clinical data of a specific domain (called 
knowledge level). The dual modeling is the separation 
between information and knowledge of the openEHR 
architecture for HIS.  

Currently, traditional database modeling techniques, in 
which both information and knowledge are represented 
together in a single level schema, are used in the 
development of many HIS applications [2]. However, HIS 
must handle a large number of concepts that often change or 
are specialized after a short period of time and consequently, 
HIS based on such techniques are expensive to maintain and 
usually have to be quickly replaced. Therefore, dual 
modeling approaches to provide conceptual schemas of two-
level data (i.e., information and knowledge) are essential. At 
the first level of the dual modeling, data have no semantics, 
i.e., their meanings are unknown, and only the data types 
chosen to represent them are known. The second level 

consists of domain-driven definitions represented as 
archetypes and provided by domain specialists at runtime.  

Several studies aimed at validating the use of openEHR 
specifications in the building of EHR of healthcare 
applications have been described in the literature [3][4]. 
However, we identified the lack of appropriate computer 
tools for supporting the dual modeling of conceptual 
database schemas to provide an understanding about the 
problem domain through the concepts of archetypes. This is 
useful to DB designers in the selection of which archetypes 
of a given repository satisfy the application needs. Also, the 
importance of building conceptual data schemas for database 
applications has been acknowledged for several decades 
because conceptual schemas provide an abstraction of data 
requirements and help in the validation of user requirements 
by facilitating the communication between users and DB 
designers. 

In this paper, we propose a metamodel that describes a 
set of EHR concepts useful for the design of conceptual 
schemas of HIS applications. This metamodel contains a set 
of abstract classes that represent clinical care, knowledge 
data, patient demographic information and administrative 
data of a health service provider organization.  The instances 
of these classes are seen as a set of analysis patterns because 
they may be useful to more than a single healthcare domain 
and compose conceptual data schemas of HIS applications. 

Another contribution of this paper is a CASE modeling 
tool, called ArcheERCASE, for helping DB designers in the 
modeling of HIS applications. This tool is based on the 
ArcheER metamodel proposed here and aimed at: (i) 
providing users with dual modeling constructors to ensure 
the modeling of unique EHR, (ii) exploiting the advantages 
of archetypes of the openEHR specifications to facilitate 
interoperability among HIS, (iii) using concepts of analysis 
patterns to enable the reuse of archetyped conceptual 
schemas in different healthcare applications and (iv) 
providing graphic interface features to guarantee the sharing 
of archetypes by importing them from the openEHR public 
repository and exporting them in Extensible Markup 
Language (XML) format. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II lists the 
basic concepts used throughout the article.  Section III 
contains a metamodel for the specification of archetyped and 
reusable conceptual schemas, the main features of our 
ArcheERCASE modeling tool and examples of application 
of this tool to illustrate how archetypes and analysis patterns 
are reused and shared among different healthcare 
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applications. Section IV describes the main difficulties 
encountered in modeling HIS with the use of traditional 
approaches and the advantages of modeling HIS using the 
ArcheER. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and 
highlights future work. 

II. THE DUAL MODELING AND ARCHETYPES 

In this section, we describe the main concepts that are 

essential to understand our ArcheERCASE proposal. In 

Section A, the definition of archetypes is given, while 

Section B outlines the main issues related to analysis 

patterns. Finally, Section C describes the related works. 

A. Archetypes 

The main feature of a dual model is the representation of 
data based on archetypes. Archetypes denote a formal model 
and a reusable domain concept [5]. Thus, if information is 
represented as archetypes, it can be shared and extended to 
be used in many different application areas. Archetypes 
allow HIS to be built based on specific formalisms of health 
area, promote semantic interoperability of data and adapt to 
changes and developments in the health field. 

The development of computer systems based on dual 
models allows modifications and extensions (evolution of 
clinical concepts) to be conducted in the layer of archetypes, 
reducing dependencies on software developers and on 
development tools for computer systems. Alterations and 
extensions are carried out by means of templates. Templates 
represent user interaction models to group and extend 
archetypes [6]. The archetypes can be described in 
Archetype Definition Language (ADL) [7] or XML.   

B. Analysis Patterns  

Reuse mechanisms may help less experienced DB 
designers through the reuse of software components by 
patterns definitions.  Analysis  patterns  is  a  pattern  
category,  which  is  seen as a  reuse  mechanism  in the 
requirement analysis and conceptual modelling areas [8]. In 
fact, according to [8], analysis patterns is defined as a group 
of concepts applied to the modeling of domains of problems, 
i.e., to a single domain or multiple domains, being useful to 
the reuse of knowledge specified by another designer. 

In this paper, analysis pattern is used for obtaining the 
reuse of part of a conceptual data schema or of the entire 
conceptual scheme of data. Also, the concept of analysis 
patterns is applied to our work to enable the reuse of a 
specific modeling constructor of a given conceptual schema 
or the reuse of openEHR archetypes stored in public domain 
repositories. To the best of our knowledge, the literature on 
CASE modeling tools and studies about the development of 
healthcare systems have paid little attention to these issues. 

C. Related Works and Motivation  

As indicated in [4], an archetype minimizes the problems 
of modeling heterogeneity of EHR data and facilitates the 
standardization of terminologies and constraints for a given 
health care sector. Several research projects and many 
applications have been developed from the concept of 

archetypes [1][3]. However, some authors exposed the lack 
of tools and methodologies that would have helped in 
modeling archetypes in a database [5][9]. This paper points 
out that the difficulty in applying the openEHR concepts to a 
given problem domain for enabling the two-level data 
modeling is due to the lack of a methodology to express 
which are the data requirements requested by users and how 
these might be modeled. 

The main goal of such tool is to provide application 

designers with computer support to assist in the database 

modeling activities of healthcare applications based on 

Archetypes and analysis patterns. 

III. THE ARCHEER CASE TOOL 

ArcheERCASE is a computational modeling tool that 
builds conceptual data schemes based on the dual modeling 
[9]. For the development of this tool, concepts concerning 
three-layered architectures, analysis patterns and reverse 
engineering were used. The first concept allowed the 
separation among the presentation, business and data layers, 
while analysis patterns was used in the provision of the 
ArcheERCASE functionality that allows the reuse of an 
entire conceptual scheme or of the instance of a specific 
modeling constructor chosen by the DB designer at runtime. 
Finally, the concept of reverse engineering [10] was applied 
to interpret the openEHR archetypes specified in XML 
language, by drawing their main features and converting 
them into instances of valid modeling constructors of the 
ArcheERCASE tool. 

A. The ArcheER Metamodel  

The ArcheERCASE tool enables the creation of diagrams 
containing the constructors and stereotypes suggested by the 
openEHR specifications. From this diagram the user can 
create its conceptual schema, which supports the class types 
shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1.  ArcheER Metamodel 
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Fig. 1 illustrates the ArcheER metamodel specified in the 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) notation [11]. The 
Composition class represents the metadata of a conceptual 
schema created by ArcheERCASE and is composed of 
several sections. A Section is the context (e.g., Emergency, 
Urgency) of a given health field being modeled. 
ArcheERCASE organizes the modeling constructors of each 
section in hierarchical structures. The class EHR Party 
expresses the types of information found in EHR and 
modeled by ArcheERCASE, which are comprised of 
modeling constructors of the classes Clinical Care, 
Demographic and Administrative. The Clinical Care class 
denotes all information related to types of assistance and to 
clinical care given to the patient. The Demographic class 
models information about individuals, groups, organizations 
or software agents, while the class Administrative represents 
administrative and operational data of a hospital 
organization. 

In addition to constructors for the modeling of EHR, 
ArcheERCASE has a support for reuse to enable the further 
use of an archetype specified previously by another designer. 
The class Archetypes_Repository represents archetypes of 
public domain repositories that are available and can be 
incorporated into a conceptual scheme of ArcheERCASE. 
Note that any redesigned archetype is embedded into a 
section created a priori by the DB designer.  

The class Data Structure represents the types of 
attributes used by ArcheERCASE to specify the information 
of EHR, and is specialized by the classes ItemStructure and 
convetionalAttribute. The first class expresses the attributes 
(called generic data structures) of archetyped entities (called 
archetypes), i.e., entities that model clinical care records of 
patients (e.g., Clinical Care, Demographic and Knowledge 
entities). The class ConvetionalAttribute denotes attributes of 
the type of entity Administrative, i.e., operational 
information of a service organization in health. For each 
attribute of an archetyped entity, a data type must be given 
together with the corresponding terminology and constraints, 
if any. Thus, the class Data Type models the data types 
specified for each attribute, while the classes Constraints and 
Knowledge represent respectively, the constraints and 
knowledge associated with each attribute of an EHR being 
modeled. Note that knowledge data is given by a domain 
specialist and can be a health terminology, an internal 
vocabulary code or any information of free knowledge. 

B. The System Prototype Architecture 

The architecture of a software must have the following 
components [10]: (i) a layer of user interface, (ii) a 
management layer for handling objects and business rules, 
and (iii) a data storage layer. Fig. 2 illustrates the software 
architecture proposed for ArcheERCASE.  

The application layer is responsible for all the 
functionality of user interaction, providing a set of libraries 
designed to standardize any graphic environment, and giving 
the user a better usability. 

 

Figure 2.  ArcheER Case Architecture 

The layer of validation and reuse is responsible for 
validating all constraints of the ArcheER data model, and is 
in charge of checking all control structures of the source 
code and of authenticating all access information to the data 
layer.  Also, the intermediate layer is responsible for 
providing conversion mechanisms from the openEHR 
archetypes to conceptual schemas of ArcheERCASE. The 
data layer provides all the storage structure for the 
conceptual schema elaborated using our CASE tool. 

C. The Graphic Module of ArcheERCASE 

The presentation layer of the software architecture 
described in Section B corresponds to all components and 
user interface libraries available in the graphic environment 
of ArcheERCASE.  

As shown in Fig. 3, the graphic environment of this tool 
provides the following features to the DB designer: i) 
Commands Menu, ii) Area for building and editing 
conceptual schemes, iii) Solution Explorer, iv) Properties 
window and v) Toolbox. All of them are described as 
follows. 

Commands Menu: Includes functionality for creating, 
editing, storing and querying data schemes created with 
ArcheERCASE. 

 Main Form: Represents the central area used for 
displaying, building and editing conceptual schemes, 
to which modeling components are added.  

 Solution Explorer: Organizes all components of an 
ArcheERCASE conceptual scheme by displaying 
them in a hierarchical structure to facilitate the 
visualization and handling of all elements of such 
schema.  

 Properties window: Allows the designer to describe, 
edit and view properties of each component. 

 Toolbox: Provides modeling components for the 
creation of conceptual schemas, and organizes them 
according to their respective categories. 
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Figure 3.  The ArcheERCASE Tool 

ArcheERCASE is a graphic drawing software that aims 
at helping the database designer in his daily data modeling 
activities by offering him a set of features through a graphic 
and integrated environment. The main functionality of this 
tool is detailed as follows. 

 Creation of Conceptual Schemas: allows a 
conceptual schema to be created By default, after the 
creation of the conceptual scheme, the tool adds the 
components Composition and Section to the solution 
explorer window. If needed, another section may be 
added to the conceptual schema by the designer. 

 Reuse of Conceptual Schemas: allows the reuse of 
one or all instantiated constructors of a particular 
Section of an ArcheERCASE conceptual scheme.  

 Reuse of Archetypes: allows the reuse of archetypes 
specified in XML that are in public domain 
repositories. To reuse these archetypes, users, must 
select an archetype specified in XML. Then, this 
archetype is inserted into the conceptual scheme 
previously opened by the designer to reuse its main 
characteristics, i.e., type and attributes.  

 Exportation of Conceptual Schemas: enables the 
conceptual schema built by ArcheERCASE be 
exported in two formats. (i) XML format and (ii) an 
image format (e.g., jpg). 

 Generation of Logical Schemas: It generates the 
logical data schema from the ArcheER conceptual 
schema. 

D. The Reuse mechanisms of ArcheER CASE 

The first reuse mechanism of ArcheERCASE converts a 
openEHR archetype into an instance of a modeling 
constructor of ArcheERCASE, and this instance is always 
tied to a Section previously created by the DB designer, 
while the second mechanism of reuse allows all instances of 
ArcheERCASE constructors used in the modeling of a 
particular section be reused in another context of the 
application (i.e., another section).  

To reuse archetypes specified according to the openEHR 
definitions, ArcheERCASE adopts the concept of reverse 
software engineering and XML. Fig. 4 gives part of an 
example of an openEHR archetype written in XML. To 
validate the XML document and check if it contains an 
openEHR archetype, ArcheERCASE reads the XML 

document and verifies if the tag xmlns: xsd of line 2 of Fig. 4 
has the signature of openEHR. After validation of the XML 
document, ArcheERCASE converts the referred archetype 
into an instance of a valid ArcheER modeling constructor by 
using the type of the archetype and the data structures that 
compose it, which are listed in the XML document read 
previously. To define which ArcheER modeling constructor 
will be instantiated, ArcheERCASE uses the archetype type 
definition as shown in line 15 of Fig. 4. Thus, the archetype 
of the XML document is converted to the notation used by 
the ArcheERCASE and for the example given in Fig. 4, an 
instance of the clinical care modeling constructor of type 
Admin_Entry would be created.  

 According to the structure of a XML document specified 
by the openEHR, the definition of data structures that 
compose an archetype is given by the tag ontology as shown 
in line 16 of Fig. 4. In lines 18 and 23, this figure illustrates 
that the first two attributes identified by at0000 and at0001, 
defines the type of the archetype (i.e., Admin_Entry) and the 
type of generic data structure (i.e., item_TREE), 
respectively. In lines 28, 33 and 38, the other attributes 
represent the elements of the item_TREE structures which 
are imported by ArcheERCASE. Thus, the instance of the 
Admin_Entry modeling constructor created by 
ArcheERCASE would have three attributes: Date, Hour and 
Source.  

 

 
Figure 4.  Example of an Archetype in XML 

Fig. 5 illustrates the functionality of reuse of archetypes 
and shows the instance of the Admin_Entry constructor that 
was derived from importing the archetype written in XML 
and displayed in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 5.  ArcheERCASE Functionality of Reuse of Archetypes 

The reuse mechanism of ArcheER conceptual data 
schemas enables the reuse of one instance or all instances of 
ArcheERCASE modeling constructors that were used 
previously in the modeling of a given healthcare application. 
For example, in the modeling of an emergency outpatient 
care application, the DB designer can reuse a previously 
created ArcheER conceptual schema to model an ArcheER 
Section of urgency. For this, he must create a new ArcheER 
Section to represent the current context of emergency, and 
reuse all or some of the instances of the ArcheERCASE 
constructors previously chosen for the urgency section. It is 
relevant to note the DB designer can reuse the ArcheER 
conceptual schema entirely that was specified previously by 
another DB specialist, or create a new version of the 
previously designed schema, by extending the instances of 
the ArcheERCASE modeling constructors that are of interest 
to him. 

IV. RESULTS 

In this section, we describe the main difficulties 
encountered in modeling HIS with the use of traditional 
approaches, and later, we comment on the advantages of 
modeling HIS using the ArcheER. In order to facilitate 
understanding, we show in Fig. 6 a data schema extracted 
from a HIS produced by manufacturers of a Health Software 
in Brazil. The HIS concerns an ambulatory emergency that is 
performed daily at an Hospital located in Northern Brazil. 
 

 

Figure 6.  Legacy Data Schema 

Observing the data schema, it is possible to see that the 
initial difficulty happens due to the variety of roles played by 
the actors in a health domain, such as, workers of a hospital, 
physicians responsible by patient care, nurses, and other 
health professionals, that sometimes act as health care 
providers, and at other times, may be seen as the patient who 
receives care itself. Besides, the current approaches of 
database modeling do not provide any constraints to limit 
this redundancy. Actually, in conventional modeling, for 
each role played by an actor in a health domain, new 
instances are created to represent it and, thus, data 
redundancy may be added to the Database Management 
System (DBMS). It is possible to see, in Fig. 6, that entities 
representing demographic information (i.e., Doctor, Hospital, 
Hospital_Staff, Patient and Nursing_Staff reflect this 
modeling practice, in other words, if an actor plays a role, 
new instances are created to each entity, making their 
information redundant in the EHR. 

In the ArcheERCASE, actors are modeled in their more 
generic way, with new instances being created from the roles 
played, and therefore, an actor may play several roles in an 
organization and keeps its record unique. As shown in Fig. 7, 
the entity Person_EHR represents the most generic 
characteristics of the actor, while entities Hospital_Staff, 
Patient, Nursing_Staff and Doctor represent the roles played 
by this actor in EHR. To play some roles, the actor must 
have training that qualify it for the role, in this case the 
Council entity represents the professional record that the 
actor needs to have in order to play the role of a physician.  

 
Figure 7.  Demographic Conceptual Schema 

Besides the roles played in a health domain, an actor can 
take the form of an organization that provides health 
services, or that is directly involved in the application 
context. In this sense, the entity Hospital represents the 
organization responsible by providing services to the patient. 
Besides the input of demographic information into the EHR 
modeling, another advantage of the ArcheER model is that, 
by means of the constraints specified, a demographic entity 
may only be related with other concepts of EHR (i.e., clinical 
care, administrative) by means of a role played. In this case, 
if necessary, only new instances of the roles played by an 
actor are created, keeping its most generic characteristics 
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preserved, thus ensuring the uniqueness of EHR. As Fig. 8 
shows, all relationship with the entity representing patient 
care (i.e., OutPatient) is being made by means of the roles 
identified in the described application. 

Fig. 8 shows entities that model information of clinical 
care, administrative and knowledge. Entities Snomed, 
List_Presc and ICD show the knowledge modeled in the 
ArcheER conceptual schema. The first entity expresses the 
terminology and constraints of health care regarding the 
construction of laboratory examinations, while the entity 
Item_Presc models an internal coding that standardizes the 
prescription items of a hospital, and finally, the entity ICD 
represents the terminology used to define the patient 
diagnosis. 

 

Figure 8.  Clinical Conceptual Schema 

For the modeling of clinical care information, ArcherER 
CASE provides the following entities types: Admin_Entry, 
Observation, Evaluation, Instruction, Action and Evaluation. 
All those types represent abstractions of clinical concepts 
found in a health domain. It is seen in Fig. 8 that the entities 
denoting the concepts of patient clinical care are: Exams, 
Prescription, History, Evolution and Clinical_Information. 
The importance of having modeling constructors that 
represent such concepts is justified by the following aspects. 
Firstly it helps in the understanding of how to identify and 
classify EHR clinical information, and secondly, each 
instance of a clinical care entity represents a potential 
archetype that may be reused. 

V. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This article proposed a novel metamodel to help in the 
database modeling of HIS through a set of abstract classes 
whose instances are seen as a set of analysis patterns because 
they are useful to more than a single domain and help to 
build dual conceptual schemas based on reusable archetypes. 
This metamodel enables the generation of dual conceptual 
database schemas because the demographic characteristics of 
patients and information from the EHR are modeled 
separately from the constraints and standards associated with 
the clinical data of a specific domain. 

Aiming at assessing the proposed metamodel, the 
ArcheERCASE modeling tool was presented, which has the 
following major contributions:  (i) it is based  on  a  reusable  
collection  of analysis  patterns denoted by conceptual data 
schemas generated according to the proposed metamodel;  
(ii) its data dictionary is stored in XML/ format to allows  the  

schema  exchange  and  interoperability;  (iii) its  
documentation  produced  during  the  project  (e.g.,  
conceptual schema  and  data  dictionary)  permits  further  
references  and  visualization,  which makes  future  system  
maintenance  easier; (iv) generates two-level conceptual 
schemas of data, allowing modifications and extensions to be 
conducted in the layer of archetypes, reducing dependencies 
on software developers and on development tools for 
computer systems. In fact, the impact of using a graphic 
drawing software in the dual modeling of HIS applications 
has so far not been studied; and (v) allows the reuse of 
archetypes specified in XML and stored in public domain 
repositories. The development of a query language based on 
the proposed metamodel and the specification of mapping 
rules to build ArcheER logical schemas object-relational are 
seen as suggestions of future work. 
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Abstract— Understanding the human heart anatomy is 

important in order to extract information and to 

understand how it works. Magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) can be a robust solution to extract some 

information about the heart anatomy. Data from 

multiple image planes can be combined to create a 3D 

model of the cardiac system. The shape of the human 

heart is an irregular shape that makes it difficult to 

model and it takes many hours to create a 3D shape of 

the human heart with a high details and precision. A 

new three-dimensional heart model has been developed 

including structural information from MRI. The method 

uses Marching Cubes (MC) Algorithm for the extraction 

of an equipotential surface (subsurface) of a 3D mesh 

structured and uniform model. In order to visualize the 

3D virtual model created in a real environment, we use 

Augmented Reality techniques (AR).  

 
Keywords-3D heart; MRI; Marching Cubes; Segmentation; 

Augmented 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of death in 

many countries. Therefore, the study of the cardiac system 

has become a priority in computer science. Medical imaging 

technology gave the possibility to create a realistic 3D 

cardiac model from medical images. 

    The heart is the most vital organ in the human body that 

functions as the body’s circulatory pump. Basically, the 

heart contains four chambers: two atria and two ventricles. 

The ventricles are responsible for pumping blood from the 

heart to the rest of the body, while the atria are the chambers 

that receive blood returned to the heart. 

In this paper, we present a novel approach to create an     

anatomic model of the heart based on MRI. 

The basic idea is to use medical imaging technology to 

create a virtual model of the heart. Our model can be used to 

get a 3D real time visualization of a specific patient heart 

and to help in diagnosis as a complement to medical 

imaging information. Our system allows users to create a 

3D shape of the heart using MRI. In our study, we first use 

MRI to generate the virtual model. Then we use the AR to 

visualize it in the real world. The method uses the marching 

cubes algorithm to provide a 3D shape of the heart. The 

visualization of a 3D virtual heart in a real environment 

offer the possibility for the medical field students to better 

understand the anatomy of the cardiac system [1]. 

In Section 2 we describe the differences with existing 

works. In Section 3 we introduce the general architecture of 

our system and we prepare our data: MRI divided on 

multiple planes Sagittal, axial and coronal. In Section 4, to 

ensure a quality image of the model we apply a combined 

region growing and thresholding segmentation. In Section 5, 

we use the Marching cube algorithm to obtain the 3D model 

of the heart. Finally, we correct false faces in order to 

improve the model render quality.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In recent years, modeling of the human heart has been 

done successfully using medical imaging technology, as 

demonstrated by early works [2] and [3].  

In this section, we provide a brief overview of some of the 

more distinctive work that has been done on cardiac 3D 

modeling. This will provide an overview of the main 

approaches for cardiac modeling. 

Medical imaging provides the possibility to obtain 

important information, such as structural and functional. 

Using MRI or CT images we can create a 3D model of the 

heart. Neiderer et al. [4] created a specific-patient heart 

model. To create a specific-patient heart, it requires 

magnetic resonance images synchronized with ECG and 

breathing in order to reduce the noise and motion artefacts 

caused by to the cardiac cycle and breathing movements. 

Heart tissue can also be personalized using MRI [5], such as 

the location and extension of the Myocardium. The CCS 

and the fiber orientation cannot be personized yet because of 

limited information. Also the mechanic behavior of the heart 

cannot be simulated with a high accuracy. With the 
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exception of the work by Sermesant et al. [6], most models 

that have been built by the medical imaging/computer vision 

community incorporate only limited aspects of the 

physiology of the heart. Van assen et al. [6], made a 

significant amount of research on active shape based models 

for cardiac segmentation, they succeeded to create a 3D 

shape of the heart. In the other hand, Mitchell et al. [7], 

introduced a new model, it focus on modeling the entire 

cardiac volume, and not just the surface as surface models 

do. The main advantage of this method is: the shape 

deformations can be learned from a given training set. 

Sermesant created a model which simulates the 

electromechanical behavior of the heart in a numeric 

efficient way. By incorporating a priori knowledge about 

cardiac properties. Models based on tissue deformation [8], 

where the third dimension corresponds to time. This method 

estimate the cardiac wall motion with the help of a metric 

measuring the curvature properties of the surface. Matthews 

and baker [9] introduced a novel image alignment 

algorithm. This new algorithm can be used to align MRI 

slices in order to create 3D volume with it. 

 

     To obtain a high quality virtual model of the heart, one 

needs to prepare the data carefully because the final 

rendered model depends on it. A major factor that can affect 

the model quality is the technique used to extract 3D sub-

surfaces. 

     In this paper we offer a new method to create a high 

quality virtual model of the human heart. The model we 

propose is meant to improve the segmentation stage. We use 

both thresholding and growing region segmentation and to 

improve the rendered quality of the model, we used the 

marching cube algorithm. For the visualization stage, we 

used the game engine unity 3D to create an augmented 

reality system. 

. 

III. DATA ACQUISITION 

As described in Fig. 1, there are four primary steps in our 

approach to the 3D heart construction problem. 

Reconstructing a static heart model involves the following 

four successive steps: 

a. Acquisition of MRI Data Sets. 

b. Semi-automatic extraction of the structure information. 

c. Interpolation and 3D reconstruction of the static heart 

model. 

The overview of the system is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Figure 1.  General Architechture of our system 

    We use MRI images for the construction of 3D heart 

proposed here. The images used for developing the 3D heart 

model are identical to the ones described in [11]. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Different palnes,  (A) Axial, (B) Sagittal and (C) Coronal 

The shape of the 3D heart obtained using the MRI data 

was based on the axial, sagittal and coronal planes Fig. 2  of 

the human heart. We use 210 slices to cover the entire heart. 

IV. SEGMENTATION 

In this section, we describe the segmentation methods we 

used to correctly perform the segmentation of a 2D cardiac 

slices. 

A. Thresholding 

One of the most important tasks in 3D medical image 

reconstruction is segmentation because it affects directly the 

rendered quality and the results obtained. Each image slice 

is segmented individually to obtain the higher precision as 

we can get. 
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Figure 3.  Result of segmentation using thresholing, (A) Original image, 

(B) Segmented image S=110 

 

We start by fixing a constant S (a threshold [12]). If a pixel 

F (i, j) has a gray scale value higher than S, it will be 

assigned to category 1 (white color); otherwise, it will be 

assigned to category 2 (black color). 

B. Growing Region 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Growing region segmentation 

 

The concept of ”region” means an assembly of points 

with similar properties. Image segmentation based on region 

aims to partition an image into a set of regions with 

common characteristics. Region growing [13] is a method 

that is based on grouping pixels or sub regions into larger 

regions based on predefined properties (similar properties). 

The main idea is to start with a set of seed points and grow 

the regions by comparing each seed to its neighbor (4 or 8) 

pixels that have similar properties to the seed. 

 

V. 3D RECONSTRUCTION OF THE HEART 

The principle of the 3D reconstruction models from three 

dimensional stacks of 2D parallel images [14] of an atomic 

structure is done by rendering techniques, such as surface or 

volume that is based on an automatic or manual 

segmentation structures to reconstruct it using the 2D 

images. Marching cubes [15] algorithm is one of the most 

used algorithm in medical images reconstruction. So far, the 

marching cubes algorithm is used in lot of applications due 

to its relatively simple principle and strong quality of 

results.  

The algorithm of Marching Cubes is based on surfaces to 

extract an equipotential surface (subsurface) of a 3D mesh 

structured and uniform model [16]. The marching cube 

algorithm is applied to a cube after the other. Marching 

cubes is based on a divide and conquer method to locate the 

surface in a logical cube created from eight pixels. The 

objective of the Marching Cubes algorithm is to create the 

3D model of the anatomical structure interest. 

 

Figure 5.  Marching Cubes 

 

Principle: 

 Create a cube Fig. 5 

 Classification of the vertices on each cube 

 Create an index for the cube 

  Search Configuration corresponding for the 15 

patterns 

 Positioning the point of intersection of the surface 

with the cube using a Linear interpolation 

 Calculate the normal for each vertex 

  Interpolation normal for each vertex of the triangle 

 Repeat steps for the other cubes 

The grouping of surfaces obtained surfaces helps to obtain 

the approximation of the desired volume of the cardiac 

system. Paul Bourke invented a cube numbering system that 

allows to create an index for each case, based on the state of 

the vertex Fig. 6. 

 
Figure 6.  Cubes Numbering. 

To create an index we must classify the vertices of 

cubes: 

 1 if it is inside the surface 

 0 if it is outside 
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Then, we need to create a surface topology in the cube, 

and since there are 8 vertices in the cube and each vertex is 

represented by two binary states inside and outside (0 and 

1), then we have 256 case of surfaces which can intersect in 

a single cube or 256 possible configurations. By giving 

numbers to these 256 cases, we create a table to extract 

surface-edge intersections in each cube, given the labeling 

of a cubes vertices. The table contains the edges intersected 

for each case. But through rotational, symmetries and 

inversion internal / external points can be reduced to 15 only 

configurations that give 15 different triangles shown in Fig. 

7 

  

Figure 7.  Trianguled Cubes. 

 

     Using the index to tell which edge the surface intersects, 

we can interpolate the surface intersection along the edge. 

We use linear interpolation, but have experimented with 

higher degree interpolations. Since the algorithm produces 

at least one and as many as four triangles per cube, the 

higher degree surfaces show little improvement over linear 

interpolation. 

In summary, marching cubes creates a surface from a 

threedimensional set of data. 

VI. RESULTS 

We have applied MC to data obtained from MRI, as well 

as data generated from analytic functions. We present three 

case studies that illustrate the quality of the constructed 

surfaces and some modeling options. Each image was 

rendered at 512 by 512 resolution. 

 

Figure 8.  3D  Reconstruction using MRI, (A) without segmentation, (B) 

with segmentation 

     This 3D model is obtained after the elimination of the 

segmentation phase. We notice the existance of bones, veins 

and arteries. To isolate the 3D model of the human heart 

should always go through a segmentation phase. Sometimes 

this phase is made in a manual way. We found that the 

quality of rendered increases with increasing the number of 

pictures in the matrix that will interpolate. The heart appears 

as a single object whose geometry is complex. The 

appearance of false 3D geometric facets is due to the 

segmentation problem. 

 

Figure 9.  3D construction using 24 slices 

     Linear interpolation between the different cuts is limited 

because of limitation of images. This affects the quality of  

3D model of the cardiac system. One can notice the 

presence of the right and left ventricle, but the fabric is 

separated is not built. 

 

Figure 10.  3D construction using 210 slices with manual segmentation 

This 3D model Fig. 10 is obtained after eliminating false 

faces. After using 210 images in the reconstruction phase, 
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the model appears with a realistic effect. The phase of 

eliminating false faces remains manual for now . These false 

faces are generated in an automatic way to the noise of 

acquisition. 

In this work, we have created a 3D Model of the human 

heart based on MRI, then we used the AR [17] to visualize 

the 3D model we have created in a real scene. The 

visualization system was developed using the Vuforia 

package in the game engine unity 3D, which provides 

efficient implementations and a high render quality of many 

advanced graphic techniques for the visualization of the 

heart geometry. This system is also based on high quality 

and real time rendering. To get the accurate position of data 

we use a 2D Marker Fig. 11, which we use to manipulate 

parameters of the visualization. 

 

 
 

Figure 11.  Marker used to track localization 

Since we track the marker in each frame (100 times per 

second) we need to provide a way for users to easily initiate 

abort interaction with the simulation. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We create a 3D human heart model based on MRI. We 

have applied MC algorithm to data obtained from MRI. 

Although the model was trained on a small sample of 

representative images (Fig.10), it shows excellent behavior 

for a wide range of images. 3D computational models of 

cardiac anatomy and function have benefited significantly 

from the revolution of medical imaging systems. Compared 

with previously published, the model proposed here is a 

human heart model with a high degree of realism and 

anatomical details developed to improve the understanding 

of the anatomy of the heart. Like most literary models this 

model is an approximation of heart. The level of realism and 

detail achieved is due in large part to the quality of images 

used in the construction of the model. Visual information 

about cardiac conduction system is still limited because of 

data transformation from 2D images to 3D information. As 

a future work, we are going to create a 3D moving heart 

based on TDM images. 
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Abstract—Driver fatigue is a serious problem causing thousands
of road accidents each year. The major challenge in the field of
accident avoidance systems is the development of technologies for
detecting or preventing drowsiness at the wheel. In this paper,
we present a novel approach for fatigue estimation based on
the design of an intelligent seat able to anticipate driver fatigue
through analysis of driver’s body pressure distribution.

Keywords–Fatigue; Vigilance; Body pressure; Drowsiness;
Smart seat.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fatigue and sleepiness during driving are considered as
a dangerous phase that threatens road safety. The decreased
level of alertness, generated by involuntary transition from
wakefulness to sleep is responsible for a high number of
accidents.

Among the factors that promote accident risk, we mention
drowsiness at the wheel due to the lack of sleep, driving for
long journeys and night driving. Hence, the need of a reliable
driver drowsiness detection system, which can alert drivers
before a mishap happens.

In literature, diverse approches have been used to develop
monitoring systems. The first category is based on physio-
logical studies like eyelid closure, electrooculogram (EOG),
cerebral, muscular and cardiovascular activity [1].

The second category is the vehicle oriented approach based
on driver performance and unusual behavior of the vehicle.
Its principle is to analyze variations in the steering wheel
movements, in the lateral position of the vehicle and in the
velocity [2]. The last category contains algorithms based on
analysis of visual signs. Here, the symptoms of sleepiness
are legible through the driver’s face appearance and eyes/head
activity. For this approach, many types of cameras have been
cited in the litterature. As an example, we cite visible spectrum
camera [3], IR camera [4] and stereo camera [5].

In this paper, we introduce a new drowsiness detection
system based on one of the physical concepts related to
the driver’s body which is the distribution of the pressure
on the seat and its variation in time. Our contribution is to
invent a smart seat for vigilance monitoring in order to detect
fatigue and biomechanical distraction via recognition of sitting
position by analysis of the driver’s body pressure distribution
on the seat.

The plan of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents some models of intelligent car seat for fatigue
detection. Section III describes our proposed approach for
intelligent seat design. Section IV ends with a conclusion and
discussion of possible perspectives.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Among the examples of smart seat whose purpose is fatigue
detection, we cite the Hearken project (Heart And Respiration
In-Car Embedded Nonintrusive Sensor). It is developed by
researchers from the Institute of Biomechanics of Valencia
(IBV, Spain) [6]. The seat can calculate heart rate and breathing
rate of the driver [7]. The solution proposed in this project to
address the stated need is a nonintrusive sensing system of
driver’s heart and respiration embedded in the seat cover and
the safety belt of a car. It will detect the mechanical effect of
heart and respiration activity, filter and cancel the noise and
artefacts expected in a moving vehicle( vibration and body
movements), and calculate the relevant parameters [8]. To do
this, the seat and the seat belt are equipped with invisible
sensors . They are integrated in the seat cover. Besides, there
is the Ford Biometric Seat which takes into account the vital
functions of the driver and the ambient temperature of the
vehicle. It is able to assess the driver’s breathing rate. It include
a seatbelt that integrates piezoelectric film for monitoring
breathing patterns. There are also two conductive sensors
located on both sides of the steering wheel that measures the
heart rate and stress level of the driver. There are also two
infrared sensors on the steering wheel’s faade, likewise on the
area where the conductive sensors are located. These infrared
sensors measure the temperature of both sides of the face and
as well as both hands [9]. In addition, there is the Nottingham
Trent project(University’s Advanced Textile Research Group
at Plessey). This seat project attempts to wake the driver up
if he starts to fall asleep at the wheel. It is based on an
Electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor system stitched into a car
seat that measures the driver’s heartbeats. If this starts to slow
down, signifying sleep, an alert will be sent to the driver in
order to wake him up [10].

Companies such as Daimler or Volkswagen are working
on similar ideas that use sensor within the steering wheel
or cameras. We notice that the common point between these
systems is that they are all based on the analysis of the vital
aspects of the driver (heart rate and respiration rate). They are
different from our approach which will be detailed in the next
section.

As a first impression, we tried to invent an independent
fatigue detection mechanism of the vital aspects of the driver
already mentioned, such as body temperature, heart rate, etc)
to avoid the risk of confusion with the vibration of the car
despite the accuracy of the sensors because this project is still
in the testing phase. We think that other than the vibration of
the car, there are the environmental impacts such as climate
change (rain, wind,etc.), that may influence the performance of
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sensors accuracy (in case of violent wind). The friction of the
wind on the car can change the values given by the sensors.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Fatigue is a gradual decline in physical and mental alertness
that may lead to drowsiness and sleep. Driver fatigue is
characterized by various indices such as fixed eyes, heavy
eyelids, back pain, leg numbness and incessant need to fre-
quently change the position, etc. These indices are considered
as relevant signs that highlight the state of fatigue by many
organizations of driving and road safety associations such
as ECF (French driving school) [11] which is a member of
IFSEN (International Federation of Networks of Education for
Security) [12].

In our project, we are interested in exploiting the growing
need for position change caused by fatigue or drowsiness
during driving as it is indicated in Fig. 1:

Non vigilant driver

Vigilance position

Yawned driver

Figure 1. Examples of vigilant positions and fatigue ones

At the start of driving, the driver is usually vigilant. It
adapts the good driving position (reference position). There
should be no space between the seat and the driver’s body. It
must be ”stuck” at the seat. However, he can’t save this ideal
driving position especially during long journeys and in special
daytimes which promote fatigue and sleepiness [13].

The aim is to detect the fatigue and drowsiness state
by analysis of pressure distribution change of the driver’s
body exerted on the seat. This change depends on the sitting
position. It can be analyzed through a mesh of pressure sensors
covering the seat surface. Fig. 2 mentions an illustration of this
mesh of sensors.

Sensor pressure

1

Figure 2. Mesh of pressure sensors

A. Interesting Seat Parts of Pressure Analysis
The most informative parts where the pressure change is

more significant are the back cushion and the head support as
indicated in Fig. 3. Indeed, our analysis is based on the ’all

Sensor pressure
measurement

Head support

Back cushion

Seat cushion

Armrest

Figure 3. Different parts of the seat car

or nothing’ rule (two states: zero pressure and high pressure)
whose principle will be detailed in the next sections.

In the seat cushion, approximately there is only one state of
pressure level (high value) because the weight of the driver’s
body is concentrated on this part whatever her position or her
tilt’s degree.

Regarding the efficiency of the pressure distribution on the
armrest, it depends on the behavior of the driver(If he uses the
armrest in case of right inclination or not).

By using specific embedded sensors, we can measure
changes in driver’s position during high activity and over long
periods of time by analyzing the pressure changes over time.

B. Algorithm of Pressure Distribution Analysis
As we have already said, we will install a mesh of pressure

sensors on the seat.

1

d3

d4

d1 d2

Pressure sonsor
In normal sitting position

[value,x, y]

Figure 4. Reference sitting position

Each sensor is characterized by a specific address (x and y
coordinates) and a value of force pressure as it is described
in Fig. 4. The pressure is a fundamental physical concept.
It can be seen as strength relative to the surface to which it
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applies. In mechanical field, pressure is defined locally from
the component of the force normal to the surface on which
it is exercised. If we consider an elementary surface dS with
normal ~n, undergoing a force ~F , then the pressure p is defined
by:

P = F/S (1)

with

• F: applied force in newtons
• S: application surface in cm2

1) Body’s pressure variation on different vigilance state

Fig. 5, mentions examples of the pressure distribution of
driver’s possible sitting position. Other than the change of

Medium pressure

(reference)

High pressure

Low pressure

(P1)

(P2) (P3)

(P4)

Figure 5. Examples of pressure distribution of some seating position

the seating position, this system allows us to recognize the
driver’s sitting position whether it is correct driving posture
or not. For example, we notice for (P1) that the pressure
distribution is approximately balanced on the seat’s back
cushion. For (P2), the left side is characterized by a high
pressure value compared to that of the normal position, here
the driver is moved more to the left side. The right part is
characterized by a low pressure that may become null.

2) Right inclination
Fig. 6 indicates an example of pressure change in the case of
right inclination.
After a tilt, there are areas in the seat where the value of the
pressure becomes null because of the gap between some areas
of the driver’s body and the seat (there is no physical contact).
We consider these notations as it is mentioned in the previous
figure.

• black color: sensor with zero pressure
• yellow color: sensor with medium pressure

(≤reference pressure)
• red color: sensor with high excess (>reference pres-

sure)

As it is clear in the figure above, the pressure values vanish
gradually from left to right by increasing the inclination degree.
The black color dominates the left half of the sensor mesh but
the right half is characterized by the dominance of red color

(C) (d)

Figure 6. Cases of right inclination

(excessive pressure) because the body’s weight is focused in
this area. The recognition of inclination direction and degree
may be known by analyzing the line sensor which represents
the distance between the shoulders of the driver as it is
explained in Fig. 7 : This figure shows the line of sensors

d1 d2

d1 d2

d1 d2

d1 d2

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Characteristic distances of right inclination

at the shoulders of the cases (c)and (d) of the Fig. 6 and other
intermediate states.

• d1: distance between the vertical central dorsal axis
and the farthest pressure sensor with high pressure in
the right part

• d2 = distance between the vertical central dorsal axis
and the nearest sensor with zero pressure in the left
part

When d1 is bigger and d2 is smaller, the inclination degree
increases

3) Left inclination
Fig. 8 mentions an example of body pressure distribution on
the case of left inclination
In this case, the pressure values vanish gradually from right
to left by increasing the inclination degree. This idea is
perceptible at the surface which is the shoulder area, as it is
indicated in Fig. 9.
Here, the meaning of the distances d1 and d2 which is different
from that in the case of right inclination
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(e) (f)

Figure 8. Cases of left inclination

d1 d2

d2d1

d1 d2

(e)

(f)

Figure 9. Characteristic distances of left inclination

• d1 = distance between the vertical central dorsal axis
and the nearest sensor with zero pressure in the right
part

• d2 = distance between the vertical central dorsal axis
and the farthest sensor with high pressure in the left
part

4) Forward inclination
in Fig. 10, we cite an example for forward inclination
By increasing the inclination level (by moving from state g to
h), the surface area with zero pressure becomes larger.

The following figure shows the distribution of pressure
on the central column of the dorsal axis in various levels of
inclination (cases (g) and (h) of figure 10 and another state).
This idea is explained in Fig. 11.

• d3: distance between the center of the dorsal axis
(horizontal axis) and the nearest zero pressure sensor
(in the upper half of the back cushion)

• d4: distance between the center of the dorsal
axis(horizontal axis) and the nearest non-zero pressure
sensor(in the bottom half of the back cushion)

We note when d3 is smaller and d4 is bigger, the inclination
degree increases.

Also, we note that in the head support there is no pressure
(since no physical contact on this part in a forward inclination
state). However, in a backward inclination case, it is possible

(g) (h)

Non zero pressure

Zero pressure

Figure 10. Cases of forward inclination

d3

d4

d3
d4 d3

d4

Figure 11. Characteristic distances of forward inclination

that the pressure value at the head support increases compared
to the normal state (reference position).

Fig. 12 shows different positions of the driver with or
without contact with the head support.

(1) (2) (3)

(4) (5) (6)

Figure 12. Head support in different driver positions

For example in image (1) which represents the reference
position (vigilant state), the pressure distribution is balanced
on the head support. However, in image(2), which shows a
state of right inclination, there is a partial contact between the
head and the head support. So approximately the left half of
head support is characterized by zero pressure and the right
half part is characterized by high pressure. For the rest of cases
(4,5,6), we note that there is no contact at all with the head
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support.
The pressure distribution at this seat component differs

according to the seat’s dimensions and the driver’s size.

C. Characteristics of the smart seat
1) Automatic activation

The system is activated automatically, as soon as the driver
sits on the seat, the system loads to define the study area as it
is indicated in Fig. 13.
2) Optimized system for pressure analysis

(1)

(2)

(1) Weight sensing driver

(2) activation of pressure distribution
system analysis

Figure 13. Automatic activation of the smart seat

We propose to add other algorithms that aim to optimize the
data processing time (and thus the system response time) by
the adaptation of analysis sensor surface which depends on the
size of the driver. As soon as he sits on the seat, the system
loads to define the study area according to the dorsal driver as
it is mentioned in Fig. 14.

Driver 1 Driver 2

Optimized surface for pressure analysis

Figure 14. Illustration of the optimized system

D. Evaluation
A data collection is conducted in order to investigate

whether different sitting position can be detected via analysis
of body pressure distribution of the back of the driving seat.
With a sheet sensors installed on the back of the driving
simulator, pressure distribution is measured continuously in
time, in which the pressure distribution can represent drivers
posture. Four persons particpated in this study.

At this stage, three types of the actions were distinguished:

• Moving to the forward direction
• Moving to the left direction
• Moving to the right direction

The participant received five runs for data collection. The
number of movements in a run differed from run to run
depending on the sequence of the movements. The minimum
was 8 and the maximum was 15 movements in each run.

The correct rate of movement detection was 100% for each
driver (in general without specifying the movement direction).

This is done via a comparison between the pressure distri-
bution of the reference position and other postions over time.
If there is a change of the pressure’s value of any other sitting
position compared to the values of the reference position, we
said that there is a driver movement.

In the following table (Table 1), we mean by RN the real
number of a defined sitting position and GN mentions the
generated number of recognized posture made by the smart
seat in the test phase.

TABLE I. RESULT OF SITTING POSITION RECOGNITION FOR
DIFFERENT MOVEMENT DIRECTION

Driver 1 Driver 2 Driver 3 Driver 4

Right movement RN 25 30 16 40
RG 20 27 11 35

Left movement RN 40 20 14 27
RG 37 14 13 26

Forward movement RN 19 36 15 20
RG 17 34 14 19

The global recognition rate of different sitting position is
mentioned in Fig. 15.

Figure 15. Global recognition rate of different sittig position

We aim to maximize the types of movements that can be
recognized by the seat by adding other sitting positions to the
three postures already mentioned.

E. Discussion
This approach allows us to detect the inclination’s direction

and degree of the driver in real time by comparing the distances
d1 with d2 and d3 with d4. Thus comparison between the
number of active sensors (non-zero pressure) with those at
zero pressure).

Also, seeing that fatigue is characterized by incessant need
of position change, we can calculate the frequency of position
change which is equal to the number of inclinations times in
a given time interval.

To differentiate the change in normal position (slight incli-
nation) to those which denote fatigue or drowsiness, we must
add the constraints of threshold and time which is the subject
of our next work. If a specific threshold is reached (which is
fixed experimentally and by medical experts), a timer will be
triggered to calculate the inclination duration.

Added to that, in a previous work we have developed a
drowsiness detection system based on a video approach by
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calculating eye closure duration using a classification system
of eyes states based wavelets networks [14]-[18] and we
have another system of vigilance measurement based on head
posture estimation.

So it is possible to design a multi-parameter system based
on pressure distribution,eyes blinking analysis and head posi-
tion recognition [19].

The different sitting positions mentioned in the paper are
just examples of the most common cases of drivers in general.
Of course there are various other positions, but the principle is
to follow the variation of the pressure distribution by analyzing
the variation in the behavior of the sensors relative to the
central axis of the seat. So, whatever the obtained position, its
recognition takes place by applying the same principle. May
be there are positions where there is a risk of recognition
confusion, but we aim to generalize our approach on the
maximum seating positions even with different degree of
accuracy.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We propose a new method for fatigue estimation based on

a design of a smart seat car using pressure sensors to analyse
the pressure distribution of the driver’s body in the time. Our
method is different to those already cited in section II which
exploit vital aspects of the driver, such as heart and breathing
rate. Here, we exploit a physical concept which is the pressure
force. The objective of this seat is to monitor driver’s vigilance
via sitting position recognition.

We aim to develop a multi-parameter vigilance monitoring
system by combinig the previous systems already cited in the
dicsussuion section.
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Abstract—Dental caries, also known as dental cavities,   is the 

most widespread pathology in the world. Up to a very recent 

period, almost all individuals had the experience of this 

pathology at least once in their life. Early detection of dental 

caries can help in a sharp decrease in the dental disease rate.  

Thanks to the growing accessibility to medical imaging, the 

clinical applications now have better impact on patient care. 

Recently, there has been interest in the application of machine 

learning strategies for classification and analysis of image data. 

In this paper, we propose a new method to detect and identify 

dental caries using X-ray images as dataset and deep neural 

network as technique. This technique is based on stacked sparse 

auto-encoder and a softmax classifier. Those techniques, sparse 

auto-encoder and softmax, are used to train a deep neural 

network. The novelty here is to apply deep neural network to 

diagnosis of dental caries. This approach was tested on a real 

dataset and has demonstrated a good performance of detection. 

Keywords-dental X-ray; classification; Deep Neural 

Networks; Stacked sparse auto-encoder; Softmax.  

I.   INTRODUCTION  

The radiographs are essential to establish a good 
diagnosis and identify several problems that are impossible 
to visualize otherwise. 

In orthodontics, dental radiography that is used frequently 
is the panoramic shot which offers a good "overview" of the 
teeth and jaws and provides the essential information for 
screening and diagnosis of several conditions and problems 
which can be detected at an early age. 

Dental caries is an infectious disease. The enamel of the 
tooth is the first affected. A cavity forms in the tooth and then 
the decay spreads in depth. If the cavity is not treated, the hole 
expands and decay can affect the dentin (layer under the 
enamel) [1]. Pain is beginning to be felt, especially with the 
hot, cold or sweet things. Decay can affect the pulp of the 
tooth. We then speak about a toothache. Finally, a dental 
abscess may appear when the bacteria attack the periodontal 
ligament, the bone or the gum.  

Cavities are very frequent. More than nine out of ten 
people would have had, at least one, tooth decay. In France, 
more than a third of 6 year-old children and more than half of 
12 year-old children have been affected by this infection. In 
Canada, 57 percent of children aged between 6 and 12 years 
have had at least one tooth decay [2]. 

Dental radiography is an important element in the oral 
health follow up. It comes in addition to the visual 
examination done by the dentist. The x-ray allows dentist to 
"see" what is happening inside of the teeth and bones, thanks 
to x-rays of low intensity which can cross these structures. 
The types of radiography most common used by the dentist 
are: the retro-alveolar, the bite-wing, the panoramic 
radiograph [3]. 

The machine learning is defined as the ability to make an 
agent learn how to take a decision on the basis of observations 
[4]. In the biomedical context, the action of this agent is 
reflected by additional information to assist the dentists in 
making his decision. The patient management is found 
assigned to several steps, either at the level of diagnosis, of 
the treatment choice, or also in the surgical intervention. In 
the framework of this paper, the agent under focus has a role 
to classify biomedical images by machine learning with   the 
intention of discovering clinically pertinent pathology 
patterns. These classification operations are based on 
decision-making tool. However, the inter patients variability 
poses many challenges for the traditional classification 
algorithms. These have for the most part been configured and 
parameterized on small data sets or on a very specific cohort. 

During the last decade, the representations learning, a 
sub-domain of the machine learning, has experienced a huge 
comeback particularly in the computer vision domain. These 
representations algorithms have especially allowed crossing 
a significant step with regards to the objects recognition [7] 
and to speech recognition [8]. In machine learning, the model 
of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a valuable tool. 
Although the ANN, was invented close to sixty years ago, it 
still remains an area of active research. Recently, with the 
deep learning, ANN has in fact allowed to dramatic 
improvements in many applications fields such as the 
computer vision. The increasing amount of available data and 
the computing power have made it easier to train high 
capacity models such as deep learning. However, the inherent 
difficulties involved in training such models, as an example 
the local minima, still have an important impact. The deep 
learning thus aims to find solutions through adding some 
regularization or improving the optimization. Unsupervised 
pre-training or dropout are examples of such solutions. 

Our contribution is as follows: we propose a system of 
detection and classification of dental caries in X-ray images 
using deep neural network. This system can be very useful 
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for dentists to classify dental X-ray images into tooth decay 
or normal tooth images. A stacked sparse auto-encoder and a 
softmax classifier [8] are used in our deep neural network. 

This paper will be structured as follows: Section 2 
presents the recent work. In Section 3, we will describe our 
methodology and demonstrate how to train and classify tooth 
images with deep neural networks with a stacked sparse auto-
encoder and a softmax classifier. In Section 4, we will give 
some results of testing experiments. Finally, Section 5 
concludes this paper. 

II.   RELATED WORK 

Primarily, the detection of dental caries has been a visual 
process, principally based on visual-tactile examination and 
radiographic examination [1]. In the recent literature, several 
techniques have been developed for the detection of dental 
caries. Kositbowornchai et al. [9] developed a neural network 
to detect artificial dental caries using images from a charged 
coupled device (CCD) camera and intra-oral digital 
radiography. The main disadvantage of this method is that the 
evaluation of the system was done using teeth with artificial 
carries, which are completely different from naturally 
affected ones. Saravanan et al. [10] developed a new method 
to detect dental caries in its early stage using histogram and 
power spectral analysis. In this method, the detection of tooth 
cavities is done based on the region of concentration of pixels 
with regard to the histogram and based on the magnitude 
values with regard to the spectrum. The main drawback of 
this study is that this method depends only on the intensity of 
pixels. Berdouses et al. [11] developed a computer-aided 
automated methodology for the detection and classification 
of occlusal caries from photographic color images. This 
method is based on the segmentation of photographic color 
images.  

Even though there are many methods for caries detection 
in early stage, it is still necessary to develop accurate carries 
detection method to help dentist.  

The problem of the classical approach of forms 
recognition is that it is very difficult to build a good 
characteristics extractor and that it must be readjusted for 
each new application. The deep learning is a class of methods 
whose principles are known since the end of 1980s, but 
whose use was really generalized since approximately 2012. 

One of the perspectives of the techniques of deep learning 
is the replacement of work which still is relatively laborious 
by algorithmic models of supervised learning, non-
supervised (i.e., not requiring specific knowledge of the 
problem studied) or by techniques of extraction of 
hierarchical characteristics. 

The idea is very simple: the training system consists of a 
series of modules, each one represent a processing step. Each 
module can be trained, with adjustable parameters similar to 
the weight of the linear classifiers. The system is trained end-
to-end: to each example, all the parameters of all the modules 
are adjusted to approximate the output produced by the 
system of the desired output. The deep qualifying term comes 
from the arrangement of these modules in successive layers 
[12].  

To be able to train the system in this way, it must be 
known in which direction and how much to adjust each 
parameter of each module. For this, it is necessary to 
calculate a gradient. The calculation of this gradient is done 
by the method of back-propagation, practised since mid-
1980s. A deep architecture can be viewed as a multilayer 
network of simple elements, similar to the linear classifiers, 
inter-connected by training weight. This is what is called a 
neural network multi-layers. 

The advantage of deep architectures stems from their 
capacity to learn to represent the world in a hierarchical 
manner. As all layers can be trained, no need to build a 
characteristics extractor by hand. The training will do it [13]. 
In addition, the first layers extract some simple characteristics 
and after that the following layers will combine to form more 
and more complex concepts.  

III.   METHODOLOGY 

In this section, we will describe and motivate how to train 

and classify tooth images with deep neural networks with 

multiple hidden layers. Multiple hidden layers neural 

networks can be very useful in solving classification problems 

with complex data, such as images. Each layer can learn 

features at a different level of abstraction. We will use, in our 

deep neural, stacked sparse auto-encoders for features 

extraction and a softmax layer to classify the teeth images. 

 

 

Tooth Images Autoencoder Learned Features Linear Classifier

tooth decay

Normal Tooth

Figure 1.   Shematization of our deep neural networks architecture
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A. Stacked Sparse Auto-Encoder 

A stacked auto-encoder is a neural network consisting of 
multiple layers of sparse auto-encoders in which the outputs 
of each layer is wired to the inputs of the successive layer 
[14]. 

In our work, we choose to use stacked sparse auto-
encoder (SSAE) in our deep neural network. The size of tooth 
image is 64-by-64 pixels. The SSAE is trained, in an 
unsupervised fashion, in order to extract hidden features.  

We begin by the training of the first auto-encoder without 
use of labels. The size of the input vector in the training data 
of the first auto-encoder is 4096 nodes. It will be minimized   
into 300 nodes in the first hidden layer. In the second step, 
we train another auto-encoder using data as the encoding of 
the inputs data provided by the previous auto-encoder. In this 
step, also, we decrease the size of the hidden representation 
to 150, so that the encoder in the second auto-encoder learns 
an even smaller representation of the input data. We repeat 
this step according to the number of the desired layers. 

This method trains the parameters of each layer 
individually while freezing parameters for the remainder of 
the model. To produce better results, after this phase of 
training is complete, fine-tuning using back-propagation can 
be used to improve the results by tuning the parameters of all 
layers at the same time. 

B. Softmax layer 

The softmax classifier (SMC) is important in the field of 
machine learning because it can map a vector to a probability 

of a given output in binary classification. Softmax classifier 
is a supervised model which uses a logistic regression defined 
as:  

 
1

1 exp( )T
h

x





 
  

  

 

Where θ represents a vector of weight, and x is a vector of 

input values learned by the previous SSAE. 
In the softmax function, we suppose that the labels were 

binary:  y(i) ∈ {0,1}. We used this classifier to distinguish 

between decayed teeth and normal teeth.  The SMC's 
parameter θ was trained to minimize the cost function.  The 
output of this classifier, as we can see in Fig. 1, is two classes: 
decayed teeth or normal teeth.  

As we can see in Fig. 3, our diagram of the stacked 
network is formed by the encoders from three auto-encoders 
and the softmax layer. 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section we report the results of testing experiments 
we carried out to evaluate our deep neural network to classify 
dental X-ray images. The data set of images was collected 
from many dentists. 

The aim of this work is to classify dental X-ray images 
into decayed or normal teeth images. So, we have used 1/3 of 
images for training each class and the rest of other images in 
the dataset were used for the classification test [14]. 

The size of input images is 64-by-64 pixels which is an 
entry vector having as dimension 4096. The images have 
been adjusted in such way that the value of the pixels is 
between 0 and 1. For each image, there are two possible 
labels, corresponding to decayed or normal teeth images.  

 
Figure 2.  Some Dental X-ray images of our data set 

As we can see in Fig. 2, we can view some of the images 
after loading the training data. 

For this experience, all considered networks have a 
hidden layer containing 3 units and a layer of output. The 
structure of the different auto-encoders, as we can see in Fig. 
3, is chosen in a consistent manner. Each experience has been 
repeated 20 times, with 500 iterations for the training and 400 
iterations for the final learning.      
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Figure 3.   Shematization of stacked auto-encoder and a softmax classfier is to classify dental X-ray images into tooth decay or normal tooth images
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To measure the quality of our classification system, we 
perform the result by the confusion matrix (Table 1). The 
classification test of our deep neural networks shows very 
good performance with a rate that reaches 97%. 

TABLE I.  QUALITATIVE RESULT OF OUR CLASSIFICATION APPROACH 

Accuracy  
                            97% 

Target Class 

Tooth 

Decay  
Normal 

Tooth 

Class 

precision 

O
u

tp
u

t 

c
la

ss
 Tooth Decay 48 % 1% 98% 

Normal Tooth 2% 49% 96.1% 
Class recall  96% 98%  

 
     In this Table, 48% of all tooth images are correctly 

classified as decayed teeth. Similarly, 49% cases are correctly 
classified as normal teeth. 1% of all images are incorrectly 
classified as decayed teeth. Similarly, 2% of all data are 
incorrectly classified as normal teeth. Out of teeth decay 
predictions, 98% are correct, and for the normal teeth 
predictions, 96.1% are correct. For all teeth decay cases, 96% 
are correctly predicted as decayed teeth. For all normal teeth 
cases, 98% are correctly classified. Overall, 97% of the 
predictions are correct. 

 

Figure 4.  ROC Curve  

Fig. 4 illustrates the performance of our classifier model 
by showing the TPR (True Positive Rate) against the FPR 

(False Positive Rate) for different threshold values. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a deep neural network using Stacked Sparse 
Auto-encoder framework is presented for classification of 
dental X-ray images. The aim of this work is to classify dental 
X-ray images into decayed or normal teeth images. 

In this work, we have used stacked sparse auto-encoder 
containing three hidden layers and a softmax classifier. 

The conclusion we can draw from our experiments is: in 
comparison with the classic approach to random initialization 
of the network weight, this method promotes a convergence 
of the network to a better local minimum as well in 
classification with regression. This method gives a good 

result, as approved in Table 1. However, the accuracy and 
reliability of our results can be improved using a larger dental 
database. 

The implementation of training strategies on really deep 
structures with several hidden layers is a future extension of 
this work. 
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Abstract—Traditional business intelligence and data warehouse
projects are very much sequential in nature. The process starts
with data preparation and continues with the reporting needed by
business measurements. This is somewhat similar to the waterfall
model of software development and also shares some of its
problems: the work is done in serial manner and the reaction
time for possible design changes is often long. Agile principles are
not well supported by the traditional serial workflow. By making
the data preparation and reporting tasks parallel, it is possible
to gain several advantages, such as shorter lead time and shorter
feedback cycle. The solution proposed in this paper is based on
enriched conceptual model that enables the business intelligence
implementation process of different teams to change from serial
to parallel workflow.

Keywords–data warehouses; business intelligence; agile soft-
ware development; scrum.

I. INTRODUCTION
Business Intelligence (BI) projects are traditionally fol-

lowing a pattern, where the work is actually done in serial
tasks, which are strongly dependent on each other. This leads
to long development cycles where some tasks need to be
done before the next tasks can be even started. The problems
of this approach include long feedback times and inefficient
working process. The working method does not support the
agile process models, such as scrum [1].

Scrum is an iterative project management approach to de-
liver software in incremental development cycles called Sprints
that usually last from two to four weeks. Its benefits come
from the ability to respond to the unpredictable environment
changes as every sprint is planned separately.

In this article, we propose a process improvement to avoid
the dependency of serial BI development tasks. The core of the
idea is to rearrange serial development sprints to parallel ones
by using a conceptual data model as a basis for a dimensional
data warehouse (DW) model. The dimensional model is, on
the other hand, an agreement between different development
teams with different skills and, thus, a basis for communication
between them. Research literature about combining BI with
agile mindset exists but to the best of our knowledge none of
them concentrate on how to organize work of teams in parallel
way in agile BI project.

The expected benefits of our approach include shorter
sprint cycle lengths, which leads to shorter customer feedback
time. Also, it helps the DW modelers and BI reporters to
concentrate on their work by reducing the fragmentation of

development sprints, because of easier allocation of work. As
a result, more development iterations can be done in the same
time frame as with a serial workflow.

The proposed process improvement can be seen as a first
step towards agile practices in BI projects and it can be later
on combined with other agile practices.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the necessary background for the paper by
addressing the related work in agile BI processes. Section III
presents the current and target states of the data warehousing
and reporting process while Section IV introduces the approach
from the viewpoint of data modeling. Finally, we draw some
concluding remarks in Section V and outline our strategy for
validating the expected benefits of the proposed approach in
Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
The chosen related work concentrates on bringing miscel-

laneous agile practices to DW and BI processes. In general,
incremental and iterative approaches are seen as beneficial
in them but to the best of our knowledge, other authors
have not discussed about organizing different teams’ work in
parallel so that traditionally done serial work could be done
simultaneously. This is a gap we are trying to fill by improving
the DW modeling process.

In [2], the authors categorize different agile BI actions
in their literature review. Their categorization is based on
previous work presented in [3] and identifies four agile BI
action categories which are Principles (rules and assumptions
derived from extensive observation and evolved through years
of experience [4]), Process models (guidance to coordinate and
control different tasks systematically which must be performed
in order to achieve a specific goal [4]), Techniques (a way
or style of carrying out a particular task) and Technologies
(tools). The ideas presented in this paper fit to category Process
models as the idea is to parallelize DW design tasks. The
work in [2], also noted that agile principles are often discussed
in a relation to agile process models, and in Process models
category, Scrum can be seen as the most popular research topic
between the years 2007 and 2013. We go through some of this
previous work in the following paragraphs.

A process model called Four-Wheel-Drive (4WD) intro-
duced in [5] utilizes six agile DW design practices (incremental
process, iteration, user involvement, continuous and automated
testing, lean documentation) that are based on software en-
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gineering methods. According to them, the impacts of an
iterative and incremental process are better and faster feedback,
improved change and resource management, clearer require-
ments and early detection of errors. They discuss incremental
techniques in the light of risk analysis that balances between
the value to users and the risk of releasing early. Similarly, our
approach aims to enable ways of working more iteratively and
incrementally while also making customer feedback easier but
they don’t have the viewpoint of parallelization which would
also shorten the required time for DW projects.

In addition to direct process improvement, the work in [6]
presents an optimization model for sprint planning in agile DW
design, which is based on the team’s ability to estimate a set
of development constraints. In contrast to our work, we do not
concentrate on the planning phases of sprints even tough the
planning should be also easier in our parallel workflow where
teams are working more in close collaboration. They aim to
optimize the sprints by planning whereas we optimize time
usage with work parallelization.

The work in [7] gives a description of a DW project
that was executed in an agile manner. The lessons learned
include successful usage of agile Enterprise Data Models, tools
integrated to version control and continuous integration of the
database. Even though their usage of Enterprise Data Model
improved communication and collaboration by shortening
feedback loops between different teams, they don’t explicitly
mention about making the workflow parallel, which is our
goal. Our approach similarly improves the communication and
collaboration between teams.

III. DATA WAREHOUSING AND REPORTING PROCESS
According to [8], BI is a process that consists of two main

activities: getting data in and getting data out. The first activity,
i.e., (DW), is about collecting data from source systems to a
single DW that combines the data. The data is then extracted
to a useful form for decision support. Getting that data out is
the part that receives the most attention as it eventually brings
out the value even though the DW part is considered to be
more laborious.

The skills and the tools needed for the two activities are
different. Thus, the competence is diversed in DW and report-
ing teams. DW implementation work consists of modeling in
addition to Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) loads and data
integration with an ETL tool. An ETL developer needs techni-
cal knowledge of databases and data transformations while a
report specialist makes visualizations and needs understanding
of the data. The naming of the data items in report meta model
utilized for analysis is done using business terms. Hence,
a reporting specialist needs understanding of the customer’s
business process.

The data is the driver for the whole implementation of the
reports. For analytical purposes, data is stored in a dimensional
schema of a data mart [9, Chapter 1] by the DW team. Report
implementation consists of two steps. In the first step, a meta
model of data entities and the structure of the data is created,
while in the second step, the actual report is created with
a reporting tool. Testing of the reporting functionalities is
commonly done by an end-user with the actual customer data.
Thus, a prerequisite for the report development is an existing
DW utilizing dimensional schema which is populated with the
customer’s data.

The diverse expertise of the different teams and the need of

an existing DW before starting the report development results
in lengthy workflow in current BI processes.

A. Current State
Currently, the way of working divides the design and

implementation process of BI report into two teams, in which
one team finishes the DW design work and another team
continues by producing the specified report. Only after both
the teams have finished their serial sprints, it is possible to
gain feedback from the customer and start fixing the problems,
starting again from DW work and continuing to reporting. This
is presented in the Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 presents the current state of the workflow in a
timeline. In the figure, DW Sprint includes actions, such as
data integration, ETL and DW modeling (dimensional model)
while Reporting Sprint consists of actions, such as creating a
meta model for the report and creation of the actual report.
The specification describes the business requirements and the
visual guidelines for the report.

The result of the work in DW Sprint is a data mart
that utilizes dimensional schema. The data mart and data
loads in the data mart are done by an ETL developer. In
the scrum process model, the DW implementation is done
first in a DW sprint as can be seen in the Fig. 2. After the
DW sprint deliverable (the data mart with customer’s data) is
available, the report implementation will be able to start. This
dependency leads to a situation where there is first a DW sprint
after which a Reporting sprint will follow. Implementation of
a report requires at least two sprints, since in the first sprint
the data comes available to the DW (DW sprint) and the actual
report for the end user is implemented in the next sprint.

Figure 1. The current state of the process.

Figure 2. Workflow presented in a timeline.

B. Problem: Sequential Working
As a result of the diverse expertise in the teams and the

need of an existing DW before reporting work, the full report
development in Reporting sprint will not start before the first
DW Sprint is finished, as it is presented in Fig. 1. The situation
leads to a dependency between the DW implementation and
report implementation.
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The main problem of the current state is that getting
feedback from the customer, which is based on the report,
requires finishing both the sprints before it is possible to get
feedback. After the feedback is received, the teams can start
fixing the problems with new iterations of DW sprint and
Reporting sprint. This also leads to fragmentation of work
and excess waiting time between the sprints. Moreover, even
though the workload is not as big as in the first iteration, it
is still serial work and takes two sprints. If each sprint lasts
for two weeks then completing both the sprints takes four
weeks which multiplies to eight weeks after the feedback has
been received and the corrections have been made. This is also
illustrated in Fig. 2.

C. Solution: Parallel Working Enabled
As a solution to shorten the customer feedback cycle length

and to defragment the DW and reporting work, we are target-
ing to parallelization of the serial sprints. The parallel team
working is presented in Fig. 4. The parallelization is enabled
by dimensional model based on conceptual model that contains
information of the source systems. Based on the source system
information in conceptual model, the dimensional model can
designed at an attribute level with the support of interface spec-
ifications. A conceptual model presents associations between
the modeled entities while the interface specification presents
the attributes related to that association. The target state of the
DW development process is presented in Fig. 3. The following
aspects rise when comparing the current state to the target state.

1) Dimensional Model Based on Conceptual Model: Di-
mensional model represents facts which are business measures
of the dimensions. The dimensions are grouping the business.
Conceptual model consists of business entities and relation-
ships between those entities. By adding information about a
source system for an entity in a conceptual model, it is possible
to get enough information of that entity without doing an exact
logical data model. For creating the dimensional model, it is
vital to know all the attributes of the fact and dimension tables.
The attributes of each entity in a conceptual model can be
solved out by looking at the interface of that entity. Each entity
needs an interface from the source system to the DW and it
the interface has to exist before the DW Sprint can start. The
interface has the attribute information of the conceptual model
entity, which makes it possible to create a dimensional model
based on a combination of a conceptual model and an interface
documentation.

2) Parallel Work of Different Teams: In the current state,
the way of working was divided to serial sprints of different
teams. The result of the completed DW sprint was a dimen-
sional model which was utilized by reporting team. Thus, it
would be beneficial, if the team could receive the dimensional
model earlier to utilize it as a specification between them and
the DW team. With the help of a dimensional model that is
based on a conceptual model, it is possible to arrange the work
so that the reporting team can to start developing the meta
model for the reporting at the same time as the DW team starts
the ETL work. In addition, the parallel way of working makes
it easier for the teams to communicate with each other since
they are concentrating on the same main goal, and further,
the report can be produced in the end of the parallel sprints
enabling customer feedback.

3) Shorter Feedback Cycle and Shorter Delay of Modifica-
tions: Since end-user is using the reports, getting useful feed-

back based on the report requires the report to include actual
business data. Parallel working in DW sprint and Reporting
sprint enables finishing the report in one sprint of calendar
time. End-user can give feedback based on the report to both
teams directly after the sprint. This is a huge difference to
the DW team, which will get the feedback immediately after
the sprint when compared to serial work in current state when
the feedback was available only after the Reporting sprint was
finished. This is beneficial because receiving feedback is more
relevant when it is received directly and without delay. Faster
feedback will also shorten the delay of starting the modification
work. Therefore, making the modifications is easier since it
requires less fragmented work and context switching.

Furthermore, parallel working shortens implementation
time which also shortens the time that the end-user waits from
giving the business needs to getting a report. In addition, the
end-user is likely to be more participating in the process since
the implementation time is shorter. According to [10], the end-
user participation is such customer collaboration, which makes
the product better. As an example of the effects in time, if
a sprint lasts for two weeks, the parallel work ensures that
delivering a new version of the report takes only two weeks.
This is a notable improvement when compared to current state
when delivering a report needed four weeks.

Data modeling is the key for communication between the
teams and therefore it enables the parallelization of the work.

Figure 3. The target state of the process.

Figure 4. Sprints are parallel and feedback is faster.

IV. DATA MODELING
Well managed data modeling is a crucial task for a DW

project. Data modeling is about gathering the customers’ data
requirements and satisfying them with a DW solution.
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According to [11], data modeling work is done on three
design layers: logical, conceptual and contextual (by bottom-
up order). Out of those layers, in this article, we are mostly
interested in the conceptual and logical data modeling.

A. Conceptual Data Modeling
Conceptual data modeling is about modeling the user’s data

requirements in a conceptual manner using common concepts,
such as entities and relationships. It describes the data and
relationships between different data entities. Conceptual data
modeling is a quick way to create a model of the problem
domain with business representatives in a workshop, because
the main entities come from the business domain and thus they
have a business meaning. The collaboration between business
stakeholders and data modelers is very important in order to
tie the data intensive solution to the business processes.

Conceptual model can be utilized to ensure that all the
participants share the same conceptual understanding of the
modeled area [11]. In addition, it is a base that evolves to
logical data model.

B. Logical Data Modeling
Logical data model presents all entities and their attributes.

Each entity which has a primary key is marked in the model.
Many-to-many relationships between entities are specified by
creating an association entity between the entities. Creating a
logical data model requires the following steps [12]:

• Specifying primary keys for all the entities.
• Finding the relationships between different entities.
• Finding all the attributes for each entity.
• Resolving many-to-many relationships.
• Normalisation.
The purpose of the logical data model is to provide

a detailed specification for the physical relational database
design [11]. In our context a logical data model is a tool for
DW designers to produce a DW.

C. Dimensional Modeling
A dimensional model consist of fact and dimension tables

in which the main items generally are facts and dimensions
[9]. A fact represents a business measurement and is linked
to several dimensions. A dimension groups and labels the
measurements while it is also used to restrict the data set of
measurements. Dimensional modeling is widely used modeling
technique to offer data from DW to reporting tools.

D. Granularity of Data Modeling
The conceptual data model is important for communication

between each participant in the project, especially for the busi-
ness stakeholders, but it does not cover the detailed information
needed in the implementation. The logical model, on the other
hand, is more detailed but requires more work as it is relatively
slow to model all the attributes and relationships of each entity.

The kind of data modeling described so far, is missing
one critical piece of information as it does not tell where
the data actually exists. The source system information is the
most vital information in the reporting project. The needed
granularity of data modeling is a mix of conceptual and
logical data modeling enriched with information about the
location of different entities. The combination of conceptual
entities marked with the primary key attributes and information
of source systems is the minimum required granularity of
needed data model. A model should be enriched with the vital

attributes, but the amount of attributes depend on how well the
modelers know the domain. When the available information
is well known and the business entity is clear, it is possible
for everyone to understand the information even if it is not
modeled in detail.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented an idea to shorten the feedback

cycle of BI projects. The proposed method consists of paral-
lelizing DW and reporting team sprints by using a dimensional
model as an agreement between the teams. Since modeling
plays a crucial part in BI process, it is important to provide
the dimensional model as early as possible. In this paper we
claim this to be possible by developing dimensional model
based on a combination of a conceptual model and the interface
documentation of a source system.

Traditionally, reporting team starts working after DW team
has offered a dimensional model with actual data. In our
approach, reporting team can start working in parallel with
DW team but initially without any actual data. The DW team
implements ETL processes with small increments which gives
then increasing amount of actual data to reporting team. It
is worth noting that making the specifications in the new
approach does not increase the overall process time. This is
because interface specification is created implicitly anyway and
conceptual model is very light weight to create.

As a result of the approach, the customer feedback cycle
shortens which moreover makes the feedback more direct.
Furthermore, because of parallel working, the communication
between teams is more efficient and reaction time to feedback
between teams is shorter. This is a step towards agile enterprise
data warehousing where a bigger team consists of two separate
teams with diverse competence.

VI. FUTURE WORK
As a future work, we are planning to conduct a case study

in which we will utilize our ideas in an industrial BI project
in a mid-sized Finnish software company. Moreover, we are
eventually aiming at integrating the different teams (DW team
and reporting team) so that the expertise of a person working in
a BI project would cover both the required perspectives. That
way, it is possible to reduce the amount of persons needed in
a project.

The proposed idea is our first step towards agile BI projects,
since it can be adopted with other agile principles, as well.
To make the BI process even more agile and faster, we are
studying how to shorten implementation time by generating
ETL processes automatically based on modeling principles
[13]. To get full advantage of these improvements, we also
aim at creating release management practices to get our BI
project closer to the continuous delivery.
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Abstract—In recent years, cloud computing products and services
are widely used by enterprises, companies and individuals in their
daily tasks. Among different cloud computing models, private
cloud is more appropriate for small and medium business (SMB)
from the perspectives of security, control and reliability. However,
the complexity of deployment, configuration and management
of cloud computing infrastructure causes additional efforts and
costs, especially because SMBs usually do not have enough IT
resources. Therefore, the hosted private cloud model is developed
to achieve higher usability by masking the complexities from
users, and keep the advantages of private cloud at the same time.
In this paper, based on previous virtualization solution, the design
and the implementation of hosted private cloud are introduced.

Keywords–Cloud Computing; Private Cloud; Hosted Private
Cloud.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has attracted considerable attention in
recent years. As the related technologies grow and mature,
cloud computing products and services are widely used by
enterprises, companies and individuals in their daily tasks [1].
Public cloud services, such as Amazon AWS [2], Microsoft
Azure [3], Google Cloud Platform [4] and so on, provide com-
prehensive computing, storage and network resources through
Internet. On the other hand, hybrid cloud is the composition of
multiple clouds, that achieves heterogeneous resource consoli-
dation and keeps the benefits brought by individual clouds [5].
Finally, companies or organizations can build and manage their
own private cloud to deliver necessary infrastructure, platform
and application services internally. For SMBs, private cloud
model is more appropriate from the perspectives of security,
control and reliability [6]. However, the complexity of de-
ployment, configuration and management of cloud computing
infrastructure causes additional efforts and costs, especially
because SMBs usually do not have enough IT resources (e.g.,
hardware, software and engineers). Therefore, the model of
hosted private cloud is developed to achieve higher usability by
masking the construction and management complexities from
users and keep the advantages of private cloud at the same
time.

Fig. 1 depicts the context diagram of the hosted private
cloud. There are several actors, including Cloud Infrastructure
Administrator, Hosted Private Cloud Administrator, Private
Cloud Owner/User and Service Consumer, which are stated
as the following.

• Cloud Infrastructure Administrator: Cloud Infras-
tructure Administrator is responsible for the con-
struction, configuration, management and maintenance

Figure 1. Context diagram of the hosted private cloud.

of physical hardware and environment. Computation
resources, storage resources, networking, energy, se-
curity and so on are included. Different scale of
cloud infrastructure is constructed and configured for
further usage. Based on particular requirements and
conditions, the administrator helps to add, configure,
remove, monitor and maintain the components inside
cloud infrastructure.

• Hosted Private Cloud Administrator: Hosted Private
Cloud Administrator is responsible for the manage-
ment of hosted private cloud built by underlying cloud
infrastructure. Through the functionalities provided
by hosted private cloud, the administrator can man-
age, monitor and allocate corresponding resources for
multiple private cloud environments. Based on the
monitoring information and the requirements from
Private Cloud Owner/User, resources for private cloud
environment can be managed and adjusted by Hosted
Private Cloud Administrator. In addition, the adminis-
trator might configure security policies (e.g., network
connectivity and isolation), backup and restore mecha-
nism, failover plan and so on for better service quality
of the hosted private cloud.

• Private Cloud Owner/User: When the hosted private
cloud is built, Private Cloud Owner/User can register
and request private cloud environment. Hosted Private
Cloud Administrator evaluates the request from Pri-
vate Cloud Owner/User and constructs corresponding
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private cloud environment if the underlying resources
are sufficient. Once the environment is built, Pri-
vate Cloud Owner/User can manage and monitor the
private cloud environment, and create corresponding
environment (e.g., virtual machines, storage and net-
working) for services and applications. Another usage
scenario for Private Cloud Owner/User is to provide
service and application (e.g., disk images) directly
for Hosted Private Cloud Administrator without cre-
ating private cloud environment from scratch. This
facilitates the service and application deployment and
eases the burden of construction of private cloud
environment from Private Cloud Owner/User.

• Service Consumers: Service consumers are the end
users who use the services built on private cloud
environment.

In this paper, the design and the implementation of hosted
private cloud are introduced. The hosted private cloud is modi-
fied and extended from previous virtualization solution, Cloud
Appliance Kernel Environment (CAKE) [7][8]. It provides
different tenants (Private Cloud Owner/User) with isolated re-
sources to support their tasks and efficient management mech-
anisms for Hosted Private Cloud Administrator and Private
Cloud Owner/User. Current deployment of the hosted private
cloud is also described in this paper for further functional and
performance evaluation [9].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews related studies. Section III introduces the virtualiza-
tion solution, CAKE. Section IV describes the architecture of
the hosted private cloud and Section V presents the deployment
for functional and quality evaluation. Finally, Section VI
presents conclusion and future works.

II. RELATED WORK

Moghaddam et al. [10] surveyed different architecture,
models, deployment types, key technologies and characteristics
of cloud computing. According to their survey, the “virtual pri-
vate cloud” offered by public cloud service providers achieved
both flexibility of public clouds and reliability of private
clouds. Resources can be shared by different subscribers and
the private cloud can be accessed through secure commu-
nication channel. Cardellini and Iannucci [11] presented an
architecture for a reliable, scalable, flexible and modular pri-
vate cloud. Authors also implemented a case study to evaluate
the proposed private cloud architecture by Linux Terminal
Server Project (LTSP). Mangal et al. [12] integrated private
cloud and public cloud for more efficient resource utilization.
Based on specific load conditions, the virtualization instances
will be migrated to public cloud or back to the private cloud
accordingly. Shtern et al. [13] designed a reference architecture
(AERIE), which can create virtual private cloud on top of
public clouds. The issues of security and data protection were
considered and mitigated through the proposed design. In
addition to academic studies, several commercial products or
services of “managed private cloud” and “virtual private cloud”
are available [14][15][16].

To sum up, the model of hosted private cloud achieves
both flexibility and reliability and has attracted attentions of
software companies, service providers and consumers. Unlike
the consideration of complex or hybrid architecture and the

Figure 2. Overview of the CAKE architecture.

provision of large scale cloud environment, the design of the
hosted private cloud in this paper tries to build private envi-
ronments for consumers like SMBs efficiently. Furthermore,
the simplicity and manageability are also considered in the
design for cloud infrastructure providers and hosted private
cloud providers.

III. CLOUD APPLIANCE KERNEL ENVIRONMENT

CAKE, developed by Institute for Information Industry, is
a server virtualization management solution based on Kernel-
based Virtual Machine (KVM) [17]. It supports lifecycle
management of virtual machines, and provides user friendly
management console for administrators and users. CAKE is
designed as an appliance based on commodity hardware. Thus,
users can purchase or use existing hardware without any mod-
ification and install CAKE to build and manage private cloud
efficiently. Based on different usage requirements, CAKE can
be deployed as a single node service or multi-node cluster for
virtualization capacity or high availability. As shown in Fig. 2,
there are three major components in CAKE, including Center
Node, Computing Node and Storage Node.

• Center Node: The major functionality of Center Node
is to manage the virtualization environment built by
all the Computing Nodes in the CAKE cluster. In
addition, Center Node provides user management,
network configuration, storage management, API ser-
vice, backup and restore, and monitoring mechanisms.
Users and administrators can login to Center Node
to use and manage the virtualization environment
through web interface.

• Computing Node: The Computing Node is the phys-
ical environment for virtual machines. It receives
requests (as the form of remote procedure call) from
Center Node and performs corresponding management
tasks on virtual machines based on KVM through
libvirt [18], including creation, deletion, boot, shut-
down, configuration, migration and so on. Computing
Nodes can be added to or removed from CAKE cluster
dynamically based on resource requirements.

• Storage Node: The Storage Node is responsible for
the preservation of images, templates, snapshots, and
virtual disks of virtual machines. Currently, Network
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Figure 3. Architecture of the hosted private cloud.

File System (NFS) [19] is used in CAKE for simplicity
and reliability. Center node and the computing nodes
in CAKE cluster mount the NFS for all the operations
in the virtualization environment.

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF HOSTED PRIVATE CLOUD

The operation model of CAKE is suitable for one specific
organization, company or SMB. In other words, the multi-
tenancy is not taken into consideration in the original design.
Therefore, the design and implementation should be extended
and modified to fulfill the requirements of hosted private cloud.
Meanwhile, the original design and the operation model of
CAKE can be leveraged to simplify the architecture design
of hosted private cloud, and decrease the implementation
effort. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the hosted private
cloud based on CAKE. The major modification is to add
a higher layer for the management and monitoring of the
overall hosted private cloud, which is achieved by one specific
set of CAKE cluster. The specific CAKE cluster manages
multiple virtualized CAKE centers, which are connected by
particular CAKE clusters to construct multiple private cloud
environments. Components of the hosted private cloud include
Hosted Private Cloud (HPC) Center Node, Hosted Private
Cloud (HPC) Computing Node, Tenant Center Node, Tenant
Computing Node and Storage Node.

• HPC Center Node: The major functionality of HPC
Center Node is to manage the overall hosted private
cloud environment. As shown in Fig. 3, through HPC
management module, HPC Center Node requests HPC
Computing Node to perform the construction, con-
figuration and management tasks on Tenant Center

Nodes. It also provides web interface (HPC Portal)
for HPC administrator to manage HPC cluster and
tenants in the hosted private cloud environment. HPC
administrators can add, delete, configure and moni-
tor tenants and underlying resources accordingly. In
addition, tenant owners and users can login with
corresponding tenant identification to manage their
private cloud environments. Monitoring data gathered
by Tenant Center Nodes will be sent back to HPC
Center Node for summarized information of the whole
hosted private cloud environment. Finally, multiple
HPC Center Nodes can be built and federated for the
concern of high availability [20].

• HPC Computing Node: HPC Computing Node is the
physical environment only for Tenant Center Node
(virtualized CAKE Center). One HPC Computing
Node can support the running of several Tenant Center
Nodes. Based on the amount of managed tenants, HPC
Computing Node can be added or removed by HPC
administrator accordingly. In order to achieve high
availability, HPC Center Node will detect the status of
HPC Computing Node periodically. If HPC Comput-
ing Node is down for unknown reasons, HPC Center
Node will trigger the migration task to move Tenant
Center Node from failure HPC Computing Node to
another. On the other hand, HPC administrator can
perform migration manually due to maintenance re-
quirements.

• Tenant Center Node: Tenant Center Node is virtual-
ized CAKE Center and deployed on HPC Computing
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Figure 4. Deployment of the hosted private cloud.

Node. Similar to the operation model of CAKE, it
helps to manage dedicated private cloud environment
built by Tenant Computing Nodes. If new tenant
should be built, HPC administrator can create Tenant
Center Node from image template efficiently and
associate allocated Tenant Computing Nodes.

• Tenant Computing Node: Tenant Computing Node
is the physical environment for virtual machines oper-
ated by specific tenants. Similarly, it receives requests
from particular Tenant Center Node and performs cor-
responding control and management tasks on virtual
machines. Tenant Computing Node can be added to or
removed from specific tenant based on requirements.
If multiple Tenant Computing Nodes are deployed,
the availability of virtual machines can be improved
through the periodical check and migration request
from Tenant Center Node.

• Storage Node: Multi-tenancy (e.g., access manage-
ment and data isolation) should be taken into con-
sideration in the hosted private cloud. Corresponding
storage spaces should be configured and managed for
different tenants. In addition, performance, scalability
and availability are also important issues due to large
amounts of usages simultaneously and continuously.
Software-defined storage (e.g., Nexenta [21] and Glus-
terFS [22]) can be appropriate solutions for hosted
private cloud.

V. DEPLOYMENT

Currently, the deployment of the hosted private cloud is
performed in one cabinet for functional and performance eval-
uation. Fig. 4 depicts the organization of hardware, networking
and HPC nodes. The physical server used in the deployment
is 2U 4-Node server. Two HPC Center Nodes and two HPC
Computing Nodes are used in current deployment, which can
be allocated in one physical 2U 4-Node server. With the above
configuration, availability can be achieved to tackle possible
failure situations. On the other hand, five 2U 4-Node servers

are allocated for tenants. Each tenant uses two nodes in one
physical server for fundamental virtualization capacity and
availability. The hosted private cloud is anticipated to support
ten tenants. Therefore, it is expected to provide 16 virtual
machines for each tenant, and totally 160 virtual machines for
the current setting of hosted private cloud in one cabinet. Based
on further resource or operation requirements, physical servers
can be added and configured to Tenant Computing Nodes for
tenants. Nexenta and GlusterFS are deployed and evaluated in
the hosted private cloud individually. Both storage systems can
be configured to support the data access and space management
of multiple tenants. In addition, Nexenta and GlusterFS provide
failover mechanism for high availability requirement. Finally,
virtual LAN (VLAN) and secure sockets layer virtual private
network (SSL-VPN) can be created and configured through
firewall and switch to enhance security and isolation of tenants
in hosted private cloud. On the other hand, in order to achieve
high availability of the whole environment, firewall and switch
are federated and deployed with failover capability.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the design and the implementation of hosted
private cloud are introduced. Based on previous virtualization
solution (CAKE), the hosted private cloud is extended and
modified to provide different tenants with isolated resources
to support their tasks, and efficient management mechanism
for administrators. Besides, it leverages the original design and
operation model of CAKE that simplifies the architecture de-
sign of hosted private cloud and decreases the implementation
effort. For future works, test cases based on real world usage
scenarios will be designed and deployed for functional evalu-
ation. In addition, different deployment scale of the hosted
private cloud (e.g., from one cabinet to multiple cabinets)
should be examined. Finally, the performance, reliability and
availability will be evaluated for actual service delivery in
future works.
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Abstract—Several organizations look for improving their
business processes in order to enhance their efficiency and
competitiveness. Business process management approach
includes techniques allowing continuous business process
improvement. Process mining is a business process management
technique allowing to extract knowledge from event logs
commonly available in today’s information systems. Business
process model extension is a process mining technique enriching
a business process model with different perspectives useful for
decision making support. Furthermore, financial costs incurred
during business process execution is prominent information
needed for business process improvement decision making in
terms of cost reduction. We propose a solution for business
process model extension with cost perspective based on process
mining. The solution is based on cost extension of the high-level
process structure, which is a meta-model enabling the integration
of different perspectives into one model independently of its
notation. However, the cost extension is designed only at the
activity level and the general approach needs to be validated. In
this paper, on one hand, we propose an improved version of the
proposed approach providing cost extension including cost data
description and analysis at both activity and business process
levels, and on the other hand, we present implementation and
tests of the improved solution on three simplified business
process model notations: Petri Net, Event-driven Process Chain
and Business Process Model and Notation.

Keywords-Business Process Management; Business Process
Improvement; Process Mining; Business Process Model Cost
Extension; Cost Extended High Level Process Structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main concern of several organizations is to enhance
their efficiency and competitiveness [3]. The Business Process
Management (BPM) approach aims at, continuously,
improving organizations’ business processes [1][22]. The
Process Mining (PMining) technique is used to analyze
business processes based on event logs commonly available in
today’s information systems [1][22]. Event logs can be used to
conduct three types of PMining [13][23][28]: (1) discovery:
produces a BP model using event logs; (2) conformance: an
existing process model is compared with the corresponding
event logs to identify the eventual deviations; (3)
enhancement: includes two sub-types: repair (improving the
model to better reflect reality) and extension. The latter type
allows to enrich the BP model with additional perspectives
useful for BP improvement decision making support
(examples: organizational, case and time perspectives).

Furthermore, organizations look to reduce the financial
costs incurred during the execution of their business processes
using different techniques. Management Accounting (MA) is
the field defining how cost (and other information) should be
used for planning, controlling, continuous improvement and
decision making [10][30]. It includes several techniques such
as: Activity-Based Costing/Management (ABC/M) [10][30];
Time-Driven ABC (TDABC) [14]; and Resource
Consumption Accounting (RCA) [7][21]. The goal of these
techniques is to measure costs incurred during process
execution and to allocate them to the BP operations.

In order to facilitate access and interpretation of cost
information for decision makers, it would be interesting to
have these information associated to the corresponding BP
model. Indeed, this enables decision makers to easily obtain
accurate cost information about their business processes. Thus,
we considered the issue of BP model extension with cost
information based on PMining extension technique. In
[24][25], we started by studying this issue for business
processes modeled with Petri Nets. Thus, we proposed an
approach and its implementation for Petri Net cost extension
based on PMining extension technique. Furthermore, in [27],
the proposed solution was improved according to
recommendations we drew from interviews we conducted with
experts in MA. Moreover, in [28], we proposed a generalized
version of the proposed approach in order to make it
independent of the BP modeling notation (not only Petri Nets).

The main research goal is BP model extension with cost
perspective using PMining extension technique in order to
support decision makers in their improvement decisions for
cost reduction. The solution we proposed in [24][25] ensures a
Petri Net model cost extension based on PMining extension
technique. In [26], we improved the proposed solution with
respect to recommendations drew from interviews with
experts in terms of MA. The considered improvements
concern three main levels: cost data structure, cost data
description and cost data analysis. Besides, in [27], we
generalized the proposed approach in order to support
different BP modeling notations.

However, the generalized approach provides cost
extension, cost data description and analysis, only at the
activity level. Thus, it would be useful for decision makers to
also get insight on cost information and knowledge at the BP
level. For instance, this would provide information about the
activities which incurred the highest cost value among the
considered BP activities. Therefore, in this paper, the
considered main research question is about the way to improve
the proposed approach so that it provides cost extension, cost
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data description and analysis at both activity and BP levels.
Moreover, this paper presents an overview about the
implementation as well as the tests of the improved approach
on three simplified BP modeling notations: PN, EPC and
BPMN.

In the remainder of this paper, we give an overview about
the related works, in Section II. Section III presents the
proposed solution design, implementation and tests. Finally, a
summary of the contribution, its limits and the future works
are presented in Section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

The work of Nauta in [18] is a proposal of an architecture
to support cost-awareness in PMining. Nauta’s solution,
mainly, consists in annotating the initial event log -in
eXtensible Event Stream (XES) format [12] - with cost
information using a cost model. The cost annotation is
performed, per cost type, in the final event of each task
instance. Then, the obtained cost annotated event log -in XES
format- is used to create cost reports [18].

The work of Wynn et al. [32][33] was motivated by the
work of Nauta. Wynn et al. proposed a cost mining framework
allowing cost reports generation and cost prediction. The cost
report can be customized in different ways. The cost
prediction looks for cost patterns so that it would be possible
to predict cost consumption of an ongoing BP case [33]. The
cost prediction is performed by proposing a cost extension of
the transition system approach [29] to produce a cost-
annotated transition system.

The technique proposed by Conforti et al. in [5] aims at
predicting faults related to three dimensions of a BP, which
are time, cost and reputation. It allows process participants to
make risk-informed decisions when taking part in a BP. The
technique relies on risk estimator trained using data extracted
from event logs. For each state of a process execution where
input is required from a participant, the estimator determines
the severity and likelihood that a fault will occur if that input
is going to be used to carry on the process execution. The
technique offers the considered participant risk-based
recommendations for reducing the number of faults and their
severities [5].

Although cost reports, which are produced by the solution
of Nauta, are used by management accountants to have details
about the costs incurred by BP execution, they are not
sufficient for better decision making support. Moreover, the
generation of only tabular cost reports does not facilitate
decision making. In the work of Wynn et al., cost reports are
generated separately from the BP model, which may not
facilitate support for decision makers with no MA
background. Furthermore, the proposed cost prediction is
mainly based on activities and resources of the considered BP
while different other attributes could influence cost values. In
addition, cost prediction aims at cost reduction for the current
BP case but does not support improvement decisions for the
whole BP. Similarly, in the work of Conforti et al., cost-
related risk prediction is used to provide recommendations
supporting reduction of cost-related faults for the current BP
case but not for the whole BP improvement. Besides, all of the
mentioned works do not provide BP model cost extension at
different levels (particularly activity and BP levels) while it is

important to present BP-related cost information from
different points of view. Moreover, each of these works focus
on a particular type of BP models, although the diversity of
BP modeling notations.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a solution using the
cost annotated event logs, produced by the solution of Nauta,
in order to extend BP models with cost perspective at BP and
activity levels. Besides, the proposed solution takes into
account the diversity of BP modeling notations.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In [27], we introduced the first version of the generalized
approach for BP model cost extension based on PMining. In
order to provide better support for decision makers in their
improvement decisions, we considered to further improve the
previous version of the proposed approach so that cost
extension covers the activity level as well as the BP level.
Moreover, the improved solution should be implemented and
tested in order to be validated. In the following, we present the
improved solution design, implementation and tests.

A. Proposed Solution Design
In the following, we present an overview about the

proposed approach and the adopted general meta-model
allowing cost extension at activity and BP levels.

1) Proposed Approach Overview: Fig. 1 shows an
overview about the proposed approach. The BP model and the
corresponding cost annotated event log are the inputs of the
generalized approach. The BP model is extended with cost
data extracted from the cost annotated event log. Thus, the
obtained output of this step is a cost extended BP model.
Then, the output is graphically displayed with respect to the
corresponding notation. The following step is to handle the
cost extended BP model in such a way to further support
decision makers in BP cost reduction. Cost data can be
handled at two different levels: the activity level and the BP
level.

Firstly, activity level cost data is handled whether by
description or analysis for each user-selected activity. On one
hand, cost data description allows decision makers to get
insight about each activity of the BP model from a cost point
of view. Cost description is performed using user-
customizable tables and graphics. Tables are used to present
cost values with respect to the user-specified options. Graphics
are used to represent views of average cost values based on
different factors (resource, cost types, instances) and to
visualize a comparison between recorded cost values and the
user-expected ones. The user-defined cost values could be
provided whether by a single cost expected value or a cost
expected interval representing a cost value range between
expected minimum and maximum cost values. On the other
hand, cost data analysis supports decision makers to find out
factors influencing on incurred cost values. Two cost analysis
methods are considered. The first method consists in
classifying resources into two groups by comparing resource-
based average cost corresponding to the selected activity with
a user-defined cost value or interval. This method supports
decision makers to determine resources involved in incurring
higher/lower cost values than the user-expected one for the
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selected activity. The second cost data analysis method deals
with how to support decision makers to know which activity-
related attributes (resource, time and other data attributes)
influence activity cost values, and how. The method is based
on using Machine Learning (ML) classification algorithms
[9][23][31], which allow to extract knowledge about the
influence of selected attributes on activity cost values. The
inputs of a ML classification algorithm are: training examples,
attributes and classes. In our case, for each selected activity of
the BP model, training examples are the activity instances
contained in the cost annotated event log. The attributes are
the activity-related ones including resource, time and data
attributes. If the user provides a single expected cost value,
two classes are defined: C1 (respectively C2) represents
activity instances having an average cost value (cost type is
selected by the user) higher (respectively lower) than a user-
estimated cost value. If an expected cost interval is provided
(expected maximum and minimum cost values), in addition to
C1 and C2 classes, a third class C3 is added to represent
activity instances having an average cost value (cost type is
selected by the user) between the user-expected cost interval
bounds. The outputs are the inferred structural patterns
represented, for instance, in the form of a list of classification
rules, which represent a simple and expressive way to
understand which attributes influence cost values, and how
[27].

Secondly, BP cost data can be handled with two main
ways. On one hand, the first way provides BP cost data
description using tables or graphics. Tables represent numeric
cost data values calculated according to user-customized
options (computation modes and cost types). Graphics provide
cost-related views based on different factors (BP instances,
activities and cost types) and are also used to represent
comparisons between recorded cost values and user-defined
cost value or interval. On the other hand, the second way
consists in analyzing BP cost data in order to support decision
makers determining factors influencing cost values at the BP
level. Cost data analysis includes two methods. The first
method provides statistics about BP instances that incurred
costs more/less than a user-defined cost value or interval. If
the user chooses to provide a single cost value, the cost data
analysis consists in calculating the percentages of BP
instances that incurred costs more and less than the user-
defined one. If the user provides an interval (expected
maximum and minimum cost values), the cost data analysis
consists in computing percentages of BP instances that
incurred costs higher, in and lower than the user-defined cost
interval. Then, the obtained percentages are displayed
textually and/or graphically. The second BP cost analysis
method aims at extracting knowledge about BP-related
attributes (time and other data attributes) that influence BP
cost values using ML classification algorithms. The input data
include training examples, which are the BP instances (traces)
contained in the cost annotated event log; attributes which are
BP instances-related attributes including time and (if any)
other data attributes; and classes which depend on the cost
expected value(s) provided by the user. If a single value is

provided, two classes are generated: C1 (respectively C2)
represents BP instances with average costs higher
(respectively lower) than the user-expected one. If an interval
is provided, a third class C3 is generated representing BP
instances with average costs within the provided interval. The
outputs of this method are structural patterns representing
knowledge about factors that influence BP-related cost values.

2) Cost-extended High-Level Process Structure: The high-
level process structure is a general meta-model designed to
embed information from different perspectives into the control
flow and to make them as generic and reusable as possible
[23]. As our goal is to incorporate cost information into the BP
model, we considered to extend the high-level process
structure with the data structure representing the cost
perspective. The cost extended high-level process core data
structure is shown in Fig. 2 as a UML class diagram. The
yellow-colored classes together with their relationships
represent the high-level process structure. The HLProcess is
the central class and holds the high-level information
independently of the BP model type. It holds a list of process
elements (HLProcessElement) such as activities (HLActivity)
for the process. Besides, each high-level process element is
identified using the HLID class. The HLGlobal class holds
information that is globally relevant for the BP. The HLModel
class enables to match the nodes of an actual BP model to
their corresponding elements in the HLProcess structure. The
ModelGraph class represents the actual BP model. These
classes represent the common elements that will be shared by
all high-level processes, regardless of whether they refer to
some Petri net model, or YAWL model, etc. [23][27].

As shown in Fig. 2, the cost data structure is represented
by the grey-colored classes together with their relationships.
The HLProcessCost class and the corresponding relationships
represent cost information at BP level. It consists of a list of
process instances costs each of which is represented by the
ProcessInstanceCost class. Moreover, as HLProcessCost class
represents cost information at BP level, it is associated to the
HLProcess class. Each process instance cost consists of a list
of activity instances costs (ActivityInstanceCost class).

Each activity instance cost consists in turn of elementary
costs (ElementaryCost class). Each elementary cost has a
value, a currency and a cost type (CostType class).
Furthermore, each process instance cost is related to a process
instance (ProcessInstance class) and each activity instance cost
is related to an activity instance (ActivityInstance class). The
ProcessInstance and ActivityInstance classes are generalized
using the abstract Instance class so that for each process
instance and activity instance, we retain the resources involved
in its execution (Resource class), the corresponding time
information (Time class) and, if any, other related data
attributes (DataAttribute class). This way, HLProcessCost
class holds cost information related to the whole BP and to
each one of its activities independently of the BP model
notation. Thus, the cost-extended HLPS shown in Fig. 2
allows to get cost information at both BP and activity levels.
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Figure 1. Improved approach overview.
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B. Proposed Solution Implementation
The proposed approach is implemented as a tool for BP

model cost extension. Table 1 shows the general architecture
of the implemented tool. The left side column of Table 1
represents the required inputs for the implemented tool. The
first input is the BP model file (PN or EPC or BPMN, etc.),
which meets the corresponding meta-model (format). For this
moment, the PNML [15], the EPML [17] and simplified
BPMN [19] meta-models are implemented. Thus, the
implemented tool supports PN, EPC and BPMN models
corresponding, respectively, to the above mentioned meta-
models. The second input is the corresponding cost annotated
event log file, which meets XES format - the standard event
log meta-model for PMining [12]. The central column of
Table 1 shows the internal tool structure, which is represented
by a UML component diagram. It is composed of three
packages: CostExtendedHLPS, GUI and Main.

The CostExtendedHLPS package contains three sub-
packages: HLProcess, HLModel and ModelGraph. The
HLProcess sub-package consists of the high level process
information classes and their relationships (HLProcess and
related classes in Fig. 2) including cost data structure. The
HLProcess sub-package uses the OpenXES plugin to import
cost data from cost extended event log files. The HLModel
sub-package contains the HLModel class and its sub-classes as
shown in Fig. 2. The ModelGraph sub-package consists of the
ModelGraph class and its sub-classes, which represent the
different BP meta-models. For this moment, we implemented
PN, EPC and BPMN meta-models using (respectively) the
PNML framework [15], EPCTools [6] and BPMN Camunda
[4] plugins. The GUI package contains all graphical user
interfaces and their related classes whose role is to import
input files and display processed results. Orchestration of the
different packages is ensured by the Main package.
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Figure 2. Improved cost-extended HLPS.
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TABLE I. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF THE BP MODEL COST EXTENSION TOOL.

Inputs Tool Architecture (UML Component Diagram) Outputs

Main

PNML Framework
<<external>>

OpenXES 1.9
<<external>>

CostExtendedHLPS

HLProcess HLModel ModelGraph

EPCTools
<<external>>

Camunda BPMN
<<external>>

GUI

Depending on the user-selected option, the produced
output concerns whether the BP level or the activity level. On
one hand, the BP level outputs are computed for the whole BP
and may be: (1) cost description results displayed whether
with tables or graphics, or (2) cost analysis results displayed
using text and/or graphics for BP instances costs statistics
method and are generated as Attribute-Relation File Format
(ARFF) file [31] for the ML classification-based method at BP
level. Each generated ARFF file consists of attributes values
and classes as presented in section III.A.1. Thus, the generated
ARFF file can be easily imported into the Waikato
Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka) system [31],
which allows to pre-process the input data and provides
several algorithms to apply for extracting knowledge about
factors influencing cost values of the whole BP in different
forms such as classification rules or decision trees. On the
other hand, activity level outputs are calculated for each
selected activity and may be: (1) cost description results
displayed using tables or graphics, or (2) cost analysis results,
which are displayed using tables for the cost-based resource
classification method and are generated as ARFF files for the
ML classification-based method at activity level. The
generated ARFF file can be imported in Weka and
classification algorithms can be applied to extract knowledge
about factors influencing cost values of the selected activity.

C. Proposed Solution Tests
In order to validate the improved solution, we carried out

tests using the same BP example with three different modeling
notations: PN, EPC and BPMN. The test example is a simple
phone repair process. The considered BP modeled with Petri
Net notation is presented in [18][24]. The BP begins by the
registration of the broken phone and then it is analyzed to
determine the defect type. Depending on the severity of the
defect, a simple repair or a complex repair is carried out.
Then, the phone is tested to check whether it is fixed. If so, the
repair details are archived and it is returned to the customer. If

it is not fixed, the repair and then the test are restarted again. If
the phone is still broken after the fifth repair test, the repair
details are archived and the phone is returned to the customer.
Otherwise, the customer is informed about the defect type
after the defect analysis and before archiving the repair details
[18][23].

This process example was already used as a test case
example in Nauta’s solution. We used the produced cost
annotated event log (1000 cases obtained by simulation)
together with its corresponding BP model (in PN, EPC and
BPMN notations) as inputs for our tool test phase. In the
following two sub-sections, the obtained results of the carried
out tests are presented for each of the BP and the activity
levels cost extensions with different BP modeling notations.

1) Tests Results of the Business Process Level Cost
Extension: Fig. 3 (respectively Fig. 4) shows the obtained
results after importing the BP example Petri Net (respectively
BPMN) model file and the corresponding cost annotated event
log file. The background frame of Fig. 3 (respectively Fig. 4)
represents the main tool frame, which displays the
corresponding Petri Net (respectively BPMN) model. The
foreground frames of Fig. 3 illustrate cost data description at
the BP level. The top left frame represents the BP level related
cost description table with different computation modes
(average, maximum and minimum) for all cost types (total,
fixed, labour, variable overhead and material costs). The top
right frame shows average total cost incurred by each activity
of the BP using a pie chart indicating the activity that incurred
the highest cost among them (“Repair (Complex)” activity in
Fig. 3). The bottom right frame shows BP level related
average cost per cost type: total cost is yellow-colored and
other cost types are green-colored. The bottom left frame
illustrates BP level related average cost based on BP cases
together with two horizontal lines representing minimum (blue

Cost extended
business process

model
graphically
displayed

Cost extended
XES meta-model

(.xes)

Cost annotated EL
(.xes)

Business Process
Model File

Business Process
meta-model

Activity level

Cost Description
Tables/Graphics
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Text/Graphics displayed
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line) and maximum (green line) cost values provided by the
user as the expected cost interval boundaries.

The foreground frames of Fig. 4 provide cost statistics
about BP instances. As shown in the foreground left frame of
Fig. 4, the selected cost type to be analyzed is “Total Cost”
and the user chooses to enter an expected cost interval
(500..800 AUD) instead of an expected cost value. Moreover,
both textual and graphical display modes are selected. Then,
when validating, BP cost statistics results are displayed.
Textual results are displayed in the bottom of the foreground
left frame of Fig. 4. The red (respectively blue, green)-colored
text represents number and percentage of BP instances that
incurred higher (respectively in interval, lower) average total

costs than the user-provided cost interval. The foreground
right frame of Fig. 4 represents graphically the obtained
results using a pie chart. As shown in both foreground frames,
7.7% of BP instances incurred total costs more than 800 AUD,
7.2% of them incurred total costs less than 500 AUD and
85.1% of them incurred total costs between 500 and 800
AUD. Tests of ML-based cost analysis for the BP level is left
for other BP examples as for the considered test example,
there is no data attributes related to the BP instances (traces).
The tests results of the BP level cost extension, presented in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, remain valid for the three considered BP
notations (PN, EPC and BPMN).

Figure 3. Cost data description (BP level) with PN notation.

Figure 4. BP cases cost statistics (BP level) with BPMN notation.
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2) Tests Results of the Activity Level Cost Extension: As
shown in Fig. 5 (respectively Fig. 6), the background frame
displays the obtained EPC (respectively BPMN) model after
importing the corresponding BP model and cost extended
event log files. The foreground frames of Fig. 5 show cost data
description corresponding to the “Analyze Defect” function.
The top left frame illustrates cost data description table
corresponding to the “Analyze Defect” function with average,
maximum and minimum computation modes and total,
variable overhead, fixed and labour cost types. The top right

frame shows blue bars each of which representing the average
of total costs related to “Analyze Defect” function instances
executed by a resource. The bottom right frame illustrates a
curve representing the average total costs of the “Analyze
Defect” function based on its instances and two lines
representing the user-expected cost interval boundaries:
minimum (blue line) and maximum (green line) cost values.
The bottom left frame shows average cost per cost type for the
“Analyze Defect” function: yellow-colored bar represents total
cost and green-colored bars represent others cost types.

Figure 5. Cost data description for “Analyze Defect” function (activity level) with EPC notation.

Figure 6. Resource classification based on total cost of “Analyze Defect” activity (activity level) with BPMN notation.
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The foreground right frame of Fig. 6 shows test results of
the first activity level cost analysis method, which is a cost-
based resource classification for the “Analyze Defect”
activity. As it is illustrated in Fig. 6, the user selected the
“Total Cost” as the cost type to be analyzed. The provided
expected cost interval for the considered activity ranges from
15 AUD to 17 AUD. Then, the provided result is displayed
using a table showing three columns. The first column
(respectively second, third) lists resources, which executed
“Analyze Defect” activity instances with average total cost
higher (respectively in interval, lower) than the user-expected
cost interval. As shown in Fig. 6, the average total cost of
“Analyze Defect” activity instances executed by “Tester6” is
within the user-expected cost interval. However, the other
resources are involved in incurring higher total costs than 17
AUD and no resources incurred lower total costs than 15
AUD. Furthermore, the second activity-level cost analysis
(ML-based) method is tested on the “Analyze Defect” activity
by selecting the total cost as a cost type and 17 AUD as the
expected cost value. An ARFF file is automatically generated
according to details presented in section III.A.1. Afterwards,
the ARFF file is imported using Weka system. The selected
attributes are: “resource”, “duration”, “phone type” and
“defect type” attributes for the activity in hand. Then, we
applied different classification algorithms among which we
retained the J48 algorithm [31] as it provided the highest rate
of correctly classified instances (100%). The obtained result is
presented by the following classification rules:

If (phoneType = T1) Then
Cost is lower

If (phoneType = T2) Then
Cost is lower

If (phoneType = T3) Then
Cost is higher

The obtained classification rules show that if the phone
type is T1 or T2, the incurred total cost of the “Analyze
Defect” activity is lower than the expected cost value (17
AUD). However, if the phone type is T3, the total cost
exceeds the expected cost value. Then, it can be concluded
that the total cost incurred during the execution of this activity
depends on the “phone type” attribute and the influence of the
other attributes on the corresponding total cost is not
prominent. This indicates to decision makers that reviewing
the repair of T3 phones is likely to lead to a solution to reduce
costs incurred by the execution of “Analyze Defect” activity.
The tests results, presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 about the
activity level cost extension, remain valid for the three
implemented BP notations (PN, EPC and BPMN).

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we proposed an improved solution providing
BP model cost extension at the activity level as well as the BP
level based on Process Mining. In fact, we extended the
proposed approach so that it offers cost description and
analysis at both activity and BP levels. Besides, we improved
the proposed meta-model (HLPS) in order to represent cost
data at activity and BP levels. Moreover, we presented the
implementation of the improved approach. Additionally, we
described the obtained results of tests that we carried out on
the implemented tool using a simple phone repair process as

test example with three simplified modeling notations: PN,
EPC and BPMN. Furthermore, the tests results show that the
solution is extensible to cover different other business
modeling notations. Therefore, the obtained proposal is a
general BP model cost extension solution providing cost
extension, description and analysis at activity and BP levels,
which further improve decision making support for BP cost
reduction.

However, the proposed solution has some limits especially
for the ML-based cost data analysis. First, the provided BP
level cost analysis does not include the influence of resources
on BP costs while it may be important in cost reduction
decision making. Second, selection of the classification
algorithm is left for the user, which may be enhanced by
guiding the selection in order to improve the quality of the
generated results. Third, the proposed solution does not
include means to simulate the impacts, of changes brought to
the BP, on its incurred costs before applying real actions on
the BP.

Currently, we are studying further cost data analysis
improvements in such a way to provide more guidance for
better decision making support. These improvements will be
proposed and validated by coordination with data mining
experts. In future works, we consider to carry out real world
case studies in order to evaluate the proposed solution
performances.
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Abstract-- This work is concerned with developing a quality 

index for Web service understandability. A major reason for 

poor search results in Web service repositories is the lack of 

proper descriptions for existing services and as a result such 

services are not counted in search results. We present a 

mechanism to specify and measure Web service interface 

quality. The mechanism includes metrics for both the 

registration and operation phases. The evaluation results show 

significant enhancement in the discovery process as a result of 

using the proposed mechanism. 
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interface quality. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Web service discovery is a major challenge for automatic 
Web service selection and integration. Discovery depends not 
only on Web service availability but also on the ability to 
understand the objective and the function of the available Web 
services, using the descriptive details. Web service description 
is often overlooked when working with a Web service to 
increase its quality. Even if a Web service follows all 
recommendations it will still be inaccessible if its description 
is difficult to comprehend. Several approaches and techniques 
have been proposed to address this challenge, including 
syntactic-based and semantic-based approaches [1][2]. Such 
approaches assume that correct and valid service descriptions 
already exist. In practice, the reality is different. 

We analyzed more than 35,000 Web services from eight 
well-known datasets [3]-[7]. In these datasets, we found that 
only 49% of registered services are active.  Further analysis of 
Web Services Description Language (WSDL) based Web 
services shows that only 19 % have a Web service description. 
Therefore, 81 % of Web services are not being considered in 
the syntactic discovery phase. Our findings are also supported 
by previous studies [8][9]. 

On other hand, the semantic approach suffers from “a 
cold-start problem” because it assumes that a corpus of 
previously annotated services is available [1] [2] [10].  

Recently, Quality of Service (QoS) in Web service 
discovery has gained considerable attention as a vital research 
topic [8][11][12]. In this context, it is important to distinguish 
between two research domains within Web service discovery. 
The first approach focuses largely on Web service 
functionality and performance, such as response time, latency, 
availability, accessibility, and security. The second approach 
focuses on the quality of a Web service interface, largely 
assessing the Web service interface in terms of complexity. 
The importance of the second approach lies in the fact that 

without easily understandable Web service interface 
functionality, it is not reasonable to expect successful 
discovery or usability [11]. In general, the more details we can 
obtain about a Web service function and its domain, the more 
it becomes reachable and usable. 

Analyzing a text or web site for its readability has a long 
tradition in literature. Different approaches and metrics have 
been employed to assess the readability of web sites, or to 
filter documents that match a user’s reading ability [13]. 
However, there are some differences between a web site and 
Web service description. On the one hand, text in the web is 
presented is usually long and presented differently than a Web 
service description, which expected to be short and 
straightforward. On the other hand, Web service description 
needs to be comprehended not only by humans but also by 
agents in case of auto-discovery.  

Given the differences in the presentation and nature of 
Web service, having an index that gives an indicator on the 
readability or clarity of Web service interface, becomes more 
essential. In this regard, we have also to consider the majority 
of currently deployed Web services that have no description 
or that have a poorly written description. For such cases, 
focusing only on the readability of the Web service 
description might not help in identifying the Web service 
domain or its functionality. 

Our research aims at introducing a new approach for fixing 
the current problem of poorly written Web service 
descriptions and providing practical control over Web service 
interface quality to minimize and avoid such bad practices.  

In this paper, we address this topic under several aspects. 
First, we consider the problem of text noise in Web service 
description and the attribute names used in the Web service 
interface. This noise represents additional text that are 
typically not part of the main context and might not help in 
classifying or understanding the Web service function. 
Obviously, this noise should not be considered when 
determining the readability or clarity of a Web service 
interface. One way to eliminate the noise is to provide hand 
designed filters for cleaning the interface contents of a 
particular Web service. The second step is to have a 
mathematic approach to measure the understandability of the 
Web service interface. In this regard, we considered the 
number of the extracted meaningful words from the filtered 
Web service interface. We used the well-known WordNet 
[14], which is an electronic lexical database that is available 
to researchers in computational linguistics, text analysis, and 
many related areas. We analyzed the web-service operations 
and input/output message parameter meaningful naming as 
part of the Web service usability and understandability 
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characteristics. In addition, we considered sharing the clarity 
and understandability indexes to be available during the 
discovery phase as part of QoS improvement. 

This approach will help service providers in improving 
their service quality by satisfying discovery needs and 
measures. Service registry moderators and brokers will gain 
the advantage of providing valid and well-defined Web 
services with better quality, based on better classification and 
clustering that supports service discovery and composition. 
Consumers will effectively use the shared interface quality 
metrics during registry queries to select services that match 
their quality needs and development constraints with minimal 
effort. 

Thus, the main contribution of this work is to develop a 
novel approach that addresses currently poorly written Web 
service descriptions with a focus on developing the required 
control that can help in addressing such malpractice.  

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: the related 
work and previous developed metrics are discussed in Section 
2, followed by the research problem in Section 3.  The solution 
requirements are defined in Section 4. In Section 5, we 
introduce the proposed framework. The experimental 
Evaluation  and the research findings are discussed in Section 
6. Finally, the conclusion and recommendations for future 
research are presented in Section 7. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In software quality research, metrics for service interface 
quality have only recently gained attention [15]-[18]. In this 
Section, we summarize efforts in the area of measuring the 
quality and complexity of a Web service interface.  

The first work on Extensible Markup Language (XML) 
metrics was presented in [19]; the work presents a set of five 
metrics based on Document Type Definition (DTD) 
specifications and the schema graph representation, adopting 
common metrics used for software to determine the 
characteristics of DTDs. The authors use product metrics in 
terms of size, structure complexity, structure depth, Fan-In, 
and Fan-Out.  

McDowell et al. [15] focus on XML schema types and 
introduce two indices for measuring quality and complexity 
based on eleven metrics. The proposed metrics are Number of 
Complex Type Declarations, Number of Simple Type 
Declarations, Number of Annotations, Number of Derived 
Complex Types, Average number of Attributes per Complex 
Type Declaration, Number of Global Type Declarations, 
Number of Global Type References, Number of Unbounded 
Elements, Average Bounded Element Multiplicity Size, 
Average Number of Restrictions per Simple Type 
Declaration, and Element Fanning.  

Lammel et al. [20] proposed a suite of metrics for XML 
Schema that primarily focused on schema size and 
complexity. The suite ranges from simple counters of various 
types of schema nodes, such as Number of global element 
declarations, Number of global complex-type definitions, 
Number of global simple-type definitions, and Number of 
global attribute declarations, to more involved metrics such as 
McCabe, depth, and breadth. Their work helped to introduce 

the fundamental metrics for the XSD language and identified 
the basic feature model of the XSD language at a basic level 
[21].  

Qureshi et al. [16] focused on measuring the complexity 
of XML documents based on different structural 
characteristics. Their work aims to lower the complexity of 
XML documents and improve their reusability and 
maintainability. They used the Weight Allocation Algorithm 
(WA) and the Document Object Model (DOM) for tree 
representation. Weights are assigned to each element of XML 
trees, according to their distance from the root node. The 
algorithm provides a mechanism to gauge the quality and 
comprehensibility of XML documents.  

Visser [22] presents a more advanced metric that considers 
the structure of a schema by adopting well-known 
measurement methods from graphs. The metrics are 
adaptations of existing metrics for other software artifacts, 
such as programs and grammars. As a prerequisite, a graph 
representation must be computed from a given XML Schema 
to measure, for example, how closely the graph structure is 
related to a tree structure in which the measures of 
reclusiveness are identified.  

Basci and Misra [18] developed a structure-based metric 
that measures the complexity related to the internal 
architecture and recursion of XSD components. The metric 
has been empirically and theoretically validated using 65 
public Web services. 

H. Sneed [23] proposed a suite of metrics that contains 
various metrics to assess the complexity of service interfaces 
and to determine their size for estimating testing effort. The 
proposed metrics range from common size measurements 
such as lines of code and number of statements to metrics for 
measuring the complexity and quality of Web Services. The 
relevant metrics are Interface Data Complexity, Interface 
Relation Complexity, Interface Format Complexity, Interface 
Structure Complexity, and quality-related metrics covering 
Modularity, Adaptability, Reusability, Testability, Portability, 
and Conformity. Sneed defines the complexity of a service 
interface as the median value of its lingual complexity and its 
structural complexity.  The lingual complexity of a service 
interface has been defined in terms of type and number of 
occurrences, and the structural complexity defined in terms of 
entities and relationships, in which entities are the instances of 
the data-types, messages, operations, parameters, bindings 
and ports defined in the schema. A relationship refers to 
compositions and cross-references.  

Kumari and Upadhyaya [24] proposed an interaction 
complexity metric for black-box components based on 
measuring the complexity of their interfaces.  The parameters 
they considered are the size of each component and the 
interaction with the component in terms of input/output 
interactions. Graph theoretical notions have been used to 
illustrate the interaction among software components and to 
compute complexity. The proposed measure has been applied 
to five cases chosen for their study and yielded encouraging 
results, which may further help in controlling the complexity 
of component-based systems to minimize both integration and 
maintenance efforts.  
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The review of the literature reveals that few studies focus 
on developing metrics that measure the quality of Web service 
interfaces. Existing metrics partially address this subject by 
focusing on the WS interface structure; these depend on 
counting a schema’s components, or measuring the schema’s 
complexity by considering different weights for each schema 
component. Although these metrics are important, they do not 
yield sufficient information about the clarity of a given 
interface and the understandability of each independent 
component. For instance, the count of service elements and 
types is more relevant to the service context and its 
functionality, which might vary from one domain to another. 
In addition, measuring the complexity of a schema’s complex 
types or elements recursively by assuming that each of its sub-
components has its own weight requires extra effort with no 
justified effect on the overall complexity measurement. To 
conclude, the metrics that measure schema complexity by 
counting components do not yield sufficient information 
about the complexity value of a given schema [18]. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Research into Web services has traditionally concentrated 
on issues such as service semantics, discovery, and 
composition. However, there has been little focus on currently 
deployed Web services. Investment in such services is far 
from efficient.  

Although many efforts have been invested in finding new 
approaches to improve the semantic description of WS, most 
service descriptions that exist to date are syntactic in nature 
[25].  

In an SOA context, Web service interface-related quality 
problems include poorly written Web service descriptions and 
a shortage of quality metrics for Web service interfaces. These 
two major issues also directly affect usability and the 
discovery process. This has been supported by different 
research findings. Zheng et al. [26] concluded that the WSDL 
files on the Internet are fragile. WSDL files may contain 
empty content, invalid formats, invalid syntax, and other types 
of errors. 

In this Section, we summarize the defined issues with 
current Web services implementations, which is supported by 
previous researches. 

A. Web Service Description Poor Quality 

A major limitation of the Web services technology is that 
finding and composing services still requires manual effort. 
Although semantic web technology appears to be a promising 
approach for automated service discovery, it has several 
limitations [25] that can be summarized as: 

 Most existing service descriptions are syntactic in 
nature. 

 The vast majority of already existing Web services 
are specified using WSDL and do not have associated 
semantics. 

 It is impractical to expect all new services to have 
semantic descriptions. 

 From a service requester’s perspective, the requester 
may not be aware of all terms related to the service 
request or domain knowledge. 

 Introducing semantics into Web services has not yet 
moved to the industrial implementation phase. 

Conversely, a search for semantic service descriptions 
conducted by Klusch and Xing [27] with a specialized 
metasearch engine, Sousuo, found no more than 
approximately 100 semantic service descriptions in prominent 
formats such as OWL-S, WSML, WSDL-S, and SAWSDL on 
the web. This number is very small compared with more than 
half a million sources indexed by the semantic web search 
engine Swoogle, and several hundreds of validated Web 
service descriptions in WSDL found by Sousuo on the web 
[25].  

Having a quality model with suitable metrics has become 
crucial for assessing the Web service interface quality and its 
readiness for public use. 

IV. SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS 

In our research, it was necessary to measure a number of 
issues that have not been addressed or fulfilled, or have not 
been identified in Web services discovery. The main issues 
are currently registered but invalid Web services, poorly 
written WS descriptions, low usability, and the issue of 
sharing WS interface quality metrics. Controlling WS 
interface clarity and understandability is an important 
objective because it affects all other quality attributes such as 
usability, reliability, and maintainability. The following points 
represent our proposed approach to achieve better usability 
with a focus on WSs with poorly written descriptions. 

A Web service interface specifies all of the information 
needed to access and use a service. The description should be 
rich, containing sufficient details and aspects of the service. 
Efficient and successful implementation of WSDL requires 
quality control with relevant metrics to ensure the required 
quality. The implementation details of a Web service are 
hidden behind their interfaces, which are published on the 
Internet and can be accessed through WSDL. WSDL consists 
of a set of operations, which are the access points for 
interacting with the outside computing environment. Such 
interfaces require metrics that are more relevant to its nature 
as a black box, with no access to its implementation source 
code.  

To achieve a Web service with a high level of usability, 
we must consider the following. 

 Describe the Web service functionality properly. 

 Define Types and elements globally, facilitating reuse 
in other XML schemas and in the same XML schema 
documents. 

 Design the Web service interface structure in terms of 
traceability and understandability. 

 Use proper naming for attributes and elements within 
the schema documents and annotations. 

V. PROPOSED APPROACH 

Our approach to enhance Web service discovery and 
usability has two facets. One empowers the current WS 
descriptions using the extracted words from the types and 
element names. The second is the use of ISO/IEC 25010 
standard [28] to develop a consistent model to evaluate Web 
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service interface quality. We extend recent research efforts that 
focus on developing WS interface complexity metrics, and 
introduce clarity and understandability metrics. This approach 
addresses a Web service interface with a poor description by 
validating its clarity and quality, extracting distinct tokens from 
the used attributes and element names, and sharing this 
information through WSDL schema extension. The information 
is then utilized by service providers to improve their service 
quality and by consumers during discovery and selection. 

A. Dataset used in this research 

Throughout this research, we conducted several large-scale 
evaluations using popular WSDL datasets, which were obtained 
from well-known Web services providers. Because the main 
objective here is to improve the WS usability by consider its 
reachability through different discovery approaches, we 
consider some non-WSDL-based approaches during our 
analysis with initial focus on the syntactic part. 

The QWS dataset [3] represents 2507 real WSDL files 
obtained from public sources on the Web.  OPOSSum [6] is a 
database of service descriptions that has 1263 WSDL files. WS-
DREAM [7] is a dataset that is composed of 3738 WSDL files 
that aim to reflect real-world data for Web Service researchers. 
Service-repository [4] is a directory of SOAP Web services. 
Servicefinder, Biocatalogue, Seekda, and Xmethods [29] are 
Web services catalogues. 

We analyzed these datasets not only to support our research 
but also to provide a reusable dataset and practical feedback for 
promoting research on Web services interface quality. We 
applied the following procedure during our research: 

 First, we tested the Web services availability and 
isolated the non-active Web services. The aim was to 
identify the bad files that had no active services, files 
referencing unavailable schema, files with local file 
references to schema files, or incomplete files. 

 Second, we analyzed the active Web services to 
determine the problem size of Web services with no 
description. In this phase, we checked whether the 
published Web services had a description part. We 
also assessed the number of the meaningful words it 
contained. Meaningful words refers to words that 
cannot be considered part of stop-words, or terms 
which commonly appear across many service 
descriptions and can be found in a lexical database. 
The meaningful number of words is used to identify 
the Web service domain or classification or for 
clustering analysis. During this process, we addressed 
the duplication of Web service definitions that exist 
in some datasets. Primarily, we utilized the service 
name, host, and the Web service structure in 
identifying the duplications. 

B. Web Services availability and descriptions 

In this Section, we focus on two criteria: WS availability and 
WS description. We analyzed these parameters using previously 
defined datasets to identify active Web services that are valid for 
our research. Our analysis results are depicted in Fig. 1, which 
shows that the average percentage of active WSs is 
approximately 49%. 

 

Figure 1. Active WS Percentage per Dataset 

 

Figure 2. WSs with Description vs. WSs without Description 

 

Figure 3. WS description - Avg. words vs. Avg. Token 

 

Figure 4. Number of Tokens Distribution 
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To understand the missing description problem of Web 
services, we considered in our analysis the complete collected 
active Web services after removing the Web services 
duplications. Fig. 2 shows that the total number of Web services 
that have descriptions is only 21% of the overall collected Web 
services.  

Having collected the number of WSDL files with 
descriptions, the second step was to inspect the content of each 
file to evaluate the description part. To inspect the description, 
we applied the Information retrieval technique for removing the 
‘stopwords’. We used the stopwords to eliminate the terms that 
commonly appear across many service descriptions. For Web 
services with descriptions, Fig. 3 shows a comparison between 
the number of words found in the description part and the 
number of the extracted meaningful tokens.  

As shown in Fig. 4, we found that the number of tokens in 
the Web service description ranges from 2 to 33 tokens. This 
shows that having a Web service description as a single criterion 
is insufficient to meet the quality requirement; there is also a 
need for a control on the size and meaning of the parts to ensure 
clarity and understandability requirements are met. This control 
must maintain both the minimum number of meaningful words 
contained in the Web service description and the operation 
names. 

C. Web Service Interface Quality Metrics 

Web service interface quality refers to the effort required to 
understand its functionality, structures, and the messages that are 
responsible for exchanges and for conveying Web service data 
between the service requestor and the service provider.  Web 
service interface complexity can be measured by analyzing the 
XML Schema structure embedded in the WS interface. The 
focus of this Section is to propose a set of WSDL schema metrics 
to fill the gap caused by the missing clarity and understandability 
part of the WS interface quality control. 

1) WS Interface Clarity and Understandability 
In the previous sections, statistics show that only 21% of 

Web services have descriptions. In other words, approximately 
80% of Web services are not considered during the normal 
syntactic search and discovery process. In this Section, we 
explain a new approach that depends on the parameter names of 
Web services: Web service name, endpoint, messages, and 
schema types. Throughout this research, we use the term 
“Clarity” to refer to the extent to which a Web service and its 
operations’ naming are developed employing an appropriate and 
clear standard that is easily comprehended during the discovery 
process. This influences the understandability of the WS 
interface. 

The Clarity Index measures the degree of syntactic 
understandability by parsing the Web service interface and 
extracting the meaningful parts (tokens) from the names of 
services, operations, and schema types.  To calculate the Clarity 
Index, we compare the number of the extracted meaningful 
tokens to the overall number of terms used in these names for 
the overall elements used in the Web service interface. The same 
is applied on the service description part, which is measured by 
the following formula. 


ClarityIndex  = (

∑  ts  
𝐧
i=0

𝐧𝐬

+
tsd

𝐧𝐬𝐝

) /  2 

where ts and ns are the number of the extracted tokens and the 

total number of terms extracted from the WS interface, 

respectively. tsd is the number of extracted tokens of the 

description part, and nsd is the total number of the extracted terms 

from the description part.  

Similarly, we consider Web service annotations to extend 
the clarity index to provide a more specific metric to measure the 
understandability sub-characteristic. We measure it with the 
following formula: 

 UnderstandabilityIndex = (
∑  ts  

𝐧
i=0

𝒏𝒔
+ 

𝑁𝐴𝑛

𝑁𝐸+𝑁𝐴𝑡
+

𝑡𝑠𝑑

𝒏𝒔𝒅
 ) / 𝟑 



 NAn is the number of annotations, NE is the number of items, and 

NAt is the number of attributes. 

As the main focus of this part of work is the Web services 
with no description, we focus primarily on the Clarity Index 
because the annotation part will also be missing, also we did not 
consider the readability index for Web service description, 
which will be consider on further work.  

2) WSDL Quality Index  
Although our main research focus is finding a solution to 

address current poorly written WS descriptions or WSs with 
no description, we found that it is important to address the 
overall quality of the WS interface.  

As explained in the related work Section, most previous 
studies focused on the WS interface structure without 
considering the understandability of the provided information 
inside. The quality of the WS interface is influenced by how 
much effort is required to understand its element types during 
either manual discovery or auto-discovery.  

It is important to distinguish between two different aspects 
of interface quality. First, the complexity of the WS interfaces 
largely focuses on the interface structure. Second, the clarity 
and understandability largely focuses on understanding the 
Web service interface in terms of ease of reading and 
understanding the WS functionality. The combination of both 
can provide the required WS interface Quality control. To 
illustrate our idea, we propose a WSDLQuality Index that 
extends the current efforts in this area by including the defined 
Understandability metric. The same approach is valid for any 
other developed WSDL quality metrics. 

 𝑊𝑆𝐷𝐿𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = Complexity 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥  +
 Understandabity𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥



In the evaluation Section, we explain the importance of the 
Clarity Index in more detail. 
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D. Sharing WSDL Quality Metrics 

A WS interface document initially defines the methods of 
the service and how they are invoked, but it lacks support for 
nonfunctional properties such as QoS. The WSDL standard 
allows several powerful techniques for extending its schema to 
include or redefine elements and attributes [30]. The standard 
also allows organizing and structuring its schemas by breaking 
them into multiple files. These child schemas can then be 
included into a parent schema. Breaking schemas into multiple 
files has several advantages. First, it creates reusable definitions 
that can be used across several Web services. Second, it makes 
the definitions easier to read because it breaks down the schema 
into smaller units that are simpler to manage. 

In this context, two main proposals have been introduced.  
First, a registry-based extension is proposed that focuses largely 
on the UDDI and use its tModels to express the extra required 
fields, which is a straightforward means of defining quality 
attributes in this type of Web service registry [31]-[33]. Second, 
a WSDL-based extension is proposed that uses a simple WSDL 
schema to provide required QoS information such as using 
annotations, model-driven techniques, or semantic concepts 
[34]-[36].  

In this study, we considered a WSDL schema extension for 
Web service clarity and quality metrics sharing without 
addressing the transformation or mapping to a web registry 
structure because this is already covered by many approaches, as 
explained in the previous Section.  

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 depict the WS quality schema (WSQ) used 
to share the WS interface quality. It is worth noting that the main 
goal is not to provide a comprehensive catalog for the 
description of the WSDL quality attribute but to show how we 
can share such characteristics and metrics.  

Sharing the WSDL quality metrics has a number of 
advantages. First, the characteristic of the proposed WSDL 
follows the current approaches for WS QoS sharing, which 
can effectively be used to specify and share not only Web 
service interface quality control-related measures but also the 
SLA and service-provider trustworthiness metrics. Second, it 
improves the Web service reachability, composition, and 
usability by providing detailed information about the WS 
interface such as the distinct tokens and its term frequency 
(TF).  

These tokens support both automatic syntactic discovery 
of the Web service and the Semantic discovery approach by 
providing a means that can help in identifying the Web service 

domain and classification.  Third, it removes the burden of 
repeating the same processing every time during the automatic 
discovery phase by the service requestor. In general, it helps 
in resolving the missing WS description problem by providing 
an alternative means for extracting meaningful tokens to 
empower the missing description part. In addition, it provides 
the required control to measure the clarity and quality of the 
Web service interface to filter out any improper services.  

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 

In this Section, we experimentally measure and compare 
the results of applying the Clarity Index to a list of Web 
services. In addition, we discuss the benefits of combining the 
complexity and clarity metrics to create a better WS interface 
Quality index. 

The aim of this experiment is to show the capability of our 
approach to narrow the gap between Web services with and 
without a service description in terms of syntactic-based 
discoverability and usability. The results are summarized in 
Fig. 7, which shows the analysis of 10,000 active Web 
services, 52% of which have a Clarity Index greater than 40% 
and 79% of which have a Clarity Index greater than 30%. This 
shows that our approach can address and provide good support 
even for those Web services that have no description because 
it does not depend only on the description part but instead also 
relies on the attribute and element names used in the WS 
interface that we used to empower the description part. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the Clarity Index similarity pattern of a 
Web service that has a description, and of the Web services 

 

Figure 5. Example of a schema extension 

 

Figure 6. WSQ Schema Structure 
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that do not have a description. The pattern matching reflects 
the understandability level of Web services, which allows the 
use of Web services with no description similarly to Web 
services with a description during the discovery process.  

Note that in our previous analysis, 80% of the published 
Web services had no description. In other words, this number 
of Web services is out of the search and discovery scope. Our 
approach provides a means to recover this large number back 
into the search and the discovery process, which will be 
reflected also as better usability. 

Fig. 9 shows the positive effect of considering all elements 
of the Web service interface against considering the 
description part only. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this study, our focus has been a practical problem of 
Web service discovery and usability, primarily WSDL-based 
Web services with poorly written descriptions. We developed 
a new approach to enhance the current Web service 
architecture capability that addresses the defined problem. 
Our approach is important for many reasons: first, it suggests 
an appropriate indicator of how Web service interface 
functionality is clearly described. This helps improve the 
automatic discovery and usability of Web services. Second, it 
helps in addressing the missing WS description problem by 
providing a technique for extracting meaningful tokens to 
empower the description missing part. Third, it provides a 
measure of interface clarity, which can be used during WS 
registration to filter out any unclear WS. Fourth, this approach 
is not limited to WSDL-based Web services but any other 
technologies as long a proper interface parser is available. In 
addition, we consider an approach to share the enhancement 
we introduce.  

Our approach to share the WS interface quality metrics has 
a number of advantages. First, the proposed WSDL 
extension’s characteristic follows the current approaches for 
WS QoS sharing. The proposed measure helps not only in WS 
interface quality control but also in the SLA and for service 
provider trustworthiness metrics. Second, it improves Web 
service reachability, composition, and usability by providing 
detailed information about the WS interface such as distinct 
tokens and term frequency (TF). These tokens support both 
the syntactic discovery of Web services and the semantic 
discovery approach by providing a mechanism that can help 
in identifying Web service classification.  Third, the proposed 
approach helps in removing the burden of repeating the same 
processing every time during the discovery phase by the 
service requestor. 

In this work, we focused mainly on Web service that has 
no description or a poor written description. For Web service 
with comprehended description, we are planning to consider 
the readability as a proxy for understandability and to extend 
the developed clarity and understandability indexes to include 
previously developed measurements as those used to study the 
readability of information including that returned by search 
engines. In addition, we are planning to study the advantage 
of having a common approach that consider different modern 
WS approaches such as JSON schema Apache Avro schemas, 
and other automated documentation generators. 
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Abstract— Heterogeneity is a critical barrier to event 
processing in Smart Cities. Over the past few years many 
techniques have been proposed for message exchange between 
specific domains systems. However, identifying the context for 
all kinds of events is hampered due to the large number of 
protocols and formats that exist. Under these circumstances, 
this paper proposes a middleware for analyzing multiple events 
and to infer their respective contexts, thereby providing a 
flexible way of communication between distributed systems in 
different domains of a Smart City. Our studies have lead us to 
believe in the feasibility of the proposed approach, for it is an 
approach which reduces the burden of implementing/mapping 
all of the existing formats which can be activated in a given 
situation.  

Keywords:Middleware; CEP; Pub/Sub; Heterogeneous 
Systems; Smart City; Events; Google Cloud Platform. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In one of our previous works [1] we presented the 

Platform for Real-Time Verification of Epidemic 
Notification (PREVENT), a cloud-based message-oriented 
middleware platform for real-time disease surveillance 
which uses the HL7-FHIR specification. FHIR is HL7’s 
new specification that comprises of a set of international 
standards to exchange applications. This work  originated in 
the need to allow PREVENT to receive messages which 
were structured in any given non-FHIR healthcare protocol. 
Through this experiment we observed that the heterogeneity 
problem faced by PREVENT is common to other systems in 
different domains. This fact has motivated our research to 
seek a common solution or framework to address this 
problem. 

Cities are the main centers of human and economic 
activities. They have the potential to create and maintain 
means which generate development opportunities for their 
inhabitants. However, as cities grow they lead themselves 
into a wide range of complex problems [2][3]. Through 
technological innovation, the smart city concept emerges as 
an approach which promises to work in favor of more 
efficient and sustainable cities. Since its inception, the 
concept designed to enhance the potential for smart cities 
evolved from the specific projects implementation level to 
global strategies aimed at addressing the broader challenges 
of cities [2]. 

Each city is a complex ecosystem which consists of 
several subsystems working together to ensure the different 
services being provided (e.g., energy and water supply). 

Due to the growth of each of these ecosystems, the amount 
of information for decisions to be made becomes 
overwhelming. As a consequence, there are neither standard 
courses of action nor well-established ways to handle such a 
massive amount of data. 

The intelligence used for this control is, in general, 
digital or analog - and almost inevitably human - pointing 
towards the utility of an automated process. In the context of 
smart cities, automation is a vital component for the 
connections between systems [4].  

Most solutions applied in cities behave monolithically 
and are not interoperable [5]. Through communication 
between different systems, it is possible to achieve drastic 
changes in applications and services offered to citizens, thus 
enabling the concept of smart cities to become a reality [6]. 
Each one of these heterogeneous systems works and deals 
with specific functions which operate in each context. 
However, such an individualized approach is usually part of 
a bigger and more complex scenario, with many other 
applications involved. Thus, contextualized event sharing 
can provide the necessary triggers to generate a standalone 
flow in the treatment of occurrences arising in cities [5][7]. 

Different specific domain entities usually adopt a 
common domain communication protocol; but such a 
consensus can remain unknown to other areas or system 
domains. In a smart city there are various standards for 
communication as well as an extremely high and continuous 
flow of generated events. Protocols such as HL7-FHIR [1] 
bring standards to a specific domain where applications can 
be adapted to embrace solutions. On the other hand, trying 
to adapt legacy systems to communicate with these 
protocols can be too expensive in terms of cost and effort in 
a way that could lead the project to impracticability. 

This paper proposes a cloud middleware for analyzing 
the different events arising in heterogeneous systems. It also 
provides a mechanism for events to be notified to the 
interested parties, considering topics of interest previously 
informed through the Publish/Subscribe (Pub / Sub) design 
pattern. A middleware with notification-based services 
(ASN), which applies discrimination filters based on 
context, may provide the required tools in order to enable 
Smart City mechanisms to ensure automation and efficiency 
in the treatment of events which may arise [8]. 

The proposed middleware adopts complex event 
processing (CEP) techniques, and a set of adaptive rules is 
used in order to establish the correlation between the 
information content of incoming events [9].  
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 presents background concepts. Then, Section 3 
describes adopted platform flows, processes and other 
architectural aspects of the middleware. Finally, Section 4 
presents conclusions and discusses possible future works. 

II. BACKGROUND 
This section presents the concepts required for a better 

understanding of this paper. 

A. Smart Cities 
Smart cities have their origin in two main factors: (i) the 

increase in world population, which has caused a rural 
exodus and (ii) ecological awareness related to scarce 
natural resources [10]. 

This concept represents an innovation in the 
management of cities, as well as their services and 
infrastructure. It is based on the use of information 
technology to support the management of problems which 
occur in modern cities, making them more efficient and 
sustainable [2].  

The smart city concept aims to provide an integrated 
system in which it is possible to achieve specific goals 
related to the improvement of cities management and in 
bettering inhabitants’ lives, maximizing efficiency in the 
implementation of these activities.  

1) Features of a Smart City 
Implementations for smart cities may differ significantly 

depending on their focus. The Regional Science Center at 
Vienna’s University of Technology [11] enumerates six 
aspects that define a smart city. These aspects represent the 
main challenges related to core areas: 

a) SmartEconomy (Competitiveness): Based on the 
economic structure of cities, it focuses on promoting 
multiple sectors of the economy in order to maintain the 
stability of the whole economy if any of its sectors crashes. 

b) SmartGovernance (Citizen Participation): Focuses 
on promoting the current governance model of co-existence 
(top-down) with informal initiatives, incorporating the 
format (bottom-up) for its functioning. 

c) SmartEnviroment (Healthcare): Applied by 
reducing land consumption in the city’s expanse and aiming 
for a more efficient use of the environment already used. It 
highlights the concern with natural conditions, pollution, 
environmental protection and resources for sustainable 
management. 

d) Smart People (Social and Human Capital): 
Promotes initiatives in order to solve high unemployment 
levels, taking into account all citizens, regardless of age, 
gender, culture or social status. 

e) SmartMobility (Transport and ICT):Aims at 
reducing pollution and congestion through alternative 
transport for cars and the provision of sustainable public 
transport, available to all citizens. 

f) Smart Living (Quality of life): Promotes social 
cohesion, better health and a decrease in crime rates 
[10][12][13]. 

2) Projects: 
Over recent years, many initiatives (public and private) 

have been proposed around the world in order to adapt 
urban areas to smart city issues. New initiatives propose the 
creation of new cities, projecting their smart infrastructure 
from the beginning of their construction. Some initiatives to 
achieve smart cities include: 

• Amsterdam, Europe: Created by the merging of 
many organizations and companies. Named 
Amsterdam Smart City (ASC), it focuses on the 
application of smart city concepts for achieving three 
objectives: economic growth, a change in 
inhabitants’ perception and a focus on improving 
quality of life [10]. 

• Shanghai, China: It is one of the first pilot cities in 
China to apply smart cities concepts. It aims to 
achieve gains in areas such as security and the 
development of information technology in city 
systems [12]. 

• Rio de Janeiro, Brazil [13]: A partnership with IBM 
has resulted in the construction of the Rio De Janeiro 
city center of operations. It aims to improve the 
monitoring and control of events in the city through 
cameras and a better integration between the city’s 
service providers [10][11]. 

B. Publish/Subscribe 
Publish/subscribe design pattern - or pub/sub - is widely 

used by services which work with interest-based 
notification. Due to its asynchronous decoupling property, it 
provides an elegant technique for the implementation of an 
infrastructure capable of providing a significant level of 
many-to-many communication. Such a feature enables 
independence between the entities involved. The pattern is 
widely used as a main component in projects from various 
fields, e.g., medical applications [14], air traffic 
management and industrial production [15]. 

1) Pub/Sub Based Services 
Pub/sub services are composed of three main 

components: (i) the publisher, (ii) the subscriber and (iii) a 
notification service (named broker) which will make the 

Figure 1. Publish/Subscribe Diagram 
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interconnection between subscribers and publishers. This 
architecture is based on the object-oriented design pattern 
Subject-Observer.  

A pub/sub service starts when the publisher sends a 
message to the notification service, containing specific 
information, called an event. This event is evaluated using 
some fixed condition as a basis within the service and it is 
extracted as information and/or topic of interest. The service 
maintains a list of subscribers, which may be linked to one 
or more points of interest. Thus, the service retrieves 
subscribers that are interested in the event content and sends 
a notification to each one through the endpoint informed 
during the subscription process. Fig. 1 presents the topic-
based subscription flow. A system may perform both 
publisher and subscriber roles, and the distinction between 
these roles is determined by whether or not it has sent an 
event, or just subscribed to a topic of interest [15][16]. 

Notification Services can define different behaviors 
depending on subscription models. They are: 

• Channels-based: The notification service has a 
number of communication channels. Events are sent 
and received only by its subscribers, regardless of 
the content. 

• Topics-based: Publishers assign to the sent event an 
identification tag with some default information. 
Also, subscribers report which tags of interest should 
generate notification for them, e.g., accidents, 
muggings, etc. [14]. 

• Type-based: Subscribers report interest in events 
belonging to any area of particular interest, such as 
public safety or health.  

• Content-based: Some rules are defined, rules which 
the event content must satisfy. Events only generate 
notification if the defined rules are positively 
validated [17][18][19]. 

Such model efficiency is already well established and 
proven. Its use can be noted in many frameworks, as well as 
through the OMG Data Distribution Service (DDS) and Java 
Messaging Service (JMS) [15]. It is also available as a 
service on cloud platforms like Google Cloud Platform 
(Cloud Pub / Sub) [20] and Amazon Simple Notification 
Service (SNS) [21]. 

C. CEP (Complex Event Processing) 
Complex event processing (CEP) has become important 

technology for big data processing because it enables the 
consumption of a lot of events in a relatively low period of 
time. CEP is part of an architecture that relies on the 
detection, use, analysis and generation of events. It is an 
efficient way to use rules to detect correlations between 
events within a certain scope of processing [9]. It has been 
used by many applications ranging from medical systems to 
real-time financial analysis, fault detection, and so on. 

A CEP system consists of relationships between event 
generators, processing server and other systems called event 
consumers. Event generators can be sensors which monitor 
environments or other systems which notify when a specific 
scenario occurs (e.g., security vulnerabilities or price 

changes in stocks). Event consumers are typically decision-
making systems that perform some action based on 
notification received by the CEP server. The existence of a 
server intermediating such communication is one major 
advantage of using a CEP server, since it eliminates the 
need for decentralized treatment in end systems for 
processing events generated by different channels. Fig. 2 
shows the structure of a CEP system, as well as its 
relationship with its components [22]. 

Two categories stand out among the existing processing 
models: Detection-oriented monitoring and aggregation-
oriented monitoring [23]. 
• Detection-oriented model: The data are analyzed from a 

base, which consists of past events information. In this 
model, the goal is to find patterns from the processed 
content. 

• Aggregation-oriented model: The data are analyzed in 
real time and each event received is processed 
individually [24]. 

Events are analyzed using a specific set of criteria. 
Among the most common are:  

• Time: The event timestamp is used. Events are 
linked when they are in a specific range of creation. 

• Location: The correlation is performed through the 
place where the events occurred. 

• ID: Events can embed some default identifier for its 
context. 

The unified analysis of temporal and geospatial data 
allow the identification of heterogeneous events in a Smart 
City, enabling information sharing between domain-specific 
systems for processing events. 

After the analysis step, a further evaluation is performed 
in order to determine whether any action will be taken. This 
kind of trigger is widely used in applications that require to 
run a procedure in response to external events. 

Unlike other client/server approaches (in which the 
client typically sends a request to the server and expects its 
completion before sending a new one), in CEP systems 
communication is made in a single direction. The event 
generator sends requests continuously and does not wait for 
an answer. When a consumer system wants to change or 
create specific criteria, it must send a message to the server, 
and then it will be notified whenever that new rule is 
identified [20]. This flow can be seen in Fig. 2 [22]. 

Figure 2. CEP System Structure 
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III. MIDDLEWARE 
Heterogeneity is a major barrier for processing events 

generated in smart cities. There are several standards on the 
market, such as FHIR [1] (specified for medical use), FIX 
[25] and ISO 8583 [26] (specified for the financial 
industry). However, due to the amount of existing protocols 
and formats, the ability to recognize, in a simple way, the 
context for all kinds of events generated in a smart city is 
compromised [13]. 

Aiming to mitigate the impact of mapping and 
implementing all the possibilities of existing formats, this 
middleware is designed for analyzing and inferring in which 
category a received event will be categorized. 

This section discusses the flows, processes and other 
architectural aspects of the middleware. The middleware is 
designed with a division into three layers. The 
communication layer is responsible for managing 
information exchanged with stakeholders. The processing 
layer performs context analysis and, finally, a layer for 
persistent data control (Fig. 3). The middleware composition 
is conducted by independent modules, which can be 
replicated on multiple servers, thus promoting scalability to 
meet a lot of requests. The proposed structure is based on 
events, and, in this model, other systems and entities will 
provide inputs for the middleware.  
 

A. Composition 
This work adopts the Google Cloud Platform (GCP), a set 
of cloud-based scalable services. This platform does not 
directly address the heterogeneity problem, but it provides 
the necessary infrastructure and, in addition, facilitates the 
creation of similar instances. Among the services provided 
by the platform, Google App Engine (GAP) has been 
chosen to deploy the application, since it provides automatic 
resizing as the number of requests increases. GAP also 
provides automatic resources management if the number of 
requests increases. Moreover, the application is held in a 
container which can be replicated and run on multiple 
servers, providing high scalability for the middleware.  

For data storage, the proposed middleware adopts 
Google Cloud SQL for events information maintenance and 
other system persistence requirements. Message-oriented 
modeling has been adopted in order to promote 
communication with subscribers, through the use of the 
Google Pub/Sub platform, which provides mechanisms for 
sending and receiving messages asynchronously. Fig. 4 
illustrates the middleware structure in the cloud platform.  
System processing flow consists of three general steps, 
which are: (i) subscription step, in which  systems of 
interest subscribe to the topics of interest. Next, there is (ii), 
the analysis and processing step, in which the events are 
caught and handled, and, finally, (iii) sending notification to 
subscribers. These steps are further detailed as follows: 

B. Subscription Step 
The proposed middleware implements the design pattern 

publish/subscribe, adapting underwriting issues by topic, 
type and content-based analysis (Section 2). In order to 
perform the signature process, the system provides a REST 
service and a GET method called "subscribe", through 
which the subscribers must specify a list of topics (or areas) 
of interest, as well as an endpoint to be triggered as to when 
a notification should be sent, due to its processing result 
(Fig. 5 - A). 

 

Figure 3. Interaction Class Diagram of the Layers 

Figure 4 - Middleware Deployment Architecture 
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Furthermore, the application also provides a protocol for 
batch registration. Thus, governance agencies can manage 
entity groups to be notified whenever a given event type 
occurs. Therefore, the application provides a method called 
"subscribeForm", which should contain a list of endpoints 
return as well as information for filtering interests (Fig. 5 - 
B). The system returns an ID to subscribers in application 
methods, and such an ID can be used by authorities updating 
or canceling its subscription. Such an identifier can also be 
used if the source system wants to inform any event to the 
system.  

 

C. Event Arrival and Analysis 
Whenever a new event arrives it is saved in the database 

and attached to the source system ID. Also, the event 
content is forwarded to the analysis module. 

The review process attempts to discover in the event 
message one or more key tokens which are content and 
syntax identifiers. Therefore, all the received and interpreted 
messages are stored in database records. This database 
contains references to the messages source systems, as well 
as finding tokens which made the interpretation possible, so 
that data can be used for future message interpretation. The 
middleware performs a three-step process in order to make a 
structural analysis of the received text message. 

Each step performs a different type of search, and if any 
step is successful, no other needs to be performed. The 
middleware must be trained before it can run the analysis. 
The precondition of training reflects the need to enter a set 
of rules and known message formats into the database, as 
well as a token list attached to specific contexts. Such 
information is taken in the following steps: 

1) Known Patterns Analysis: The system searches for a 
known format identifier in the message. In Fig. 6, for 
example, search terms are "ICD10", "ResourceType" and 
"Diagnostics Report". Identifiers recognition is achieved by 
comparing message structure with the patterns previously 
registered in the middleware training phase. Whenever the 
number of combinations meets a specific threshold, the 
system sets the message topics of interest. 

2) History Recovery: Whenever a message does not 
contain a known pattern identifier the system verifies if it 
fulfills a set of tokens for historically interpreted messages. 
Thus, it is possible to assess whether a pattern has already 
been used and accepted previously, thereby ensuring greater 
reliability in the results. In the example of Fig. 7 the terms 
"occurrences", "casualites" and "periodoInDays" have been 
classified as tokens for the context of a previous analysis. 

3) Sundry tokens-based analysis: In the case that no 
pattern has been identified in a message, the system uses a 
set of predefined tokens which are already linked to some 

Figure 6. FHIR-Based Message	

Figure 5 - Subscriptions JSON Format 

Figure 7. Message Analysis Flow 
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context and which have been stored in the training process. 
Whenever the amount of combinations meets a defined 
threshold, the system will consider the message and token 
group as a new pattern, storing them in the database. In Fig. 
6, the terms: "Diagnostic" and "Hospital" have been added 
to the training stage and linked to the health context. All 
data saved at that step is used for future history recovery. 
Fig. 7 illustrates the flow described in the preceding steps. 

D. Notification dispatch to subscribers 
Through topics of interest information derived in the 

previous step, the system searches for signatures callback 
information in the database. Such information is submitted 
to the pub/sub communication module. Due to the pub/sub 
adopted engine, all notifications are sent through multiple 
asynchronous threads. Notification messages are targeted to 
endpoints reported in the registration step, either for 
individual subscribers or forms submitted by third parties, to 
receive a notification message. The sent message's body 
incorporates in textual representation the original received 
message in the processed event. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper has presented and discussed aspects related to 

the requirements for information sharing over multiple 
domains. The information is derived from events of 
heterogeneous systems that are spread across different 
systems which comprise a Smart City.  

Besides these aspects, many obstacles and difficulties 
have been raised, resulting from the existence of the 
numerous communication protocols and formats which are 
used by each one of these systems. It is believed that the 
development of the proposed middleware can lead to a 
complete solution in order to perform the identification and 
dissemination of events/occurrences in smart city 
environments. 

It is important to mention that this work is currently in 
progress. In order to clarify the next objectives, a list of 
targeted milestones has been introduced, as follows: 

1) Implementation: Developing the proposed 
architecture, promoting the adoption of the chosen Cloud 
Platform framework. 

2) Case Study: The simulation of a heterogeneous 
environment uses the PREVENT framework as a subscriber 
to receive reports through our middleware. To validate the 
capacity of analysis and conversion, messages in a non-
FHIR format will be delivered to our middleware. As the 
main expected output our middleware should be able to 
convert, process and send the messages received(using the 
knowledge it has been trained for) as events which are 
understood by the PREVENT plataform. 

3) Training Data: As discussed in Section 3, the 
proposed middleware requires an initial loading of data in 
order to identify the default messages in the event. This step 
consists of collecting required data for training the pattern 
recognition engine adopted by the middleware. 

As the output for the listed items, in addition to the 
success rate obtained for context inference this technique 
also aims to extract metrics related to middleware 
performance; for example, the response time for processing 
and delivering notifications for processed events. 
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Abstract—Adopting standards and reference models for 
quality software processes is essential to ensure a competitive 
software industry. However, despite the increasing number of 
standards and models, only a small proportion of software 
organizations adopt them. This paper presents a set of support 
tools for software process appraisal and improvement through 
their adherence to the CMMI-DEV (Capability Maturity 
Model Integration for Development) model. The purpose of 
this set of support tools is to assist software organizations in 
the implementation of the CMMI-DEV model. It is expected 
that these tools will be readily adopted by software 
organizations because they are based on models and standards 
that are generally accepted. Furthermore, this set of support 
tools employs free  (non-proprietary) technologies to reduce 
costs. 

 
Keywords-software engineering; software quality; process 

appraisal; process improvement; software tool. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Currently, there is a much greater need to develop 

software than design or create a tool or use a particular 
programming language. There have also been collective, 
complex and creative endeavors in this area since the 
quality of a software product relies heavily on the people, 
organizations and procedures needed to create it and make it 
available [1]. 

Quality is not only a question of market differentiation 
that can enable an organization to sell more and increase its 
profits, but also a prerequisite that the organization must 
meet to be able to put its product on the global market. In 
the domain of software development, quality can be defined 
as a set of characteristics that must be satisfied to ensure the 
software product caters for the needs of its users [2]. Thus, 
before the quality of the product can be achieved, a software 
development team must find a solution to guide them about 
what, how and when to do something. It is believed that the 
key to software quality lies in the quality-based process that 
is used to achieve it [3]. 

According to Humphrey [4], a software process consists 
of a set of software engineering tasks required to transform 
a user’s requirements into software. In defining this process, 
some information is necessary about areas such as: 
activities, resources, consumed and generated work-
products, procedures, paradigms and technology, and a 

software life cycle model [5]. Thus, a software process can 
be regarded as a set of tasks or activities that must be 
performed by a team to ensure a good product or service. 

While the organizations have been implementing their 
processes, they have also carried out an appraisal as a 
means of improving them [6]. A software process cannot 
stay immutable in time, and as a result, reflects the “critical 
points” that lead to unwanted problems in product 
development. The processes must constantly undergo 
refinements and modifications so that they can increase 
their ability and flexibility during the projects. This means 
that they need to be continuously improved [1]. 

The aim of the Organizational Process Appraisal and 
Improvement process is to determine how the 
organization’s processes help it to achieve its business goals 
and to support, implement and deploy measures that will 
lead to continuous improvement [6]. Although it is an 
independent process, it is essential that the process 
definition stage is deployed. 

As there has been a good deal of discussion about the 
appraisals and continuous improvements of the processes, 
software engineers and organizations still have difficulties 
in defining their processes, because there is no software 
process that can be generically used by different 
organizations [7]. However, the process must be improved 
and continuously refined with each new project to enable it 
to deal with the requirements and expectations of the market 
and the organization. In this way, the process can increase 
the efficiency and productivity of the organization as a 
whole. These observations have driven a large number of 
studies on the creation of quality models and methods for 
improving processes [1] [8]. 

To make improvements in these processes, it is 
important to appraise them. The appraisal process addresses 
many factors, such as their assets (tasks, activities, 
procedures, tools, etc) and the products that are the outcome 
of the   projects. Thus, providing support for the adoption of 
continuous improvement strategies is essential [1]. 

At present, Organizational Process Appraisal and 
Improvement process are employed in the quality models. 
The purpose of  these models, guidelines and standards is 
to guide organizations about the use of good practices and 
the implementation of these processes. The main guidelines 
include the following: the Capability Maturity Model 
Integration (CMMI) [6], the Brazilian Software Process 
Improvement program (MPS.BR) [9] and the International 
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Organization for Standardization / International 
Electrotechnical Commission (ISO / IEC) 12207 [10]. 

The purpose of this paper is to define an approach about 
the Organizational Process Appraisal and Improvement 
process that is aligned with the Capability Maturity Model 
Integration for the Development (CMMI-DEV) quality 
model. This approach consists of: a) process mapping 
between the assets included in the quality models, b) a 
process framework for mapping and c) free tools of 
systemic support for the activities defined in the framework. 
Thus, it is expected to simplify the implementation of the 
appraisal process and assist organizations that are seeking to 
improve, standardize and institutionalize their software 
development processes, through the application of 
organizational assets for their software projects. These tools 
are based on free standards and technologies and are the 
outcome of the Software Process Improvement: 
Development and Research (SPIDER) project [11], carried 
out at the Federal University of Pará (UFPA). 

As well as this introductory part, Section II discusses the 
software process appraisal and improvement stages, and it 
also examines related works. Section III sets out the 
appraisal and improvement tools. Section IV discusses the 
analysis of the tools and their application in industry and 
their adherence to the CMMI-DEV model. Section V 
analyzes the results obtained from this. Finally, Section VI 
summarizes the conclusions and makes recommendations 
for future work. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 
This section provides an overview of the CMMI-DEV 

model, the fundamental concepts of the software process 
with regard to improvement and appraisal, and some related 
works. 

A. The CMMI-DEV Model 
The CMMI is a maturity model for process 

improvement, created by the Software Engineering Institute 
(SEI) to integrate areas of knowledge in a single model, 
such as Systems Engineering (SE), Software Engineering 
(SW), Integrated Products and Process Development (IPPD) 
and Supplier Sourcing (SS) [6]. 

Currently, the CMMI is in version 1.3 and is composed 
of three models, which are as follows: CMMI-DEV, which 
is concerned with development processes, CMMI for 
Acquisition (CMMI-ACQ), which deals with acquisition 
processes, as well as product and / or sourcing services, and 
CMMI for Services (CMMI-SVC), which focuses on 
service processes such as maintenance and evolution. 

The CMMI structure consists of many elements that are 
grouped into three categories, which are: a) required 
components (Specific and Generic Goals), b) expected 
components (Specific and Generic Practices) and c) 
informative components (Subpractices, Examples of Work 
Products, and others). These components assist in the 
interpretation of the model requirements. Thus, the CMMI-
DEV comprises twenty-two process areas, each of which 
has its own purpose and specific goals supplemented by 
generic goals, since they are related to all the process areas. 

The specific goal is to define the characteristics, which are 
unique for each process area, while the generic goals define 
the characteristics that are common to all the process areas. 
Each specific goal has a set of specific practices, which are 
activities that must be carried out to accomplish the goal.  
The generic goals have generic practices as well. 

B. Software Process Appraisal and Improvement 
To determine how the standard processes can assist the 

organization, the disciplined process appraisals must be 
performed by means of a process appraisal model, which is 
employed for assessing the process capability based on a 
reference model [12]. It is possible to determine the way 
that the processes can be assessed for a specific project in 
the organizational unit by analyzing the results obtained of 
the strengths and weaknesses of these appraisals and the 
risks involved. As a result, improvements can be made on 
the basis of information obtained in the standard processes 
of the organization and this can be applied to the standard 
processes by making changes in their existing capabilities 
or by replacing them with subprocesses that are more 
efficient or effective [13]. 

According to CMMI [6], the purpose of the 
Organizational Appraisal and Improvement process, called 
the Organizational Process Focus (OPF) process area, is to 
determine how the standard processes of the organization 
can a) assist an organization in achieving its business goals 
and b) support the organization by helping it to plan, 
implement and deploy continuous improvement in 
processes based on an awareness of its strengths and 
weaknesses. The main objective of the OPF process area is 
to conduct systematic appraisals, plan and implement the 
improvements that are found necessary by these appraisals 
and provide experience in the use of the standard processes 
of the organization. 

The main goals of business process improvement are: (i) 
to understand the characteristics and factors that affect 
process capability, (ii) to plan and implement the activities 
that modify the process in response to business needs, and 
(iii) to assess the effects and benefits obtained and compare 
them with the cost of making changes in the processes [13]. 

Once the potential improvements in the standard 
processes of the organization have been identified, they are 
analyzed and transformed into action items that must be 
realistic and aligned to the roles and responsibilities defined 
in the organization. These action items should be planned 
and implemented, and not only take account of the 
resources available, but also the risks inherent in the 
changes that have to be implemented in the organization’s 
standard processes [14].  

An efficient way to identify possible areas of 
improvement in future projects would be to conduct “post-
mortem appraisals”, which entail making an appraisal after 
the execution of all aspects of a project, including its 
products, processes and resources [15]. Collier et al. [16] 
propose an appraisal process that follows 5 stages: (i) 
establishing a mechanism for collecting information for the 
project (usually by a survey), (ii) collecting objective 
information about the project (usually by measures related 
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to the execution of the project), (iii) conducting an in-depth 
meeting (a structured meeting involving members of the 
project with the aim of collecting information that was not 
obtained in the first attempt to do this), (iv) leading the 
project that traces the activities of a single day (a meeting, 
where key players come together to evaluate the main 
events that have taken place during the project and the 
information obtained and thus assess the main problems and 
their possible associated causes), and (v) publishing the 
results. 

After the improvements in the standard processes have 
been implemented, it is important to support the appropriate 
use of processes and other organizational process assets in 
the organization's projects and monitor their use to ensure 
that the implemented improvements have the desired effect 
and avoid having asny adverse effects on the projects [14]. 

C. Related Works 
In [17], WebAPAEE was proposed for a process 

management environment based on free software. It was 
designed between 2004 and 2005 as a cooperative venture 
between academic and scientific institutions, in particular 
the Software Engineering Laboratory (LabES) at UFPA. 

With regard to the process appraisal, the scope of the 
project is still limited. Currently, the environment is suitable 
for the definition of metrics and the collection of estimates 
and measurements, but there is no mechanism in the 
environment to enable an appraisal of the task of collecting 
that has been carried out. Furthermore, currently there is an 
ongoing project in the software environment to provide a 
more complete and integrated support for the measurement 
and analytical procedures. It is clear that there is not yet an 
integration of this kind. Although the process improvement, 
is discussed in [18] in an implementation strategy based on 
the Initiating, Diagnosing, Establishing, Acting and 
Learning (IDEAL) model [19], the project is only able to 
support the improvement, but lacks a tool that is integrated 
in the environment. 

In [3], there is a software process implementation for the 
environment, called ImPProS, which is involved with 
Process Definition, Simulation, Implementation, Evaluation 
and Improvement through the use of tools that support the 
software process and software development. Among the 
approaches that form the environment, it is worth 
highlighting the ProEvaluator and ProImprove, which carry 
out the process evaluation and improvement activities 
respectively. However, this environment has some 
drawbacks: with regard to evaluation, the ProEvaluator 
supports the automation of only a few activities included in 
the MPS.BR Assessment Method [20], and on the question 
of improvement, the support tool only implements the 
activities of the IDEAL model, but does not integrate these 
activities with the results of the evaluation, and thus does 
not provide a cycle for process improvement. 

Finally, Montoni et al. [21] present a Software 
Development Environment (SDE), called TABA Station 
that supports project management activities, improvements 
in software product quality and increased productivity. The 
TABA Station [22], which has been operating since 1990, is 

a meta-environment that seeks to generate a software 
development environment that is suited to organizational 
features, software processes and specific projects. The main 
dsriving-force behind this is the fact that the application 
domains and specific projects have their own 
characteristics, and it is essential that these features are 
present in a customized way in the environments used by 
software engineers for the application development. 

In this environment, there are tools intended for process 
evaluation and improvement, called AvalPro and Pilot. The 
former supports the Processes and Product Quality 
Assurance team [23], while the latter is designed to carry 
out an evaluation of the improvement proposals of a process 
in a systematic, planned and controlled way by carrying out 
pilot schemes [24]. It was not found that the tools are based 
on quality models and unclear what their relationship is 
with other tools embedded in the environmental domain. 

Finally, in [33] Portela et al. present a tool focused on 
software process enactment, which has been previously 
appraised and improved, called Spider-PE. It should be 
pointed out that this work differs from the paper on the 
Spider-PE tool in some respects. For example, the tools 
discussed in this work are concerned with generating and 
implementing the results of the software process appraisal 
and improvement, while Spider-PE receives as input the 
process has already been appraised and improved, i.e. these 
tools are dependent and are used in sequence during the 
implementation of process lifecycle. 

The selection criteria of the tools described in this 
section are that they should be available for download and 
further analysis. Also, it must be possible to use them in the 
development scenario of Brazilian software organizations 
that adopt a software process improvement program using 
CMMI-DEV or another model. 

The weaknesses of these tools are as follows: they do 
not provide different ways of conducting software process 
appraisals (objective criteria or metrics), they do not record 
the results of appraisals carried out over a period of time, 
they do not keep a historical record of improvement items 
generated from the results of the appraisal, they do not 
make full use of all the activities, principles and techniques 
suggested by the IDEAL model, and they do not evaluate 
the results of the improvements implemented in the 
software processes. All these features are suggested in the 
adherence of the OPF process area included in the CMMI-
DEV. 

Unlike these other environments, the proposal, set out in 
detail in this paper, is an appraisal tool integrated into the 
process for the modeling and definition tool, called Spider-
PM, and a tool for process improvement, called Spider-PI, 
defined by the mapping of the appraisal and improvement 
process found in the Brazilian Reference Model of SPI for 
Software (MR-MPS-SW) and CMMI-DEV models and 
ISO/IEC 12207 standard. 

III. A SET OF SUPPORT TOOLS FOR  PROCESS APPRAISAL 
AND IMPROVEMENT 

The set of supporting concepts adopted in this paper 
defines a set of technologies that can be integrated and thus 
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assist in the software process appraisal and improvement. In 
this domain, there are tools, techniques, procedures, 
processes, roles, methodologies, frameworks, languages, 
standards, patterns, and so on. 

A. A Framework for Software Process Appraisal and 
Improvement  
A process framework was designed to make the 

organization concerned about the quality of its appraisal and 
improvement processes, not only adherent to the MR-MPS-
SW model but also the other model and standard. All the 
activities in the framework originate from the assets 
(activities, practices, expected results) included in CMMI-
DEV, MR-MPS-SW and ISO / IEC 12207. 

Three flows were used to prepare the framework. One of 
them is called a macro-flow and contains macro-activities 
and two of them are formed of specific activities. The 
macro-activities are called Process Appraisal and Process 
Improvement; each of them consists of a set of other 
activities that structure the specific flows. The framework 
was modeled by means of the Business Process Modeling 
Notation (BPMN). 

Fig. 1 shows a general flow between the macro-
activities. In this flow, there is a need to appraise and 
improve a process. The exclusive gateways help to clarify 
the possible steps that can be followed. The first exclusive 
gateway determines the existence of a process, and allows it 
to be further assessed or improved by specific activities. 
Thus, it is important that there is already a process (as 
defined above), and that there is input to the macro-activity 
“Appraising Process”. There is also another exclusive 
gateway that allows a process to be improved, if it can find 
opportunities for improvement at the end of the appraisal. 

 
Figure 1. FlowChart showing the Macro-Activities of the Framework 

The activities that form the flows that are directed at the 
process appraisal and improvement goals are included in the 
macro-activities. These activities are as follows: the 
Appraising Process, activities related to appraisal based on 
objective criteria or metrics, and the Improving Process, 
activities related to the implementation of improvements 
from the IDEAL model. 

The appraisal framework, in which the activities are 
described as features in Section B, begins with an activity 
that provides information about the use of the process and 
can be checked before the process is used. After this, the 
appraisal needs and goals are defined and the type of 

appraisal is chosen from the metrics (metrically – using the 
Spider-MSControl tool [31]) or objective criteria 
(objectively - using the Spider-CL tool [32]). The activities, 
included in the appraisals that are based on metrics, follow a 
simple flow from the definition of goals and measurements, 
and then the collection and analysis of the measurements. 
The other type of appraisal includes a set of activities that 
involve the definition of questions and the application of 
surveys, which are later drawn on to conduct the data 
collection and analysis. However, the two types of appraisal 
generate a report, which serves as input for process 
improvement. 

The report on the generated improvements at the end of 
the appraisal is considered to be critical for the 
improvement activities. In this domain, the framework is 
formed of seventeen activities, which are described in 
Section C as features that are based on an improvement 
model called IDEAL. The IDEAL model is an 
organizational improvement pattern that serves as a guide 
for initiates. It plans and implements the improvement 
actions and provides a usable and easy approach to 
understand the stages that are needed to establish a 
successful process improvement program [19]. 

The evaluation of the prepared framework was submited 
to the judgment of experts in software process appraisal and 
improvement (included in the MR-MPS-SW, CMMI-DEV 
and ISO / IEC 12207) through the completion of a 
questionnaire. These experts were contacted by email, and 
were sent the framework documents and survey with 
objective questions about the work proposed. The purpose 
of the survey was primarily to evaluate the correctness and 
suitability of the framework to support people and 
organizations when they use the solution that supports the 
quality models and standards. 

The survey had sixteen objective questions, divided into 
two parts:  

• (i) Expert Profile - this was designed to characterize 
the expert’s level of knowledge, regarding the 
process models and appraisal methods, time of 
experience, and the role/function of the software 
process appraisal, and  

• (ii) Approach Evaluation - this concerns the 
correctness and completeness of the mapping and 
the framework, and determines whether the process 
framework can serve as a reference-point for 
software process appraisals and improvements in an 
organization or if it adheres to the designed 
mapping.  

In addition to objective questions, the survey also had a 
space for comments so the expert could provide any 
additional information that needed to be reviewed. 

The expert had considerable knowledge of quality 
models and software process appraisal and improvement, as 
well as   five years’ practical experience of making 
appraisals and improvements in the processes included in 
MPS.BR, CMMI-DEV and ISO / IEC 12207 models. Thus, 
the need for the expert to have sufficient knowledge and 
experience in both quality models and standards was an 
ideal condition that had been achieved. 
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With regard to the results of the evaluation, the 
framework was considered to be suitable, and was able to 
address a few of the suggestions made for corrections. 

B. The Software Process Appraisal Tool 
The Spider-PM tool is a General Public License (GPL) 

tool that supports the process modeling and definition, by 
means of the Software & Systems Process Engineering 
Metamodel Specification (SPEM) standard. The Spider-PM 
tool also supports the software process appraisal. 

Since the software process appraisal is a crucial skill, it 
should be noted that the use of tools to support the appraisal 
process is of great importance, as confirmed by Hunter, 
Robinson and Woodman [25] “Tools to visualise software 
assessment data are therefore of value both to software 
producers who wish to improve their processes compared 
with their competitors, and for software procurers who wish 
the assess the processes of potential contractors against 
those used in the industrial sector involved.”.  

Currently, most process appraisals only involve 
recording the information in documents and spreadsheets. 
This means it takes more time to write the work manual, 
since it is more difficult to handle the appraisal information 
[26]. 

The appraisal tool integrated to Spider-PM is designed 
to systematize the activities of the appraisal process by 
complying with quality models and standards. This tool was 
developed from preliminary studies, which included a 
preparation of process mapping based on quality models 
and standards and the design of a process framework. 
Hence, the input for this tool is the software process defined 
in the Spider-PM, which consists of activities, tasks, 
resources, work products, roles, and others assets that will 
be appraised in an automated way. This tool has the 
following features:  

• Appraisal Creation: this enables a new appraisal to 
be recorded. In this feature, the user can create an 
appraisal, by filling some of the spaces, 

• Appraisal of Reading: this shows the users all the 
process appraisals that have been created. It makes 
possible to list all the appraisals created or else it 
can deal with queries that are included in three 
filters, 

• Appraisal Setup: this enables the appraisal to be 
initialized. The graphical interface of this feature 
has a component that lists all the appraisals with the 
“Created” status, so that they can be automatically 
initiated, 

• Appraisal Storage: this enables the reports produced 
by the appraisal to be stored in the tool, 

• Appraisal Diagnosis: this allows the appraisal to be 
diagnosed after the reports have been loaded in the 
repository (see Fig. 2). This means that the user can 
select the process and the appraisal is carried out in 
the dialogue box. Then the tool generates a 
diagnosis chart, which shows the number of 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 
achieved as the result of an appraisal. The graphical 
interface of this feature has a component that lists 

all the appraisals with the “Finished” status, 
• Diagnosis of Reading: this shows the users all the 

diagnosis items of the appraised processes that have 
been created, 

• Appraisal Consolidation: this gathers together and 
disseminates the information generated by the 
appraisals. 

 
 
 

Figure 2. Screen for the Generation of the Diagnosis Chart 

The following section describes the support tool that is 
employed to improve the software process on the basis of 
the appraisal results obtained. 

C. Spider-PI: The Software Process Improvement Tool 
Spider-PI also has a General Public License (GPL) and 

is designed to systematize the business process 
improvement activities in compliance with quality models 
and standards. It was developed from preliminary studies, 
which included the preparation of process mapping based 
on quality models and standards, and the design of the 
process framework. The input for this tool comprises the 
results of the appraisal generated by the Software Process 
Appraisal Tool. This is formed of the strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats that will be addressed in an 
automated way. This tool has the following features: 

• New Improvement Creation: this enables new 
improvements to be recorded. In this feature, the 
user can “create an improvement”, by filling some 
fields of the feature, 

• Improvement Setup: this enables the improvement 
to be initialized. The graphical interface of this 
feature has a component that lists all the 
improvements with the “Created” status, which can 
be automatically initiated, 

• Improvement Display: this shows users all the 
process improvements that have been created, 

• Defining the Reason for Improvement: this enables 
the users to create the reason / goal of the 
improvement, 

• Defining Improvement Practices: this allows the 
users to define the necessary practices required to 
make the improvement, 

• Defining the Improvement Domain: this allows the 
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users to create the goals, existing works and 
benefits, which can be achieved / obtained by the 
improvement, 

• Defining the Improvement Sponsorship: this 
enables the sponsor to give his / her approval of the 
improvement implementation and to give 
continuous support, 

• Defining the Improvement Infrastructure: this 
provides the information about the infrastructure 
designed for the improvement, such as the human 
effort that must be expended to make the 
improvement, 

• Characterizing Improvement Practices: this makes it 
possible to characterize the current practices and set 
out the goals for achieving the improvement 
implementation, 

• Defining the Improvement Procedures: this enables 
the users to define the procedures that must be 
followed   for the completion of the improvement, 

• Defining the Priorities for the Implementation of 
Practices: this sets out the range of priorities for 
implementing the improvement in the practices, 

• Defining the Improvement Plan: this allows the 
improvement implementation plan to be defined, 

• Creating the “Improvement Solution”: this prepares 
the improvement solution, 

• Testing the “Improvement Solution”: this tests the 
improvement solution that has been formulated, 

• Deploying the “Improvement Solution”: this 
enables the “improvement solution” to be deployed, 

• Analysis and Validation of the Improvement: this 
validates the improvement, as shown in Fig. 3. The 
user selects the improvement practice that has been 
implemented in the process. After this, the system 
displays the planned state (both before and after the 
improvement has been made). Then, the user 
performs the validation of the practice 
implementation in the process on the basis of a set 
of criteria and metrics that have been previously 
defined. As a result, this user can report the 
experiences obtained from the improvement 
implementation. At the end of this feature, a status 
is defined to show the “improvement practice” that 
has been implemented by the user, 

Figure 3. Screen showing the Analysis and Validation of the 
Improvement Implementation 

• Proposing Future Activities: this allows future 
activities to be carried out so that they can be 
performed with a view to bringing about an 
improvement. 

These tools are designed as desktop environments, using 
Java programming language and other free technologies, 
such as Eclipse 3.7 Integrated Development Environment 
(IDE), MySQL 5.5 Database Management System (DBMS), 
Hibernate 4.0 for object-relational mapping, XStream a 
simple library for serializing objects into eXtensible 
Markup Language (XML), and iText as the library for 
creating and manipulating the Protable Document Format 
(PDF). For a full description of the tools and each feature, 
see the work of Mezzomo [27]. 

It should be emphasized that these tools are used in 
sequence, and follow the management lifecycle of the 
software process: definition, execution, evaluation and 
improvement. These tools interoperate with each other as 
follows: (i) the definition tool generates a software process 
with the assets (Spider-PM), (ii) this process should be 
planned, executed and managed by the allocated staff 
(Spider-PE [33]). Then (iii) the process can be appraised by 
objective criteria and / or metrics to identify the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats (Appraisal Tool), and 
(iv) the appraisal results are implemented by means of the 
improvement practices in the software process (Spider-PI). 

IV. TOOLS EVALUATION 
This section describes the evaluation of tools in the 

software industry and their adherence to CMMI-DEV. 

A. Application in the Software Industry 
The tools were used during the implementation of 

CMMI-DEV Maturity Level 3 in a Brazilian software 
development organization called Emprel, and gave support 
to the practices included in the Organizational Process 
Definition (OPD) and OPF process areas. The organization 
was assessed at this level and obtained a certificate issued 
by the CMMI Institute. 

The users of the tools stated that their use facilitated the 
generation of historical data. As a result of the continuous 
appraisal process, there was a greater improvement in 
traceability made by the appraisals, together with the 
process versions that were established. This led to a more 
efficient and effective means of managing the 
implementation of the OPD and OPF process areas. It can 
be stated that the tool helped the organization in the 
following areas: 

• Establishing organizational process needs, 
• Appraising the business processes of the 

organization, 
• Identifying the process improvements of the 

organization, 
• Establishing process action plans, 
• Implementing process action plans, 
• Deploying organizational process assets, 
• Adopting standard processes, 
• Monitoring the implementation, 
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• Incorporating experiences into the assets of the 
organizational process. 

B. Adherence to CMMI-DEV 
The analysis of the adherence of the tools was 

conducted through the mapping of the features outlined in 
Section III with the specific practices included in the OPF 
process area that can be found in CMMI-DEV. A specific 
practice can be defined as “the description of an activity that 
is considered important in achieving the associated specific 
goal, i.e. it describes the activities that are expected to result 
in the achievement of the specific goals of a CMMI process 
area” [6]. In the OPF process area of CMMI-DEV, there are 
nine specific practices. The details of each of the 
recommendations for the specific practices listed in the first 
column of Table I, can be obtained by consulting the 
official guide of the CMMI-DEV model [6]. 

TABLE I. ADHERENCE BETWEEN THE APPRAISAL AND IMPROVEMENT 
TOOL TO CMMI-DEV 

OPF Specific 
Practices 

Process Tool 
Functionalities 

Degree of 
Adherence  

SP1.1 Establish 
Organizational Process 
Needs 

Appraisal Creation  Fully 
Implemented 

SP 1.2 Appraise  the 
Organization’s 
Processes 

Appraisal Setrup  Fully 
Implemented 

SP 1.3 Identify the 
Organization’s Process 
Improvements 

Appraisal Diagnosis, 
Appraisal Consolidation  

Fully 
Implemented 

SP 2.1 Establish 
Process Action Plans 

Defining the Improvement 
Practices, 
Defining the Improvement 
Domain, 
Defining the Improvement 
Plan 

Fully 
Implemented 

SP 2.2 Implement 
Process Action Plans 

Creating the Improvement 
Solution, 
Testing the Improvement 
Solution 

Fully 
Implemented 

SP 3.1 Deploy 
Organizational Process 
Assets 

Deploying the 
Improvement Solution 

Fully 
Implemented 

SP 3.2 Deploy 
Standard Processes 

Deploying the 
Improvement Solution 

Fully 
Implemented 

SP 3.3 Monitor the 
Implementation 

Analysing and Validating 
the Improvement 

Fully 
Implemented 

SP 3.4 Incorporate 
Experiences into 
Organizational Process 
Assets 

Proposing Future Actions Fully 
Implemented 

It can be seen that the features of the tools implement all 
the CMMI-DEV specific practices of the OPF process area, 
and hence it can be assumed that the tools are adherent to 
CMMI-DEV and support the process appraisal and 
improvement. 

V. OBTAINED RESULTS 
This section describes the obtained results of this work 

in both the academic world and industry. 

A. In the Academic World  
An initial version of this thesis proposal has been 

published and presented at a conference called Workshop of 
Theses and Dissertations in Software Quality (WTDQS) 
[28]. This research can be characterized as a subproject of 
the SPIDER Project, and was accepted in the 2011/2012 
cycles of the Brazilian Program of Software Quality and 
Productivity. In 2011, the framework employed in the 
implementation of the tools was published in the 
Symposium of Computer Technology at Santarém (SIGES) 
[29] and Conference of the Peruvian Society of Computing 
(CSPC) [30] conferences. The framework and tools were 
the subject of a dissertation that was defended at the Federal 
University of Pará (Graduate Program in Computer 
Science) [27]. 

The main academic results were as follows: the training 
of one post-graduate student in Computer Science, the 
training of two students from a scientific background, and 
the dissemination of knowledge about process appraisal and 
improvement in subjects involving experimental software 
engineering applied to practical projects. Thus, the 
knowledge used for the development of software tools 
served to improve the practical understanding of the 
concepts defined by the quality models. 

B. In Industry 
The authors took part in consultation projects related to 

process improvement and made use of the technologies 
examined in this paper. First, the tools were used by 
organizations, which are partners of the SPIDER project, 
such as Jambu Tecnologia and GOL Software, both located 
in Belém city, and SWQuality and Emprel, located in 
Recife city. Basically, the tools assisted in the appraisal and 
improvement stages by defining and monitoring the 
projects. On the other hand, the activities carried out by the 
Framework are widely adopted in the implementation of the 
CMMI-DEV Maturity Level 3 in organizations in which the 
authors act as consultants; these are, located at Porto Digital 
(Recife city) and Farol Digital (João Pessoa city). 

The main results for industry were as follows: the 
support given for the implementation of practices on 
software process appraisal and improvement that are 
included in the quality models, the systematic 
implementation of the appraisal and improvement process, 
and the training of business teams in software process 
appraisal and improvement. Thus, the tool can be seen as 
providing support for the implementation of quality models 
as well as for the education of personnel in the area of 
software process appraisal and improvement. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The development of organizational process appraisal 

and improvement tools is intended to support the process 
appraisal and improvement activities that involve the good 
practices defined by the quality models and standards. 
However, our goal is to facilitate the adoption of these 
models and standards for software development 
organizations by means of these tools. A striking feature of 
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this proposal is the fact that the tools are open source, and 
can thus enable the academic community and / or industry 
to assist in their development and evolution. The use of 
tools can also help the software organizations to achieve 
more satisfactory levels of discipline through the 
combination of techniques and methods that assist in the 
appraisal and improvement of its processes. 

The main contribution to science made by this work 
concerns the automated application of practices in CMMI-
DEV on organizational process appraisal and improvement, 
which involve tools and their integration with other 
management support tools. As well as this, the software 
process improvement programs continually benefit from the 
results that generate value to the organization. 

In a future work, which is already in development, the 
integration of these tools with other tools will be made 
available in a SPIDER project. This entails a joint 
implementation of the other process areas included in 
CMMI-DEV, such as configuration management, 
measurement and analysis. 

It should be stressed that this work has provided a set of 
basic support tools for the implementation of an 
organizational process improvement program. These tools 
are integrated with other tools that support different process 
areas included in the CMMI-DEV. Moreover, this work 
forms a part of a master’s thesis for the Graduate Program 
in Computer Science and also a scientific research project at 
the Faculty of Computing, Federal University of Pará. 
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Abstract—This paper presents an algorithm to parse a string 
containing a mathematical expression. This algorithm 
represents an alternative to other parsing algorithms, e.g., the 
Dijkstra “shunting-yard” algorithm. The algorithm presented 
here, has the same time complexity, but in our point of view it 
is easier to implement and to extend. As an example of 
extending this algorithm, we also present how it can be used to 
implement a fully customizable scripting programming 
language. The reference implementation language will be C++. 

Keywords: software development; software engineering; 
algorithm; parsing; scripting language; programming language. 

I.    INTRODUCTION 
There are already a few parsing algorithms. E. Dijkstra 

invented his “shunting-yard” algorithm to parse a 
mathematical expression in 1961 [1]. The Look-Ahead Left-
to-Right (LALR) parser was invented by F. DeRemer in 
1969 [2]. It is based on the so called “bottom-up” parsing. 
The LALR parser can be even automatically generated by 
YACC [3]. There are also a few algorithms for the “top-
down” parsers, e.g., a Recursive Descent Parser [4], which is 
based on the LL(k) grammar (Left-to-right, Leftmost 
derivation) [5]. The ANTLR [6] is a widely used tool to 
automatically generate parsers based on the LL(*) grammar. 
In particular, the ANTLR can even generate the Recursive 
Descent Parser. 

Why would we want to develop yet another parsing 
algorithm if there are so many around, including even the 
parser generating tools? Aside from its own interest, we 
believe that it is much easier to implement in an object-
oriented language. It is also much easier to extend, i.e., to 
add your own functionality. As an example of extending the 
language, we will show how one can implement a scripting 
language from scratch, without using any external libraries. 
One can add new functions to the language on the fly. One 
can also add programming language keywords in any human 
language with just a few configuration changes, which we 
will also illustrate in this article.  

We have presented an alternative to this algorithm in [7] 
[8][9]. We call this alternative algorithm the “split-and-
merge” algorithm, because, analogous to other parsing 
algorithms, it consists of two steps. In the first step, we split 
the whole expression into the list of so called “cells”. Each 
cell consists of a number and an “action” to be applied to that 
cell. In the second step, we merge all the cells together 
according to the priorities of the “actions”. In this article, we 
extend this work and show a more generalized parsing 
algorithm. 

There is already a reference implementation of a 
scripting language using the split-and-merge algorithm in C# 
[10]. But the language described there was not very mature. 
In particular, there is a section towards the end of the article 
that mentions some of the missing features. Here, we are 
going to show how to implement those features, and a few 
more. 

For simplicity, we will continue calling the parsing 
algorithm as the “split-and-merge” algorithm and the 
scripting language created by using that algorithm as 
Customized Scripting in C++ using the Split-and-merge 
algorithm (“CSCS”). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
presents the split-and-merge algorithm. Section III shows 
how to register variables and functions with the parser. 
Section IV addresses writing of custom functions in CSCS. 
Section V describes the try, throw and catch control flow 
statements. Section VI shows how to provide CSCS 
keywords in any human language. Summary and conclusions 
appear in Section VII. 

II.   THE SPLIT-AND-MERGE ALGORITHM 
Here, we are going to generalize the split-and-merge 

algorithm described in [7][8][9]. The algorithm can parse not 
only a mathematical expression but any language statement. 
A separation character must separate all the statements. We 
define this separation character as a semicolon, “;”. 

The algorithm consists of two steps. 
In the first step, we split the given string into the list of 

objects, called “Variables”. Each “Variable” consists of an 
intermediate result (a number, a string, or an array of other 
Variables) and an “action” that must be applied to this 
Variable. In in [1][2][3], we called this “Variable” a “Cell” 
and it could have only a numerical result. 

The last element of the created list of Variables has a so 
called “null action”, which, for convenience, we denote by 
the character “)”. It has the lowest priority of 0. 

For numbers, an action can be any of “+”, “-“, “*”, “/”, 
“%”, “&&”, “||”, and some others. For strings, only “+” 
(concatenation) and logical operators “<”, “<=”, “>”, “>=”, 
“==”, “!=” are defined. 

Listing 1 contains a part of the Variable definition: 
 
struct Variable { 
  string toString() const; 
 
  bool canMergeWith(const Variable& right); 
  void merge(const Variable& right); 
     
  void mergeNumbers(const Variable& right); 
  void mergeStrings(const Variable& right); 
     
  static int getPriority(const string& action); 

     // ------------------     
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  double numValue; 
  string strValue; 
  vector<Variable> tuple; 
  string action; 
  string varname; 
  Constants::Type type; 
}; 

Listing 1: Variable data structure 
 
The separation criteria for splitting the string into 

Variables are: an action, an expression in parentheses, or a 
function, previously registered with the parser. We are going 
to describe how to register a function with the parser in the 
next section. In case of an expression in parentheses or a 
function, we apply recursively the whole split-and-merge 
algorithm to that expression in parentheses or the function 
argument in order to get a Variable object as a result. So, at 
the end of the first step, we are going to have a list of 
Variables, each one having an action to be applied to the next 
Variable in the list. See the main parsing cycle of the first 
part of the algorithm in Listing 2. 

 
do { // Main processing cycle of the first part. 
  char ch = data[from++]; 
  string action = Constants::EMPTY; 
  bool keepCollecting =  stillCollecting(data, from, 
                         parsingItem, to, action); 
  if (keepCollecting) { 
    // The char still belongs to the previous operand 
    parsingItem += ch; 
         
    if (contains(to, data[from])) { 
            continue; 
    } 
  } 
  ParserFunction func(data, from, parsingItem, 
                      ch, action); 
  Variable current = func.getValue(data, from); 
 
  char next = from < data.size() ? data[from] : 

NULL_CHAR; 
 
  bool done = listToMerge.empty() && 
    (action == NULL_ACTION || next == END_STATEMENT); 
  if (done) { // Not a math expression. 
    listToMerge.push_back(current); 
    return listToMerge; 
  } 
  current.action = action; 
  listToMerge.push_back(current); 
  parsingItem.clear(); 
} while (from < data.size() && 
         !contains(to, data[from])); 
 

Listing 2: The split part of the split-and-merge algorithm 
 
The second step consists in merging the list of Variables 

created in the first step, according to the priorities of their 
actions. The priorities of the actions are defined in Listing 3. 

 
unordered_map<string, int> prio; 
    prio["++"] = 10; 
    prio["--"] = 10; 
    prio["^"]  = 9; 
    prio["%"]  = 8; 
    prio["*"]  = 8; 
    prio["/"]  = 8; 
    prio["+"]  = 7; 
    prio["-"]  = 7; 
    prio["<"]  = 6; 
    prio[">"]  = 6; 
    prio["<="] = 6; 
    prio[">="] = 6; 
    prio["=="] = 5; 
    prio["!="] = 5; 
    prio["&&"] = 4; 
    prio["||"] = 3; 
    prio["+="] = 2; 
    prio["-="] = 2; 

    prio["*="] = 2; 
    prio["/="] = 2; 
    prio["%="] = 2; 
    prio["="]  = 2; 

Listing 3: Priorities of the actions 

Two Variable objects can only be merged together if the 
priority of the action of the Variable on the left is greater or 
equal than the priority of the action of the Variable on the 
right. Otherwise, we merge the Variable on the right with the 
Variable on its right first, and so on, recursively. As soon as 
the right Variable has been merged with the Variable next to 
it, we return back to the original, left Variable, and try to re-
merge it with the newly created right Variable. Note that  
eventually we will be able to merge the entire list since the 
last variable in this list has a null action with the priority 
zero. 

The implementation of the second step is shown in 
Listing 4. The function merge() is called from outside with 
the mergeOneOnly parameter set to false. 

 
Variable Parser::merge(Variable& current, size_t& 
 index, vector<Variable>& listToMerge, bool mergeOne) { 
  while (index < listToMerge.size()) { 
    Variable& next = listToMerge[index++]; 

 
    while (!current.canMergeWith(next)) { 
      merge(next, index, listToMerge, 
            true/*mergeOne*/); 
    } 
    current.merge(next); 
    if (mergeOne) { 
      break; 
    } 
  } 
  return current; 
} 

Listing 4: The merge part of the split-and-merge algorithm 

A.   Example of parsing 1 – 2*sin(0) 
Let us see the algorithm in action, applying it to the “1 – 

2*sin(0)” string. “1-“ and “2*” tokens are parsed and 
converted into Variables directly, without any problem: 

 
Split(1 – 2*sin(0)) à 
    Variable(numValue = 1, action = “-“), 
    Varaible(numValue = 2, action = “*”), 
    Split-And-Merge( sin(0) ). 
 
To proceed, we need to process the “sin(0)” string first, 

applying the whole spilt-and-merge algorithm to it. 
When the parser gets the “sin” token, it maps it to the 

sine function registered earlier (we will discuss registering 
functions in the next section). Then the parser evaluates the 
sin(0) and returns 0 as a result. 

Therefore, the result of splitting the original string “1 – 
2*sin(0)” will be a list consisting of three Variables: 

 
1.   Variable(numValue = 1, action = “-“) 
2.   Varaible(numValue = 2, action = “*”) 
3.   Varaible(numValue = 0, action = “)”) 

 
 In the second step of the algorithm, we merge the 

resulting list of variables one by one. 
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Note that we cannot merge directly the first Variable with 
the second one since the priority of the action of the first 
Variable “-“, is less than the priority of the action of the 
second variable, “*”, according to the Listing 3. Therefore, 
we need to merge first Variables 2 and 3. The priority of the 
“*” action is greater than the priority of the null action “)” 
(the last Variable in the list has always a “null” action). So 
we can merge 2 and 0: applying the action “*”, the result will 
be 2 * 0 = 0. The resulting variable will inherit the action 
from the right Variable, i.e., the “null” action “)”. 

Now we return back to the first Variable and merge it 
with the newly created Variable(numValue = 0, “)”). 
Applying action “-“ to the both variables we get the final 
result: 1 – 0 = 0. Therefore, the split-and-merge(“1 – 
2*sin(0)”) = 0. 

Using the algorithm above with the recursion, it is 
possible to parse any compound CSCS expression. The 
architectural diagram of the split-and-merge algorithm and 
its usage to parse a string appears in Figure 1. Here is an 
example of the CSCS code: 

 
x = sin(pi^2); 
cache["if"] = -10 * x; 
cache["else"] = 10 * x; 
if (x < 0 && log(x + 3*10^2) < 6*exp(x) || 
             x < 1 - pi) { 
  print("in if, cache=", cache["if"]); 
} else { 
  print("in else, cache=", cache["else"]); 
} 
 
The code above has a few functions (sin(), exp(), log(), 

print()) and a few control flow statements (if, else). How 
does the parser know what to do with them? 

III.   REGISTERING VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS WITH THE 
PARSER 

All the functions that can be added to the parser must 
derive from the ParserFunction class. Listing 5 contains an 
excerpt from the ParserFunction class definition. 

 
class ParserFunction { 
public: 
  ParserFunction(const string& data, size_t& from, 
       const string& item, char ch, string& action); 
 
  Variable getValue(const string& data, size_t& from){ 
    return m_impl->evaluate(data, from); 
  } 
protected: 
  virtual Variable evaluate(const string& data, 
                            size_t& from) = 0;     
  Variable::emptyInstance; 
  static StringOrNumberFunction* s_strOrNumFunction; 
  static IdentityFunction*       s_idFunction; 
} 

Listing 5: The ParserFunction class definition 
 
The Identity is a special function, which is called when 

we have an argument in parentheses. It just calls the main 
entry method of the split-and-merge algorithm to load the 
whole expression in parentheses: 

 
class IdentityFunction : public ParserFunction { 
public: 
  virtual Variable evaluate(const string& data, 
                            size_t& from) { 
    return Parser::loadAndCalculate(data, from); 
  } 
}; 

The parser will call the evaluate() method on any class 
deriving from the ParserFunction class as soon as the parser  
gets a token corresponding to the function registered with the 
parser. There are three basic steps to register a function with 
the parser: 
 

•   Define the function keyword token, i.e., the name of 
the function in the scripting language, CSCS, e.g.: 

 
static const string SIN; // in Constants.h 
const string Constants::SIN = "sin"; // in .cpp 
 

•   Implement the class to be mapped to the keyword 
from the previous step. Basically, the evaluate() 
method must be overridden. E.g., for the sin() 
function: 

 
class SinFunction : public ParserFunction { 
public: 
  virtual Variable evaluate(const string& data, 
                            size_t& from) { 
     Variable arg = Parser::loadAndCalculate(                          
                            data, from); 
     return ::sin(arg.numValue); 
  } 
}; 
 
loadAndCalculate() is the main parser entry point, 
which calculates the value of the passed expression. 
 

•   Map the object of the class, implemented in the 
previous step, with the previously defined keyword 
as follows: 

 
ParserFunction::addGlobalFunction(Constants::SIN,                                                                           

                                  new SinFunction()); 
 

The addGlobalFunction() method just adds a new entry 
to the global dictionary used by the parser to map the 
keywords to functions:   

 
void ParserFunction::addGlobalFunction(const string&     
                     name, ParserFunction* function) { 
   auto it = s_functions.find(name); 
  if (it != s_functions.end()) { 
    delete it->second; 
  } 
  s_functions[name] = function; 
} 
 
Similarly, we can register any function with the parser, 

e.g., if(), while(), try(), throw(), etc. 
We can also define local or global variables in the same 

way. In the next section, we are going to see how to define 
functions in CSCS and add passed arguments as local 
variables to CSCS. 

IV.   WRITING FUNCTIONS IN CSCS 
To write a custom function in the scripting language, two 

functions had to be introduced in C++, FunctionCreator and 
CustomFunction, both deriving from the ParserFunction base 
class. As soon as the Parser gets a token with the “function” 
keyword, it will call the evaluate() method on the 
FunctionCreator object, see Listing 6. 

 
Variable FunctionCreator::evaluate(const string& data, 

                               size_t& from) { 
  string funcName = Utils::getToken(data, 
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                           from, TOKEN_SEPARATION); 
  vector<string> args =  

      Utils::getFunctionSignature(data, from); 
  string body = Utils::getBody (data, from, ‘{‘, ‘}’); 
  CustomFunction* custFunc = new CustomFunction( 
                             funcName, body, args); 
  ParserFunction::addGlobalFunction( 
                       funcName, custFunc); 
  return Variable(funcName); 
} 

Listing 6: The function creator class 

Basically, it just creates a new object, CustomFunction, 
and initializes it with the extracted function body and the list 
of parameters. It also registers the name of the custom 
function with the parser, so the parser maps that name with 
the new CustomFunction object, which will be called as soon 
as the parser encounters the function name keyword. 

So all of the functions that we implement in the CSCS 
code correspond to different instances of the 
CustomFunction class. The custom function does primarily 
two things, see Listing 7. First, it extracts the function 
arguments and adds them as local variables to the Parser 
(they will be removed from the Parser as soon as the function 
execution is finished or an exception is thrown). It also 
checks that the number of actual parameters is equal to the 
number of the registered ones (this part is skipped for 
brevity). 
 

Variable CustomFunction::evaluate(const string& data, 
                                  size_t& from) { 
  vector<Variable> args = Utils::getArgs(data, from, 

                             START_ARG, END_ARG); 
  // 1. Add passed arguments as locals to the Parser. 
  StackLevel stackLevel(m_name); 

 
  for (size_t i = 0; i < m_args.size(); i++) { 

stackLevel.variables[m_args[i]] = args[i]; 
  } 
  ParserFunction::addLocalVariables(stackLevel); 
 
  // 2. Execute the body of the function. 
  size_t funcPtr = 0; 
  Variable result; 

     
  while (funcPtr < m_body.size() - 1) { 

result = Parser::loadAndCalculate(m_body, funcPtr); 
Utils::goToNextStatement(m_body, funcPtr); 

  } 
  // 3. Return the last result of the execution. 
  ParserFunction::popLocalVariables(); 
  return result; 
} 

Listing 7: The custom function class 
 
Secondly, the body of the function is evaluated, using the 

main parser entry point, the loadAndCalculate() method. 
If the body contains calls to other functions, or to itself, 

the calls to the CustomFunction can be recursive. 
Let us see this with an example of a function 

implemented in CSCS. It calculates the so called Catalan 
numbers (named after a Belgian mathematician Eugène 
Catalan), see Listing 8. 

 
// Catalan numbers function implemented in CSCS. 
// C(0) = 1, C(n+1) = Sum(C(i) * C(n - i)), i: 0-> n 
// for n >= 0. Equivalent to:  
// C(n) = 2 * (2*n - 1) / (n + 1) * C(n-1), n > 0 
function catalan(n) { 
  if (!isInteger(n)) { 

exc = "Catalan is for integers only (n="+ n +")"; 
throw (exc); 

  } 
  if (n < 0) { 

exc = "Negative number (n="+ n +") supplied"; 
throw (exc); 

  } 
  if (n <= 1) { 

return 1; 
  } 
  return 2 * (2*n - 1) / (n + 1) * catalan(n - 1); 
} 
 

Listing 8: Recursive calculation of Catalan numbers implemented in 
CSCS 

 
The Catalan function above uses an auxiliary isInteger() 

function: 
 
function isInteger(candidate) { 
  return candidate == round(candidate); 
} 
 
isInteger() function calls yet another, round() function. 

The implementation of the round() function is already in the 
C++ code and is analogous to the implementation of the sine 
function that we saw in the previous section. 

To execute the Catalan function with different 
arguments, we can use the following CSCS code: 

 
try { 
  c = catalan(n); 
  print("catalan(", n, ")=", c); 
} catch(exc) { 
  print("Caught: " + exc); 
} 
 
It gets the following output for different values of n: 
 
Caught: Catalan is for integers only (n=1.500000) at 
  catalan() 
Caught: Negative number (n=-10) supplied at 
  catalan() 
catalan(10)=16796 
 
Since the exception happened at the global level, the 

exception stack printed consisted only of the catalan() 
function itself. 

The CSCS code above contains try(), throw(), and catch() 
control flow statements. How are they implemented in C++? 

V.   THROW, TRY, AND CATCH CONTROL FLOW 
STATEMENTS 

The throw() and try() control flow statements can be 
implemented as functions in the same way you saw the 
implementation of the sine function above. The catch() is not 
implemented as a separate function but is processed right 
after the try() block.  

Both implementations derive from the ParserFunction 
class as well. First we show the more straightforward one, 
the throw() function: 

 
Variable ThrowFunction::evaluate(const string& data, 
                                 size_t& from) { 
    // 1. Extract what to throw. 
    Variable arg = Utils::getItem(data, from); 
     
    // 2. Convert it to string. 
    string result = arg.toString(); 
     
    // 3. Throw it! 
    throw ParsingException(result); 
} 
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The try() function requires a bit more work. Here is an 
excerpt: 

 
Variable TryStatement::evaluate( 
      const string& data, size_t& from) { 
  size_t startTryCondition = from - 1; 
  size_t stackLevel =  
         ParserFunction::currStackLevel(); 

      ParsingException exception; 
  Variable result; 
  try { 
    result = processBlock(data, from); 
  } 
  catch(ParsingException& exc) { 
    exception = exc; 
  } 
 
First, we note where we started the processing (so later 

on we can return back to skip the whole try-catch block). 
Then, we simply process the try block, and if the exception is 
thrown, we catch it. In the parser code, we throw only 
exceptions of type ParsingException, which is a wrapper 
over the C++ std::exception. 

If there is an exception, then we need to skip the whole 
catch block. For that, we go back to the beginning of the try 
block and then skip it. 

 
if (!exception.msg().empty()) { 
  from = startTryCondition; 
  skipBlock(data, from); 
} 

 
  After the try block, we expect a catch token and the 

name of the exception to be caught, regardless if the 
exception was thrown or not: 
 

string catch = Utils::getNextToken(data, from); 
if (CATCH_LIST.find(catch) == CATCH_LIST.end()) { 
  throw ParsingException("Expected a catch but got ["+ 
                          catch +"]"); 
} 
string excName = Utils::getNextToken(data, from); 

 
The reader may have noticed that when checking if the 

“catch” keyword was following the try-block or not, we 
didn’t compare the extracted token with the “catch” string, 
but with a CATCH_LIST. The reason is that the 
CATCH_LIST contains all possible translations of the 
“catch” keyword to any of the languages that the user may 
supply in the configuration file. How is a keyword 
translation added to the parser? 

VI.   PROVIDING KEYWORDS IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES 
One of the main advantages of writing a custom 

programming language is the possibility to have the 
keywords in any language (besides the “base” language, 
understandably chosen to be English). 

  Here is how we can add the custom keyword 
translations to the CSCS language. 

First, we define them in a configuration file. Here is an 
incomplete example of a configuration file with Russian 
translations: 

 
function    = функция 
include     = включить 
if          = если 
else        = иначе 

elif        = иначе_если 
return      = вернуться 
print       = печать 
size        = размер 
while       = пока 
 
The same configuration file may contain an arbitrary 

number of languages. After reading the keyword translations, 
we add them to the parser one by one: 
 

void addTranslation(const string& originalName, 
                const string& translation) { 

  ParserFunction* originalFunction = 
  ParserFunction::getFunction(originalName); 
  if (originalFunction != 0) { 
    ParserFunction::addGlobalFunction( 

      translation, originalFunction); 
  } 
 
  tryAddToSet(originalName, translation, CATCH,   

          CATCH_LIST); 
  tryAddToSet(originalName, translation, ELSE,  

          ELSE_LIST); 
  // other sets 
} 

 
First, we try to add a translation to one of the registered 

functions (like sin(), cos(), round(), try(), throw(), etc.). 
Then, we try to add them to the sets of additional keywords, 
that are not functions (e.g., the “catch” is processed only 
together with the try-block, the “else” and “else if” are 
processed only within the if-block, etc. 

The tryAddToSet() is an auxiliary template function that 
adds a translation to a set in case the original keyword name 
belongs to that set (e.g., CATCH = “catch” belongs to the 
CATCH_LIST). 

Here is the implementation of some CSCS code using 
Russian keywords. The code below just goes over the 
defined array of strings in the while loop and prints every 
other element of that list: 

 
слова = {"Это", "написано", "по-русски"}; 
разм = размер(слова); 
и = 0; 
пока(и < разм) { 
  если (и % 2 == 0) { 
    печать(слова[и]); 
  } 
  и++; 
} 

VII.   CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we presented an algorithm to parse a string 

containing an expression and then we saw how we can apply 
this algorithm to parse a customized scripting programming 
language, that we called CSCS. 

The implementation of the sin() function and  throw() 
and try() control flow statements was shown. We saw that 
implementing a math function and a control flow statement 
is basically the same: one needs to write a new class, 
deriving from the ParserFunction class, and override its 
evaluate() method. Then one needs to register that function 
with the parser, mapping it to a keyword. The evaluate() 
method will be called by the parser as soon as the parser 
extracts a keyword corresponding to this function. For the 
lack of space, we didn’t show how to implement if(), while(), 
break, continue, and return control flow statements but they 
are all implemented analogously. The same applies to the 
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prefix and postfix ++ and -- operators, that we did not have 
space to show. 

Using the above approach of adding a new function to 
the parser, anything can be added to the CSCS language as 
long as it is possible to implement it in C++. 

Even though the time complexity of the split-and-merge 
algorithm is the same as of the Dijkstra’s algorithm (and the 
split-and-merge might be a bit slower since it uses a lot of 
recursions), we believe that the main advantage of the split-
and-merge algorithm is in that it is easier to extend and add 
user specific code. It can be extended in two ways: one is to 
add new functions or control flow statements, and the second 
is to add keyword translations in any human language. 

For the future, we plan to focus on extending the CSCS 
language: adding more features and more functions. CSCS 
already supports if-else, try-catch, throw, while, function, 
return, break, continue, and include file control flow 
statements; arrays with an unlimited number of dimensions 
(implemented as vectors) and dictionaries (also with an 
unlimited number of dimensions, implemented as unordered 
maps). We plan to add a few other data structures to CSCS 
as well. 

We also plan to add more common operating system 
functions, for example a task manager, listing processes with 
a possibility to kill a process and a process scheduler system. 
The challenge there is that these functions are operating 
system dependent and require multiple implementations for 
each operating system. One could also add some external 
libraries, which hide the implementations for different 
operating systems, but our goal is not to have any external 
libraries at all. 

Another idea is to extend CSCS towards a functional 
programming language, something like F# - where a few 

very short language constructs implement quite a few 
language statements behind the scenes. We believe that this 
is easy to implement using the split-and-merge function 
implementation approach. 
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Abstract - Measurement processes, specifically in Software 
Engineering, are of great relevance to the success of an 
organization, though relevant data can only be obtained from 
systematic measurements. In this case, it is important to note 
that to attain proper results, the necessary inputs for collecting 
measures must be collected by the organisation itself. Therefore, 
organisations should have a measurement historical database 
that should be kept updated. In this paper we present a proposal 
where the users can define their metric using a historical 
database system built on the basis of metamodelling, so that they 
can create their metric, registering this metric in the system and, 
if necessary, modifying the definition of the metric without 
making changes to the application’s source code. Furthermore, 
based on this metamodel, a data model was developed to support 
the application’s software development. So, the use of our 
metamodel to build an organisational historical database 
software system means to boost the creation of new metrics, or 
to update the definitions of the metric already in existence and, 
in this way, improve the users’ agility and flexibility to maintain 
the organisation’s metric. The improvement in this aspect will 
reflect on the capability of the organisation to take advantage of 
the results from its measurements processes. 

Keywords - Measurement; Systematic Mapping; Metamodelling; 
Goal Question Metric; Database. 

I.!  INTRODUCTION  
Measurement processes are fundamental for many types 

of organisations as regards their knowing, controlling, and 
streamlining their productive processes [6]. The Software 
Engineering domain is no different, as measurement processes 
allow the teams to understand its capabilities and thus 
allowing the planning and execution of solid software projects 
with respect to its costs, scopes, quality, risk and other 
variables [7]. Measurement processes cover a wide range of 
elements, amongst which the sub processes that define, 
collect, analyse, and report the results to the whole 
organisation and that are very important to support many 
different kinds of actions [6], [22]. 

In order to improve the organisation’s agility and 
efficiency in the use of their measurement data, it is important 
that the majority of these sub processes is done in the most 
automated possible way. Moreover, the speed of their 
acquisition and precision of the measurement records will be 
vital to allow the continuous and critical analysis of 
comparative studies (benchmarking), as they are fundamental 
to support decisions about corrective and preventive actions, 
as well as for improvement opportunities in the organisation 
itself [14]. Beyond this, the actions and the measurable results 

of the organisation should be continuously evaluated to show 
that such actions and measurable results are always aligned 
with the improvement goals of the organisation [2], [22].  

Based on corrective and preventive actions, the 
organisations should adjust their metric, which can be a big 
problem for their historical database systems if the 
organisation were to do huge maintenance work in the code of 
already-implemented applications.  

A possible solution to boost the speed and efficiency in the 
updating of the organisation’s historical database would be to 
deal with metamodelling resources.  

In this kind of solution, the users could define the features 
of the metric adopted by the organisation without necessarily 
proceeding with code maintenance to run the organisation’s 
historical database.  

In this paper, the solution proposed has as one advantage 
the possibility to generate several measurements that comply 
with a given standard assumed by the organisation, by just 
defining or updating the definition of its metric.   

This work aims at, as a general goal, using the concepts of 
metamodelling as a practical application to improve the 
maintainability of the software development organisation’s 
historical database systems.   

This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the 
method for research used in this study, as well as the research 
questions that were defined. Section III presents a view of the 
results found until now, and Section IV provides the 
conclusions and our expectations for future work. 

II.! RESEARCH METHOD   
Research was done as a systematic mapping literature 

review theory, to define research questions, find relevant 
publications, select the publications, and extract the data 
related to the research questions [17].  

Questions related to the subject were proposed and a 
search strategy was created to answer them.  The search 
strategy was the one defined by the Experimental Software 
Engineering area, to build a reliable knowledge base from the 
use of query strings applied to academic publications 
databases such as the ACM, IEEE, amongst others [20]. The 
publications that met the search criteria were selected to be 
part of the study.  

A.! Research Questions 
Research questions were raised that were aligned with the 

goal of this work, to build a solid knowledge base that would 
lead to a metamodelling proposal for a measurement system. 
The measurement is the cornerstone of an experimental study, 
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being defined as the mapping of the experimental world 
towards the formal or relational domain. The main goal of the 
mapping is to characterise and manipulate the attributes of 
empirical entities in a formal way. Instead of directly judging, 
based on real entities, the numbers or symbols are assigned to 
such entities, and the appraisal is done based on such numbers 
and symbols. The number or symbol attributed to the entity 
via the mapping is named measurement. The attribute of the 
entity under measurement is named metric [20]. 

The questions prepared were: 
(QP1) What does the literature characterise as 

metamodelling? 
(QP2) What is a measurement and what is its relevance in 

Software Engineering? 
(QP3) Which metamodelling resources can be used to 

build a flexible measurement historical base? 
(QP4) What data model can be used to create a flexible 

historical base tool? 

B.! Search Strategy 
The search strategy included a manual search of 

publications found in the Computer Science and Software 
Engineering areas. For each item, and using related key-
words, the research sources were the ACM Digital Library, 
IEEE Xplore, SpringerLink, and Science Direct. 

The key words were picked according to the survey 
questions. At first, key words with a wider coverage were 
defined, to find the largest number possible of related 
publications. More precise, key words were defined during the 
execution of the survey, to answer some specific questions. 
Table 1 shows the key words used in the search and the 
number of papers found in each academic database. 

Along with the publications found, we also discovered 
new research sources, using the snowball technique, to find 
research objects. This works as a chain where a research 
object provides other research sources which, in turn, spawn 
other sources, and so on [21]. As an example, paper [13] holds 
a simplistic definition of what the Goal Question Metric 
(GQM) method is and the reasons to use it. A reference to that 
section leads to publication [2], a paper with over 400 
mentions, according to Google Scholar.  

TABLE I. NUMBER OF PAPERS FOUND FOR EACH KEY WORD 

Key word ACM IEEE 
Xplore 

Springer
Link 

Science 
Direct 

Metamodelling 697 539 2,088 1,189 
Metamodelling 
software 

466 275 1,722 802 

GQM Method 11 41 936 519 
Measurement 
metamodel 

38 63 1,436 1,676 

Goal Question 
Metric Metamodel 

0 1 614 557 

C.! Criteria for Inclusion and Exclusion 
After implementing and executing the search strategy, 

publications were included that had a title or abstract that 
referred to the theme of our research and published between 
1989 and 2016. Year 1989 was chosen as a starting point 

since the oldest information of relevance to the theme 
occurred that year. 

The exclusion criterion filtered out the papers with fewer 
than 10 mentions according to Google Scholar. As it is 
expected, the papers that were not widely referenced might 
not have the expected quality, or have a superficial approach 
of the subject. 

With the goal of screening the publications, we read the 
abstract of the publications finally listed and verified whether 
they addressed some of the points raised earlier. From then on, 
28 publications had been listed which, after a more detailed 
reading and analysis were cut down to 19 publications.  

III.! RESULTS 
This section describes the results obtained after the 

systematic mapping of the selected papers. 

A.! Analysis of the First Research Question 
(QP1) What does the literature characterise as 

metamodelling?  
To answer this, a characterisation of metamodelling was 

done to then answer what metamodelling is. The following 
results were obtained. 

Mellor, Clark, and Futagami define model as a grouping 
of components that describe physical and abstract things, or a 
hypothetical reality [16]. Rothenberg [18] characterises 
models as an abstraction from reality as models cannot 
represent all of its aspects. Thus, we can characterise models 
as a group of elements aimed at expressing/simplifying a 
given reality. 

Models cannot represent reality with all of its 
particularities and, moreover, one could say that models do 
not need to represent all the aspects of reality. In creating a 
model, one can consider only the points that are relevant for 
the proposal and, as a result, using models allows dealing with 
reality in a more simplistic way, reducing its complexity and 
irreversibility [18].  

Another important point of this simplicity relates to the 
visual representation of the model. In [15] it is said that ‘each 
model will be expressed using a combination of text and 
multiple complementary and interrelated diagrams’. As a 
result, with the reduction of the aspects that would be 
represented, the model is visually cleaner and more organised. 

To begin understanding what metamodelling is, it is 
interesting to look at the origin of the word. The word 
‘metamodel’ is a variant of ‘model’ and thus it is understood 
that metamodelling is a specific kind of modelling [9]. 
Metamodelling is the act of producing metamodels. The word 
meta, according to the Oxford Dictionary, is of Greek origin 
and means ‘behind’ or ‘after’. In the meaning that we seek, a 
metamodel means that which is behind a model.  

In [14] a metamodel is defined as a model for a modelling 
language. For example, a model for the Unified Modelling 
Language (UML) is described by an UML metamodel which 
defines how models can be structured, as well as the elements 
they may contain [15]. The work presented by Clark [3] also 
states that a metamodel describes a modelling language with 
a higher level of abstraction than that of the modelling 
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language [3]. To simplify these definitions we may conclude 
that a metamodel defines how a model should be constructed. 

A metamodel is also considered as a model, although the 
metamodel captures the main features and properties of the 
language that will be modelled and, apart from that, a 
metamodel has its own architecture, named meta-metamodel 
which defines how metamodels should be described [3]. Thus, 
it is understood that the difference between a common model 
and a metamodel is that the information represented by a 
metamodel is actually a model [9]. 

The use of metamodelling has its benefits. It allows the 
definition of languages without the need for implementing 
technologies, focusing on the domain of the problem and 
promoting an increase of productivity throughout the 
development process [3]. 

B.! Analysis of the Second Research Question 
(QP2) What is a measurement and what is its relevance in 

Software Engineering? 
As presented in [6] a measurement is ‘the process through 

which numbers or symbols are assigned to attributes of 
entities in the real world in such a way as to describe them 
according to clearly defined rules’. This means that, through 
measurement, it is possible to describe something, through 
observation and recording, assigning numerical values to its 
characteristics. 

The work presented Kan [11] states that a ‘measurement 
is crucial to the progress of all sciences. Scientific progress is 
made through observations and generalizations based on data 
and measurements…’ It is no different in Software 
Engineering, and measurements have a very important role to 
play in the success of organisations, as such measurement 
processes allow the software teams come to grips with their 
capacities. As a result, with measurements it is possible to 
carry out solid project planning that will not overshoot the 
planning done as regards the scope, quality, risk, and project 
length, as the measurement allows one to gain knowledge on 
the processes [7]. Apart from that, there are many 
characteristics in software projects that can be measured [12], 
strengthening the importance of measurement in this area. 

Measurement in the domain of Software Engineering 
corresponds to the successive process of defining, collecting, 
and analysing data in the software development process, to 
understand and control the processes [19]. That is, through 
measurement, several useful items of information are studied 
and analysed and, through them, one can discover how the 
process is executed, what results are being generated in it, and 
also learn about managing the process, making the process 
better. 

In the domain of measurement, and within Software 
Engineering, an approach is used, named Goal Question 
Metric (GQM) to define the measurements. GQM is an 
approach based on the premise that the measurements should 
be defined based on the measurement goals of the 
organisation, which in their turn generate questions which, 
again in their turn, can be answered via metric. Apart from 
that, the structure of the GQM provides a framework to 
interpret the measured data, using the established metric, and 
their associations with the questions put forward and the 

results measured, which serve as inputs to meet the 
measurement goals. [2].  

The GQM method consists of defining goals and then 
refining them into questions aimed at characterising the object 
of the measurement, and supporting the interpretation of the 
data on the goals [2], [19]. It should be pointed that, for the 
questions to support interpretation in a satisfactory manner, 
the research points should be set on an intermediary level of 
abstraction [19], that is, neither being so specific, as regards 
the metric, nor abstract as regards the goals. 

For each question, it is suggested that the measurement 
team creates hypotheses for them, and such hypotheses will 
be compared with the results obtained during the 
interpretation stage [19]. Defining the hypotheses is important 
as it serves to gauge the level of knowledge of the team on the 
processes executed.  

The hypotheses are then refined into metric which is data 
aimed at answering the questions in a quantitative manner. 
The metric can either be objective or subjective [2]. 

The definition of the metric in the GQM is done on a top-
down direction, meaning that at first a general perspective of 
the measurement is defined (the goal of the measurement) and 
after that it is processed into finer detail until the entire 
specification is reduced to base elements (metric) [5]. The 
method has 4 stages [19]: 

Planning stage: Selection of the project to apply the 
measurement to; project definition, characterisation, and 
planning. 

Definition stage: Definition and documenting of the 
goals, questions, metric, and hypotheses. 

Data collection stage: Collection of the present data for 
the measurement project. 

Interpretation stage: Analysis of the data as related to the 
set metric, answering to the questions raised; after that the 
evaluation takes place - whether the goal been reached. 

An important activity takes place during the data 
collection stage. In it, a definition is made as to how the data 
will be collected, and how they will be filled in/entered, and 
how the data will be stored in a database [19]. It is important 
to store this data as, with the analysis of such historical data 
one will be able to identify patterns and also plan more 
adequately, as well as improve the processes in the 
organisation [7].  

C.! Analysis of the Third Research Question 
(QP3) Which metamodelling resources can be used to 

build a flexible measurement historical base? 
The metamodelling language requires a specific 

metamodelling architecture. The traditional metamodelling 
architecture has 04 meta-levels [3]: 

M3: holds the meta-model that describes the properties all 
metamodels can display. 

M2: holds the metamodel that captures the language. 
M1: hold the application, and can contain the classes of an 

object-oriented system or the table for a relational database. 
M0: holds the data of the application developed. 
In using this architecture, the authors of work [8] propose 

a conceptual framework for measurement. Level M3 holds an 
abstract language for metamodel definition. Level M2 holds 
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generic metamodels that will serve to create specific models. 
This level consists of the measurement metamodel and the 
domain metamodels that work to represent the types of entities 
eligible for measurement. Level M1 is that where the specific 
models are and it consists of the measurement and domain 
models. And Level M0 holds the data the users record in the 
applications [8]. 

Apart from the use of the architecture for the construction 
of a metamodel, one should define the abstract syntax, after 
defining the syntactic rules and the meta-operations, and 
define the concrete syntax, and define the semantics and, 
lastly, establish the relation with other modelling languages 
[3]. 

A metamodel should describe the concrete and abstract 
syntax, as well as the semantics of the model. The concrete 
syntax relates to the notation that facilitates the presentation 
and construction of the models, and may be text-based or 
visual-based. The abstract syntax describes the definition of 
concepts, the relationships that exist between them, and how 
they blend to create models [18]. Semantics gives meaning to 
each concept, in a well-defined and well-set manner [10]. The 
merger of these three factors allows the construction of a 
coherent and well-structured metamodel. 

After the study on how to build a metamodel, a study was 
done of metamodels that had already been put forward by 
other authors on measurement. Figure 1 shows the 
measurement metamodel, using the GQM method, developed 
based on [4], [8], [19]. 

According to the GQM method, it is expected that a 
measurement project should have several goals, if it intends to 
measure in an intentional manner [2].  

A measurement goal has a standard structure, a template, 
as proposed by Basili [2]; this proposal states that a goal has 
the object to be measured, the characteristic of the object, the 
standpoint, and the proposal for measurement. For example, 
the goal of ‘Maximising client satisfaction with the software 
product’, has the ‘software product’ as an object, ‘satisfaction’ 
as a characteristic, the ‘client’ as a standpoint, and 
‘maximising’ as the proposal.  

This template was finely tuned in the work of [19] that 
proposes the following structure: analysing (the object of 
measurement), for a proposal of (the goal of the 
measurement), as regards the (focus on object quality), from 
the standpoint of (those that measure the object), and in the 
domain of (the realm where the measurement will be made).  

Using this template allows greater compliance with the 
GQM method as it is more aligned with its proposals and 
definitions. Based on these templates, Table 2 was built with 
the structure of the goal, with the GQM method [2], [19]. 

Following the definition of the goal, it will be refined into 
several questions, aimed at characterising the object that will 
be measured. The questions, on their turn, are answered by a 
metric that aims at answering with quantitative information 
[2]. 

A metric can consist of several measures and the latter 
defines the structure for the measurement values [4]. To define 
this structure it is necessary to choose the measurement unit 
(table, column, percentage, hours, etc.), the scale to be used 

(integers, real, etc.), and the type of scale (Scale types are 
nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio, and absolute). 

 

 
 

TABLE II. GOAL STRUCTURE AS PROPOSED BY THE GQM METHOD 

Analyse Goal of measurement 
For the proposal of The goal of the measurement 

(understanding, improving, or controlling) 
 

As regards The focus on the quality of the object to 
be measured 
 

From the standpoint of The people that measure the object 
 

In the domain of The environment where the measurement 
takes place 

 
Scale types are nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio, and 

absolute. In the nominal scale the categories for attributes 
should be jointly exhaustive (all categories as a whole should 
cover the possibilities of the category of an attribute) and 
mutually excluding (the attributes may be classified in only 
one category). In an ordinal scale the attributes may be 
compared amongst them in an ordinal manner, but this scale 
does not provide information on the magnitude of the 
difference that exists between points of the scale. The interval 
scale allows knowing the difference between two points of the 
scale. This type of scale requires a well-defined measurement 
unit that can be considered a standard and that is repeatable. 
The ratio scale is similar to the interval one, as in the 
proportional scale it is possible to find the difference between 
two points of the scale. However, in the proportion scale it is 
possible to find an absolute zero and non-arbitrary [11]. The 
absolute scale is merely a count of some element in the entity 
and it allows any arithmetical analysis [6]. Most of the 
measurements are done in the interval scale and that of the 
arbitrary proportion [11]. 

Having created the measurements, one should define how 
the measurements relate to each other to create a metric. This 
means defining the function of measurement for that metric. 
This is an important stage as it is from this function that the 
result of the metric is obtained. 

To better explain metamodelling, the following example 
was created: The project of a given software company has, as 

Figure 1. Metamodel proposed for measurement, using the Goal 
Question Metric method 
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one of its measurement goal, to ‘Analyse the software product 
to improve its quality from the standpoint of the clients’. 
Faced with this, the clients were asked a set of questions. One 
of these questions was: ‘What is the quality of the software 
product developed by the company?’ To answer it, a metric 
was raised, namely ‘average errors per class’. This metric has 
two dimensions: the numbers of errors found and the number 
of classes in the project. The unit for measurement ‘number of 
errors found’ is the quantity of Errors and, for measurement 
‘number of classes’ it is the quantity of Classes. The scale for 
both measurements is of integers from 0 to infinite and the 
type of scale is the absolute scale. 

Figure 2 was created to better illustrate what information 
the user should provide to define a metric in the proposed 
measurement system. In this figure the example is about one 
measurement called Average error per class. 

One metric holds many measures. The measures blend 
through mathematical operators or functions to define a 
metric, that is, a metric can be obtained through a 
mathematical combination of its dimensions. It should be 
pointed that the metric ‘Average errors per class’ is obtained 
with the combination of two independent variables, ‘Number 
of Errors’ and ‘Number of Classes’. This combination is done 
with the use of the ‘average’ function, which is a resultant 
from a mathematical formula that blends the independent 
variables to calculate the dependent variable, i.e., ‘average 
errors per class’ would be the ‘number of errors’ <divided by> 
‘number of classes’. What the users need to do to define the 
‘average errors per class’ metric is to blend the two measures, 
using this operator. Each measure will have a measurement 
unit and also a scale. In the example given above, both 
measures have the same scale, although they can be different, 
even when belonging to the same metric. Having defined the 
metric, it is necessary to choose the type of scale. 

Another example, if the metric Productivity = Size/Effort, 
then size and effort are the basic measurements (independent 
variables) used to calculate productivity. Thus, the 
productivity metric is obtained with the blending of these 
measurements and the <divided by> operator. They have a 
scale, a measurement unit, and a type of scale. 

In order for a user to define one's metric one should first 
record the measurements (independent variables), use the 
mathematical operators or functions that were previously 
defined in the application and blend them as the ‘calculation 
formula’ for the metric (dependent variable). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Definition of metric using the proposed metamodel 

D.! Analysis of the Fourth Research Question 
(QP4) What data model can be used to create a flexible 

historical base tool? 
To answer this, we thought about what data would be 

required for a user to enter in order to carry out measurements 
with the use of the GQM method. And as a result the data form 
below was created:  

Project – defined by: 
 Project name; Project description;  
Company name  
And Start date: 

Measurement Goal (as described by GQM Method): 
 Analyze: 

 For a proposal to: 
 As regards: 
 From the standpoint of: 
 In the domain of: 
Questions – defined by: 
 Question; Description of question: 
Metric – defined by: 

 Name of metric;  
Description of metric;  
Date of calculation. 

Measurement function: 
 Measurement 1: 
 Measurement 2; 

Measurement no.: 
 Another value: 
 Function: 
Measurement: 
 Name of measurement: 
 Description of measurement: 
 Date of collection: 
 Value: 
Measurement Unit: 
 Name of measurement unit: 
 Description of measurement unit: 
Scale:  

Name of scale: 
Number set: 
Minimum number: 
Maximum number: 

Type of scale: 
 Name of type of scale: 
 Description of type of scale: 
 
Based on this data form it was possible to create a data 

model. The data model created went through a verification 
procedure and a validation walk-through, the latter being an 
informal technique to ascertain software product quality [1]. 
As a result, after the creation of the model, those who took 
part in the walk-through did an analysis of the model to try 
and find inconsistencies in it. Those who took part in the 
verification and validation procedure are students of the 
Software Engineering School at the Gama UnB School, 
enrolled in and attending the Software Verification and 
Validation classes. This discipline has the following pre-
requisites for students to attend: Metric and Estimates for 
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Software, Software Quality, and Advanced Software 
Development. Apart from that the lecturer of this course 
followed the process, to give his feedback regarding the model 
proposed. 

Following the analysis work the model was explained to 
the participants, to solve eventual queries. After that the items 
the participants considered wrong were discussed and a 
consensus was reached on the model. The model was re-
structured based on these discussions and a check list was 
produced to verify whether the model had been corrected in 
its entirety. 

The data model derived from the metamodel proposed as 
it has all the metaclasses of the metamodel, apart from 
including the attributes of such classes and other tables for 
standardisation the model. 

IV.! CONCLUSION  
Based on the study presented, it is possible to see the 

contribution of measurements to software development 
companies, allowing people to learn about the performance 
and quality of their processes and products developed. Thus, 
when using metamodelling in a measurement system, it is 
expected that an increase in productivity and in measurement 
activities will take place. Apart from that, metamodelling also 
grants additional flexibility in the definition of metric as it 
allows users to create their own metric, no longer being 
dependent of existing ones. 

With the proposal made in this work it will also be possible 
to create an application that allows users, apart from creating 
their own metric, to store such measurement data in a 
historical data base and, due to the flexibility metamodelling 
allows, it will be possible to make several changes to those 
metric without the need to do maintenance on the source code. 

As a result, in the continuation of this work, the data model 
proposed in this paper will be used to create an application 
that will allow users to define their own metric and record 
them in a historical data base. The development process in its 
initial stage and we expect that several organisations might 
benefit from it, cutting their costs with system maintenance, 
especially in legacy systems. 
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Abstract— Quality is everywhere in every discipline. Software
quality has been included in all regular education programs
both at undergraduate level and in postgraduate programs
with more or less intensity and wideness. However, several
authors have questioned the real effectiveness of software
quality education related to the real understanding of the
concept. This paper analyses the expectations of students with
and without working experience in software development
regarding software quality education and the preferences and
the ideas expressed before the training courses.

Keywords-software quality; education; curriculum; quality
culture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quality is one of the three typical dimensions for
managing every project in the well-known iron triangle first
presented in [1] no matter if it is an industrial or a software
one. Although later than other engineering sectors, software
development also embraced the challenge of quality as part
of its regular responsibilities, facing the challenge of
adapting methods to the peculiar nature of software [2].
Independently from its value as a market trend or real
management goal, software quality management is one of the
topics included in educational programs at undergraduate
level and in postgraduate programs. However, some
contributions (e.g. [3]) have identified intrinsic problems in
understanding the concepts related to software quality, then
looking for new perspectives for a correct understanding of
software quality. This conflict was also described in [4]
when they wrote “If you are a software developer, manager,
or maintainer, quality is often on your mind. But what do
you really mean by software quality? Is your definition
adequate? Is the software you produce better or worse than
you would like it to be?” Even the authors conducted a small
survey to 27 readers to know more on several aspects of this
conflict. This is consistent with some results already
presented many years ago [5] related to perception of
students (postgraduate with some experience) regarding
software quality and some of its associated concepts,
observing some improvement in the perception of software
quality as well as some changes in preferred topics after
completing the specific course in the area.

Obviously, when dealing with software quality in
software engineering education there are several references
which doubt of the capability of regular programs to embed
the idea of quality in students’ mind. For example, [6] think
that quality is central and critical in software development
but that it is usual computer science faculty do not devote
enough attention to teaching their students how to develop
high-quality software (at least looking at the curriculum
design and implementation). Of course, the
recommendations for really effective curricula in software
engineering are also frequent and are always including the
topic of software quality and associated methods and
techniques (see e.g. [7]). Of course, the most general models
for software engineering education are always considering
software quality has a pillar of the curricula in software
engineering: e.g., the well-known Software Engineering
Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) [8] devotes one of its 10
Knowledge Areas to Software Quality Analysis.

As a summary, we can say that software quality is
always clearly present in practically 100% of educational
programs in software engineering but it seems to be a topic
which frequently raises questions on the real impact on
students. However, the consequences of the unsatisfactory
results of the education on software quality go beyond the
limits of possible deficiencies in the qualification of (future)
software professionals. As software engineering is mainly a
human activity, not just a technical matter of technology,
perceptions of software engineers deeply impact the results
in term of productivity and quality. The work with Human
and Organizational Factors (HOF) and nontechnical issues
highlight that the people involved in the software
development process are as important as the processes and
the project.

Different studies have shown how these factors lead to
improvements in products, increases in productivity, or
decreases in production costs. As an example, [9] provides
the outcomes of a study carried out in a professional
environment. It shows that certain organizational factors, that
might not affect project success, negatively affect software
quality: among the factor of influence there is a wrong
quality culture or a lack of sense of quality achievement.
Additional discussion and information could be found in
[10]. Although there are different aspects which confirm the
practical impact of misconceptions on software productivity
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and quality, poor understandings of quality principles has
been identified as relevant in effectiveness of software
projects. Moreover, these barriers may hinder the
achievement of good results in educational programs. The
main goal of this study is the analysis of the expectations of
students to know how working experience and learned
concepts may influence their attitude towards software
quality.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the educational experience where the data on students’
opinions and expectations were collected. The analysis of
results is provided in Section III, while Section IV outlines
some conclusions and suggests some future lines of action.

II. EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE ON SOFTWARE
QUALITY

Authors frequently teach courses on quality
managements systems and software quality in different
undergraduate and postgraduate computing programs. Our
experience tend to show that theoretical or rather abstract or
high level concepts imply a more difficult understanding
than those more connected to low level practical work.
Given that software quality management works at a higher
corporate/organizational level, especially those students
without working experience tend to be less connected to the
corresponding ideas.

Together with our concerns on the real effects of courses,
we wanted to check several aspects on the expectations of
students when they are exposed to software quality
education. Thanks to the collaboration of students, we
collected information from several courses where we got a
reasonable variety of profiles and education levels which
provides some representativeness to results. The selected
courses and groups of students were the following ones:

G1: Undergraduate in 2nd and 3rd year of Informatics
Engineering program at University of Alcalá with two
different courses “Software Engineering” and “Advanced
Software Engineering” where there are 20 hours devoted to
software quality: 39 respondents (Madrid).

G2: Undergraduate in 2nd and 3rd year of Information
Systems program at University of Alcalá with two different
courses “Software Engineering” and “Advanced Software
Engineering” where there are 20 hours devoted to software
quality: 14 respondents.

G3: Undergraduate in 4th year of Information Systems
and Informatics Engineering programs at University of
Alcalá with a specialized course on “Software quality,
testing and maintenance” with 60 hours: 11 respondents
(Madrid).

M1: Students enrolled in the Master program on IT
Project Management at University of Alcalá with specific
courses on “quality management and software quality” with
a total of 100 hours: 9 respondents.

Although the topics in all courses are very similar, the
approach in each of them is obviously different depending on
the specific educational goals, previous courses, students’
background and profile as well as duration. In fact, biggest
differences are evident when comparing teaching to

undergraduate and to postgraduate students. It is important to
remark that all the students have attended previous courses
on other aspects connected to software quality such as
software testing and configuration management. However,
there was a general scheme of points taught in each course:

• Concept of quality and differences between software
and other products. Other concepts related to quality
and management by processes.

• Corporate perspective: quality management systems
and continuous improvement. Standards and
frameworks for software process improvement (ISO,
CMMi, etc.)

• Project quality management: software quality
assurance, activities and techniques

• Software quality evaluation: models and metrics

INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Write a definition of quality: ______________________________
2. So, which of the following phrases is most adjusted to your idea of

quality?
 Highest possible level, no matter who is the customer
 Something associated to expensive and luxurious products
 Product has some guarantee in case of problems
 Balance between price and value
 Concept to be customized to specific needs of the customer
3. Have you ever heard about software quality?
 Informal chat with colleagues
 Commercial presentations
 Articles or conference papers
 Books (whole or chapters) related to this topic
 You know quality standards and have worked with them
 You do not have any references about this but you guess its importance

4. So, your idea about software quality is:
(1) Unfavourable impression: it is useless or impractical
(2) Rather unfavourable impression: it represents a great effort to get poor

results
(3) Neutral impression: we need to improve and we can do it but it is

essential to know how to do it
(4) Favourable impression: we are able to achieve good results by

applying certain techniques
(5) Very favourable impression: it is incredible that we are not still

applying these techniques.

5. In your opinion, who or what should encourage the adoption of
quality techniques in the practice? (you can mark several options)

 Quality department
 Management
 Software professionals and technicians
 The need of satisfying legal dispositions or standards
 Customers, contracts or market pressure
 Others (please indicate) _________________________

6. Which of the following topics do you consider as the most important
for this course? Put them in order of preference from 1 to 5 (have you
ever heard about them?)

 ISO 9001 (ISO 9000-3) Heard
 Quality management systems Heard
 Testing, reviews, audits Heard
 Software process improvement Heard
 Quality control and evaluation (metrics) Heard

Have you ever worked in professional software development
(undergraduate students)? Yes No

Figure 1. Initial questionnaire
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Questionnaire in Fig. 1 was used for information
collection from students, the same for all the groups. This
form is replicating the one already used in a previous study
[5] where it is described the design considerations as well as
the methodological considerations. The idea was being able
to compare some results in the future. Each form had 4
closed multiple choice questions as well as to open questions
apart from a question on real working experience in software
projects. Only undergraduate students were asked about their
working experience since all master students were
experienced. It was clearly commented to students that there
were not correct answers to the questionnaires, that it was
aimed at capturing their ideas freely expressed. Only
graduate students and experienced undergraduate students
were asked about which techniques they would intend to use
in their job after the course. Of course, questionnaires were
anonymous.

Only after collecting all the information, the teacher was
allowed to exploit the activity to organize a free debate on
their perceptions and the reflections associated to them.

III. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Given the small samples, the main goal of the analysis is
getting descriptive information of the ideas expressed
through the questions. Specific goals are the following:

G1. Which is the initial concept of quality for those
attending the course? (question 1)
G2. Is the concept of quality different between
experienced and unexperienced? (questions 1 and 6)
G3. Which is the opinion on quality of those attending
the course? (question 2).
G4. Is the opinion on quality different between between
experienced and unexperienced ? (questions 3 and 4)
G5. Knowing if opinion on quality is the same between
students with working experience and those without it?
(question 4)
G6. Which is the opinion on who should be the
promoter/sponsor of quality? (question 5).
G7. Knowing if the idea that people tend to make
responsible only to the quality department of the whole
results of the organization? (question 5)
G8. Which is the opinion on orientation to customer?
(question 6)
We present the results extracted from questionnaires in

Table 1, separating results for unexperienced and
experienced students to enable an easier analysis of data.
1) As seen on the Table 1, most part of respondents knew

or has heard about software quality (only 3% remain
ignorant before the course). This is not exclusive of
those inexperienced students (2.2%) although one
experienced did not have previous references. It is
remarkable that 28.4% of experienced and 16.4% of
inexperienced have worked with standard or have been
working in practical application to projects.

2) Many respondents have acquired knowledge through
theoretical or practical courses (approx. 40% of

experienced and 53 % of inexperienced. Although there
is a slight difference (13.8% of experienced vs 12.3% of
inexperienced), there is not much impact of commercial
information (while teachers thought before this
experience it was the opposite).

TABLE I. RESULTS FOR WITH AND WITHOUT EXPERIENCE

Experience
(31,81%)

No experience
(68.18%)

# students 35 75

Concept of quality
Requirements and need 37.1 % 34.66 %
Customer satisfaction 14.3 % 12 %
Guarantee 0 24 %
Tools and maintenance 2.86 % 2.66 %
Correct function 20 % 10.66 %
No losing time 2.86 % 1.33 %
Product value 14.3 % 5.33 %
Process 8.57 % 4 %
Void answer 0 % 5.33 %

Ideas on quality
Highest possible level 25.71 % 13.33 %
Luxury/expensive 0 % 1.33 %
Guarantee 5.71 % 8 %
Value-price balance 22.85 % 28 %
Customization 45.71 % 49.33 %
Previous references
Speech/debates 7.32 % 8.64 %
Commercial presentations 6.5 % 3.64 %
Theory in courses 23.6 % 30.5 %
Practical work in course 16.3 % 23.2 %
Articles and conferences 9.75 % 10 %
Books 7.32 % 8.64 %
Working with standards 13.8 % 7.73 %
Practice in projects 14.6 % 5.45 %
No references 0.81 % 2.22 %
Quality idea 4.08 3.85
Motivator/sponsor
Quality department 28.8 % 20.2 %
Top management 5.08 % 5.64 %
Professionals/technicians 20.3 % 24.02 %
Every employee 39 % 33.9 %
Customers/market 6.78 % 15.3 %
Other 0 0.81 %
Customer orientation:
Information for use 2.86 % 25.33 %
Satisfy customer
specification

0 2.66 %

Satisfy customer needs 51.4 % 37.33 %
Features and requisites 8.57 % 2.66 %
Post-sales service 0 % 0 %
Developing services and
systems oriented to
customers

2.86 % 0 %

Product reliability and
maintainability

0 % 0 %

Information for choosing
product

14.3 % 16 %

Do not know 2.86 % 0 %
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Void 8.57 % 9.33 %

3) Initial idea on software quality is rather high as our
informal observation was suggesting: average for
experienced is 4.08 while unexperienced scored 3.85,
both numbers really high. When we compare
undergraduate (4.02) and graduate students (4.22)
differences are also small. Only 4 people (0.02%) started
with level 2 (Rather unfavourable).

4) Frequent misconception in old fashion quality
organizational cultures detected by Crossby [11] where
majority of people believes that quality is a only
responsibility of the quality department seem s to be still
alive in a good number of undergraduate students (25.1
%) while is really reduced in master students (7.14%). It
is worth to remark the high proportion of undergraduate
and postgraduate who think that the main responsibility
for quality is on the shoulders of the own software
professionals. It is important to note that the largest
percentage of people is correctly thinking that quality is
a responsibility of all workers in the organization, more
clearly for experienced students (57.14%) than for
unexperienced (34.2%). Finally, market/customers is
the main driver and motivator for quality for 15.2 of
postgraduate students versus 7.14% of the undergraduate
ones. In general there is a good consistency with the
current philosophy of quality in the organizations.

5) From the definitions of quality written by students we
can see that the most mentioned concept is the one
referred to requirements and needs, similar for
experienced (37.1%) and unexperienced students
(34.6%). The second most mentioned option is customer
satisfaction with 14.3% and 12% respectively. The most
relevant difference between both groups of students
appear in the option of focusing quality as a guarantee
procedure (maybe allowing refund if customer is
unsatisfied): 24% of undergraduate mentioned that while
none of postgraduate did.

6) When expressing their idea of product/service quality
the idea that quality concept has to be adapted to the
needs of each customer is accepted by the majority
(45.71% experienced and 49.33% unexperienced). Both
groups reject the idea of associating quality with
expensive/luxurious products while both groups consider
relevant the existence of a proper balance between price
and value.

7) When dealing with the concept of customer orientation,
we want to highlight that information for using the
product is the main aspect for 25.33% of unexperienced
students while satisfying customers’ needs was chosen
by 37.33% while 51.4% of experienced students chose
customer satisfaction letting the information for using
the product as the last option.

8) There is a wide variety in the initiatives which inspire
more interest in students for putting them into practice.
It is interesting to note that there were no other options

apart from the ones shown in the questionnaire.
Adoption of techniques, tools and quality standards keep
a good medium level (between 30% and 50%) while
certification activities score low, maybe because they are
considered as options out of the decision power of the
respondents.

We decided not to analyze differences among the
different courses as the sample numbers were small and the
goal was focused on general expectations of students only
distinguishing the impact or working experience. Analyzing
the effects of the different courses was not meaningful since
they are a non-representative subset of the official syllabus
available for software quality education: i.e., results could
not be applicable to other designs of software quality
courses. Regarding the analysis of post-course results, we
collected data confirming that our courses finally helped fix
the misconceptions on software quality work (e.g., thinking
that not everybody has a direct responsibility in quality), but
we are not discussing here in order to avoid mixing the
analysis of expectations with the analysis of educational
effectiveness of our courses.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

First valuable result for us has been a better knowledge
on the expectations and the initial idea that our students have
in mind before starting the courses. This has already served
us to adjust the pedagogical methods and the details of topics
to better fit our teaching activity to the students profile and
background. It has also enabled a more solid discussion of
stereotypes on quality, creating new materials and activities
to better debate on the implications of the different views of
software quality (see e.g., [3]). It was really useful to find out
that still a relevant number of students think that the main
responsibility of quality relies on the quality department
instead of accepting that every worker is essential to assure
quality results, thus trying to convince them with the basic
ideas from [11]. Also knowing the main interests in the field
of software quality has helped us in reconsidering the way of
explaining and teaching each topic in the course.

The contribution of our work is clearly focused on
knowing which are the attitudes and the conceptions
regarding software quality of students and professionals. It is
well-known that an effective quality management strategy
has to rely on the contribution of everybody to achieve the
quality goals. As an example, discovering that a relevant
percentage of professionals are still thinking that the quality
department is the main responsible of quality is very
important to the practical implementation of software quality
management: organizations simply cannot assume that
professionals are coming with clear ideas so teams can
directly start to work with processes and method for software
quality. This is also an important lesson for other educators
in software quality: techniques and methods are essential but
they are useless if the attitudinal and conceptual part is not
worked.

We expect to cumulate more data during the present
academic year to enlarge samples so more sophisticated
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analysis using multivariate analysis. We are also already
using an after-course questionnaire to evaluate the evolution
of the quality concepts from the initial idea brought by
students to the outgoing one which will guide their
professional activity. We expect that students (as happened
in [5]) will raise the value given to quality while they also
tend to improve the perception and correct understanding of
the concept of quality.
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Abstract—Users encounter privacy threats when they use cloud
services through mobile devices. A user leaves a large amount of
usage data on the server sides. Leaving a single piece of usage
data on the server side may seem harmless to user’s privacy, but
if usage data is all taken together, the sensitive information can be
leaked. To detect privacy leakages, various privacy measurements
have been proposed. However, it’s not easy for the user to find
suitable privacy measurements because he does not have the
background knowledge. Moreover, the user also does not know
what is available to be used for protecting his privacy when he
finds privacy leakages. In this work, iGuard, a personalizedguard
system for cloud service usage on mobile devices, is provided.
iGuard provides a customized privacy measurement plan which
fits in the user’s personal situation. The plan is executed todetect
possible privacy leakages when the user is using cloud services.
To resolve the leakages, iGuard also provides workable privacy
protection strategies. The user can apply one of the strategies
and see its effect on the privacy measurement results. According
to the results, the user can tune his strategy continuously until
he is satisfied with the results. By continuously tuning, theuser
can manage the privacy-utility trade-offs of using cloud services.

Keywords–privacy measurement; privacy protection.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Users enjoy all kinds of conveniences provided by cloud
services through mobile devices anytime and anywhere. Cloud
services enable users to access all kinds of data and use
various software on the Internet. In 2014, twelve percent ofthe
EU population used cloud services for document editing. The
proportion was even higher (23%) among the population aged
16-24 [1]. But the truth is that cloud service providers are also
interested in tracking user information, e.g., user preferences,
personality traits, and relationship statuses. Privacy threats
increase when users access cloud services through mobile
devices. Mobile devices are equipped with various sensors
to collect users’ contextual information, such as geolocation
information. When a user performs an operation on a cloud
service, not only data that the user enters into the cloud
service but also contextual information is sent to the cloud
service. The cloud service gets more data than the user inputted
manually, but the user does not know what the cloud service
gets additionally. Besides, leaking a single piece of usagedata
to the cloud service may be harmless to user’s privacy. But
a user’s profile, such as his routines and preferences, will be

revealed if all the usage data on the server side is aggregated
and further analyzed.

The revealed user information is collected further and
reused without the user’s awareness and permission [2]. The
management of user data on cloud services might not be
trustworthy [3]. Cloud service providers might use user data
for various purposes, or sell the data to others who need
to perform data aggregation. More user information might
eventually be mined for all kinds of purposes, and the user
will not have any control over those purposes. In fact, the user
has the right to know what can be revealed from his usage
data, but cloud service providers do not respect this right,still
collecting user information without notifying the user. Ifthe
user wants to be aware of data leakages from his usage data,
he must apply appropriate privacy measurements on the usage
data by himself. A privacy measurement focuses on a kind of
usage data and detects a specific user privacy leakage from
the data. There are various privacy measurements available
currently. For example, the privacy measurement proposed by
Liao et. al [4] can be used to detect leakages of the user’s
transportation routines from Global Positioning System (GPS)
data. Even though the user does not expose any GPS data
to the cloud service, another privacy measurement proposed
by Valkanas and Gunopulos [5] can be used to detect user’s
location information leakages from general textual information
on social network services. A user has his own combination of
cloud services in use and personal privacy preferences. Among
all these different privacy measurements, the user has to select
privacy measurements that fit in his situation and performs
the privacy measurements on suitable timing. However, the
user may not have the background knowledge to select and
perform the privacy measurements. A general user knows how
to operate a cloud service, but he may not know the usage
data that will be sent to the cloud service, let alone the privacy
measurements that are available for detecting privacy leakages.
Even though the user discovers a privacy leakage, he may not
have the knowledge to avoid the privacy leakage while keeping
using the cloud service.

In this work, iGuard, a personalized guard system for cloud
service usage on mobile devices, is proposed. According to the
user’s personal situation, his combination of cloud services
in use and privacy preferences, iGuard selects appropriate
privacy measurements for the user. iGuard collects usage data
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sent to the cloud services and triggers corresponding privacy
measurements on suitable timing for detecting possible privacy
leakages. If privacy leakage is detected, the user will receive
a warning from iGuard. iGuard provides privacy protection
strategies for the user. The effect of the applied protection
strategies is reflected in the results of the privacy measurements
so that the user can improve his strategies continuously based
on the results. Contributions of this work are outlined as
follows.

1) In this work, user-centric privacy protection is pro-
vided. The user-centric privacy protection focuses
on personal privacy measurements and customized
privacy protection strategies. The personal privacy
measurements detect critical privacy threats, and the
customized privacy protection strategies help mitigate
the threats.

2) iGuard, a system that implements the user-centric
privacy protection, is provided. As types and amount
of user data collected by cloud services increase,
demands of new privacy measurements also increase
to provide comprehensive user privacy protection.
iGuard takes the extension of privacy measurements
into consideration, and is flexible for adding new
privacy measurements.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In
Section II, an overview of related work is provided. The user-
centric privacy protection is illustrated in Section III. Details
of the iGuard system is described in Section IV. In Section V,
two case studies of using iGuard are provided. Finally, this
work is concluded in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Privacy leakages caused by using cloud services have been
identified in previous work. Chairunnanda et. al [6] indi-
cated that users’ identities were constructed from their typing
patterns. Liao et. al [7] showed that users’ daily activities
and movements were identified from raw GPS data collected
by mobile devices. Ferrari et. al [8] observed that users’
mobility patterns in an urban environment were extracted
from their participation in social networks. Valkanas and
Gunopulos [5] demonstrated that user’s location information
was exposed from general textual information about their
surroundings in social networks without using a GPS-enabled
device. Murukannaiah and Singh [9] indicated that users social
circles could be identified by bringing together contextual
information and users’ online social interactions. These work
provides various privacy measurements on different privacy
leakages. iGuard utilizes suitable privacy measurements and
makes privacy measurement plans for users according to their
personal settings.

Protection strategies that alleviate the identified privacy
leakages are also proposed. Stenneth and Yu [10] used a
trusted thirdparty server as the mediator between user devices
and cloud services, and applied the k-anonymity technique
to hide identifications of the user devices. Zhang et. al [11]
used noise data to obfuscate cloud services. The authors
generated noise service requests and injected these requests
into real customer service requests. The noise service requests’
occurrence probabilities were identical to customer service
requests so that cloud service providers could not distinguish

them from customer service requests. Customers’ privacy was
consequently protected. Ren et. al [12] partitioned data into
data fragments and stored them to different cloud services.
Beresford et. al [13] created a modified version of the Android
operating system that allowed users to ‘mock’ access to the
resources of user devices for cloud services. Guha et. al [14]
proposed the Koi platform which avoided leaking privacy-
sensitive information by masking low-level lat-long informa-
tion from applications. Kasai et. al [15] proposed a service
provision system that selected the best-working services for
users according to the minimal personal information provided
by the users. Among all these privacy protection strategies,
iGuard provides users the ones that solve their identified
privacy leakages. Users can select the preferred one and apply
it for protecting their privacy.

III. U SER-CENTRIC PRIVACY PROTECTION

A user uses cloud services through the mobile device to
solve daily problems, and the combination of cloud services
in use varies from person to person. Furthermore, information
exposure that causes “privacy leakage” to a user also varies
from person to person, since the definition of “sensitive in-
formation” is different for every user. Some users take their
political views as sensitive information but others do not.Some
users mind revealing their home addresses, but others do not.
Every user has his own sensitive information list describing
personal information that should not be exposed to others. As
a result, iGuard applies user-centric privacy protection to take
the user’s personal situation into consideration. The process
of the user-centric privacy protection is shown in Figure 1.
Details of each step of the process are described as follows.

Make a plan Monitor privacy Protect privacy 

privacy leakages

applied protection strategies

privacy 
measurement
plan

Figure 1. The user-centric privacy protection process.

• Step 1. Make a plan. Privacy monitoring is per-
formed according to a customized privacy measure-
ment plan, which is made based on the user’s personal
situation. The privacy measurement plan is the base
to ensure the user’s privacy when he is using cloud
services. The privacy measurement plan defines the
privacy measurements which should be applied and
the timing of triggering these privacy measurements.
Selection of the privacy measurements is based on

1) the type of cloud services in use,
2) the type of usage data that is sent to the cloud

services, and
3) the user’s sensitive information list.

A privacy measurement does not need to be triggered
in real time when the user is using a cloud service. It
can be a summary of user operations in a period of
time, e.g., a day or several hours. The frequency of
applying a privacy measurement is decided according
to the user’s preference and characteristics of the
privacy measurement.
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• Step 2. Monitor privacy. When the user is using a
cloud service through the mobile device, usage data
sent to the cloud service should be evaluated for
privacy concern. In this step, corresponding privacy
measurements are triggered. The privacy measure-
ments take the usage data as input and indicate poten-
tial privacy disclosure threats. The user will receive
warnings if privacy leakage is detected. He reviews
details of the warning and takes further actions for
protecting his privacy (step 3).

• Step 3. Protect privacy.The user can apply privacy
protection strategies to alleviate the privacy leakages.
Privacy protection strategies are divided into two cat-
egories.

1) Changing user behavior. Changing the way
that a user uses the cloud service will also
change the usage data received by the cloud
service. The user can thus hide his sensi-
tive information by changing his behavior.
For example, a user checks his e-mails most
frequently when he is at work. If the user’s
working hours are detected from his usage
frequency, he can confuse the cloud service by
using the cloud service as evenly as possible
in different time periods of a day.

2) Applying third-party privacy protection ser-
vices. There are a variety of privacy protection
services available to protect the user’s privacy.
These services can insert noises to normal
usage data [11], use fake data to replace real
data [13], or suggest the best-working cloud
services that fit the user’s privacy require-
ments to replace the cloud service in use [15].
By applying these privacy protection services,
the user can keep his privacy safe while using
the cloud service as normally as possible.

The user can apply more than one privacy protection
strategies, and observe their effects on the results
of the privacy measurements (step 2). The user can
change or adjust the strategies to find one that best
fits his personal situation, and balances the trade-offs
between cloud service utilities and privacy protection.

IV. IGUARD SYSTEM

The system overview of iGuard is depicted in Figure 2.
Components of iGuard are divided into three parts.

1) Packet collector. To detect possible privacy leakages,
iGuard has to collect usage data which is sent to cloud
services. Packet collector is responsible for collecting
mobile device packets to further extract usage data
from them.

2) iGuard client . iGuard client is the interface between
the user and iGuard server. It is implemented as an
application installed on the mobile device to interact
with the user. iGuard client allows the user to review
results of the privacy measurements, and send his
personal preferences to iGuard server. Once privacy
leakage is detected, iGuard client generates instant
notification to the user.

3) iGuard server. iGuard server consists of four compo-
nents: plan maker, privacy measurement coordinator,

Packet Collector

Plan Maker

Service Agent

privacy 
measurement plan

Figure 2. iGuard system overview.

service agent, and strategy suggester. The four com-
ponents collaborate to complete the whole process of
user-centric privacy protection.

In the following, the ways that the components of iGuard
server achieve user-centric privacy protection are illustrated.

A. Make a Plan

Making a personalized privacy measurement plan includes
the following three steps.

1) Acquire types of usage data that will be sent to
cloud services. Applications are client-side interfaces
for cloud services. Permissions of an application
reveal the types of data that will be acquired by
its corresponding cloud service. At the beginning,
iGuard client collects all the applications installed
on the mobile device and their permissions. iGuard
client sends the information to plan maker (1). Plan
maker analyzes permissions of the applications and
gets the types of usage data collected by the cloud
services behind the applications. If a new application
is installed on the mobile device, plan maker will
be notified about the new-installed application and
update the privacy measurement plan.

2) Confirm the user’s sensitive information list. In
this step, plan maker checks the user’s sensitive
information list. A sensitive information list describes
a user’s personal information that should not be
exposed to others. Initially, iGuard client provides
a generalized sensitive information list to the user.
Once the user tunes the list to get a personalized
sensitive information list, plan maker will receive the
updated list from iGuard client (2).

3) Check available privacy measurements. Plan maker
gets the list of available privacy measurements from
service agent (3), which is responsible for commu-
nicating with third-party privacy measurement ser-
vices. In the available measurement list, privacy
measurements provided by the third-party privacy
measurement services are described. For each of the
privacy measurements in the list, its type of input
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data, focused privacy leakage, and suggested detec-
tion frequency are provided. Plan maker selects the
privacy measurements, which not only fit in the types
of usage data but also can detect leakages of sensi-
tive information. Plan maker then creates a privacy
measurement plan, which defines the corresponding
privacy measurements and their triggering frequency
when the cloud services are used.

After a privacy measurement plan is created or updated,
plan maker sends it to privacy measurement coordinator for
performing privacy monitoring (4).

B. Monitor Privacy

When the user is using the cloud service, mobile phone
packets sent to the cloud service are acquired by packet collec-
tor. Packet collector can be a component which embeds either
in a modified version of the Andriod operating system or in
software-defined networking [16]. Packet collector then copies
the packets to privacy measurement coordinator (5). Privacy
measurement coordinator identifies the cloud service in use
and extracts the usage data sent to the cloud service. Privacy
measurement coordinator accumulates the usage data until the
triggering time of the corresponding privacy measurements
specified in the privacy measurement plan comes. To trigger a
privacy measurement, privacy measurement coordinator acti-
vates the corresponding privacy measurement service through
service agent (6). Service agent is responsible for communi-
cating with privacy measurement services. Once it receives
measurement results from the privacy measurement service,
service agent passes the measurement results back to privacy
measurement coordinator. Privacy measurement coordinator
keeps the measurement results for user review in the future.
If privacy leakages are identified in the measurement results,
privacy measurement coordinator will generate warnings to
iGuard client and activate strategy suggester (7).

As all sorts of portable devices are invented and widely
used, new types of usage data are exposed to cloud services,
such as the user’s daily amount of exercise and heart rate.
Demands for new privacy measurements increase to detect
new privacy risks caused by the usage data. To flexibly add
new privacy measurements, service agent applies the service-
oriented architecture (SOA). Third-party privacy measurement
services are assumed trustworthy. They are self-contained
units which provide privacy measurement functionality. The
mechanism for communication between service agent and
privacy measurement services is described in authors’ another
work [17]. A privacy measurement service can join iGuard
by registering to service agent. If a new privacy measurement
service successfully registers to service agent, service agent
will update the available measurement list. Service agent
also updates the available measurement list when a privacy
measurement service becomes unavailable. Once the available
measurement list is updated, service agent will notify plan
maker to update the privacy measurement plan.

C. Protect Privacy

The goal of privacy protection strategies is to confuse
cloud services so that sensitive user information will not
be inferred from the usage data. Strategy suggester collects
privacy protection strategies that can work on a specific type
of usage data. Taking GPS data as an example, the user can

turn off the GPS sensor, change his route, or use a privacy
protection service to insert fake GPS data into his usage data.
Strategy suggester provides possible protection strategies (8)
according to the type of usage data that causes the privacy
leakage. Regarding more than one privacy leakages, the user
can apply several protection strategies at the same time. The
effect of the applied strategies will be reflected in the results
of future privacy measurements. The user can tune and change
the privacy protection strategies until he is satisfied withthe
results.

V. CASE STUDIES

GPS data is common in the usage data exposed to cloud
services. The case studies demonstrate not only that extra user
sensitive information will be leaked from the GPS data, but
also the ways that iGuard assists user in detecting the leakages
and fixing them. To make the case studies as real as possible,
real telecommunications service usage data with user’s GPS
locations is used to simulate the user’s usage data exposed
to a location-based cloud service. The telecommunications
service usage data is provided by Mr. Malte Spitz, a German
Green Party politician and Executive Committee member. He
acquired the usage data from his telecommunications service
provider. The usage data can be downloaded on ZEIT On-
line [18]. This data set was collected from August 2009 to
February 2010, and contained 30,374 location-based usage
data. It is assumed that the location-based service collects the
user’s GPS locations to provides contextual information for
him, such as the weather, traffic conditions, nearby restau-
rants which are open, etc. It is assumed that this location-
based service always runs in the background and collects the
user’s locations regularly to update the contextual information.
The user can also actively query the location-based service
for further information. When the user is actively using the
location-based service, his locations will be collected more
frequently than normal. So, the behavior of the location-based
service in collecting the user’s GPS locations is close to the
telecommunications service. The location-based usage data of
the telecommunications service is used to simulate the usage
data collected by the location-based service. In the case studies,
iGuard is applied to eliminate the privacy issues which result
from exposing the user’s personal schedules and home address
to the location-based service.

At the beginning, iGuard makes the privacy measure-
ment plan, as shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, two privacy
measurements which aim at GPS data are selected. One is
for detecting personal schedule leakage, and the other is
for detecting user’s home address leakage from the exposed
GPS data. For each privacy measurement, the type of the
target usage data, the cloud service which the usage data is
exposed to, the frequency to perform the privacy measurement,
and the privacy measurement service which is in charge to
perform the privacy measurement are displayed. Currently,
those two privacy measurement services are implemented by
authors as third-party privacy measurement services. If the user
unchecks the box before a privacy measurement, the privacy
measurement will not be performed. Results of these two
privacy measurements are shown in the following.

A. Case 1: Personal Schedule Leakages
Since the location-based service is frequently used in the

user’s daily life, user’s usage frequency reflects his personal
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Privacy Measurements

Personal Schedule

Data Type:   GPS 
Exposed to: SL Location-based service
Frequency:  1 day
In charge:    DBSE schedule detection
                    service

Home Address

Data Type:   GPS 
Exposed to: SL Location-based service
Frequency:  3 days
In charge:    DBSE home detection
                    service

Figure 3. The privacy measurement plan.

Measur

Personal Schedule

Date: 9/3/2009

** Warning! Sleep time leakage detected! **

Insert noises

Figure 4. The privacy leakage for personal schedule.

schedule, especially the sleep time. The user will not use the
location-based service when he is sleeping. A time duration
that the usage frequency is steady but relatively low can be the
user’s sleep time. This privacy measurement checks the number
of usage data transmissions to the location-based service in
each hour of a day to find possible sleep time leakages. The
privacy measurement is performed once a day and takes usage
data of the whole day as the input. In fact, the measurement
results of the usage data for each day from August 2009 to
February 2010 are similar. The sleep time is leaked almost
every day from the usage frequency of the service. In this case
study, the usage data on 09-03-2009 is selected as the example
to demonstrate the privacy leakage, as shown in Figure 4. In
the measurement results, there is a relatively low and steady

curve in the time duration 1:00-8:59, which is a hint for the
sleep time leakage. Below the measurement results, privacy
protection strategies for GPS data are suggested. If the user
selects to insert noises to his future usage data to change his
service usage frequency, iGuard will suggest corresponding
privacy protection services that are available to assist the
user in completing the work. In this work, a noise inserting
service is implemented to assist user in inserting noises tohis
usage data. The service inserts noises that are similar to the
normal usage data [11]. The new measurement results are show
in Figure 5. The measurement results show that the privacy
leakage is eliminated by the strategy.

Measur

Personal Schedule

Date: 9/4/2009

Figure 5. The measurement results after a privacy protection strategy is
applied.

B. Case 2: Home Address Leakages

Measur

Home Address

Date: 9/4/2009-9/6/2009

** Warning! Home address leakage detected! ** 

Pr

                     Candidate                                                       %

Zehdenicker Straße 12, 10119 Berlin, Germany     100.0  

Insert noises

Figure 6. The privacy leakage for home address.

Most people stay at home to sleep at night. If the user’s
locations in sleep time are exposed to cloud services, his home
address is likely to be exposed, too. This privacy measurement
checks the user’s locations exposed to the cloud service in
sleep time for possible home address leakages. The privacy
measurement is performed every three days according to the
privacy measurement plan. The user is assumed to be sleeping
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during 1:00 AM to 4:00 AM. The privacy measurement cal-
culates the percentage which the user stays at a location in the
period of time. In this case study, the usage data from 09-10-
2009 to 09-12-2009 is used as an example to demonstrate the
home address leakage, as shown in Figure 6. The measurement
results show that the user only stays at one location during the
sleep time of these three days. The location can indicate the
user’s home address. The user can select to insert noises with
fake GPS data when he is at home. The fake GPS data is
mixed with real ones and the percentage of fake data can even
be higher than real data. As a result, the user can mislead the
location-based service to wrong home address information so
that the home address leakage can be prevented.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

iGuard plays the role of a mediator, which links available
privacy measurements and privacy protection strategies to
the user. According to the user’s personal situation, iGuard
performs customized privacy measurements for the user and
suggests workable strategies to protect his privacy. In theuser’s
view, the user will enjoy comprehensive privacy detection and
protection as available privacy measurements and protection
strategies linked to iGuard extend. In the view of providersfor
services of privacy measurement and privacy protection, they
benefit from increasing users of their services. iGuard creates
a win-win situation for both of users and service providers
handling privacy issues.

In the future, iGuard will be extended for various user
devices, such as smart home systems in Internet of Things
(IoT), and assist users in managing their privacy for all devices
in use. iGuard will provide users a comprehensive protection
strategy that considers users’ personal preferences and handles
all privacy issues caused by using the devices. Thus users can
enjoy simple and effective way to keep their privacy while
utilizing all services through various devices.
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Abstract — The speed, availability, scalability and low cost are 

main attractive of cloud services. However, building safe storage 

services from a customer point of view, mainly when this service 

is being hosted on public cloud infrastructure, whose service 

providers are not fully trustworthy, it is an obstacle to be 

overcame. There are common situations, where owners of large 

data amount need to store them for a long time, but they will not 

necessarily need to access them. This time can vary from few 

years to decades, in accordance with applicable laws of each 

country. In these cases, important aspects as integrity, 

availability and privacy must be considered when making 

decision on adoption of cloud services. Considering the damage 

whose information loss or its leakage may cause, this paper 

presents a protocol, which through an independent checker, 

allows a periodic monitoring on stored files in cloud using trust 

and cryptography concepts to ensure data integrity. Moreover, 

this paper also presents a protocol reference implementation and 

the performed tests results.  

Keywords-protocol; trust; cloud data storage; integrity; data 

monitoring. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Companies, institutions and government agencies generate 
large amounts of information in digital format, such as 
documents, projects, transactions records etc., every day. For 
legal or business reasons, this information needs to remain 
stored for a long period of time and this has become an issue 
for IT managers. 

The use of cloud services for storing sensitive information 
started to gain relevance, along with its popularization, cost 
reductions and an ever-growing supply of Cloud Storage 
Services (CSS). However, ensuring integrity and 
confidentiality still has to be evaluated in such services in order 
to protect information. 

CSS for data storage are fast, cheap, and almost infinitely 
scalable. However, reliability can be an issue, as even the best 
services sometimes fail [1].  

A considerable number of organizations consider security 
and privacy as obstacles to the acceptance of public cloud 
services [2]. 

Data integrity is defined as the accuracy and consistency of 
stored data. This condition indicates that the data has not 
changed and has not been broken [2]. CSS should provide 
mechanisms to confirm data integrity, while still ensuring user 
privacy. 

Considering these perspectives, this paper proposes a 
protocol based in outsourced service which provides the CSS 
customers the constant assurance of the existence and integrity 

of their files without the need to keep copies of the original 
files or expose its contents.  

This paper is structured as follows: Section II reviews 
works related to data integrity in the cloud. Then, Section III 
proposes a new protocol named Trust-Oriented Protocol for 
Continuous Monitoring of Stored Files in Cloud 
(TOPMCloud). A detailed analysis of the TOPMCloud is 
shown in Section IV. The Section V shows a TOPMCloud 
implementation. A resume of obtained results are presented in 
Section VI. Section VII ends this paper with some conclusions 
and outlines future works. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In order to try to guarantee the integrity of data stored in 
CSS, many research works suggested solutions with both 
advantages and disadvantages regarding the domain analysed 
in this paper.  

The protocol proposed by Juels and Kaliski [3] enables the 
CSS to prove a file subjected to verification was not corrupted. 
To that end a formal and secure definition of proof of 
retrievability was presented and introduced the use of sentinels. 
Sentinels are special blocks, hidden in the original file prior 
being encrypted and then used to challenge the CSS. In the 
work of Kumar and Saxena [4], a scheme was presented, based 
on [3] where one does not need to encrypt all the data, but only 
a few bits per data block. 

George and Sabitha [5] proposed a solution to improve 
privacy and integrity. The solution was designed to be used in 
tables and it was divided in two parts. The first, called 
‘anonymisation’ is used to identify fields in records that could 
identify their owners. Anonymisation uses techniques such as 
generalisation, suppression, obfuscation, and addition of 
anonymous records to enhance data privacy.  

The second, called ‘integrity checking’, uses public and 
private key encryption techniques to generate a tag for each 
record on a table. Both parts are executed helped by trusted 
third party called ‘enclave’ that saves all the data generated that 
will be used for deanonymisation and integrity verification. 

A new encrypted integrity verification method is proposed 
by Kavuri et al. [6]. The proposed method uses a new hash 
algorithm, the Dynamic User Policy Based Hash Algorithm. 
Hashes on data are calculated for each authorised cloud user. 
For data encryption, an Improved Attribute-Based Encryption 
algorithm is used. Encrypted data and its hash value are saved 
separately in CSS. Data integrity can be verified only by an 
authorized user and it is necessary to retrieve all the encrypted 
data and its hash. 
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Another proposal to simultaneously achieve data integrity 
verification and privacy preserving is found in the work of Al-
Jaberi and Zainal [7]. Their work proposed the use of two 
encryption algorithms for every data upload or download 
transaction.  

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm is 
used to encrypt client’s’ data which will be saved in a CSS, and 
a RSA-based partial homomorphic encryption technique is 
used to encrypt AES encryption keys that will be saved in a 
third party together with a hash of the file. Data integrity is 
verified only when a client downloads one’s file. 

In the work of Kay et al. [8], a data integrity auditing 
protocol that allows the fast identification of corrupted data 
using of homomorphic cipher-text verification and recoverable 
coding methodology was proposed. Due the methodology 
adopted, both the total auditing time and the communication 
cost could be reduced. Checking the integrity of outsourced 
data is done periodically by a trusted or untrusted entity. 

In the work of Wang et al. [9], it is presented a security 
model for public verification for storage correctness assurance 
that supports dynamic data operation. The model guarantees 
that no challenged file blocks should be retrieved by the 
verifier during the verification process and no state information 
should be stored at the verifier side between audits. A Merkle 
Hash Tree (MHT) is used to save the hashes of authentic data 
values and both the values and positions of data blocks are 
authenticated by the verifier. 

In the work of Jordão et al. [10], an approach was presented 
that allows inserting large volumes of encrypted data in non-
relational databases hosted in the cloud and after that performs 
queries on inserted data without the use of a decryption key. 
Although not the main focus of the work, this approach could 
be used to verify the integrity of stored content in the cloud 
through the evaluation of responses to queries with previously 
calculated results. 

The proposed solutions in [5][7][8][9] are using asymmetric 
cryptographic algorithms which are admittedly slow compared 
to symmetric algorithms. The solution proposed by Kavuri et 
al. [6] needs to retrieve whole file to check it. In the work of 
Juels and Kaliski [3], and in the work of Kumar and Saxena 
[4], small changes in the file can remain unnoticed until the 
whole file to be recovered.  

Thus, unlike the works cited above, this paper presents a 
protocol that only uses symmetric encryption to check file 
integrity. Furthermore, it uses a challenge/response-based 
technique for checking the integrity without download the file. 
Finally, our solution checks all file bytes so that any change, no 
matter how small, will be identified quickly. 

III. PROTOCOL OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of protocol is to make possible 
utilization of an outsourced service allowing client to 
constantly monitor the integrity of their stored files in CSS, 
without having to keep copies from original files or reveal its 
contents. 

A. Protocol requirements 

One of the main requirements of this protocol is to prevent 
the CSS provider from offering and charging a client for a 
storage service that in practice is not being provided. Other 

premises are low bandwidth consumption, quick identification 
of a misbehaving service, providing strong defenses against 
fraud, avoiding the overloading of CSS, ensuring data 
confidentiality and also giving utmost predictability to the 
Integrity Check Service (ICS). 

B. Protocol operating principle 

The basic operating principle of the protocol begins with 
the encryption of the original file, followed by its division into 
4096 small chunks, which in turn are grouped randomly to 
form each data block with distinct 16-chunks. Hashes will be 
generated from these data blocks and together with the 
addresses of the chunks which formed the data block are sent to 
the ICS.  

The selection and distribution of chunks used to assemble 
the data blocks is done in cycles. The number of cycles will 
vary according to the file storage period. Each cycle generates 
256 data blocks without repeating chunks.  

The data blocks generated in each cycle contains all of the 
chunks of the encrypted file (256 * 16 = 4096). 

Each hash and its chunk addresses will be used only once 
by the ICS to send an integrity verification challenge to the 
CSS provider. On receiving a challenge with the chunk 
addresses, the CSS reads the chunks from stored file, assembles 
the data block, generates a hash from data block and sends the 
hash as answer to the ICS.  

Chunks number per file as well as chunks number to 
compose each data block was chosen through mathematical 
simulations. These simulations seek to find small numbers that 
minimize the required time to fully check a file, but large 
enough to make it impossible to save hashes from all possible 
data blocks without taking up more disk space than the original 
file. 

To finalize, the answer hash and the origin hash are 
compared by ICS. If the hashes are equal, it means the content 
of evaluated chunks in the stored file is intact. 

C. Protocol architecture 

The protocol architecture is based in three components: i) 
customers; ii) storage services in the cloud; and iii) an integrity 
check service. The interaction between the architectural 
members is carried out through an exchange of asynchronous 
messages.   

The protocol consists of two distinct processes. The first, 
called “File Storage Process”, which is run on demand and has 
the client as its starting point. The second called ‘Verification 
Process’ is instantiated by an ICS and executed continuously to 
verify one CSS.  

An ICS can simultaneously verify more than one CSS 
through parallel instances of the Verification Process. An 
overview of the TOPMCloud protocol architecture is shown in 
Figure 1. 

1) File Storage Process 
File Storage Process is responsible for preparing the file to 

be sent to the CSS and for generating the information needed 
for its verification by ICS.  

In Figure 1, each stage from ‘File Storage Process’ are 
named with the prefix ‘Stage FS-’ followed by the number of 
the stage and, if necessary, by its stage sub-process number.  
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Fig. 1. TOPMCloud Protocol.

The process goes as follows. First, the user should select a 
file, a password, a number seed, and the time in years for which 
it intends to maintain the monitoring of file integrity. The 
password will be used to generate the secret key used to 
encrypt chosen file.  

The number seed will add extra entropy to the process that 
creates a random seed used to warrant an unpredictable 
selection and distribution of the data that forms the source of 
the hash codes to be used to check file integrity. 

One or more CSS should also be selected. Considering the 
need to ensure the recoverability of files, selecting more than 
one provider is important to provide redundancy, given that 
customers will not keep a copy of the original files.  

In the next stage, data blocks are generated from random 
union of 16 chunks of the original file. For this, after the split, 
each file chunk receives an address code between 0 and 4095, 
represented in hexadecimal format (000 - FFF). 
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An algorithm developed for this purpose will make the 
selection of chunks and permutation of their positions for each 
data block.  

The algorithm uses the number seed provided by user to 
creates the random seed which will be used to add an extra 
layer of the entropy to the pseudo-random sequence generator 
that chooses the sequences of address codes. 

 The algorithm is also responsible for grouping data blocks 
in sets called ‘cycles’. Each cycle consists of 256 data blocks 
that have all the 4096 chunks of the original file. This stage is 
shown in Figure 1 as sub-processes ‘FS-3.1’, ‘FS-3.2’, and 
‘FS-3.3’.  

Finally, in the last stage is built a data structure named 
'information table’. It contains record header made up by a file 
identifier, the chunk size in bytes, the body records amount, the 
total number of cycles, and a checksum. Each record on the 
table represents a data block and contains fields with the 
address codes of the 16 file chunks, their cycle number and 
hash code. The ‘information table’ is sent to ICS and the file 
sent to CSS is deleted from the customer. 

2) Verification Process 
This process is designed to periodically check the integrity 

of files saved in CSS. Furthermore, it assigns a trust level for 
each CSS according to the check results.  

Trust is recognized as an important aspect for decision-
making in distributed and auto-organized applications [11][12]. 
Marsh [11] provided a clarification of trust concepts, presented 
an implementable formalism for trust, and applied a trust model 
to a distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) system in order to 
enable agents to make trust-based decisions. 

Trust and security have become crucial to guarantee the 
healthy development of cloud platforms, providing solutions 
for concerns such as the lack of integrity and privacy, the 
guarantee of security and author rights.  

The verification process consists of the following stages: In 
ICS, selecting the next file to be checked, generating the 
challenge and delivering it to CSS; In CSS, receiving the 
challenge, reading the chunks from saved file according to the 
challenge, assembling the data block, generating the data block 
hash, rendering and sending the answer to ICS; and in ICS 
again, receiving and checking the answer. The sub-process 
from “Verification Process” shown in Figure 1 
follows the same previously used rules, but are prefixed with 
‘Stage V-’. 

In the first stage, the ICS verifies what next file should have 
its integrity checked in a given CSS, performing the same 
procedure in parallel with each other registered CSS.  

After selecting the file, its information table is read and the 
number of the last checked cycle is retrieved. When the file is 
new or when the last checked cycle has already been 
completed, a new and not yet checked cycle is randomly 
chosen.  

After that, the next not-verified record that belongs to the 
selected cycle is selected from information table. The challenge 
is assembled using the address codes obtained from selected 
record, the file chunk length, the file identifier and a challenge 
identifier. When ready, the challenge is sent to CSS and the 
pool of challenges that are waiting for an answer is updated.  

In the second stage, the CSS receives the challenge and 
concurrently retrieves all chunks from saved file. Chunks are 

retrieved according to address codes and length received in the 
challenge. All chunks retrieved are concatenated forming a data 
block, and from it, a hash is generated. This hash is packaged 
together with the challenge identifier and sent as response to 
the ICS. 

In the third stage, the ICS receives the answer, finds the 
challenge in the pool, reads the original record from the 
information table and compares the received hash with the hash 
that gave rise to the challenge. If they do not match, a message 
is sent to client reporting the error. Whenever a file verification 
process fails, the CSS trust level is immediately downgraded. 
The sub-processes from ‘V-3.1’ to ‘V-3.6’ show this stage in 
Figure 1. 

When the ICS does not receive an answer from the CSS on 
a challenge, after the wait time has expired, the original 
challenge is re-sent and the wait time is squared. After the 10th 
unsuccessful attempt, the challenge is considered failed and the 
same procedures described in the third stage are adopted. 

If the response hash and the original hash are equal, then a 
flag will be saved in the information table record, indicating 
that the data block represented by its hash was successfully 
verified. After that, case there is no other record in the current 
cycle to be checked, this means that all of data blocks of the 
file saved in CSS have already been successfully verified and 
the CSS trust level must be raised. 

To end the stage, the trust level classification process will 
be done. Upon completion of this stage, the process is re-
executed from the first stage. 

3) Trust Level Classification Process 
Whenever a verification process fails, the trust level of the 

CSS verified will be downgraded. When the current trust level 
value is greater than zero, it is set to zero, when the trust value 
is in the range between 0 and -0.5, it is reduced by 15%. 
Otherwise, it is calculated the value of 2.5% from the 
difference between the current trust level value and -1, and the 
result is subtracted from trust level value. These calculations 
are shown in the source code below. 

 
IF  (TrustLevel > 0) THEN 
      TrustLevel = 0 
ELSE IF (TrustLevel >= -0.5) THEN 
      TrustLevel = TrustLevel - (TrustLevel * -0.15) 
ELSE 
      TrustLevel = TrustLevel - {[(-1) - TrustLevel] * -0.025} 

 

However, whenever a checking cycle is completed without 
failures (all the data blocks of a file have been checked without 
errors), the CSS trust level is raised. If the current trust level 
value is less than 0.5, then the trust level value is raised by 
2.5%. Otherwise, it is calculated the value of 0.5% from the 
difference between 1 and the current trust level value, and the 
result is added to trust level value. These calculations are 
shown in the source code below. 

 
IF (TrustLevel < 0.5) THEN 
     TrustLevel = TrustLevel + (TrustLevel * 0.025) 
ELSE 
     TrustLevel = TrustLevel + {[1 - TrustLevel] * 0.005} 
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The trust level in a CSS will affect the verification 
periodicity of its files and the time needed to get a complete file 
cycle. When the verification of all the data blocks in a cycle 
has been successfully concluded, this means that all the chunks 
of the original file were tested.  

The minimum percentages of stored files on each service 
that will be verified per day, as well as the minimum 
percentage of data blocks that will be checked by file and per 
day, according to trust level, are shown in Table I. The values 1 
and -1 that respectively represent blind trust and complete 
distrust are incompatible with the object of classification and 
will not be considered. 

TABLE I.  CLASSIFICATION OF THE TRUST LEVELS 

Trust Level Value Range Files 

verified 

by day 

% from file 

verified by 

day 

Data 

Blocks 

verified by 

day 

Very high trust ]0.9, 1[ 15% ~ 0.4% 1 

High trust ]0.75, 0.9] 16% ~ 0.8% 2 

High medium trust ]0.5, 0.75] 17% ~ 1.2% 3 

Low medium trust ]0.25, 0.5] 18% ~ 1.6% 4 

Low trust ]0, 0.25] 19% ~ 2.0% 5 

Low distrust ]-0.25, 0] 20% ~2.4% 6 

Low medium distrust ]−0.5, −0.25] 25% ~ 3.2% 8 

High medium distrust ]−0.75, −0.5] 30% ~ 4.0% 10 

High distrust ]−0.9, −0.75] 35% ~ 4.8% 12 

Very high distrust ]-1, -0.9] 50% ~5.6% 14 

 

Whenever the value of the trust is zero, a fixed value is 
assigned to determine the initial trust. Thus, if the last check 
resulted in a ‘positive assessment’, a value of +0.1 is assigned 
for trust; otherwise, if a fault has been identified, the assigned 
value is -0.1. 

IV. PROTOCOL ANALYSIS 

As a prerequisite to define the characteristics of the 
proposed protocol we took into consideration the following 
assumptions: low consumption of network bandwidth; 
predictability and economy in consumption of ICS resources; 
fast identification of misbehaving services; privacy; resistance 
against fraud, and no overloading of the CSS. 

Thus, the proposed logical division of the file into 4096 
chunks, grouped into blocks of 16 chunks each, aims at 
minimizing the storage service overhead by reducing the 
amount of data to be read for each verification, and enabling 
the parallel execution of searching and recovering each data 
chunk.  

Fast identification of badly behaved services also helped to 
determine the proposed values. The protocol uses a random 
selection of 16 file chunks in the data block, to allow checking 
the integrity of various parts of the file in a single verification 
step. 

Privacy is attained with the use of 256-bit hash codes to 
represent each data block, regardless of their original size. The 
hash codes allow the ICS to perform the validation of files 
hosted in storage services, without necessarily knowing their 
contents. 

Furthermore, the use of hash codes in combination with a 
fixed amount of data blocks, providing predictability and low 
usage of the network bandwidth. It is possible to pre-determine 

the computational cost required to verify the integrity of a file, 
the whole time foreseen for its storage, regardless of its size. 

There is also the possibility to predict the total number of 
data blocks, as it varies according to the time predicted for the 
file storage, so that each hash code and the chunk addresses 
that formed the data are used only once, uniquely and 
exclusively as a challenge to the CSS. Calculations were made 
based on a worst-case scenario, i.e., the hypothetical situation 
where the CSS remains throughout the file storage period rated 
as ‘Very High Distrust’. 

According to Table 1, in a CSS rated as ‘Very High 
Distrust’, it is necessary to check at least 14 data blocks of each 
file a day. As the data blocks generation is performed in cycles 
with 256 blocks each, to determine the total number of data 
blocks to be generated (2), it is necessary to first calculate the 
total number of cycles (1). 

              
               

   
    

                            

From the definition of the number of blocks, it is possible 
to determine the size of the ‘information table’ and, therefore, 
the computing cost to transfer and store it in an ICS.  

Finally, fraud resistance is obtained by means of a selection 
and swapping algorithm that assigns the entropy needed to 
render as impracticable any attempt to predict which chunks 
are in each data block, as well as the order in which these 
chunks were joined. A brute force attack, generating hash 
codes for all possible combinations of data blocks, is not 
feasible as the number of possible combinations for the 
arrangement of 4096 file chunks in blocks with 16 chunks each 
is of about 6.09 × 10⁵⁷ blocks (3). Consequently, to generate 
and store 256-bit hash codes for all possible combinations of 
data blocks would need about 1.77 × 10⁴⁷ TB in disk space (4). 

      
  

      
            

     

          
              

                  
                  

       
              

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of TOPMCloud protocol was divided 
in three stages. At first stage, all processes of customer 
responsibility were implemented. At second stage, all processes 
of ICS responsibility were implemented, and finally, at third 
stage, all processes of CSS responsibility were implemented. 

For each stage, we developed an application, all of them 
using components of Java EE technology as JPA, EJB and 
CDI. For the client, we developed a desktop application, 
whereas for ICS and CSS, we developed Web Service (WS) 
applications. The utilized application server was Glassfish and, 
as Database Management System (DBMS), we chose 
PostgreSQL. 

The main customer application tasks are: encrypting the 
file; dividing it into equal chunks; assembling data blocks; 
generating their hashes and joining them in cycles; generating 
the information table and sending it to the ICS; and, finally, 
sending the encrypted file to CSS. For task of encrypting file, 
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we chose the AES-256 algorithm using Cipher-Block Chaining 
(CBC) operation mode. 

Raffle process of file chunks to compose each data block 
was implemented using the SHA1PRNG algorithm, a pseudo-
random number generator. Due to its high speed, security, and 
simplicity, we adopted the algorithm Blake2 [13] as 
cryptographic hash function for  this work. 

At second stage, we implemented all necessary routines for 
ICS provider executing the file monitoring using WSs. The 
main tasks implemented by ICS application are: receiving 
information tables and saving them in your database; 
generating challenges and sending them to CSSs; monitoring 
and receiving answers about challenges; and ranking trust level 
from monitored CSSs. 

At third and last stage, as well as in previous stage, we 
implemented all necessary routines to the CSS answering the 
challenges to ICS using WSs. The main tasks in CSS 
application are: receiving and saving challenges in your 
database; processing challenges; and sending response to ICS. 
Challenges reception, their processing and responses delivery 
are carried out in parallel and asynchronously.  

VI. RESULTS 

The scenario used to test the application and to verify 
TOPMCloud efficiency was composed of three Virtual 
Machines (VM) (a customer, a ICS and a CSS). These VMs 
shared resources from a computer equipped with an Intel core 
i7 2.4 GHz, 12GB of RAM memory, and a 1TB SATA Hard 
Disk 5400 RPM.  

Five tests were performed with three different large file 
sizes. The average results are presented in Table II. 

TABLE II.  TEST RESULTS 

File size 

Times spent to:  

encrypt 

file 

compute 

file hash 

compute 

data block hashes 

(for 1 year) 

check one 

data block 

5 GB 4.0 min 23.4 s 32.0 min 0.11 s 

9 GB 7.1 min 91.1 s 71.8 min 0.88 s 

14 GB 10.6 min 137.0 s 108.6 min 1.20 s 

In order to simulate a file integrity breakdown and 
determine the number of days required to identify the fault, 
tests were performed on a CSS classified as 'low trust'. The 
same three previously tested files were monitored, however 
only the 5 GB file had changed its contents. The characteristics 
and results of each test are presented in Table III. 

TABLE III.  FAULT SIMULATION TESTS 

Bytes 

changed 

File 

percentage 
Location 

Affected 

chunks 

Days required to find fault  

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 Aver

age 

4688 0.000085% 
random 

choice 
1 or 2 10 9 22 12 15 ~14 

55006658 1.0% 
end of 

file 
41 3 7 6 6 3 5 

With the aim to determine the maximum number of days 

required to complete a file check cycle (all its data blocks 

being checked at least once) on each trust level, we did 

simulations using the percentages defined for each trust level 

in Table I. The results are presented in Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Number of days required to complete a file check cycle. 

This time variation is intended to reward services with 

fewer failures, minimizing consumption of resources such as 

processing and bandwidth. Moreover, it allows prioritizing the 

protocol for checking files that are stored in services that have 

already failed, reducing the time required to determine if there 

are any corrupted or lost files. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we proposed a protocol to ensure the integrity 
of stored files in CSS through an ICS hosted by a third party. 
The protocol named TOPMCloud allows periodic and qualified 
monitoring of file integrity using trust concepts without 
confidentiality compromising. 

Based on CSS behaviour, the checking frequency can 
increase or decrease, reducing overload on services that never 
fail or checking more quickly all stored files in CSSs that have 
already failed. 

As it can be seen in Section VI, TOPMCloud provides a 
efficient control over file integrity. Even on very large files, 
time spent checking each data block does not overload the 
CSS. Variation in number of days required to identify the same 
fault, which was purposely inserted in the file, obtained in 
subsequent tests, confirms the randomness of the selection 
process of each data block sent as a challenge to CSS. 

Another important result obtained was the speed to identify 
a fault, even interfering in only 2 from 4096 file chunks, the 
average period for its identification was only two weeks. 

As part of future works, we intend to formalize and validate 
the protocol using Petri nets. We will conduct tests simulating 
the protocol behaviour with CSSs classified in all trust levels. 
Furthermore, we want to add a mechanism to ensure that, only 
when authorized by a customer, a ICS could send challenges to 
CSS. 
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Abstract — Cities have changed the manner in which 

population is distributed around the globe. Beginning in the 

70s, a large number of people began to migrate from the 

countryside to a metropolis. In such a scenario, it is necessary 

to build city systems and provide citizens with different 

methods to interact with these systems. Further, citizens play 

an important role in building this interoperable environment, 

and they are required to provide data and information about 

themselves in order to improve the functioning of the systems. 

However, citizens do not want their personal and private data 

to be disseminated in the city. This study explores problems in 

information security, and, more specifically, those related to 

identifier and identity management in the context of a smart 

city environment. This study proposes to address such 

problems by using an architecture that separates identifiers 

from data, thus creating a multiple identity infrastructure. 

Keywords- Identity; Security; Smart Cities; 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The first decade of the 21st century has seen a major 
change in population distribution in the world. Owing to 
revolutions in industry and changes in commerce, many 
people began to migrate from the countryside to big cities [1] 
[2].  

In order to deal with this new scenario in which a 
majority of the population lives in metropolises, cities are 
imposing an additional load on their core systems such as the 
Education, Public Safety, Transportation, Energy and Water, 
Healthcare, and Government systems [3]. Thus, cities have 
been created and developed, and citizens have been 
empowered technologically owing to the increasing number 
of instrumented and interconnected urban solutions and 
systems. 

To develop this ubiquitous and intelligent ecosystem, 
several studies are focusing on the concept of a smart city. 
This concept involves better management of the 
infrastructure and data of a city [3]. In a smart city, better 
urban performance must not depend solely on its hardware 
infrastructure or the physical concepts of infrastructure, but 
must start taking into account the social interactions, the 
large amount of generated data, and a faster deployment of 
information and services to every citizen. The adoption of a 
smart city solution is becoming increasingly inevitable in 
order to present entities with an interoperable environment, 
which is capable of influencing web-based systems in data 
storage and sharing, and inter-communication among 
systems and other entities. Henceforth, entities will serve as 

a reference for various aspects of a smart city system such as 
citizens, sensors, and services. 

Issues related to the development of smart cities into 
interoperable urban environments pose a fundamental hurdle 
in solving complex problems of core systems in cities [3]. 
Further, one of the most critical barriers that prevent 
mainstream users (or citizens) from adopting the smart cities 
solution is the uncertainty concerning the safety of their data 
in the various collaborative systems, which form part of a 
unified set of systems that address the problems of urban 
environments. 

It is important to provide citizens with the means to 
manage their own identity across ubiquitous and 
interoperable systems [4]–[6]. This solution must not 
compromise the environment solution in any manner and 
must increase the privacy and anonymity of the citizen. 
Hence, for citizens, identity management is a key enabler for 
the evolution and maintenance of smart cities [7][8]. 

This study enumerates a set of security issues, identity 
issues in particular, that remain to be addressed from the 
perspective of a smart city. It also presents a reference 
architecture based on the management of identifiers. This 
architecture aims to increase security in the environment of 
smart cities, and provides entities (citizens, services, and 
sensors) with a method to interact with systems by using 
unique IDs for each system. Finally, an analysis of these 
issues is performed for the proposed architecture.  

This manuscript is organized as follows: After a brief 
introduction, the concepts of smart cities are introduced in 
Section II. In Section III, security analysis of smart cities is 
presented. The proposed architecture is described in Section 
IV. Section V consists of the evaluation of the proposed 
architecture. In Section VI, the conclusion is presented and 
future work is discussed. 

II. SMART CITIES: AN IDENTITY CRISIS 

The current level of urbanization in smart cities has 
attained an unprecedented economic and social growth; large 
cities now accommodate a majority of the world population 
and an increasing percentage of the most skilled, educated, 
creative, and entrepreneurial men and women in the world 
[1]. Today, more than 50% of the people on the planet live in 
large cities. According to the United Nations, this number 
will increase to 70% in less than 50 years [1]. This city 
growth or emergence of urban life is leading to 
unprecedented pressure on the infrastructure of the city 
owing to an increasing demand for basic services that result 
in exponential overloading [3]. 
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The smart city concept is based on intelligence, 
connection, and instrumentation. Another perspective, 
represented in Fig. 1, demonstrates three main characteristics 
in a smart city definition; it is an environment that is 
instrumented, interconnected, and intelligent [7]. A system 
that has only one or two of the above mentioned three 
characteristics results in a scenario in which a vital part will 
be missing.  

In spite of various studies and protocols related to 

information security, the number of vulnerabilities in 

connected applications has increased during the past few 

years [9]. Therefore, smart city systems require a distinct 

approach to address specific information security challenges 

[10][11]. 

According to [3][6][12][13], Smart city solutions depend 

on a high degree of connectivity in order to enable their 

systems (such as Education, Government, Traffic, Security, 

Resources, and Health) to create an interoperable network, 

thus offering citizens more powerful, accurate, and 

innovative [14] services. Thus, one of the major challenges 

in smart-city development is related to information security 

in the scope of interoperable systems [1]. Information 

security is a critical issue owing to the increasing potential 

of cyber-attacks and incidents in critical sectors of a smart 

city. 

In addition to deliberate attacks, such as those from 

disgruntled employees, industrial espionage and terrorists, 

information security must also address accidental 

compromises of the information infrastructure owing to user 

errors, equipment failures, and natural disasters. 

Vulnerabilities may allow an attacker to penetrate a 

network, gain access to control software [11][15], and 

modify load conditions to destabilize the system in an 

unpredictable manner. In order to protect a smart city 

effectively, various security problems must be addressed 

according to a specific design or plan. 

The belief that a traditional security approach based on 

privacy maintenance, authorization, and authentication can 

simply be added to the critical infrastructure of a city to 

make it safer as the city becomes smarter does not 

correspond to the actual scenario [4]. 

A. Distinct concepts: Identity versus identifier 

Identity is not absolute. An identity describes an entity 

within a specific scope. In our context, an entity could be a 

citizen, computer, service, sensor, organization, or one of 

many other actors of a smart city environment.  

In formal terms, the identity of an entity, within a scope, 

is the set of all characteristics attributed to this entity within 

that scope. For example, one could have an identity related 

to an educational system that contains information about the 

educational record, courses taken, and/or grades received; 

another possible identity could be related to the resource 

systems of a citizen, and the data stored may include the 

amount of energy or water consumed in the home of a 

citizen. Therefore, identities are only valid within a specific 

field and represent more than simply information that 

distinguishes one entity from another; they also represent 

who the entity is, along with its characteristics. 

In order to uniquely identify an entity, it is necessary to 

rely on identifiers and not only on identities. This distinction 

between identity and identifier is essential, and is not always 

correctly understood. The confusion is understandable 

because, in common phrasing, identity is almost 

synonymous with personal data or information used to 

identify an entity, which, in turn, is understood to be a 

unique identifier. Identifiers (such as a user name, sensor 

identifiers, social number, passport number, serial number, 

or serial ID) are also valid and guaranteed to be unique only 

within a scope.  

Thus, instead of considering an entity with a single 

identifier to represent a single identity across different 

systems, it is more natural to view an entity as a collection 

of multiple identifiers (a set of sets), each with its own 

scope, that can represent different identities of the same 

entity because the entity is identified differently within 

different possibilities. Note that this concept is aligned with 

the idea that privacy ensures that information about a person 

does not leak from one scope to another. 

The goal of permitting citizens to manage their own 

identities encompasses the integration of the identity of a 

citizen across multiple systems and services and the ability 

to provide a joint response to the needs arising from daily 

events. This goal also includes the ability to control the type 

of information about the citizen that is released to a 

particular system or at a particular time; however, 

anonymously aggregated data are made more widely 

available [6]. 

Thus, identity management is a key enabler for future 

cities. A unified identity system, which may be able to 

integrate itself with multiple identity providers, and 

different methods of authentication and identification are 

necessary to manage the extensively “wired” nature of the 

city and the density of data transactions, systems, and 

solution diversity [6]. 

Citizens or entities can use their identities to gain access 

to services and systems and utilize through the benefits that 

they have to offer. This is a method to integrate several 

solutions (systems and services); eventually, entities and 

services repeat their identification artifact at various 

instances of time and in various situations. 

Ideally, every citizen and/or entity should have various 

identifiers corresponding to various identities, each of which 

is composed of the scope combined with several attributes 

that are either exposed or used to validate a claim without 

revealing information. The use of multiple identifiers and 

identities limits the exposure of truly important credentials, 

thus minimizing the risk of abuse and identity theft, while 

allowing the exposure of less critical information that is 

helpful to participants in the ecosystem of the city such as 

retailers, building operators, service providers, and 

governments [6]. 
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Citizens are responsible for their identities, for the 

information that constitutes such identities, and the 

condition under which this information can be exposed.  

Smart cities will pass through information security 

problems. This paper alerts to security problems, more 

specifically, the problems generated by the relation of 

identity and identifiers. The following sections will depict 

some of this eminent identity threats in the scope of a smart 

city. 

B. Identity management is not a primary objective  

For users and administrators, Identity Management and 
Information Security are not primary concerns. Sometimes, 
issues with privacy are also ignored depending on the 
purpose of an interaction. Citizens, entities, and users, in 
general, are more focused on the task that must be executed 
rather than on the manner in which that task will identify the 
responsible entities. 

An identity management system should focus on 
methods to simplify daily tasks while offering the security, 
transparency, and privacy that a user needs. Citizens expect 
an Identity Management system to be secure and transparent, 
and privacy to be enforced in such a manner that daily tasks 
become easier and not more complex. Although these are 
latent concerns for many users and citizens, it has been 
demonstrated that they are unwilling to invest money and/or 
time to increase security measures in any aspect of the 
interaction with a system or set of systems in spite of the 
hidden problems that such investments could avoid [8]. 

C. Sensing that I have been followed 

Owing to the nature of a smart city, which must be an 
interoperable and interconnected environment and utilize 
various sensors (physical or social), the sensors are used to 
collect data from several city scenarios. This data enables 
urban systems to implement better city management.  

Based on this assumption, it is extremely important that 
the information used by System B and that is originally from 
System A cannot be traced back to its source. Further, 
information provided by a citizen to improve System C must 
not be used to determine where that citizen is or what the 
citizen does [11].  

Therefore, it is important to ensure that the described 
interchange of data has resources that prevent tracking of an 
entity identity. 

D. Identity trust is a sensitive matter and must be earned 

In recent times, account managers have been accused of 
fraud related to identity theft. If the person responsible for 
identity management is a suspect, the question of whom a 
citizen can entrust with identity data arises. The answer for 
this question must be deeply analyzed, taking some risk 
assessment into account. Each unique authentication and/or 
authorization service is susceptible to failures or attacks. 
Services are also vulnerable to theft because mistakes could 
occur. These mistakes, in addition, could create a data 
disclosure related to ID. 

Various privacy policies are presented by approximately 
20 Identity Providers (IdPs)—some focus on preserving the 

privacy of user transactions, some focus on enabling a single 
sign on environment, and others focus only on identity 
privacy [8][15].  

E. Various types of system and services access 

Identity management systems, or just IdM, have been 
used to create different sets of access rights. These rights 
offer different risk profile, thus it assumes different relations 
between users, identity provides, and relying parties. 
Unfortunately, users and system designers are not aware of 
this discrepancy in access rights. This may promote a set of 
unacceptable risks; the distinction between membership and 
ownership of a specific resource is fundamental.  

In the context of cities, IdM were first used to centralize 
access rights managements to business systems and in 
educational environment to grant students access to wireless 
areas, digital libraries, laboratories and/or grade systems. In 
either case, identity management was used to verify whether 
a certain citizen is a member of a group, and not the owner of 
a right. Even more, IdM systems are used to enforce 
ownership of a resource.  

Illegal accesses to different types of account could 
impact finances and the correct use of a system. In this 
context, the danger involved in using IdM systems will 
mainly affect a user, in a Smart City context; it may impact 
citizens and sensors. This affects an identity management 
system by enforcing membership, through the creation of 
different trust relations, rather than enforcing data 
ownership. Both cases, an identity management scheme that 
enforces membership is conceptually different from an IdM 
system that promotes ownership [16]. 

F. The paradigm of a single access point 

Identity management systems require the user and the 

accessed system or service to place a large amount of trust 

in the identity provider. A significant part of identity and 

identifier information is stored with the provider; in this 

scenario, entities can take no action other than simply 

trusting the identity server and service to preserve their 

privacy, identifiers, and security, and to properly secure 

their information. However, mistakes can occur and 

privacy-sensitive information can become public, a group of 

attackers can focus their effort on invalidating the server, or 

a bottleneck from entities to service could be created, thus 

making the service unavailable [8][17].  
Thus, the identity provider becomes the single point of 

failure. In different providers, the IdP is a critical and unique 
point of access, and hence, it creates a threat that allows 
security measures and definitions to be converged at a single 
point. However, this point can also become the focus of 
intense attacks.  

G. An easy “phish”  to catch even in the ocean 

Today, identity management solutions provide the user 

with a single authentication mechanism, and the user is 

unable to authenticate a new IdP and Relying Party (RP). 

This feature is necessary in order to avoid phishing attacks 

in which the attacker makes users believe that their identity 
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data and credentials must be revealed. With the extent of 

identity management increasing, phishing attacks based on 

obtaining IdP and login credentials will most likely increase 

[8][18]. 
Hence, it is necessary to create and define a centralized 

solution in which it is feasible to moderate the number of 
points in the transactions performed in order to reduce the 
possible locations where a phish could occur. This feature 
would also allow data to be updated when a system flaw or 
compromise occurs. 

H. To be or not to be, an identity crisis 

One of the many advantages of identity management for 

citizens is that the entities do not need to remember every 

single identifier that may be used in order to access various 

solutions. In some scenarios, an entity requires only one 

identifier, e.g., a user name and password, in order to log in 

and receive a multisite token.  

Based on this perspective, it would be suitable to have a 

single identity provider that uses a single user 

name/password or another authentication token to guarantee 

and apply a broad identification feature across different 

systems.  
Based on a less optimistic view, this much-needed 

feature may not be feasible owing to the fact that users may 
not trust a single identity provider having access to all their 
services, tokens, and systems [8]. 

I. What you are looking at and should not: Privacy issues 

Every day, solutions responsible for identifier 

management are requested to intervene in numerous 

transactions from different users on the Internet. Based on 

the approach, these solutions mediate transactions from 

entity to entity, RP, devices, systems, services, and 

components involving personal data information, thus 

registering data related to who connects with whom.  

This property raises obvious privacy concerns owing to 

the fact that a user is prompted to provide identity (and/or 

identifiers) information in order to connect with different 

services using a unique identifier. This information is sent to 

an environment that audits those transactions [5][19][20]. 

J. Linkability across domains  

A smart city uses an interconnected and interoperable 

environment to provide applications and solutions that have 

the opportunity to interact with each other, thus exchanging 

data. In this context, a broad linkability across all the 

systems involved in a smart city is potentially harmful and 

can result in the risk of a viral effect being created [20].  

If the boundaries that delimit the connections between 

systems are not well protected, a system may encounter a 

scenario in which a value is changed in System A, and the 

use of this changed value by System B may corrupt the 

information created or stored in System B. The consequence 

of this behavior is known as viral effect because a system 

will affect another system, thus propagating a situation 

throughout the environment, which, in this case, is a city.  

Identity Management plays an important role by 
providing a user the capability to track an entity across all 
the systems using that entity. To maintain privacy, it should 
be possible for users to keep their information and data 
private, or to create a scenario in which it is not possible for 
a domain to resolve "who" an identifier is in another domain, 
thus preventing the domain from maintaining records of who 
an entity is and what the entity has been doing [8]. 

K. Where has my data gone? 

Smart systems, within the context of urban environment 

or smart cities, may utilize devices such as smartphones, 

tablets, and other gadgets. These devices provide smart 

systems with a wide range of data and information. 

Depending on the data type handled by these devices, it is 

possible to store personal data such as messages, pictures, 

appointments, bank account, and contacts. 

In addition to being responsible for enabling 

communication with everyone, mobile devices have 

changed the way common citizens handle their daily tasks. 

A smart device has become a vault for storing and saving 

valuable and sensitive data that is accessible instantly. This 

model could create a sensitive scenario in which valuable 

information could be lost if the applications and solutions 

responsible for storing, saving, and accessing data are not 

well implemented and lack security measures [11][15][20]. 

L. Crossed access to information in data centers 

In this scenario, we address situations related to 

undesired access to information resulting from exploitation 

of breaches on the server side. 

This issue deals with a situation that is beyond the 

authentication and authorization of a particular entity. The 

focus must be on correct restrictions and definition of 

boundaries in an interoperable environment.  
For example, while accessing information related to the 

education of a student, a given entity (application) can 
recover criminal records related to this citizen although the 
solution should use only information related to Educational 
Services. This situation may occur if both the systems share 
a common space or permissions that must be respected in 
order to avoid this kind of behavior are not implemented 
[11][15][20]. 

 

III. SMART CITY SECURITY ARCHITECTURE 

OAuth, Security Assertion and Markup Language 

(SAML), and OpenID are solutions for authentication and 

authorization of assets. They are based on the assumption 

that each ID will be created as a unique identifier for a set of 

systems. 

The assets could be any type of information or entities 

such as documents, data, and photos. Through the 

mentioned technologies adoption, it is feasible to create 

mechanisms that make it possible to transfer the 

responsibility of ensuring security to a third party, which 

could be a known server (Facebook, Google, etc.), or to 
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implement the same approach in an in-house solution. 

However, the demands of a smart city are considerably 

different from the ones addressed by these solutions. It is 

important to define demand-specific solutions in order to 

solve specific problems.  

As previously mentioned this paper intends to present 

identity security issues under the scope of s smart city, 

nonetheless it also slightly presents an architecture proposal 

that detaches identity, identifier and data, thus mitigating the 

identity security issues [21]. 
 

A. Objective  

The main objective of the proposed architecture is to be 

a layer in which an identifier is transformed into another 

one. The new identifier will be generated from a 

combination of an entity ID and the accessed service.  

This mechanism will enable an entity to maintain the 

secrecy of its identity from a unique service and within an 

environment composed of several systems and services.  

This approach will be valid even when the same entity 

accesses different sets of services. The new ID is created 

from a combination of two other identifiers, and hence, the 

resultant ID will be unique for each service accessed by the 

same entity. 

B. General view  

This sub-section describes the general components of the 

proposed architecture. Fig. 1 shows three layers with several 

components. 

Each component represents a framework or technology 

that is well-known and adopted to guarantee information 

security in applications and solutions in a smart city context. 

 

 
Figure.1 Architecture General view. 

Each layer in Fig. 1 is described below: 

Identity: It represents the portion of the reference 

architecture responsible for managing identifiers. It is 

composed of two core components: a Smart City Security 

Layer (SCSL) and Service Manager. 

SCSL: It is an architectural module responsible for 

receiving a set of information and combining this 

information to create a new identifier for an entity.  

Service manager: It is a module responsible for 

managing services that are used by SCSL and, indirectly, by 

the entities. In a following subsection more details about the 

Service Manager and SCSL will be explained. 

Authentication/Authorization: It represents the part of 

the proposed architecture responsible for authentication and 

authorization. In this layer, various technologies such as 

OAuth, OpenID, and SAML are available and should be 

combined with the remainder of the solution.  

Security in Depth: According to Schumacher et al. 

[17], it refers to the adoption of several security measures in 

various parts of a system, or solution, in order to increase 

overall security. This transversal module represents the need 

for security measures in different sections of the code 

responsible for service and identifier management, i.e., the 

implementation must take into account good practices 

related to security such as avoiding security risks indicated 

by the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) 

[22]. 

Communication: The proposed architecture explores 

the manner in which identifier management can increase 

security. The communication from an entity to SCSL and 

from SCSL to a service uses security communication 

protocols such as Security Sockets Layer (SSL) and 

Transport Layer Security (TLS). 

C. A unique identity provider  

The proposed architecture is a mechanism based on the 

concept of change identifiers involved in a system relation. 

A system relation is related to an entity sending and 

receiving values from a different set of services. 

In Section IV(B), the general view, with the basic 

components to be adopted, was explored. In the proposed 

architecture, the adoption of SAML, OpenID, or OAuth is 

recommended for the authorization and authentication 

process. Further, two integrated components must be 

developed. These two components, SCSL and Service 

Manager, are responsible for providing the basic 

infrastructure for an entity to communicate with a service 

through the Internet by managing different identifiers for 

different identities of the same entity. 

The Service Manager functions as a name register 

service that is responsible for receiving an address from a 

service. This address represents a system that will handle 

requests from entities. The address is made secure and is 

stored, and an identifier for that address is created and sent 

back to the requester. 

This service identifier must be used by any entity that 

wishes to communicate with the service through SCSL.  

Fig. 2 represents the basic flow associated with the 

architecture mechanism that is responsible for changing the 

ID. 
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Figure 2. SCSL basic flow. 

Fig. 2 is composed of: 

 

Entity: A component that requests information from a 

service. A citizen, a sensor, or a service that is 

interoperating with another service can be an Entity. Thus, 

any actor of a city can be an Entity. 

Service: It represents any service contacted by an entity. 

The Service is composed of systems of an urban 

environment. 

Communication Layer: It represents a contact point 

between an Entity and a Service, and is responsible for 

transforming the identifier sent by the entity to the correct 

ID that must be used within the service. 

ID Service: It is a component responsible for storing 

and managing information that is used to generate the 

correct ID. 

The basic flow in Fig. 2 shows an Entity sending a 

message composed of an Entity_ID, Service_ID, and a 

packet. 

This message is processed in SCSL, where Entity_ID is 

combined with Service_ID. In our case study, we combined 

these values to generate a 256-bit hash value.  

This hash value is verified with an internal database. If 

the hash value does not already exist, a new register will be 

created with the service ID, the entity ID, and the hash 

value. If it already exists, it is passed to the service or used 

to retrieve the original ID of the Entity. This hash value is 

used as the Entity ID, and then, the packet is sent to the 

service that is retrieved from the Service Manager using the 

transmitted Service_ID. 

D. Sequence Diagram  

The sequence diagram in Fig. 3 depicts the flow 

implementation for registering a service and sending a 

message using the proposed architecture. 

 

 
Figure 3. Platform sequence diagram. 

In this scenario, a Service must initially register itself by 

sending a message to the Service Manager.  

This action will provide the Service with an ID that is 

used in future requests by devices, sensors, citizens, etc. 

An Entity sends a message to SCSL using this ID. The 

message contains the Service ID, the Entity ID, and the 

packet containing the data to be transmitted. The data packet 

format could be JSON, XML, or Plain Text. 

The city security layer will execute the process described 

in Section IV(C), and the entity ID will be modified to the 

ID that must be used in the service context. 

Finally, after the change in identifier, the data packet 

contained in the original message will be forwarded to the 

service. 

IV. VALIDATION 

In order to conduct the case study, an infrastructure was 
created using AWS.  

This structure is composed of four sets of virtual 
machines. The first has the instances responsible for data 
generation; the second group presents the scenarios; the third 
group is the SCSL implementation, and the last group 
represents city systems.  

The instance type used in this process is t2.medium, 

which has two vCPUs (equivalent to a 1,25GHz) and 4 GB 

of memory RAM.  

The Relational Database Service chosen for SCSL is 

db.t2.medium with two vCPUs and 4 GB of memory RAM. 

For the set of machines responsible for the systems, we 

selected a db.t2.small with one vCPU and 2 GB of RAM.  

With regard to the responsibilities of each set of 

machines, please note the following: 

City systems: responsible for simulating urban services. 

This is composed of three systems: Natural Resources, 

Educational, and Government. Each system is composed of 

a set of web services, which in turn are built using 

Representational State Transfer Application Program 

Interface (REST API) implemented using JAVA APIs [29].  
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Each system uses one EC2 instance (t2.medium) and one 

RDS instance (db.t2.small). 

SCSL: represents the implementation responsible for 

service management and ID changes. 

The service manager is deployed in one EC2 

(t2.medium) and one RDS (db.t2.small). The ID manager is 

deployed in one EC2 (t2.medium) and in one RDS 

(db.t2.medium).  

Note that the RDS instance used for SCSL has more 

resources because every request passes through SCSL for 

ID changing. 

Data generator: Responsible for generating random 

data used by the systems. This uses three Virtual Machine 

(VM) instances, where each instance generates random data 

for one system exclusively.  

The generated data is sent in the form of a JSON request 

composed of an entity ID that represents the ID to be 

changed in SCSL, a service ID that represents the service to 

be requested, and nested JSON packet that contains data 

related to the service to be requested. In addition, the 

generator is responsible for creating a different and random 

amount of data for each system used by the applications. 

This means that, for example, the educational system can 

have a random number of Schools, each School can have a 

random number of Courses, and each Course can have a 

random number of Students. [29]. 

Scenarios: Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 represent a client 

application that consumes data from the system in the form 

of JSONs. Each scenario is deployed in a separate instance. 

A. ID changed and functionalities preserved.  

The first test used the proposed systems, and built 

applications to create and consume the information. 

Afterward, SCSL was included as a step after the 

applications and before the system to verify whether the 

applications continued to work as designed.  

The changes needed to implement SCSL required each 

application to adopt the consumed/requested services by 

changing them to call the SCSL service using the 

Service_ID instead of directly calling a desired service.  

In addition to these changes, no more updates were required, 

and the applications worked without modifications. 

B. Different and unique ID created. Separting data from 

IDs..  

Systems may be composed of different services in order 

to create a unique solution. For example, the education 

system uses services related to Grades, Schools, and 

Classes. Thus, a system can opt to use a unique ID for every 

service (e.g., the same Student_Number to identify student 

grades and classes), or it could use different IDs for each 

service (e.g., Student_Number for grades and 

Student_Number_Year for the classes taken by a particular 

student in a given year).  

 

The option selected for TbE was to use different IDs per 

service. In this case, the result is that several IDs were 

created for different scopes of the same system. To validate 

the strengths of the proposal, IDs were revealed through 

applications; and in the services, an attempt was made to 

recover more information using the breached IDs. It was not 

possible to recover information from that entity in the 

services and system. This indicates that the IDs are indeed 

different from one service to another. 

C. ID captured in an application did not compromise the 

system 

This topic discusses how solutions that use different 

systems behave if the IDs from one system are revealed.  

Nevertheless, even if all IDs are breached from all services, 

no corruption or recovery could be found within a different 

scope (in this case, systems in different scenarios). 

D. Entities separated from their data 

The architecture core proposes the creation of a unique 

and different ID for each relationship between an Entity and 

a Service. By doing this, the architecture achieves a 

separation from an Entity to its Identity. Assuming that each 

Identity is composed of an Identifier and its contextual Data, 

the architecture achieves a separation of an Entity from its 

Data. 

E. Compartmentalization and security in depth  

Compartmentalization is a concept explored by 

Schumacher et al. in [17]. For this concept, the authors 

explored the gains related to defining separate 

compartments per functionality.  

The first topic, ID changed and functionalities preserved, 

explored data corruption with a unique system by exposing 

the ID of a service that is part of an environment with a set 

of services. In this case, because of the basic capability of 

changing IDs, the services and system in their entirety were 

unharmed. 

The second topic, IDs within systems were independently 

maintained, explored the ID of a system that has been 

breached without compromising a second system that has a 

relation to the first. In the third topic, ID captured in an 

application did not compromise the system, when corruption 

began in an application (or on the client side), the systems 

using those IDs are still safe. 

These three behaviors (service-to-service, system-to-system, 

and application-to-system/service) indicated that, although 

we are considering a unique application that consumes 

services, the three main components (applications, SCSL, 

and services) were isolated from ID discovery. Finally, the 

last topic, Entities separated from their data, explored the… 

result of SCSL appliance, in which a entity is separated 

from its identity, and therefore, separated from its data.  
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Through the mentioned characteristics and gains it can be 

proved that the identity is safer into an interoperable 

environment; moreover, entity privacy is demonstrated to 

have increased. 

 

V. EVALUATION 

The main strength of SCSL is its ability to provide a 

citizen with a ubiquitous mechanism in which the entity is 

required to provide the environment with only one 

identifier, allowing the ID service to retrieve and build 

different identifiers, thus different identities, for each 

requested system.   

The adoption of this approach enables identity 

management to be handled differently because the actual 

identification of a citizen or sensor will be hidden from the 

system responsible for the data, and, therefore, from 

eventual breaches in such systems. 

The following subsection depicts the impact of the 

proposed architecture in order to validate how the 

introduced issues are addressed by this approach. 

A. Identity management is not a primary objective 

Identity management will still remain a secondary 
objective; however, the use of the SCSL approach permits 
this concern to be less important.  

The proposed approach will ensure that an Identity 
System is responsible for dealing with identities and 
identifiers, thus diminishing the need for citizens to be 
concerned about this particular aspect. 

B. Sensing that I have been followed 

The main strength of the proposed architecture is in being 
a solution that separates real IDs from operational IDs used 
by city systems. Thus, only the central ID manager will have 
the ability to retrieve the ID of a citizen; however, the 
information related to each ID will not be available to the 
central ID manager. This information will be maintained in 
the city system.  

The city system has only partial information; the actual 
ID is not available to this system. Thus, each component of 
the environment will have certain part of the entire data, and 
therefore, linking information to an ID, and an ID to a citizen 
will not be possible. 

C. Identity trust is a sensitive matter and must be earned 

Let us consider a scenario in which citizens would not 
need to be worried about identity issues by allowing a single 
third party to be responsible for managing their identifiers. 
This situation would probably increase their trust because the 
third party will have access to identifiers and not identities, 
and therefore, the data of citizens will be safe in the system. 

The notion that, even if the data system is breached, the 
identity will remain in safety, is a powerful motivation for 
trusting SCSL. 

D. Various types of system and services access 

This issue deals with problems related to identity 
management systems that are responsible for applying 
various types of access rights and permissions. Although 
OAuth and other frameworks have been specified as 
authorization and authentication frameworks that could be 
used with the remainder of the solution, we do not believe 
that identifier management addresses this issue.  

E. The paradigm of a single access point 

The adoption of a single system responsible for identity 
and identifier management will enable the strength to be 
focused at a single point, thus increasing the overall security. 
The system responsible for the identifiers is the one that must 
be secure; this situation is equivalent to protecting the keys 
in a key-locker system. One does not need to protect the 
entire environment but only the portion that is capable of 
identifying the rest of the environment. 

However, significant attention must be given to this 
characteristic owing to the fact that if the solution fails, the 
entire city will be unable to function because it will not be 
possible to resolve an entity ID.   

F. An easy “phish” to catch even in the ocean 

This issue is not addressed by the proposed approach 
because authentication and authorization concerns are 
beyond the scope of this proposal. Although we have 
suggested the adoption of OAuth, SAML, or OpenID as 
authentication and authorization handlers, our focus is on 
identity management.  

G. To be or not to be, an identity crisis 

The existence of a single identity manager enables the 
citizen and other city entities to refer to a unique point using 
a single identifier to access all other identities that the entity 
may have within the entire environment. This notion permits 
one identifier to be multiplexed by N other identifiers by a 
third party, thus avoiding problems related to managing a 
group of IDs. 

H. What you are looking at and should not: Privacy issues 

Privacy issues are partially solved by identity and 
identifiers management. As mentioned earlier, the primary 
consequence of the adoption of the proposed architecture is a 
separation of data and citizen identifiers, and, thus a 
separation of identity and identifiers.  

Thus, even if certain data is revealed, it will not be 
possible to determine the entity that the data belongs to or 
the data of a specific entity. Therefore, the information of a 
citizen will remain private. 

I. Linkability across domains 

This issue is addressed by SCSL owing to the capability 
already mentioned earlier. The same entity account will be 
identified differently in each system and/or service of a city; 
thus, the maintenance of linkability across domains will be 
difficult for an attacker. In order to validate an ID recovered 
from a system, an attacker must initially pass through the 
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identification service, and then, discover the equivalent 
identity in a secondary system. 

J. Where has my data gone? 

As mentioned in section IV, the primary strength of the 
three (OAuth, SAML and OpenID) standards lies in 
interoperability and authentication, and therefore, they do not 
impact the issue discussed in Section III. A similar reasoning 
applies to SCSL; it proposes to change the manner in which 
identifiers are sent and used by systems, and therefore, it 
does not impact this issue.   

K. Crossed access to information in data centers 

This issue is addressed by SCSL. Although an attacker 
can compromise a system, gather information about a 
citizen, and access other systems through the compromised 
system, the attacker will have the perception that the system 
databases are composed of different entities. An entity will 
be presented differently for each system or service. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The development of new collaborating systems based on 
the current systems that support a city is an urgent need in 
order to enable urban environments to deliver better service 
to citizens and improve the current infrastructure. Further, 
this development plays a crucial role in the creation of new 
methods to sustain the changes in the composition of cities.  

The new proposed paradigm, related to an interoperable 
environment of city systems, poses various challenges such 
as performance, usability, availability, privacy, and 
information security. Security concerns are a challenge that 
must be addressed. The absence of a solution to this problem 
will result in citizens avoiding the use of the offered 
solutions, and therefore, the development of smart cities will 
be affected. 

This study explored a set of identification and privacy 
problems that continue to pose challenges and addressed 
questions that must be answered in order to offer a more 
secure environment to citizens. An approach based on 
identifiers and identity separation architecture was presented 
and analyzed. It has been demonstrated that the proposed 
architecture improves the privacy and anonymity of citizens. 

In future work, we intend to conclude an ongoing study 
related to validating performance issues related with the 
adoption of the proposed architecture. Further, we will 
evaluate various new security issues in smart cities and 
deploy a cloud-based system for the identity service. 
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Abstract—We face an increasing reliance on software-based ser-
vices, applications, platforms, and infrastructures to accomplish
daily activities. It is possible to introduce vulnerabilities during
any software life cycle and these vulnerabilities could lead to
security attacks. It is known that as the software complexity
increases, discovering a new security vulnerability introduced by
subsequent updates and code changes becomes difficult. This
can be seen from the rate of new vulnerabilities discovered
after a software release. IT Products’ vulnerabilities sometimes
remain undiscovered for many years. In this paper, we report
our study of IT products’ source codes using software maturity
models and the history of vulnerabilities discovered. We use
this data to develop a model to predict the number of security
vulnerabilities contained in a product, including undiscovered
vulnerabilities. Our proposed approach can be used to explore
proactive strategies for mitigating the risks due to zero-day
vulnerabilities.

Keywords–Vulnerabilities; Metrics; Models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Any software product that is in production goes through
a series of changes throughout its lifecycle as a result of
feature changes or bug fixes among other factors. As any
given software product matures, it has been shown that it
is vulnerability-prone and that its security vulnerabilities do
get discovered throughout its maturity. For the last decade or
so, we have seen a rising trend of security vulnerabilities in
software products being disclosed on a regular basis [1]. This
observed trend calls for an increased security awareness and
demands new approaches to stay ahead of this alarming fact.

The type of security vulnerabilities that are discovered and
leveraged by malicious actors before the relevant software
provider becomes aware of and fixes them, are known as
zero-day (0day) vulnerabilities. The worrisome nature of 0day
vulnerabilities is due to the endless number of approaches that
a malicious actor might employ to abuse a given software
product. The security community and software product vendors
sponsor bug bounty initiatives in an attempt to stay ahead of
the large number of vulnerabilities hidden in software products
currently in use. A portion of these hidden vulnerabilities
in software products are being discovered using assessment
techniques targeting some aspects of the software’s design,
implementation and use; such as static code analysis and
dynamic binary analysis but still undisclosed vulnerabilities
remain, and this serves as the motivation for our research.

An estimation of the potential number of undetected or
unreported security vulnerabilities is useful because it may lead

to proactive strategies for protecting IT assets. In this work,
we want to address the following types of questions:

• To what extent do software complexity metrics corre-
late with the number of vulnerabilities disclosed for
any given software product instance?

• Can we extrapolate a list of specific software metrics
that shows a high correlation with regard to the above
question?

• Can we predict the number of undisclosed vulnerabil-
ities for any given software product?

Previous research has attempted to predict software error
(or bug) incidences using software change history [2]. Software
metrics have also been used to predict vulnerability prone
codes in any given software [3]. Various techniques have
been used to study the trend of vulnerabilities in software
products [4] [5]. In this study, we explore the correlation
between software change history and maturity with the num-
ber of vulnerabilities each software release may contain and
subsequently exposed.

The main contributions of our work are:

• Sweep: a toolkit that automates software complexity
metrics generation and analysis.

• A methodology for using the Sweep toolkit to auto-
matically generate a dataset for any given software
product. The produced dataset contains information
on all software releases for the given software product
along with the relevant software metrics and number
of reported vulnerabilities for each release in a time-
line fashion.

• A proof of concept predictive web service endpoint,
based on a machine learning regression classifier
trained on the dataset produced by the Sweep toolkit.
This endpoint is leveraged in an automated fashion to
predict the number of unknown vulnerabilities for any
given software product instance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we present our proposed methodology towards building
a predictive model for estimating the number of unknown
vulnerabilities. In Section III, we present our experimental
study and its evaluation. Section IV contains related works
pertinent to this study. Finally, Section V contains conclusions
of our work thus far, along with possible extensions and future
direction of our research.
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II. OUR PREDICTIVE METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present our novel model for predicting
the number of unknown vulnerabilities for any given IT
Product. We start by presenting our data collection approach in
Section II-A, then the details of how we designed and validated
our prediction model in Section II-B.

A. Data collections
For this study, we have devised a generic and automated

data collection approach for any software product that has its
various release source codes available and written in known
programming languages. The data of our interest is based on
each studied software product’s release complexity metrics,
and a timeline trend of the number of disclosed vulnerabilities.

For each IT Product (software product), we start by col-
lecting details about the product’s releases (with an identifying
name), the number of releases and the number of vulnerabili-
ties already reported. We also analyze the source code of each
released version of the IT Product and then compute various
software metrics for the given source codes. The collected data
is stored in a dataset file as comma-separated values (CSV).
The following describes the process for collecting data for any
IT product.

1) Select the IT Product to analyze.
2) Download all of this IT Product’s released versions

and source code for these versions.
3) For each release, represent it using a Common Plat-

form Enumeration (CPE) [6] format as its unique
identifier for cataloging the product version and its
data into our datasets.

4) For each of the above releases, use our lookup index
to match and find all reported or known vulnerabili-
ties and store this information using a timeline trend.

5) Perform software source code analysis for each re-
leased version, and store all computed software met-
rics data [7].

Since in most cases the size of the source code for each
release is very large, we leverage the capabilities of the
Understand 4.0 [8] tool for static code analysis and software
metrics generation. To alleviate the complexity involved in
collecting the data of our interest for any given software
product manually, we designed and implemented the Sweep-
toolkit to automate data collection and avoid any human error
during this process.

Sweep-toolkit is designed as a lightweight framework that
implements various plugins to orchestrate the data collection
for this study. The currently implemented plugins offer these
functionalities:

• Use of the Understand [8] command line tool (und) to
automate the metrics generation for each IT Product’s
release source codes by automatically generating and
executing relevant batch files.

• An automated approach to analyze and summarize the
generated metrics for each IT Product release.

• A workflow engine to build and ensure that each IT
Product release is represented in a CPE format.

• A Lookup index of the known vulnerabilities [1] and
affected IT Products in CPE format.

• An orchestration application to automate and march in
all these above functionalities towards data collection
for any given IT Product and returns a dataset file
which is set to be used in the predictive model
experiment (Section II-B).

As described above, by passing relevant details of any given
IT Product to the Sweep-toolkit, a dataset is generated as a
result of the toolkit execution. The generated dataset is made
of a set of 124 features that would represent collected data
on each of the analyzed IT Product instances. In Section III,
we illustrate a case scenario used for this study as a proof of
concept of our proposed predictive model.

Sweep-toolkit [9] is developed for a Linux environment,
with its plugins implemented in Python 3.x, Java and Bash
scripts (approximately 2K lines of code).

B. Predictive model
In this section, we introduce our model for predicting

vulnerabilities and show how we validated our model.

Figure 1. Predictive Model - Framework

In an attempt to address our posed research question of
whether we can predict the number of undisclosed vulnerabil-
ities for any given software product, we base our solution on
the data that can be collected for this software product using
our Sweep-toolkit as discussed in the previous Section II-A.
Once a dataset is generated for the software product of interest,
we proposed to design and train a machine learning regression
classifier to build a model that should be able to predict the
number of vulnerabilities for any other release of this software
product.

For any predictive experiment, the more data you have the
more accurate the trained model becomes. With this in mind,
among all of the data collected around the 124 features found
in any given dataset, we leverage a feature scoring method to
identify which set of features correlate well with the number
of disclosed vulnerabilities for each of the studied software
product releases. Then, we start by exploring different machine
learning regression techniques to find one that best fits our
collected data. For this study, we leverage Microsoft Azure –
Machine Learning Studio [10] to design our predictive model.
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Azure Machine Learning Studio provides many easy to use
building blocks for designing a predictive solution.

We build our predictive model along these easy to follow
steps, which are also illustrated in Fig. 1:

• Create a machine learning workspace within Azure
ML Studio for each relevant IT Product’s dataset.

• Upload the data generated by Sweep-toolkit for the
IT product into Azure Datasets, and design predictive
models within Azure ML Studio.

• Train and Evaluate the models and identify the best
model.

• Score and publish the best model as a web service.
Some specific aspects that drive our predictive model are

our choices for the regression classifier module and feature
scoring method. In Section III, we provide details on these
choices and how they strengthen the prediction experiment for
any given IT Product.

C. Prediction workflow
Our approach to predict the number of unknown vulnera-

bilities for any given software product follow this workflow:
• Start by generating a dataset for the given IT Product

as illustrated in Section II-A.
• Using the above dataset, build and test a predictive

experiment within Azure ML Studio as illustrated in
Section II-B. Once the above predictive experiment
has completed successfully, a trained model and web
service will be produced as a result.

• Using a subset of the dataset that was reserved for
validation, ensure that the trained model is scoring
well against this validation data.

• Then, we expose a middleware application which
leverages the above predictive web service endpoint to
receive input data as illustrated in Fig. 1 and to return
the predicted total number of vulnerabilities along
with other associated metadata (such as the prediction
accuracy and error rates).

• We can now perform dynamic prediction for any
of this IT Product’s releases, by first passing the
release version source code details for data collection.
Then using the generated data as input to the above
middleware application, we get the predicted number
of vulnerabilities for the assessed software product
release.

• The predicted number can then be interpreted with
two views, one for the overall accumulated number
of vulnerabilities and the other view for the unknown
numbers of vulnerabilities (this can be easily com-
puted by subtracting the known vulnerabilities from
the predicted ones by taking into consideration the
prediction error rate). Since predicted vulnerabilities
cannot be classified based on the potential threats that
can result from their exposure, we separate them from
known vulnerabilities such that users can be aware of
the potential risk to their software.

This proposed prediction workflow can be repeated as
needed to update the dataset and trained model, as the assessed
IT Product’s code base changes and new vulnerabilities are
getting disclosed.

III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND EVALUATION

In this section, we take an in-depth look at a case study of
an IT Product that serves as a proof of concept for this work.

A. Use case: OpenSSL – software product

The discovery of the OpenSSL’s Heartbleed bug [11] in
2014 revealed that this vulnerability remained unknown for
two years before it was discovered. Heartbleed and other
similar types of vulnerabilities serve as the motivation for our
research among other facts that are presented in Section I.

For a proof of concept, we looked at different open-source
IT Products and selected the OpenSSL [12] software product
as our first pick for this study. We selected OpenSSL due to
its critical role that it plays in Transport Layer Security (TLS)
and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocols. In addition, many
other software products rely on it (since it is commercial grade
and open source) to build complex softwares and services
(this has a wider reach, since any new discovered software
vulnerability within OpenSSL package impacts other critical
software products that rely on it). Then, we selected OpenSSL
due to its maturity (which enable us to collect enough data
needed for our study and predictive models). Our selection
parameters here, should be applicable in selecting any other
software product to study and validate our proposed prediction
models.

Using our prediction workflow presented in Section II-C,
we apply it to the OpenSSL software product.

1) OpenSSL – dataset generation: We downloaded and
analyzed 154 OpenSSL versions which are released in these
categories: 0.9.x, 1.0.0, 1.0.1, 1.0.2, 1.1.0, and fips [12]. Using
our Sweep-toolkit, we pass as input the directory path to all
of the OpenSSL versions’ uncompressed directories of source
codes. Once Sweep-toolkit completes its execution, it returns
a dataset for OpenSSL.

This OpenSSL dataset has 154 entries (one per each
OpenSSL version), where each entry contains collected data
for all specified 124 features (CPE-Name, Year-1999, ...,
Year-X, ,..., Year-Current, #CVEIDs, Understand-Metric-1, ..,
Understand-Metric-n). With:

• CPE-Name representing each analyzed OpenSSL re-
lease (i.e., cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:1.0.0f ).

• Year-1999 representing the number of disclosed vul-
nerabilities in the year 1999 (which is the first year
recorded in NVD data feeds [1]). The other data
for the following years are included as well, up to
the current year (i.e., for the above CPE instance,
in the Year-2014, Sweep-toolkit found 22 disclosed
vulnerabilities).

• #CVEIDs representing the accumulated number of
known vulnerabilities (i.e., 50 is the total number of
disclosed vulnerabilities for the above CPE instance
example).

• Understand-Metric-1, ..., Understand-Metric-n repre-
senting all computed software metrics supported by
the Understand tool [7] (e.g., the above CPE instance
has a SumCyclomatic value of 43479, and the other
metrics data are provided accordingly).
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Figure 2. OpenSSL Releases vs. Disclosed Number of Vulnerabilities

2) OpenSSL – Predictive experiment: Consider tracking
product releases (minor and major) and vulnerabilities detected
for the OpenSSL product as shown in Fig. 2. By slicing one
of the observed trends in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 shows that there is
a decreasing trend in terms of vulnerabilities between major
releases of the OpenSSL product.

We predict a similar behavior with other IT products since
this trend reflects a behavior similar to software maturity or
improved quality over time. Here we see the maturity of
OpenSSL in terms of the number of reported vulnerabilities
over time. We also make the following preliminary observa-
tions from the data collected so far, along with this small
sample illustrated in Fig. 2 and 3.

• The history of reported vulnerabilities have shown a
decreasing trend throughout each IT Product’s minor
releases (i.e., OpenSSL:1.0.1.:a, b, c, ..., j) in terms
of the number of vulnerabilities, with exceptions for
some limited distribution versions (see Fig. 3).

• The average number of reported vulnerabilities spiked
whenever the rate of minor releases was high after
a major release of an IT Product (i.e., for OpenSSL,
this is clearly observed by grouping each of the trends
(release families) shown in Fig. 2).

• The newly discovered vulnerability in a current IT
Product release affects some of the previous releases
due to the fact that the versions share a technology
(with unknown vulnerabilities), such as common li-
brary, framework, design pattern, and so on.

• The straight line in Fig. 3 reflects the evaluated R2

value (coefficient of determination) which appears to
be above 0.5 when using Linear, Polynomial and
Exponential trend estimations. However, while using
logarithmic and power trends, the R2 value was less
than 0.5. This hints that there is value in knowing how
these data can be used to predict the number of vulner-
abilities, although we need a more carefully designed
approach to correlate the data with vulnerabilities.
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Figure 3. OpenSSL:1.0.1 – Minor Releases Linear Trend

To improve our model and produce a high coefficient of
determination with the prediction of the number of vulnerabil-
ities, we considered all the features of the vulnerability details
and generated source code metrics to build a predictive model
as presented in previous Sections. Using Azure ML Studio
[10], we built our predictive experiment as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Typically, the first step is to understand the nature of
the training dataset which requires preprocessing to remove
noisy data and selecting the most significant features that
lead to highly confident predictions. Azure ML Studio offers
necessary tools to facilitate this pre-processing task such as:
Project Columns, Filter Based Feature Selection. For the
Filter Based Feature Selection module, we used the pearson
correlation feature scoring method selected for identifying the
best contributing features (about 25). Another important aspect
to decide was on the amount of training data needed for each
machine learning technique and this is defined by the Split
module (using a 50% split to avoid any bias) of Azure ML
Studio.

The goal of our research is to predict the number of
vulnerabilities for any given IT Product version based on the
data we collected. We needed to identify a machine learning
algorithm to train and predict using the generated OpenSSL
dataset. We found that regression based models are well suited
for our purpose. We explored all available Azure ML Studio’s
[10] machine learning regression models, and determined that
a Boosted Decision Tree Regression [13] is the best for our
predictions. Then, by following the easy to use predictive
framework illustrated in Fig. 1, we trained and scored our
chosen model using the generated OpenSSL dataset (from
the previous section) targeting the #CVEIDs feature name (as
presented in Section III-A1) and included its evaluation results
in Table I. We present a detailed discussion of our results in
Section III-B.

Note that the number of OpenSSL releases used to train
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TABLE I. USING OUR LABELED OPENSSL DATASET TO EVALUATE
ITS BOOSTED DECISION TREE REGRESSION MODEL

Number of
Desired Features

Mean
Absolute Error

Relative
Absolute Error

Coefficient of
Determination

5 7.995 0.618 0.597
10 3.341 0.258 0.927
15 3.347 0.258 0.926
25 3.780 0.292 0.917
40 3.985 0.308 0.912
65 3.851 0.297 0.916
80 3.597 0.278 0.918
95 3.597 0.278 0.918

our model is less than the total number available because the
originally produced dataset was divided into sub-datasets for
training, testing and validation.

Table II shows a comparison of the number of reported
vulnerabilities and the number of predicted vulnerabilities for
some OpenSSL releases used for the training experiment (with
the selection of 25 desired features selected by the Filter based
feature selection as described previously). To use any of the
predicted number of vulnerabilities, one has to account for
the estimated Mean Absolute Error. The slight differences in
the known vulnerabilities and the scored number is a result of
the chosen training dataset, and automatically selected number
of features. Since, our interest is to predict the number of
unknown vulnerabilities for any subsequent prediction, we
consider the upper bound predicted value including the error
rate.

TABLE II. SAMPLE OF SCORED OPENSSL INSTANCES

OpenSSL Releases Known
#Vulnerabilities

Predicted
#Vulnerabilities

cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:0.9.8s 22 17.139
cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:1.0.1f 53 41.747
cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:0.9.7g 35 30.823
cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:1.0.1g 52 43.777
cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:0.9.6m 30 37.448

3) OpenSSL – Predictive Model Validation: In Table III, we
present a comparison of the OpenSSL releases sample used
to evaluate and validate the scored predictive model. These
results tell us how well our model was able to score against
our validation dataset.

• Mean Absolute Error : 2.927

• Root Mean Squared Error : 4.068

• Relative Absolute Error : 0.203

• Relative Squared Error :0.059

• Coefficient of Determination :0.940

TABLE III. SAMPLE OF OPENSSL INSTANCES FOR VALIDATION

OpenSSL Releases Known
#Vulnerabilities

Predicted
#Vulnerabilities

cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:1.0.1a 60 52.498
cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:1.0.0h 46 46.815
cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:0.9.8m 34 33.867
cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:1.0.2c 15 15.729
cpe:/a:openssl:openssl:1.0.2d 14 11.526

TABLE IV. OPENSSL’S VERSIONS – PREDICTED NUMBER OF
VULNERABILITIES

OpenSSL
Instances

Known
#Vulnerabilities

Predicted
#Vulnerabilities

openssl-1.0.0:beta1 0 11.054
openssl-1.0.0:beta2 0 11.054
openssl-1.0.2:beta1 0 11.667
openssl-1.0.2:beta2 0 11.667
openssl-1.1.0:pre2 0 8.641
openssl-engine:0.9.6m 0 11.148
openssl-fips:2.0.9 0 11.148
openssl:0.9.8zd 0 5.489
openssl:1.0.0t 0 8.843

4) OpenSSL – Prediction of Unknown Vulnerabilities:
Transforming the previously built predictive model for
OpenSSL into a web service endpoint is straightforward. In
Table IV, we show some examples of the predicted number of
vulnerabilities for some versions of OpenSSL releases using
our published web service. These OpenSSL instances have no
currently known vulnerabilities, therefore the predicted number
reflects the unknown vulnerabilities that may be discovered
using different assessment techniques (to be explored in our
future work).

B. Discussions
In Table I, we presented our model evaluation results

using the ”Boosted Decision Tree Regression” technique for
predicting vulnerabilities for the OpenSSL software product.
The following preliminary observations can be made from
these results and our overall study experience.

• The studied OpenSSL dataset fit well with the selected
machine learning technique, yielding a high coefficient
of determination above 0.5 (which is better than a
random guess prediction).

• The scored OpenSSL predictive model shows a pos-
itive correlation between the known vulnerabilities
(#CVEIDs) and predicted ones (Scored Labels), which
can be viewed via the scatter plot generated within
the Azure ML Studio workspace. This reaffirms one
of our hypotheses that we can predict the number
of vulnerabilities contained in an IT Product using
software metrics and vulnerability disclosure history.

• The coefficient of determination of the scored model
is at the lowest, when the desired number of features
is set to 5. By taking a close look at the automatically
selected 5 features (Year-2010 to Year-2014), it reveals
that they are all about the vulnerability disclose history
timeline per Year-X (this is due to the fact that the
trained model targets the accumulated total number of
vulnerabilities (#CVEIDs) and this targeted feature is
a result of these found vulnerabilities timeline).

• The coefficient of determination is improved and
reaches its highest, when the desired number of fea-
tures is increased from 5 to 10 or a higher value.
This improvement in the prediction accuracy is a
result of our feature selector capabilities used to
identify additional and unique features that are part
of the computed software metrics (to name a few:
CountLineCodeExe, Knots, CountPath, SumEssential,
Cyclomatic, etc.). Depending on the desired prediction
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accuracy, a matching model is scored to build a
predictive web service.

Table IV contains results of our evaluation of the OpenSSL
dataset for new or beta instances (or releases) of the product
with no reported vulnerabilities thus far. It should be noted
that these two OpenSSL instances (openssl-1.0.2:beta1 and
openssl-1.0.2:beta2) have very similar source code bases,
therefore we predict that both versions will likely contain the
same number of vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities should
be viewed as the potential number of vulnerabilities that will
likely be discovered in these products. This information can
be used to plan for defensive mechanisms to mitigate security
risks due to the unknown vulnerabilities.

C. Recommended Proactive Strategies
Ideally one should be able to implement countermeasures

to patch or mitigate risks due to known vulnerabilities. Some
organizations provide defensive mechanisms for some known
vulnerabilities of popular IT products [14] [15]. However,
the rate at which new vulnerabilities are being detected and
reported is making it difficult to maintain up-to-date lists of
patches. Moreover, as we have shown in this work, IT products
very likely contain unknown or yet to be discovered vulner-
abilities. Thus it is necessary to explore additional (beyond
patching) defensive measures to increase our confidence in IT
products. We include some recommendations in this regard.

• Any unknown pattern or behavior observed for an
IT Product being assessed via security penetration
testing approaches or monitored via deployed security
infrastructures can serve as an indicator that zero day
(or undiscovered) vulnerabilities are present or being
exploited in the IT Product of interest. Therefore,
these unknown behaviors can be categorized in our
predicted number of unknown vulnerabilities which
in turn should raise an awareness to stress test the IT
Product to find them.

• We recommend exploring various software rejuve-
nation techniques in an attempt to mitigate some
malware that may be exploiting hidden or unknown
vulnerabilities before taking a foothold in the product.
It has been shown that software rejuvenation [16] can
minimize security risks due to malware. It has also
been shown how the cost of rejuvenation can be used
to plan the frequency of rejuvenation schedules.

IV. RELATED WORK

Yonghee et al. [17] attempted to understand whether there
is a correlation between software complexity measure and
security, primarily focusing on the JavaScript Engine in the
Mozilla application framework. They show a weak correlation,
primarily because of the small number of features used. In our
study, we expanded on the number of software metrics and
used product releases to obtain higher correlations to reported
vulnerabilities. Our predictive model works well when there
is a large number of product releases and the product has a
mature user base.

Other prior works have explored various software proper-
ties to serve as indicators of vulnerabilities where they used
techniques such as software complexity and developer activity
metrics [18] [19] [3]. Then using these software metrics

coupled with some empirical models, there are works [20] [21]
[22] [23] that have proposed solutions towards representing
and predicting trends in software vulnerabilities. Our research
has some key concepts similar to these works, but we extend
the scope in terms of automatic data analysis and vulnerability
prediction.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented our novel approach for pre-
dicting the number of unknown vulnerabilities in a given IT
Product. We have shown how to generate a dataset that rep-
resents product maturity in terms of source-code base growth
and vulnerability disclosure history. We have shown how to
use such a dataset and develop a model that results in accurate
predictions. We used the Azure cloud based machine learning
framework for this purpose. We validated our approach for the
OpenSSL IT product. We plan to broaden our experimentation
to support any open-source software product and extend the
number of features to include in the relevant dataset.

Our proposed approach for analyzing the source code of
a given IT Product and leveraging its vulnerability disclosure
history toward building a predictive model serves as a basis
for building other solutions. A planned solution that can
leverage our model is to categorize the predicted number of
vulnerabilities into threat types (i.e., STRIDE [24]) using some
inherent IT Product properties along with some actionable
threat intelligences and, in turn, propose relevant mitigation
techniques to counter these vulnerabilities and threats.

The other aspect of our work that we plan to extend is the
ability to design and train our predictive model in a generic
way that would allow IT Products that may need a different
machine learning and training approach. We plan to group IT
products into different categories, identify representative fea-
tures of products that belong to a group and provide suggested
approaches that result in highly accurate prediction of security
vulnerabilities. We plan to expand on the IT product features
to enhance our prediction accuracies using security threat
intelligence reports, inherent vulnerabilities associated with
different programming languages and development platforms.
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Abstract—With the growth of the market related to the 
software development industry, it is necessary to adopt 
practices that can assist this area in an agile way. This can 
enable the management of activities related to software 
acquisition to be defined more effectively, both for those who 
provide the system, and for those who acquire it. This paper 
proposes a catalog of best practices using the agile principles 
that are included in some methodologies. These are designed to 
manage the software acquisition process in the organizational 
context of software development, based on the SAM (Supplier 
Agreement Management) process area of the CMMI-DEV 
(Capability Maturity Model Integration for Development). 
The purpose of this catalog is to support the software 
organizations in the definition and implementation of their 
processes that are based on quality improvement programs. 

Keywords-software engineering; software quality; process 
improvement; acquisition; supplier agreement management; 
agile practices. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The software is of an abstract and intangible nature, 

which means that quality software development is a 
complex and challenging task for software organizations 
[1]. 

Some software development organizations are looking 
for new strategies to address these challenges, such as the 
acquisition of parts of the products or services offered to 
customers. This can improve the quality of the process and 
the end product that will be delivered to them. Another 
strategy involves the use of Software Process Improvement 
programs such as the CMMI-DEV model. This provides 
guidance for the application of best practices of CMMI in a 
development organization, to help organizations improve 
their skills in a systematic way and thus meet their 
deadlines and develop software [2]. 

Another approach adopted by organizations is the Agile 
Methodology, which aims to help teams work rapidly and 
efficiently through short and time-boxed iterations for 
planning product increments, and speed up the development 
procedure. This task may be essential for an organization 
that wishes to stay in the competitive market, when there is 
a need for continuous improvement in software products so 
that they can meet the increasing needs of their customers 
[3]. The adoption of agile practices in software development 
has occurred in response to the need to produce software of 
quality, at great speed that satisfies the user’s needs. The 

software projects often require this speed and productivity 
to meet the demands and challenges of the market. As a 
result, the Information Technology (IT) areas have had to 
invest in quality, monitoring and governance capacity. This 
task is a real problem in the context of software 
development and it is essential for companies to achieve 
quality and agility in their development to meet their 
deadlines and ensure cost / risk control effectiveness [1]. 
Other problems may be related to the following: difficulties 
with the planning team, difficulties in reviewing the product 
requirements based on traditional models, dissatisfaction of 
the business area with software development projects, and a 
low response rate with regards to the development process 
carried out to meet market demands. 

Some experiences with software development might be 
successful in delivery of the product, owing to the use of an 
outsourcing strategy. However, organizations are still 
having problems with the planning, implementation and 
management of the acquisition process of goods or services 
from suppliers. This is due to the fact that it is difficult to 
maintain control of the development process of these 
suppliers. There are also problems in managing the quality 
of the goods and services acquired, which may be caused by   
poor planning, and thus lead to a delay in delivery and 
unplanned costs [4]. 

In another study [11] we performed a Systematic 
Literature Mapping (SLM) [5]; this was a ‘secondary’ study 
based on a review of the evidence contained in primary 
studies and its purpose was to identify, analyze, interpret 
and report all the key primary research findings in the study 
area. 

The justification of this study lies in the fact that the 
management of the Acquisition Process is of great 
importance to software development organizations and its 
management, as well as to software maturity models [6]. 
However, these models specify processes that require more 
time for implementation, when what is needed to meet the 
market demands is an acquisition process that is not carried 
out in a bureaucratic and systematic way, but is flexible, 
agile and with quality. 

The main goal of this work is to develop and evaluate a 
Catalog of Best Practices based on the concepts of an agile 
methodology for managing the software acquisition process 
in the context of software development organizations. This 
catalog must comply with the guidelines set out by the 
SAM process area of CMMI-DEV, and are concerned with 
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agile methodologies. It aims to provide a solution to support 
organizations that can contribute to agility, make cost 
reductions and control the time needed to implement the 
acquisition process. 

In addition to this introductory section, this paper is 
structured in the following way: in Section 2 there will be a 
review of related works and this will outline the background 
of this work, Section 3 will describe the catalog of best 
practices produced by SAM and the agile practices, Section 
4 shows the expected results, and Section 5 concludes the 
work with some final considerations. 

II. RELATED WORKS AND BACKGROUND 
This section provides an overview of the concepts of the 

SAM process area in CMMI-DEV and an overview of 
systematic literature mapping performed in another work, 
and examines some related works. 

A. Supplier Agreement Management Process Area in 
CMMI-DEV 
In this work, the CMMI-DEV is the focal point of the 

study, since it has a process area that can support the SAM 
in the acquisition of goods and services in development 
projects. The CMMI for Development has 22 process areas 
that have a set of best practices and these address the 
question of carrying out activities for goods and services 
development, using practices that cover the lifecycle of the 
products from their conception to their delivery and 
maintenance [2], (as shown in Table I). It also a) helps to 
integrate organizational functions that have traditionally 
been separated, b) sets out process improvement goals, c) 
establishes a set of priorities to provide guidance for 
processes quality, and d) provides a benchmark for the 
evaluation of current processes [2]. 

TABLE I.  CMMI PROCESS MATURITY LEVELS. 

Level 

Categories 
Project 

Management 
Process 

Management Engineering Support 

5  Organizational 
Performance 
Management 

 Casual Analysis and 
Resolution. 

4 Quantitative 
Project 
Management. 

Organizational 
Process 
Performance 

  

3 Integrated 
Project 
Management, 
Risks 
Management. 

Organizational 
Process 
Definition, 
Organizational 
Process Focus, 
Organizational 
Training 

Requirements 
Development, 
Technical 
Solution, 
Product 
Integration, 
Verification, 
Validation. 

Decision Analysis 
and Resolution. 

2 Requirements 
Management, 
Project 
Planning, 
Project 
Monitoring and 
Control, 
Supplier 
Agreement 
Management. 

  Configuration 
Management, 
Process and Product 
Quality Assurance, 
Measurements and 
Analysis. 

1 Process ad hoc. 

The purpose of the SAM process area is to manage the 
acquisition of goods and services from suppliers [2]. The 
scope of the SAM process area covers the acquisition of 

products, services and goods and services components that 
can be delivered to the customer or included in a product or 
service system [2]. This area involves the following specific 
practices: determining the type of acquisition, selecting 
suppliers, drafting supplier agreements, fulfilling the 
supplier agreement, accepting the acquired products, and 
ensuring the delivery of the goods. 

B. An Overview of a Systematic Literature Mapping 
In another study [11], a SLM was performed through a 

research partnership between students and lecturers at the 
Federal University of Pará and University of Pernambuco 
The aim of this was to identify key data on how the 
software acquisition process could be combined with agile 
methodologies. This stage showed that there are gaps in this 
area since the SAM process area was carried out by means 
of agile practices in the software development environment, 
and also showed the significance of the study undertaken in 
this paper. 

The selection of the studies followed several phases and 
the work was carried out by two or more researchers to 
reduce the risk of bias in the selection [5]. The complete 
research protocol is available in [11]. This research was 
performed in four phases; it was conducted by two 
researchers and three reviewers. 

Phase 1 consisted of a) an automatic search to access the 
sources and execute a string to locate the relevant studies in 
accordance with the criteria defined in the protocol, and b) a 
manual search to access the conference and download all 
the studies related to the research topic. 

In Phase 2, each study selected in the previous phase 
was analyzed by two researchers, based on the analysis of 
the title and abstract. Any duplicate studies were discarded 
together with those that were clearly irrelevant to the search 
according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

In Phase 3, list of Phase 2 was consolidated and all these 
studies were evaluated by two researchers who applied the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria, through a complete 
reading. If there were conflicts of opinion between the 
researchers, a meeting was held to reach a consensus, and if 
the disagreement persisted, the matter was solved by the 
reviewer. 

On the basis of the consolidated list of Phase 3, a  
quality assessment was conducted in Phase 4 together with 
a  data extraction of all the studies from a complete reading 
of the studies. The studies were analyzed by two researchers 
to evaluate the quality, through the application of quality 
criteria. The data extraction was performed by two 
researchers and the results were documented in a form, and 
the extraction review was conducted by the reviewers. 

Fig. 1 summarizes the phases and the number of 
identified studies from each SLM phase. Before the 
selection, a meeting was held to clarify the concepts and 
discussions about the inclusion and exclusion criteria, so 
that the concepts were understood by all the participants. 
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Figure 1. The study selection process 

The findings suggest that there is a lack of research on 
the subject, due to the fact that no relevant data have been 
disclosed about how the SAM process area of CMMI-DEV 
can be combined with agile methodologies. In view of this, 
this result confirms that there is a gap in knowledge about 
the investigated area, which confirms the relevance, 
feasibility and innovativeness of this research study. 

C. Related Works 
The related works to this research were considered to be 

relevant if they addressed the following issues: (1) the need 
to support the systematic implementation of maturity 
models, (2) the study of software acquisition, (3) the use of 
agile methodologies in the context of software 
development, (4) the use of agile methodologies in the 
context of software process improvement. Some studies 
relating to the topics mentioned are described below. 

 Furtado’s research study [7] supports the systematic 
implementation of maturity models, and carried out a task 
based on process improvement models and standards. This 
work defined a proposal for the acquisition process by 
means of a process framework and a tool to support the 
implementation and execution of the process for acquiring 
software and related services. On the basis of this 
framework, this paper confirmed the compatibility of the 
activities that compose it, with regard to the SAM process 
area of CMMI-DEV. Thus, it was able to determine which 
of its activities can be mapped to the agile practices, so as to 
define the catalog of best practices proposed in this paper. 

With regards to the research studies on software 
acquisition, an approach was adopted to define the 
processes required for the acquisition. These included 
different contexts, and defined a software acquisition 
process to enable the reuse of process components in the 
definition and implementation of acquisition processes, and 
support the organizations that implement the software 
acquisition more efficiently. However, this work did not 
include the agile concepts in its approach [8]. 

A related work about the use of agile methodologies in 
software development, showed some of the advantages of 
agile methodologies of software compared with traditional 
methods. This study discussed the main features and 
practices of agile methodologies, and made comparisons 
with traditional methodologies, by emphasizing that agile 
methodologies are based on people rather than processes 
and planning [9]. However, it was restricted to show the 

advantages and disadvantages of eXtreme Programming 
(XP) and Scrum, without focusing on the acquisition 
procedure. 

Another study [10] analyzed quantitative and qualitative 
data collected from the literature and two Brazilian 
organizations that employed the XP agile methodology. The 
main contribution of this work is that it identified features 
from the Agile and CMMI association and the implications 
of this application. 

As a result, this methodology gave an account of fusion 
that was incomplete, since it was found that there are only a 
few quantitative reports. These were insufficient either to 
provide a definitive opinion about this “incomplete” fusion 
or to define in which cases the fusion would generate better 
results. It should be noted that the research was confined to 
dealing with an agile methodology - XP. 

From the analysis of the works above, it is clear that the 
acquisiton process implemented in an agile way was not 
within the scope of these projects. As a differential, this 
study will provide an implementation of the main agile 
approaches with regard to the framework [7] that are 
compatible with the SAM process area of CMMI-DEV, and 
provide the necessary basis for setting up the Catalog of 
Best Practices by employing agile methodologies to support 
the acquisition process in the context of software 
development organizations. 

III.THE CATALOG OF BEST PRACTICES FOR SAM AND AGILE 
PRACTICES 

The first mapping was carried out within the framework 
presented in [7], which included the SAM practices, and the 
second mapping of activities resulted from the first one that 
had   agile methodologies (XP, Scrum and Feature Driven 
Development (FDD)). This provided evidence that the 
application of agile practices can be used in the context of a 
software acquistion procedure. This document was prepared 
as follows: all the activities, which are in the framework 
phases, were related to the SAM practices that resulted from 
each activity and confirmed the level of agile practice that 
was needed to assist in the implementation of the procedure. 

On the basis of the obtained results from the previous 
mapping, a catalog of practices was recommended, which 
included the suggestions for agile practices that can be 
implemented in activities performed in a traditional 
software development organization. When evaluating the 
catalog, the experts in the area of Software Quality used a 
peer review technique to determine the effectiveness of the 
agile practices with regards to the proposed acquisition 
procedure. 

A. The Agile SAM Workflow 
The activities included in the catalog were identified by 

aligning the framework activies of the software and related 
service acquisition processes [7] with the SAM process area 
of CMMI-DEV [2]. In this way the research was able to 
identify the best practices defined for the software 
acquisition process that can support organizations to form 
acquisition agreements based on agile practices. 

The catalog comprises of 4 activities: (1) Preparing the 
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Acquisition, (2) Selecting the Supplier, (3) Monitoring 
Acquisition, and (4) Accepting the Acquired Product. The 
macro workflow can be seen in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. The Agile SAM Macro Workflow 

In the first activity, Preparing the Acquisition, the 
activities about acquisition planning are carried out and 
include the following: establishing the needs and desired 
outcomes, setting out the project stakeholders, defining and 
prioritizing the stakeholders’ requirements, reviewing the 
requirements, conducting a technical feasibility analysis, 
developing an acquisition strategy, defining and agreeing on 
the acquisition schedule, defining the criteria for the product 
acceptance, setting out the criteria for supplier selection, 
preparing and approving the acquistion plan, and identifing 
the potential suppliers. 

The aim of the second activity, Selecting the Supplier, is 
to identify and select the supplier that meets the 
expectations of the acquisition. This consists of the 
following 7 activities: receiving the proposals, giving an 
operational opinion, providing a technical opinion, selecting 
the supplier, preparing and negotiating an agreement, 
ensuring the agreement terms are fully understood, and 
drawing up the agreement. 

During the third activity, Monitoring Acquisition, the 
control and monitoring of the acquisition are performed. 
This includes the following activities: reviewing the 
agreement terms, agreeing to the changes, tracking issues, 
and monitoring the supplier processes. In this activity the 
question of whether the product being developed is 
satisfactory or not is determined. If it is unsatisfactory, there 
are two alternatives for the customer that have to be 
evaluated: implementing the necessary changes or 
terminating the agreement; this finalizes the acquisition 
process. But if the product is satisfactory the activity is 
carried out. 

In the fourth activity, Accepting the Acquired Product, it 
is determined if the product can be accepted by the 
customer. The following activies are carried out: evaluating 
the product delivered by the acquisition, complying with the 
agreement, and accepting the product. During this activity, 
it is still necessary to confirm if the product will be 
accepted, because when necessary, it is susceptible to 
change. However, if no inconsistencies are found, the 
acquisition is completed together with the acceptance of the 
product. 

B. The Catalog of Agile Best Practices 
The catalog of agile best practices was developed on the 

basis of the results obtained by mapping the 4 activities 
identified and the agile practices that can be used in these 
activities. This was achieved by determining if the use of 
the agile practices was compatible with all the activities 
present in the macro workflow, and a total of 25 activities 
were required for the acquisition procedures. Some of the 
agile practices that may be used in each activity of the 
catalog are outlined in the subsection below. 

1) Activity 1: Preparing the Acquisition 

In this activity eleven tasks have been described for the 
implementation of the guidelines for the agile practices. 

Before the ‘Establishment of the Needs and Intended 
Results’ task can be carried out, a meeting must be held to 
discuss the needs and desired outcomes from the 
acquisition, and to compile a Product Backlog with the list 
of required features. At this meeting, questions will be 
raised about the reasons for the acquisition and what 
requirements and restrictions there are of the product that 
will be purchased. By employing the Scrum agile 
methodology, the Product Backlog will be prepared and this 
contains the specifications of the items needed for the 
product, as well as a description of them. This backlog will 
be displayed in CANVAS for the benefit of the team 
involved. 

In ‘Setting out the Project for the Stakeholders’, a 
meeting will be to define the Project to the stakeholders. 
The following items will be determined to identify the 
stakeholder, during the meeting: Who are the people that 
can affect the project? What is the responsibility of the 
project? How can each stakeholder help (positive factor) 
and adversely affect (negative factor) the acquisition? What 
are the degrees of influence of each stakeholder? This  
information is required to fill the Stakeholders Definition 
CANVAS. 

In the ‘Defining and Prioritizing the Stakeholder 
Requirements’ task, a meeting should be held to define the 
order of priority of the items that form the Product Backlog, 
which is compiled during  the ‘Establishment of the Needs 
and Intended Results’ task. In this case, the following 
information will be added to the Backlog: a column called 
“Priority Value”, the aim of which aims is identify the 
priority according to the degree of its importance to the 
project in the range of 1 to 10. These values can be 
classified as follows, 1-3 Low Priority, 4-6 Average Priority 
and 7-10 High Priority. There is another column called 
“Priority Level” that shows the degree of priority of each 
item. This forms the backlog that can be defined, since it is 
represented in an incremental way, “1” being the most 
representative item (High Priority) within a project. In this 
way, it is possible to identify the features that require most  
attention. 

In ‘Revising the Requirements’, after the requirements 
for the acquisition have been defined, an attempt should be 
made to check if all the items listed in the Backlog are in 
accordance with the stakeholders needs and establish if 
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there are any inconsistencies and conflicts that affect the 
cost-effectiveness of each item. This activity is based on the 
Scrum agile practice called Sprint Review, which should be 
carried out in each cycle by the supplier. It is a means of 
determining if the purchaser’s needs are actually being met 
and what changes may be required when necessary. The 
information will be displayed in CANVAS by Checklist. 
The details of each Backlog item must be put on a card, 
which will consist of a single identification (ID), item name 
and its description. The ID is important because it is used 
during the review of each item, since if any inconsistency is 
found, this identification will be used in an “inconsistency” 
card representing the revised item, the description of the 
problem identified and the change required to correct the 
problem. If no problem is identified in the Backlog item, it 
will be marked as Checked (√). 

In ‘Performing the Technical Feasibility Analysis’, a 
meeting should be held to check the technical feasibility and 
preparation of CANVAS. Thus, the following questions 
must be checked:  

• Is the solution or the proposed technology practical? 
• Does it already have the necessary technology? 
• Does it already have the necessary technical 

knowledge? 
• Is the schedule reasonable? 
These questions will be analyzed in the light of the 

available resources, existing restrictions for the project and 
the quality and the time required for the Project. Feedback 
must be given for each question. 

In the ‘Developing a Procurement Strategy’ task, a 
meeting will be held to develop an acquisition strategy 
based on the results obtained in ‘Performing the Technical 
Feasibility Analysis’ task. This is because these results 
provide the necessary support for planning a consistent 
strategy with the acquisition needs, that takes account of the 
viable alternatives, risk analysis, costs and benefits of each 
option. The results of this task will be displayed in 
CANVAS, which specifies the acquisition strategy that will 
be adopted. 

In the ‘Defining the Acquisition Schedule’ task, the 
reviewed points of the acquisition will be defined and 
monitored. This meeting should define the day of the month 
in which these revisions will be made. The times of the 
daily and / or weekly meetings will also be set, since they 
are important for checking the activities and the progress 
made in the proposed acquisition, in all its phases. These 
dates should be defined and agreed among the stakeholders. 
Thus, a schedule with the acquisition activities should be 
generated, which will be displayed together with the 
specifications for the activities in Kanban (Work 
CANVAS), which is responsible for implementing the 
scheme and setting dates for its achievement. Each 
completed activity is given a Checked (√) to show that it 
has been its implemented. 

In ‘Defining the Accepted Criteria for the Purchased 
Product’, a meeting will be held to examine these criteria. 
This involves drawing up a list of project tasks and work 
products that must be delivered at the end of this project. 
These should include a ‘Checklist for Product Acceptance’ 

with the specifications required for the product that need to 
be met. 

In ‘Defining the Supplier Selection Criteria’, a planned 
meeting should be held to choose the criteria that will be 
used for the supplier selection process. This meeting will 
comprise those responsible for acquisition management, and 
will discuss the relevant criteria to be considered when 
choosing a supplier, such as budgeting, preparing a 
schedule for product development, the necessary knowledge 
for carrying out the project and experience in previous 
projects. A Supplier Selection Checklist should be 
generated. 

The ‘Preparation and Approval of  the Acquisition Plan’ 
task, should make use of some of the work products 
generated in other tasks, such as the schedule, the Supplier 
Selection Checklist, and the Product Acceptance Checklist. 
A list of the products that need to be supplied should also be 
prepared, as well as a definition of the stakeholders’ 
responsibilities for the acquisition procedure. On the basis 
of this information, the plan will be prepared that specifies 
the best way to proceed with the acquisition. This plan will 
be sent to the Work CANVAS so that the stakeholders are 
informed. 

In the ‘Identifying the Potential Suppliers’ task, a survey 
will be initially made conducted of the information about 
the suppliers, such as the criteria listed in the Work 
CANVAS, which makes it easy for stakeholders to view the 
list of suppliers that have been analyzed in this activity. 
Thus, the most suitable suppliers for the project will be 
identified. Each feature will have an identification, and this 
ID will be used as a reference-point to show which 
suppliers that meet each of these requirements. In the last 
column the suppliers that come closest to meeting the 
required criteria will be defined, and thus become the 
potential suppliers. 

2) Activity 2: Selecting the Supplier 

In this activity, seven tasks have been described below, 
together with the implementation guidelines based on agile 
principles and practices. 

In ‘Receiving Proposals’, the suppliers proposals will be 
forwarded to the person responsible for the acquisition 
project, who  will evaluate its contents, on the basis of the 
criteria for the potential suppliers. These include the 
specifications of the “unserved criteria”, providing the 
suppliers with better proposals and displaying them in the 
Work CANVAS the Suppliers Proposals List. 

In the ‘Issuing the Operational Opinion’ task, a meeting 
will be held that includes the acquisition management team. 
The purpose of this is to conduct an analysis of the proposal 
by comparing the different features of the suppliers and to 
establish if its proposed solution will actually work. The 
feedback will be provided by the PIECES Operational 
Assessment Framework, i.e. it will take account of 
Performance, Information, Economy, Control, Efficiency 
and Services. These are checked as follows:  

• Performance: Does the current operation mode 
provide suitable throughput and response time? 
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• Information: Does the current operation mode 
provide the end user and managers with accurate, 
useful, relevant and timely information? 

• Economy: Does the current operation mode offer  
information services that are cost effective for the 
organization? 

• Control: Does the current operation mode provide 
efficient control services to prevent fraud and to 
ensure the accuracy and security of the data and 
information? 

• Efficiency: Does the current operation mode make 
maximum use of available resources? and 

• Services: Does the current operation mode provide 
a reliable service? Is it flexible and extensible? 

The ‘Issuing Technical Feedback’ task will take place 
after the previous task and will involve an analysis of 
questions related to supplier features with regard to the 
availability of technical resources and the necessary 
professionals to implement the proposal. 

The ‘Selecting Supplier’ task will be carried out by the 
team responsible for the product acquisition and is 
concerned with discussing the features of the suppliers that 
have already been identified and revealed in the operational 
and technical feedback. On the basis of this information, the 
team selects the most advantageous proposal that meets the 
specifications of the required product. A Supplier Analysis 
and Selection CANVAS will evaluate proposals, together 
with the specification of the selected supplier and the 
rationale for selecting or not selecting each supplier. After 
this, a notification about the acceptance of the selected 
proposal will be made. 

In ‘Preparing and Negotiating a Agreement’, a meeting 
will be be arranged for those responsible for the acquisition 
management and the supplier. This task involves holding a 
discussion about the agreement terms, expectations and 
obligations of those involved (the purchaser and supplier), 
and addressing questions about: costs, the schedule, items to 
be reviewed and the monitoring to be performed, etc. A list 
should be drawn up of the main terms to be agreed among 
those involved . 

In the ‘Ensuring the Agreement Terms are Fully 
Understood’ task, all the agreement terms will be checked. 
This is to ensure, that they are understood by all those 
involved in the acquisition. If there is any question or 
suggestion about the agreement items, these will be 
discussed and analyzed, and any necessary measures taken 
for entry, modification or deletion of the term. At the end of 
the meeting everyone should be aware of what is expected 
to be agreed. A checklist of items that will be carried out 
should be prepared, as well as the agreement and the 
justification for the inclusion or not of the agreement items. 

In the ‘Issuing the Agreement’ task, which is undertaken 
on the completion of the previous task, the provisions that 
will form the agreement will have been defined and agreed.  
Thus, the agreement will be issued at a meeting that will be 
attended by the acquirer and the supplier who are selected 
as the people responsible for issuing and signing the 
agreement. 

3) Activity 3: Monitoring Acquisition 

In this activity four tasks have been described below, 
together with the implementation guidelines based on the 
agile principles and practices. 

The ‘Reviewing the Agreement Terms’ task will be 
carried out by those responsible for acquisition management 
and the suppliers and involves checking all the items 
contained in the Agreement. An analysis will be conducted 
to determine which are relevant and if there any 
inconsistencies, and decisions will be made about the 
necessary changes. Thus, a CANVAS should include the 
list of agreement terms with a checklist of possible changes, 
the proper justification for the amendment of items and / or 
the inclusion of agreement terms. 

The ‘Agreeing the Changes’ task requires a meeting that 
will be attended by the acquisition management team and 
the supplier for analysis of the changes identified in the 
previous task. Thus, a changed card is required and the 
inclusion of the change information in the agreement must 
duly agree among those involved. 

The ‘Tracking the Problems’, will be attended by the 
acquisition management team and involves discussing the 
problems found and the proposed solutions for each 
situation. Thus, a problem tracking CANVAS should be 
generated, which will have TO DO, DOING and DONE 
status. This CANVAS consists of the following: the project 
activities and the identification of problems found in each of 
these activities, a proposed solution, the names of those 
responsible for each solution, and the starting date and 
completion date of the corrections made. 

In the ‘Monitoring the Supplier Process’ task, a meeting 
will be held that will be attended by the acquisition 
management team and the supplier. The aim of this is to 
determine what processes are used by the supplier, to check 
whether the supplier is able to meet expectations of the 
acquirer or if it is carrying out its activities in accordance 
with the agreement. Thus, a Checklist about the analysis of 
processes performed by the supplier should be generated, 
based on criteria for monitoring the execution of processes. 

4) Activity 4:Accepting the Acquired Product 

In this activity three tasks are described below, together 
with the implementation guidelines using the agile 
principles and practices. 

The ‘Evaluating the Product Delivered’ task involves 
evaluating the product by taking account of the product 
acceptance criteria. This will be carried out by the 
acquisition team and the supplier, so that the supplier is 
provided with knowledge of any inconsistencies or 
problems found in the product. Thus, a CANVAS with a 
checklist of acceptance criteria for a product (that includes 
functional and non-functional requirements), is given the 
status of “Attended” or “Not Attended”, together with a) the 
justification for this status, b) recommendations for the 
correction of the problems found, and c) a desription of the 
situation of each checked item. 

The ‘Maintaining the Agreement Compliance’ task 
involves holding a meeting with the acquisition 
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management team and the supplier who conduct a detailed 
analysis of attendance of each item included in the 
agreement. Thus, a CANVAS with the checklist of 
attendance with the agreement items should be generated. 

In ‘Accepting the Product Delivered’, which takes place 
after the product evaluation and the verification of the 
attendance with the agreement, a meeting is held to 
formalize the product acceptance and the signing of the 
Acceptance Agreement by the stakeholders takes place. 
This agreement must include at least the following 
information: Name of the Project, Goals of the Acceptance 
Agreement, Description of the items being delivered, 
Identification of the stakeholdersthat sign the agreement 
(acquirer and supplier), and Signature Date. 

C. The Evaluation of Catalog 
The evaluation of this work was initially made to check 

if the compatibility of the activities that form the acquisition 
process framework of software and related services [7] with 
regard to the practices included in the SAM process area of 
CMMI-DEV [2]. For this reason, for an expert in Software 
Quality and Process Improvement areas was sent a 
questionare to obtain feedback about its evaluation and 
obtain opinions and suggestions for its improvement. 

After this, the evaluation was conducted of the mapping 
of agile practices that are compatible with the framework 
activities included in theSAM process area of CMMI-DEV. 
This was sent to an expert to give feedback about its 
validity and obtain some opinions about it. 

Finally, the Catalog of Best Practices also had its 
validity confirmed through a peer review carried out by an 
expert. An attempt will also be made to validate its 
application in the definition of a process for a software 
organization, which will involve an evaluation of the 
efficiency and effectiveness of this catalog to support this 
activity and bring about an improvement in the 
organizational process. 

IV. EXPECTED RESULTS 
The research product is a catalog of best practices about 

SAM with agile activities that can be used to implement 
each activity present in the macro workflow. This catalog 
was examined by an expert in the area of software quality, 
and will then be submitted to a critical analysis of its 
validity, usability, compatibility with models and standards, 
and feasibility for use in an organizational environment. 

In this way the validity of its agile activities can be 
confirmed and with the aid of the catalog, its evaluation will 
enable improvements to be made to any failings detected by 
the peer review of an expert. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This work has shown the importance of using processes 

for improvement in an organizational environment, 
especially with regard to the software acquisition process. 
Its objective is to know and apply the findings of the 
literature in the area of software development. 

To achieve this goal, we conducted in another work [11] 
a SLM in the preliminary studies of the research area of this 

paper, to determine what gaps there are and their degree of 
importance. After this phase the mapping of an acquisition 
process framework with agile practices was performed, to 
provide the necessary basis for preparing the catalog of best 
practices using agile methodologies for the management of 
the software acquisition process. 

In future work in this research area an experiment 
should be carried out where the catalog can be used in a 
study case. This should be conducted in a software 
development organization so that comparisons can be made 
with regard to the situation of an organization before and 
after the implementation of the practices included in the 
catalog. Thus, we intend to evaluate this together with the 
members of the organization to ensure that the necessary 
improvements in the catalog are made to allow it to be 
adaptated to real situations faced by the organization. 
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Abstract—Customer-driven service design is becoming an 

integral part of continuous software development. The 

fulfilment of needs is manifested through customer behaviour 

patterns that are often difficult to identify and validate for 

R&D. This paper investigates how customer involvement in 

software development can be achieved through experience 

prototyping. First, participatory action research with four 

cases is presented. As a result, the benefits, challenges and 

critical factors for successful service prototyping are identified. 

Second, a practical model is proposed for integrating service 

design as sprints within the software development process. 

Based on the study, the deployment of these methods can be 

adopted through an organisational culture that invests in the 

needed mindset, expertise, timing and placement. Contextual 

and motivating user involvement is important throughout the 

software development process. A number of important subjects 

that need further studies, such as service design performance 

measurement and customer data management, were also 

identified. 

Keywords—customer involvement; service design; software 

development; experience prototyping 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Today, software is transforming almost all industries and 
is the main driver for innovation [1]. Elbert stated that all 
companies are in the software business either directly with 
IT solutions or indirectly with products in which software is 
critical for value creation, such as embedded systems, or 
value delivery, such as services. In today's highly 
competitive and fast-changing markets, software intensive 
industry is evolving towards a value driven and adaptive 
real-time business paradigm [2]. Hence, we live in a world of 
data overload, where any argument in product development 
can find supporting data. It is easy to find information to 
support our assumptions, but testing them with customers 
and then taking corrective actions is still hard [3]. Customer 
involvement and understanding customer needs are essential 
in software development in order to build successful 
products and services. According to Humble, after failing to 
deliver value for customers, the second largest risk in 
product development is building the wrong thing the right 
way and overinvesting in unproven opportunities. For this 
reason software companies need to continuously collect 
customer feedback and validate assumptions during the 
development process in order to build a product that is the 
best fit for customer needs [3][4][5]. However, customer 

needs are often difficult to identify and they can change 
rapidly. Obtaining tacit and complex knowledge from 
customers is hard, as interacting and talking to customers 
may often be misleading, e.g., asking customers for 
information that they are not able to provide, such as what 
product to develop or technologies it should contain [6]. 
Agile methods [7][8] and Lean Startup [9] philosophy are 
addressing these issues by offering a range of techniques for 
more flexible ways of working. The aim is to produce a 
definition of a new service concept or the 'minimum viable 
product', which is to be implemented in markets as fast as 
possible with minimum effort, allowing us to measure how 
customers react and then validate findings.  

Service design (SD) is an ascendant field of research 
where cultural, social and human interaction are connected 
[10]. The customer-driven SD approach aims at products and 
services that are useful, usable and desirable from the user's 
point of view and efficient from the service or product 
producer's point of view [11]. Service design has already 
taken place in the business-to-consumer (B2C) context, but it 
is also recognised as a useful approach in the business-to-
business (B2B) context as well as in the internal 
development of organisations' processes [12]. More recently, 
a few process models and working practices, such as Lean 
UX [13], user story mapping [14] and design sprint models 
[15][16], have been introduced under both service design and 
user experience (UX) design titles and attempt to synthesise 
service design thinking, agile software development and lean 
start-up philosophies. 

In this study, using four case projects from Finnish 
companies, we examine the role and impact of the 
experience prototyping methods of service design in 
software development contexts. Therefore, the main research 
question is:  

RQ: How can service design be integrated into software 
development through a collaborative experience prototyping 
approach? 

In exploring this we also ask: 

 What are the benefits, challenges and critical factors 
of collaborative experience prototyping in software 
development?  

 What is the position and role of service design in 
software development? 

The contribution of the paper is twofold. First, we present 
a participatory action research study with four cases, where 
we identify the role of SD and benefits, challenges and 
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critical factors of experience prototyping in the software 
development context. Second, we outline a practical model 
for integrating SD in the software development process in 
order to increase customer insights and solve problems that 
are relevant for customers and thereby deliver value. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II 
presents the background and related work for this study. 
Section III presents study design and research method. In 
Section IV, we present and discuss our results from the 
empirical study and outline the findings in a practical model 
for integrating service design in software development 
projects. Finally, Section V concludes this paper and 
suggests topics for future research.  

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

A. Customer involvement in software development 

Today, software is developed in rapidly changing and 
unpredictable markets, with complex and constantly 
changing customer requirements and the added pressure to 
shorten time-to-market [17]. Agile methods, which are 
widely adopted in the software industry [18], facilitate more 
flexible ways of organising software development activities 
in order to better meet the dynamic and unpredictable 
conditions in the business environment. Many different agile 
methodologies have been devised, such as Extreme 
Programming, Scrum, Kanban and Lean software 
development, which to some extent share the underlying 
mindset but use different implementations [2]. As stated by 
Nerur et al., agile methods are people-centric, recognising 
the value that competent people and their relationships bring 
to software development. In addition, agile methods focus on 
improving customer satisfaction through collaboration, 
active participation of relevant stakeholders and embracing 
change. The value of agile methods depends largely on an 
organisation's ability to learn. [19]  

In the Agile software engineering literature [8][19], 
customer involvement is seen as the direction software 
companies should take to transform their practices 
throughout the development process. Typically, this is 
addressed by having a product owner represent the customer 
point of view [4]. However, recent studies show that even 
though ways of learning about customers are increasing, 
software companies often find it challenging to obtain timely 
and accurate feedback from customers to support research 
and development (R&D) decision-making processes 
continuously [4][5]. Customer involvement is studied widely 
in areas such as participatory design, user-centric design, 
usability engineering, human aspects of software engineering 
and requirements engineering [20].  

Customer involvement is an abstract concept that refers 
to ways in which customers play roles in the software 
development process and the extent of their participation. 
Customer involvement is referred to as direct interaction 
using techniques based on active customer participation [21]. 
Through the years, a long list of practices and methods has 
been introduced to enable user participation and 
involvement. Although user participation seems to be a 
beneficial and well-understood approach in product 

development, direct user involvement may not always be 
feasible. The situation is especially difficult in business 
markets when a wide physical or cultural gap exists between 
suppliers and customers and there can be multiple 
organisations and management layers between developers 
and users. The SD approach introduced in the next section 
offers a method to bridge this gap. 

B. Service design approach 

SD is a methodological approach, which can be used for 
customer involvement during the software development 
process. It is a holistic, multidisciplinary field that helps to 
innovate and improve existing products and services as well 
as make them more useful and desirable for customers [22]. 
Service design provides methods and tools for concretising 
and understanding user motivations and emotions during the 
development process for all the stakeholders involved. In 
B2B markets in particular, a large number of internal and 
external stakeholders must be considered, such as users, 
decision makers, developers, etc. The SD approach 
integrates the themes of a customer's emotions and 
experiences in the innovation process and concretises them 
for the benefit of value co-creation efforts [23].  

Service design offers an outside-in-development 
approach, where products and services are developed 
holistically from customers' and end-users' point of view. In 
the B2B context, it means studying both the client business' 
and the end-users' processes, needs and wants. SD views the 
entire customer journey before, during and after the actual 
service in order to design the process fluently and support 
customers' goals [19]. Another key concept is the touchpoint 
through which the product or service is experienced; 
touchpoints are anything that can be designed in order to 
direct user experience in the desired direction [24]. This 
includes not only software user interfaces but also phone 
service, face-to-face communication, social media, signs, 
service premises, prints, physical tokens and their 
interconnection from the customer point of view. The 
touchpoint concept can also be looked at from the software 
development point of view (inside-out), as a link to 
customers through traditional product development phases: 
requirements, development, verification and validation and 
post-deployment where qualitative and quantitative data is 
collected [5]. 

The concept of co-creating value is defined by Srivastava 
and Verma as systematic and structured process based on 
collaboration with external stakeholders to generate value for 
the company as well as for the customers [25]. In the SD 
process, customers are not considered merely as feedback 
informants but as active participants from the beginning to 
the end of the process. In the process, customers may be 
targets of study via qualitative methods, such as interviews 
and observation, or customers can be asked to produce the 
customer data themselves using self-documentation methods, 
such as design probes [26]. Co-design is emphasised in SD, 
which refers to the process in which stakeholders are 
involved in concrete productive design tasks. These 
workshop sessions typically include collaborative 
prototyping and other means of expressing the information 
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Figure 1. They key concepts and the research setting of this paper. 
 
 

 
 

needed in the design process facilitated by design 
professionals [27]. Recently, the workshop-based SD process 
has led to the compression of service design into a short but 
efficient design sprint as the pre-development phase in a lean 
and agile software development process [15][16].  

According to Buchenau and Fulton Suri, experience 
prototyping is a key method in co-design sessions, serving as 
an efficient medium for concretising and empathising with 
customer insight. The aim of experience prototyping is to 
represent and prototype different design concepts and ideas. 
Prototypes are defined as 'representations of a design made 
before final artefacts exist'. To them the term 'experience 
design' consists of methods that make it possible for 
designers, customers and users to reach a common 
understanding of the forthcoming results (products or 
services) of the ongoing project. Experience prototypes may 
include suggestive staging; 'quick and dirty' card mockups, 
taking the roles of both customer and service provider and 
enacting service situations. Experience prototyping has three 
roles in the design process: understanding customer insight 
findings, exploring new ideas and communicating concepts 
to others. [28] 

Pinheiro lists three main goals for how early experience 
prototypes can be used in a project: '(1) set the context for 
users to participate in idea generation and co-design, (2) 
service enactment, or role-play, to explain or lean from a 
complex concept and (3) test to validate specific service 
interactions or the entire service journey'. The experience 
prototype can serve as an earlier, more inexpensive and 
efficient version of the minimum viable product (MVP) 
emphasised in Lean Startup philosophy. [15]  

Several methods and facilities have been developed in 
order to enhance the facilitation of co-design and holistic 
experience prototyping. The Service Innovation Corner 
(SINCO) is a service prototyping environment concept 
developed at the University of Lapland [29]. SINCO consists 
of the environment and a set of tools for co-design and 
experience prototyping. In SINCO, technological equipment 
and digital material, such as photos, videos, and sounds, are 
used to create the atmosphere of actual service moments for 
prototyping and re-enactment. The SINCO set-up has two 

117' background projection screens perpendicular to each 
other to provide the background scenery and enable partial 
yet immersive spatiality [30]. SINCO methods and tools 
were applied in this research when conducting co-creation 
workshops with the case companies. Fig. 1 summarises the 
research setting and the interrelations of the key concepts of 
this paper. 

III. RESEARCH DESIGN 

In this section, research methods and settings, data 
collection activities and analysis are presented. 

A. Research method 

The aim of this paper is to study the role and impacts of 
experience prototyping methods of service design in the 
software development context. We apply the multiple case 
study approach, which adopts an interpretive approach [31]. 
The multiple-case study is suitable for this study because it 
allows the researchers to study the phenomenon in a real life 
setting as well as a cross-case analysis of the data. The 
general research framework for this study can be 
characterised as participatory action research (PAR), as 
described by Whyte, with the research activities taking place 
in empirical context advancing both science and practice 
[32]. PAR is a social process involving practitioners in the 
research from the initial design of the project through data 
gathering and analysis to final conclusions and actions 
arising out of the research. Methods to achieve the research 
goal include end-user interviews, role plays and data and 
information visualisations. They also include experience 
prototyping in the SINCO environment where both 
customers' and end-users' tangible and intangible needs and 
wants were examined with scenarios including images, video 
and audio material. The approach to these methods is also 
PAR, in that it studies a situation and a set of problems to 
determine what the facts through self-reflective iterative 
cycles. This can also be described as a co-learning process 
between researchers and workshop participants resulting to 
organisational learning and change [32][33]. 

B. Case companies 

The study uses empirical data from four case companies 
in Finland. We refer to the companies as Company A, B, C 
and D. The four companies were selected using convenience 
sampling from a group of Finnish leading-edge companies 
participating in two large national research programmes. 
Company A is developing embedded software solutions for 
specialised markets in the wireless and automotive industry. 
It also provides B2B product development services and 
customised solutions for wireless communications. The 
focus of the case was to increase user insights of special 
devices used in specialised market segments, such as public 
safety. Company B is an SME operating in metal industry, 
manufacturing hydraulic cylinders and offering cylinder 
maintenance services for big industry clients. The focus of 
the project in the company was to develop a digital 
maintenance service. Company C operates in the software 
industry, offering a variety of IT solutions focusing on data 
security operations, mainly in B2B and B2C markets. 
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Figure 2. Example of the SD workshops: Experience prototyping public safety communication use cases in the SINCO. 

 

Company D is a multinational bank operating on both B2B 
and B2C markets. The focus of the case project was to 
analyse and improve online banking services. 

C. Data collection and analysis 

Empirical data was collected from December 2013 to 
March 2014 (Companies B and D) and from November 2014 
to September 2015 (Companies A and C), using semi-
structured interviews with open ended questions [n=11], 
workshops [n=12], group discussions [n=10], field diaries by 
the service design team during workshops [n=13] and 
secondary data [n=29]. The interviewees and workshop 
attendees were selected by a key contact person from each 
company who was asked to nominate experts from various 
departments, such as product management, R&D, validation 
and verification, sales and marketing and, in some cases, 
contact centre and customer counter functions. The interview 
guide allowed us to conduct the interviews in the form of a 
discussion with each interviewee that lasted approximately 
1–2 hours.  

The workshops (Fig. 2), besides being an integral part of 
the service design sprints, can be considered as participative 
action research cycles, producing data about the research 
phenomenon [31]. In the workshops, SD was turned into 
action through service design sprints affiliated to the 
company's existing R&D, business development or 
marketing processes. All workshop participants had a lot of 
experience of working in the company on multiple projects. 
Workshops lasted approximately between 3–5 hours and 
were facilitated by 1–3 service designers. Workshops and 
interviews were video and audio recorded and transcribed for 

analysis. In addition, participatory observation was used as a 
research method in this study. These field diary notes were 
important, as the emerged emotions during the workshops, 
such as frustration, anger or laughter, were observed and 
documented carefully. In addition, secondary data was 
collected from the case companies: (1) process models and 
other documents, (2) both individual and group interviews of 
the potential end-users and (3) material from workshops and 
presentations. 

In our study, we assess three aspects of validity, i.e. 
construct validity, external validity and reliability, as 
identified by Runeson et al. [30]. Prior to data collection, the 
research design that also included the data collection process 
was carefully considered. The activity involved selecting 
appropriate companies and roles for the interviews and 
providing all interviewees with introductory materials (e.g., 
study objectives, the structure of the workshops and 
interviews, etc.). Threats to the reliability of the study 
findings were mitigated by three researchers involved in all 
the phases of the research process. In particular, data 
collection and analysis was performed in continuous 
collaboration following the general techniques for case study 
analysis and used the QSR NVivo tool 1. During the analysis, 
all materials, including transcripts, field notes, audio and 
video files and other related material, were stored in NVivo. 
All transcribed interviews were carefully read and coded by 
themes. The results were produced by looking for themes 
related to the research question.  

                                                           
1 www.qsrinternational.com 
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IV. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on the empirical findings, this section presents and 
discuss the identified benefits, challenges and critical factors 
of service prototyping in a software development context 
(Tables I, II and III). Additionally, a practical model for 
integrating service design sprints into the software 
development process is outlined and discussed (Fig. 3).  

A. Experience prototyping in software development 

The use of SD experience prototyping methods has 
benefits and challenges. The findings from each case study 
company show, that at their best, these methods can nourish 
and support innovation and development culture. The most 
important offering of the workshops, according to many of 
the participants, was the liberalisation of mindsets. 
Experience prototyping methods also allow for the efficient 
constitution of a complete understanding of all stakeholders' 
viewpoints. These methods were seen as pleasant and 
motivating but also challenging because participants had to 
step out of their comfort zone. According to workshop 
participants, they were able to develop significant 
knowledge, skills, and emotions by experience prototyping 
in an emergent process that empowered people to engage in 
discovery, reflection and even action (Fig. 2). Testing of 
business hypotheses and assumptions in product 
development could be then turned into faster and more 
accurate decision-making and value creation. Table I 
categorises and describes the identified benefits and Table II 
categorises and describes the identified challenges of 
experience prototyping based on the research data. In Table 
III, we also identified critical factors that need to be 
considered in order to successfully implement experience 
prototyping within company processes.  

TABLE I.  IDENTIFIED BENEFITS OF EXPERIENCE PROTOTYPING 

Benefit Description 

 

Improved 
Communication 

SD methods help to improve communication 
between all the stakeholders (e.g., management, 

sales, development team, customer and end-users). 

Collaborative prototyping sessions also increase 
transparency in the organisation by uncovering 

grassroots knowledge to be exploited in 

development even on strategic and business level. 

Instant feedback 
Presents an opportunity to get instant and direct 

feedback from the end-users. 

Increased 

motivation and 

innovation 

SD methods motivate development teams, 

customers and end-users to innovate, co-develop 

and more actively participate in the development 

process. SD methods also support and sustain 

innovation process.  

Mindset change 

It brings out the user oriented mindset and changes 

the viewpoint from insight-out to outside-in. 
Customer journey walkthrough and empathising the 

customer role inherently leads to customer-centric 

development approach (outside-in) instead of just 
pushing new technology based features (inside-out). 

Learning and 
decision making 

This accelerates the decision-making, e.g., via more 
efficient distribution and understanding of the 

Benefit Description 

information. In the process, tacit knowledge is 
converted to tangible knowledge. This is an 

opportunity to find behaviours and patterns about 
which users are not aware. Learning process with 

different levels: individual, team and organisational. 

Identification 

and 

prioritisation of 
features or 

potential market 

segments 

SD methods help stakeholders to identify and 

prioritise features as well as avoid building 

unnecessary functions based on deeper 
understanding of end-user needs. It may also help to 

identify new potential products/services or market 

segments and even reduce time to market. 

Value creation 

Value can be created from intangible end-user 

experiences and emotions. Quick and cost effective 
way to test new ideas before any development work 

is done. 

TABLE II.  IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES OF EXPERIENCE PROTOTYPING 

Challenge Description 

Facilitation 

Special skills and environment are needed to 

facilitate SINCO workshops. Companies do not 

have the premises nor facilitation capabilities. 

Stakeholder 

availability 

Due to increasing demands and hectic business 

schedules, it may be challenging to find suitable 
time for all stakeholders to participate in a 

workshop at the same time. In the B2B context, 

involving end-users may be challenging. 

Measurement 
and data 

management 

Lack of systematic ways to collect customer data 

and identify metrics for how to measure customer 
value and no practices for documenting and 

integrating workshop results back to the existing 
processes. Video was identified as an effective 

medium to document and communicate experience 

prototypes but companies' IT systems don't 
necessarily offer suitable ways to store and tag 

videos. 

 

Timing and 

placement of 
the workshop 

Proper timing and placement of the workshop with 

the company's process. In two of the cases, the 

involvement of end users and the whole SD sprint 
took place too late in the development process. 

TABLE III.  IDENTIFIED CRITICAL FACTORS OF EXPERIENCE 

PROTOTYPING. 

Critical factor Description 

Service design 

expertise 

In-house and outsourced service design expertise is 
utilised. In-house service design expertise is needed 

to pursue the co-creation model forward and to be 

able to facilitate and/or purchase facilitation on 
demand. The outsider view was needed to help 

companies apply an outside-in customer-centric 

development approach. 

Preparation 

Understanding the business challenge and the 

context is critical. Preparations phase consists of 
brief from the case company, collecting information 

(benchmarking, observations, mystery shopping 

etc.) and information analysis for scenarios 
formation. Defining which information will be 

collected as the result of the workshop session, and 

how. 
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TABLE IV. THE ROLES AND THE POSITIONING OF THE SERVICE DESIGN SPRINTS AGAINST THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

Company Role of SD sprint 

Positioning of 

SD sprint 

A 
Novelty customer involvement platform to validate the holistic 

user experience of a communication device and its ecosystem 

Indirect link to ongoing software development, complementing 

product backlog, validating overall product/service quality 

(software development being one sub problem of the design, 
manufacturing and delivery of the electronic device/platform 

under development) 

B 

Pre-development tool for a new maintenance service concept. 

Providing a service vision and come up with a roadmap for IT 

service development. 

SD sprint as a pre-development phase of software development, 

online-software concept/backlog as a core deliverable of the SD 

sprint 

C 
Make corporate internal operations and knowledge visible 

through gamification and prototyping. 

Pre-development phase, online service portal concept/mockup 

being a central deliverable of SD sprint. 

D 
Validate and finish the user experience of new service concept 
consisting of new online channels already being in 

implementation phase. 

Indirect link to already ongoing software development, 
complementing product backlog, validating overall 

product/service quality 

 

Critical factor Description 

Facilitation 

The facilitator must be able to direct the participants 

and experience prototyping session as well as 

rapidly build mock-ups during the session. 
Facilitator defines the point of view through which 

matters are analysed. Also, proper rhythm of 

different collaboration modes: presenting 
background information, enacting and gathering and 

analysing insights unveiled in the drama (role play) 

are important.  

Involvement of 

real customers 

and end users 

Involving real users to both the customer insight 

phase (in workshop and during the preceding field 
study) and concept testing is critical in order to 

validate the findings. 

 

Our results indicate that, typically in the B2B context, 

there is no direct interface between the development team 

and users. Often this is due to the intermediaries in the 

supply chain. We also noticed that even if the link between 

the development team and the users does exist, this 

opportunity is rarely fully utilised, and typically users are 

involved too late in the process. For development teams, this 

may lead to a situation where it is difficult to understand the 

reasons behind the requirements and validate which features 

bring real value. Experience prototyping workshops acted as 

a tool for innovation, communication and interpreter 

emphasising stakeholder experiences, thus allowing different 

points of views to be discussed. It provided instant and 

detailed insight about end-user motivations in different 

situations and the possibility to test various different service 

or development options. In experience prototyping 

workshops, involving real users is necessary in order to 

enable deep customer insight efficiently as well as test and 

validate the findings. By observing the workshop sessions, 

we noticed that sessions that were too long are challenging 

and may become a tiresome activity, especially when the 

methods used were unfamiliar to most of the participants. 

Therefore, it is important to balance the time between the 

workshops and discussion activities and provide clear 

instructions to the attendees. 
Essentially, the challenge for companies today is no 

longer how to solve technical issues but rather how to solve 
problems that are relevant for customers and end users. This 
requires changing the company culture and mind-set from 
'insight-out' technology and features first thinking towards 
more customer-centric 'outside-in' approach. 

B. Integrating service design sprint into software 

development processes 

The role of SD varied with to R&D phase and the 
lifecycle point of the software being developed. The roles 
and the positioning of the service design sprints against 
software development process in the case companies is 
presented in Table IV.  

 Through the findings from the company cases, we 
identified that SD experience prototyping could to be 
considered as a new development strategy. In all cases, the 
companies' company culture was identified as a key factor to 
support change and encourage constant learning. SD 
methods provide one set of tools for gaining this lacking user 
knowledge. As a result of our study, we present a practical 
model of how to introduce SD experience prototyping into 
Agile Scrum process as sprints (Fig. 3.). In the model, user 
knowledge is used for continuous learning during the Scrum 
process, which can be used to test, validate and prioritise 
features, update the product roadmap, improve the product or 
service and ultimately result in better customer satisfaction. 
The model builds on the possibility of learning and executing 
small tasks that are delivered as an MVP to customers. 

In the proposed model, the SD experience prototyping 
sprints take place in three phases of the agile software 
development process. The first SD sprint focuses on 
customer insight and analysing the customer journey through 
the holistic service experience in which the software product 
is part. The involvement of real customers and end-users is 
crucial during this first SD sprint. The first SD sprint results 
in the product backlog of the MVP or script for the minimum 
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Figure 3. Service design sprint as a part of the Agile Scrum process 

 
valuable service. The second position, where holistic user 
experience prototyping takes place, happens during the 
software development sprint as company's internal holistic 
user experience (UX) check point tool. The aim is to validate 
and integrate the developed individual software features into 
a common vision of the holistic outside-in service experience 
at regular intervals. The third experience prototyping sprint 
takes place before actual commercial launch of a service. 
Depending on the case, this sprint may have different foci. 
The first is evaluating the product or service concept with 
customers and other external stakeholders in order to accept 
and refine the critical points of the customer journey before 
deployment. The second purpose is to educate relevant 
stakeholders (e.g., sales, marketing and support) of the 
software use cases and customer experience related sales 
arguments. The responsibility of coordinating the SD sprints 
falls naturally to the product owner. The actual facilitation of 
the experience prototyping sessions requires hiring or 
purchasing special service design expertise, or it may fall 
under UX designers' responsibility as new expertise with the 
need for education and training.  

V. CONCLUSION 

Users expect nothing less than great products that are 
easy to use and bring value regardless of technology, 
platform or context. Delivering value in constantly changing 
markets and meeting customer needs are key success factors 
for any business. The objective of this paper was to study the 
role and impact of experience prototyping in software 
development projects, including its benefits, challenges and 
critical factors.  

Our study shows that during the case projects, the role of 
SD was to concretise customers' and end-users' needs to 
internal stakeholders and to innovate, validate and create 
new product or service concepts holistically. The methods to 
achieve the aim included end-user interviews, followed by 
workshops and role plays, data and information 

visualisations as well as experience prototyping during the 
workshops in the SINCO environment. In general, SD 
methods enhance the software development process and 
benefit both the developers and users by enabling companies 
to develop customer-centric products and services that are 
useful, desirable and competitive in the market. We 
identified a number of benefits of experience prototyping in 
the software development context, such as instant feedback, 
faster and more accurate decision-making, continuous 
learning as well as focusing the development effort on things 
that bring value to users are some of the perceived benefits. 
Furthermore, we identified challenges and critical factors 
that could block the use of SD methods during development 
activities, such as stakeholder availability, special skills and 
the environment needed for workshop facilitation, etc. Based 
on the results, we present a practical model of how to 
integrate SD prototyping sprints in software development 
processes. The model builds on existing software 
development practices with short learning and iteration 
cycles, where customer experience can be improved by 
arcing out the situation, making quick improvements and 
prototyping the experience again. In the proposed model, the 
SD experience prototyping sprints take place in three phases 
(before, during and after) of the agile software development 
process. 

It is important to note that due to the methodological 
nature of our research, generalisation based on the results is 
inherently limited. However, our research results offer a 
fruitful ground for future studies on using experience 
prototyping or other SD methods in software development 
practices. Our future research will aim to validate the 
proposed model in an empirical context. For future research, 
it could be important to identify mechanisms that can be used 
to analyse and incorporate workshop results into software 
development processes and identify metrics for analysing 
customer value. 
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Abstract—This article discusses the use of the Business Model 

Canvas (BMC) technique as a co-creative option for the 

elaboration of strategic themes of the Scaled Agile Framework 

(SAFe). The proposed model is different from SAFe, although it 

quotes the technique as an alternative, and establishes a process 

for using BMC in conjunction with formulating strategic 

themes. It is work-in-progress which exploits a visual way of 

thinking about strategy and the SAFe approach to corporate 

management. Evaluation of the proposal will use focus group 

techniques and the opinions of specialists will be surveyed. 

Keywords—Business Model Generation; SAFe; Agile 

Methods; Strategic Planning. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In the mid-60s, strategic planning established itself as “the 
best way” to design and implement strategies. Early strategic 
systems are currently viewed as instruments that guarantee 
that strategic decisions will be developed without errors at 
tactical and operational levels. However, planning does not 
exactly occur in this way [1]. 

Mintzberg [1] dedicates four chapters to analyzing 
typically related problems and defines the fallacies of strategic 
planning as follows: a) The fallacy of prediction - attempting 
to design the future based on predetermined steps, b) The 
fallacy of detachment, - an erroneous understanding that 
functional units of a company have the autonomy to define 
and implement strategies, c) The fallacy of formalization 
which sees to it that strategic planning is “written in stone,” 
rigid, inflexible, and follows a fixed pattern. 

Parallel to the context presented so far in this paper, 
software engineering gained experience of agile management 
models. Melo [2] in his study which had 466 participants, 
presented a series of benefits when agile practices were 
adapted. VersionOne reported in its ninth and tenth annual 
report on agility status, [3][4], that interest had grown in 
frameworks such as Large-Scale-Scrum (LeSS), Disciplined 
Agile Delivery (DAD), Scrum of Scrums and Agile Portfolio 
Management (APM), and set out to scale best practices of 
agile management, especially the SAFe model. 

Of these models, SAFe is the only one to present, within 
its structure, an explicit openness to strategic management and 
does so by defining strategic themes and the project portfolio 
backlog, these being options which, respectively, are 

analogous to objective strategy concepts [5], and portfolio 
projects [6]. 

Having historically dealt with similar complexities while 
at a tactical level, the management area/project planning has 
sought to simplify its processes as a result of the emergence 
of agile models based on design thinking and co-creation [7]. 
The role that the BMC plays in this is to be regarded as a 
collaborative technique for innovation in business models and 
strategic planning. 

Given these correlations, this paper presents a process 
option for using the BMC technique, suggested but not 
sketched out by Leffingwell [8], to co-create SAFe strategic 
themes, thereby introducing agile practices of software 
engineering into corporate strategic management. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II presents 
the research method and Section III presents the theoretical 
basis of research on strategic planning, SAFe, BMC, and Blue 
Ocean Strategy. Section IV discusses the proposal, and puts 
forward a roadmap for using BMC with SAFe. Lastly in 
Section V, some conclusions are drawn and suggestions for 
future studies are made.  

II. RESEARCH METHOD 

Initially, a theoretical study was conducted on the SAFe 
model and a detailed understanding was formed on how the 
process of setting strategic themes at the portfolio level 
occurs. This concept was the starting point for introducing the 
BMC technique which had already been suggested by 
Leffingwell [8] as an option for formulating strategic themes. 
Next, a Table of equivalence between processes for 
formulating strategic themes and good strategic planning 
practices was compiled in order to determine analogies. Fig. 1 
illustrates this process as a whole. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Research method. 
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For conceptual support of the equivalence between the 
methods when the research was being undertaken, the 
literature was reviewed with a view to seeking references in 
the fields of project management, portfolio management, 
strategic planning, and agile operations. 

The proposal will be evaluated by applying two 
techniques: a) Focus groups [9], as this is a research method 
which has to be well-planned and structured in which, arising 
from group discussion. insights about diverse contexts are 
obtained, and b) a Survey of the opinions of specialists [10], 
which is a broad tool for gathering information from which 
comparisons, adjustments and explanations can be made. 

III. BACKGROUND REVIEW  

The background review presents the main concepts used 

in this work as follows.  

A. Strategic Planning 

For Drucker [11], strategic planning is a systematic 
continuous process of decision-making that involves 
controlled risks to achieve the strategic objectives.  

In terms of processes for formulating a competitive 
strategy in one plan, Porter [12] has three main steps: a) What 
is the business currently achieving. This addresses the implicit 
and explicit identification of current strategies, b) What is 
happening in the environment? This aims to identify the 
capacity of competitors, industry, society and their strengths 
and weaknesses and, c) What should the business do? This 
relates to support for testing the strategic assumptions, making 
a survey of alternative strategies, and choosing the strategies 
for business that will add the greatest value to it. 

One option for addressing the steps/questions a, b and c 
proposed by Porter [12] is to use SWOT analysis, an acronym 
for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats. The 
technique is presented by Kotler and Keller [13] as a corporate 
overview, as an instrument to monitor the dimensions of the 
company internally consisting of its strengths and 
weaknesses, and externally, of mapping the opportunities and 
threats. 

B. Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) 

Stettina and Hörz [14] introduce an alternative to the 
challenges placed in management with agile processes which 
they call the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe). This adds an 
agile philosophy to managing the software of project 
portfolios and also, among other techniques, recursion 
processes and activities. The model is divided into four major 
thematic groups, namely, portfolio, value chain, programs, 
and staff. The model presents how to scale the agility of 
software engineering as an option that corporate management 
ought to consider.  

The level of a Portfolio, Fig. 2, should be designed and 
monitored to ensure that the strategic view is maintained and 
that key resources are allocated to the value chain of the 
business. This is supported by strategic themes which act as 
connectors between the business strategy and the vision of the 
portfolio [8]. 

 
 

Figure 2. Portfolio level. Adapted from [8]. 
 

C. Business Model Canvas (BMC) 

In general, the starting point of any discussion of a 
particular model of business should be that the business itself 
is thoroughly understood [15]. The BMC is a tool that 
provides a unified reading of business models which 
addresses four key areas: clients, supply, infrastructure and 
financial viability structured into nine thematic blocks as see 
in Fig 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. BMC. Adapted from [15]. 
 
The process of modeling business or a strategy which uses 

BMC is conducted in a single frame, preferably printed on an 
A1 sheet of paper using blocks of adhesive notes (post-its), 
during stakeholders’ meetings. These post-its are used to fill 
the BMC until a thorough understanding of the process has 
been formed or the strategy reviewed. 

D. Blue Ocean Strategy (BOS) 

Designed for the purpose of formulating market 
differentiation strategies, BOS is presented by Kim and 
Mauborgne [16] as a technique for use by a company in a red 
ocean, where the business effort and formulation strategies are 
focused on competition, for a context where concurrence is 
irrelevant because the market is vast and has not yet been 
explored.  

As an option to create business strategies to gain access to 
this unexplored and vast market, Kim and Mauborgne [16] 
present a framework with four actions to create value which 
minimizes the impact on costs, namely, a) Which of the 
factors that the industry takes for granted should be 
eliminated? b) Which factors should be reduced well below 
the industry’s standard? c) Which factors should be raised 
well above the industry’s standard? and d) Which factors 
should be created that the industry has never offered? 

The first question causes a company to reflect on the 
possibility of eliminating the points over which it has been 
competing in its segment for a long time but which offer no 
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noticeable differences. The second leads the company to think 
about the products and services that have been oversized in 
their cost structure, thus adversely affecting its competitive 
position in the market. The third reflects on the relationship 
with the client, the need for rediscovery, and to improve the 
services and products the company offers and provides. And 
finally, the fourth question prompts a company to discover 
new sources of value for customers, thereby generating new 
market demands. 

IV. PROPOSAL: BMC AS AN OPTION FOR SAFE 

Leffingwell  [8] considers that strategic themes may 
represent points of connection, see Table 1, between the 
corporate strategic objectives presented by Olsen [5] and the 
backlog portfolio of projects, and that formulating both of 
them requires a large collaborative effort and many hours of 
teamwork.  

TABLE I.  STRATEGIC PLANNING AND STRATEGIC THEMES 

Strategic Planning Strategic Themes 

Where are we now? 
Mission, Principles, Skills and 

Environment 

How do we get there? Financial Goals and Budget  

Where are we going? Vision and Business Direction 

 
Fig. 4 is adapted from [8] to represent the BMC entry point 

in the flow of SAFe and this is used to formulate the strategic 
themes by mapping how they are supported.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. BMC in strategic themes flow. Adapted from [8]. 
 
Steps for deriving strategies with the BMC were organized 

into four groups of processes, see Fig. 5: a) Identify the current 
model, b) Analyze the internal scenario, c) Analyze the 
external environment and, d) Formulate the strategic themes. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Derivation of strategies using the BMC.  

 

The following paragraphs discuss how to deploy the four 
groups of processes to fill the BMC and formulate strategic 
themes. 

A. Identify current model 

With the help of a moderator, stakeholders must record the 
actual situation of the company on the BMC, current strategies 
or their proposals for current values. Each thematic group 
should reflect its context. 

Finally, the BMC must be 100% completed which will 
result in the model giving a picture of the company´s current 
business model or its strategies. There are no restrictions on 
using more than one BMC framework to reflect all the 
company's value propositions. 

B. Conduct an internal analysis 

After the current scenario has been mapped, the next step 
is to analyze the internal environment. The assessments 
suggested by Osterwalder and Pigneur [15] can be used to 
map the strengths and weaknesses. New post-its can be used 
to record findings on the canvas and marked (S) for the 
strengths and (W) for the weak points, as illustrated in the 
example in Fig. 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Strengths and weaknesses.  
 

C. Conduct an external analysis 

After having identified the strengths and weaknesses of 
the current model, the next step is to look at the opportunities 
and resident threats of the external scenario. The assessment 
of opportunities and threats may occur according to Kotler and 
Keller [13]. The record of these points requires the inclusion 
of new post-its with descriptions which should be marked with 
(T) for threats and (O) for opportunities. Fig. 7 illustrates an 
example. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Opportunities and threats.  
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At the end of this phase, it is expected that the BMC will 

show the current model and highlight the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats. This will reflect two 
situations discussed by Osterwalder and Pigneur [15], namely: 
a) A picture of where the company is and, b) Suggestions for 
future actions. 

D. Formulate the strategic themes 

The strategic themes can now be formulated, bearing in 
mind that, as they are strategic objectives as defined by Kotler 
and Keller [13], they should be specific and limited in time. 
To establish these correlations, Osterwalder and Pigneur [15] 
make use of BOS [16]  so as to demonstrate that the BMC is 
a natural extension of BOS and that together they help in 
understanding the cause and effect relationship between these 
two techniques. 

The BMC can then be factored into regions as shown in 
Fig. 8 and be used to tap into the strategic themes as follows: 
a) Can costs be reduced by eliminating or reducing canvas 
components? b) What new values can be created or improved 
for clients without significantly impacting costs? 

 

 
 

Figure 8. BOS and BMC. Adapted from [15]. 
 

Since the corporate strategic themes were derived, they 
can follow the SAFe flow to the phase of mapping its 
influence.  

V. FINAL COMMENTS AND NEXT STEPS 

This work in progress discussed a proposal for how to use 
the BMC, as a visual co-creative option, to create the strategic 
themes on SAFe portfolio level.  

In terms of future actions, the strategy presented will be 
evaluated in a focus group and survey with experts. 
Evaluations need to be made of other models and techniques 
such as  Lean Canvas [17], Strategy Model Canvas [18], and 
Lean Startup [19], so as to ensure that they have the same 
capability as BMC in formulating strategies. 

As a continuation of the research, the following matters 
will be investigated: a) The influence of corporate strategic 
themes on results, b) The Project Model Canvas [20], as an 
option for preparing the portfolio backlog, c) The evolution of 
the research by identifying details of equivalence between the 
models and, d) Evaluating the final proposal by using focus 

group techniques and conducting a survey on the views of 
specialists. 
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Abstract — Optimizing processes in software development are 

becoming increasingly more popular. For that reason, the 

consuming market demands more efficiency and quality. To 

achieve that, some methodologies are adopted in order to ensure 

that real value will be delivered to the customer. This paper 

relates a series of good practices based on team management 

features described in Scrum, and the development and source 

code testing covered in the TDD methodology. By specifying a 

framework structure with such features, this work allows 

software factories use a lean model, facing the reality of their 

projects in several aspects (e.g., team management, code 

development and testing). 

Keywords- Software Development; Methodologies; Scrum; TDD.  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The continuous improvement in productivity and 
organizational processes depend on the use of software as a 
competitive advantage [1]. 

Therefore, new methodologies and techniques are adopted 
to handle processes in software production quality as well as 
providing training to professionals, aiming to manage and 
develop products efficiently and in short time. 

In harmony with such fast-paced world, Agile 
methodologies propose structured practices and organized 
steps throughout the software development cycle. More 
specifically, Scrum aims to manage all the processes that take 
place within each project event to obtain a detailed and 
complete overview of the features developed and their 
deadlines.  

On the other hand, in Test-Driven Development (TDD), 
the process is apparently simple - tests are written before 
writing the code itself, not only in order to address 
shortcomings, but to meet the features in a reliable and 
predictable manner [2]. 

Considering the Agile methodologies, it is noticed that 
small and medium-sized software factories usually find it 
substantially difficult to fully employ Agile practices, as the 
size and complexity of the project, possible lack of control, 
poor staff training and difficult conciliation with existing 
processes are some of the points that hinder the adoption of 
these methodologies [3]. 

This work aims to determine the features offered by both 
agile methodologies (Scrum and TDD) and asserts when 

software factories should use each one as a model according 
to the reality of each project.  

This paper presents a theoretical and practical framework 
for systematic association of Scrum and TDD combining the 
strengths of both (i.e., responsive management and agile 
development, respectively) through an exploratory research 
carried out in the documentation and guidelines of the 
investigated methodology. It is also dedicated to compare both 
methodologies to raise similarities and differences towards 
proposing a method using an association of both to a 
conceptual framework throughout the software development 
cycle. 

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the 
related work; Section 3 presents Agile methodologies 
concepts, for Scrum and TDD respectively. Section 4 presents 
a comparative analysis of the studied methodologies. Section 
5 shows a framework with the proposed combination and use 
of both methodologies. Last but not least, Section 6 presents 
conclusions and future work. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

This research focused mainly on finding works in which 
the main concern was assessing the use of the Scrum 
framework to manage activities and the team, and the use of 
code management in TDD. The main point those works had 
in common was indicating that the use of TDD with Scrum 
provided benefits to the software development and design. 
Sinialto and Abramhamsson [4] show that there is an 
improvement in the code and application test coverage. 
However, Janzen and Saiedian [5] show that TDD makes 
developers more confident during code maintenance, hence 
leading to higher productivity and possibility of delivery on 
time. 

Puleio [6] points out that for a new project that was meant 
to replace an existing legacy service with a new one after long 
meetings, the team opted to use Scrum for project 
management, TDD and pair programming. Soon after, they 
decided to fully embrace XP (Extreme Programming) 
practices. After several difficulties encountered and solved, 
the project was successful, leading the team to conclude that 
the code tests could be done following agile methods. 

Despite the growing popularity of Agile methodologies, 
there is a limited amount of literature that combines Agile 
methodologies and software testing, especially concerning 
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how to perform the tests and integrate with Scrum. For this 
reason, Van den Broek et al. [7] performed an analysis based 
on a case study on the use of tests in a Scrum team. 
Afterwards, the authors proposed a visual model that 
integrates testing and some Scrum activities. 

Our research relates to the work in Van den Broek et al. 
[7] since they propose a visual model that integrates testing 
activities and Scrum. However, we noticed that there are 
factors affecting the adoption of Scrum and TDD, as the latter 
is only used to test the practices in Scrum. Our work used 
practices, characteristics, Scrum roles and artifacts from both 
Scrum and TDD equally, in order to improve processes where 
one fails and another completes. 

III. AGILE METHODOLOGIES 

Agile methodologies aim to accelerate software 
development and delivery, as a means to make pieces of new 
software more frequently available to clients and improving 
the participation of all stakeholders. Therefore, Agile 
methodologies have specific characteristics, but maintain the 
same core principles throughout the life cycle of software 
development [8]. These principles are customer engagement, 
incremental delivery, people over process, accepting changes, 
and keeping it simple. 

Having the core principles in mind, in subsections A and 
B the specificities of the Scrum framework and TDD 
methodology addressed in this work are described in detail. 

A. Scrum 

Scrum is used for managing Agile software projects 
iteratively and incrementally. In this sense, Sutherland [9], 
states that the Scrum framework aims to capture the way the 
teams really work, giving them the tools to organize 
themselves and, most importantly, quickly improve the speed 
and quality of their work.  

In Fig.1, one may notice that, initially the Product Owner 
and Stakeholders set the Product Backlog, which is followed 
by prioritization of the sprints (Sprint Backlog). At the end of 
the Sprint a product increment is delivered to the customer. 

Figure 1.  Scrum Cycle. [10] 

Scrum consists of three roles that are responsible for 
executing events and building artifacts. They are: 

 Product Owner: responsible for prioritizing the 
Product Backlog (list of requirements) and getting 
important information from the stakeholders. 

 Scrum Master: ensures that all the work occurs 
smoothly and in an organized fashion without 
interruptions, acts as a facilitator or conductor in 
Scrum meetings and assists the interaction between 
the Product Owner and the development team. 

 Team Members: people who carry out development 
and testing. The team must be organized and have 
deep product knowledge. 

Scrum implements an iterative and incremental skeleton 
through fully decentralized roles and responsibilities [11].  In 
Scrum, Events and Artifacts are: 

 Product Backlog: List of requirements, design features, 
extracted from user history. 

 Release Backlog: The product is set to be developed in 
parts (Sprints). In the end of each Sprint, the delivery 
of completed increments is called Release Backlog. 

 Sprint Backlog: each Sprint aims to add an important 
part of the Release Backlog. 

 Daily Scrum: At the end of each day of development 
all members in the team come together for the Daily 
Scrum, a short meeting lasting around 15 minutes. 

Despite Scrum’s goal being to deliver value to the 
customer in the form of relevant features in the final product, 
members of a Scrum project team should use some artifacts to 
support the decentralized and simple management [12]. 

The great advantage of Scrum is achieving the delivery of 
a functional product with higher quality and lower cost, with 
a team  that works in less time. Unlike other methods, it 
consists in a pre-determined time-box to verify and validate 
whether what is being done is what was actually established 
and whether it is adaptable to the format and type of project. 

Scrum proposes a new software management framework, 
which is based on self-organization, motivation, ownership 
and pride of a team in carrying out their acquisitions. As it is 
adaptable, Scrum provides the right support for the team, and 
accommodates phases that are important to the quality of the 
software production, such as testing activities that are a trend 
among renowned software factories [13]. 

B. TDD 

TDD is a methodology focused on software quality, in 
particular the quality of implementation and testing. TDD 
increases the reliability of the system and raises the assurance 
that what was executed is in accord with the proposed 
requirements [14]. 

According to Aniche [15], TDD is a software development 
methodology that is based on the repetition of a small cycle of 
activities. First, the developer writes a test that fails. Then, the 
developer fixes what is missing and makes the test passes, 
implementing the desired functionality. Finally, they perform 
the refactoring of the code to remove any duplication of data 
or code generated in the process, as shown in Fig. 2.  

These three rules of TDD bring immediate benefits when 
applied: class design with very low linkage; software 
documentation on tests; flexibility; and debugging time 
reduction.  

Conditions that should be tested are loops, operations and 
polymorphisms; however, tests should be applied only to 
those conditions written by the developer himself. This allows 
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the testing to be compatible with the logic used in the 
development, covering all the code characteristics [16]. 

 

The main reasons for the adoption of TDD according to 
Kaufmann and Janzen [17] are presented below: the 
development is set by first considering the objectives, then 
thinking about the possible solutions; the understanding of the 
system can be achieved by reading the tests; unnecessary code 
is not developed; there is no piece of code without test; once 
a test is working, it is known that it will always work and it 
also serves as a regression test; tests allow progress to be made 
in the software, because they ensure that the changes do not 
alter the operation of the system. 

The feedback provided by TDD promotes significant 
improvement in the design of classes, helping the programmer 
to encode more cohesive and less coupled classes, reducing 
the occurrence of errors and software maintenance costs. 
 

IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN THE AGILE 

METHODOLOGIES SCRUM AND TDD 

We held a comparative analysis described aiming to 
highlight the similarities and weaknesses in both 
methodologies, and trying to identify where the 
inconsistencies of a method could be complemented by 
practices of the other. This was done after realizing that the 
use of Scrum focuses on management of software projects 
which had great feedback from self-manageable and self-
organized teams, with a strong contribution from the Scrum 
Master. In this way, Scrum and TDD have different 
applications, as the latter focuses on software quality by 
building code based on programming and testing standards.  

A. Specific Features 

The presented features were selected based on the 
theoretical framework of Section II, paying attention to their 
relevance and degree of understanding, and also considered 
specificities to indicate essential activities found in software 

projects and executed by a software factory. These 
characteristics must objectively state individual and similar 
points of methodologies that make direct reference to the core 
Agile principles and the structure of the methodologies in the 
study. Thus, we selected the following: 
• Self-organizing team: team organization and work among 

members who can, for the most part, find the best solution 
to manage and carry out their work. 

• Project supervisor: responsible for monitoring the team 
giving the necessary support, supervising the work done 
and what remains to be done; 

• Results of the development report: measures the evolution 
of product development and is presented periodically; 

• Setting steps: Breaking the project into phases or stages; 
• Quality code: code analysis based on the architecture and 

coding standards; 
• Small steps: Process in which the project has its phases 

broken into smaller parts; 
• Time reduction: Gain of time based on an architecture 

without design; 
• Cost reduction: Savings generated by the use of the 

methodology; 
• Simplicity: Doing only what is necessary; 
• Feedback: Returning information to the team and 

customer; 
• Project delivery: All increments are fully tested, 

guaranteeing they work together and providing a quality 
delivery. 

• Adaptable to change: Product is flexible for adjustments 
and redesigns; 

• Testing responsible: Team person who assumes the 
function of tester; 

• Format test: How the tests are applied to software. 
 
By observing the behavior of each methodology in each 

pinpointed feature, we analyzed the individual weaknesses 
and characteristics that are complementary or overlapping, as 
well specific practices, roles and artifacts (Table 1), which are 
indicators that help and guide teams through the development 
process. For example, practices 6 and 7 are complete when 
executed together; on the other hand, item 8 in "Roles" 
highlights that such a feature does not exist in the TDD 
methodology; however, it exists in Scrum, and the Scrum 
Master benefits if he decides to adopt both methodologies. 
Likewise, the item 10 in "Artifacts" shows there are no 
structures in TDD to address progress besides tests, and Scrum 
complements it.  

The final analysis highlights the strongest features, 
structure and procedures of each method. Thus, although those 
are meant for different segments – in the software 
development context where there is a close attention scenario 
for good practice that values quality, scalability and effective 
results - the application of both methodologies in a 
synchronized and adjusted fashion, maintaining their 
individual characteristics, may contribute for better results. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. TDD Cycle. [16] 
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TABLE I.  ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AGILE 

METHODOLOGIES OF SCRUM AND TDD 

 AGILE METHODOLOGY 

N° INDICATORS SCRUM TDD 

1 

Practices 

Self-
Organizing 

Teams 

The team self-
organizes 

activities 

Not specified 

2 Setting Steps Sprints Test Cycle 

3 Small Steps 

Division in 

sprints for 

development of 
releases 

Baby Steps 

guarantee features 
are broken in as 

many parts as 

needed 

4 Simplicity 
Produce only 

the necessary 

Simplification of 
procedures and 

code 

5 Feedback 
The staff and 

customer 

Continuous 
feedback to the 

team 

6 
Adaptable to 

Change 

Changes in the 

project and its 
project type 

Test suite ensuring 
changes without 

loss of performance 

and functionality 

7 Format test 
Parallel-
running 

implementation 

Written test before 
implementing 

functionality 

8 
Roles 

Project 
Supervisor 

Scrum Master Not specified 

9 
Testing 

responsible 
Developer Developer 

10 

Artifacts 

Evolution 
report on the 

results 

Daily Scrum  
and Burn 

Down 

Automatized tests 

11 
Project 

Delivery 

Whenever it is 

all done 
Not specified 

12 Code Quality Not specified 

Compliance with 

Object Oriented 

Programming 

13 
Time 

Reduction 

Deliver 
something 

functional for 

the customer in 
a short time 

Development and 
maintenance since 

it optimizes the 

process and reduces 
errors 

14 
Cost 

Reduction 

The less time, 

less charges 

will be applied 

Software 

maintenance error 
correction or 

projection errors 
 

V. PROPOSED SYNCHRONOUS USE OF SCRUM           

AND TDD 

We developed a proposal based on the analysis performed 
with the purpose of exploring characteristics and attaining 
better comprehension of possible coexisting use of both 
methods in the form of a synchronous framework that 
exemplifies the interaction of Scrum and TDD as Agile 
methodologies and how their integration can be made so they 
may coexistence in harmony. 

 According to the framework structure shown in Fig. 3, the 
integration of Scrum and TDD is applicable to a self-
organizing team (item 1) which values the simplicity in the 
processes and also in the code (item 2) and follows the lead of 
a Scrum Master. Setting out small steps for each Sprint (item 

3), the organization achieves in reductions in time and           
cost   (items  4  and  5),  as  the   team    produces    only   the  
 

 

necessary and minimizes errors and do-overs. The developer 
(item 9) is responsible for coding and testing following the 
standards established by TDD (items 7 and 8), and presents its 
findings to the Scrum Master and the team at every Daily 
Scrum. The code documentation that comes down to testing 
as set out in TDD is available to be evaluated and improved 
by the team, therefore enabling the Scrum Master to measure 
(item 10), not only what is being done, but how it is being 
done, ensuring quality to the team and to the end customer. At 
this point of the framework, we stress the ability to adapt to 
change (item 11), with documented and tested code and a self-
organizing team ending the cycle with continuous feedback 
with the customer and the team (items 12 and 13); this 
guarantees that, when the software is considered ready (item 
14), it will have high quality levels, ensuring the adaptation 
and survival of the project even when facing changes to the 
original delivery.  

The presence of the Scrum Master (Scrum methodology) 
is in evidence because they are present throughout the 
framework cycle, facilitating and enhancing the work of the 
entire team, ensuring that the framework is followed, and 
seeking for continuous improvement. 

As stated by Silva and Lemos [18], the role of the Scrum 
Master is analogous to that of an orchestra conductor. Both 
should provide guidance and steady leadership to a team of 
talented professionals who work together to create something 
that no one can do alone. 

Thus, through the proposed framework, we sought to 
address characteristics of the two methodologies which, by 
coexisting, may further contribute to the success of the project 
and the quality of software. 

Figure 3.  Proposed Framework for combineduse of Scrum and TDD 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents two aspects within the agile context: 
the management team which is involved throughout the 
software process with Scrum and the team that actually 
develops the lines of code and performs tests using TDD. No 
methodology by itself includes both strands effectively; 
therefore, to address this situation we studied both 
methodologies and proposed a framework which can be used 
in software factories. 

Based on the analysis and the framework presented, it is 
clear that the differences and similarities found in both 
methodologies make them more useful when used in tandem, 
as they guarantee software is produced avoiding problems in 
the code due to continuous testing, which prevents new errors 
and corrections during future implementations, eventually 
reducing time and cost. Thus, the combined use of Scrum and 
TDD is strongly recommended, as it will bring clear gains to 
the project by indicating the increase in staff quality, product 
and codes, and then covering the whole process of 
development, evolution and maintenance of software 
grounded on best practices and ensuring full feedback on all 
processes and practices. 

In the future, we intend to develop a tool to assist in 
software development by proposing a set of coexisting Scrum 
and TDD methodologies, confirming the efficacy of the 
proposed framework and performing its validation in a real 
scenario of a software project. 
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